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No. 18.

No. 19,

No. 20.

No. 21.

No. 22.

No. 23.

No. 24.

No. 25.

No. 26 .

No. 27.

Bursar's Statement of the cash transactions of Upper Canada College for the

year ending 30th .June 1880.

Return shewing the number of suit.s in the County (.Courts during the years

1878 and 1879 ; amounts claimed ; judgments ; costs ;
distinguishing the

number in each class of judgments for damages from the number of judg-

ments for debts, ^a^ (a^r^i-^-^

Copies of all correspondence between the University of Toronto and any Col-

lege or Collegiate Institute, respecting affiliation, since 1873.

Report of the Inspector of Insurance for the year 1880.

Classification of Officers, Chief Clerks and Clerks required for the Public Service

under Section 20, Cap. 2, il Victoria, the Ontario Public Service Act of

1878.

Copy of a Report of the Department of Public Works of the late Province of

Canada, dated 3rd April, I85G,on the probable cost of erecting Parliamentary

Buildings in the City of Toronto. Report as to any proceedings taken by
such Department, or by the Government of the late Province of Canada,
for the selection of a site for such Parliamentary Buildings in the Univer-

sity Park at the head of the College Avenue, pursuant to the Act 16

Victoria, cap. 161, and for the sale of the lauds and water lots mentioned

in section 4 of the said Act. A statement shewing the total amount ex-

pended for repairs of the Parliamentary and Departmental Buildings, and for

rents and repairs of temporary offices since 1st July, 1867. An estimate

of the value of the lands and buildings now used for Parliamentary and
Departmental Buildings, and an estimate of the probable cost of erecting

new Public Buildings for such purposes.

Return from each (Jountj* and City of the number of days during which

the County Selectors were engaged in selection of the .July Lists of 1880,

giving the date of each sitting, and the number of names selected at each

day's sitting, the number of names selected for the different lists, and the

total number returned by the municipalities on the .Juror.s' Rolls ; also, the

amount paid to the selectors for such selections.

Return shewing the number of Orange Lodges incorporated under the General

Act of 1874, and the Revised Act in that behalf; also, what other socie-

ties have been incorporated under either of the said Acts, and to obtain

from said organization the expenses incurred in securing the incorporation.

Return shewing the names of all the Police Magistrates in Ontario ; the

amount of salary of each ; or, if paid by fees, the amount of such fees
;

number of cases brought before each for adjudication ; the number of con-

victions ; and the amount of fines imposed for the years 1878 and 1879.

Return from the Clerks of the Municipalities and the County Treasurers of the

expenses incurred in each Municipality of the Province under the Voters'

List Act, shewing the respective amounts paid in each for preparing,

printing, publishing, distributing and filing with the Clerks of the Peace,

the Voters' Lists ; the number of appeals to the Judge's Court, and the ex-

penses attending the hearing and disposal of said appeals and the amounts
paid to the several officers of said (Jourts of Appeal for the years 1878 and
1879 : also, all correspondence and accounts that may have passed between
the Judges and the Government with respect to the expenses of holding

the said Courts of Appeal in these years. (N'ot printed.)
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No. 28.

No. 29.

No. .30..

No. .31

No. 32 .

.

No. 33 .

.

No. .34.

No. 35..

Return sliowiii;,' the tiiiii! elapsing between the sentences of the prisoners and

their removal to the C'entral Prison for the years 1879 and 1880, di.s-

tinguishing those who were tried by the Judges alone at the Interim

Sessions from those tried before a Jury. ( Xnt printed.)

Return shewing the total number of applications made for loans under the

Tile Di-aiiiage Act since 1878 ; the Municipalities by which such applica-

tions have been made ; the length of drains completed in each JIunieipality
;

the kind of drain, wliether tile, stone, or wood ; the sums actually paid

out of the Tile or Under-drainage Fund ; the Municipalities to which such

payments have been made; the amounts repaid by the different Munici-

palities, togetiier with the number of persons availing themselves to the

utmost limit allowed by the Act of borrowing §1,000 by one individual.

Copies of all correspondence which has taken place between the Executive

Council of the Province of Ontario, or any member thereof, and the Privy

Council of Cauada, or any Member thereof, respecting the award relating

to the Boundaries of the Province of Ontario, and respecting the territory

in dispute between the Dominion and the Province, and which has not yet

been laid before this House.

.Special Report of Minister of Education on the Upper Canada College and
Royal Grammar School.

CONTENTS OF PART IV.

Return of Fees, Emoluments, and Disbursements of John Hoskiu, Esquire,

Guardian ad litem for the year 1879. (Not priTited.

)

Abstract of Returns of Receipts and Expenditures, Assets and Liabilities,

made by Clerks of Municipalities in Ontario, pursuant to Sec. 6, Gap. 43,

43 Victoria.

Return of :— 1st. Copies of all correspondence between the Minister or the

Department of Education, or any member of the Ontario Government, and
any of the officers or members of the University of Toronto, or University

College, relating to tilliug vacancies in the staff of said University and
College. 2nd. Copies of all correspondence between the said Minister, or

his Department, or any member of the Ontario Government, and other

persons not connected with the said Institution, on the same subject. 3rd.

Copies of all Orders passed by His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor in

Council, relating to filling vacancies, making changes or appointments re-

lating to Professorships in said Institution, or of their salaries, since the

appointment of a Minister of Education. 4th. A list of appointments
made in said Institution under the present Government, with the salaries

thereto attached, and copies of all advertisements issued relating thereto.

Return shewing the amount of the Debenture Indebtedness of each County,
City, Town, Township, and Village Municipality in the Province, on 31st
December, 1879 ; for what works or service the said Debentures were
issued ; tlie date and amount of the several issues made, and when matur-
ing ; the amount paid or redeemed, and the amount of principal still out-

standing ; the total amount of the Sinking Fund levied and raised to 31st

December, 1878, and the investments thereof made to 3lst December, 1879 ;

in the case of counties the equalized value, and in other municipalities, the
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assessed value of each ; also, the assessed value of each IMunicipality hav-

ing such indebtedness, and the rate imposed for all purposes. (Not

printed.)

No. 36.

No. 37.

No. .38.

No. 39.

No. 40.

No. -11.

No. 42.

No. 43.

No. 44.

Return of all the School-books, authorized and in use in the Public Schools of

Ontario on the 1st day of July, 1867, with the retail price in each case. A
list of all School-books that liave been authorized at diflerent times for use

in Public, Grammar and High Schools of Ontario since the above date,

.specifying the name of the author in each case, together with the retail

price of the same. Said last mentioned list to indicate those text-books

now authorized and in use ; and, also, those now proposed to be authorized,

also copies of all regulations respecting Public School text-books, as well

as any data on which the retail prices have been based.

Return of the costs of conveying Lunatics to the Provincial Asylums, or Boys
to the Reformatory, from the County Gaols, under Act 43 Vic, chap. 35 ;

and, also, the costs of conveying the same classes by the Sheriffs during

the years 1878 and 1879, giving the number so conveyed from each County
or City, and the cost paid in connection with the conveyance of each

Lunatic or Prisoner, the cost under Provincial Bailiff to include the sixty

per cent, payable towards salary of Bailiff.

Return respecting the Collegiate Institutes of Ontario, shewing:

—

(1) Total number of pupils in attendance at each Institute, and the

average attendance during the years 1877, 1878, 1879, 1880.

(2) Number of pupils in each of these years who were preparing for

the profession of a Pulilic School Teacher.

(3) Number of pupils who have matriculated during these years at

Toronto University.

(4) Number of such matriculants who have matriculated with honours,

stating what honours they received.

(o) Names of teachers, also their certificates or degrees, and the

salaries paid to them.

(6) Government allowance granted to these Institutes during these

years.

Return of all cases now standing for Judgment in the Court of Chancery,
which were heard on or before tlie first day of November, 1880, and
shewing the dates of hearing in each case. (Not printed.)

Special Report on County Model Schools, 1880, shewing the standing of Teach-
ers, Terms kept open. Attendance, Results of .Examinations, Grants from
(lOvernment and Counties, Fees, etc.

Coi-respondence and Papers relating to the following Railways :—Stratford

and Huron, Georgian Bay and Wellington, and Erie and Huron.

Report of the Ontario Agricultural Commission, the statistical information
collected, and the oral evidence taken by the Commissioners. (Printedfor
distriljutiou only.j

Return coutainmg the Minutes of tlie Senate of the University of Toronto, from
the date of the last Return down to close of 1880. {±Vot printed.)

Reports of the Stipendiary Magistrates with respect to the Northerly and
Westerly parts of Ontario.
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No. 45 .

.

No. 46.

No. 47.

No. 48.

No. 49.

No. 50.

No. 54.

No. 55.

No.
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To His Honour the Honoiinihle John Beverley Rohinsou, Lieutenant-

Governor of Ontario.

May it Please Your Hoxouu :

The undersigned has the lionour to present to your Honour the Public Accouxxa

of the Province of Ontario for the year euJed 31st December, ISSO.

Respectfully submitted.

S. C. WOOD,
Treasurer.

Treasury Department, Ontario,

Toronto, January 31st 1881.
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Provincial Auditor's Office,

Toronto, January 31st, 1881.

To the Honoumhie S. C. Wood,

Procincial Treasurer.

The undersigned has the honour to present to you the Public Accounts for the

year 1880.

Eespectfully submitted.

C. H. SPROULE,
Auditor.
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No. 6.

LAW STAMPS.

Statement of Revenue received on account of LAW STAMPS during the vear ended

31st December, 1880.

COUNTY.
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Iso 9.

CASUAL REVENUE.

Statemeft of casual REVENUE received by the Treasurer of the Province of

Ontario, during the year ended 31st December, 1S80.

Fbom Whom Received. SERVICE.

W. Sutton
C. Munro
W. Reynolds
F. W. JarviB
G. Taylor
J. Mercer
W. Patrick
J. U. .Merrick

A. McKellar
D. Mclntvre
O. T. Pruyn
E. Deedes
J. McEwen
.T. Thonipaon
J. Hossee
A.G.Hill
W. D. Lyon
J. Doran
S. J. Brown ..

L. Lawrason
W. A. Reeve
J. R. Cotter
C. Hutchinson
B. B. Ojler

T. Dixon

C. Hutchinson
James Stanton

C. J. Bampton

C. T. (Jilmor
John Nntnian ........
C. B. Robinson
Hon. D. A. Macdonald

Sheriif County of Bruce, fines and forfeitures

do El^pn, do
do Ontario, do
do York, do
do Hastings, do
do Kent, do
do Leeds and Grenville, do
do Presccitt and Russell, do
do Wentworth, do
do Storniont and Glengarry, do
do Lenno.x and Addington, do
do Norfolk, do
do Essex, do
do Lanark, do
do Perth, do

Stipendiary Magistrate, Clifton, fines

do do
do do

Justice of Peace, do
do London, do

County Attorney, Lennox and Addington, fines, &c..
do Simcoe, fines

do Middlesex, do
do Wentworth, do

do Bruce, unclaimed money, Divison
Courts

do Middlesex, unclaimed money, D. C.
do Elgin, do do

Refiistrar, Algoma, on account of fees
Clerk, County of York

Fees received by him for Private Bills
Sale of Ontario Statute*
On account of Ontario Gazette
Refund on account of expenditure north-west trip.

Carried forward

§ c.
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No. 9.

—

Continued.

CASTJAL REVENUE.

Statement of CASUAL REVENUE received by the Treasurer of the Province of

Ontario, during the year ended December 31st, 1880.

—

Continued.

From Whom Received.
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No
GOVERNMEN!!

1880.

January 1 .

W.Warrick & Son .

.

W. Barber & Bros . .

.

Buntin, Brother & Co ,

W. Thomson 4 Co . .

.

Bro«Ti Bros
Cana<la Paper Co
C. Martin
J. Stuart ,

P. Patterson & Son . .

,

Pim&Holt
J. Sale
W. Croft & Co
Lowden & Co
Might & Taylor
J. Rose
J. Notman

Total ,

Balance, stock on hand, see

Public Accounts, 1879, p.
27

Supplies

do '.[]['.]'.'..'.".'.'.]...

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Cartage
To pay freight

$ c.

1,112 09
4,158 81
2,826 90
1,441 47
1,362 47
640 19
329 00
153 65
74 00
58 16
43 00
52 50
24 20
40 00
l.T 00
11 10
6 53

11,236 98

12,349 07

Ti;i,.\bi,ia i)i,i'ATi..Mi-.NT, Ontario,
Toronto, January 31st, 1881.

26
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10.

STATIONERY OFFICE.
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EXPENDITURE STATEMENTS.
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SUMMARY
Of the estimated Expenditure of the Province of Ontario, for the Financial Year

ending 31st December, 1881.

No. SERVICES.

TO BE VOTED.

For current
expenditure.

I.

n.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.
i

VII.

VIII.

IX. 1

X.

XI.

XII.

XIII.

XIV.

XV.

Civil Govomment 3

Legislation 9

Administration of Justice 10

Education 14

Public Institutions, Muiuteuance 19

Immigration 30

Agriculture, Arts, Literary and Scientific Institutions. 31

Hospitals and Charities 32

Miscellaneous Expenditure 32

Public Buildings—

(1) Repairs 33

(2) Capital account 33

Public Works

—

(1) Repairs
|
37

37

38

(2) Capital account

Colonization Roads .

Charges on Crown Lands
I

41 I

Refund account
I

42
j

.

Unforeseen and Unprovided 43

Total

I

S cts,

178,229 00

108,900 00

280,990 00

505,025 73

534,412 80

41,200 00

106,750 00

78,141 98

50,273 73

14,000 00

On capital

account.
For other
purposes.

$ cts.

11,900 00

75,000 00

50,000 00

111,241 00

20,950 00

96,500 00

1. Current expenditure for 1881 .

2. On capital account

I 3. Other purposes

.? cts.

4.5,677 49

2,034,823 24i 228,691 00, 45,677 49

2,034,823 24

228,691 00

45,077 49

Amount of Estimates I 2,309,191 73
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ESTIiVIATES OF EXPENDITURE

OF THE

PROYINCE OF ONTARIO,

FOE THE YEAR 1881.

I.—CIVIL GOVERNMENT.

To be voted per Statement (A) .§178,229.00.

No. of
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I.—CIVIL GOVERNMENT—Conimwed.

No. of

Vote. SERVICE.
Salaries & Expenses.

Details.

Government House.

Expenses.

•vx-

Water
Gas
Fuel
Repairs .' •.

Furnishings
Plumbing and plants
Gardener and Caretaker
Assistant Gardeners
Contingencies (cleaning away snow, carting .ishes, sweeping flues, &c.).

Lieutenant-Governor's Office.

Salaries.

Private Secretary
Official Secretary
Messenger

Expenses.

Contingencies

Executive Council and Attorney-General's Department.

Salaries.

Attorney-General and Premier
Clerk of Executive Council and Deputy of Attorney-General
Secretary
Shorthand-writer
Assistant Clerk of Executive Council
Second do do
Third do do
Assistant Messenger

Eicpenses.

Towards establishing a Law Library
Fuel

, gas and water $.5S0 00
Rent 1,200 00
Housekeeper .'iOO 00
Fireman 360 00

4 of .$2,640 00
Contingencies, including repairs, printing, stationery, postage, tele-

graph, &c

Education Department.

Minister of Education
Deputy Minister
Secretary
Chief Clerk and Accountant

.

Salaries.

1880.

$ cts.

26.5 00
900 00

2,000 00
700 00
200 00
100 00
500 00
715 00
200 00

5,580 00

1,200 00
800 00
400 00

950 00

3,350 00

5,000 00
2.800 00
1,200 00

1,000 00
6r,o 00
500 00
200 00

200 00

1,320 00

1,600 00

14,470 00

4,000 00
3,000 00
2,000 00
1,200 00

1881.

$ cts.

265 00
900 00

2,000 00
700 00
200 00
100 00
500 00
715 00
200 tiO

5,580 00

1,200 00
800 00
400 00

9.50 00

3,350 00

5,000 00
2,800 00
(800 00

( -.20 00
1,100 00
700 (10

550 00
200 00

200 00

1,320 00

1,600 00

14,790 00

4,000 00
3,000 00
2,000 00

1,200 00
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I.—CIVIL GOVERNMENT—ConiMiued.

SERVICE.

Clerk .

Do
Do
Do .

Do .

Do
Do .

Do .

Do ,

Education Department—Continued.

Salaries—Continued.

Junior Clerk
Do

Messenger (transferred from Depository Branch)
Caretaker, including all allowances for cleaning, washing and scrubbing.

Expejises.

Salaries & Expenses.

Postages
Printing, paper for circulars and blanks
Fuel and light

Office stationery and account books
Books on education, periodicals, papers, law and other reports .

Law appeal cases

Office furniture and fixtures, petty repairs and incidentals
Travelling and other expenses
Unpaid accounts for 18S0

Crown Lands Department.

Commissioner ....

Assistant Commissioner . .

.

Law Clerk
Shorthand writer and Clerk

LaTid Sales and Free Grants .-

^ Chief Clerk
Clerk
Do
Do
Do

Salaries.

Survei/s, Patents ami Jioads :
—

Chief Clerk, Surveys
Do Draughtsman

Chief Clerk, Patents
Clerk
Superintendent, Colonization Roads
Clerk

1880.

S cts.

1,000 00
900 00

1,100 00
550 00
600 00
550 00
700 00
5.W 00
575 00
350 00
300 00
400 00
500 00

18,275 00

450 00
400 00
400 00
300 00
150 00
200 00
200 00

425 00

20,800 00

Woods and Forests

:

Chief Clerk . .

.

Clerk
Do
Do

Accounts

:

—
I

Accountant, (6 months in 1880) .

Accountant and Book-keeper
Clerk
Do
Do

4,000 00
2,800 00
1,800 00
1,000 00

1,700 00
1,250 00
1,000 00

8.50 00
750 00

1,500 00
950 00

1,400 00
1,200 00
1,800 00
1,000 00

2,000 00
1,200 00
850 00
700 00

1,000 00
1,2.50 00
1,250 00

8.50 00
750 00

1881.
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I.—CIVIL GOVERNMENT—Confi-nued.

No. of

Vote. SERVICE.

Cbown Lambs Department— Coiid'rtucd.

Accounts

:

—Continued.
Ileicistrar

Housekeeper, with house, fuel and light

Messenger, do do

Expetises.

Contingencies, including repairs. West Wing

PcBLic Works Department.

Salaries.

Commissioner . . . .

Architect
Engineer
Secretary, Public Works
Law Clerk, one-third (balance charged to Lunatics'Estates)
Accountant and General Clerk
Architectural Draughtsman
Engineering do ,..

Assistant do
First Clerk
Clerk and Paymaster of outlying works
Carpenter (engaged in Public Buildings generally)
Messenger

Erpemes.

One-half of cost of office maintenance (see details under Executive
Cmincil Office)

Contingencies

Tkeasubt Department.

Salaries.

Treasurer
Assistant Treasurer .'

Chief Clerk
Clerk of Contingencies and Shorthand Writer . .

.

Clerk of Statistics

Clerk ,

Salaries & Expenses.

1880.

$ Ct9.

1,600 00
500 00
500 00

9,500 00

44,950 00

Audit Branch:—
Auditor
Book-keeper
Clerk (formerly in Treasury Office)

. (former Auditor, S2,000)

Expenses.

Cost of maintenance of East Wini; (including repairs)

Housekeeper, with house, fuel and light

Fireman
Contingencies, includingrepairs,printing, stationery, postage, telegraph,

etc

4,000 00
2,200 00
1,.500 00
1,750 00
400 00
800 00
939 00
939 00
700 00
850 00
700 00
624 00
450 00 I

1,320 00
i

2,000 00

1881.

19,172 00

4,000 00
2,000 00
1,000 00
1,050 00

600 00

1,600 00
1,100 00
800 00

2,500 00
400 00
400 00

2,000 00

17,450 00

$ cts.

1,6C0 00
."iOO 00
500 00

9,500 00

44,750 00

4,ono 00
2,200 00
1,.')00 00
1,750 00
400 00
850 00
950 00
800 00
600 00
850 00
750 00
624 00
500 00

1,320 00
2,000 00

19,094 00

4,000 00

2,000 00
1,000 00
1,100 00
1,200 00
600 00

1,800 00
900 00
800 00

2,500 00
400 00
400 00

2,000 00

18,700 00
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I. CIVIL GOVERNMENT—CoTiimued.

No. of
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I. CIVIL GOYERSM.E'ST—Continued.

No. of
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II.—LEGISLATION.

To be voted per Statement (A) $108,900.00.

No. of

Vote.

13

18S0.

Legislation

S cts.

108,800 GO

1881.

S cts.

108,900 00

Compared with Esti-
mates OK 1880.

Decrease.

$ uts.
I

$ cts.

100 00 !

No. of
Vote,

13

SERVICE.

Details.

Salaries,

Mr. Speaker's salary
Clerk of the House, salary
Clerk, Assistant, and Clerk of Routine
Law Clerk
Clerk and Postmaster
Librarian
Accountant of the House and Stationery Clerk (also Queen's Printer)

.

Sergeant-at-Arms
Housekeeper and Chief Messenger, with house, fuel and light

Three Messengers
Fireman . ...

Night Watchman
Sessional Clerk.s, Writers, Messengers and Pages

I
Expenses.

Postages and cost of House Post Office

Stationery, including Printing Paper, Printing and Binding
Printing Bills and Distributing .Statutes
Library, for Books and Binding
Indemnity to Members, including Mileage
Subscriptions to Newspapers and Periodicals
Repairs and Furniture
Fuel ...

Gas and other Lighting
Water
Contingencies

Salaries & Expenses.

1

1880.
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III.—ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.

To be voted as per Statement (A) $280,990.00.

A.

Superior Judges and Court of Appeal
Court of Chancery
Court of Queen's Bench
Court of Common Pleas
Practice and other Courts
Criminal Justice
Mi-scellaneous Justice

1880. 1881.

Compared with Esti-
mates OF 1880.

Increase. Decrease.

$ cts.
i

I

le.-soo GO I

20,595 00
9,620 00
5,310 00

I

4,900 00 I

164,000 00
*

66,875 00

$ cts.

16,320 GO
20,615 00
9,620 00
5,660 00
4,900 00

154,000 00
69,875 00

S cts.

20 00
20 00

287,600 00 280,990 00

350 00

3,000 GO

3,390 00

S cts.

10,000 00

10,000 00

SERVICE.

Details.

SoPEEioR Judges and Court of Appeal.

Salaries.

Salaries & Expenses.

1880. 1881.

!

Allowances granted to Heir and Devisee Commissioners
KeKistrar of Court of Appeal
Usher and Crier
Messenger
Assistance in ofiSce, engrossing and copying Orders, in lieu of clerk . . .

|
j

S cts.

13,000 GO
2,000 GO

50 00
450 00
400 00

Expenses.

|l

Law Library .

Contingencies .

Master
Taxing Officer,

Other Officers .

Cicri.

Court ok Chancery.

Salaries.

100 00
300 00

16,300 00

3,000 00
1,600 00

yitnior Clerk
Registrar . . ,

First Assistant Registrar
Second "

Clerk
'

' of Records and Writs ,

" Records 0(Jice

Referee in Chambers
Clerk to

"

Clerk of Accounts
Assistant Clerk of Accounts, (residue of Salary bom by Suitor's Fund). : .

\

10

1,000 00
600 00

2,100 00
1,200 00
1,000 00
600 00

1,200 00
650 00

2,000 oO
900 00

1,400 00 I

500 00 I

S cts.

13,000 00
2,000 00

50 00
4.50 00
400 GO

100 00
320 00

16,320 00

3,000 00
1,600 00

13,lii0 00
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III.—ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE—Continued.

SERVICE.

CocBT OF Chancery.—Continued.

Salaries—Continued.

Usher of Court
Messenger and Housekeeper, with house, fuel and light

.

Expenses.

Contingencies :

—

Judge's Library for 1881 $200 00

Referee in Chambers '*
350 00

Clerk of Accounts " 2S5 00

Master's Office
" 300 00

Registrar's and Records and Writs " 730 00

Court op Queen's Bench.

Salaries.

Salaries of Officers

Clerk of the Crown and Pleas
Senior Clerk
Clerk (including attendance at Court of single Judge) ....

Junior Clerk

Clerk of the Process
Assistant to "

Housekeeper and Messenger, with house, fuel and light

Usher and Crier, " " "
Assistant Messenger

Salaries & Expenses.

1880.

$ cts.

600 00
400 00

Expenses.

Judges' Library
Queen's Bench and Process Office

.

Court of Common Pleas.

Salaries.

Clerk of Crown and Pleas
Senior Clerk
Junior "
Usher and Crier

Expenses.

Judges' Library
Contingencies

^ ;

Travelling and contingent expenses, inspecting offices of Deputy Clerks
Clerks of County Court, and Registrars of Surrogate

Practice and other Courts.

Salaries.

Clerk in Chambers
Clerk of Surrogate (including expense of assistance).

Clerk of Assize

11

1,845 00

20,595 00

3,000 00
l,m 00
1,300 00
COO 00

I

1,200 00
700 00
500 00
160 00
160 00

100 00
500 00

9,620 00

2,500 00
1,400 00
1,000 00
160 00

100 00
150 00

1881.
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III.—ADMINISTRATION OF JVSTICE—Continued.

No. of
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III.—ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE—Continued.

No. of
Vote.

20

SERVICE.

Miscellaneous Justice—Contirmed.

Provisional County of Haliburton.

Stipendiary Magistrate, saUry

.

Administration of Justice . . .

Provincial Police, at Clifton and Fort Erie.

Salary of Police Magistrate
Administratiun of Justice .

.

Other Services.

To pay Sheriffs, Criers and Constables in attending Courts of Chancery
and County Courts, Deputy Clerks of the Crown and Pleas attend-
ing Assizes, and their postages, &c. . .

Seals and other contingencies
Registration Books for Muskoka, Parry Sound and Thunder Bay . . .

.

Lighting and heating Osgoode Hall
Water supply
Furniture, matting, repairs, &c
For emploj-ment of Shorthand Reporters of evidence on trials at the

Assizes and Election Courts (three additional Reporters)
Expenses of County Judges in grouped Counties

Salaries & Expenses.

1S80.

$ cts.

1,200 00
500 00

1,700 00

1,000 00
4,000 00

5,000 00

6,000 00
300 00
200 00

4,000 00
250 00

7,000 00
1,100 00

18,850 00

1881

$ eta.

1,200 00
500 00
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IV.—EDUCATION.

To be voted per Statement (A) §505,025.73.

No. of

Vote,

21
22
23
24
2.T

26
27
28
29
30

31
32

1880.

Public and Separate Schools
Schools in new and poor Townships
Inspection of Public and Separate Schools.
High Scliools and Collegiate Institutes
Inspection of " "

Training of Teachers
Departmental Examinations
Normal and Model Schools, Toronto
Normal and Model School, Ottawa
Educational Depository, Museum and Li-

brary
Miscellaneous
Superannuated Teachers

1881.

Compared with Estimates
of 1880.

Increase. Decrease.

240,

i;i,

29,

83,

7,

19,

i y

21,

12,

5 cts.

000 00
,.500 00
,6.i0 00
,000 00
400 00
.539 10
600 00
975 00
173 33

22,031 83
1,700 00

42,400 00

3 cts.

240,000 00
I

13,,500 00
1

31.04.5 00
84,500 00

I

7,600 00
10,350 00

I

9,:i00 00
I

22,6.50 00
I

18,942 GO

$ cts.

1,415 00
l,.5O0 00
200 00

$ cts.

1,700 00
675 00

6,769 27

9,189 10

8,855 00
1 13,196 83

450 00 I
,

1.250 00
57,833 13 15,433 13

500,969 26 505,025 73 27,692 40 I 23,635 93

No. of

Vote.

>j Salaries & Ezpekses.

SERVICE.
1880.

Delails.

Public and Sepabatb Schools21

22

23

Schools in nkw and poor Townships

24

Inspection of Pcblic and Separate Schools.

5,400 Public and Separate Schools at $5 (5, 370 in 1 880)
52 County Model .Schools at 810 (51 in 18S0)
Proportion of payments to Inspectors in the Territorial and remote

Districts, viz. :—(1) Algiima, (2) Parry Sound, (3) Nipissing, (4)
Haliburtnn, and (S) the Northern parts of the Counties of Vic-
toria, Peterborough. Hastings, Addington, and Renfrew

Stationery, postages, printing paper, and incidentals
Unpaid for inxpfxtion in l^'79

Uu|ia id for inspection in 1880 . .

•S cts,

240,000 00

13,500 00

High Schools and Collegiate iNSTiruTEs. I

105 existing High Schools, 16 being Collegiate Institutes (104 last yer.r)
'

16 Collegiate Institutes, at $750 additional each (14 last year)
|

14

26,850 00
510 00

1,500 00
600 00
170 00

1881.

S cts.

240,000 00

13,500 00

27,000 00
520 00

1,850 00
700 00

29,630 00

72,500 00
10,500 00

975 00

31,045 00

72, .500 00
12,000 00

83,000 00 li 84,500 00
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IV.—EDUCATION—Conimwed.

No. of

Vote. SERVICE.

Details—Continued.

Inspection op High Schools .\nd Normal Schools.

Three Inspectors' salaries at S2,000
Payment of actual expenses incurred in travelling

Printing forms of Reports, ainl paper, postages and incidentals

Training of Public School Teachers.

Towards travelling expenses of {say 100) students for the last Session
of 1880 and first of 1881 at Toronto and Ottawa Normal Schools,

only half expenses to be paid for first Session of 1881, and then
allowance to cease

Towards 52 Public Schools selected as County Model Schools, SlOO
each (51 in 1880)

Inspection of Countv Model Schools (supplementary estimates) S4,{>00 00

Unpaid for " " in 1S79 'do 639 10

Towards 60 Teachers' Institutes and Associations (58 in 1880)

Unpaid in IS79 for
** '* *'

Printing paper, stationery, travelling expenses and incidentals

Salaries & Expenses.

Departmental Examinations.

Central Committee of Examiners, 7 in number, for preparing Examin-
ation, Papers for (1) 1st, 'ind and 3rd Class Public School Teachers
certificate ; and (2) High School Intermediate ; and reading and
valuing answers, in cases of appeal

40 Sub-Examiners for reading and valuing the answers of all Candi-
dates for 2nd and 3rd class certificates, and at the Intermediate,

the estimated number being 5,000
Actual travelling expenses of non-resident Members and Sub-

Examiners .

Examinations of Normal School students at end of each of the three
sessions

Postages, stationery and incidentals
Confidential printing of all examination papers

—

(1} Ink, fire, light, water, and incidentals

(2) Paper for printing ; also for certificates, forms and circulars

(3) Salary of Printer and Assistant

Normal and Model Schools, Toronto.

Salaries.

The Principal
Science Master

i
Mathematical Master
Writing and Book-keeping Master
Drawing Master
Music Master
Teacher of Reading and Elocution, according to time employed
Gymnastic Master . .

Head Master of Boys' Model School
First Assistant "

.Second " "

Third " "

Head Mistress of Girls' Model School
First Assistant "

Second " "

Third " "

1880. 1881.

$ cts.

0,000 00
I

1,100 00
300 00

7,400 00

5,400 00

5,100 00

5,539 10
2,900 00
300 00
300 00

19,539 10

7,600 00

2,750 00

2,600 00

350 00

' 40000

2,000 00
1,800 00
1,500 00
1,000 00
600 00
500 00
450 00
300 00

1,200 00
1,000 00
900 00
800 00

1,000 00
800 00
700 00
650 00

S cts.

6,000 00
1,200 00
400 00

7,600 00

1,650 00

5,200 00

3,000 00

" "
500 o6'
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lY.—EDUCATION—Continued.

SERVICE.
Salaries &, Espekses.

1880. 1881.

N0KM.4L AND Model Schools, Tokosto—Continued.

Salaries.

Clerk of the Normal and Model School
Head Gardener, with house and fuel

Fir.st Kngineer, with house and fuel

Second '*

Third "
Janitor of Normal School, including scrubbing and cleaning. .

.

" Boys' Model School " " " . .

.

Girls' " " " " ...

Assistant Gardener

Expenses.

Text and reference books for masters, and reading-room for students .

.

Stationery, printing paper, chemicals and supplies
Expenses of grounds
Fuel and liuht, proportion of

Water service

Petty repairs, furniture and incidentals

Text Books for Model Scliool pupils (formerly in Depository Branch),
to be dispensed with after .July next

Prize Books for Model School pupils (formerly in Depository Branch-),
Unpaid accounts of 2879
(Fees from Model School pupils for 1880, $8,000).

Normal School, Ottawa.

Salaries.

The Principal ....

Science Master
Teacher of Reading and Elocution, according to time employed
Writiut; and Book-keeping Master (3 months in 1880)
J>rawiiig Master
Music Master ....

Head M.aster of Boys' Model Sooool (4 months in 1880)
First Assistant " "

Second " " '*

Third " "

Head Mistress of Girls' Model School (4 months in 1880)
First Assistant " "

Second " "

Third " "

Clerk and Accountant
Drill and Gymnastic Instructor
First Engineer and Gardener
Sec<uid " A s.sistant Gardener
Two Labourers on grounds in summer, at 8240
Janitor, Normal School .

.

" "
to pay for scrubbing and cleaning

Model School (4 months in 1880)
" "

to pay for scrubbing and cleaning

Expenses.

Text and reference books for masters, and rejiding-room for students.
Stationery, printing paper, chemicals and siipplies

19,050 00

200 00
400 00
300 00

1,000 00
4.50 00
400 00

2,000 00
i,r)00 00
450 00

400 00
200 00
333 34
266 66
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IX.—EBUGATIO'N—Continued.

No. of

Vote. I
SERVICE.

Normal School, Ottawa—Continued.

Expenses.

Expenses of grounds (including plants, shrubs, trees, &c. )

Fuel and light

Water
Petty repairs, furniture and incidentals
Unpaid accounts for 1880
Fublic School Board, Ottawa, for use of City Schools (Supplementary

Estimates)

Text Books for Model School pupils (to be dispensed with after 1st

July next)
Prize Books for Model School pupils

(Fees from Model School pupils since Sept., 1880, 3 months, §1,183).

Educational Depository, Museum and Librarx.

Salaries & Expenses.

1880.

§ cts.

400 00
1,00(1 00
300 no
400 00

1,000 00

Salaries.

Superintendent
Clerk

Senior Clerks, now dispensed with, except one clerk for three months
Junior Clfrks,

" '*
six

"

Mesaenffer and Packer, transferred to Civil Government
Caretaker

Expenses (Depository),

Amount paid for purchases from Booksellers in 1880
For purchases of additional stock in ISSO
Supply of text books for sale to Normal School students
Supply of chemical laboratories for rental to Normal School stu-

dents ,

Expenses (Museum and Library).

Postages
Stationery
Fuel, water and light

Printing paper for forms and circulars
Printing; catalogues

Packing paper, twine, nails, &C
Furnishings, incidentals and repairs
Catalogue of educational works for general reference.

Estimates)
. . (Supplementary

Frames and stands for photographs and engravings
Binding educational and Canadian hooks and pamphlets .

Printing catalogue Educational Library and Museum ....

Incidentals
Fitting up new rooms, and also for Patent Office Reports
Fire, water and light (proportion)

17

12,173 33

1,400 00

1,000 00
520 00

1,750 00
900 00
365 00
100 00

6,035 00

3,000 00
9,000 00

18,035 00

300 00
100 00
400 00
250 00
400 00
150 00
200 00

666 S3

2,406 83

150 00
600 00
200 00
200 00

400 00

4,016 83

1881.

$ cts.

400 00
1,200 00
400 00
400 00
242 60

250 00
200 00

18,942 60

1,400 00
1,100 00
520 00
150 00
250 00

"loo'oo

3,520 00

1,000 00

'1,356' oo"

310 00

6,180 00

150 00
50 00
200 00
250 00

75 00
100 00

825 00

150 00
300 00
2(10 00
200 00
500 00
500 00

2,675 00
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Iv.—EDUCATIOIS —Concluded.

Ifo. of

Vote.

31

32

SERVICE.

MiSCELLANKOUS.

Queen's Printer, proportion of cost of Minister's Annual Report for 1880
" Public and Uiyh School Registers

Revision of text books

SUPERAXSCATEU PlBLIC .\NU HiGH SCHOOL TEACHERS.

Annual retiring allowance to 420 (3!ll in 18S0) Teachers, (amount re-

ceived for this Fund from Teachers, SIo.816)

Additional for ,1st and 2nd Class Teachers, High School Masters and
Inspectors

Allowance to worn-out Teachers, non-contributors, over (iO years of age
Medical examination fees, printing paper and incidentals

Unpaid amounts in 1880

Salaries & Expenses.

1880.

* cts.

300 00
1,000 00m 00

1881.

$ cts.

450 00

I

1,700 00

40,000 00

2,000 00
200 00
200 00

42,400 00

450 00
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v.—PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS MAINTENANCE.

To be voted per Statement (A) §534,412.80.

No. of

Vote.

33
34
35
36
.37

38
39

40
41
42 I

I

43
44

Asylum foi- the Insane, Toronto
" " Loudon
" " Kinfjston
" " Hamilton

Asylum for Idiots, Orillia

Central Pi'ison. Toronto
Ontario Reformatory for Boys, Penetan-

guishene
Institution for the Deaf and Dumb, Belleville

'* " Blind, Brantford
Andrew Mercer Reformatory for Women and

Refuge for Girls, Toronto
School of Agriculture, Guclph
School of Practical Science

To be

voted for

1881.

Compared with Estimates
of 1880.

Increase.

$ cts.

83,238 00
103,962 00
5.5,214 00
4o,U83 00
20,574 00
62,070 00

29,604 00
38,033 00
30,139 00

11,582 00
23,760 00
5,400 00

-I-

$ cts.

83,176 00
103,548 00
5i,8o4 00
58,004 99

19,674 00
68,470 00

29,435 54

36,623 00
30,797 00

23,520 27
20,930 00
5,400 00

S cts.
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v.—PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS MAINTENANCE-
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v.—PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS MAINTENANCE—Co-wfuiued.

No. ofi

Vote. I

34

35

SERVICE.

Asylum for the Insane, London—Continued.

Salaries & Expenses.

Salaries.

Farmer
Ploughmen
Night Watuhmen
Chief Attendants
Ordinary Male Attendants.
Cowman

No. of Officers

and Employees.
1

2
.... 3

.'.'

3

27
1

Females.

Matron 1

Assistant Matron (refractory ward) 1

Chief Attendant 1

Ordinary Female Attendants 28

Night Attendants 3
Cooks and Assistant Cooks .... 5

Laundresses 5
Housemaids 9
Dairymaid 1
Ttuhn-ss . . 1

^amstresses 2
Forteress 1

Expenses.
120

Medicine and medical comforts
Fuel '.

Butchers' meat, fish and fowl .

.

Flour
Butter ,

Gas and oil

Groceries
Fruit and vegetables
Bedding, clothing and shoes
Furniture and furnishings
L.aundry, soap and cleaning .

Farm, feed and fodder ,

Miscellaneous
Repairs and alterations

Printing, postage and stationery

Asylum for the Insane, Kingston.

(For 430 Patients, 430 in 1880.)

Salaries.

Medical Superintendent
Assistant Physician ....

Bursar
Steward
Storekeeper
Engineer
Assistant Engineer
Stoker
Carpenter
Baker
Cook.
Farmer

No. of Officers

and Employees.
1

1880.
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v.—PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS MAINTENANCE.
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v.—PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS MAINTENANCE.—Co7?fMiuerf.

No. of

Vote. I

36

37

S E K V I C E.

Asylum for the Insane, Hamilton.—Continued.

Females.

Matron
Chief Attendant
Ordinary Female Attendants.
Night Watch
Cooks
Laundresses
Housemaids
Seamstress and Tailoress

No. of OiEcers
and Employees.

1

1

. . . .
-1.5

1

2
3 ...

4
1

Expenses. 59

Medicines and Medical Comforts

.

Fuel.
Butchers' Meat, Fish, and Fowl...
Flour, Bread, t&c

Butter
Gas and Oil
Groceries
Fruit and Vegetables
Bedding, Clothing, and Shoes
Laundry, Soap, and Cleaning
Furniture and Furnishings
Farm, Feed, and Fodder
Repairs and Alterations
Miscellaneous
Water Supply
Printing, Postage, and Stationery
To meet unpaid accounts of previous year

AsTLUM FOR Idiots, Ohillia.

(For 150 patients, 150 in 1880.)

Salaries.

Medical Superintendent
Bursar
Engineer
Assistant Engineer
Gardener
Chief Attendant
Night Watch
Ordinary Male Attendants
Messenger, Porter, .ind Stable Keeper.

No. of Officers

and Employees.
1

Females.

Matron
Chief Attendant
Ordinary Female Attendants .

Night Attendant
Cooks
Laundresses
Housemaids
Seamstress ,

Salaries & Expenses.

1880.

S cts.

400 00
200 110

1,800 00
144 00
264 00
384 00
4;i2 (10

144 00

28
Expenses.

Medicines and Medical Comforts
Fuel
Butchers' meat, fish, and fowl

23

13,933 00

300 00
5,000 00
6,000 00
4,000 00
1,750 00
1,250 00
4,750 00
750 00

3,000 I

850 00
750 00

1,000 00
1,000 00
750 00
500 00
400 00

I

45,983 00

1

1,000 00
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v.—PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS MAINTENANCE -Co«<mued.

No. of:

Vote. SERVICE.

Asylum for Idiots, Orillia—Continued.

Females.

Expensea.

Flour, bread, etc
Butter
Gas and oil

Groceries
Fruit and vegetables
Bedding, clothing and shoes
Laundry, soap.and cleaning
Furniture and furnishings .

.

Farm, feed and fodder
Repairs
Miscellaneous
Milk ,

Printing, postage and stationery ,

Central Prison, Toronto.

(For .{.iO Prisoners, 350 in 1880).

Salaries.

Warden
Deputy-Warden
Bursar
Physician
Steward and Storekeeper
Guards
Hospital Guard
Engineer ami Assistant .

.

Baker and Cook

No. of Officers

and Employees.
1

Expenses.

1

1

1

1

20
1

29

Hospital expenses an<l medicines .

Butchers' meat and fish

Flour, bread and meal
(xroceries

Bedding, clothing and shoes .

Fuel

Salaries & Expenses.

Gas and oil

Water supply .

.

Laundry, sf)ap and cleaning .

Stationery, advertising, printing, postage.
Library, schools and lectures

Furniture and furnishings
Stable, forage, etc

Grounds, etc

Rej)airs, etc

Unenumerated

Industrial Department.

Salaries.

Accountant
Shoemaker
Tailor

No. of Officers

and Employees.
1

1

1

1,750 00 1
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v.—PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS MAINTENANCE—C'on^mwed

No. of
Vote.

38

39

SERVICE.

Centk.\l Prison, ToaoiiTO—Continued.

Industrial Department.

Salaries.

Foreman and Instructors.

Night Watch ...

Material

No. of Officers

and Employees.
6
1

10

Ontario Reformatory for Boys, Penetangcishene.

(For 240 Inmates ; 230 in 1880.)

Salaries,

Superintendent
Assistant Superintendent
Bursar
Surgeon
Chaplains
School Teachers
Chief Guard and Steward
Superintendent of New Industries

Car] tenter Instructor
Cabinetmaker *'

Engineer
Baker and Cook
Instructors in Shoe and Tailor Shops

.

Fanner
Gardener
Ordinary Guards
Night Guards
Staljle and Gatekeepers
Gatekeeper
Organist

No. of Officers

and Employees.
1

1
1

3
1

'I
2

i

1

27

Expenses,

Rations
Clothing ....

Bedding
Farm, Farm Stock, and Stables
Hospital
Library and Schools
Fuel
Cleaning, Light, and Laundry
Furniture, Tools, and Shop Fixtures
Repairs, ordinary
Incidentals .

Postage and Stationery
To meet Unpaid Accounts from previous year

Salaries & Expenses.

1«S0. 1881,

$ ets.

2, ISO 00 I

400 00
8, .500 00

13,530 00

1,600 00
600 00
850 00
500 00
800 00

1,000 00
600 00
550 00
500 00
500 00
500 00
300 00

1,200 00
400 00

'2,200 00
l,lfiO 00
500 00

160 00

13,980 00

6,000 00
3,000 00
850 00
900 00
150 00
500 00
500 00
450 00
600 00
5f'0 00
750 00
.350 00

1,134 00

29,664 00

$ cts.

2,480 00
400 00

16,1.50 00

21,180 00

],600 00
750 00
850 00
700 110

800 00
1,300 00

500 00
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v.—PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS MAINTENANCE.—Continued

No. of

Vote. SERVICE.

Institutiox fob the Deaf and Dumb, Bkllkvillk.

(For 250 Pupils ; 250 in 1880.

)

Salaries.

Superintendent
Physician
Bursar
Matron
Teachers
Visitors^ Attendant and Dormitory Supervisor, noiv

Storekeeper as well

Storekeeper and Clerk
Housekeeper
Engineer
Stoker
Fiirmer
Teamster
Gartlener
Baker
Night Watcliman .

.

Carpenter and .A.ssistant

Shoemaker
Messenger
Cook
.Smali Boys' Nurse.
Mairl, Laundresses, and Cook's Assistant
Supervisor of Boys
Cutter and Seamstress

No. of OfiBcers

and Employees.
1

Expenses.

1

1

1
14

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1

2
1

1

1

1

9
1

1

43

Medicine and medical comforts
Butchers' meat, fish, and fowl .

.

Flour
Butter
Groceries
Fruit and vegetables
Betiding, clothing, and shoes . .

.

Fuel
Gas and oil

Laimdry, soap, and cleaning
Furniture and funiislungs
Farm, feed, and fodder
Repairs antl altcratitms
Advertising, printing, stationery, and postage.
Books, apparatus and appliances
Unenumerated

Institution for the Blind, Brantford.

(For 190 Pupils ; 190 in 1880.)

Salaries.

No. of Officers

and Employees.
Principal 1
Physician 1
Bursar 1
Matrcm 1

i Teachers (14 in 1880) 15

Salaries & Expenses.

1880.

S cts.

1,600 00
500 00
800 00
300 00

7,500 00

100 00

200 00
600 00
240 00
400 00
228 00
300 00
400 00
240 00
650 00
500 00
120 00
156 00
120 00
864 00
240 00

16,058 00

125 00
5,000 00
2,500 00
1,600 00
2,7.50 00
500 00
600 00

3,500 00
1,300 00
500 00
500 00
600 00
.500 00
400 00
600 00

1,000 00

38,033 00 I

1881.

1,600 00
500 00
800 00
300 00

4,600 00

S cts.

1,600 00
500 00
800 00
300 00

7,900 00

240 00
200 00
600 00
240 00
40U 00
228 00
300 00
400 00
240 00
650 00
500 00
120 00
l.-)ti 00
120 00
864 00
240 00
200 00

16,798 00

125 00
3,500 00
2,000 00
1,8(10 00
2,500 00
500 00
600 00

3.5(10 00
1,200 00
400 00
500 00
600 00
500 00
.500 0(1

600 00
1,000 00

36,623 00

1.600 00
500 00
StO 00
300 00

5,000 00

2G
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v.—PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS MAINTENANCE—OoTiffnued

No. ofi

Vote.

41

42

SERVICE.
Salabies & Expenses.

Institution fob the Blind, Brantfobd.

Salaries.

Trade Instructor
Visitors' Attendant and Industrial Instructor

.

Carpenter
Engineer
Stoker
Fireman in winter, and farm hand in summer
Gardener
Teamster
Porter
Cook and Baker
Cook's Assistant
Maids
Laundress

** Assistants
Nurses
Nitfht Watchman
Temporary assistance

No. of Officers '
I

and Employees. 1

1

1

Expenses.
46

Medicine and medical comforts.
Butchers' meat, fish, and fowl .

.

Flour, bread, &c
Butter
General groceries

Fruit and vegetables
Bedding, clothing, and shoes
Fuel

. Gas, oil, and candles
Laundry, soap, and cleaning
Furniture and furnishings
Farm, feed, and fodder
Repairs and alterations

Advertising, printing, stationery, anil jiostage

.

Books, apparatus, and appliances
Unenumerated

Andrew Mercer REPOEtiATOBT for Females and Refuge foe
Girls, Tobonto.

(For 17.5 inmates, 1.50 in 1880.)

Salaries.

Superintendent
Deputy do
Physician
Bursar and .Storekeeper
Housekeeper
Teachers (1 dispensed with)
Instructor
Attendants (5 in 1880)
Gatekeeper and Visitors' Attendant

.

Cook and Baker
Cook
Maids

No. of Officers

and Employees.
1

1880.

$ cts.

1,000 00
1.5(5 00
400 00
600 00
288 00 I

240 00
j

;<60 00
240 00 ,

240 00 I

504 00
1

120 00
I

876 00
144 00 I

216 00
I

240 00
240 00
100 00

1881.

$ cts.

1,000 00
1.56 00

13,764 00

7.5 00
3,2.50 00
1,.500 00
1,000 00
2.2.50 OO
300 00
400 00

3,000 00
1,000 00

I

300 00
I

500 00
600 00
500 00
500 00
600 00
600 00

41)11 00
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v.—PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS MAINTENANCE—CoTi^iwitcA

No. of

Vote. SERVICE.

42

4,S

Salaries & Expekses.

Andrew Mkkckr Reformatory fob Females and Refuge for
GiKLS, Toronto.—Continued.

Salaries,

Engineer
Assistant Engineer . . .

.

Stoker (for winter) ....

Xiglit Watcli
" (Female)

Messenger .

No. of Officers

and Employees.

'.'.'.
1

'.'.'.

1

1

1

1

I

Appropriated for above Officers for six months in ISSO

Expenses.

Hospital Expenses and Medicines
Butchers' Meat and Fisli ........
Flour, IJread, and Meal
Groceries
Hedding, Clothing, and Shoes . .

.

Fuel .

Gas and Oil
Water Supply
Ijaundry, Soap, and Cleaning
Stationery, Advertising, Po.stage, &c.
Library, Sclit)ols, and Lectures
Furniture and Furnishings
(.«rounds and Garden
Reepaii
Unenuraerated
To meet unpaid expenses of previous year
Expenses for 6 months in IUSO^ ^S,000.

School of Agrioulturb, Gcklph.

(For 130 pupils, 92 in 1880.)

Salaries. No. of OflScers

and Employees.
President, Professor of Natural History, English, and

Mathematics, and Resident Master
Professor of Agriculture and Farm Superintendent. .

.

Professor of Chemistry and Practical Chemist (formerly
hoarded and lodged in College)

Pr()fessor of V'eterin.ary Science
Assistant Mathematical ami Resident Master
Uursar and Storekeeper
Physician....
Foreman of Field and Live Stock Department
Korem.an of Horticultural Dei>artinent
Foreman of Mechanical Department
Matron and Housekeeper
Kngineer
Assistant Kngineer for G months
Janitor and Messenger
Temporary assistance

14

1S80.

180 00
200 00

7,164 00

3,582 00

150 00
1,400 00
1,100 00
1,100 00

8.50 00
1,350 00
400 00
3.50 00
300 00
125 00
225 00
225 00

200 00
100 00
125 00

1881.

$ cts.
I

coo 00

11,582 00

S cts.

740 00
400 00
240 00
400 00
168 00
200 00
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v.—PUBLIC INSTlTUTIOiNS MAINTENANCE—Cowiwrned.

No. of

Vote.

43

44

SERVICE.
Salaries &, Expenses.

School of Agricdlthre, GcELFa—CoK/inuc-d. I

(a) Expenses of College. i

Meat, fish, and fowl 1

Bread and biscuit
|

Groceries and butter
j

Laundry, soap, and cleaning
I

Women Servants for boarding-house, 16 (12 in 1880)
Fuel
Light
Furniture and furnishings
Repairs and alterations

Maintenance of chemicals
Advertising, postage, and stationery
XJnenumerated

Expenses of Experimental Farm.

Experimental Department

Less for balance of board from 130 students $4,000
" fees from 150 students 4,500

School of Practical Science.

Salaries,

Professor in Engineering.
Assistant in Chemistry .

.

Expenses.

Chemicals and other material in the different branches . .

.

Gas..
Fuel
Water
Ordinary repairs
Printing, advertising, postage, stationery, and incidentals

.

Attendant

1880.

S cts. 1

2,800 00
I

1,300 00
2,900 00
200 00

1,300 00
1,000 00
300 00
500 00
6.i0 00
100 00
000 00
GOO 00

22,850 00

900 00

23,750 00

23,750 00

1,800 00
1,500 00

500 00
125 00
400 00
75 00
200 00
350 no
450 00

5,400 00

1881.

$ cts.

4,000 00
1,000 00
4,200 00
300 00

1,750 00
2,500 00
1,000 00
550 00
050 00
150 00
600 00
700 00

28,530 00

900 00

29,430 00

8,500 00

20,930 00

1,800 00
1,500 00

500 00
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VI.—IMMIGRATION.

To be voted per Statement (A) §41,200.00.

No. of
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VII.—AGRICULTURE, ARTS, LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIC
INSTITUTIONS. -

To be voted per Statement (A) $100,750.00.

No. of

Vote.
A.

41) Agriculture
Arts
Literary and .Scientific

Details. 1S80.

(o)

(6)

[c]

$ cts.

79,150 00
32, .'500 00
1,350 00

1881.

8 cts.

78,300 00
27,100 00

1,350 00

COMPABEU WITH ESTI-
MATES OF 1880.

Increase. DECREASE.

S cts.

113,000 00 106,750 00

::> cts.

1,000 00
5,400 00

6,400 00

No. of

Vote.
I

46

SERVICE.

Details,

(a) Agriculture.

Electoral Division Societies, 81 at 8700
1 at 550
6at 350

" Outlying Districts

Fruit Growers' Association
Entomological Society
DairjTnen's Associations
Agricultural Association
EstafAiith^iient of Statistical Bureau ^

Poultry Associations
For sundry services in connection with Agriculture and Arts—such as

investigations of disease in animals and crops, and of ravages of in-

sects ; printing reports and for agricultural instruction, dairy pro-

ducts, and other charges not otherwise provided for

(6) Arts.

Mechanics' Institutes

Art Union
Grant in aid of maintenance of School of Art and Design, Ontario

.

Special Grajit

Grant, School of Art and Design, London

(c) Literary and Scientific.

I

Aid to Canadian Institute, Toronto
'* Institut Canadien, Ottawa

Ottawa Literary and Scientific Society (formerly "Athenaeum")

Total 113,000 00 I 106,750 00

I

Voted for

1880.

$ cts.

56,700 00
550 00

2,100 00
300 00

1,!<00 00
1,000 00
3, (00 00

10,000 00
1,000 00
700 00

2,000 00

70,150 00

27,000 00
500 00

1,100 00
3,400 00
500 00

1881.

$ cts.

56,700 00
550 HO

2,100 00
450 00

1,800 00
1,000 00
3,000 00

10,000 00

700 00

2,000 00

8,300 00

25,000 00
500 00

1,100 00

.56606

111,650 00
I

105,400 00

750 00
I

300 00 'I

300 00 !i

750 00
300 00
300 00

1,3.50 00 1,350 00

31
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VIII.—HOSPITALS AND CHARITIES.

To be voted per Statement (A) 378,141.98.

No. of
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X.-PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

To be voted per Statement (A) Si 25,241.00.

No. of'

Vote.j

49
50
51
52
5t
54
.55

50
57
58
59
GO

61
62
63
64
6.1

66
67
68
69
70
71

I

Asylum for the Insane, Toronto
' " '* London
;

" " Hamilton
" " Kingston

' Asylum for Idiots, Orillia . ...

;
Provincial Reformatory, Penetanguishene .

.

i

Reformatory for Females
Central Prison, Toronto

' L)eaf and Dumb Institute

{
Blind Institute

I Agricultural College

j
Education Department and Normal School,

I
Toronto

I

Normal School, Ottawa

I

School of Practical Science

I

Osgoode Hall, Toronto

I

Government House

I

Parliament Buildings
I Algoma District

Thund<!r Bay District

Muskoka District

Parry Sound District

Nipissing District
New Territory

Re-rotes included in above
Expenditure on Capital Account (new)

'* for repairs

1881.

Re-vote i

Estimated, i

S cts.

300 oO
150 00
500 (JO

5,750 (jO

2,000 00

8U0 00
5U0 00

1,2U0 00

New vote.

1,000 00
9U0 00
800 00

2,400 00
400 00
'200 00

3,0L0 00

ly,9UO 00

I
19,900 00

I 91,341 00
14,000 00

12.\241 00

S cts.

2,730 00
9,202 00
6,0u0 00
9,850 00
1,200 00

15,'J.')0 OO
4.310 CO
4,500 00
.5,450 1,0

3,650 00
22,.550 00

2,000 00
6,000 Ou
2,000 (jO

1,000 00
4,0u0 00

2,000 00
3,250 00

105,341 00

Voted for

1880.

159,775 76

No. of
Vote. SERVICE.

49

n

To be

voted for

I 1881.

50

Details.

Asylum for the I>;.s,iXE, Toronto.

Re-vote of unexpended balance ,

Share of converting old pumping house into a slaughter shed and feed
ing stable

Furniture and furnishings (Inspector)
Materials for removal of plank walks (Inspector)

Asylum for the Insane, London.

Re-vote of unexpended balance
Rep.airs of outlet sewer to creek
Additional barn space, roof, <S:c

Furniture and furni:*hings (Inspector)
Materials for hardwood flooring, &c. (Inspector)
Exchange of horses and cows, renewal of waggons, harness, &c. (In-

spector)

33

§ cts.

300 00

800 00
1,500 00

4.iO 00

150 00
3,000 00
500 00

3,000 00
1,767 00

933 00

S cts.

3,030 CO

9,352 CO
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X.—PUBLIC BUlLDl'i^GS—Continued.

No. of

Vot?. SERVICE.

Detaih—Continued.

ASTLUM FOR THE INSANE, HAMILTON.

Re-vote of unexpended balance . .

.

Draining and road making, &c
Vrame sheds in airing yards
i'urnit'.ire and f\'.rnishings (Inspector)

jraterials for hardwood fiooring, &c. (Inspector)

Horses, cows, farm stock, &c. (Inspector)

Materials for carpenter, ii:iiiittr. Ac. (Inspector).

To be

voted for

1881.

Asylum fok tuf. Insane, Kingston.

S cts.

.500 00
1,000 00
800 00

2,350 00
1,000 00
950 00
500 00

Re-vote of unexpended b.a!ance

Additional sum to complete gas works, water supply, &c
j

Fences round Asylum grounds
Iron i)ii)es for fire protection and hydrants
Furniture and furnishings (Inspector)

Purchase monev. Graham lot ( Fnspector)

Asylum for Idiots, Orillia.

5,750 00
1,500 00
2,500 00
3,000 00
2,500 00
350 00

Repairs to water t.anlc in building

Furniture and furnishings (Inspector)

Roads and ornamentation of grounds (Inspector)

600 00
300 00
309 00

Provincial Reformatory, Penetangcishkne.

Ke-vote of unexpended balance

Steam heating, boiler house, chimney, &c
Alterations in basement, &c
IQutside water closets, drains, &c
IWater sujiply connections, hydrants, &c ..

Furniture and furni.shings (Inspector)

Andrew Mercer Reformatory for Females, Toronto.

Front fence and entrance gates ,

Driving shed • •

Share of converting old pumping house into a slaughter shed and
feeding stable

Furniture and furnishings (Inspector)

Central Prison, Toronto.

2.000 00
8,000 00
800 00

1,500 00
2,000 00
2,7.50 00

800 00
200 00

800 00
2,«00 00

Concrete floor in basement, centre building

Ice house ;•,• v ;•:.••
•

Share of converting old pimiping house into a slaughter shed and feedmg
stable

Furniture and furnishings (Inspector! !

Materials for work by inison labour (Inspector)

Deaf and DfsiB I.n'stitute, Belleville.

1,200 00
500 00

800 00
1,000 00
1,000 00

Re-vote of unexpended balance
Root-house and repairs to roof

Furniture and furnishings (Inspector)

Bursar's house purchased do
Farm stock and equipment do

800 00
900 00

1,250 00
2,7.50 00
550 00

$ cts.

7,100 00

15,600 00

1,209 00

i

17,050 OO

4,300 00

4,500 00

6,250 00

S4
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X.—PUBLIC BUILDINGS—Continaed.

So. of

Vote. SERVICE.

Deta ils—Coutiuued.

Blind Institute, BKANrFOitn.

Re-vote of uiiexpeuded balance
Furniture ;tnd furnishings, music, etc. (Inspector) ..

Kquipiut-nt, tfec, educational department (Inspector)
Koad-making, planting, &c. (Inspector)

o!)

UO

(11

112

m

H4

School of Agiuculture, Guelph.

Ke-vote of unexpended balance
To complete buildings, steam heating, etc.
Water supply from City Water Works . .

.

Draiuiige, fencing, etc
Implements, shed, etc
Live stock, etc

Furniture and furnishings
Trees, seeds, shrubs, etc

Education Uepautment and iS'ouMAL School, Tokonto.

General repairs, drains, etc .

Alterations in Model School

NoKMAL School, Ottawa.

To complete steam heating, furnislung, planking, etc.
General repairs, di-ains, etc

School of Practical .Science, ToKoxro.

General repairs, drains, etc - . .

.

Alterations in Chemical Laboratory
Road from College Street, east side.

.

OsGOODE Hall, Toronto.

I
General repairs, drains, etc

66

Government House.

General repairs, drainage, furniture, etc

To be

Voted for

1S81.

.'S CtS.
I

500 00
U.ZoO 00
nOO 00
400 00

1,-iOO 00
5,000 00
4,500 00
2,000 00
'2,050 00
0,250 00
2,000 00
750 00

1,500 00
500 00

:i,500 00
I 2,500 00

Parliament Buildings.

Re-vote of part of unexpended balance—(General repairs, etc.

Algoma District.

Re-vote of unexpended balance— Court Hou.se and Registry Office,

Sault Ste. ilarie ; Loc!c-ups on ilanitouliu Island, repairs and
furnisliinge _

500 00
.JOO 00

1,200 00

1,000 00

4,000 00

1,000 00

900 00
II

i

.? cts.

4,l."iO (10

2o,750 00

2,000 00

0,000 00

2,000 00

1,UU0 00

4,000 00

1,000 00

900 00

35
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X.—PUBLIC BmLDmOS—Continued.

No. of
Vote.
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XL—PUBLIC WORKS.

To be voted per Statement (A) S32,S.50.0().

No. of

Vote.
A.

72 Public Works

1881,

."ii! Ctb.

:i2,8o0 00

Xo. of|

Vote.
I

S E E V I C E

.

72 Muskoka Lakes Works :

Knck blasting on Joseph River and at Coulter';
Dam at Port Carling

Narrows

Mary's and Fairy Lakes Works ;

Pier and boom above lock . . .

.

Gull and Burnt Ki\ er Works :

Renewing and repairing dam and slide at "High Falls" (Burnt
Kiver) ; slide at Norland ; dam and slide at outlet of "Bob"
Lake ; Workman's Dam and Elliott's Falls Slide

Glance pier below Crab Lake Dam
Piers at mouth of Burnt River
Re-vote fur dam at outlet of ilountain Lake, on condition that all

parties whose property is likely to be affected by enclosing or
maintaining said dam iirst agreeing to waive and forego all claims
for damages in respect thereof

Scugog River—dredging, &c

Otonabee Kiver Works :

Repairs to dam at Young's Point

Ee-vote to meet one-fourth of the cost of proposed bridge and approaches
thereto at Des Joachim's Rapids, on condition that one-half of such
cost is provided for by the Dominion of Canada, and the remain-
der by the Province of Quebec, and ihat the Province of Ontario

,

shall not in any event be called upon to pay more than the sum' now I

appropriated, and that the plans for and construction of the bridge
are ajjproved of by the Commissioner of Public Works '

1

Maintenance locks, dams, and swing-bridges, including new ajjron for
Lindsay Dam, &c

Sm-veys, inspections, arbitrations and awards, and cliarges not other-
wise provided for

Superintendent Locks, Dams and Bridges
Lock-masters', Bridge-tenders', and Caretakers' salaries

Re-vote

Estimated.

SCMllAKV.

Re-vote included in above
Expenditure on Capital Account (new) . .

.

'

'

for repairs and maintenance

§ cts.

bOO 00

1,000 00

New vote.

S cts.

800 00
l,:i(jO 00

550 00

4,200 00
iiOO 00

1,500 00

5,000 00

1,500 00

4,000 00

0,300 00

H,300 00
14,050 00
11,U00 00

32,850 00

o.OliU 1)0

5,000 0(1

1,200 UO
2,000 00

26,550 00

Voted for

1880.

37,400 00

37
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XII.—COLONIZATION ROADS.

To be voted per Statement (A) .

.

. . S9(i,.500.00.

No. of
Vote.

73 North BivUiou .

West

East " ..

General purposes

No. ofi

Vote.!
S E 1! V I C E

.

7a I.—North Division.

Koads in vicinity of Thunder J3av
]

I Koatls in vicinity of Bruce Mines .

BatchewaiiingBay Koad ( Intlian Deparhuent to contri i lUte another ?5lOOO)

Pnrt Findlay l\<ja<l ( Indian Department to c<>ntril»nte .'^^'iOO more)...

.

Koads in Manitoulin Fsland

St. .Joseph's Tslanil
,

II.—WhST Divrsrov.

Cai-dwell Koad—Kepairs

Gurd Road—Extension

Macauiay Road— Repairs ...

Muskoka Koad—Kepairs South nf Itterson

Muskoka K(ia<l -Repairs North of Huntsville

Muskoka Koad—Extension through Strong

Maganetawan Koad—Extension

Mills Koa<l—Extension to West End of Lake Nipissing.

Aluskuka and BolxMiygeon Road— Repairs

Nipissing Road—Extension to S. E. Bay •
•

38

To BE Voted fob

1881.
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XII.—COLONIZATION ROAT>fri—Continued.

No. of

Vote.
SERVICE.

73 II.—West Division—c'«;ft//«f(/.

North West Road—E.xtension

Lorimer Lake Roiid—Extension

Jlonteith and Perry Road—Extension
I

RosseauandNipissing Road—Repairs from Coniinanda to Beatty's Ci-eek!

Rosseau and Nipissing Road—Repairs Nortli of Kosseau i

Sinclair Road—To extend,aud build a Bridge
;

Stisted Road— Rei»airs

Northern Road—Repairs Sontli of McKellar

Northern Road—Repairs from Mills Road to Coninianda

Peninsula Road—To complete from Port Sandfielil t" Parry Sound Road

Buck Lake Bridge

Indian Peninsula Road—To complete

III.—East Division.

Snowdon Road—To complete to Minden Station and for a bridge over
Burnt River

Monmouth Road—(New)

Kirkfield Road—Repairs (Council to contribute .$250 more)

Bolsover Road—Repairs

Victoria Road—Repairs (Council to contribute $'2oQ more)

Bobcaygeon Road To complete to Cedar Narrows

Peterson Road—Repairs to Haliburton Road

Monck Road—Repairs East of Kinmnunt am I West of Bobcaygeon Road

Minden Itoad-To comjJete to Halilmrton lui.ad

McClintock Road—(New)

Island Road—To extend to Stanhope

Burleigh Road—Repairs Soutli of Apsley

Bobcaygeon Road—Repairs South

Buckhom Road—Repairs South of Monck Road

Chandos Road—Repairs

Methuen Road—Repairs

39

1

To BE Voted fob

1881.

$ cts.

1,000 00

1,000 00

1,000 00

3,000 00
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XTI.—COLONIZATION nOADS—Continued.
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XIIL—CHARGES ON CROWN LANDS.
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XIV.—REFUND ACCOUNT.

To be voted per Statement (A) S-t..5,677.-i9.

No. of
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XIV.—REFUND ACGO\Jl<iT—Continued.

75 Laud Improvement ¥vKD—Coniiniml.

To-be distributed as follows :

1 to Lanil Improvement fund 7,522 00

I to be added to Common School Fund 22,566 02

Moneys collected for the sale of Grammar School Lands,
subject to the Land Improvement Fund, from 30th June,

1879, to 30th June, 1.S80 926 58

Less 6 jter cent, for collection and management ... oi> 59

870 99

Less f, leaving ^ to the Land Improvement Fund. 653 24

To BE VoTKl) FOR

1881.

S cts.

9,449 67

45,677 49

XV.—UNFORESEEN AND UNPROVIDED.

To he voted per Statement (A), ?.oO,000.00.

No. of

"Vote.

76 To meet unforeseen and unprovided expenses

.

1880.

$ cts.

50,000 00

1881.

.? cts.

50,000 00

43
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SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES.

Estimates of certain sums required for the service of 1881, and to complete the services

of 1880.

1.

—

Education :

$ c.

1. Normal School, Ottawa

—

Music Master— additional—

t

) correct error in

amount of salary in Estimates 100 00

2. Educational Depository—
Supply of text-books to Model School pupils after

1st July next 300 00

3. Miscellaneous

—

Public .school regi.sters—amount undrre-stimated
in 1880

II.

—

Public Ixstitutioxs Maintenance :

Provincial Reformatory, Peuetanijuishene

—

To cover clerical error in Estimates

III.

—

Agriculture and Auts :

1. Thunder Bay District Agricultural Society 100 00

2. School of Art and Design, London

—

Additional 300 00

IV.

—

Miscellaneous :

1. Re-vote of balance from 1880 to aid in establishing a
market for Ontario manufactures and agricultural
products in European and foreign countries 1,.500 00

To pay rent of warehouse and attendant for three
months 270 00

400 00

425 00

1,000 00

400 00

1,770 00
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V.

—

Public Buildings :

1. Asylum for lasane, Toronto

—

$ c.

Additional amount for slaughter-house 1,000 00

2. Asylum for Insane, Hamilton

—

Iron guards to windows and alterations of sashes

in two wards 1,000 00

3. Provincial Reformatory, Penetanguishene

—

To complete buildings, alterations, etc. $3,000 00

Materials for repairs, sidewalks, etc, . 2,350 00
5,3.50 00

4. Deaf and Dumb Institute, Belleville

—

Desks, maps, charts, and general lessons 500 00

5. Blind liistitute, Brantford

—

Furniture, additional 450 00

6. School of Agriculture, Guelph

—

Lumber for cow-stable (labour by pupils) 1,000 00

7. Normal School, Ottawa

—

To complete furniture and alterations 1,000 00

8. School of Practical Science, Toronto

—

Proportion of additional apparatus in the Depart-

ment of Chemistry 1,400 00

9. To rebuild immigration-shed at Gravenhurst 300 00
12,000 00

VI.

—

Public Works :

To meet one-fourth of the cost of repairs to bridge across

the Ottawa River, at the Village of Portage du

Fort, on condition that one-half of such cost be

provided by the Dominion of Canada and the re-

maining one-fourth by the Province of Quebec, and

that the Province of Ontario .shall not in any event

be culled upon to pay for such repairs more than

the sum now appropriated

"Vil.

—

Civil Government:

Increase in salary of Messenger, Government House
.

.

Total

VIII.—Mercer Estate—
Advance on account of Mercer Estate to meet expendi-

ture on Reformatory beyond amount heretofore

directed

9

250 00

80 00

$16,325 00

18,000 00

H
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FURTHER SCPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES.

Estimates of certain further sums required for the services of 1881 and for certain services

in the month of January, 1882.

$ c. $ c
1. Expenses of County Court Judges in grouped Counties (1881),

further sum of 600 00

2. Expenses of Lpgislation and salaries of the officers of Govern-

ment and the Civil Service for the month of January,

1882 30,000 00
30,600 00
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ANNUAL REPORT

COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE AND ARTS,

FOK THE

P R O \" I N C E OF ONTARIO,
FOR THE YEAR isSO.

To His Honour, JoHX Beverley Robixsox,

Lieutenant-Governor of the Province of Ovturio. <tc., <l-c.

May it Please Your Honour :

I have much satisfaction in presenting to your Honour a brief statement of the

proceedings of the Department of Agi-iculture, and the reports of the various societies

connected therewith, and to be able to speak in more pleasing and hopeful terms, than

for several preceding years, of the improving condition of the great interest of this

Province, as also of our commercial and manufacturing industries generally. There is

now good reason for believing that the late severe depression, which for so long affected

this Province and Dominion, in common with most other countries of the world, has at

length reached its climax, and that we may fairly look forward in e.xpectation, that by

obeying the laws which alike govern the financial condition of individuals and communi-

ties, we may, with some degree of confidence, regard the present as indicating the com-

mencement of a reviving, and it is hoped an enduring, prosperity. It is earnestly to be

hoped that seasonable and valuable lessons will be learnt from the depression that has

been so severely and generally felt. The past few years will teach people to be more

careful and persevering in future, and gladly to avail themselves of the ever advancing

light which the progress of knowledge and experience is always ready to impart to such

as diligently seek it.

The principal cause of the revival we are now experiencing is unquestionably to be

traced to the late abundant harvest, with the renewed activity of the great lumber

interest, which suffered in duration and intensity unparalleled, perhaps, in our industrial

industry. Although in certain localities, of limited extent, the crops may have fallen

below an average, yet, on the whole, they proved much above the results realized of late
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years, and prices have been obtained of a remunerating character. The live stock of the

Province, and indeed of the Dominion generally, have continued to maintain a very

healthy standard, and no diseases of an epidemic kind have occurred to prevent our

breeders retaining a free and untrammelled communication with British markets. It is,

therefore, to be hoped that the utmost vigilance will continue to be exercised to prevent

our live stock falling a prey to those terrible epidemics which have unfortunately been so

injurious, or rather in some cases destructive of this important branch of agriculture in

several European states.

The Commission authorized during the last Session of the Legislature to inquire

into the state and prospects of Ontario agriculture, entered early and earnestly on the

important duties assigned to it, and the result is the production of a Report containing a

large body of evidence, and the careful collation of facts and opinions, that cannot fail to

be highly interesting and of great practical usefulness to the farmers of the Province,

and indeed to all \vho feel an interest in the continued progress of the great industry

which lies at the foundation of our wealth and prosperity. The Commission evinced

much wisdom and discrimination in selecting able and practical men, well versed in the

various branches of husbandry, from whom to collect information, including fruit culture

and forestry, and invoked the aid of the entomologist relative to the forms and habits of

insects injurious or beneficial to the farmer and gardener. The Report, though bulkv, is

so constructed as to admit of ready reference, and can therefore be easily consulted. It

will doubtless, as soon as printed, be widely sought for, not only by the people of Ontario

and other Provinces of the Dominion, but by many in the mother country and else-

where, and cannot fail to attract a large amount of attention to the great agricultural

capabilities of this Province, and to influence favourably the amount and character of im-

migration in the future. Its contents will be found to reflect great credit on the intelli.

gence and patriotic spirit of the various gentlemen who so readily and clearly gave

evidence on the different subjects pi'esented to them, while the compilation and arrange-

ment of its several parts equally indicate the ability and zeal of the Secretary.

At the last Session of the Legislature it was deemed expedient to transfer Mechanics'

Institutes from the Department of Agriculture to that of the Minister of Education, as

being a matter more in accordance with the proper functions of the latter, which already

possessed the necessary appliances for carrying out the work with greater efficiency. The

number of these useful institutions has considerably increased of late, and require careful

supervision; and it may reasonably be expected that ere long they will form an important

and efficient portion of our Public School system, which happily may now be .said to rank

second to none of those belonging to the older and wealthier countries of the world.

Agricultural Societies.

These organizations continue pretty much alike in number as for several years past,

and their efficiency and success \ary, as inigjit be expected, from various eau.ses, such as

localitv, differences of soil and climate, and the energy and public spirit of the people, as

will, to some extent, be seen by referring to Appendix A. For the purpose, principalh-,

of economizing space, the principal items of receipts and expenditure have, for the first
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time, been arranged in a tabulated form, which, while it admits of readier reference, re-

lieves the returns of a considerable amount of heavy and monotonous matter.

It is still to be regretted that so comparatively few societies introduce into their

returns a record of facts and results of experience obtained under varying conditions,

that could not fail to secure the atteaition of farmers in general, and which would very

much tend to awaken a deeper interest in agricultural pursuits in their relation to both

science and practice. I have, on previous occasions, referred to the advantages which

might be obtained by members of Agricultural Societies holding a few stated meetings,

particularly during the leisure of winter, for considering and discussing the best means

of promoting this great interest in their respective localities. In some instances this

principle has been practically recognized, and we have a few Farmers' Clubs scattered

over the Province which have evidently been attended by beneficial results. No Agri-

cultural Society should regard its work fully and finally done by simply holding an exhi-

bition, as is too commonly the case. Subsequent meetings of the members for reading

papers and comparing notes would awaken a very valuable interest in these matters antl

would exert a beneficial influence, especially on young men, who might thereby be

influenced to take a more earnest and rational interest in their pursuits, and strengthen

the invaluable habit of correct observation and the formation of sound business principles.

The formation of separate Horticultural Societies xmder the statute has not, I fear,

been generally as successful as the friends of the movement anticipated. In some cities

and towns these organizations have done a good work, but in mere villages it can scarcely

be expected that, under ordinary circumstances, sutficient material of a varied and suit-

able character can be procured for a horticultural show of much importance. As most

of the Agricultural Societies offer premiums for horticultural products, by increasing the

number and value of such premiums the promotion of horticulture might be readily

effected without injuring what may be termed the purely agricultural. It is certainly of

much importance that proper encouragement should be given for procuring the best

specimens of the garden and orchard, which so greatly promote public health and the

enjoyments of domestic life.

The Agricultural and Arts Association.

It will be seen by referring to Appendix B that the Annual Exhibition, held in the

city of Hamilton, in September last, was attended with the usual high degree of success

which for many years has characterized these expositions of the industries of Ontario.

The exhibits indicated no falling ott' in amount, while the quality of many of the most

important productions—whether agricultural, horticultural or manufacturing—not only

sustained, but in several instances surpassed in excellence, those of previous occasions.

The few now living who attended and took an active part in the earlier Provincial Shows

can well appreciate the great advance Ontario has made of late years in the products of

the field, garden, workshop and manufactory, and much of these improvements may, with

justice, be attributed to the influence of the Provincial Shows. It will probably surprise

many to be told that during the earlier history of this institution the Directors deemeil

it expedient to give some pecuniary encouragement to American manufacturers to bring

ix.
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over to our Provincial Shows some specimens of their agricultural implements, etc., in

order to make the Exhibitions attractive, and afford our people suitable patterns, which it

was hoped they might copy and improve, by?adapting them to our own local wants and uses.

Unquestionably the object desired was by degrees attained. Canadian productions soon

increased in quantity and much improved in quality, so that in a few years American

articles almost ceased to be sent, and became superseded by those of our own manufac-

ture, of more durable construction and cheaper in the end. The large exhibits of imple-

ments and machines, and several valuable kinds of manufactures by our own people,

which have of late years characterized the Provincial and many local shows, offer a pleas-

ing illustration of the rapid progress made by Canada, and the Province of Ontario in

particular, in all the most important departments of national industry. In producing this

great change the Provincial Exhibition, it will not be too much to say, has taken a promin-

ent part.

The Council has of late undertaken the formation of ploughing matches on a large

scale in different sections of the Province, and in most instances with marked success.

This most essential operation of agriculture is deserving the best attention and encourage-

ment that can be given it by our Agricultural Societies generally. During the past year

a number of farms in the western section of the Province were selected for competitive

examination, and this new field of work has proved most satisfactorj-, and well deserves

continuation. It seems a pit}' that these and other proceedings of the Council should be

confined to newspaper reports, as it would be in the interest of agriculture that they

should be carefully collected and appear in a more permanent form.

A feeling seems to be gaining ground in some parts of the country, and by persons

much interested in the subject, that the time is fast arriving for revising the statute

under which the Provincial Association and Agricultural Societies are organized, with a

view of rendering them more effective in meeting the altered conditions of the Province.

This important question would have been taken up by the Agricultural Commission, but

it was deemed unadvisable to enter on so difficult and weighty a matter at the end of a

very prolonged investigation of other subjects. The Government considered that when-

ever this matter is brought forward for practical treatment it should receive as careful

and complete investigation as possible, and consequently that nothing should be done in

a hasty or superficial manner. The present statute is constructed on a principle of con-

necting all the gi-ades of Agricultural Societies on a sort of system, beginning with the

Provincial and descending to the Electoral District and Township Societies. Thus it

was thought, in regard to e.xhibitions, that a few specimens of the best articles at a

Township Show should be sent to that of the Electoral District, and from which a

similar, but larger, selection should be made and transmitted to the Provincial. The

theory is by no means unreasonable, but in practice it has been found wanting. It in-

volves the necessity of the different grades of societies holding their exhibitions in a

certain order of time, and that a mutual good feeling would exist between the Township

Societies and that of the Electoral District, which experience proves does not always

exist.

It is now thought by some that we have too many Agricultural Societies, or at least

too many shows, an idea that seems to be spreading, and that only Electoral District
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Societies, or those even embnacing wider areas, should be recognized. The Provincial, all

admit, has done a good work, but it is contended by some that circumstances have become

so changed that it is already, in some measure, superseded by Central Shows, some of

which are not of much less magnitude. Some, on the other hand, contend that it is

essential to the highest welfare of the Province, as a whole, that the Provincial Show

should continue to visit each great section in turn as heretofore, so that each ms^y peri-

odically partake of the benefits ; and it is further urged that this principle of perambu-

lation is the one which long experience has confirmed by the three great national

societies of the mother country, and of several societies of the States of the American

Union. It is, therefore, most earnestly to be hoped that our leading farmers and manu-

facturers will give this intricate question all the consideration which its magnitude

deserves, and that when the time for action arrives such changes may be wisely made as

will best meet the altered wants and conditions of the country.

Veterinary College.

This institution, in connection with the Agricultural and Arts Association, continues

to make steady and healthy progress. It will be seen from the Report that the number

of students continues to increase, coming from all parts of Ontario and otlier Provinces of

the Dominion, and several from various parts of the United States.

The course of study is becoming gradually extended, and the standard of examination

for diplomas correspondingly raised. Possessing an efficient staff of teachers, and a well-

ordered dissecting room, museum, infirmary and library, the College has ample means of

imparting to its numerous pupils a thorough veterinary education, both in theory and

practice.

Several of the older graduates, practising in diflferent parts of the Province, have

been appointed by the Government as Inspectors of Live Stock, with a view that should

any serious epidemic occur it may receive prompt and competent attention. These

country inspectors, in case of the breaking out of dangerous diseases of a contagious

character, communicate at once with the President of the College, the Head In.spector of

the Province, who is instructed to lose no time in instituting a thorough investigation of

the same.

It is believed that by the vigilant carrying out of these arrangements, in cases of

necessity, with the ready co-operation of the owners of the' domesticated animals, our

far.ning community will continue to be spared the great, and sometimes ruinous, losses that

have been unhappily so largely experienced in the United Kingdom and in other

portions of Europe.

Fruit Growers' Association.

By referring to the Report (Appendix C), it will be seen that this Society continues

to prosecute its work with steadiness and energy, and it would certainly not be saying

too much that the increased desire of late evinced in different pai-ts of the Province fo r

the cultivation of superior kinds of fruit may, in great measure, be traced to its various

operations. Specimens of young trees, and plants of new and improved varieties, have

xi.
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been annually distributed among the members, with a view of ascertaining their suit-

ability to the soil and climate of the various sections of the ProWnce, and the results

already obtained have been highly favourable to the improvement and extension of fruit

culture in all its branches.

This subject is well deserving increased attention, especially in the peninsula of

Ontario,"which, from soil and climate, is specially adapted to the successful cultivation of

all the more valuable descriptions of fruit. As our great North-West becomes settled a

constantly increasing demand will arise for the finer kinds of fruit, that cannot be pro-

duced in that extensive region, and so by degrees a large and profitable ti-ade from

Ontario may be carried on in that direction, the limits of which, in the future, it would

be difficult to imagine. The Society continues to circulate among its members a monthly

publication, embracing popular information of a practical character on the various sub-

jects that come within its range, and there is good reason to believe that this little serial

has been very serviceable.

It may be proper to remark here that this Association does not now confine its

operations to fruit culture wide as that subject is in itself, but embraces horticulture

generally, including forestry and ornamental planting. Papers on several of these subjects

will be found in the Report. A wide and most interesting field of usefulness is hereby

opened up, and the Society, it is hoped, will do its best to cultivate it with energy, and

the lights derived from science and experience. It is difficult to conceive the many

benefits that will be derived from public attention being properly directed to these

matters, particularly in our rural districts. By the application of knowledge and good

taste to the orchard and surroundings of the homestead, by selecting suitable varieties of

fruits, and judicious planting, both for ornament and shelter, the wealth of the country

will be increased, and our rural landscapes and dwellings, now, after the remo\al of the

primitive forest, too often bald and uninviting, would, by degrees, assume an increas-

ingly attractive and beautiful appearance.

The EntoJiological Society.

The proceedings of this Society (Appendix D) clearly indicate that during the past

year there has been no falling off in the good practical work that has characterized its

former operations. Several original papers will be found in the Report, which may

readily be used for practical purposes by farmers and gardeners.

We have been fortunate during the past year, with few exceptions, in not having

the crops, either of the farm or the garden, seriously injured by insect depredations. As

the forms and habits of insects injurious to grain, roots and fruit become better known

their ravages, if not wholly prevented, may, in many instances, be greatly mitigated, and a

fund of interesting and useful information relating to these matters is to be found in the

annual reports hitherto published of this Society. From a careful collation and conden-

sation of the material contained in these reports, going back a number of years, with

some necessary additions, a useful manual might be prepared that would be acceptable

to all who arc engaged in rural pursuits. In such case it would be important to describe

insects that are friendly to crops, as well as such as are injurious, as a \\anton destruc-

xii.
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tion of the former may be made from ignorance of the specific functions they perform in

the economy of nature. In this respect also the reports of the Society contain much

interesting information.

Entomology, as a science, is comparatively new to our Canadian people, but mainly

through the instrumentality of this Society, which has one or two affiliated branches

beyond the boundaries of the Province of Ontario, quite a number of persons have already

become enamoured of the science, and are steadily engaged practically in the pursuit. It

is assuring to know that the labours of a few, who have from the first been mainly instru-

mental in sustaining the Society, are kno^vn and appreciated both in Europe and America.

I have much satisfaction in being assured that a few of our younger entomologists

in particular have already commenced special investigations of the food and habits of

birds, such as are supposed to be either injurious or beneficial to fruits and grain. It is

most desirable that such investigations should be duly encouraged, and it will probably

be found, after results sufficient in number and accuracy are obtained, that not a few

hitherto popular opinions that have come down to us may be totally, or in great measure,

without foundation. Here is a wide and comparatively unoccupied field, at least in this

country, in which the young and zealous naturalist may obtain profit and renown.

The Canadian Entomologist, a neatly executed monthly serial, published by the

Society, continues to manifest a vigorous existence, and while its scientific character is

kno*n and appreciated both in Europe and America, the popular manner in which it

occasionally applies the principles of the science to the practical purposes of life materially

enlarges the sphere of its usefulness.

Agricultur.\l College and Experimestal Farm.

As the report of this institution is now, for the first time, in.serted in this volume

—

Appendix E—nothing more remains for me to do than to refer very briefly to its present

condition and future pro.spects.

In the first place, I must congratulate the friends of the College on the fact that

during the past year it has continued, as heretofore, to make steady and substantial

progress. The new President has proved himself a worthy and efficient succe.ssor to Mr.

Johnston, to whom this institution is very deeply indebted for the progress it made during

the critical period of its earlier history. In President Mills' report will be found full

information of the work done in what may be designated the inside department, comprising

the various subjects of class teaching in all the departments of study, including the domestic

arrangements. Professor Brown .gives, as usual, a clear and able statement of the outside

operations, comprising the farm, garden and workshop. It i.s assuring to know that the

whole teaching staff" continue to work zealously and harmoniously in the discharge of their

respective duties.

During the past year, large additions were made to the College buildings ; the whole

of the frontage is now completed, ami the dormitories and domestic offices so much

increased as to admit of accommodation for 136 resident students. Particulars of these

and other matters relating to the course of study and domestic management will be found

clearly and succinctly stated in the President's report.
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The report of the Professor of Agriculture and Farm Manager will be found, as

heretofore, full of information on tho farm operations, with the results of numerous

experiments in which the agi-icultural community, in particular, will feel deeply interested.

It is an important function of an institution of this nature that great attention should be

paid to experimental work, such as testing in the field, cereals, roots, manures, etc., with

a view to obtain accurate and reliable results, the extension of a knowledge of which

cannot fail to afiect beneficially our Provincial agriculture. The same may be said in

regard to the breeding and management of live stock. The close and systematic attention

which is given, both by instructors and pupils to these investigations, very much enhances

the value of the College as a teaching power, and cannot fail to become generally beneficial.

It has been deemed expedient to increase the facilities of teaching and illustrating

the principles of Horticulture, in all its branches, including forestry and ornamental

planting. For the carrying out of these purposes, an arboretum has been commenced, and

more ample provision will be made for the cultivation of plants and flowers ; and, for

securing the attainment of these important objects, it will be necessary to erect a capacious

conservatory, with suitable propagating houses, adapted to existing wants, and constructed

in accordance with the present advanced state of garden architecture. The cultivation of

fruit will also receive special attention, with particular practical application to the wants

and suitability of the varions sections of this Province; and for these purposes the Horti-

cultural Instructor will receive the valuable aid of some of the leading members of the

Fruit Growers' Association. The raising and testing of trees and shrubs for the purpose

of planting, either for shelter or ornament, or for both, will receive special attention, and

will lead ultimately, by enlisting other agencies, to the eificient meeting of pressing

and wide-spread wants.

Considering that this institution has been in existence only some half a dozen years,

and the dilBcultie.s which accompanied its inauguration, its present advanced condition

can only be regarded as a matter of sincere and hearty gratification. Each succeeding

year of this brief history has been marked by a progressive advancement, not merely in

the number of pupils, but also in the enlargement of the course of study pursued, and

raising the standard of examination. Much, no doubt, j'et remains to be done, and

which will, doubtless, in due course, eventually be accomplished, by utilizing the knowledge

gained by experience, and by winning increased public sympathy and support. In this

way it is devoutly hoped that our Agricultural College will continue to increase in

practical usefulness, and remain, through coming generations, an enduring monument of

the intelligence of the people and the patriotism of their legislators.

Daiuvmen's Associ.\tiok.

It is generally known that this body, organized under Statute, is now divided into

two sections, one embracing the Eastern Division of the Province, and the other the

Western ; so that there are two distinct societies pursuing the same object, each of

which publishes annually a report of its proceedings, and between which the Legislative

grant is equally divided.

These reports contain much valuable and interesting information on the state and

xiv.
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prospects of Ontario dairying, and clearly demonstrate the sound and rapid progress that

has been made of late years, since the co-operative principle has been adopted, particularly

in the production of cheese. Articles of a scientitic character contained iu these reports

will often be found of a high and original character, and the application of scientitic

principles to the practical work of the dairy is generally treated in a lucid and interest-

ing manner, so as to elicit inquiry and lead to correct observations ou the most import-

ant branches of dairying as a practical art.

It is encouraging to find that increased attention is being paid to the improvement

of the quaHty of Canadian butter, a matter of urgent importance ; and that the co-opera-

tive principle pursued ia a few localities has already been attended by very marked

success. There is, indeed, good reasons for believing that by adopting the right means,

similar to those which have produced already such beneficial results in the manufacture

of cheese, the quantity and quality of our butter may become in like manner advanced,

and therefore add materially to the developed resources of the country. The breeding and

management of dairy stock, with the various manipulations of milking, cheese and butter

making, are familiarly described in the transactions of these two associations, and I hope

to be able in future to incorporate iu my report, in a condensed form, several of the more

salient points of these interesting articles, for the particular l^enefit of such as are prac-

tically engaged in dairy pursuits.

The cheese business experienced during the past year a very gratifying revival from

the extremely depressed, though very temporary, condition that prevailed previously

;

and as trade and commerce revive in Britain, particularly, the demand for cheese and

butter will continue to increase and a profitable trade sustained, with the understanding,

always, that we supply a really good article, adapted to the taste and wants of customers.

Prices of dairy products are now such as to offer strong inducements to manufacture the

liest qualities, and in this, as in other pursuits, it will be found that success will mainly

depend on keeping pace with the wants and progress of tjie times. Our cheese has

already obtained a good position in British markets, and by adopting the right means

there can be little doubt that a similar position may, in a few years, be won for butter.

Besides, as our home population increases, so will the demand for dairy products; and

cheese, which supplies in a condensed form a large amount of muscle-repairing materials,

will obtain a much greater demand, especially from such as are daily engaged in bodily

and out-of-door labour. It is a cause of regret, that a taste foi- merely new cheese continues

still so prevalent among our people, as it has been shewn by the highest scientific authority

that the best manufactured article requires a certain length of time to mature or ripen • a

condition in which it possesses the largest amount of nourishing constituents, in a condi-

tion best adapted to the important functions of digestion and assimilation.

Ontario Poultry Association.

It will be seen by a reference to the brief report of this Society, Appendix F
that the exhibition held in Guelph early iu the year of 1880 was highly successful, indi-

cating steady and healthy growth. The number and quality of the various kinds of

poultry afforded visitors a useful and interesting study, enabling them to distinguish the
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leading characteristics of the different breeds, and to form some definite idea of their

relative adaptation to special market.s and local conditions.

As stated in the report, the poultry interest is by no means the insiguiticant thinfi

which many people, who have not paid sufficient attention to the subject, are inclined to

imigiae. In France, poultry and eggs, have for a long period of its history, formed no

inconsiderable portion of the national income; and with an enlightened desire to improve

and extend the varieties of poultry best adapted to the physical conditions of the Province

of Ontario, the most valuable results would naturally follow. In the present depressed

condition of agriculture, even in Britain, it is seriously urged among the differentsources of

relief that farmers generally should pay more attention to the raising of poultry, an inter-

est that has been too long and widely neglected, especially by agriculturists of the larger

class. The importation of eggs alone from the Continent into England represents an

annual money value of which comparatively few persons have any adequate conception

With improved aijd cheapfir modes of transit so characteristic of the present age, we are

justified in assuming, that by raising poultry of superior quality in this Province, both

for flesh and eggs, we will be enabled, not only to meet our own ever-increasing demands,

but also to export whatever balance may remain to the neighboring States and the mother

country, thereby continually adding to the wealth of the Province.

I trust, therefore, that the directors of this society will, in their future reports, give

such reliable and detailed information on the breeding and management of poultry as

will induce our rural population to take a deeper and wider interest in the matter.

In consequence, mainly, of the almost unprecedented depression of agriculture in the

United Kingdom, a number of experienced farmers were delegated to visit the Dominion

the past year, with a view |of ascertaining, from personal enquiry and observation, the

advantages it possesses as an extensive field for emigration. I feel disposed to insert an

extract or two from the report of Professor Sheldon, a copy of which has just come to

hand. Mr. Sheldon, it will be remembered, made last fall as large a tour of the Dominion

as was possible during the limited time that was at his command. The Professor, occupy-

ing a foremost position in( England as a practical farmer, author and teacher, his report

will be looked to, by thousands interested in the subjects treated of, as an authority. He

speaks in very commendatory terms of our Agricultural College, and seems to have been

pleased with the few e.xhibitious he had an opportunity of attending. It is to be hoped

that the suggestions for furtlier improvements, contained in the report, will not be lost

sight of by our people :

—

" Tlie western portion of Ontario may be regarded as the garden of the Dominion
literally as well as figuratively the garden, for it is there that apples, pears, grapes,

peaches, melons, and the like, grow in the greatest profusion, and with the least trouble

on the part of the farmer. Every farm has its orchard, and it is purely the farmer's

fault if tlie orchard is not an excellent one, for the climate and the soil are cleai'ly all that

can be desired, and the trees will do their share of the work, pro\ided tliat the right sorts

are planted. It is usual to plant out peach and apple trees alternately and in rows in a

new orchard, and the apple trees are at the distance apart which will be right when they

are fuU-gi'own. This is done because the peach trees come to maturity first, and have
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done bearing before the apple trees require all the room ; the peach trees are then cut
down, and the apple trees occupy all the room. These trees are planted in rows at right

angles, so that there is a clear passage between them whichever way we look, and the

land can be freely cultivated among them. It is, in fact, usual to take crops of wheat or

oats or maize from the land during the time the trees are young, and we often saw fine

crops of golden grain overtopped by noble young trees laden with fruit. A farmer may
not, of course, look to fruit alone to grow rich on, but he often nets a nice roll of dollars

out of it, and to say the least, it is conducive to happiness to be well supplied with fruit,

while to live in a climate and on a soil that will produce it abundantly is always de-

sirable."

The Professor reports most favourably on the capabilities of Ontario for grain-grow-

ing and stock-raising, likewise for dairy-husbandrj' on the factory system :

—

" The dairy cattle in some parts of Ontario will compare not unfavourably with those
of many parts of England. .Shorthorn grades prevail, and it may be said that, wherever
a better class of cattle are found, the improvement is due, as a rule, to the Shorthord ele-

ment. In the magnificent herd of pedigree Shorthorns at Bow Park, I found a collection

of animals which, for number and quality, cannot in all probability be equalled elsewhere.

It is clear that the climate and soil of Canada are well suited to maintain the purity and
^agour of these animals, and there is every indication that they have not deteriorated in

any respect, but the contrary, in their new home in the far west. There are some 300
animals on the farm, forming a herd that is well worth crossing the Atlantic
to see. I spent three days at Bow Park, enjoying the company of my worthy friend,

Mr. Clay, and I should have liked to have spent as many weeks, or even months, in order
to become familiar with the many beautiful Shorthorns I saw there. Canada has in her
midst, then, the largest herd of pure-bred Shorthorns to be found, and she ought to

make an extensive use of it to improve the bovine stock of the country, with the view of
developing the new fat stock trade which has sprung up with England. But, Mr. Clay
complains, and not without reason, that the Americans are a head of the Canadians in

appreciation of good stock, and that the greater portion of his young bulls have to find a
market in the States. This ought not to be so, and it is no feather in Canada's cap that
such a complaint should be made "

It must be a source of justifiable pride to all true hearted Canadians that the Prov-

ince of Ontario possesses the largest and best herd of Shorthorns probably in the world

a monument of the public spirit and indomitable energy of its originator, the late and

lamented Hon. George Brown. Mo.st earnestly it is to be hoped that Canadian farmers

will soon more adequately appreciate the great advantages which this immense breeding

establishment offers, and turn them to a practical account. With another extract I must

close :

—

"It is said that Canada is the place for a poor man, and this, no doubt is true, but it

is also the place for a man of means, for capital tells a tale there. It is not probable
however, that many farmers of capital will face the ills they know not of in Canada, and,
indeed, I would not advise any one tu go there who is doing well in this country; l)ut

then, it is hardly fair to Canada that only poor men should go there as farmers, for money
is wanted to develop the riches of the soil, not labour only. I know farmers in England
who toil year after year, and live ver}' carefully, without being any forwarder at the
year's end than they were at its start. This sort of thing to me seems very hopeless, and
I would say to such men, "You will get along faster in Canada." There is not and has
not been a better time than the present for English farmers going to Canada. Canada is just
recovering from a period of depression, during which the value of land has become reduced,
and so it happens that many of the farmers of the lower Provinces are looking wistfully at
the wonderful prairies of the North-West, and are anxious to sell their present farms and
go there with their rising families. They, it is true, are fittest to go, and it seems to me
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a nice arrangement that English farmers of capital should take their places, as they seem

to me well calculated to carry out the systems of farming which are needed, viz., the

restoration of fertility to the soil. Many Engli-sh farmers (particularly those Vliose

capital is small) if we accept the oldest ones, would do well in the North-West, yet in the

lower Provinces they would find farms and homes more in keeping with those they leave

behind in England. Their sons iu turn will move in the direction of the setting sun."

Respectfully submitted,

S. C. WOOD,
Toronto, February, 1881. Coinmissio-ner of Agriculture.

\
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ANALYSIS OF REPORTS

FOR THE YEAR 1879.*

BRANT, NORTH.

The President and Directors of the North Brant Agricultural Society beg leave to

present their Annual Report for the past year.

We regret to have to report that the late Treasurer was in default the sum of $745.04,
and after entering a suit against his sureties and incurring considerable expense, we were
advised by our solicitor to' compromise with said sureties. A committee of three of the

Board was appointed to efl'eot a settlement, and they have accepted the sum of $250 and
released the sureties. By this defalcation the Society has lost (after adding costs) the sum
of .$562.52.

A mowing-machine trial (under the auspices of the Society) was held on the 2nd of

July, on the farm of P. H. Cox, Esq., which was very well attended.

Tlie Annual Exhibition was held on 2nd and 3rd of October, and was very successful.

The exhibition of horses was very large, and many of them were of a superior description.

The exhibition of cattle was not quite so large as last year. Sheep, pigs and poultry were
numerous and of excellent breeds and quality. Of carriages there were quite a number ;

but of agricultural implements, we are sorry to say, there were very few compared with
former years. The hall was not very well filled, but would compare favourably with other

years in many respects.

The receipts at the Fall Exhibition amounted to the sum of $387.66, being $12.44 in

excess of 1878, and $24.59 in excess of 1877, which shows that the Society is progressing

financially yearly, if it is but to a small extent.

The entries of stock and produce may be enumerated thus, viz. :—Horses, 311 ; cattle,

107 ; sheep, 147
;
pigs, 93

;
poultry, 244

;
grain, 42 ; dairy, 64 ; roots and vegetables, 129;

plants and flowers, 60 ; fruits, 211 ; carriages and implements, 36 ; harness, etc., 8; ladies'

department, 158 ; factory, 5 ; mechanical work, 20 ; discretionary, 33 ; in all 1,668 entries,

being 253 less than those of the preceding year.

In conclusion, your Directors would i-espectfully urge (as was done in the report of

last year) the necessity of taking a greater interest in the progress of this Association, by
coming forward earlier in the year and giving their subscriptions to the Directors, as it is

absolutely necessary for subscriptions to be paid in the early part of the year, in order to

enable the Directors to apply for the Government grant at the proper time.

* The names of Electoral District Societies are arranged alphabetically and printed in capitals, with
theii- respective Township and Horticultural Societies in italics. Financial particulars will be found in a
abulated form at the end of this appendix.
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BRANT, SOUTH.

The Directors of South Brant Agricultural Society in submitting this, their Annual
Report of their proceedings for the past year, desire to congratulate the members of this

Society on the success attending their eflbrts to continue the Brautford Southern Fair in

a high position as an Agricultural, ^Mechanical and Industrial Exhibition. Their success

iu this respect has been universally acknowledged, and exhibitors have come from all

sections to show their productions with us.

In reviewing the proceedings for the year it would be as well to mention that early

in the year the Directors held a show of entire horses, yet only ten entries were made,

and the show was comparatively a non-success.

The falling in of the roof of the sheep and pig pens was a matter which brought a

direct loss on the Society, yet to a much smaller amount than they at first anticipated
;

the direct loss for replacing the roof being about Sio. The total cost was about .§120, of

which S75 was subscribed by the builder.

The Directors having been solicited to hold a celebration of July 1st, Dominion Day,

by holding games, etc., on the Fair Grounds, concluded to do so, as it was desirable to

add every dollar possible to the Society's funds. The games, etc., took place and were

moderately well patronized. The result was not a loss, but the gains were very small.

The Fall Exhibition, or Southern Fair, was held on the 7th, 8th, 9th and 10th of

October, and was in every respect a marked success. The entries exceeded those of last

year, and numbered over 6,0OO, every department being well represented ; the most

marked increase being in agricultural implements and machinery. The show was fully

equal to any other fair held in Ontario. One drawback to the success of the Fair was the

wet and stormy weather of Wednesday, the Sth October, which was a serious blow to the

tinancial receipts. In speaking of the Exhibition, your Directors desire to thank the citi-

zens of Brantford and the various implement manufacturers for their liberality towards

the funds of the Association, lioth in cash and goods.

Your Directors would also desire to draw attention to the central brick building, which

has been found totally unsuited for the purpose for which it was built, and would urge

upon this meeting, and the Directors of 1880, the desirability of enlarging the building

by extending two or more of the wings for about lifty feet each, and adding an upper

story to the extension. This will have to be attended to at an early day, should the

Society continue to hold yearly exhibitions of the increasing magnitude of the Brantford

Southern Fair.

Your Directors would also desire to draw the attention of this Society to the case of

Chas. Grant, of Thornbury. This party made a large exhibit at your Society's Exhibition

in 1878, and took many valuable prizes, but was accused by protest of showing articles

other than of his own growth, and other matters. A committee was appointed to ex-

amine into these charges, and reported to the Board that they had examined into the

matter and that affidavits had been made sustaining the charges, and they recommended
that no prizes be paid Grant. Their report was adopted by the Board, who had full

knowledge of the facts of the case. During the early part of 1879, Grant again made
application for payment of these prizes, and threatened to sue the Society if his demands
were not complied with. A committee was again appointed in the matter, who reported,

sustaining the report of the committee of the previous year. After this Grant sued this

Society, and was non-suited by the Judge. Grant now writes stating that if the money
is not paid he will bring the matter before the Commissioner of Agriculture, asking him

to compel this Society to pay him. The matter now stands in this position, and your

Directors desire an expression of opinion on the matter from this meeting.

Your Directors would also congratulate the Society on its financial position, the

affairs having been conducted with great economy this year and yet under many disadvan-

tages. Last year this Society received $1,07.5, in grants from the various municipal

councils, and this year we have received only §100. Our gate receipts were this year

fully S200 less than last year. At the end of last year this Society was about §450 in

iebt, besides the Cockshutt mortgage. The end of our financial year finds the Society
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indebted to the amount of $612, which amount includes a note due Mr. Grantham of .$310,

of last and previous year's, incurring ; showing under the many adverse circumstances

surrounding us a falling behind of about Sl.'iO on the year's transactions. This amount
would have been made up many times over if we had had a tine day on the Wednesday of

exhibition week. *

BROCKVILLE, E. D.

Your Directors, in presenting this, their Twenty-lifth Annual Report, have muck
pleasure in congratulating the Society on the marked success of the year's operations.

Profiting by the experience of former years, and feeling that more room was required in

which to properly display the articles entered for exhibition, your Directors procured the

election of an addition to the main building, making the room now amply sufficient for

all purposes. They also caused to be erected about seventy -five cattle-stalls, which, from

the generous conduct of some of the officers and members in hauling the lumber free of

charge, and by assisting in their erection, very materially aided in lessening the cost of

their construction. They also paid half the expense of sinking a well for the supply of

water for the stock and teams ; this was a much-needed improvement, and one that was
cordially received. The Directors have the proud satisfaction of handing over to their

successors in office one of the best appointed and commodious fair-grounds in Central

Canada.

The Board feel a pride in reverting to our Annual Exhibition for 1879. It was a

success far surpassing anything of the kind held before by this Society, and, as a

whole, creditable to exhibitors of every class who took part in it ; and while speaking in

general terms of the exhibition, we must not forget to make especial mention of the display

made bj' the lady members of the Society. In every department of the ladies' work, and
domestic manufactures, the exhibits were fully up to the standard of former years, and in

some classes far surpassed anything before exhibited, both in quality and quantity. In
fact, the ladies' department surprised and delighted the visitors, and was in itself a display

that for richness and variety is not often surpassed. In no department was there such

sjiirited competition, not for the amount of prizes awarded, but solely for the honour and
thf> desire to render the exhibition more attractive. We should be glad to see the same
spirit manifested in other departments, especially among the farmers, whose institution it

is, and who should be influenced more by the desire for improvement than by the dollars

and cents awarded. In every department of the exhibition there were shown very credit-

able specimens of agricultural industry and skill. The show of horses was generally con-

sidered to be superior to last year. The number and quality of the sheep and swine

exhibited was also good. The display of poultry was considered to be above the average,

some very fine birds being on exhibition. The cattle shown were above the average, some
splendid animals of the Alderney or Guernsey breed being exhibited ; also about the usual

quantity and quality of Ayrshires, Durhams, and grades. The arranging of them in tlie

stalls erected for that purpose very materially added to the success of this department, ;is

the cattle were shown to better advantage, as well as saving the exhibitors the trouble and
annoyance of looking after their stock when shown in pens as formerly. The display of

grain and roots was excellent. Apples were shown in abundance, clearly proving that

this section can produce excellent samples of fruit if properly cultivated. The display of

flowers was really splendid ; no doubt this department was .stimulated by the splendid

special prize by the Hon. C. F. Eraser. The labour-saving machines were excellent of

their kind. One feature of this department gave your Directors especial pleasure : that

was the interest manifested by the manufacturers in showing their implements and machines
themselves, instead of leaving it to agents and purchasers to introduce them, one enter-

prising firm, Copp Bros, i Co., of Hamilton, having sent a full supply of ploughs, cultivators,

horse-hoes, corn-shellers, (fee, in special charge of their general agent, with the express

purpose of showing them to advantage at our Fair. Nor must we forget to mention the

splendid display of agricultural implements sho\\Ti by Cossitt &, Bra, of Brockville, who
had especially fitted up a full line of their manufactures for exhibition at Unionville.
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"Frost & Wood, Smith's Falls, also imule a fine display of the implements made by them,

iiioluJiug rakes, ploughs, straw-cutters, etc. J. W. Mann & Co., Brockiille, exliibitcd a

new labour-saving machine, being an attachment to horse-ralves, for sowing all kinds of

grain and seeds, which was shown in operation on the gi-ounds. From the manner in

which it did its work, and the favourable comments made by the farmers, it seemed to be

considered just tlie machine for the times. Other manufactures w^ere also represented,

including ploughs, cemetery fencing, etc., by ]\lr. McKish, of Lynn; mowers and reapers

by the Kirby ilanufacturing Co., Brantford, Toronto Mower Co., etc. Taken altogether,

the exhibition of 1879 was pronounced by judges and visitors to be equal, if not superior,

in every department to any ever before held by this Society. The number of entries were

some 400 in excess of 1878, having reached the total of 2,968. The number of members
has increased in like proportion, and the attendance of the general public was fully as largo

as heretofore. It is for the members in general, by further improvement in every branch

of their calling, to make the Annual Exhibition of this Society still more attractive, so

tliat it sliall become an object of ambition to every farmer in tliis section to become a mem-
ber of tliis Society.

The fourth amiual ploughing match, under the auspices of this Society, took plac on
the farm of J onas W. Hough, at Fairfield East, and from a variety of causes might be

Siiid to be almust a, failure, for amongst all the good ploughmen in this district only six

members of this Society competed. On all sides might be seen men looking on and criti-

cizing, who ought to have been competitors and setting the young men of this district an
example worthy of imitation. If the ploughing matches are to be continued, we would
suggest that important changes be made in the prize-list as well as in the manner of

conducting them.

Your Directors regret to state that during the year they have lost the services of two
of their chief officers. The first in the person of the second Vice-President, Dr. J. H.
Morden, of Brockville, who was suddenly stricken by death in July last. Your Directors,

at the first meeting thereafter, unanimously elected Daniel Blanchard, Esq., of Greenbush,

as his siiccessor. They also regret that, by the removal of the President, Dr. G. \V.

Edwards, to Napanee, the Society has lost one of its ablest members. For five years he

held the office of President, being each time elected by acclamation, and we feel called upon
to record our appreciation of his untiring exertions to further the interests of this Society

as well as of his urbanity and geiitleuianly disposition, for we know that in Dr. Edwards
the Society has lost a warm friend and a gentleman in eveiy sense of the word.

In conclusion, your Directors return to your keeping the trusts reposed in them one

year ago, and in doing so would sincerely hope that the success that has attended the

operations of this Society in the past, may be an incentive to greater exertions to make
this the Model Fair of Canada ; and in order to make it such, it is desirable that the mem-
bers of the Society should take a warm and active interest in promoting its objects. By
so doing it tends to bring all classes of the community together, promotes harmony and
good feeling, improves the moi'als of the young, refines the mind, and creates a taste and
desire to plant and beautify our homes and surroundings. A kind Pro^•idence has given

the means within the reach of all to possess and enjoy such pleasures, and all that is re-

quired on our part is to prepare the ground and plant the seeds. He who governs all things

will water the earth, and cause the seeds to grow, sending forth w<>ll-foi iiieil plants decked

with flowers of rich and Ijrilliant shades, from wliich a.scend perfumes of most exquisite

fragrance ; this, too, without any arduous study or labour on our part.

CARDWELL.

1880 is upon us, which is ])rophesied to be an eventful year ; ami while wo find

agriculturists in Great Britain in a depressed condition, our own dear Canada is smiling

over the fruits of a bountiful h.vrvest. W'e also endorse the sentiments of the Lieutenant-

Governor, ami hope that the Government will, during the present year, place the claims

and advantages of the Province of Ontario favourably before that portion of the popula-

tion of the United Kingdom so as to induce farmers to emigrate to Canada.
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In submitting the report your Directors have much pleasure in congratulating you

on the pleasing and satisfactoi-y results of the financial and other affairs of the Society.

In July last, a union was effected with the Board of the Township of Tecumseth

Agricultural Society on the following basis : That each Society put in one-half, and bear

one-half the expense ; and when one or other of the societies withdraws, that the funds

then on hand be equally divided.

Our Fall Show was held in the Village of Beeton, on the l-5th and 16th of Octo-

ber, and the very great number of entries on that occasion proves that a great interest

was taken in our show, notwithstanding the general dissatisfaction given on previous

years. The weather was not altogether favourable, but in every respect the show was a

grand success, as was testified to by many officers of other societies, amongst whom was
Mr. Graham, the Provincial Society Treasurer, who spoke in high terms of it.

Your Du-ectors have also much pleasure in .stating that our Prize List was thff

most complete of any of the surrounding societies. There were over 2,000 entries, and
the amount of prizes awarded and paid by your Treasurer is S9G.5, nearly double what
had been paid in former years.

At the Spring Show there was a large turn out of stock, of which the principal part

was imported.

Since the shows have lioen held at Beeton, they have given general satisfaction, ex-

cept to a few about Mono Mills, which latter place is situate partly in Dufferin.

We have excellent grounds and hall, and the best accommodation for shipping stock

and also for bringing \'isitors, being enabled to secure special rates on the main line and
branch of the Hamilton and N. W. Railway. We have also good accommodation for

exhibitors in the way of hotels.

And your Directorate hope that the union wU continue during 1880 as the funds are

still merged ; and can see no reason why the township of Adjala at all events should not

also come in ; those from that township who were competitors for 1879 secured a fair and

proportionate measure of success as prize takers.

CORNWALL, E. D.

At a meeting of the Directors, held on the 15th day of January, 1879, A. P. Ross

was appointed Treasurer, and Robert Anderson, Secretary, at the usual salary.

A meeting was held on the 12th day of April, when the members of the Turf Club

stated that they wished to give up the lease of the Exhibition Grounds, as they could not

pay the rent promised in the agreement, when it was agreed to forgive the balance of

rent due in full payment for the buildings they had erected upon the grounds, and that

they, the Turf Club, keep the grounds for a term of three years, at a rent of $140 per

year, subject to the conditions of the old lease. The treasurer was instructed to pay

the interest due Thomas Doyle, on 1st day of May, in full if possible, and if he was short

of money to give note for balance ; and he was also instructed to place all accounts due

for services of the horse Sultan in hands of the Bailiff for collection.

A meeting was held, by order of the president, on the 26th day of July, for the pui--

pose of consulting about holding an exhibition, when the meeting was adjourned until the

23rd day of August.

A meeting was held pursuant to adjournment, when it was decided that it would be

much better to have no exhibition this year, and take all the available funds to pay off

part of the debt of the Society. * * *

DUNDAS.

Address of the President, and Annual Report.

I am about to occupy a position that I did not expect I would be called upon to fill,

but on the death of our much respected and lamented President I have been selected to

occupy his place.
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We, as citizens and as an Agricultural Society, have sustained a loss by his death that

will not be very easily repaired. He was a kind, obliging, unpretentious neighbour, and
as an agriculturist and stock raiser second to none in Eastern Ontario. He always took

an active interest in the Provincial as well as our local fairs, and being an extensive ex-

hibitor, contributed largely to the interests of our Society ; his exhibits always being

very attractive, and one of the principal features of our Fair. Let us imitate his virtues,

and may his ashes rest in peace.

The Dundas County Agricultural Fair for the year 1879, is now about being brought

to a close, the President's address being about the last performance upon our programme
;

and in attempting to address this large and intelligent audience I feel as though I were

not equal to the task. However, I would not be doing my duty if I did not make an effort.

The Giver of every good and perfect gift, has seen fit to again bless us with peace

and plenty, for which we ought to feel thankful. The harvest has been abundant,

particularly hay and fall wheat. For the breadth of land sown to fall wheat, the

jrield would compare favourably even when our country was in its infancy. Spring

wheat is a little below an average, but barley, oats, corn, and the root crops are

good. Prices of all kinds of dairy and agricultural products are low, compared
with former years ; and farmers in a good many instances, on account of the remu-

nerative prices ' received for their products heretofore, and wnth the expectation of

their continuance, have over-reached in buying land and in building, and have in conse-

quence involved themselves in difficulties ; but those who have acted prudently, do not feel

the hard times as severelj' as the class I have just mentioned, and also men of other pro-

fessions.

I am happy to report the entries and exhibits as nearly up to any preceding year,

but I am also sorry to report that financially there is a deficiency. Now, brother farmers,

why should this occur? Is not this Agricultural Society intended for our benefit? Would
we not receive ample remuneration for our time spent at our Fair, and for our membership
fee, although we did not receive a cent in premiums upon our exhibits 1 I contend we
would, if in no other way than by an exchange of ideas with our friends upon agricul-

tural topics, and a close observation of exhibits that are of personal interest to us. It

is, or at least it should be, the bounden duty of every farmer and mechanic in this fair

Dundas of ours, to encourage our Agi'icultural Society.

Look, if you please, at the amount our Local Legislature grants yearly for the en-

couragement of agriculture, no less a sum than $100,000, they knowing full well that by

the encouragement and promotion of agriculture, the wheels of the whole machinery will

be kept in more rapid motion. We ask for renewed zeal fi-om the farmer and mechanic

in the promotion of our Society, that it may not dwindle into insignificance. This So-

ciety derives no benefit from the fact that the county of Dundas has all the requisites for

success, and the promotion of agriculture, yet if the fee simple holders pass by on the

other side and give us no aid, the burdens of the Society must be cast upon a few individuals,

while every farmer and mechanic in the county should have pride enough to induce them
to take part with us in obr efforts to improve our agriculture, horticulture, and household

manufactures. If we should receive aid as we are entitled to, we might make this So-

ciety what it should be, second to none in the Dominion of Canada.

How frequently >ve hear agriculturists complaining of the hardships they have to

endure; but just let us contrast the position of the agriculturists of to-day, with that of

the little band of U. E. Loyalists, who being true to their king and country, tore them-

selves away from social life, and leaving beautiful homes, took up their abode on th»

banks of the St. Lawrence in this county, in the year 1784. If there be any class of men
entitled to grateful remembrance by us, for their patient enduring toil, for their daily

sacrifice of bone and sinew in conflicts, renewed from day to day, to change the dense

forests into beautiful cultivated fields, and prepare the way for future generations, such

are they who made the first marks of agriculture in this country. They struggled, they

desponded, they bowed the mighty oak and towering pine ; and what was their outfit

for this mighty work 1 An axe, knapsack laden with a change of coarse apparel, a

scanty sup])ly of provisions, and a musket, to help supply their scanty store from the

surrounding forests. No cloth was laid, no bed was spread for them, save that which
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nature prepared for the -nild beasts that surrounded them. Such were some of the

hardships and privations the first settler had to endure.

Every year since Canada was first settled the genius of mechanism has been at

work, and has brought agricultural implements to such perfection, that the work of the

farm would be considered by the class of men I have just mentioned as mere recreation.

But notwithstanding the advantages that we now have within our reach, many we hear

complaining of hardships, and are making a retrograde movement. Now, brother farmers,

this last is not as it should be ; we must have a policy of our own, or consent to be

dictated to as to the progi-ess we make. We will soon find out that in the division of

profits others get the lion's share. How will we meet this overshadowing power ] Not

by quietly allo^ving other minds to think for us. We ask no unequal privileges;

we seek not to crush any other department or investment, but we do ask for co-opei-a-

tion, and an equal division of profits. Our motto is, Live and let live.

And now, in conclusion, we return our most sincere thanks to the ladies, knowing,

as we do, that ^vithout their co-operation our Exhibition would soon become a failure.

Thanking you for your kind attention, I will now ask for three rousing cheers for the

Queen.

DURHAM, EAST.

The Directors take this opportunity to thank the friends and patrons of the Society

for their liberal support during the past year, especially those subscribers residing in Port

Hope, as these have nothing to gain directly by the Society. Their subscriptions are

given for the purpose of encouraging the Society, arising, no doubt, from a feeling of re-

ciprocity with the agricultural interest.

The Exhibition of this Society was held in connection with the Township of Hope
Society, in the new Agiicultural Park, at Port Hope, in October last, and may be termed

a fair di.sp!ay of the stock and agricultural, horticultural, mechanical and industrial pro-

ductions of the riding and surrounding country ; the Show being open to the Province of

Ontario. The competition in some of the classes was very keen, while in others it was

not so animated. The sum of $1,000 was offered in premiums ; of this amount $7.50 was

awarded.

The Exhibition of the Central Association No. 5, was held at Peterboro' a few days

previously, and the United Exhibition of West Northumberland and the Township of

Hamilton, was held at Cobourg a few days afterward. This, no doubt, detracted more or

less from your Exhibition.

The "founders of the Central Association thought that their exhibition would do

away, in a great measure, with the local shows. But this has not been the result. Tlie

riding and township societies continue to hold their shows just as persistently as ever.

Financially your Exhibition was not as successful as could have been desired.

In reporting on the crops of the past year, we believe there has been a fair average

yield, except of wheat, which suffered to a great extent from the ravages of the midge.

We believe ten bushels per acre may be set down as the average of this crop. Hay was

an abundant crop, and we hear of large yields of clover seed coming in this winter. So

far the winter has been favourable for stock, and with the large amount of fodder on hand

it may be expected that butcher's meat will be plentiful during the coming spring.

The falling off in the wheat crop, for several years past, is a serious matter for the

Canadian farmer. It is true the substitution of barley for wheat, which has found a

ready market at remunerative prices, has in a great measure relieved the farmer from

what might otherwise have been a great calamity. But it is imcertain how long these

large crops of barley will continue with our present means of obtaining manure. It must

be very apparent to those who are acquainted with the subject, that from the long course of

cropping, to which the land has been subjected, it is becoming more or less exhausted. The
great question is, where and what is the remedy 1 The great want of the land is manure;

how is this to be obtained 1 The price of farm produce will not justify the farmer in ex-

pending large sums of money in commercial manures. These manures, in most cases
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where they have been used, have proved very unsatisfactory. We venture to suggest that

the Legislature should add another to their long list of inspectors, by appointing an in-

spector of artificial or manufactured manures, so that before these are sent out, they
ujidergo a strict analysis, that th(! purchaser may know what he is buying, and for what
crops, and also for what kind of soil it is adapted.

Another suggestion is plough less, grow more coarse grain and roots, keep more stock.

By this system the stock of home-made manure will be greatly increased, and the fertility

of the land restored.

The opening up of the market in Great Britain for Canadian cattle and sheep, seems
to remove every difficulty on this head ; as they are quite prepared to take all we can send
theni ; all we have to do is to breed the right kind of stock. To ilo this it will be advis-

al)le to use the best male animals obtainable with our Canadian female stock. A very
encouraging feature to stock raisers is the great advance that has taken place in dairy

produce. Those engaged in this branch of husbandry may reasonably look forward to

fair profits in the coming season. You will be gratified, and perhaps a little surprised,

to be informed that Mr. Jas. Eakins has exported from Port Hope fifteen thousand sheep
and two thousand head of cattle during the past year.

While on this subject, it will not be out of place to say a word on a matter which
must have arrested your attention. We refer to the case of sheep versus dogs. In the

Township of Hope, during the past year, the sum of .^730 has been paid for sheep killed

by dogs ; this is only half their sworn value. Multiply this by two and you have the
sum of $1,460; multiply this sum by the town-ships—in Ontario if you please—and you
have an amount somewhat startling. We thiiik you will conclude that unless something
is done to aljate this dog nuisance, sheep husbandry—the most important part of stock-

farming in Canada—must be abandoned.
Of the exports of agricultural produce for the past year, we cannot make anything

like a correct statement. From the Harliour blaster's report we find that the shipment
of barley amounted to 48.5,771 bushels. This with the home consumption would make at
least half a million bushels brought to the Port Hope market.

Wheat 296,522 bu.shels.

Flour 2,393 barrels.

As there was a large amount of wheat and flour shipped per Grand Trunk Railway
we have been unable to arrive at the correct figures.

Peas 38,533 buahels.

Rye 17,779 "

We also find by the same statement that Mr. Beamish has imported 800 tons of

plaster-stone (gypsum), which has been ground at his mills in Port ilope, and sold for

manure in this and neighbouring counties.

In committing the business of the Society to our .successors for the coming year, we
desire to ex])ress the hope that the large and varied interests of agriculture may be greatly

promoted by your wise and prudent administration.

In all probability the exhibition of the Central Association No. 5, will be held in

Port Hope in the fall of this year. To make it a success will require "a long pull, a

strong pull, and a pull all together." We hope that all authorities and powers will com-
bine to make it what it should be—a credit to Port Hope and the old County of Durham,
the county in whicli one of the first, if not the first, agricultural society of this Province
was established.

DURHAM, WEST.

Your Directors are happy to report that, notwithstanding the continued stringency

of the times, this united Society still maintains its high state of efl!icicncy.

Your Directors find, in comparing the returns of the past year with those of former
years, that there is an advance in all of the following items : number of members, amount
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of subscriptions, amount received for admission to show-grounds, amount paid in prizes,

and in the amount of balance in hand.

Your Directors are also happy to know that all the Branch Societies in connection

with this Electoral District Society are in a high state of efficiency.

Your Directors have been pleased to receive official information of the formation of

a Horticultural Society, in the Village of Newcastle, under favourable auspices.

Your Directors recommend that the union of the two Societies, which has worked so

successfully from the first, be continued for the ensuing year.

In reviewing the year now past, your Directors are reminded that death has entered

the circle of your Directorship and suddenly removed a respected colleague, Mr. Wm.
Clemens, who for many years had occupied a prominent official position in connection

wth this Society. Your Directors take this, the first opportunity, to tender their sympathy
to the friends of the departed.

As the term of office of our esteemed friend and colleague, Samuel Wilmot, Esq.,

who has so efficiently represented the Division of which this Society forms a part, at the

Council of the Agi'icultui-al and Arts Association, and who, for the past yeai-—the most
important probably in the history of the Provincial Association—has filled the high and
honourable position of its President with such marked credit to himself and satisfaction

to the entire Association, has expired, it will be necessary to take steps at this meeting to till

the vacancy. Your Directors would call attention to a change in the law with regard to

the election of members of the Council, by which, instead of voting directly for the person

to fill the position, each Electoral District Society is required to elect a delegate to repre-

sent it in a meeting of delegates from all such societies in the Division to elect a member
to represent it in the Council of the Association. There can be no doubt that this Society

will unnanimously renew its confidence in the gentleman whom it had the honour of being
instrumental in first introducing to the Division and placing in a position which he has
filled with such lustre to himself and his constituents.

Some little progress has been made during the year in the matter of obtaining a more
eommodious show-gi-ound for this Society. The committee having that matter in charge
will be able to show the present position of the negotiations in that regard.

Your Directors have the pleasure to submit herewith a statement of receipts and dis-

bursements during the past year, ^vith a classified statement of prizes paid, and a list of

members of the Society, as required by the Statute, which they hope will be entirely satis-

factory.

ESSEX, NORTH.

The annual Exhibition of the Society was held at Woodslee on the 8th and 9th days
of October, and was again attended by unfavourable weather, which prevented it from
being as successful as people would naturally have expected it to be had the weather been
good. * * *

Although the aforesaid causes militated against the undertaking, both as regards the

number of entries and the attendance of spectators, we are happy to say that the Fair
was a success.

Your Directors feel pleased to report that the number of entries was greater in

nearly eveiy class, than at any former Fair of the Society, and the e.'diibits themselves of

such a character as to elicit praise from nearly all the visitors.

It was utterly impossible under the circumstances for live stock to show to good
advantage. However, there was a goodly number shown, and a marked improvement in

every class was strikingly apparent, which goes to show the great advantage to be derived
from the introduction of high-bred stock animals, and it is evident that our farmers
have come to this conclusion by noticing the large and well-bred horses and cattle ex-
hibited at the North Eiding Fair.

There was one drawback to the holding of the Fair successfully, namely, the want
of sheltered pens for the smaller animals, and good waterproof stalls for cattle and horses.

Farmers and others having valuable stock do not wish to expose them to the liroiling
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sun, or Iica\-y and perhaps cold rains, which are liable to prevail at the time of the year

when our fairs are generally held.

There was an excellent show of horses of nearly every variety of the larger breeds,

but the progeny of the Clydesdales predominated. Farmers have, as a general thing,

come to the conclusion that it does not pay to raise pony horses, and have gone

more extensively into the breeding of draught or general purpose horses, which always

command a fair, if not a high price, and are good either on the farm or on the road.

The number of entries in the horse classes was 102, and the amount paid in prizes, §118.

Horned cattle were entered in unusual force, and showed that a great change is being

made, both by private enterprise and by the local societies in introducing thoroughbred

stock animals.

The cattle exhibited were without exception either pure Durhams or grades of that

blood with the common stock, and the young things exhibited gave proof of decided im-

provement over those shown at our former fairs. There is one thing more needed to make
stock-raising a success in this Riding : that is the introduction of full-blooded Durham
females. If this defect were corrected the improvement would go on much more rapidly

than by the present system.

The number of entries in cattle was 75, and the amount paid in prizes $66.25.

The number of sheep entered was comparatively small, but the qualitj' and general

appearance of the specimens exhibited was excellent, and would reflect no discredit on a

Riding of much greater pretensions. The number of entries in sheep was 57, and the

amount paid in prizes $68.

The swine show was not very numerous, but in ([uality they indicated a marked im-

provement over former fairs. The Berkshire, Suflblk, and Essex breeds predominateil.

The entries in swine were 66, and the amount paid in prizes S52.

In poultry the display was small, but the quality of that shown was above the average

generally seen at county shows. The entries in poultry were 59, and the amount paid in

prizes f7.25
There was a great quantity of grain and seeds on exhibition, and in nearly every

case the quality was extra good, while the quality of the fall wheat was above the average

shown at county fairs the past season, and was pronounced by experts in wheat raising

and dealing, to surpass in size and fulness of berry, that shown at the last Michigan

State Fair. The barley and oats were also capital. The entries in seeds and grain were

135, and the amount paid in prizes §50.25.

The sliow of field roots was only passable, if we except potatoes, which for size of

tuber were enormous, and there was a good (juantity shown. The Early Rose variety pre-

dominated, but there was a good display of other varieties, such as Snow Flake, Peach

Blow, Late Rose, California Whites, Bi-ownell's Beauty, etc. The garden vegetables,

field pumpkins, squashes, cabbages, cauliflowers, etc., were extra good. The number of

entries in roots, vegetables, etc., was 98, and the amount paid in prizes §14.75.

In fruit there was a very large display, and all of superior quality. The entries in

fruit were 66, and the amount paid in prizes $28.

The class of dairy products and provisions was not as well represented as might be

expected, but the quality of that shown received well-merited praise, more especially the

bread, butter, and cheese. Entries 50 ; paid in prizes $28.75.

The department of home manufactures of wool and leather, was not extensively re-

presented, but what was shown in that class was well worthy the attention of visitors,

and a credit to the manufacturers. The number of entries was 41, and the amount paid

in prizes $25.

In the department of wood, iron, tin, etc., there was keen competition, and a large

display of very superior articles.

The show of highly finished carriages, buggies, etc., was very extensive, and displayed

alike excellent taste and skill on the part of the manufacturers. The number of entries

made in home manufactures of wood, iron, tin, etc., was 125, and the amount paid iu

prizes $33.

Your Directors must here express their gratification at seeing the rapid strides tlie

Clounty of Essex is taking in the manufacture of superior farming implements, etc.
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In ladies' work there was also keen competition, and much of what was shown
•evidenced great skill and patience on the part of the fair exhibitors. The entries in this

class were 113, and the amount paid in prizes $43.50.

Rochester and Maidstone.

Your Directors regret that they have to I'eport a falling otf in the number of members
for the past year. A list of the names of those who paid, and the amount paid by each,

is hereto annexed. The North Riding Society's Fair was again held at Woodslee last

October, therefore your Directors did not hold any fair in 1879, but used the funds at

their disposal in httLng up the fair grounds and for the purchase of stock animals to replace

those whose time of service had expired. The appropriations for the purchase of stock

are made on the condition that the members in the Division requiring them shall sub-

scribe at least §2.5 for the next three years to the funds of the Society. Only one Divi-

sion complied with these conditions, and the members of that Division had to supplement
the Society's appropriation by a considerable amount to enable them to purchase a suit

able .animal. The members in the Division on Aliddle Road, in the township of Rochester,

failed to sub.scribe the amount required, and therefore the appropriation for that Division

has not been expended. A great deal of loss is complained of in consequence, but your
Directors consider the members of the Division have only themselves to blame in the
matter.

During the past year the claim of the Society has run out on the Durham bulls

kept by William McCloskey and Thomas Plant, and on the boars kept by Michael Fitz-

gerald, John Brookes and James Byrne.

The stock bought during the past year wore a Durham bull, which cost ^100, and
$16 for expenses, towards which your Directors allowed .$85 ; and a Berkshire boar,

which cost .SIO ; and a boar, which cost $18. The Auditor's report and the Treasurer's

statement will show a detailed account of the receipts and disbursements for the year.

The Society at present have claims on the following stock : 1. A Durham bull kept
by Miles Doran, term runs out October 16th, 1880; 2. A Durham bull kept by John
Brookes, term runs out October 16th, 1881 ; 3. A Suffolk boar, term runs out De-
cember 12th, 1881 ; 4. A Berkshire boar kept John Brookes, term runs out October
29th, 1881.

With regard to the future management of the Society, your Directors would submit
for youi- serious consideration whether it is desirable to continue the practice of using all

the funds of the Society in purchasing stock animals or not. A higher and more expen-
sive class of animals are now required than formerly, and the funds of the Society are
not sufficient to pay for them, unless they are supplemented by the members of the
Divisions.

At the present time there are bulls required in three Divisions, and boars in the same
Divisions. Your Directors appropriated a sum not to exceed .$80, expenses included, to

purchase a bull for one Division, and sums not to exceed .$18 each, expenses included, to

said Divisions, to purchase boars with. The boars are kept for two years for the use of
members, and are kept free of charge to the Society. The keeper of each bull receives

$10 a year for keeping a bull for three seasons for the use of members of the Society, the
animals reverting to the keeper in all cases at the end of the term.

Sandwich and Maidstone.

This Society continues the practice of purchasing superior male animals for the im-
provement of live stock, which animals are sold after members have availed themselves of
their services.

This Society is in an efficient state, having a good balance in hand. If societies in
general would adopt special means of improving farm animals by obtaining the best ani-
mals within their i-each, and steadily pursue an intelligent course of selection and manage-
ment, the results would be of incalculable advantage.
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Tilbti/ry, West.

The returns of this Society indicate a steady rate of progress during the past two or

three years. A ploughing match was held in 1879; the number of competitors was smaller

than might have been reasonably expected, but the number of spectators was great, indica-

ting the interest that was felt in this very important department of practical agriculture.

The total exhibits in 1879 amounted to 417, being 75 more than the preceding year.

ESSEX, SOUTH.

At the expiration of another term of office your Secretary would respectfully submit

the following report of the transactions of the Society during the past year, and other

matters connected -vWth the agricultural interests of the South Riding.

The Annual Exhibition of the Society was held at Amherstburgh, on the 1st and "Jnd

days of October Jast. The weather was all that the most sanguine could wish. The at-

tendance, both of exhibitors and non-e.xhibitors, was large, and the number of articles

exhibited was greatly in excess of any shown at any previous show.

The total number of entries made exceeded twelve hundred, and were distributed in

the various classes, as follows, viz.:—Horses, 129; cattle, 107; sheep, 63; swine, .''7;

poultry, 24 ; seeds and grain, 122 ; roots, 78 ; fruit, 207 ; dairy and provisions, 66 ; home
manufactures, 215 ; and ladies' work, 168. The tofal number of exhibitors was 149, or

an average of eight entries to each exhibitor ; and out of 149 exhibiting, 124 took prizes

—

about three-fourths of the members of the Society, from the energetic individual who m;ule

sixty entries to the twenty individuals of lessor note who only had the honour of showing

one article each—but sixteen out of the twenty had the satisfaction of winning prizes.

Evidence is not wanting to show that the interest taken by the farmers in our ajji-i-

cultui-al shows is constantly on the increase.

Comparing the years 1875 and 1879 together, we find that the entries have nearly

doubled since 1875, and should they continue to increase at the same rate for the next

five years (and we have every reason to suppose that they will), it vnW behove us to look

out for more extensive and fitting accommodations.

Your Secretaiy would now call the attention of this meeting to a matter that, although

more immediately under the control of the Directors, is one, from its nature which con-

cerns each member of the Society as well, and this is : that as the entries increase in num-
ber, some mode must be adopted to make them with greater facility than the mode under
which we work at present.

In a previous report your Secretary advocated either a three-days' fair, or as an al-

ternative that the entries should all be made previous to the fair day. The experience of

the last fair still confirms him in his opinion, then advanced, that some such plan must be

adopted.

Although on that occasion we had a double stafi" of assistants, the work was so great

that it taxed the energies of all concerned in order to get through at the hour fixed for

closing.

Your Secretary tlien, after mature consideration, would prefer the plan of making
entries, say, a week at least before the fair. The number of entries would then be known,

and tlie committee of arrangements would then know what accommodations would be

needed, and have all duly prepared in time, and not work in the dark as heretofore. An-
other advantage of this plan would be that the oflicers of the Society would be at liberty

to attend to other duties on the fair-days equally necessary, and not leave those duties, as

is often the case, to be performed by inexperienced and iiTcsponsible persons.

In conclusion, while the farmers of Essex have great reason to rejoice over the abun-

dant crops of all descriptions which have been gathered in during the past year, for the

remunerative prices obtained for the same, and for the unmistakable signs of prosperity

observable on all sides and among all classes, let us not forget to offer to the Bountiful.
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Giver of all Good our heartfelt thanks and praise for past favours and blessings, and our
prayers that such favours may be continued to us in the future.

GREY, NORTH.

The Board of Directors for the year 1879, report as follows:

They have held eleven difi'erent meetings during the year, and have given a great

deal of time and attention to the matters connected with the Society's operations. * *

A Seed Fair was held on the 4th of March, at which premiums were offered for

five classes of wheat, one of barley, two of oats, two of peas, and one of timothy seed. The
total number of entries made was twenty-four : 1 2 of wheat, 1 of barley, 7 of oats, and 4

of peas. The premiums offered were: for wheat, .$15 ; for barley, §2.50 ; for oats, ^5 ; for

peas, §5 ; for timothy seed, $2.50. This Exhibition having been held by direction of the

members at the last annual meeting, the result is now submitted for their information, and
with the view of learning whether the interest of the Society is considered to have been
so far promoted as to justify a like expenditure for a similar purpose in the year 1880.

The annual Spring Show was held on the 26th of April. Four heavy draught and
three general purpose stallions, and five Durham bulls over two years, and three under
two years, were entered for exhibition. The premiums offered were $10 in each of three

classes of horses, and a like amount in each of two classes of bulls. In the thoroughbred
class of stallions no entry was made. It cannot be said that there was any improvement
on former shows.

The Agricultural Society of the township of Sydenham and the Horticultural Society

of the town of Owen Sound having again agi-eed with the North Riding Society to hold a
Central Show on the 24th and 25th of September, a special committee of five from each of

the three Societies was appointed for the making of all the necessary arrangements, as well

as for the preparation of a prize list. The total number of entries made for this show was
1,765, being 250 less than that of 1878. In the departments of Fruits and Flowers, the

show was, as in the previous year, a decided success, although the fruit entries fell short

of those in 1878 by 89. In ladies' work there was a falling ofi' of 76 in the number of

entries, but the quality of the work was regarded as being fully up to that of the previous

year. The total number of entries in manufactures was 39, 7 less than in 1878. Local

manufacturers appear to take very little Interest in the show, which is a somewhat singular

circumstance- in view of the advantages likely to result from the exhibition of their pro-

ducts before a large assemblage of people. In the class of roots and hoed crops there was a
falling ofi' of 64 in the number of entries, and the articles shown did not reach the excel-

lence of those of many previous years in many particulars. The entries of vegetables ex-

ceeded those of 1878 by 38, and in most cases were up to the average standard ; the cab-

bages, however, showing marked deterioration.

In grain and seeds the entries fell short of those of the preceding year by eight, but
the general quality of the varieties exhibited was fully an average. In this class it was
found necessary to procure a hopper, into which to discharge the bags, and in one instance

in which the grain at the top of the bag was of first-class quality, and would have taken a
prize, the bottom was found to be a very inferior article indeed. The winter wheat crop
was exceptionally good last year, while spring wheat was not more than average. The
oat crop was good and abundant in the yield, and peas were also a fair average crop.

In swine the entries were nine less than they were in 1878, and the quality was
about that of ordinary exhibitions of this Society.

In sheep the entries exceeded these of 1878 by eleven, and the exhibition was a
specially gootl one.

In cattle there was an increase of twenty-one in the number of entries, which may
probably be accounted for by their being required to be on the show ground one day only.

For years there has been a steady increase of the quality of cattle raised in this section of
the county, and the general result was perhaps made more clearly apparent at the last

Christmas Show of Fat Cattle than it ever was before.
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In horses there was a falling otl' in the number of entries to the extent of forty, or

over 30 per cent., a fact which may fairly suggest the inquiry whether the Spring Shows

of stallions are answering the p\irpose which they were designed to promote. In the

lif-avy draught class of young animals, seven entries only were made, three being two-year-

old weldings ; two, two-year-old lillies ; one, a colt foal ; and one, a lilly foal. What is the

conclusion to be di-awn from this statement^ Is it that the heavy draught class of horses

is not regarded as being suitable for the uses of agriculturists in this part of the county 1

Or is it tliat young animals which should be shown in this class are entered in the general

purpose class because from their superior size and appearance they will be more likely to

snatch a prize in that class 1 Or is it that although the sires may have the appearance of

properly belonging to the hea^'y draught class, their origin was not such us to ensure that

their progeny would not retrograde to sometliing of an inferior kind? Or is it that the

mares of this section are unsuitable for producing foals that -will maintain the heavy

drauwht character? The subject is one which is of sufficient importance to warrant its

bcin" prominently put forward, for when the day comes that the surplus of horse produc-

tion will demand an outside or a foreign market it will almost certainly be found that

what is called the "general purpose" class of horses is that which -will be least in request,

and, consequently, least remunerative.

The heavy draught horse, on the one hand, and a good class of nearly thoroughbred

animals, possessing plenty of bone and muscle, on the other, will turn out to be those

which will create the greatest inquiry, and bring the best and mo.st remunerative prices ;

and as it will require time and care to enable the supply of an active demand, it will be a

point of prudence on the part of agriculturists to consider the question fully, and to talce

such measures, promptly, as they may judge to be most advantageous to them in the future.

The (^'liristmas Show of Fat Animals was the best over held by the Society, the total

number of entries being ninety-eight, as against forty-nine for 1878. Such a record may
induce tlie hope that farmers are turning their attention much more largely to the grow-

in ' of root crops and the feeding of cattle than was their wont, and that less reliance has

be^-un to be placed on the wheat crop than there formerly was. A certain market for good

meat at remunerative prices has now been opened with the land on the other side of tlie

Adantic, and the ability of Canadians to supply the demand caused tliereby wiU be taxed

to its utmost stretch. The absence of epidemic diseases among Canadian cattle has, dur-

iii" the past year, left this market largely in their hands, and present indications are that

it will remain so for some time to come. The opportunity thus offered to the farming

community is by no means a speculative one, for whatever the effect may be upon the

home consumer, the producer is sure of the increased price occasioned by the foreign de-

maud.
The Financial Statement of the Treasurer is hereto annexed. It is a matter of regret

to the Directors that they cannot resign their functions into the hands of their successors

with a more satisfactory balance sheet than they have to present ; and had not the gate

money been exceptionally large in amount, the outlook would have been still less pleasing.

The deficiency in receipts is to be accounted for, to the extent of §120, by the new basis

on which the County grant was distributed this year, each of the Township Societies in

the Riding having shared in the apportionment thereof in the proportion in which the

L'j^islative grant was allotted. As was remarked by the Directors of 1878 iu their

report for that year, it is only through co operative effort that the results for which

societies, such as yours are founded, can be reached, and that the full advantages to be

derived therefrom can be gained. The Dii-ectors therefore claim that tl)ey have a just

ri"ht to complain that the farming community do not give to the Society that aid and

countenance to wliich it is entitled. Were the matter looked upon and dealt with by tlie

agricultural public as one affecting their material interests and calculated to be productive

of great benefit to them, as it undoubtedly is, the spirit of apathy, if not of aversion,

which now predominates, would yield to a disposition to join in the endeavours which the

few are making to promote improvement and to point the way to more successful achieve-

ment.
If the lessons of the prize list were read aright, the spirit of envy, and jealousy, and

uucharitableness, which has but too much prevailed, would give place to on« of generous
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rivalry and of resolute competition, because, let what may be said to the contrary, the

maxim, ^' Palmam qui meruit J'e rat," is that which has governed and still governs the awards
of the Judges, and meets the approval of the Directors.

It may perhaps be thought that this report should make some reference to the effect

which the Union Shows that have been held for the last two years have had upon the

Electoral District Society, and therefore the retiring Directors feel bound to state that

in tlieir opinion, their operation has been so beneficial and their advantages so apparent

that it would be unfortunate should they be discontinued.

GREY, EAST.

In conformity with Act of Parliament your Directors beg leave to submit to the

members of the Society their Annual Report.

Two Fairs have lieen held during the year—the Spring Fair and the regular Fall

Exhibition. The Spring Show was not all that could be desired, as there were not many
thoroughbred bulls on exhibition, but the show of horses was up to the average.

The Township of Artemesia Agricultural Society united with us previous to the

holding of the Fall Exhibition, which was held on the 2nd and 3rd days of October.

The weather was favouralile, and tlie attendance of members and visitors was numerous
;

good order was maintained through the day. The entries far exceeded those of the pre-

vious year, and in looking over the books of the Society we are pleased to find that the

Society is steadily improving financially and otherwise, every year exceeding the previous

one since its origin.

The show of grain, roots and fruit in quality we believe could not be excelled in the

Province. The exhibits of dairy produce were large and excellent in quality, and the

ladies' work was extensive, and reflected great credit on the exhibitors. There was a fair

show of horses, sheep, swine, and poultry. As for cattle we could not say much, as there

were not many thoroughbreds on exhibition. This we feel is a gi'eat cause of regret

and should be remedied if possible.

We are highly pleased to note the improvement in grain, both in quality and quan-

tity, which is owing to the introduction of new varieties of seed ; the Clawson fall wheat
being the first in the fall variety, while the Russian and Lost Nation is fast taking the

place of all other varieties of spring wheat.

Now, as Agricultural Societies generally have had a great deal to do with

introducing new varieties of seed grain and thoroughbred stock, and the encour-

agement of improvements on agricultural implements, and have for their object

the promoting of the interests of the agricultural community generally, we therefore

are of opinion that it would be well if the Government would so supplement the

annual grant as not to have Agricultural Societies depending on the various muni-

cipalities for aid, as many of their representatives are not farmers, and know but

little of the good accruing from the thorough working of Agricultural Societies, and the

keeping up of a fritndly rivalry amongst the agi-iculturists of the Province ; and indeed

we find that Agricultural Societies have a great deal to contend with in carrying out the

object they should have in view-, which is the advancement of the agricultural interests of

the country.

Notwithstanding the many hardships, trials and disappointments incident to the

lives of farmers, their prosperity is evidently seen in some parts of our agi'icidtural

district, by the erection of good comfortable dwellings, commodious barns and outbuildings,

and numerous other substantial improvements.
In East Grey many of the most prominent farmei's commenced life with but little

more than their axes in their hands, and have succeeded in hewing out a home for them-

selves and families ; and after years of trials of various kinds, find themselves entering

upon one of comparative comfort and enjoyment.
Farmers occupy a proud position among the men of the earth. At a very early
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date of the world's history, man was appointed to till the ground and raise stock, and the

nations of the earth that have been most prosperous are those that have done most to

develop their agricultural resources. It is to the farmer that the vast population of the

earth owe their bread. Take away the fruit of the exertions of the cultivator of the

soil and there would be nothing more for ships, railroads or telegraph wires to do—in fact,

all the mighty enterprises of man must fall through. Therefore it becomes every man,

no matter to what trade or profession he belongs, to come right to the front, and pray,
" God speed the plough."

HALDIMAND.

The Directors, in presenting a brief report of their proceedings during the past year,

liave much pleasure in congratulating the Society on its improved financial position, being

now entirely free from debt, and a respectable cash balance in hand.

The number of entries and the receipts from visitors at the exhibition were larger than
those of the previous year. That was, no doubt, in a large measure owing to the favoui-able

weather on the day on which the exhibition was held.

The display of horses was creditable to our county. The horned cattle show was
equal to former years. In sheep and swine the numbers were in excess of former years.

A few pens of Merinos were on exhibit, being superior animals—a class of sheep coming
into favour, owing to the high quality of their mutton, and taking on flesh rapidly.

Grain, seeds, roots and vegetables, were in excess in quantity of the previous year.

Considering the unusually dry summer the quality was excellent.

The display made by the ladies was never more conspicuous than that on this occasion.

In conclusion, your Directors have much pleasure in saying that ihe Society is st€adily

advancing in prosperity, and trust that under the management of their successoi-s it

will continue to prosper during the coming year.

HASTINGS, NORTH.

The President and Directors of the North Hastings Agricultural Society beg to

submit the following report

:

The annual Show was held on the 9th of October. Although the entries were 309
less than in 1878, the show the present year, in point of quality, was quite equal to its

predecessors.

There were seventeen entries in the Blood cattle class with pedigree, all of which were
exhibited. In horses, several of the heavy draught class were shown. The exhibition of

sheep was fully equal, if not superior, to that of former years, and the same may b«

said of swine, farm implements, dairy produce, etc. In grains the judges had great diffi-

culty in deciding, especially in white wheat. It is a sufficient guarantee to the excellence

and superiority of the carriages exhibited to say that the Messrs. Bristol & Bro., of Madoc,
are members of our Society, and exhibited work which carried oli" lirst prizes at Ottawa,

Kingston, and wherever shown.

Your Directors also repoi-t that, being represented as we are by the Minister of Cus-

toms for the Dominion, being in pos.session of railway communication, and owning
mountains of iron ore, and gold mines of the richest deposits and best quality, together

witli our immense pinery, sliould contribute to make this the most prosperous county in

Ontario ; but owing to tiio want of proper buildings and grounds, to the extreme length

of the district (it being 150 miles by 29 broad), a great part of which is not arable land,

and to the fact that the Show is hekl on the southern boundary, the Society does not

meet with the support it would were the district more compact.
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HASTINGS, EAST.

Ilungerford.

The Sliow was held in the village of Thomasburg, on Friday, the 17th day of October

last. The day being tine, there was a large attendance, and the show was a complete success,

every class being well represented. The show of horses, cattle, sheep, and swine would com-

pare favourably with many larger shows, there being a large number of entries in each

class. The show of grain and seeds was very large and of the best quality. There was a

good display of farming implements, carriages, waggons, etc. The exhibit of fruit, roots

and vegetables was excellent, and was allowed by visitors to be the best they had seen

at any shows in the county ; the ladies' department being well tilled with all kinds of

fancy work, pictures, etc. On the whole this show was a complete success. The interest

manifested by the managers will tend to make their shows in future compare favourably

with any in the county.

HURON, SOUTH.

The Directors in laying their annual report before the members of this Society, have

great pleasure in announcing that the Exhibitions held by the Society during the past

year have on the whole been very successful, and the finances, as will be seen from the

detailed statement of the Treasurer, are on a sound footing, a balance of $124.91 being

to the credit of the Society on the year's operations. The amount paid out for prizes

has been, at Spring Fair, $151 ; at Fall Show, |>S8'J. The membership has advanced to

106. The branch societies also show a satisfactory increase. The annual report a year

ago deplored a great stagnation of business and deep distress existing throughout the

country. It is a pleasing task to have to note the great improvement in trade, and the

satisfactory condition of the agricultural and other interests at the present time.

The disastrous failure of the spring wheat crop of 1878, led the farmers of Huron
to plant an immense amount of land in fall wheat, and the wisdom of this course is

proved by the reaping of one of the finest crops of fall wheat ever grown in this county,

whilst the history of the spring wheat crop of 1879 is a repetition of that of 1878.

The midge and joint-worm have done their work with deadly eflect, and an average of

about six bushels to the acre is the scant reward of the husbandman. The pea crop is

still infested with the bug, and as the only remedy is to discontinue the cultivation for a

season, it is to be hoped that farmers generally will adopt this plan. Barley has been
rather above an average, and the quality good. Oats—never was a better crop grown in

this county, quantity and cjuality considered. Hay has been a fair average, and pasturage,

especially during the autumn months, splendid. Potatoes are a tine crop, and the quality

most excellent. Turnips, mangolds, and carrots have been a very uneven crop this season,

some fields being exceedingly tine, whilst others were almost destroyed by the fly. On
the whole, however, roots have been a fair crop. Fruit trees have yielded well, apples

particularly so, and as our old acquaintances the codling moth and grub have departed
(it is sincerely hoped never to return), an era of prosperity seems to lie before the fruit

grower. As the quantity of fruit now grown far exceeds the consumptive demand of the

country, the energies of fruit growers should be directed to the opening up of markets
in Great Britain, Manitoba, and elsewhere. Upwards of 10,000 barrels of apples were
this year shipped to England from one or two points on the Grand Trunk. The violent

fluctuations which mark the produce trade, are well exemplified in the cheese and butter

markets of 1879. During the summer prices fell to such an extent that many factories

almost suspended operations, and consternation and dismay sat on the visage of the

dairyman. The general idea seemed to be that the sooner the business was abandoned
the better for all parties concerned ; but hope revived when buyers bought up the fall

make at exceptionally good prices. It is to bfi hoped that this valuable branch of

farming will go on and prosper in the future. Perhaps, however, the development of
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the cattle export trade to England will be the chief cause in preventing any further

great expansion of the business, and it is interesting to mark how quickly new clianuels

of trade are formed in place of those that have become choked or uuprolitable. It

seems but as yesterday that we heard of cattle being sent to England, and now the

trade has assumed gigantic proportions. If the farmers of Huron wish to share in the

profits, they must be up and stirring. Improved stock must be bred or introduced into

tiiis country, and the system must be so regulated ihat the cattle will be fat and in

shipping condition in the month of April and tlirough the summer, for it seems the general

belief amongst cattle men that the winter shipment of cattle to England will not, till

changes are made, be protitable either to the farmer or exporter.

In the stock department, we may remark that our breed of horses seerns to be

improving froiii year to year, attributable, no doubt, in a great measure to the enter-

prize displayed in importing first-class stallions from Britain. Whilst Huron is con-

fessedly ahead in horseflesh, we must admit she lags behind in the race as regards

cattle. It is pleasing, however, to note the establishment of several herds of Short-

horn cattle in this county during the last year or two, and to influences such as the.se

must we look for the regeneration of our breed of cattle. As regards sheep and pigs,

stockmen seem to about hold their own, and when we say this in regard to this stock

we say a great deal.

In closing this report we trust that the year now opening upon us may be marked

by a bounteous yield, and that an all-wise Providence may direct all tilings for our good.

HURON, WEST.

Goderich Horticultural Society.

Many gloomy predictions were made upon the opening of spring as to the probabilities

of the fruit crop, but summer and fall told a cheerful story, and the result is that we can

now rei)ort the crop of the past season in Huron one of the largest and best we ever had,

especially in apples, pears, peaches and cherries ; and while the quantity in grapes and

plums cannot be placed quite as high as in some former years, the quality taken as a

whole may be quoted as fully equal to any year. In all varieties of small fruits the past

season's crop was the largest and best yet gathered in this county.

The County of Huron contains sixteen townships, four towns and five villages, con-

taining in all an area of 800,000 acres. About 500,000 acres of this is under cultivation,

of which 1;^ per cent, or 6,250 acres is in fruit orchards and gardens, one-tifth of which

is in full bearing and gave the past season an average of two barrels of apples per tree.

The balance of the 6,250 acres is in younger orchards and gardens, which will mostly be

in full bearing in two to four years.

There are about 1,000 full bearing pear trees in the county, which the past season

gave a crop of 2,460 bushels. Pear culture is rapidly gaining ground, so that in two or

three years, with ordinary conditions, the crop will be more than doul)led.

Peach growing is also in its infancy, .so to speak, especially in leading varieties.

Seedlings have been gro\vn liberally for a number of years, but our best growers are now
cultivating more largely of the leading varieties. Hitherto we have not had sufficient to

.satisfy the demands of tlie home market, but, unless the yellows appear, in two years we

will have a large quantity for export. While peach orchards in many other sections of

the Province are being devastated with that terrible disease, the yellows, we have not had

as yet a single instance of thedisease. But we fear another year will not pass so well, as

growers are purchasing trees freely from sections where the disease is known to exist.

We would advise growers not to purchase from the Niagara district or from any American

firm, as such a course is almost certain to bring the yellows into our section. The only

safety we can have now is to projiagate from the home stock.—Peaches can be successfully

grown along tlie lake shore and ft)r a distance of about four to six miles inland.

That little pest, the curculio, has evidently discouraged many of our plum growers,
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who have ceased to figlit it. Notwithstanding this fact, the yield of tlie past season's crop

makes a total of 2,.314 bushels, with quality fully equal to any previous year, where can-

is given to cultivation.

For the guidance of growers we have carefully prepared the following list of varieties

which can be grown successfully, and which our experience warrants us in recommending

for home use and commercial value :

—

Apples—Nearly evei^y variety known in Western Ontario is grown within the county.

Out of so large a list we select for summer, Red Astrachan, Primate, Williams' Favourite

and Chenango Strawberry. For fall, St. Lawrence, Belmont, Fall Pippin and Fameuse.

For winter, Northern Spy, Rhode Island Greening, King of Tompkins County, Baldwin,

Ribston Pippin, Roxbury Russett, American Golden Russett, Hubbardson's Nonsuch,

Swayzie Pomme Grise, ^•Esopus Spitzenberg, Wagener and Rambo.
Fears—Out of about twenty-five varieties grown we select Bartlett and Clapp's

Favourite for summer, and Flemish Beauty, Beurre Clairgeau, Beurre Diel, Beurre Bosc,

Beurre Hardy, Beurre Superfin, Louise Bonne de Jersey, Seckel, Steven's Genesee,

Onondago, Belle Lucrative, Vicar of Winktield, Lawrence, Beurre d'Anjou and Winter
Nellis for fall and winter.

P/i(ms—The opinions of gTowcrs vary so much that we merely give a list of varieties

more generally grown through the country:—Lombard, Pond's Seedling, Bradshaw,

Duane's Purple, General Hand, Huling's Superb, McLaughlin, Smith's Orleans, Prince

Englebert, Reine Claude de Bavay, Victoria, Washington, Columbia and all the Gages.

Mr. E. Bingham has a seedling of his own which we would place at the head of the list

for excellence. It is being introduced, and will soon be before the public.

Cherries—Black Tartarian, Elton, Elkhorn, Governor Wood, Reine Hortense, Early

Richmond, May Duke, Black Eagle, Napoleon, Bigarreau. The common small red cherry

is largely gi'own for preserving.

Strawberries—We are glad to note that the cultivation of this delicious and useful

berry is on the increase, and when we consider the fact of its coming in at a season when
nothing else is to be had, and its great value in a family, our only wonder is that a garden

plot can be found without a bed of strawberries, especially when from .50 to 200 plants

would give abundance of fruit for any family. Many varieties are grown, chiefly Wilson's

Albany, Jucunda, and Triomphe de Gand.
Curra>tfs—Red, white, and black, are grown in abundance. A few years ago black

was little grown, but now it is in keen demand, and the most profitable of any for market

value. The currant worm, which strips the leaves of the red and white varieties, has been

very numerous the past season, but where taken in time with hellebore did but little

damage.
Gooseberries—Of many varieties, home and foreign, have been tested -w-ith varied

success. The objection to most foreign varieties is that they mildew badly. Houghton's

and Downing's seedlings bear well and are free from mildew. Smith's white and Smith's

improved bear well and are free from mildew, but are not considered so valuable for pre-

serving as the two former varieties.

Grapes—Of all the early varieties can be grown successfully here, indeed no better

section can be found in the Pro^ance for the cultivation of grapes of leading market vari-

eties and those suitable for wine manufacture. We are sorry to observe that either

laziness has taken hold of a large number of grape growers in the county, or they are ignor-

ant of the proper methods of cultivation. It is a common thing to see vines running over

fences, up trees and over sheds, in wild disorder, without the slightest evidences of cultiva-

tion or pruning. Among some of our successful growers two methods of pruning are followed.

The first is known as the alternate method, or the growing of canes which the following

year will bear the fruit crop ; the other method may be termed renewal, or the growing of

one or two main or lateral canes from which canes are trained or tied up on wires or

slats : these are cut back every fall to one or two buds which are to form the next year's

canes. We fiind advocates of both systems, the former of which is more minutely described

by one of these growers, thus : Plant the vines about eight feet apart ; in the fall cut ofl'

the first season's growth to two pieces of cane with two eyes in each. The second year

allow two canes to grow, and tie to a six-foot stake driven firmly into the ground
;
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pinch off all laterals or branches as they appear, and also the top of the cane when
about a foot bej-ond the top of the stake. In the fall cut back the weakest cane to

two buds and draw up the stake to lay the remaining cane, still tied to it, upon the

CTound for winter. The following spring, drive in the stake and tie the cane to it

about eighteen inches high, allowing the balance of the cane to hang over until the

butls have well started, when the cane should be fastened up another eighteen inches,

and in a few days the cane should be fastened at the top of the stake. Allow only

one cluster of fruit to grow on each branch, pinching off these branches at four leaves

from the cluster, and keep back the cane from making wood, as this growth would
rob the fruit of the necessary sap required to produce and mature perfect fruit. At
the same time that this cane is bearing fruit another cane sliould be growing upon a

second stake which is to be the fruit-bearing cane for the following season. Each fall

the bfiarhv] cane of the past season should be cut awaj' and a new one gi"0\\'n. Our
informant claims that this system can be followed year after year with success. Our
local grape grower, Mr. J. S. McDougall, believes in .spring pruning in certain eases,

indeed he claims that it will not injure the vines in any case to bleed freely. He
had one \vn.^ that gave no satisfaction as a producer of fruit, and spring pruning
brought it into heavy bearing, he contends.

English Apples— iNIr. Latouzel, of Cherrvdale farm, Colborne township, is growing
a number of English varities of apples by way of experiment. " Lord SufEeld " is a

very fine conical shaped fruit, of a pale j-ellowish colour, with sometimes a slight blush

on the sunny side. The flavour is a pleasant acid, juicy and crisp, and it is a good cooker.

The tree is a strong grower and hea\-y bearer. Fruit ripens about the middle of Sep-

tember. The " Taylor Fish " is a large, green apple, ripening about the end of

Septemb'jr, shape similar to fall pippin. It is too acid to make a popular eater, but

cooks well. The tree is a strong, heavy bearer, and the fruit remarkable for evenness in

size.

The Fall Exhibition.

The Directors have much pleasure in congratulating the members upon the

continued prosperity of our Society. The members' subscriptions amounted this j'ear

to §.31 5. 56 ; the town and Legislative grants amounted to $307.29, making a total

of $622. 8.5, which was handed over to the Treasurer of the West Riding Agricidtural

Society upon the terms of our amalgamation with that Society. The prize-list was in-

creased and arranged in a manner calculated to call forth keen competition. Our object

was fully and satisfactorily accomplished, as the large and wide-spread list of prize takers

abundantly proves. In apples the show was very large in all sections, and the quality

very line. There was no appearance of spotting, and a delightful absence of all traces of

the codling moth. The selection of varieties to make up collections was much better than

heretofore, showing clearly that our growers are becoming better acquainted with selection

of fruits for dessert, cooking, etc. Among the finest grown varieties were Northern Spy,

Rhode Island Greening, Fameuse, Baldwin, St. Lawrence, Duchess of Oldenburg, Graven-

stein, .^soptiR, Spitzenberg, King of Tompkins County, Roxbury Rus.sett, Swayzie Pomme
Grise, Ribston Pijipin, 20-oz. Pippin, Hubbard.son's Nonsuch, Hawthornden, American
Golden Russett, Beauty of Kent, Porter, Swaar, Rambo, Wagener, Yellow Belleflower, Red
Astrachan, Primate, Early Harvest, Pearmain, Bourassa, and many others. The show of peare

was the largest j-et held by this Society, and quality has never been excelled in Huron. Every-

body seems to grow the Bartlett, and one grower said if he were asked for the best selec-

tion of pears he would advise Bartlett, and stop there ! His ideas are not carried out,

however, and hence wc find about twenty good varieties freel}' grown. The show of plums

was smaller than on some previous }-ears, the cause of this being doubless the fact that

growers have ceased, as a rule, to fight the curculio. This is cowardice unworthy of a

fruit grower, and we trust the cudgels will be taken up next year with renewed \-igour.

There is no better section of Canada for plum growing than ours, as the many large crops

of previous years prove. We look upon it as the duty of every grower to tight the curculio

constantly, trusting to the future to develop some enemy which may relieve us of the pest

summarily, or that it may leave this section without giving notice or reason, just as other
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pests have gone before. Peaches made a tine show, but as yet the competition is confined

to a few. The climate and soil of the lake shore di.strict is so admirably adapted to the

culture of this magnificent fruit that we only wonder large fields had not been planted out

years ago. Now, however, local growers are planting freely, and with ordinary good luck

large crops can fairly be looked for. The varieties successfully grown at present comprise

Early Crawford, Large Early York, Barnaril, Foster, Earlj- Beatrice, Alexander, and Late

Crawford. In grapes we always excel, and this year was no exception. The competition

as yet is confined to a few for under-glass varieties, but in open air varieties the competi-

tion was very keen and wide-spread. All the leading open air varieties are grown success-

full)'. Mr. J. H. Williams continues to grow his seedlings—Nos. 1, 2, and 3—with

promise of success. Garden vegetables were unusually fine and the display large. Our
judges have done good work in making a careful selection of the finest grown table vegeta-

bles. We have seen the time that judges would often select the largest beet for the first

prize, not so now—clear gi-owth and make and fine quality are made the standard of excel-

lence. So with all other vegetables, the decisions of the judges display more skill. Mr.

A. McD. Allan has grown sweet potatoes for the past two years successfully in the open
air, some of his specimens turning the scale at six pounds. He lays down the tuber in a

hot bed, and when shoots of three inclies spring up these are broken ofl' close to the tuber

and planted out in hills or in drills. They should be planted out as early as possible, as

the sweet potato requires a long season to reach maturity. They require a rich well-cul-

tivated soil. The varieties grown were Early Peabody, Early Bermuda, and Yellow
Nansemond, the latter being the best.

Among the many varieties of potatoes grown the Early Rose still holds first place.

Late Rose and Early Vermont are well reported from some sections. Browiiell's Superior

will never become a favourite, as it ripens late and is inclined to be watery. Mahopac
Seedling is poor and will soon run out altogether. Snowflake has not proved a large croppei',

but quality for table is good. Beauty of Hebron gives promise of high value for general

cultivation, and after another season's test we will be in a position to speak more positively

regarding it.

Plants and Floioers—Although there is not a money recompence in the cultivation of

flowers, yet there can be no doubt but it brings a great deal of pleasure and recreation to

the minds of cultivators as well as others who come in contact with the refining influences.

Hence it is indulged in by man wherever you find him in an advanced state of society, and
here we think, if such is a criterion of cultivation, we might lay some claim to the title.

We have every reason to believe that, with the exception of some of our cities, there is

no locality in which the flower-garden occupies a more conspicuous part than in this town
and immediate vicinity. Even in the cultivation of window plants—to see a house with-

out them is the exception and not the rule. At one time we laboured under disadvan-

tages, there was not a local supply, we had to purchase in the cities. This is now obviated,

as the local florists can far more than supply the demands, in fact could accommodate the

whole county, and also keep up to the improvements that are constantly taking place,

especially in bedding-out plants, which almost every one here goes more or less into. But
we are sorry to see they often neglect to cultivate good substantial herbacious perennials.

There is one class of plants that has not been a success here, but we believe this locality

is not an exception in this respect, and it is therefore all the more to be regretted, as a more
beautiful or finer, we think, is not grown : we have reference to the Japan Lily in all its

varieties. But there is one lily gi-own largely here that may be said to be the siimmxm
bonum of lilies, and that is Candidum ; could we only have otlier colours of it then nothing

would be wanting in that respect. The gladioli, in all its gorgeousness, is gi-own by almost

every one here, and every year is adding more and still finer specimens. Of late, roses,

especially of the hybrid perpetual class, have been more generally cultivated. We find

that insect pests that they are subject to can be easily mastered with vigilance and care,

so that all the newer kinds are being introduced as well as old standard varieties, and
they certainly are giving great satisfaction, some of them completely astonishing the be-

holders for their size, grace and beauty. But there is, perhaps, no plant (for we can scarcely

say flower) that is taking such hold of the public fancy as the foliage varieties, more especially

Coleus ; the beauty and variety of leaf-colouring is equal, if not superior, to the beauty
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of the blossoms of almost any other plant. We think tiiis plant is deservedly worthy of

cultivation, as it gives satisfaction every way, appearing tine the whole season until killed

with the autumn frosts, wliich is more than can be said for many mere flowering plants,

«'.xcepting the geranium, which, as a bedding-out flowering plant, is excelled by nothing

that has yet been tried in this locality that we are aware of. Of flowering shrubs, perhaps
everything is grown here that can be grown in the Province of Ontario, and as far a.s hardi-

ness is concerned there is no trouble, the only drawback being—in many varieties—their

short duration of bloom. Climbing plants are being introduced here, such as the newer
varieties of Clematis ; but we cannot speak decisively of this class, as there has not been
experience sufficient to warrant us in arriving at a satisfactory conclusion. There is one
class of climbing plants tliat is likely to give satisfaction, and that is the Japanese honey-
.suckle, such as Halliana, Brachypoda and Brachypoda Aurea Reticulata ; their hardiness

is beyond question, and their fragrance adds much to their other qualitie.s. There are also

some features of climate, more especially along the lake shore, that irives certain plants

here a value that other localities cannot claim, and that is the absence of frosts in the fall,

in the early part of October. Almost every fall, throughout the greater part of Ontario,

we find all tender vegetation cut oft", while here th(>y are not atfected. This gives us a
chance of having some varieties of flowers in all their beauty and perfection, which are

almost invariably, cut off in many other sections. Especially is this the case with the

dahlia, which often makes little growth until the late rains and cool weather of autumn,
it is then they luxuriate and find the season for which they seem to have been waiting.

They appear to revel in the cool moist weather of approaching fall, and are sooii loaded

with their many-coloured spheres of wonderful construction, which certainly gives them
a charm when many other flowers are gone or failing. The petunias also continue to

flower in all their gay splendour, which, in many otlier sections, so late in the season,

would be only bare stems. Our spring also seems suited for the production of some
lovelj' things, ofi'i-ring themselves, as it were, for our pleasure and refinement, would we
only do a little towards protecting them in the late fall ; we refer to the tulip and
hyacinth. Of the former we need not say anything, so well is it known and so widely
grown and appreciated that nothing we could add would eidiauce its value. The hyacinth
is undeservedly neglected. For value, as an early spring flower, it has no successful

competitor, and bj- following a few simple rules it can be gi'own in perfection and will be
sure to pay for all the trouble expended. In the parlours its fragrance cannot but be

appreciated. There is one charming bedding plant we think well to refer to—as many
f.ail in cultivating it to perfection, for which there is not the slightest occasion—we refer

to the verbena. After its culture two or three years in the same soil no amount of

manuring -n-ill enable it to do well, as it exhausts certain substances contained in the soil,

and the only way to get over the difficulty is to either change the bed or else renew the

.same. Sods thrown in a heap in the fall and allowed to rot make an excellent soil for

the verbena. Remove the old soil and in the spring replace with the prepared rotted

sods. This is the only i-emedy that can be of ser^•ice. Our last fall show was con-

clusive proof—if any such were wanting—that there is a real live interest taken in

floriculture here. The e.xliibition in this de))artnient is always very fine, and competition
was keener than usual, proving that there is no falling off, but on tlie conti-ary, a good
healthy and earnest desire to do the best that can be accomplished, and at the same time

not to allow any hard feelings to intrude themselves in connection with our exliibitions.

N^ev} and Seedling Fruits—From our experience we feel safe in stating that this class

should be watched over with the utmost care and by experienced judges. Among the

many new seedlings we find a very small percentage of even fair fruit. Many unprin-

cipled nurserymen and all tree brokers are continually introducing .some new varieties

for the purpose of making money out of a high sounding name or a " long pedigree."

In apples it is rarely we find a medium in quality among new seedlings. The past sea-

son agents were through tliis county selling the Pockiington grape vine at 82 each.

We know this grape, but do not know that these agents are selling the genuine vine.

However even if they are we believe people are throwing money away by purchasing it, as

wo do not believe it will ever be a profitable fruit. Indeed some leading grape growers on
the other side of the lines have grave doubts as to its. right to be classed among fruits at
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all. It is said that an investigating committee in N. Y. State reported it valuaLle for its

hard quality, and tliey recommended their Government to purchase it in quantities to

send to the far West to shoot Indians with ! We have too many varieties of the various

kinds of fruits in cultivation already. , We do not «dsh to discourage those who are ex-

perimenting, for this is good in its place, and occasionally valuable varieties are produced,

but we object to every sort of trash being foisted upon the public as at present.

Tree Brokers—This is originally an American "institution," but we have imported

the pest, and find ourselves in possession of an evil equal in destructiveness to the cur-

culio, if not surpassing this much feared insect. Pity these creatures are not liable to an

attack of the yellows ! We have often warned fruit growers in Huron to beware of all

agents representing foreign firms and especially these "dealers." Indeed the only safety

is in dealing only with some well-known home firm.

Diseases, etc., and Remedies—Grape rot made its first appearance this year in a few

gardens, affecting Rogers No. 1, Eumelan and Concord more than any other varieties.

<)ne grower reports that vines grown with a southern exposure are afl'ected worse than

in any other, while an easterly exposure is generally free. The disease begins with a

small white speck which in a few days turns black and rapidly spreads over the berry, and
finally over the bunch. Those who have tried sulphur say it docs not remedy the evil.

Until further light is obtained we would advise growers to watch the fruit carefully and
remove all affected berries as soon as observed, also drain the soil planted out in grapes

well.

Pear Blight has been written upon in every shape, form and fashion by scientific and
practical nlen versed in horticulture, and yet we have blight every year in many orchards.

If it be true that the disease is caused l)y a minute fungus which penetrates through the

bark destroying the cell structures, then we would fancy the evil could be remedied Ijy a

proper wash. We have had linseed oil tried as a wash in spring with several growers

and thus far have not heard of a case of blight among trees so washed. Mr. F. Seeg-

miller, who tried it on a number of trees rejaorts them not only free from blight but
much cleaner and healthier in appearance than the other trees. Among liis trees not

washed he had a number of cases of blight which fairly beheaded the trees. It takes a

very small quantity of oil to wash a tree, a cloth saturated in the oil is the easiest

way to apply it, after which the tree should be scrubbed with a coarse brush. As the

remedy is cheap and simple we hope all pear growers will give it a fair test and let us

have the results next fall. The only care necessary is not to use too much oil.

Black Knot is still to be seen notwithstanding the Legislative Act, and we don't think

it will disappear should a copy of said Act be posted up on every plum and cherry tree in

the country. The only remedy is to cut out the knot before it breaks, say about the

middle of June. When the knot breaks the spores are easily distributed from tree to

tree and orchard to orchard. If exery grower looks carefully to this we can be free of

black knot in a couple of years.

Codling Moth—An old fruit grower says that he has kept his orchard free from
this enemy by lighting small fires at night through the orchard before the Ijlossoms open.

He would continue this for about ten nights. The moths, he .says, will rush in hundreds
to the fire and forever leave us. The remedy is certainly simple and well worth trying.

Curcidio—Perhaps we had better say nothing, so many remedies have been advised
and so far all proved of no avail excepting the jarring of trees. However, we may
mention the recommendation of a fruit grower and let those who wish try the remedy.
The smell of coal oil will, so our informant .says, keep the little pest away. The oil

should be put in bottles one or two of which to be hung up in each tree and left uncorked.

Nota, bene—In order to strengthen our hands and increase the usefulness of our
Society we particularly request all interested in horticulture to assist us in our endea-
vours, by giving us information of tests of any description, of new fruits, flowers or

other productions within the scope of our Society, diseases or remedies, and in fact all

and sundry information that may prove of interest to horticultui'isls. We will be glad
at all times to take up points at our Board discussions upon which any member desires

information, and advise with any member to the best of our ability.
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KENT, WEST.

The Directors of the Society meet the members to-day with the same degree of satis-

faction that tlie officers of previous years liave, inasmuch as they can report favourably as

to the steady advance and prosperity of the Society. The state of the finances are not

such as to enable tlie Directors to carry out such measures as they would like, yet a great

deal is done with the funds at command, an<l the increasing excellence of stock and pro-

ducts is owing mainly to our various e.>chibitions and the spirit of emulation which ihi'y

create amongst exhibitors. When we look back at the first exhibition of the Agricul-

tural Society, which was held in the fall of 1842, on the corner where the Rankin House
now stands, and compare the exhibitions of those early days with these of to-day, we have
every reason for congratulation. A marked improvement in stock is observable every

year, and, with our facilities for stock-i-aising, there is no reason why the county of Kent
should not stand first in the Province for this department of agriculture as it now does

for cereals and roots.

The Society held the Annual Spring Fair, at which there were 30 entries against 29

of the previous year, some new horses were shown, and altogether the exhibition was in

advance of former years.

The Annual Fall Fair was, as usual, a success, there being 1,362 entries against 1,312

for 1878, and 1,292 for 1877. And notwithstanding the fact that the weather was bad,

there was a large attendance during the day and evening.

A ploughing match was held in the fall, but owing to the morning being rainy, and
other matches being held in some of the townships on the same da}-, there were not a great

many entries ; there was, however, some very good work done.

Your Directors purchased in the spring, from first-class breeders, three Durham
heifers and a bull for the improvement of stock. Although the cost attending the pur-

chase and sale of this stock was considerable, there was no loss in a pecuniary way.

Your Directors believe it would be to the advantage of the Society if it could be

arranged to hold the Fall Fair earlier in the season. Finer weather could be depended

on, and in many other respects it would tend to make the exhibition a greater success.

The Provincial Exhibition this year commences on the 20th day of September, and will

continue for two weeks, and presuming the Western Fair to follow the next week, and
ours the week after, would throw us into the middle of October. We would, therefore,

suggest to the incoming Directoi's to hold the exliibition about the 21st or 22nd Septem-

ber, believing that although it was held during the first week of the Provincial Exhibi-

tion it would be better for the Society.

Your Directors also beg leave to report that during the past year an ai-rangement

was entered into with Mr. John Northrow, whereby the Society was to purchase from

him twenty acres of land for exhibition grounds, giving him our present land in exchange

as part payment. It was subsequently found that your Directors could not carry out this

agreement, as they were unable to make a satisfactory title to the lands proposed to be

given as part payment.

Your Directors also beg leave to report that, in consequence of the Barrack ground
having been aciiuired by the town for the purposes of a public park, the Society will be

unable to occupy those premises for exhibition purposes, and the first thing to claim the

attention of the incoming Board is the providing of a proper place to hold exhibitions.

Your Directors also beg lejive to report that the Government has paid to the Treas-

urer of the Society the amount claimed by the Society for repairing the driU-shed, which

was damaged by tire about a year and a half ago.

Rahigh.

The President and Directors of the Raleigh Agricultural Society beg leave to report

:

That the Society, financially, is sound, having cash on hand, S182.27 ; notes due and

_ uncollected, .?308.43. The only liabilities is cash borrowed for payment of seed grain,

with small accounts, say S428, leaving S62 to the credit of the Society.
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In the beginning of the year your Directors purchased a thoroughbred bull and a ear

load of seed peas. The bull was sold to the highest bidder to keep on special conditions

for the use of the members, which was a loss tinancially to the Society, yet we believe a
gain indirectly to the members.

We believe that farmers must take more interest in breeding cattle, using thorough-
bred bulls, as the prospect for the price of common cattle in the future seems to be almost
nothing. We are glad to say that some farmers in the southern portion of the township
have individually imported some very fine animals. We hope to see farmers assist in

promoting the Society, in order that it may ha\e funds to increase the importation of stock.

Your Directors petitioned for a lease of land for a number of years for liolding shows,

etc., which we are glad to saj- was grunted. We hope the Directors for the coming year,

with the aid of its members, will succeed in finishing the fencing thereof, as it will then
be of great benefit to the Society.

Your Directors held their Show as usual, which, with the exception of home manu-
factures and ladies' work, was better than for many years. We believe it a benefit in

keeping up our Show, as by so doing farmers can compare their .stock and other articles

with their neighbours', and thereby see many defects in them which they would not if

they kept them at home and saw nothing better, thus stimulating them to improvement.
Pigs, composed of Suflfolk, Berkshire and Poland China, are the first in the county, as

reference to the county prize list will show. Sheep also keep to the front. Both long

and short wool are bred, of which Uiany of the latter have been imported into the town-
ship the past year.

Y'our Directors hope by an increased membership and a united eftbrt on the part of

its newly-elected oiEcers to make the Society for the coming year more of a success than
for many years.

KINGSTON, E. D.

In accordance with the published notice, the Society's Exhibition was held in the
drill-shed, on the 11th day of July, 1879, at which, in the classes of plants and flowers,

vegetables and poultry, the samples entered for competition were very good, liut not so

extensive as should have been in so favourable a season as the one this year. The speci-

mens of small fruits were good, but limited in quantity. In the department of fine arts

and ladies' work the entries were not so numerous as in former exhibitions. A greater

effort ought to be made to render these and other classes more extensive.

The Directors regret that the public do not take a more active part in promoting the
objects of the Society—without such aid it is impossible and out of the power of the Di-
rectors to make the shows so attractive as they might be ; and unless greater interest is

manifested by the citizens in carrying forward the working of the Society, it will be
necessary to consider whether or not it will be advisable to allow the shows to cease.

LAMBTON, EAST.

In presenting you this, the Fifth Annual Keport of our Society, we have pleasure in

repeating former reports that the Show for the past season was the most successful yet
held, in respect of number of entries, amount of prizes paid, and amount of receipts. In
former years the village having the show did her utmost in assisting and helping on the

Fall Exhibition, but it was the reverse with Forest ; the facts are that much of the pre-

parations were finished on the first day of the show, by the outside Directors and
assistants, which in a measure accounts for the apparent excess of caretakers' expenses.

Agricultural implements ai-e still improving, and we are pleased to state that the
three firms in the Riding compete successfully at Provincial and District exhibitions.

Cheese at midsummer was very low but late, and now is as high as ever in this section.

Dairymen are more hopeful, and on the whole have netted profit. Grain, more especially

fall wheat, was a good yield, the price being higher than for years, and direct shipments
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being made to the world's market—Britain—farmers are getting the highest possible price

for it. Root crops are a good average. The fruit crop was immense and very fine.

Thousands of barrels of apples were shipped direct to Liverpool, and netted careful and
particular packers handsome returns. Carelessly packed apples were a loss, in some cases

not realizing the freight charged.

Hor.ses and cattle are improving ; more especially can this be said of the Shorthorn
class, a number of really fine animals being raised in the Riding.

The suggestions urged for the past three years in awarding medals for first-prize

animals was adopted last season, and worked admirably; a saHng of over 840 cash was
made, and the successful competitors better satisfied ; were it not for those medals the

prizes awarded would show over S800.
We would suggest to our successors that the prize list be printed in pamphlet form,

as for Watford Show in 1876, when the advertisements interspersed through the list paid
for the cost and S18 surplus : that the show be open to the public tUl 9.30 p.m. first day

;

ladies' department be more varied, and the premiums increased. It is a fact that the
majority of paying visitors (gate money) go purposely to see the ladies' handiwork and
manufactures.

There was a slight falling off in membership this year ; however, we are far ahead of

our neighbouring "Ridings in respect to membership, entries and larger premium list, only
one Riding west of Brantford exceeding ours in number of entries, and still we carry a sur-

plus of 8300 to next year's account.

In looking back over last j'ear's results and returns, the farmer in particular has
reason to thank the Giver of all good gifts for the large share of prosperity we enjoy.

LANARK, NORTH.

The North Lanark Society is still prospering. Our annual Exhibition was held on
the Society's grounds in Almonte, on the 1st and 2nd October last, and proved a very

successful one, there being a large number of entries, and between four and five thousand
visitors present.

The exhibition of live stock was larger than ever, and geuei-ally considered of a
better class. The grain and root departments were not up to the exhibits of last year.

This is in part accounted for by the effects of June frosts, ravages by potatoe bugs, and
other troublesome insects, and some unaccountable blast that afiected all the spring wheat
crop. In coarse grains we had a very fine display. The exhibits of domestic work, home
manufactures, and ladies' and artists' work were largo, and of good quality, and proved

interesting and satisfactory.

LANARK, SOUTH.

The annual Fall Exhibition was held on the grounds of the Society at Perth, on
Thursday and Friday, October 9th and 10th, 1879. The weather being fine, the show
was perhaps one of the mo.st successful held under the auspices of your Society, the

number of entries being very large, and the qualitj- of the exhibits generally of a very
^

high order of excellence. The receipts at the gates were very good, the attendance being

large, especially as no extra inducement had been offered to the general public.

On account of the .state of the finances, the usual ploughing match held in connec-

tion with your Society was dispensed with for this year, your Directors feeling the urgent

necessity for a rigid economy in the management of your affaire. They have to report a

considerable reduction in the liabilities of your Society, although the amount still due by
it is very large, being as follows :

—

Mortgage on grounds 8600 00

Balance due John Keays 50 00

Total 8650 00
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Now that the debt is reduced to more moderate proportions, your Board of Directors
would beg to call the attention of the members, and their successors in office, to the urgent
and pressing necessity there exists for some kind of accommodation or shedding for live
stock. They are satisfied that no outlay would repay the Society better, in fact some
shelter is indispensable, as the absence of it causes most of our best breeders to be ex-
tremely indiflerent in making entries and showing fine stock, especially during uncertain
weatlier, inasmuch as no premiums awarded would make up for damage done to improved
stock exposed during a rainstorm.

Your Directors have to report an increasing interest taken in the aftairs of the Society
by the public at large, and trust there is an era of prosperity in store for it.

LENNOX.

Your Officers and Directors have to report that during the past year we liave had a
bountiful harvest, and our county has not been visited with any contagious disease to man
or beast, for which we as a people ought to be very thankful.

During the past season we held our annual Exhibition, which in comparison with
former years will compare vei-y favourably, clearly shewing that the farmers of our county
are taking a deeper interest in the improvement of all kinds of stock. And to further
this your Directors are of opinion that a law should be enacted that no person should be
allowed to move a stallion in our county until tirst having obtained a certificate from
some Board duly authorized to gi'ant such certificate, and duly licensed. The importation
of thoroughbred stock into our county is being appreciated, and will have a tendency to

improve our stock of cattle.

In agricultural implements the display was the best we have had at similar exhibi-

tions—many exhibitors from Hamilton, Belleville, Guelph, Brockville, and other places in

the Province. The grains, roots and vegetables exhibited were of such a character and
quality as would be found at our Provincial Exhibitions. Your Directors regret that the
ladies of the county did not take a greater interest in exliibiting at our Exhibition, but
hope that the matter will receive more attention in future.

Your Directors would recommend that the claims of our Society should be brought
before the farmers and mechanics of our county, and every laudable efibrt should be used
in order to get them to feel interested in the agricultural and mechanical interests of
our county, by subscribing to and patronizing our county Exhibitions.

Your Directors are of opinion that if the Government grant was kept in full—and
not distributed amongst township societies—it would do more to promote the object for
which it is given, than distributed in the present manner, as township societies confine

their membership to a very limited number.

Amherst Island.

The annual Exhibition was held on the 10th of October, 1879, at the usual place.

The attendance far exceeded that of other years, and the Fair on the whole was pro-
nounced quite a success. There was quite a delay occasioned by the steamboat being
rather late arriving, and some of those present grew quite restless. However, when the
steamer Hastings arrived, which conveyed most of our judges, their respective duties
were quickly pointed out to them, and they discharged their work with promptitude,
giving general satisfaction.

In the department indoors where the farm produce was displayed, there was a large
assortment of roots, particularly potatoes, that in size could scarcely be surpassed, and
the judges were brouglit pretty well to task to discern between them which were worthy
of the first merit. The next place where their ability as judges was seen was in the
fruit department, where larger or finer flavoured apples could scarcely be found. The
barley exhibited was bright and plump. The other department upstairs was for ladies'

work, and carrying out the rule suggested by one of the members of the Committee,
three ladies were invited to act as judges, and the suggestion proved of great value, as.
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the ladies (althoui^h small inducements were offered, but gradually from year to year in-

creasing) showed some excellent specimens of needle-work, and had the decision, as for-

merly, been left to gentlemen judges they would have been completely nonplussed. In
the outdoor classes the stock was much as usual, no particular breed except in sheep,

which were as heretofore of high order. There were some fine horses exhibited, both
young colts, mare and draught horses.

The crops were much below an average, with the exception of hay. The wheat crop

may almost be considered a complete failure here, and all that was raised would scarcely

supply the inhabitants for their own consumption until the new crops are ready for har-

vest. It is to be hoped matters will, when they come to the worst, take a turn for the

better, and that if we are spared to see the harvest of 1880, there will be a different story

to report.

We cannot close our report this year without alluding to the gap that is opened
amongst our members by the hand of death ; we allude to our ex-Reeve, Mr. Wright, who
was always ready to give us a helping hand in building up our Society, and whose valu-

able services were always freely offered when required, and we should, as in duty bound,
express our heartfelt condolence to the surviving members of his family, bereft of a kind
and loving husband and parent, and an active member of this Society, as well as in every
other capacity where his services were needed on the island.

MIDDLESEX, EAST.

Your Directors, in making their Annual Report, are required to give an account of

their proceedings in the past year, and also to notice anything worthy of remark concern-

ing the agriculture of the county, coupled with such suggestions as they may think would
be useful. In reviewing the past season we have great reason to be thankful for the con-

tinued prosperity of the cultivators of the soil, and the abundant returns that have in
nearly all cases rewarded their labours. The only crops that were much deficient were
spring wheat and peas. There is something mysterious about the failure of spring wheat,
as neither the ^tate of the soil nor the season would seem to account for it. We believe

the most likely remedy would be a change of seed, procured from some locality where the
grain had attained perfection, as it is not likely that seed grain shrunken—as most of our
spring wheat was last season—would possess sufficient vitality to produce a good crop.

With regard to peas, we know what is the matter, and we believe that if proper means
were taken it would not be difficult to provide a remedy. The bugs that ha\e injured our
peas for some years past have now become so numerous that they almost entirely destroyed
the crop the last year, and we ha\e learned by experience that there is little hope of get-

ting rid of them unless we cease sowing peas entirely for one season. This, we believe,

would be a perfect remedy, as, according to the best authorities, the mature bug only lives

one season, and it seems certain that they must be annihilated if there were no peas in

which to propagate their young. But we are aware that this object can never be attained
by the voluntary action of the farmers; although the great majority have determined not
to sow peas, still there will always be a few in each township who will sow enough to pre-

serve the breed and perpetuate the pest. We would, tlierefore, strongly recommend the
Legislature of Ontario to pass an Act permitting County Councils to prohibit the sowing
of peas in tho.se counties infested by the bug. To show the importance of this matter, we
may mention that at a very low estimate the damage to the pea crop in the county of

Middlesex alone, the past season, has amounted to at least §100,000. We know that the
Government have always shown a desire to do anything in their power to promote the pros-

perity of the farmers, and if their attention is called to this matter by a report, emanating
from a body so influential as the Agricultural Society of East Middlesex, we have no
doubt they will institute inquiries on the subject that will most likely result in securing
the object we have in view.

The success of the Western Fair in 1879 has been all that we could hope for, and
has far exceeded what we, at one time, had reason to expect. When wo thought of the
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exti-aordinary efforts made at Toronto to provide splendid accommodation for their show,

and the advantages they would derive from the additional attractions of the persons of

the Governor-General and the Princess, volunteer reviews, regatta, public balls and every-

thing that could be thought of to draw the crowd, and we also knew that the Hamilton
Central Fair would be held the same week as ours, ready to intercept visitors returning

from the Pro%-incial at Ottawa, and, worse than all, when we learnt that the Governor
and Princess, instead of being present at our Fair, as was expected, would visit the city

two weeks pre\aous, we naturally feared that all these counter-attractions would prevent

the attendance of a lai-ge number of both exhibitors and visitors at the Western Fair, and
consequently very materially diminish our receipts. But you will Ije pleased to hear that

the result has proved that our fears were groundless and has inspired us with confidence

that if we are blessed with fine weather during the week of the show we can depend on
the people of this part of Ontario to support the Western Fair in spite of the rivalry of

all the other exhibitions in the Province. Instead of our receipts being diminished you
will see by the Western Fair accounts that have been distributed amongst you, that we
received for admission fees the sum of $8,524, being SI,382 more than we received at any
pre\aous fair. We have also increased our surplus from $4,209 in 1878 to $5,459 at pre-

sent, being an addition of $1,249 profit on the year's operations, and this, too, although
we have paid an extra charge of more than $800 for permanent improvements and the
expense attending the exhibit from Manitoba. Your Directors have taken a gi-eat deal

of trouble the past year to carry out a system with respect to admission tickets, that is

calculated to assure us that all our receipts are properly accounted for. We believe that

in former years our funds have been honestly handled, but we had to depend in a great

measure on the honesty of our officers, but the plan we have now adopteil will be more
satisfactory to the officers, as well as the members, by removing all ground for doubts, as

it is impossible for anything to go wrong without being detected. With respect to the

exhibition itself, you saw it for yourselves, and it is needless to enlarge. Your Directors
have had the pleasure of reporting at each annual meeting since it was established that

the last show was the best, and we are certainly warranted in making the same statement,

and we hope that for many years to come its progress may be such as to justify the same
report.

We again desire to re-affirm the resolution that the price of the land formerly owned
by you on Talbot Street should not be expended without the consent of the members, at

an annual meeting or at a special meeting called for that purpose. It is now deposited

in the Agricultural Trust and Loan Society, at 6i per cent, interest. By a resolution of

your Directors, passed a short time since, it is to be removed to another in.stitution at 7
per cent. The Treasurer will present you the detailed accounts of our Societ}', and can
explain to you the position of our reserve fund, when the Directors will be glad to take
the advice of the members present with regard to the disposition of the funds in future.

It is a pity that a greater number of the farmers do not join our Society and attend the
annual meetings. They should not forget that although they enjoy equal rights as exhibi-

tors by paying their dollars at the time of making their entries, still they practically

exclude themselves from all share in the management unless they become members, and
attend the annual meetings, to aid, by their vote and influence, in getting matters managed
as they wished. We learn that the City Council for 1879, at their last meeting, decided to

take another vote of the citizens on a by-law to sell the exhilntion grounds. This, we
have no doubt, will result, as all former votes on that question have done, in a large

majority against the sale. If we assume that the citizens of London are really in favour
of a continuance of the Western Fair, and of having the Provincial here in its turn, we
may safely predict that they will not vote for the sale until they are fully informed on
the following points, viz. :—First, that arrangements have been made to enable them to

sell the whole of the grounds, as to .sell only that part west of Wellington Street, over
which the city has sole control, would be to ruin the present grounds without providing
means to procure others ; secondly, if the present grounds were sold, where is it proposed
to get new ones, so that they may have an opportunity of deciding on the advantage of
the site proposed as compared with the present one ?—at any rate, that is the way we do
business in the country : we would never think of trading off a good horse without seeing
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the animal we were to get in exchange : thirdly, they would require to see some reliable

estimate of what the present grounds would sell for, and what would be the cost of new
gi-ouiids and buildings, so tliat they would be in a position to judge whether it is not as

likely to add to the financial difficulties of the city as to relieve them by taking action in

the matter at the present time. There is no doubt that the uncertain tenure of tlie present

grounds is an immense disadvantage, and if some well-considered, definite plan were pro-

posed, either to make the present grounds j)ermanent or to pro\"ide others, we should b«

extremely well pleased to see the question finally settled.

Western Fair Association.

The Directors, in surrendering the trust reposed in them at the beginning of the

past year, feel it incumbent upon them to render to you an account of their stewardshi]).

In doing so, they feel justified in prefacing their report by the statement that, all

things considered, the Western Fair for 1879 has been the most successful yet held.

Taking into account the gigantic effort made in Toronto—an effort unrivalled in the

history of this Dominion, and in which neither means nor labour were spared to render

their three weeks' Industrial ExJiibition an absorbing success, so absorbing that even the

Provincial Exhibition, with its bonus of .§10,000 paid from the public purse, was expected

to pale before it, and sucli cities as Hamilton, Guelph, Brantford and London, where fair*

had been instituted, would prove failures, and probaljly cease to exist, thus leaving Toronto

as the only place in which it might be supposed such fairs could for the future be success-

fullv held ; the difficulty experienced in removing stock and other exhibits from Ottawa to-

London in time, the holding of the Central Fair at Hamilton during the same days, and the

anticipated visit of the Governor-General and the Princess Louise during the Fair week,

but which for us unfortunately took place two weeks previously, were serious drawbacks

to the Western Fair
;
yet with all these disadvantages the receipts were larger than in any

previous year. Our prize money was promptly paid, as were also all working expenses.

An available asset of say $600, in the way of shafting, and of material used in the con-

struction of Manitoba Hall, is on hand, and a surplus of i$l,250 in cash placed to credit,

as will l)e seen by reference to financial report.

An effort was made co place before the visitors of the Western Fair the Manitoba ex-

hibit as shown at Ottawa, but although a large expense was incurred, the delays of

transport and other causes made what would have been a great attraction almost a failure.

Favourably for the Association the weather was propitious, and the number of ex-

hibitors and large concourse of visitors pro^•e that the Western Fair retains its prestige,

and having been the first of such Associations in the field it will continue to hold its pre-

eminence ilespite all rivalry.

The Directors resign to you their trust. They have given their services willingly and

gratuitously. They feel that thanks are due to the railway companies for the facilities

afforded to exhibitors and visitors ; to the judges who performed an onerous duty, and to

the exhibitors and members of the Association generally ; and they believe that by a

proper discretion on your part in the selection of Directors, and by a judicious economy

on tiie part of such Directors, the Western Fair will prosper in the future as it has in the

past.

MIDDLESEX WEST.

The Spring Show of horses was tolerably successful. The Fall Exhibition was not

as successful as that of 1878, the number of entries not being as large ;
and the space

being larger caused the smaller number of entries to be more observable than would have

been had there been only the usual accommodation. The weather also being very un-

favourable on the morning of the second day, probably prevented many persons attending.

Th(! Horticultural Society of Strathroy haWng seen fit not to unite with this Society

in the Exhibition very materially influenced the general result, but on the whole there is

ground for congratulation in a financial point of view, for after paying off our indebtod-
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ness to our late Treasurer of §74.19, and Fawcett's account for lumber in 1878 of $18.19,

there is still a balance on hand of 37 cents.

The year 1879 was remarkable for very few of the products of the farm maturing
thoroughly. The weather in spring set in very dry, and the summer was extremely hot,

with frosts early in the fall. The following is an estimate of yield per acre of the several

kinds of grain and roots :

—

Fall wheat' 20 bush. Spring wheat, almost a failure. 5 bush.

Peas, almost a failure. Oats 30 "

Barley 20 " Indian corn, shelled 35 "

Potatoes 70 " Carrots, almost a failure.

Turnips 600 " Mangolds 500 "

Hay 1 Ton. Fruit, good crop, especially apples.

Apples were generally a good crop in this country, and fetched a good price in

England, where the crop was poor. Good apples will always bring good prices—another

reason why growers should have the best kinds.

The very tine weather in the latter part of the fall gave a most luxuriant growth to

the fall wheat, so much so that many farmers turned in their cattle to eat it down ; it

looks well at present. As we may expect some severe weather before spring opens, we
may hope the strong growth may protect it from the frosts. As the price of wheat has

been good, a large breadth of it was sown. As good articles will bring good prices it

should be the aim of the producer to have good articles, whether stock, grain, cheese, or

butter ; always aim to have the best of everything you produce. * * *

Ei/rid.

The Directors of the Ekfrid Agricultural Society in presenting their annual report

for the year 1879, have reason to congi-atulate themselves and the members of this So-

ciety on the measure of success which has attended their efforts during the year now
drawing to a close. While they regret having to report a falling off in membership as

compared with previous years, and a consequent reduction in their prize list, and while

they would have liked to have made a better classification of animals and articles for

exhibition, but could not for lack of funds, yet on the whole the Show held in conjunc-

tion with the Township of Mosa Agricultural Society was in every respect highly credit-

able to both Societies.

The stock shown was not so good as that shown the previous year, as the season was
so dry and pastures so short that most of the animals in this section of country were
in low condition, which had the effect of considerably reducing the number of competitors

in the different classes.

Your Directors have further to report that they entered into an arrangement with
the Township of Mosa Agricultural Society by which they sequred the lease for nine

years of a very commodious piece of ground on which to hold their shows, and that

they were able to secure the erection of a hall at a cost of four hundred dollars, one-half

of which was paid by the appropriation of the funds collected at the gates, and the other

half provided for without in any way crippling or burdening either Society.

Your Directors are of opinion that the union of our funds with the funds of the

Township of Mosa Agricultural Society for show purposes is an arrangement highly

beneficial to both, and they would take this opportunity of recommending to their suc-

cessors its continuance.

The crops the past season have, with some few exceptions, been good ; fall wheat in

some sections was damaged by June frost. Oats in this township were very much
injured by grasshoppers

;
peas almost totally destroyed by bugs. Hay in consequence of

the early di-y weather was light. Yet taking everything into consideration the farmers
of this section of country have no real cause for complaint, and with all their grumbling
are as prosperous and happy as any other class in the community.
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Your Directors feel that they would be very remiss in the discharge of their duty

did they allow this opportunity to pass without pointing out some of the things that in

their judgment would better the condition of the farming community in particular, and

the whole country in general.

1st. Better cultivation of the soil, ploughing less, and seeding down more to clover.

2nd. More thorough drainage.

3rd. Getting and keeping a better quality of stock, keeping fewer of them and keep-

ing them better, so that more read}' sale and better profits may be secured.

-ttli. Following a mixed husbandry, instead of making any one thing a speciality, so

that we shall not be .so dependent on the price of any one commodity.

5th. Taking some good agricultural paper so that we may have the experience of

others engaged in similar pursuits, and thereby be prepared to go intelligently to work

to secure the best possible results.

Strathroy Horticultural Society.

Your Directors take pleasure in reporting a highly prosperous year in the Society's

operation. Our Show was held on the 26th, 27th, and 28th days of August, which was a

decided success as regards the entrie.s, there being 181 in flowers and plants, 29 in fruits,

and 62 in roots and vegetables, or a total of 272. Notwithstanding the dryness of the

season, the display of flowers was very tine and showed that there is a growing taste in

home adornments in this neighbourhood, especially among the amateurs, and your Di-

rectors believe the Society is doing a good work in stimulating this branch of industrj'.

The amateur and professional prize list being kept distinct from each other, for the

first time, was found to work satisfactorily for both, more especially for the amateur, and

we would recommend a continuance of the same. Your Directors would also recommend

that only one Show be held this season,, about the first week in September, believing that

we would have a larger display of fruits and vegetables at that time.

Your Directors cannot conclude this report without acknosvledging the very valuable

.services of the Rev. Robert Burnett, of London, President of the Fruit Growers' A.ssocia-

tion of Ontario, as one of the judges on fruit, and the valuable information he gave

to the members of the Society and fruit growers of the town and neighbourhood ; and

would cordially tliank all those who so liberally aided the object of the Society by sub-

scriptions and otherwise, and trust that tho present year may witness a continued and

increased support.

MUSKOKA AND PARRY SOUND.

The Directors present the following report for the year now ended :

The number of members was 1 1 3 (a decrease as compared with the previous year of

23), and the amount subscribed by them, $115.

Last spring the Board entered into an arrangement with the Bracebridge Cricket

Club, by which an annual revenue is derivable from the show-ground, which has been

rented to the Cricket Club, and has been stumped, cleared and drained,atacost of S190.75,

and has also, by the personal exertions of some of the Directors and others, materially

assisted by the lil)erality of one of the Board, been ploughed, levelled, and seeded down.

A pump has also been placed in a convenient position on the ground. All this necessi-

tated a considerable outlay, but it cannot be regarded otherwise than as a good and per-

manent investment of the Society's money, and it is to be hoped that each succeeding

year will present some wow feature of improvement in the Society's beautifully situated

grounds, and this can only be efl'ected by unremitting care and attention.

The receipts at the show-ground gate last Fall Show amounted to $73.79, being $14.03

more than the money taken the preceding year.

The Directors regret that a farmers' excursion on the Nipissing, on the 26th of

June last, was not sufliciently patronized to prove a success financialh', and the more so,

as A. P. Cockburn, Esq., who has always acted most liberally with the Society, and takes a

great interest in its welfare, was a suflerer on the occasion.
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The following are statistics relating to the last Fall Show :—There were 368 prizes

offered, amounting to $502.50 ; also 4 special prizes. The division of the prizes offered

was as follows: in numbers, for horses, 36 prizes; cattle, 61 ; sheep, 36
;
pigs, 18 ; poultry,

20; produce, 100; manufactures, 37; and ladies' work, 60. Diplomas, 11 in number,
were offered only for the best sire animal in each class of horses, cattle, sheep, and pigs,

irrespective of age, and were not regarded as money value. The amounts of the prizes

offered in each class were : for horses, $77 ; cattle, $113 ; ^sheep, $63; pigs, $31 ;
poultry,

$13.25; produce, $108; manufactures, $44.50; and ladies' work, $52.25 ; total, $502.50.

The number of entries was 686, being 116 more than those in 1878. Of these 68 were for

horses, 49 for cattle, 51 for sheep, 14 for pigs, 21 for poultry, 308 for produce, 31 for

manufactures, and 144 for ladies' work. In comparison with the preceding year, the

entries in the different classes are as follows : In numbers, an increase in horses of 22
;

produce, 76 ;
manufactures, 18 ; and ladies' work, 66 ; and a decrease in cattle of 20

;

sheep, 22; pigs, 15 ; and poultry, 7. The value of the prizes obtained by the exhibitors

amounted to $372, appropriated thus: horses, $77; cattle, $47.50; sheep, $50; pigs,

$14; poultry, .S10.75; produce, $103.50; manufactures, $22; and ladies' work, $47.25 ;

total, $372 ; being thus an increase over the preceding year in money given at the

Fall Show, of $84.50, including special prizes both years, but an increase of $10$.50 in

prize money given by the Society alone; and if the December Fair, to which allusion will

be made hereafter, be taken into consideration (and at which $15 prize money was
awarded), the increase in prize money given amounts to $123.50 ; the total prize money
awarded being $387—the largest amount as yet awarded since the formation of the Society.

The superiority in quality as well as in the quantity of the thoroughbred animals exhib-

ited at last Fall Show mu.st have struck anybody then pre.sent who had attended former
exhibitions of this Society, and it elicited high encomiums from .some of the judges from
the front who had previously acted in the same capacity. The exhibition of produce was
highly creditable, and in the ladies' work department a marked improvement was visible.

Last March the Board determined to give further encouragement to the farmers in

the district by holding a Fair on the Society's grounds in December, and at the same time
a Fat Cattle Show. The Fair, to give farmers and others an opportunity of disposing

of or changing stock, and the Show for fat stock (cattle and sheep), to encourage members
in that particular department

;
prizes were also offered, amounting to $10 for fat cattle,

and $6 for fat sheep, all of which were awarded, excepting a third prize for sheep. On
the same day an auction was held on the grounds by Messrs. Roper & Groom, but owing
to the unfortunate state of the weather—a hopelessly wet day—buyers, who were invited

and expected from the front, did not attend.

Your retiring Board trust that their successors will carry out their intentions (as ex-

pressed in a resolution passed the 12th of March, 1879), of holding such fairs and shows
in the months of April and December. It is difficult to ascertain the condition of the

several Township Societies, as no report of their proceedings during the year is sent in by
any of them to this Society. The balance sheets alone tell anything, and they do not
show as much money to the credit of the Societies as there was this time last year.

In conclusion, your retiring Directors congratulate the Society on the position it now
holds, and, from the progress it has made in the past, anticipate for it a bright future.

NIAGARA E. D.

The Officers and Directors of the Niagara Electoral Division Agricultural Society
take great pleasure in presenting to the members their twenty-first annual report. At
the annual Show and Fair there was a marked improvement over past years, owing to

the fine weather for the display. All live stock at the Exhibition was far abore the
average in quality and quantity. The display of fruit, for which Niagara has a wide
reputation, was far in excess of the expectations of this Society. There was a splendid
array of grains, roots, etc. The exhibition of fine arts was far above the average, with a
splendid display of flowers to set off the shelves, looked strange to eyes accustomed to »8e
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most of the door-yards in this division, and we think if the members would display more

taste by ornamenting tlieir homes with flowers and making them wear a more cheerful

appearance, it woidd no doubt entice their children to stay at home on the farm, and not

to seek pleasure in cities and towns.

Owing to the advance in the price of wheat over the previous year, we think that the

press called the "Hard Times" is nearly at an end for farmers. This uplook of the

markets is no doubt owing to tlie cooperation of farmers under the gi-ange system, against

rings and monopolies, and we think a still more healthy cooperation would no doubt better

the circumstances of most of us ; the time has arrived when agriculturists will no longer

be ground down by rings and monopolies, but rise up and assert their independence, and

make themselves felt, as they are, the bone and sinew of the nation. But this can only

be accomplished by a union of interests.

The prices realized on all fruits this year was far above any expectation. As our

entries have increased to such an e.xtent, we would strongly recommend that the Exhibi-

tion be held for two days, for it seems almost a pity so few people can avail themselves of

the opportunity of witnessing so fine a display of fruits, flowers, vegetables, and other

farm products of all kinds. We would also recommend that your Society, at its earliest

convenience, should make application to the Dominion Government for sufficient ground

for a show ground, and then for us to erect thereon suitable buildings for the accommoda-

tion of its members. We think that this Society should bring to bear its influence on the

Local Legislature, to pass a bill to prevent the spread of a disease among peach trees,

known as the "yellows."

NORTHUMBERLAND, EAST.

The Annual Show of the East Riding of the County of Northumberland Agricultural

Society was held in Warkworth, on the 9th and 10th days of October last, and proved to

be the most successful, upon the whole, that has hitherto been held by the Society. The
weather was very favourable, and upon the second day was the largest crowd of visitors

ever noticeable on any occasion of the kind. In regard to the progress of agricul-

ture generally, your Board has every reason to believe there is a gradual improvement.

Farmers are providing themselves with laboui -saving implements, and there is als^ a grow-

ing desire for the acquirement of a better class of stock, and the further introduction among
them of pure breeds ; nevertheless, a number of our well-io-do farmers have at the present

time well-bred animals, and most noticeable in cattle, sheep, swine and poultry. The
show of stock, grain, seeds, produce and implements was by far the best exhibition of the

kind the Society ever held, both as regards competition and increased interest, the total

number of entries being 1,2G0. In the grain department the classes were all well repre-

sented, save spring wheat, which was a failure in this section in yield as well as sample,

and we would suggest the importance of our farmers further procuring a new sample of

spring wheat, as |)ast experience teaches us the necessity of such change. The last, but

not least, in the display at our show was the ladies' department. It would be impossible

for your Directors to enter into particulars in this department. It was as good a display

as on any such occasion heretofore.

Before concluding their report, your Directors would further suggest the propriety of

farmers in general, who are in the habit of raising cattle for the English beef market, to

procure a breed of cattle that would come up to the standard in said market, as you are

aware that our grade cattle, being ever so well fattened, would not command the price of

Durhams or other large breeds.

Brighton.

The moneys received during the year, with the balance on hand, amounted to $.311.91,

and the expenditure to $257.20. We have had during the past year 100 member.s. The

number of entries was not quite equal to the previous yeAr. The show of cattle was as

good as the previous exhibition, also that of horses and colts was as good as could be rea-
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sonably expected, an improvement on some previous exhibitions. The display of roots and
apples was good, the season being favourable. Grain exhibition, excellent. Sheep and
pigs, good. Fowls were equal to or superior to any former exhibition or county show.
In the ladies' department the exhibition was as good as usual. The Show, taken as a
whole, was an average ; the entries a few less than the previous or last Show held here in

1877.

Cramahe.

Your Directors, in presenting their report for the year just passed, desire to express
their gratitude for the blessings of a bountiful Providence that has so ordered affairs that
we have had peace in our land, an abundant harvest and remunerative prices, so that

means have been supplied us to maintain, and, we believe, to increase the usefulness of

the Society.

The Annual Exhibition of your Society, which was held in Castleton, on Friday, Octo-
ber 17th, was fully equal to the average. The display of horses was about an average one,

while some of the colts and young horses were ahead of former shows, and, we believe, that
if greater care was exercised in the selection of stallions, it would result in still better

horses, to the satisfaction of breeders. In cattle there were about the usual number and
of about the average quality. Our attention was directed to a really good Shorthorn bull,

exhibited, for the first time, by W. H. Cochrane, Esq., and we hope that his example will

be followed by others. While the show of sheep was not quite equal to soine former years,

the show of pigs was ahead of any former year. Poidtry was not quite up to the usual
mark, either in quantity or quality, although there were some good fowls. In grain
there was a good display, this part of the country being specially suited for a good growth
of fall wheat and barley. There was fortunately a considerable amount of land devoted
to their culture last year, which yielded well and sold at good prices. We also notice that
there was more than the usual number of acres sown with wheat during the fall. We
would also call attention to the fact that where proper attention has been paid to the
change of seed, and procuring the best kinds, good crops of spring wheat have been raised.

More attention appears to be paid lately to the growing of roots, of which there was a
good display, potatoes, turnips and mangolds especially. The fruit was a splendid show,
as regards variety, quantity and quality, our township being noted for having some of the

best orchards in this part of the country. As usual, there was but a very small display

of agricultural implements, an agent of a firm in Hamilton making the only display.

Your Directors believe that it would be well worthy of consideration to open the competi-
tion in agricultural implements to the Province. A few buggies and cutters, and some
cabinet work, finished the mechanics' work ; the prizes are good ; there should be greater
competition. Domestic industry was really one of the remarkable features of the show,
while the dairy was exceedingly well represented. There are cheese factories within reach
of nearly all of the members of tlie Society, and where they have been properly managed
they have been a source of profit to the patrons. As was to be expected, the ladies' work
was a great attraction, but there was such an amount shown that it had to be crowded, so

that the effect of the display was in a measure lost. We are sure that the judges must
have had a very hard task where all was so good.

Your Directors regret to have to announce that Death has made another inroad in

our membership, this time in the person of Joseph Jaques, Esq., the President of our
Society for 1878, and for many years a useful officer and member.

Your Directors have great pleasure in stating that the receipts at the door show that

the exhibition was better attended than any former one in Castleton.

Your Directors take pleasure in stating that the number of members is yearly on the
increase in this township, and that while we have a less amount of Government grant than
usual, owing to other town.ships having increased their membership faster than we have,
yet the Auditor's report, which will be laid before you, will show a balance of SI 3.93 to

your credit, which we hope will be satisfactory.

Your Directors believe that there is now a better prospect before the Society than
for several years past, owing to the commencement of better times. * * *
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Seymour.

Your officers and Directors further report that during the winter they secured a lec-

ture on Agriculture, in the Music Hall, Campbellford, by the Witness Agricultural

Editor, Rev. W. F. Clarke, at an expen.se of a little over seven dollars for rent, telegrams,

etc. (admission being free). The attendance, though not very large, was fair. The result,

a few new subscribers, and for some time a discussion on clover as a fertilizer and its value

for hay.

Every member of the Society paying his subscription on or before the 1st of August
has been furnished with a copy of The Farmers' Advocate.

The Annual Show of the Society was held in Campbellford on the 11th of October.

In consequence of an appropriation being made in aid of a ploughing match, the premiums
offered were low ; notwithstanding which, the exhibition of horses, cattle and grains was
good, and expressions of a determination on the part of some were heard to do better

another year.

The idea of a ploughing match was not carried out, in consequence of the unfavour-
able condition of the land for ploughing during the entire autumn.

The manufacture of cheese, and wheat and barley growing, have for some time, and
still are, the staple articles of produce and manufacture of this township. In the former
a decrease in the quantity made, in consequence of drought, and a decline in the price

during the summer, has to some extent lessened the zeal of the dairyman, but a more than
average crop of fall wheat and an extra price has increased the diligence of our farmers in
that direction.

NORTHUMBERLAND, WEST.

The Union Exhibition of this Society with the Township of Hamilton Agricul-

tural Society, held in October last, proved a success beyond the most .sanguine expecta-

tion of those connected with it, the number of entries nearly 1,600, and what is not always
the case, most of the articles entered were on exhibition, making an excellent display, not
equalled in the past, as being the expression of those present. After paying over S600 in

prizes, and over ^nbO on purchase of the new fair grounds, there was still left a balance
in the hands of the Treasurer of $16.5.52.

The horses most in favour in this Riding are the heavy draught, agricultural, and
carriage horses. In cattle the Durham and Ayrshire take the lead

; the Devon and
Galloway, which were bred till recently, are at present but rarely shown. The Cotswold
and Leicester sheep are bred exclusively, the fine wool breeds being rejected, with but few
exceptions. In the classes of grain, roots and fruit, the samples on exhibition were good,
and would in ciuality compare very favourably with the samples exhibited at the Provinciay
Exhibition, as expressed by several who visited both.

In reference to the yield of grain in this locality, the following remarks will be as

nearly correct as can be ascertained :— Fall wheat, about twenty-five bushels to the acre
;

spring wheat, rather below an average than above ; barley, fully an average yield ; peas,

below an average ; roots were considerably affected by dry weather, but some excellent

samples were on exhibition ; fruit, especially apples, an abundant crop.

Hamilton.

Your Directors are pleased to be able to report your Society in a fairly prosperous
condition. Compared with last year the membership is small, there being 168 members
in 1878 and only 94 in 1879; but compared with 1877 the difference is quite small, there

being just 107 members in that year. The Central Exhibition being held in Cobourg in

1878, doubtless accounts for the large increa.se of members in your Society that year.

Your Directors are fully satisfied that the scarcity of money, consequent on the continued
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depression in business generally, and the great scarcity of money among agriculturists in

particular, were the principal causes of any falling off in the membership of your Society.

And they are of the opinion that the generally good harvest of 1879, together with the

advance in the prices of most farm products, and the consequent improvement in monetary

matters, will make it much easier to get members for your Society this year than last.

Your Directors deemed it better to adopt the course followed for several years past

and to unite mth the County Society and hold a Union Exhibition, than to hold a separate

Township Show ; and they consequently, at a meeting held on the 22nd February, 1879,

decided to amalgamate all their available funds with those of the County Society for that

purpose. As you are aware, the Union Sliow was held in Cobourg on the l-tth and 15th

of October last, and was quite a success. Your Directors also thought it better to continue

the prizes for field roots, but in doing so they decided to charge a fee of twenty-five cents

on each entry made in that department. Their reasons for doing so were that in years

past a number of inferior patches of roots have been entered, and a great deal of unneces-

sary work has been thrown upon the judges as a consequence ; and your Directors are

pleased to state that while the course they have taken has considerably lessened the work

of the judges, it has not prevented a lively competition, there being 11 entries of turnips,

7 of mangolds, and 5 of carrots, making in all 23 entries, which added the sum of 85.75

to the funds of your Society. * * *

The judges on roots gave it as their opinion that the turnip crop was considerably

below the average yield, but that carrots and mangolds were a fair average crop. * *

Cobourg Horticultural Society.

Your Directors, in presenting this their Annual Report, take great pleasure in con-

gratulating the Society on the successful year just past. By reference to the Treasurer's

report you will find the finances of the Society are in good condition, showing a balance

on hand of S38.

The two exhibitions of the Society were fully up to the expectations of your Directors.

In consequence of the very broken weather, the Spring Show was not quite as good as

usual in the fruit, flowers and vegetable departments ; but the fine arts were better than

former years. AJl the departments at the Fall Show, held in September, were very good,

the number of entries being in excess of former years. The attendance at the two exhibi-

tions was not up to the usual average.

Your Directors would impress upon you the great necessity of increasing the mem-
bership of the Society, and call upon the members to exert themselves in this direction.

OTTAWA, E. D.

It is now twelve years since the first meeting was called 'in the old City Hall for the

organization of this Society, under the Act respecting the Bureau of Agriculture and

Agricultural Societies in Ontario. It may not be amiss, therefore, at the present time,

to give the patrons and the general public some information as to what has been accom-

plished thus far, especially in the way of building and improvements upon the Society's

grounds, and to consider how far the spirit of the resolution passed at the first meeting has

been or is likely to be carried out. The wording of this resolution is " That the intention

in forming this Society is in view of establishing united action among the difTerent

counties of central Canada in the interest of agriculture and the mechanic arts." In

"Uccordance with this resolution circulars were sent to the adjoining counties requesting

centralization and union, but owing to local feeling and the desire in each section to

spend the Government grant near home, nothing was accomplished in that direction. The

Board of Directors, however, believing that Ottawa was the proper place for exliibitions

on a larger scale than hitherto attempted in the Ottawa Valley, resolved upon going on,

and accordingly a prize-list was issued in 1869 with the liberal sum of §2,500 as the first
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effort. Meantime the present exhibition grounds had been secured from the Government,

and the work of preparation in building and fencing began. Subscription lists were issued

and liberally signed by the Directors themselves and many leading citizens (then in a

general prosperous business condition), so that after the prizes, ifcc, were fully paid, there

remained in hand S818. 15 to be applied to the building account during the year, while

the grounds had been fully fenced, and sheds and a temporary hall for exhibition purposes

erected. This state of prosp-^rity continued for the five years following, each season being

marked by liberal as.sistance from citizens and in a few cases from outsiders, until we reach

187.5, the year of our first Provincial Exhibition, at which date your Society had made
such considerabk. progress as to warrant the Directore in preparing for the Ontario Pro-

vincial Exhibition. Our representatives to the Provincial Board, Hon. Mr. Skead and Mr.

Ira Morgan, for three or four years previously had contended for this distinction, and this

year a large majority of the representative delegates at the annual meeting acceded to the

request. It may be of interest here to give the position of your Society, financially, as at

that date. At the close of 1874 the Treasurer's statement showed So,306.76 as the total

receipts of the year, and the expenditure 86,061.33, leaving the deficiency at this period

as S70-1.57. Considering that in the meantime the land forming the Society's grounds had
been fully paid for, and a large sum expended in permanent improvements, this was not

considered other than a satisfactory exhibit. Early in 1875 the Directors, finding that

the exhibition grounds would be too small for the Provincial Exhibition, borrowed the sum
of S10,000—88,500 of this sum being expended in the purchase of the brick house and
adjoining grountls ; ihi- balance of this loan was exppnded in payment of amount due from

previous year, the purchase of cedar.s, etc.. as per audited account for that year ; in the

construction of the exhibition building, tlie sum of 835,000 was incurred, of which sum
$24,000 was paid, as per audited account ; the balance of the 835,000 was partly provided

for in 1876 by a loan of $21,000 from the C. P. L. and Savings Company ; 811,230 of this

amount going to pay W. Mackay's mortgage, and the balance being applied in payment of

existing liabilities ; but to complete the payments of that year a further sum of §3,600

had to be obtained from the bank on the joint security of the Directors. This amount
still remains due, as also the loan from the C. P. L. and Savings Company, making the

liabilities at present .$26,150 in all, and it is to this matter the incoming Board will want

to direct attention, as the interest must be promptly met. It will be seen by the accom-

panying statement that a sum more tlian doulilo the present indebtedness has been spent

upon permanent improvements, the actual sum being .861,000. In reference to the past

year's doings your Directors need say but little. You are aware that Ottawa was again

favoured with the Provincial or rather Dominion Exhibition, and it is to be regretted that,

while to all appearances, and judging from the large number in attendance, and the general

testimony of the citizens, the Exhibition was a great success, the receipts at the gates are

reported far short of the high expectation indulged in. So much has been -n-ritten on thi.s

subject already, your Directors deem it unnecessary to enter into the matter at length.

OXFORD, NORTH.

It is with mingled feelings of gratitude and pleasure that we submit to you our Annual
Report for the year 1879.

We would be ungrateful, indeed, if we failed to expre.ss our thanks for the unprece-

dented harvest of the past year, and the very many privileges accruing therefrom to this

Association.

This is almost purely an agi-icultui"al community, and although possessed of a fertile

soil, and capable of producing a wide range of products, yet complete success depends very

largely on tlie season. For two or three years prior to 1879 the seasons were unpro-

pitious, consequently crops were below an average, both in yield and quality : this, accom-

panied by low ])rices, caused a depression in our entii-e county. The past year, however,

every branch of husbandry, with one or two exceptions, has been extremely prolific, and
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being attended with high prices, success has crowned the labours of the agriculturist, the

results of which are already seen and felt for good. Let us, then, unite our thanksgiving

for the success of the past year, and go forward cheerfully to prepare for the future, hoping

that still greater success may result therefrom. Our pleasure arises from the fact that

though for many years our progress has been manifested in the increase of membership and
improvement of exhibits in many classes, yet in no year has there been such a marked
advance in the whole as for the past year. In nearly every section of every class the entries

were more numerous, and in many a marked improvement.

The Fall Exhibition, as you are aware, was held much earlier than usual, and the

weather unexceptional!}- fine. To this, in a great measure, must be attributed the unpre-

cedented attendance of exhibitors and visitors.

Another cause for expressions of pleasure is the fact that our financial position is so

much improved that we may almost claim to be out of debt; we are safe to .say "out of

danger," and quite as safe to add that, with judicious management in the future, the Associa-

tion will take its proper place in the front rank of central exhibitions. No effort should

be relaxed in inducing other societies, within the county at least, to unite with this Asso-

ciation for the purpose of enlarging the prize-list, and thus attracting the very best live

stock the country can produce. The effect of this was seen the past \'ear in the show of

horses. Through the liberality of generous friends, your Directors were enabled to offer

large premiums, and the result was a splendid display in those classes, and not surpassed

at the central exhibitions. We may argue from this that the same result would be at-

tained in every other class, if we could enlarge the whole list in the same proportion. We
need not weary 3-ou with referring in detail to each department of the Exhibition, as

probably nearly all the members had the pleasure of seeing for themselves. For full details

of all receipts and expenditures we refer you to the Treasurer's report herewith suVimitted

;

and, in conclusion, would urge upon every member the duty of aiding the Directors in

increasing the efficiency of the Association by every means in their power.

Blenheim.

In presenting you with the Twenty-sixth Annual Report of our Society, we would
state that we have had a very prosperous year. Our Spring Show was a good fair average

of former years. One very noticeable feature in connection with it is the large display of

agricultural implements, and we would suggest that the meeting take into consideration

the advisability of offering prizes for those in spring in.stead of, as at present, in the fall.

Our Fall Exhibit was a grand success. The show of horses, especially agi'icultural colts,

was decidedly the best ever held in Drumbo. In the cattle ring we found something of a
falling off, some of our breeders in Durhams being very con.spicuous by their absence. In
the Ayrshire class we notice quite an improvement, several new exhibitors being in the

field. There were also a number of the Jersey breed of cattle exliibited by Mr. Smoke,
which attracted no small share of attention. Your Directors, some two years ago, thought
it would be for the best interest of the Society to make a thorough change in the classing

of sheep, which was considered by many at the time to be detrimental to the show as far

as the exhibit of sheep was concerned ; the results, however, have proven quite the con-

trary, as the exhibit and quality of the animals exceeded that of many previous years. The
show of swine was not wanting in breed and quality, there being some very fine animals
in both Berkshire and Suffolk breeds. The poultry show was well represented by the many
fowl fanciers, in this section as well as from a distance. The show of esculents was equal,

if not superior, to that of former years. The dairy products were in large quantities and
of excellent quality. The display of agricultural implements was much in excess of former
years, the exhibitors no doubt finding it to be to their interest, in a commercial point of

view, to attend our Fair, as by thus doing their implements are brought more prominently
before the farming community. Upon entering the Hall the visitor was forcibly struck by
the very fine display of almost all kinds of fruit and flowers grown in this section of our
fair Province. The attractions in the ladies' department were general, and the wreaths,
paintings and needle-work could scarcely be surpassed, thus showing that our fair dames
can excel in other things besides making wholesome bread and sweet butter.
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Our status, financially, is gradually improving. We began last year with a debt of over

S62, and we have lessened this so that we are now only some §14 behind, besides paving
off during the last twelve months dividends to the amount of §83, while the unpaid prizes

foot up, say 863, or about the same as last year. Our dividends on shares are nearly all

paid up, and we would suggest to the members the proprietj', at an early day, of taking

into consideration the purchase of the land we now occupy.

Zorra, East.

Your Directors, in submitting the report of the Society's proceedings for 1879, have

much pleasure in stating that the Society remains unencumbered by debt, and in

general maintains the high position among Township Societies it has held for so many
years.

Our Exhibition for 1879 was a union formed with the South Easthope Society, and
was very successful, as the number of entries for 1879 show au increase of 8 per cent, over

1877, and 35 per cent, over the total number of entries for 1878 ; whether it is owing to

the union or what other cause your Directors are not able to determine. In our last Ex-
hibition there was one peculiar feature observable, that of a marked decrease in the num-
ber of horses and cattle shown, but all being of a superior quality. In grain and roots the

quantity was larger than in former years, and the quality good. Dairy produce was well

represented, there being so many .samples of good butter that the judges had great dithculty

in awarding the prizes. The .same may be said of the choice specimens of fruit shown in

the hall. The di.splay of ladies' work and home manufactures was excellent, and the

Directors beg to thank the lady friends of members for their very successful effort in this

department.

We would suggest to our successors in office, that if the union is to be continued they

use all efforts in extending the prize list for 1880.

PEEL.
The Directors of the County of Peel Agricultural Society in submitting their report

for the year 1879, do .so with pleasure and .satisfaction.

The Spring Fair was held on the 23rd of April. The entries were the same as they
have been for the two previous years, namely, 4.5—horses 27, cattle 18. The attendance
was smaller than the year before. Gate fees, $31.

The Fall Fair was held on the first three days of October. The weather was all that

could be desired. The attendance was good and the results favourable both financially and
otherwise. Many were afraid that the Toronto Exhibition, continuing so long and having
so many attractions, and the Central Fairs of Hamilton and London, coming simultaneously

with our own, would destroy the interest in our own Fair, and that it would be a failure
;

but our local exhibitors came nobly forward, and we had a first class county e.\;hibition.

The horses, as usual, were up to the standard in excellence and number, except, per-

haps, carriage teams, the best of which were ruled out as not coming up to the standard

of height. The cattle were, as usual not to be surpassed by any in the Province, although

it is to be regretted that the number was small. The same remark applies to the classes

of sheep and pigs. The sliow of ])oultrv was much larger than usual, but, with some
notable exceptions, the birds were not as good in quality as usual. In the old hall the display

of roots, vegetaliles and grains was large and excellent. In dairy produce the show of butter

was of first-class quality and also a large exhibit. The grand attraction of the hall was
the large show of fruits. In this class there were 503 entries, against 248 the preceding

year. Flowers, as usual, were a rare attraction on the central tables, and the Board would
express their obligation to those who, at considerable sacrifice of time and labour, orna-

ment our hall so tastefully. In implements, machinery and carriages there was a falling

off from former years. The exhibit of stoves, tools, saws, furniture and woodwork was
interesting as illustrating the progress of our Province in manufactures. In fine arts the
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judges remarked that the specimens exhibited this year hardly came up to the standard of

former years. In the ladies' department there were choice specimens of all kinds of handy-

work. The entries this year were 520.

On the whole this was the hest and most satisfactory E.^ibition which has been held

for some years. The total amount of money taken at the gates amounts to §1,325.

The impetus given this year to raising stock for exportation will help to enable the

farmer to solve the problem how to keep his land enriched and continue to raise profitable

crops.

The Board have paid oft' $200 of principal of the debt on our grounds, besides the

interest. * * *

PETERBOROUGH, EAST.

Your Directors beg leave to submit their report for the year 1879. The usual Fall

Show was held at Norwood, on Tuesday and Wednesday, October 14th and 15th,

and was one of the most successful ever held by the Society. The entries numbered 1,089,

and the premiums awarded amounted to S510, both considerably exceeding any previous

year. And whilst pleasing to note the increase of exhibits and exhibitors, it was no less

gratifnngto see the general interest taken in the Exhibition, as manifested bv the verv

large attendance of %-isitors during the days of the Fair ; the net receipts at the gates amount-

ing to §234. The show of stock was a decided improvement on any previous Exhibition.

In horses, of which there were sixty-five entries, the show was fair, but on the whole there

is still room for improvement. Of cattle there were forty-three entries—Ayrshires and

Durhams being about equally favourites. The farmers of the Riding are yearly becoming

more alive to the importance of better blood and more careful breeding, and in view of the

great demand which has of late years sprung up in England for American beef, and which

is a trade likely to continue and expand, your Directors feel that a still greater attention

to the improvement of stock cannot be too strongly urged. The. Directors ofi^ered no pre-

miums for male grade animals, believing that no encouragement should now be given in

this direction. Some very fine sheep were shown, of which there were ninety entries, the

breeds most valued and having the preference being Leicesters and Costswolds, although

Southdowns had some good representatives. Of pigs there were thirtj'-eight entries.

The exhibition of grain was good, and much larger than any previous year. The
samples of fall wheat were very choice, and the barley and peas excellent. The entries of

wheat were thirty-six, barley eleven, other grains about thirty. The show of apples was
unusually attractive, and contained specimens of some of the finest varieties grown in the

county. Some good open air grown grapes were also exhibited. Roots were good and

display large ; and the show of vegetables was extensive and varied, e%adencing that our

skilful gardeners pay particular attention to this department of horticulture. Dairy pro-

ducts were fairly represented. In this connection your Directors regret that the antici-

pated success of cheese factories established in the Riding has not been realized, attribut-

able not so much to unremunerative prices obtained for their' product as to lack of hearty

support on their first establishment on the part of farmers in their neighbourhood. From
this cause expenses were necessarily higli in proportion to the quantity of cheese manu-
factured, rendering it difiicult for the proprietors in following seasons to secure the

confidence and the patronage which alone could make them profitable and successful. Your
Directors hope that the high price for cheese ruling in England since the close of the past

season will give a new stimulus to this branch of farming industry, and that the success

which has been attained in neighbouring counties wiU also be yet secured in this. In
domestic manufactures the exhibits were highly creditable, and the ladies' department was
specially attractive, demonstrating that our wives, daughters and sisters are keeping pace

with our advancing ci^ilization in taste, culture and refinement.

In taking a retrospect of the past year, and summarizing information obtained and
what has come under their own observation with respect to the results of the harvest, your
Directors would report as follows : Fall wlieat plump in berry, bright in colour, and would
yield an average of twenty-two bushels to the acre. The mild, showery spring was favour-
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able to its early gro\vth, and the dry, warm summer to its ripening and safe harvesting.

Spring wheat suffered severely from the prolonged drought, and its average would not
exceed ten bushels to the acre ; sample poor. There was a large breadth of fall and spring

wheat sown. Barley was a good sample, and would average about thirty bushels. This
cereal is receiving more attention from our farmers, and now that a ready market is within
the reach of a large section of the Riding since the opening of the Grand Junction to

Hastings, we believe that this crop could be cultivated with more profit than spring wheat,
and with less liability to failure. Peas were a fair crop, average twenty bushels ; sample
good. Oats, good average, about thirty-five bushels to the acre. Rye, an unusually large

breadth was sown iu the eastern part of the Riding, many seeding down to timothy and
clover with it in preference to any other grain

; yield about eighteen bushels. A ready
and profitable market was also attbrded for this at Hastings. Hay has not been so heavy a
crop for many years, the early mild spring and showery weather which then prevailed

being remarkably favourable to its growth. It was cut and saved in splendid condition. It

would average about one and a half tons to the acre. As the quantity affects the
value, 87 per ton is about the average price. Potatoes turned out well, evenly in size,

and quality good ; average about sixty bushels. The Early Rose still retains a first place

in public estimation ; many new varieties have striven to win favour, but none have yet
taken the place of the Rose, although the feeling is gaining ground that another change
would be highly desii-able. Turnips were fair, the dry weather in August and September
being unfavourable to their full development. We are pleased to observe a greater breadth
of turnips being yearly sown. We can only excel in stock raising by providing an abun-
dant supply of these or other roots for winter feeding.

Your Directors cannot conclude without referring to the loss sustained by the Riding
in the death of James Miller, Esq. As a member of this Society since its first organiza-

tion, and for many years one of its Directors, he ever took an active part in its affairs
;

and to his shrewd judgment, public spirit, enterprize and zeal in promoting every project

that would tend to the progress and improvement of agi'iculture in the county, the success

of the Society is in no small measure due. His blunt honesty in the expression of his

opinions, his strict integi-ity, and genial, kindly manner, will be long remembered by us.

PETERBOROUGH, WEST.

Central Exhibition.

The President's Address.—(James Campbell, Esq.)

Gentlemen,—Since this Association was first organized, five years have passed away
—five annual exhibitions have been held under its auspices, and the second round of our
annual gatherings has been successfully entered upon. As was to be expected, experience
soon made it apparent that the financial basis upon which the Association was first organ-
ized would have to undergo considerable change so soon as the first circle of e.xhibitions

had been completed, in order to retain that public sympathy and sup])ort by which alone
the A.ssociation can continue to exist, and to this end at our last annual meeting a new
basis was adopted which, although somewhat imperfectly framed, has, I nm glad to say,

worked satisfactorily during the past year, and gives promi.se of fairlj' meeting the cir-

cumstances under wliich our Association exists.

The system then adopted of making each year, or exhibition, stand upon a financial

basis of its own, and also throwing the chief financial responsibility, as well as management,
upon the members of the executive residing in the locality of the exhiliition for the year,

has provful highly satisfactory in Peterborough, and I have not the slightest doubt but
that it will prove equally satisfactory elsewhere, and be productive of that economy of

management by wliicli, as an Association, we can alone hope to retain the .support and
.sympathy of the public. Believing that experience is our best teacher in the management
of such exhibitions, as it is indeed in most things, permit me to direct your attention to a
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few facts and figures in connection with our operations during the past five years.

Necessity compelled a considerable reduction in the amount of prizes offered last year as

compared with the amount offered in the three preceding years, and the result, I venture

to think, goes to prove that the amount and value of the individual prizes offered does not

affect the revenue to the extent that might be supposed. By reference to the auditors'

report for the several years I find that the

Prizes paid in 1875 was SI, "86 25

And gate receipts 2, 186 82

Showing a surplus of ^-lOO 57

Prizes paid in 1876 $2,526 75

Gate receipts 2,267 69

Showing a deficiency of $259 06

Prizes paid in 1877 $2,543 25

Gate receipts 2,964 39

Showing a surplus of $421 14

Prizes paid in 1878 $2,638 75

Gate receipts 2,252 80

Showing a deficiency of $385 95

Prizes paid in 1879 (including services of Band) $1,773 25

Gate receipts 2,237 92

Showing a surplus of $464 67

Now, with the exception of the exhibition held at Lindsay in 1877, it will be noticed

that the money taken at the gates has not varied $100, while the amount of prizes actually

paid has varied over $900. Of course, the variations which have taken place in the

amount paid for prizes is partly attributable to the fact that at both Port Hope and
Cobourg those offered for live stock were much more largely taken up there than at either

Lindsay or Peterborough, and I cannot help suggesting that the propriety of doing away
with the third prizes for all live stock except horses, is worthy of the serious consideration

of the incoming executive—the more particularly as the animals receiving the third

prize are generally of an inferior quality. But after making due allowance in this respect

for the larger amount paid one place than another, I incline to the opinion that the prize

lists issued at both the first and last exhibitions at Peterborough were more in accordance
with the means and requirements of the Association than the more liberal scale adopted
at the other exhibitions, and the point to which I deem it my duty to direct attention is the

cost of management. Owing to the manner in which the accounts were kept for the Ex-
hibition of 1875, it would be somewhat difficult to draw what might be considered a just

comparison between the expenditure on that occasion and that of succeeding years. I

therefore omit it and take that of the last four years, including therein everything except
the expenditure for prizes, and the special expenditure of $190 for turn-stiles in 1876, and
the payment for the band last year, which I have already added to the prize account for

1879, because in previous years music had been obtained by means of a band competition,

and the following is the result :

—

In 1876 this expenditure was $1,163 90
" 1877 " " 1,133 62
" 1878 " " 1,114 61
" 1879 " " 851 15
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These figures prove that, contrary to the usual course of such expenditures, ours during

the first three years named, showed a steady if not great decrease, and that last year our

working expenses decreased nearly twenty-five per cent, on that of the- preceding year, a

result which, I lielieve, is largely attributable to the basis adopted last year.

In bidding you farewell, I desire to express the hope that this Association has many
years of usefulness and prosperity before it. During its brief career of five years it has,

"without any direct Government assistance, distributed no less than §11,268 in the way of

prize money; it has been the means of bringing the prominent workers in our Agricultural

Societies in seven out of eight electoral Hidings, of which this district is composed, together

in the great work of promoting our agricultural and manufacturing prosperity, and al-

though the time at these hurried meetings is far too short to afford an opportunity for

that discussion and rubbing of ideas together which is always so beneficial, I believe that

so long as this Association exists, it will continue to exercise a beneficial effect upon the

many interests common to the old Newcastle district ; and that none of those who took

part in the inauguration will soon have occasion to be ashamed of their child. Certainly

not so long as the same disinterested management guides its course in the future as has

in the past. * * *

Mr. Wilmott addressed those present with reference to the position of the Agricultural

Association, and. deprecated the attempts now being made to do away with it altogether,

and divide the grant now given to it among the central exhibitions. He hoped they

would pass a resolution calling upon the Government to maintain the Provincial Board in

its present state. He said great complaints had been made against the expenses of the

Board, but even this year the number of members had been increased, and thereby the

expenses would be proportionately increased in spite of the Board.

Mr. Lapp and Dr. Ceasar supported the views of Mr. Wilmott.

Mr. Foott said from the position occupied by him as a candidate for the Board, he

might say that he had a warm side to the oUl institution. He did not advocate the division

of the annual grant among the central exhibitions of the country. He thought much more

good would be obtained by keeping the grant together, and as to the losses sustained this

vear, it had always lost money when it holds its exhibitions in the east. He thought the

farmers shovdd be jealous of giving their honours to others than themselves. They were

allowing themselves to be crowded out.

Mr. Lapp said they had nobody l)ut themselves to blame, because they had the matter

in their own hands.

Moved by Mr. Carnegie, seconded by Mr. Porter,—That the thanks of this Associa-

tion be given to Mr. Wilmott for the manner in which he has discharged the duties of

representative of this Division on the Board of Agriculture, and that they endorse the

action of the Board in presenting him with a gold medal on the occasion of his retire-

ment.—Carried unanimously.

Mr. Wilmott returned thanks.

Moved by Mr. Foott, seconded by Col. Deacon,—That in the opinion of this meeting

the Board of Agriculture should be maintained as a representative body of the agricultural

interests of this Province, and that a copy of this resolution be forwarded to the Commis-

sioner of Agriculture.—Carried. »

PRESCOTT.

Your Directors submit, for the consideration of the meeting, the follo\ving facts, and

expect that the facts produc(>d will meet with due consideration, viz. :

—

1st. That the Annual Show was on average as good, if not better, than on former

occasions.

2nd. That the entrance fee at the gate having been reduced from twenty-five cents to

fifteen, realized very little less than at the former figure.

3rd. That it is very well known that a mortgage exists (and will fall due on the 18th

of September next) upon tiie Agricultural Grounds for the sum of S540, for which pro-

vision to pay must be made, inasmuch that the past year Mr. Buttertield's bill for collecting
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the interest due was some 820, but that gentleman kindly made a present of his bill of
costs to the Society. However, the Society cannot expect a repetition of the same. And
your Directors would advise their successors in office to take warning, while it is time, and
make arrangements to pay the said mortgage when due, otherwise they may fall into other
hands than Mr. Bultertield's, that may not be so generous in the matter.

Your Directors would call attention to the state of the Agricultural Hall ; at present
the windows are devoid of glass, even the cupola on top of the building ; the void has been
made evidently by stones thrown by boys, or perhaps men devoid of common sense ; be
that as it may, the damage has been done, and there is no trace of the parties that have
committed the deed. In the opinion of your Directors there is only one remedy : repair
the windows and the cupola, and place blinds upon the whole, so as to guard against such
accidents in the future.

In conclusion, your Directors note with gratification a steady improvement, and an
increasing interest in agricultural pursuits in the county, as shown by the better cultivation
of the soil, improved buildings and farm machinery, an increase in the number of cheese
factories—of which there are now some seven or more in the county—together \vith two
creameries which have been in operation during the past season, besides a very sensible
improvement in the dairy-made butter, many farmers having availed themselves of the
various inventions for increasing the quality and quantity of their dairy products. There
is also more interest shown in obtaining pure-bred stock for breeding purposes, which
bearing in mind the opening up of trade in cattle with the mother country, is likely to
continue. Your Directors cannot close without expressing gratitude to the Giver of all

good for the bountiful harvest of the past year, trusting hopefully for a continuation of the
same in time to come.

PRINCE EDWARD.

The Officers and Directors of the Prince Edward County Agricultural Society beg
leave to present the following Annual Report, which with the financial statements exhibi-
ted to you, will give, we think, sufficient information respecting the proceedings of the
Society during the year 1879, and will also show the financial standing of the said Society.

During the past year your Directors have spared no time, or exertions, in order to
raise funds for the Society, and thereby improve its finances, and your Directors can con-
gratulate the Society on the result of the Annual Show, which was equal, if not superior
to any formerly held.

The prizes awarded were of a very fair average nature, and the exhibits were many
and of good quality, there being considerably more given for premiiims in 1879 than in
1878. * * *

RENFREW, NORTH.

Pembroke, Staffa and Alice. '

The Directors appointed by you at the last annual meeting of the Society be" leave
to report as follows :

—

That since the date of said annual meeting the necessary statutory provision lias
been complied with, authorizing the Society to execute a mortgage of its land for the
balance of the purciiase money thereof, and the Directors have thus been enabled to obtain
a clear deed of the lot. The owners of tlie private road on which the land abuts, have
also executed a conveyance of right of way over said road for all ordinary purposes of the
Society.

The Directors have, by surmounting very considerable difficulties, succeeded in erec-
ting a fine exhibition building on the Society's grounds, at a co.st of $1,063.11, of which
the sum of $648.25 has been fully satisfied and discharged, leaving a balance still due and
owing of $414.86. It must necessarily prove very gratifying to the Society generally, as
it is to the Directors, that so large, eligible and costly an edifice has been brought to suc-
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cessful completion with the contraction of so comparatively small a debt. The Directors

cannot, however, refrain from stating that the task assigned them during the past year

would have been rendered much less burdensome, from a financial point of \'iew, if the list

of members had been increased in the various townships comprised within the limits of

the Society, to the extent that was confidently looked for. It is to be hoped that the in-

coming Directorate will not have a similar complaint to urge when the next report is

presented. As will be seen by the Treasurer's statement the interest on the Society's

mortgage has also been promptly paid, as well as the whole amount of prizes awarded,

with the exception of some six dollars not yet called for.

The Society's Second Annual Exhibition was held in the new buildings on Wednes-
day and Thursday, the 8th and 9th days rif October last, and proved eminently successful

in every respect. * * *

The Society also held a Ploughing Match in conjunction with the Electoral District

Society, on the 21st day of Octolier last, with satisfactory results. Through the kind-

ness of certain manufacturers the Directors were enabled to offer three handsome first prizes

as the Society's contribution to the joint list of premiums. * * *

On the whole the Directors have great pleasure in reporting a most satisfactory con-

dition of affairs, with every prospect of increased prosperity during the coming season.

EENFREW, SOUTH.

McNab.

In presenting to you our report of the proceedings of the past year, your Directors

beg to congratulate you on tlie bountiful harvest which has rewarded your labours, es-

pecially in view of the present de.stitution prevalent throughout the continent of Europe.

The cognate interest of lumber also appears to have revived to provide an increased

circulation of money as well as a good market for our surplus agricultural productions.

Whilst Providence thus blesses our efibrts any disadvantages under which we labour must

to a great extent be those of our own creation. Every good citizen therefore should pre-

fer the sunshine of a friendly and honourable rivalry in the arts of ])eace and industry,

which benefits every competitor, and which has always been rewarded ^vith the richest

blessings, to the storm of a divided community sometimes encountered on other public oc-

casions. To direct our labours intelligently and profitably in this noble contest, and ac-

complish the greatest good, your Directors believe that such a lecturer as W. F. Clarke,

Esq., should be employed for a sufficient time and paid by the united action of all the

societies in the county ; that the Farmer's Advocate be generally got and read, and that a

prize be awarded for the best original essay on some important agricultural subject. *

• #

The exhil>ition was successful as usual, and highly creditable to the members. Many
of the exhibits might have adorned the Provincial Exhibition. A ploughing match was

held on the farm of James McOreay, Esq., who highly deserves the thanks of the Society

for his hospitality on that occasion. The work done was excellent and the competition

keen. The committee could not find a more accessible field, and your Directors therefore

recommend a more g(!neral use of the stumper;

i-

SIMCOE, EAST.

Last year vour Directors were enabled to state that the prosperity wliich for a number

of years had attended the progress of the East Simcoe Agricultural Society was still on

the increase, and we are again able to state that during the year 1879, it has not been less

successful than formerly, as regards the number of its members and the attractiveness of

its exhibitions. The success of this year's Exhibition has imparted a new life and impetus
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which it is hoped will tell eflectively in reviving a more extensive interest and support iu

its welfare, both in town and surrounding neighbourhood. The good impression made
upon the public, by the Press and other intiueaces, at the time of our Spring and Fall

Exhiliitions, has encouraged the Directors to liope that a larger portion of the farming
community will enter the ranks of the Society tluring the year. Heretofore too little

interest has been manifested l>y the farming comniunity in the welfare of the Society. This

state of affairs ought not to exist, and whicli it is hoped ere long will be changed to a lai'ge

increase in the number of its members from the agricultural classes, who are chiefly inter-

ested and benetited by the prosperity of the Society.

Your Directors, therefore, would urge upon their successors, as well as upon the mem-
bers of the Society, the necessity of increasing the membership. The welfare of the Society

depends mainly upon the numbers of those who take sufficient interest ii. the prosperity of

the Society, by uniting themselves to it with a higher purpose than that of drawing prize-

money.
The year 1879 has been an extraordinary season, and the farmers have every reason

to lie thankful for an abundant harvest and for the blessings of peace and plenty.

The Spring Show of stallions and bulls, on the i-tth May, was a decided success.

The Annual Exhibition was held on the 30th September and 1st October, and was in

the number of entries, and value of the animals, and the articles displayed in the various

departments, one of the most successful shows held by the Society, the receipts amounting
to $275, being an increase of .$70 over previous years. The total number of entries was
1,366, against 1,600 for 1878, and the competition in all the classes was very keen, par-

ticularly in live stock and grain. The exhibit of root crops and fruit was not so excellent

as heretofore, owing, in a great measure, to the damage sustained by the hailstorm in the

month of August. The dairy department was equal to former years, and the number of

entries exceeded those of much older and larger localities. A marked improvement was
noticeable in the specimens of cheese exhibited, and it is to be hoped that our farmers will

leave no stone unturned to bring this profitable branch of the dairy department to perfection.

The .show of potatoes was very tine, although not so large in size as in former years ; the

varieties, however, were more numerous and of a better quality ; the rot was apparent in

many of the specimens of Early and Late Rose. In the domestic manufactures and ladies'

work department a falling-off was observable in many articles, owing, no douljt, to the

rule excluding all articles that had hitherto taken a prize at any show
;
your Directors

would suggest the abolition of this rule on future occasions, and the enlargement of the

ladies' work department, in fact, they advise the readjustment of this class altogether,

and the publishing of the readjustment as soon as possible, in order that the ladies may
have ample time to prepare work for the next Annual Show. The show of poultry was
not so large as last year, but there was a marked improvement in the breed of those that

were shown. Your Directors regret that more attention is not paid by the farming com-
munity to the raising of good breeds of poultry ; it is no more trouljle or expense to raise

well-bred fowls than common breeds, and we are sure the farmers will find it to their

interest to devote a little more attention to this branch of their business. The display of

waggons, carriages and agricultural implements was very tine, the entries being more
numerous than on former occasions, and of a much better class.

In the selection of judges, your Directors, after due consideration, determined to apply
to the directors of sistei- societies forjudges on horses, cattle, sheep and swine. Their ap-

plication was cheerfully complied with, and so far as we know their decisions ha^'e given
satisfaction. * *

You will observe by the financial report of the Secretary-Treasurer, which we now
beg to submit, that the affairs of the Society are in a flourishing condition, and although
the balance is on the debit side of the cash-book—$26.91,—there is every reason to believe

that next year will close with a good credit balance, as there are many exj)enditures this

year that will not occur again. Total receipts last year, .$1,615 ; for 1879, $1,896; benig
an increase from all sources of .$281.

The report-s from the Branch Societies have been received and are very satisfactory,

with the exception of Medonte, whose prize-list is $25 less than the amount received from
the Society, although they show a membership of sixty-eight.
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Before closing their report, your Directors desire to express their gi-atitude for the

handsome subscriptions received from the merchants and other friends in the town of

Orillia, and for tlie hearty co-operation extended tliem during the past year ; and they beg

respectfully to suggest to the new Board the desirability of communicating with the West
and South Simcoe Societies, with the view to petitioning the County Council for a grant of

$1,000, to be equally divided between the Electoral District Societies.

Tiny and Tay.

(Report of the Secretary.)

I have the honour to transmit the Annual Report of the Tiny and Tay Agricultural

Society for the year 1S79.

I am happy to say that we have pi-ospered financially during the past year. The ex-

hibit of live stock at our annual Fall Show was not greater, as regards number, than at

the show of the preceding year, but there was a great improvement as regards quality.

The display in the roots, grain and ladies' work was excellent for a towniship show. In

regard to crops in this vicinity, fall wheat, peas and hay were very good ; oats were below

the average ; while spring wheat was very poor.

The state of agriculture in the two townships is improving. A good portion of Tiny

and Tay was settled by French habitants, whose system of agriculture was very primitive

indeed ; but a large portion of them became heavily mortgaged, and were obliged to sell

and remove to Manitoba and Minnesota ; their place was taken bj- enterprising and intelli-

gent fanners, and owing to this and to the fact that two railroads, whose termini are

situated in each of the two respective townships, have been open for traffic during the

past year, I may safely say that we have entered on a new era of progress.

As a manufacturing community, I am I'atlier afraid I cannot say much in regard to

it, unless I enumerate two or three large saw-mills. There is a large glass factory in course

of erection in the village of Penetanguishene for the manufacture of window glass (the

only one, I believe, in Canada). The sand has been satisfactorily tested. The manager
calculates that it wll give employment to about two hundred hands, which, if true, will

give an impetus to the home market for pro\-isions, etc.

SIMCOE, WEST.

Your Directors, in submitting their Annual Report, have to regret that the interest

felt in the success and prosperity of the Society, as manifested by membership and atten-

dance at the Annual Show, is not as great as should be, considering the extent, population

and advantages of the county ; nevertheless, they have much satisfaction in noticiiig that

each succeeding exhibition indicates a marked improvement in the number and (|uality of

thoroughbred cattle, from which assur.ance is gathered that the farmers are turning thcii-

attention in a direction much called for in this county, particularly when we keep in view

the great and increa.sing demand for exportation of cattle to the old country, now fast be-

coming the market for our surplus stock.

It is much to Ix" deplored that the same satisfactory remarks cannot be applied to the

exhibit of either draught or carriage horses, since a similar market is rapidly developing in

that direction, and it is to be hoped this demand will stimulate the farmers to give their

attention to the improvement of the breed of horses.

The account shows that upwards of SSOO have been expended in prize money, and of

this the people of Barrie contrilmted upwards of S350 in special prizes, for which the

thanks of this Society are due.

While daring the Exhibition the weather was most favourable and the attendance

very good, considering that the South Riding Show was held at the same time^a matter

much to be regretted and in the future to be avoided, if possible—your Directors feel

called upon to notice the entire want of interest in the mechanical and manufacturing de-
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partments of the Exhibition, and beg to submit that greater interest would be aroused in

this respect if, instead of diplomas being awarded, a sum of money was paid in prizes.

Your Directors will have to fix on the place for holding the Annual Show for this

year, and, while lia\-ing this under discussion, it might be ad\'isaV>le to consider the pro-

priety of coming, if possible, to some arrangement with the other two Electoral District

Societies for the county, whereby the three societies would join together and hold their

annual exhibitions in rotation, thereby making them much more attractive and useful for

the purposes for which they are organized. * * *

Vespra.

The Annual Exhibition of the Society was decidedly successful, and was attended by
a larger number of visitors than usual.

The township of Vespra has long been noted for its superior stock. Owing to poor
pasture the cattle exhibited were not so well up in flesh as their owners would have liked to

see them ; still, a finer lot of cattle, sheep and pigs could hardly have lieen found within the

county. The same cannot be said of the horses exhibited, although a large number of useful

animals were on the grounds. The hall was too small to show to advantage the tine speci-

mens of roots, vegetables, fruit, etc., exhibited, which deservedly elicited the admiration

of visitors. The show of grain was larger than usual, very tine samples of fall and spring

wheat, as well as of coarser grain, were exhibited. The exhibits of dairy produce and
domestic manufactures were fully up to previous years. In the ladies' department there

was a meagi-eness in the quantity of articles shown, owing likely to a very restricted prize-

list in this class.

Your Directors have much pleasure in reporting that a Fall Ploughing Match was held

in connection \vith your Society. Through the liberality of outsiders, your Directors were
enabled to offer very handsome prizes to three classes of ploughmen, which, notwithstand-

ing the unfavourable weather, were keenly contested in the presence of a larger number
of visitors than under the circumstances could have been expected to be present. The
work made was very creditable to the ploughmen. Your Directors trust that the Vespra
Ploughiiag Match will become as permanent as the Fall Show.

It is very gratifying to your Directors to report that the finances of the Society are

in a satisfactory condition. Subscriptions and Government grant have increased during the

year. Your Treasurer, after paying all demands, will have a good balance in hand. The
Treasurer's balance-sheet will be laid before you.

In conclusion, your Directors are sure you will join them in expressing heartfelt

thankfulness to the Giver of all good for the abundant harvest, and the fine weather to

gather it, with which Vespra, along with the rest of Canada, was blessed the past year.

SIMCOE, SOUTH.

Your Directorate, in making this the Twenty-second Annual Report of your Society,

are pleased, notwithstanding the hardness of the times and the scarcity of money, to be

able to congratulate you on its continued sound financial standing. Your Directorate are

also pleased to be able to congratulate you on the bright dawning of more prosperous

times ; for although your spring wheat was nearly a failure, yet your heavy crops of fall

wheat and other cereals—the abundant crops of hay, roots and vegetables, and the good
prices attainable—must in a great measure relieve the depi-ession of the past few years

and restore public confidence.

During the past year your Directorate held but one exhibition. The annual Fall

Exhibition of your Society was held in the Agricultural Park, Cookstown, on the 2nd
and 3rd days of October last, and although several shows came in contact with it, yet we
are proud to say it was one of the best ever held in the county. The number of entries

and the amount collected at the gates were fully equal to the average of former years.
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The stock exhibited -w-ere fai- superior to any hitherto showu. The thoroughbred Durham
cattle, horses of all classes—particularly the draught and general-pui-pose classes,—and the

Ootswold and Leicester sheep were far in advance of any before exhibited at your Fall

Shows, and it is a matter of congratulation, for, if we only look back a few years, it was

quite a rarity to see a thoroughbred Durham beast or pure Cotswold or Leicester sheep,

and now some farmers exliibit whole herds of thoroughbred Durhams and pens of pure-

bred Cotswolds and Leicesters. The show of grain and other cereals, roots and vegetables

was not only large, Ijut tlie samples really splendid ; nor was the display of agricultural

implements less marked for substantial make and artistic design, proving that the manu-

facturers are keeping pace with the advancement of the age, thanks to the Government's

fostering care. And your Directorate are pleased to be able to congratulate the ladies

on their department, which was fully equal to former years, and had they been backed up

by the merchants and artisans of the village, as they were in other parts of the county, by

the exJiibitiou of their fine cloths and fancy wares, their department would not have Ijeen

excelled l)y any other of the kind in the countj'.

In conclusion, your Directorate, however, regi-et to say that in no year of the past has

your Society been so poorly patronized in the sale of tickets of membership, and unless a

more liberal spirit is manifested in the future, your Society will not be able to sustain

her enviable financial position. And as they now resign to you their trust, they would

most respectfully solicit for their successoi-s a more liberal and warm-hearted patronage :

for you must recollect, gentlemen, that it is upon your eflbrts in the development of

agriculture that the prosperity of your country depends—prLuce and peasant have alike to

look to you for support.

STORMONT.

This Society is in a more prosperous and better iiiiaucial position than at any time

heretofore. The general interests of the farming community are also prospering in a

moderate way. Our crops, on the whole, were abundant luid ha\e suffered much less damage
than we had reason to fear. The low price paid for farm stock and produce for tlie last

few years has had a depressing efiect upon this branch of farming, yet we think that the

dawn of a better day is come. Experiments have proved that our surplus of farm stock

and produce can be shipped to Britain, and find ready sale in the populous cities of that

busy island, at prices that will surely encourage and develop this important branch of

our interest.

Your Directors?, on taking office, found a balance on hand of §121.19, and paid $96.50

more in prizes this year than last, and still have a balance in hand of §183.07.

The Annual Fair was held on the ISth and 19th September, and was a success, con-

sidering the difficulty of getting all classes to unite cordially together. The number of

entries was about 1,200 ; the number of members, 1G5. The total receipts from all sources

was §1,1.5G.39. Expenditure, including grants to township agricultural .societies, was

§973.32. The display of stock of all kinds was large and a few good animals exhibited,

but there is much rooui for improvement. The mechanical department was much better

than last year. There was a good show of labour-saving machinery, ploughs, harrows,

cultivators, etc., also some double and single carriages. The appearance of the hall, taken

as a whole, was ecjual to anything hitherto seen in this Division. The quantity and
variety of all kinds were so great that there was considerable difficulty in finding room for

all that was brought forward. The display of grain and roots was excellent, showing that

the agricultural resources of the district are of no mean order. The display made l)y the

ladies was really creditable. Your Directors would here suggest to their successors that

a more varied list and better premiums be awarded the ladies' department in future. It

is a fact that a majority of the paying visitors go purposely to see the ladies' work, giving

the outside show a mere casual notice.
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TORONTO E. D.

Your Directors l)eg to submit the following report of their transactions during the

past year :

—

During the latter portion of the preceding year, as you w-il! have seen by the last

Annual Report, the Directors of this Society met with the Exhibition Committee of the

City Council to discuss^he question of holding an Annual Industrial Exhibition, for the

encouragement of agriculture, horticulture, arts and manufactures, in the City of Toronto.

After a number of meetings, at which representatives from other organizations were pres-

ent, a scheme was devised for establishing an Exhibition of the character referred to.

.\greeably with the action taken by their predecessors, your Directors gave the matter full

consideration and heartily sustained the project.

In view, therefore, of the immense efforts required to make this, the first Exhibition,

a complete success, j-our Directors deemed it desirable to drop the Society's usual Spring

Horticultural Exhibition ; and, in accordance with the permissive clause of the Act, to

give a grant of mone}' to the Industrial Association. They feared that in carrying out

the Spring Show their time would be so taken up, and the different interests so divided,

that it might seriously affect the successful carrving out of the larger scheme.

That this Society's usefiilness was not diminished by its co-operation with the Industrial

Association, and that it has accomplished quite as much if not more than in former years,

j"Our Directors think has been shown by the success of tlie Industrial Exhibition, or, as it

has been termed by the press, "Canada's Great Fair." Apart from the prominence lent

to it by the visit of His Excellency the Governor-General and Her Royal Highness the

Princess Louise, the Exhiliition was undoubtedly by far the largest and best tliat has ever

been held in the Dominion, and has given promise of even greater magnitude and success

in the future. As the Association's Exhibition will doubtless be fully reported upon by

its Directors, it will be muieoessary further to refer to it here. Your Directors would

therefore beg to suggest to their successors in office—now that the permanency and success

of the Industrial E.xhibition is assured, and that its Directors vnW not be so much pushed

as they necessarily were in their first Exhibition—tliat efforts be made to hold a Spring

Horticultural Exhibition in some suitable and conveniently located building—say the

pavilion in the Horticultural Gardens.

The difficulty in liringing the different classes of florists and horticulturists into com-

petition, and also the w-ant of a suitalile Iniilding, has heretofore been vei\y much against

your Society ; but the erection of the new pavilion at the Gfardens, and the promise of a

more liberal and diversified prize list, will doubtless obviate this difficulty ; and there

should next year be earned out the largest and most successful Horticultural Spring Exhi-

bition that has yet been given in the City of Toronto.

The Treasurer's statement shows total receipts for the year from all sources—includ-

ing a balance in hand of .$19G.45 from the preceding year—to have been $9.5.5.4.5; and
the expenditure $694.58 ; leaving a balance in hand of .$260.87.

In conclusion, your Directors regret to have to record the lamented and somewhat
sudden death, on the 2.3rd day of March last, of your late President, Philip Armstrong, Es-

quire, who had lieen connected with this Society from its organization, repeatedly holding

the positions of Director and Vice-President, and for a number of years that of President.

He was at all times one of the most energetic promoters of the interests of this Society,

and by his death it has sustained a great loss. Our deceased colleague and friend will long

occupy a foremost place in the memory of his fellow citizens.

VICTORIA, NORTH. '

Your Directors in submitting the twelfth Annual Report of the Society, have much
pleasure in being able to state that the heavy and wide-spread depression under which
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we, in couiuiou with others, have sufteretl during the past few years, has gi\eii place to

the golden dawn of what we would hope will pro^e to be a long period of prosperity.

The crops during the past year, although not up to what was at one time antici-

pated, were, nevertheless, much more abundant than during the past two years, and
better prices realized.

^^'e have also to report with unfeigned gratitude the absence of any fatal diseases

among live stock in the Riding—of such diseases as in other countries assumed the pro-

portions of a national calamity.
,

We beg leave to report that, owing to the want of sufficient hotel accommodation at

Glenarm, the consequent dissatisfaction among exliibitors, and the loudly expressed desire

of niany of them for a change, in the place of holding our Fall Shows, j'our Directors—at

least a majority of them—thought it desirable to submit to you, the members of two years'

standing in the Society, the advisability of holding the Fall Show at Victoria Road Sta-

tion instead of at Glenarm as formerly. A public special meeting for this purpose was
duly called, as by law required, on the Sth day of July last, when it was unanimously
resolved that the next Fall Show lie held at Victoria Road Station.

This disturbance of long established affairs, the dissatisfaction thereby felt by many
of our best exliibitors in the south of Eldon and Fenelon, and the unsuitable nature of the

gound selected, operated to a very lai-ge extent against the success of the Show, insomuch

that the number of entries fell considerably below that of the previous year, and less

money was realized at the gates.

Your Directors are also pleased to report that the union ploughing match held last

fall in the townsiiip of Eldon, near Woodville, under the auspices of this and the South.

Rilling Societies, was an unqualified success.

We have also much pleasure in acknowledging tlie sum of S200 from the County
Council, and the sum of $20 from Hector Cameron, Esq., M.P., to whom this Society

owes a debt of gratitude for their liberal donations annually conferred upon the Society.

VICTORIA, SOUTH.

Your Directors in deli^•ering up the trust \vhich you reposed in them at your last

annual meeting, beg leave to thank you for the honour conferred on them by your confi-

dence, and doing so, beg leave most respectfully to report

:

That they have been unable to dispose of the property purchased prior to the acquire-

ment of the present Agricultural Park in the town of Lindsay, the possession of which
and the payment of interest on the purcliase njoney has been very embarrassing to the
funds of your Society, l)ut they venture to express a hope that the advent of more pros-

perous times will enable the Sooiet}- to dispose of the property without any loss.

In accordance with the custom of the past, two exhibitions were heki during the past

year. The spring exhibition may be considered on the whole a success, but owing to the
state of the roads, and distance of the Park from the centre of business, tliere was a falling

off of some 820 in the admission fees. The exhibit of horses was unusually good, but
your Directors without in any way animadverting on the public spirit of tlie farming
community, cannot but express a regret that the exhibit of horned cattle was by no means
equal to that wliich might \ery naturally be expected in a Riding possessing such agri-

cultural facilities and variety of soil as that pcssossed by South Victoria, and they venture
to express a hope tliat their successors will hold out such inducements during the present
year as will materially ]>romote tlio exhibit of better stock, the more particularly so as
cattle raising has liccome an imjjortant element of success in Canada general]}'.

The Fall Exhibition was, all things considered, a success, when it is taken into ac-

count that our Exhibition followed closely on that of Toronto, and the Provincial at Ottawa,
the Central at Peterborougli, and concun-ent w-ith the neighIjouring societies of the
County. It gratifies your Directors to report tliat there was an increase of some 600
entries and about $12 admission fees over the year 1878.
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Your membership now shows 213 paying subscribers, an increase of 29 over 1878,

while prizes amounting to 8500 were paid to exhibitors. Your finance report will show

about S2S0 on hand, which will be absorbed by payment of interest becoming due during

the year.

Your Directors beg to suggest that every eftbrt possible be made to obtain a larger

number of members ; that greater inducements in promoting a superior exhibit of horned

cattle, and by courting the friendly co-operation of sister societies they confidently hope that

1880 may be a successful year for the Society generally.

In conclusion, your Directors beg to e.xpress their approval of the new financial basis

upon which tlie Central Exhibitions of the Fifth Agricultural District is now held.

The Directors of the Emily Branch Agricultural Society in presenting the Annual
Report of their operations for the past year beg to congratulate the members on tlie con-

tinued success of the Society.

Our membership has somewhat decreased from that of the previous year, but consid-

ering the stringency of the times our position may be considered respectable.

The Directors considered that it w-as miwise to have a Spring Show last year ;
they

accordingly dispensed with it. Our Fall Sliow was an unprecedented success. The qual-

ity of tlie articles exhibited reflects credit upon the people of both the Township of Emily

and the Village of Omemee.
Our share of the Legislative grant was 8121.9(1.

The receipts from all sources, together with the balance from previous year, were

§283.33, and the expenditure was §272.79, leaving a balance in hand of $10..54.

We have again to deplore the small yield of spring wheat, which averaged not more

than ten bushels to the acre in this section of country; but this has been compensated

in some degree by the very good price whicli has obtained during this fall and winter.

Fall wheat, however, was an excellent yield ; it averaged fully 30 bushels to the acre. In

some cases the yield was as much as 50 bushels. We note that a most extraordinary

amount of fall wheat was sow^l last fall. If the result at all comes near the farmers' wishes

it will go far to dispel the cloud of gloom which has rested on them these last two or three

years. Coarse grains, such as barley, oats, etc., were an excellent crop. Barley averaged

40 bushels, oats 45 bushels, potatoes 200 bush., peas 25 bush., roots a good average, whilst

the yield of hay was almost unprecedented. * * *

Ops.

Your Directors beg to report that at the beginning of the year there was a debt of

about $25. Tliis has now been reduced to .$4, the assets and liabilities of the Society

being as follows :—Assets: Amount due the Society from Mr. Peter Fisher, $12. Lia-

bilities : Balance of note held by IMr. Spier, $\0 ; salary of Secretary-Treasurer, S5
;

printing, $1 ; total, $16.

It was hoped that by amalgamating with the County Society and assisting in the car-

rying out of the Spring and Fall Shows, additional life and energy might have been at-

tained, but this object was unfortunately departed from, and as on former occasions the

service of thoroughbred stock has been attended with loss.

The number of subscriliers was thirty -one, and the grant was correspondingly small,

namely, S37.42.

The question of carrying on the Society under the present depressing circumstances

will be for the consideration of the members.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

WATERLOO, NORTH.

Your Directors beg leave to report that our last Show, held on the 7th and 8th day.s

of October last, was, despite the threatening weather on the morning of the second day of
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the Show, a grand success, liotli liiuincially and otherwise, and in every particular superior

to any Show previously held in this Electoral Division. We may also state, for the in-

formation of the members of the Society, that since the two days system has been adopted
for holding the Shows our Society has been on the gradual increase from year to year,

more so than any Electoral Division Society in the Province. According to the official

Agricultural Reports of the Province, the great majority of Electoral Division Societies

have, since the adoption of central exhibitions in various parts of the Province, gradually

decreased both financially and in numbers of entries, when ours has been on the increase.

We also take great pleasure in congratulating the Society on the marked improvement
both in quantity and quality, of all kinds of stock exhibited at our last Show, and may
also say that in the the various classes, such as roots, fruits, grain, dairy produce, agricul-

tural implements, domestic manufactures, fine arts and ladies' work, the exhiliit was about
an average. Except in the exhibit of fruit, its display would have compare I favourably
with most of the central fairs.

We have caused the accounts of the Treasurer to be audited according to law, and
the Auditoi-s report a balance of $320.38 in the Treasurer's hands to be carried forward
to the year 1880.

We recommend the incoming Directors to put forth every possililc elfort to make the

next Show a success, for we have every reason to believe that by a united effort on the part

of the Directors, assisted by the members of the Society, we will cultivate a feeling of

union between North and South Waterloo, and if those two Societies can be united into

one we have no hesitation in stating that we would then have a Show that would equal

the central fairs.

WATERLOO, SOUTH.

Preston fforiicultural Socieii/.

The Board of Directors herewith present to the members of this Society at their sec-

ond annual meeting a report of the proceedings during the second year of the Society's ex-

istence.

The statement of the receipts and expenditures of the Society have been prepared ac-

cording to statute, and are hereby submitted for your inspection, and we trust will be found
satisfactoiy.

Notwithstanding the scarcity of fruit, flowers and vegetables in this place and neigh-
bourhood, caused by tlie want of rain during a part of last summer, the Exhibition upon the
whole was satisfactory, the entries were more numerous, the amount of prize money
paid was larger, and the expenses were considerably less this year than during the first

year ; the latter owing to various items of expenditure connected with the foundation of

the Society.

During the first year the exhibits were almost exclusively confined to the inliabitants

of Preston, but during this second year a fair number of exhibitors were from other local-

ities in the county, tlius showng that the interest taken in this Society is not confined to

the Municipality of Preston and that it has a fair prospect for increased strength and im-

portance.

The beneficial results of having established a Horticultural Society in Preston are al-

ready perceptible in the increased cultivation of superior kinds of fruit and vegetables,

and in the culture of a greater variety and rarer kinds of plants and flowers.

Great credit is due to the several musical bands in Preston for having volunteered to

enliven with their excellent music, the evenings of the Exhibition ; and to these gentle-

men the thanks of the members are due for having materially contributed to the success of

our evening exhibition.s.

Thougli we are but a young Society with only a small fund in the treasury, yet it is

not too soon at least to calculate upon and to endeavour to raise a fund which will be suf-

ficient to enable us to erect a Horticultural Hall which will be both an ornament and a
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benetit to Preston, and we feel contident that by proper and judicious management that

aim will be attained at no distant day.

We hope, gentlemen, that those whom you elect as office-bearers for the ensuing year

will use their utmost endeavour to forward the interest of this Society, and that we will all

unite in making it a grand success.

WELLAND.

Your Directors in submitting their Annual Report of the Board of Directors of this

Society, beg leave to report that they are warranted in stating tliat it has been the most

prosperous year recorded in the annals of this Society.

The Fall Show far exceeded any ever lield under the auspices of this Society, which

statement holds good in the various aspects in which it may be presented, for the attain-

ment of which end several factors largely contributed, expecially those of weather and

roails—the former being beautiful and warm, and the latter were all the most fastidious

could desire. The attendance on the Fall Show is computed to have been some 6,000 per-

sons, all apparently well delighted with the Exhiliition and its arrangements, testifying

thereby, to the Board of Management in their endeavours to have all things properly

arranged, their appreciation of their services.

The number of animals and articles registered for exhibition this year far exceeded

that of any antecedent period, the number recorded last year being 930, this year 1,761,

showing an increase of 831. The amount of fees received at the gate this year attained

to $574, that of last year .f433, showing an increase in favour of this year of $141, which

proved a source of gratification to your Directors.

The horse department was well filled, every prize being taken up, three alone excepted.

They appeared in good condition, and as usual proved the most attractive feature of the

Show.
The Durhams exhibited were fine indeed, and elicited warm commendation which

must have been gratifying to their respective owners, and particularly to Messrs. Crawford,

and H. it I. Breeden, who were the principal exhibitors in this class. The grade list con-

tained many excellent animals, Mr. Brown excelling in that class as usual.

The sheep as usual were very numerous and in grand condition ; all prizes in this

class were awarded. Messrs. Crawford and Swayle carried oft' the palm in the Cotswolds,

Messrs. Jackson, Metier and Upper, in the Leicesters, and as usual Mr. Ash in the

Southdown s.

The swine list was better filled than on previous occasions, but there is still room for

improvement.

The grain department was well tilled, and there were very many fine specimens, particu-

larly in the fall wheat, this season being remarkably well adapted for the maturing of the

crops, scarcely any nist being seen in this section of the country. The roots and fruits

exhibited were truly excellent, the number of samples and their remarkable size were

very imposing, all which should evoke a spirit of devout gratitude to that beneficent

Being who so bountifully supplies them all.

There was a decided improvement observable in the ladies' department, which at all

times furnishes pleasure to the attentive beholder.

The manufacturing department was well tilled, and its interest well represented, both

by manufacturers residing in the county and those from beyond, and certainly all evincing

an ingenuity in their construction and neatness and polish in their tini.sli, all commenda-
tory of the various tirms thus represented, and it would certainly be an invidious task to

single out, where all have done so well.

In conclusion, your Directors would hereby tender their sincere thanks to a generous

and enlightened public for the substantial aid afforded to the Society ; also to the Welland
County Council for their generous donation to the funds of this Society ; also to the

Committee of Management for their labours in the interests of the Society.
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WELLINGTON CENTRE.

The Directors of the Centre Riding of Wellington Agricultural Society beg leave to

submit the following report of its transactions for the year 1S79.

The Townships of Nichol and Pilkington Agricultural Societies amalgamated with

this Society in 1879, contributing to its funds the sum of 8178.40.

Tlie Union Exhibition was held in the village of Elora on the 10th and 11th days of

October. The grains, seeds, roots, and ladies' work in the drill shed ; and the horses, cat-

tle, sheep, pigs, and implements, on the grounds adjoining thereto.

The sum of $801..50 was offered in prizes, of which .?97 fell back to the Society from
want of competition. The Show, although not so extensi^•e as in some former years, yet

in general excellence was fully up to any of its predecessors.

Your Directors are glad to be able to state that the country has been blessed with a

liberal harvest, the best for many years, and that the prices for grain are good, thereby en-

abling farmers to meet their liabilities promptly, and through them assisting the whole
community.

The Treasurer's books have been audited in the manner prescribed by law and found

correct ; showing a balance to the credit of the Society of -§6.99, but as there is still a bal-

ance to pay of S4.5, will leave a debit of 838.01.

The various reports and statements are in the hands of your Treasurer, and the de-

tailed accounts, as required by law, are appended thereto, subject to your inspection.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

WELLINGTON SOUTH.

The Directors of the Society make this their ninth report of the business transacted

by the Board during the past year.

The Exhibition took place on the 16th, 17th, 18th, and 19th of September, and on
the whole we had a very fair exhibit, although the show of stock was not equal either in

quality or number to former years. This is attributed to the Toronto Industrial Exhibi-

tion being held on the same week. During last year great efforts were made by the

citizens of Toronto to inaugurate what is styled an Industrial Exhibition, to be open for

three weeks, from the 1st of September to the 19th, and the stock were to be shown the

last week, consequently it conflicted with our E.xhibition. This was felt by the Directors

to be directly interfering with our rights, as we had for .several years held our Show the

week previous to the Provincial, of which due notice was given in the fall of 1878. At a

meeting of Directors held on .')tli July last, it was brought before the Directors, and a

Committee was appointed to proceed to Toronto and confer with the Directors of the In-

dustrial Exhibition, with a view of getting them to make some alteration in their pro-

gramme to prevent the two shows—"more especially the stock department"—from clashing.

Tlio Committ(^e had an interview with those gentlemen, and on the next meeting of

the Board, presented the following report:

Your Committee beg leave to re])ort that they proceeded to Toronto on Tuesday, the

1 .5th July, and met the Directors of said Exhibition, and found that between the time the

Committee was appointed and their arrival in Toronto, they had issued their bills and
prize list. They stated that under those circumstance.s, they could not make any altera-

tions in the days they had already named for the exhibit of stock. The Comjnittee pres.sed

the matter, taking the ground that as our day liad been fixed upon last fall, and duly an-

nounced through the press, we thought they liad trespassed upon us. They expressed

regret at having fixed their days so as to clash \\-ith us, but under the circumstances could

not alter or change this year.

After mature discussion at the Board, it was resolved to adhere to the original day
for holding the Central upon, trusting that as a large percentage of the stock shown at

the Provincial and other large shows came from this county, the breeders would be
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patriotic enough to patvonize theiv o-ma county rather than exhibit at a rival exhibition

which had shown such a disposition to crush out all smaller shows. But we arc sorry to

say, the larger prizes oifered by our rival was too great a temptation to some, thereby

causing the falling oft' in stock as previously alluded to. The evident intention of these

gentlemen is to crush out, or cripple, not only any other exhibition that may interfere

with them, but also the Provincial, so that in time they can see their way clear to advo-

cate the centralizing the latter permanently in Toronto. This of course remains with the

farmers of Ontario to say whether it shall be so or not, and we do not suppose the Legis-

lature would make such a change unless sanctioned by the voice of the agriculturists

of the Province. We also see by a circular sent to the Board that Toronto intends hold-

ing their show on the 2nd and 3rd weeks of September this year, and the Provincial

on the .3rd and 4th weeks, so that the whole of the month of September will be mono-

polized by these two institutions, to the exclusion of all others. It will, therefore, be the

duty of our successors to fix upon some week to hold the next Central in for the coming

year.

At a meeting held on the 22nd April, it was decided to invite the Governor-General

and Princess Louise to open the Exhibition in September ; a committee was appointed to

draw out an invitation to that eftect and forward it to Ottawa. This was done, and at a

subsequent meeting held on the 17th May, a letter accepting the invitation was received

from the Governor's Secretary.

A committee was then appointed to confer with the City and County Councils to

enlist their co-operation in entertaining their Excellencies on the auspicious occasion.

After several meetings with the committees of the above Councils, it was found necessary

to agree, on behalf of this Society, to pay one half the expenses of entertaining the august

visitors on their arrival in our city. At a subsequent meeting of the County Council

that body agreed to pay $400 as its portion of said expense. The Directors felt justified

in the course they had taken, looking forward to the large increase they might reasonably

expect from the increased attendance on the occasion, and had the weather been propi-

tious there is no doubt that their expectations would have been realized, but owing to the

continuous rains from the openmg of the Exliibition to its close their hopes were sadly

disappointed, and instead of having a surplus, as we had every reason to expect, we have

to annomice a serious deficit.

In alluding to the visit of the Vice-Eegal party to open our Exhibition, we may do

so with commendable pride, as it was the only one in the west, with the exception of the

one in Toronto, that was so honoured, and we have the satisfaction of knowing that every

arrangement was carried out with perfect success, and did credit to our good city and

county. A great deal of this success was due to the hearty co-opei-ation of the citizens,

and more especially to those chairmen and members of the different committees, who were

indefatigable in the work allotted them, and had the weather been propitious we should

have been able to look l:>aok on the occasion with twofold pleasure.

The Governor-General and Princess expressed themselves as highly pleased with their

reception, and also with the Exhibition, taking particular interest in the manufactures

and stock.

We would suggest that means be taken to ascertain the views of the breeders in this

county as to whether, under the circumstances, they would be willing to exhibit their

stock for this one year for honorary prizes. We think that by putting the matter fairly

before them, by circular or personal interview by some of the Directors, they might be

prevailed upon to do so. By this means and by deducting something from the other por-

tions of the prize list, we feel sure that the debt can be overcome.

Part of the reason why we are so far behind this year is attributable to the fact that

the County Council instead of contrilmting one thousand dollars as they have so liberally

done before, cut us dovm to six hundred, and the specials offered did not amount to as

much by §436. These two items alone will account for the deficiency, and taken into

account with increased expense incurred in the Vice-Regal reception will show that the

Directors have done all that possibly could be done under the circumstances.

In bringing before the members a few features of the late Exhibition, we may say

that taking the great rivalry of the Toronto one into account, being held on the same
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•week, wc liad a very good display. In the different classes of horses the entries footed

np to as many as in 1878, and although some very tine animals were exhibited, as a whole
they were not as good as in some former years. This especially may be attributed to the
Toronto show, as we have always had a large number of fine horses from that section of

the Province.

The e.xhibit of cattle did not bj' any means come up to what might be expected in a
county like Wellington which is so famous for its good stock ; this, no doubt, was caused
in some measure by several breeders not exhibiting their stock this year at any show,
and others again were induced to show at the rival exhibition, where larger prizes were
ofTereil than at the Central.

In sheep the exhibit was much less than in 1878, owing we presume to the same
€ause, for we miss the names of some of the most successful breeders who have always
attended our exhil)itions. The same may be said as regards pigs, the show of which was
in number far behind the shows of 1877 or 1878.

The show of poultry, altliough not so large as in former yeai-s, was nevertheless a very
good one. IMost of our old friends patronize us, as they know that strictly impartial justice

will be awarded them.

The dairy produce, ,is usual, was a strong feature, and the beautiful .samples of butter

and cheese called forth marked expressions of approval fiom Her Royal Highness the
Princess Louise, who was pleased to accept the first prize basket, given by Mr. Ellis, of

the American Hotel.

In grain, etc., there was a good display, more being entered than in 1878. The
show of fall wheat was extremely good, while spring wheat and barley were also a better

sample than for some years past. There was a large falling ofi' in roots (with the excep-

tion of potatoes, which were never better), owing to the early season of the year, when
turnips, carrots, and mangolds have not attained their full size.

There was a good display of garden vegetables, plants and flowers, and these were
very beautifully arranged, setting off that part of the building to great advantage. The
show of fruit was something beyond what we have ever seen at anj' exhibition outside of

the Provincial. There were the large number of nearly 1,100 entries in all kinds of fruit.

There was keen competition, and the samples were very fine. This may be said more
especially of plums, as a finer display could not be collected together in any part of the

Dominion. This is no empty boast, as many of the samples were taken from here to the

Provincial, and carried off first honours there, not only for single varieties, but for collec-

tions, sho\ving that this locality is pre-eminent for plums.

We must again thank our agricultural implement friends for making such a grand
display of their nianufacturi'S as we had on that occasion, especially when we take into

consideration the fact that for nearly all they exhibited no prizes are ofl'ered. It would
bo well if some more of our exhibitors followed so laudable an example and competed more
for the honour than for the mere dollars and cents, many simply paying a dollar and taking

out a hundred or more. In .agricultural implements and tools there was a very fine dis-

play, especially that made by J. M. Bond A- Co., which was an e.xhibit not often excelled,

and the amount of work and taste displaj-ed in arranging the different articles comprised

iji a very large collection does great credit to those who got it up. The show of stoves

was very good. The great improvement in this branch of business has been marked dur-

ing the last few years. To see a handsome stove a few years ago was an exception, while

now it is the rule. Mr. Wm. Sunley was by far the largest exhibitor, showing, as agent,

the product of four or five different companies.

In reference to the other departments of the Exhibition, all we can say is th.at it was
fully ecjual to those of former years. One novel feature in the class for natural history

was a fine display of curiosities collected from all parts of the world, but more especially

from Australia and New Zealand, comprising boasts, birds, fossils, shells, insects, etc., etc.,

shown by Mr. J. W. Lyon. This was very attractive, and formed one of the principal

features of interest in the building.

We would recommend that rule No. 13, referring to fraud, deception or dishonest

practices in making entries, be strictly enforced upon its being known that any lias been

practised, and it is the duty of every one who knows and can prove that such has been.
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the case, to bring it before the Board. It has been hinted that persons have exhibited

articles that were not of their own growth or manufacture.

The present mode of entering animals and articles at the exhibitions has long been
felt to be wrong in principle and detrimental to the interest of those institutions. Any-
one by paying one dollar or two, as the Directors may agree upon (the law will not allow

any more to be cliarged), and receiving in return a dollar's worth of tickets, may enter for

every prize otiered, and then go to the Secretary and claim herdsman's passes, enabling

liim to sell his four tickets and so rob the Society of so much. Tliis we contend is wrong,
and we are glad to tind that the Directors of tlie Toronto institution have adopted a more
equitable way, by making a charge for each entry for all animals and poultry, also for

manufactures where they do not pay for space, which is charged at so much per foot

frontage, and these fees amounted in some cases to from $13 to $18, and they liave to pay
for member's tickets besides, whereas they would only have paid one dollar if entered in

ttie old way. We would recommend our successors to take this matter into serious con-

sideration.

Guelph Horticii-Uural Society.

The Direetors, in making this their Annual Report, wish to bring before the members
the transactions of the past year, and in doing so would first state that, in consequence of

not being able in former years to meet our liabilities in full, it was decided tliat onlv
honorary prizes be paid for tlie Spring Show, leaving all funds at liberty to make a good
list for the Fall Exiiiliition. This was done, and to the credit of the members is due the
very excellent display then made, showing that it is not all the dollars and cents that
gardeners and amateurs e.xhiljit for, but for tlie lionour of gaining the prizes.

The Fall Show was held on the 3rd of September, and, as usual at this season »f the
year, was a great success as far as exhibits went, Imt the receipts at the doors were the
least we have ever had. This may lie attributed in a great measure to the unpropitious
weather, it having rained nearly all the afternoon and evening, thereby preventing many
who always patronize the e.xhibition attending.

We would call the attention of our successors to the necessity of making a thorough
and vigorous canvass through the city for subscriptions, as many would subscribe if they
were called upon. We are sorry to say that some seventeen dollars remain uncollected
from last year, and when so long remaining it is doubly hard to collect. It seems as if

you were making two collections in the one year. We append the financial statement,
which we are happy to say shows a balance in favour of the Society. We would recom-
mend our successors to follow the same course this year, and have only one show, and
that in the fall, by so doing they will be able to keep up the Society, make botli ends meet,
otherwise they cannot, as the funds at their disposal will not allow it, the Government
gi-ant having fallen off from $140 in 1S77 to $G1 in 1879, owing to more Township Agi-i-

cultural Societies claiming portions of the Government grant.

We are pleased to inform the meeting that a collection of plums, contributed by some
members of the Society and entered for competition at the Pi;-ovincial Exhibition by Mr.
Sunley, " for the benefit of this Society," gained the prize of a silver medal and $15 in cash,
wliich has been handed over to tlie Secretary.

We think the thanks of the Society are due to Mr. Sunley for the trouble and expense
he went to, and also for paying over the handsome amount realized.

YORK, NORTH.

In meeting you again, at the close of another year, your officers and Directors have
much satisfaction in being able to report that, notwithstanding the continued monetary
depression, especially up to last harvest, militating largely against maintaining the mem-
bership quite up to the usual standard of former years, yet the Society may Ije regarded
as in a flourishing condition.
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In order to ensure a Ijctter' oversight over the Society's buildings and grounds, th<'

dwelling-house thereon has been thorougbl)' repaired and refitted, and a caretaker placeil

in charge, whose duty is to watch over the Society's property ; while at the same time the

Association will receive some return in the shape of rental therefrom, sufficient, at least, it is

hoped, to warrant the outlay ; for when the sum heretofore paid for caretaking is con-

sidered, added to the rental the Board anticipates will be realized, it will amoimt to large

interest on the outlay. The Treasurer's statement, herewith submitted, shows the sum
expended in these improvements.

The Fall Exhibition, held iu Newmarket, on the 7th and 8th days of October last,

was a grand success. As previously intimated, in consequence of the scarcity of money
previous to last harvest, the membershii) did not reach the number of some previous years,

while the establishment of a Central Fair at Toronto also had its influence iu lessening the

interest in more local organizations. But notwithstanding these luitoward circum.stances

the entries exceeded the aver.igc of the past four years, while the attendance of \isitors

exceeded the anticipations of your Board. This is exceedingly gratifying, and aftbrds

room for congratulation. In order to show how generally the exhibition was sustained,

the following totals of entries in the different classes will exemplify :

—

Horses 291

Cattle 80

Sheep 103

Swine 51

Poultiy 153

Grain and seeds 139

Roots and vegetables 277

Fruits and domestic wines 244

Dairy 60

Implements, etc 179

Domestic manufactures, fine arts, etc 397

Total 1,974

Excepting purely ornamental decorations (which your Board thought best to abandon

this year), the floral hall was never better tilled, and the creditable display made was tlie

general theme of observation by Wsitors. On the first night of the exhibition, more especially

to meet the wants of the people of Newmarket who find it impossible to attend through the

day, your Directors illuminated this part of the show ; and it is gratifying to know that

the result more than covered the expenses incurred, after paying cost of lamps, etc. Your
Board would recommend a continuance of these night exliibitions on the evening of the

fir.st day of the show in future.

To make the improvements to the dwelling for a caretaker previously referred to,

and also to meet the outlay consequent upon the damage done by a storm during the

winter of 1878-9, which unroofed the carriage-shed, one hiuidred feet long, your Board

was obliged to borrow §300 ; with this they met all expenses of repairs, paid all accruing

interest, increased the prize-list considerably, and drained certain portions of the grounds,

and have a balance on hand nearly double of the amount with which the year's operations

were commenced The financial statement, herewith submitted, furnishes full particu-

lars, which your Board trust will be satisfactory to the membership, showing that with

the $300 borrowt>d they paid from tlie resources of the Association, all accrued interest,

and about iS400 for improvements, and have a lialance on hand of §104.21, as compared

to $54.01 on hand at the close of last year, notwithstanding the very considerable increase

made to the prize-list.

The annual excursion, hebl under the auspices of the Society, was not so successful

as on some previous years, no doubt owing to the stringency of the money market jireWous

to last harvest, which necessitated people to husband all their resources; at the same time

it resulted in a small balance to the credit of the Society.
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Your Board desires to acknowledge with gratitude the very generous assistance

received, by way of donations to the prize-list, from the business community of New-
market and representatives in Parliament and Legislative Assembly. The response given

by them to the appeal for aid was cretlitable to their generosity, and evinced their good

wishes for the success of the Association in an unmistakable manner. It is unnecessary

to allude to their names here, but the prize-list tells who they were, whom your Board

commend to the consideration of this Society'.
* * * *

W/dtcIitirch.

The Society held the Fall Show at Stouffville, on the 30th day of September and the

1st day of October. The days were fine, and a very large number of people attended the

show. The interest in the exhibition appears not to have decreased, as the entries with

the Secretary were about 1,000, and the receipts of gates and grounds equalled that of any
previous year.

The Nipissing Eailway Company cheerfully granted all the accommodations asked for

by the Society, and Edward Wheeler, Reeve of Stouffville, generously placed at the control

of the Society one of the best fields in the county on which to hold a show. Your Directors

recommend that the thanks of this Society be tendered to the Directors of the Nipissing

Railway Company, to E. Wheeler, R«eve of StouttVille, and to those who added special

contriViutions to the prize-list.

The several classes in horses were well represented, and some very fine animals were
exhibited. The exhibit of cattle and sheep would do credit to a Provincial ExJiibition.

The show of swine was not numerous, but those on exhibition made as decent appearance
as could be expected from descendants from that species of the animal kingdom. The
show of poultry was good, and the varieties a study for bird-fanciers. The show of ma-
chinery and implements was smaller than usual, but of a quality that met general approval.

The grain and seeds on exhibition were as good as could be desired, and the roots and
vegetables excellent. The fruit was a proof of the adaptability of the Canadian climate for

fruit culture. The show in dairy produce was a duplicate of other years ; and the ladies'

department large, varied and appreciative.

The financial report shows the circumstances of the Society to be in a very healthy
condition, the friends of which may feel complimented in being associated wath one of the
best township societies in the Pro\-ince, vrith bright prospects for the future.

Your Directors are of opinion that when societies become too local, or are nursed into

existence for speculative purposes to a few who sport a shingle at the street corners, that

such society has lost its usefulness, xuiless it never had any.

Concerning the ditierences of temperature and soils, it ma\' be uncertain to risk

an opinion on book-farming, but experiments tliat are not too expensive might prove an
advantage to careful observers.

With respect to the harvest of 1879, it maj' be considered from fair to good, and as

near the expectations of the farmer as could be anticipated.

Your Directors do not propose to conclude this report without acknowledging the
goodness of an allwise Providence for His manifold blessings to u.s—that while the
destructive hand of war has been severely felt in some countries, and famine in others, we
have been blessed ndth peace, plenty and prosperity.

YORK, WEST.

It is very encouraging indeed to your Directors to be able to meet you, as they do, at
this another annual meeting, with a report of a successful and prosperous year such as is

most satisfactory to themselves and such as cannot fail to be highly pleasing and <n-atify-

ing to your Society. In the early part of the year your Directors admitted the Board of
the Township of Vaughan Agricultural Society to union with them on a basis somewhat
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similar to that of former unions, with, however, this difference that the township paid to

your Board the sum of S60 to assist in a Spring Fair instead of 840 as was the case with

former unions.

The number of entries at the Annual Fall Show were as follows :—Horses, 230

;

cattle, 130; sheep, 135; pigs, 61
;
poultry, 100; roots, 80; vegetables, 69; fruits, 132,

of which 113 were apples; grain and seeds, 108 ; implements, 80; dairy produce, 148,

81 of which were entries for butter; home manufactures, 127; ladies' work, 420; fine

arts, 39—being an increase of entries compared with any former year. There was also

quite a marked superiority in the stock exhibited over that of preceding years.

Fi'om the very noticeable increase in the interest taken in agricultural pursuits, as

well as the marked increase both in the number of members and entries made, your
Directors deem it one of the indications of that gradual return of better times, for which
we have all been so anxiously looking and to which the present year's crop in Canada must
certainly, to a considerable extent, contribute. In this immediate neighbourhood, however,

the crops have been slightly below the average, as, for instance, fall" wheat will not average

more than about seventeen or eighteen bushels per acre, the reason of which is the land

being in poor order last fall owing to the wet weather, the wheat, or at least the greater

part of it, was not sown till late, so that in many cases it was barely through the ground
when the frost cdme ; then again the spring was unfavourable, not only to the wheat crop

but to all other crops, on account of drouth, thereby preventing them (particularly in

the case of fall wheat) spreading or stooling out as they should and would otherwise have

done. Spring crops on the whole were good, and the hay crop was extra. Prices for

wheat and barley ranged low in the early part of the season, but are now very fair,

although not yet perhaps as high as might be. One cause of low prices in the early part

of the season was the probabilities of Great Britain not requiring to import so much as

was expected at the time of harvesting, for notwithstanding the heavy rains just ius their

crops were ripening, there was no very great damage done. The small production of

wheat, and the falling off in the deli\eries, to a certain extent caused an advance in the

price. And when we take this, together with the complete control of the Canadian markets,

and the fact that some of the Continental countries require a supply from abroad, it may
lead us to hope that wheat will yet reach a much better price. As to the price of barley,

but little can be said as so much depends on the brightness of the grain—it therefore

necessarily behoves the farmer to be very careful lioth in harvesting and housing his barley.

Your Directors would offer as a suggestion, for l>ettering the farming community, the

benefit of a few shade-trees being planted over the farms, the trees having a tendency to

draw moisture, and besides that would be very beneficial to stock in and during the sum-
mer months. jVjiother suggestion your Directors would offer is that of a sort of co-opera-

tive system, or in other words, for the farmer to give his sons a share or interest in all the

produce of the farm instead of merely giving them a low w-age as they might do in the

case of a hired servant. Under such a system they (tlie farmers' sons) woidd have a

greater interest in home affairs, there would be a greater incentive to make the best of

everything, and there would be a less tendency of the young farmer running off after mer-

cantile or other pursuits.

The bad weather which prevailed on the days of the annual Fall Fair for the last two
years had tlu! etlect of reducing the financial standing of your Society. But tliis present

year your Directors are happ)' to be ablt; to state that a very decided step has lieen made
toward nsgaining our usual standing.

Your Directors would also suggest the advisability of taking an interest or share in

the agricultural buildings erected here in Woodbridge, and thereby making the annual

fairs a permanency.

In conclusion, your Directors would also suggest the advisability of making an effort

to do away with the petty jealousies that now exist between the township societies in this

electoral division.
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APPENDIX TO REPORT

OF THE

(flommifisiianct of 2^r|vicultmt ami ^xi^.

APPENDIX (B).

REPORT OF THE COUNCIL OF THE AGRICULTURAL AND ARTS
ASSOCIATION OF ONTARIO FOR 1880.

PROVINCIAL EXHIBITION OF 1880.

Offick of tiik Agricultural and Arts
Association op Ontario,

Toronto, November, 1880.

To the Hon. S. C. Wood,
Commissioner of Agriciihitre, dkc, dx.

Sir,—I have tlie honour, on behalf of the Agricultural and Arts Association of

Ontario, to present the following report of the results of the Provincial Exhibition held

at Hamilton, as required by statute, showing the progress made in the respective depart-

ments, as compared with the Exhibitions of previous years.

The Exhibition commenced on the 20th September, and continued two weeks, which
was in accordance with a resolution unanimously adopted at the Annual Meeting of the

Directors of the Association, held at Ottawa in 1879.

All exhibits, except live stock and dairy products, were on the grounds the first

week, and prizes in the various departments were awarded by the Judges.

His Excellency the Governor-General formally opened the Exhibition on Friday,

the 24th September, and was presented by the President of the Council with the follow-

ing address :

—

To His Excellency the Rir.iiT Hon. Sir John Douglas Sutherland Campbell,
Marquis of Lorne, one of Her Majesty's Most Honourable Privj' Council, Knight of the

Most Ancient and Most Noble Order of the Thistle, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St George, Governor-General of the Dominion of

Canada, and Vice-Admiral of the same, etc.
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May it please your Excellency, we, the President and Directors of the Agricultural

and Arts Association of Ontario, again welcome you to the annual gathering of the

farmers, mechanics, and citizens of Ontario.

Although but one year has elapsed since you honoured us with your presence, we
believe that in that short period you will have observed the wonderful increase in the

productions of the soil, affording abundant evidence of the great usefulness of our

Association.

These annual exhibitions, encouraged, as they have been, by your predecessors a,s

well as yourself, have done much to develop the agricultural and mechanical resources of

the Dominion ; and we have every reason to believe, from the great interest you have

always taken, both in the mother country and since your arrival here, in promoting these

important pursuits, that they will continue to receive your patronage, which in itself will

prove an incentive to those connected witH this Association to still further persevere in

the noble work which they have undertaken.

We had fondly hoped that Her Royal Highness the Princess Louise would again

have honoured us with her presence ; and we can assure you that it was with the most

profound feelings of regret that we learned the cause, which alone, we are assured, pre-

rented her joining with your Excellency in the opening of the Exhibition ; and we, in

common with every citizen in the Dominion, devoutly pray that Her Royal Highness

may be speedily restored to her wonted health, and may soon be enabled to grace with

her presence the vice-regal home at the capital.

September 24, ISSO.

J. C. Rykeut, President.

Jno. R. Craig, Secretary.

His Excellency made the following reply :

—

Gentlemen of the Agricultural and Arts Association of Ontario :

Believe me that any service which I can render to your invaluable Association will

always be at your command, and you may be sure that it is the desire of the Princess

always to join me in such endeavours. It must at the same time be remembered that ladies

have not that iron constitution, which it is nece.ssary that an official should po.ssfss, and it

is not always possible for them to be present as well in the body as in tlie spirit. I con-

gratulate you on the great progress visible in the manufactures exhibited, and on having

the Provincial Show held this year at Hamilton. In Ontario, w-here the science of agri-

culture is beginning to be so thoroughl}' understood, I fear I can say but little that may
be of use to you, but I cannot too pointedly praise that most prudent of all speculations

which has made several of the gentlemen who lead the way in such matters purchase

some of the best of British cattle. To be content with raising inferior stock is as un-

fortunate in economy as it is an illibei'al and unscientific treatment of the land. Great

as are the advantages possessed iu this country by the new soil, which has comparatively

recently been broken up, yet the effects of unscientific farming are necessarily to be seen

iu many places, and it is quite as much an object of our agricultural exhibitions to point

out defects of this nature as it is to display the triumphs of those who, pursuing agricul-

ture upon a wiser plan, can year after year show the superioritj- of a scientific and liberal

culture of the land. I have no doubt that much good will result from the advice given in

the report which will be issued by the Agiicultural Commission now sitting in this

Province. There is much upon which you may be congratulated. The great increase

in the number of horses raised here is meeting the demand for th.m—the growth of the

cheese manufacture under the factory system—the increased attention given to root

growing in connection %vith cattle feeding—the care bestowed on more general under-

draining—the development of fruit and vine culture, and the excellence and cheapness

of your agricultural implements, are all features upon which w-e may dwell with the ut-

most satisfaction. Your pasture lands are so wide, and the facilities afforded by the
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country foi- tlie raising of stock are so groat, that it will be your own fault if you allow
any others, be they breeders in the old country or the United States, to take the wind
too much out of your sails. It is to be desired that provision be made against bad usage
of the meat sent to England, for sufficient care is not taken of it at present after
debarkation; and it appears to disadvantage in consequence in the markets. It must be
remembered that at the present moment you have advantages with regard to the pro-
tection afibrded you in the permission given to land j'our cattle alive in the old country,
when it is denied to the States, which cannot be expected to last. It is impossible to
urge too strongly the necessity of preparation against a time when American cattle will
be again admitted alive into England. Unless you get the very best stock, and produce
'I'gh graded beasts, you cannot hold your own. The necessary expense attending the
purchase of high bred cattle will now pay you, and if witli their produce you can main-
tain your place in tlie European markets you may be assured that tlie money so spent
could never have been spent to better purpose. I am informed that lately at Toronto

—

and I hope we may see the same feature here in two days—Galloways, Polled Angus, as
Well as good Shorthorns, were to be seen in the yards. In sheep, also, some of the gentle-
men who, with so much foresight, lead the way amongst our agricultural communities
have made purchases this year of Shropshire and other high class animals. I trust that
each year may see a marked improvement with respect to following such leaders, and I

have tlie utmost confidence that with the spirit of enterprise which has made British
Xorth America proportionately equal to any area on this continent in population, and in
all the arts which can lead to that pupulation's prosperity and happiness, Canada will

not be found to be one whit behind hand.

LoRNE.

Tiiree luiarty cheers were then given for His Excellency and the Princess, and the
party proceeded to

Visit the Main BuiLnixG.

His E.\cellency, accompanied by his suite, passed througli the building, and appeared
hi,<;hly pleased \rith the exhibit.

The next visit was to

The Horticultural Building,

aiid here some time was spent, the magnificent display of fruit attracting great attention.

H is Excellency appeared greatly interested in the display of native wines.

To the second week of the Exhibition was added live stock and dairy produce.

His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario, and several Members of the Pro-

^•^ncial Government, visited the grounds.

The entire number of entries in all classes was 12,252, being an increase of 1,141

over the Exhibition of 1876 in the same place, and 1,584 over the last Exhibition, held

in Ottawa in 1879.

The amount offered in prizes was §16,994 against !?18,2.37 in Ottawa in 1879, which
includes a special grant from the Dominion (Jovernraent of S2,4.")0 ; $17,947 at Toronto,

in 1878: .?16,320"at London, in 1877; and §18,2.37 at Hamilton, in 1876.

The following is a st;itenient showing tlie amount of competition in the .several

leading classes, as compared with the four ])revious Exhibitions :

—

Boi'ses.—In all classes there were 740 entries against 492 iu Ottawa, in 1879 ; 816
in Toronto, in 1878 ; 1,075 in London, in 1877 ; and 928 in Hamilton, in 1876.

There were several recent importations of pure-bred Clydesdales from Scotland, of

liigh order of merit.

Cattle.—The total number was 326 against 618 in Ottawa, in 1879 ; G40 in Torontti.

in 1878; 591 in London, in 1877 : and 484 in Hamilton, in 1876.
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In consequence of the Goveninieut restrictions, prohibiting inipoitatiou of cattle,

unless subject to three months' quarantine, there were no cattle of recent importation
exliibitecl

;
yet the character of the herds of the different breeds was fully equal to that

of any previous year ; it was also gratifying to observe that a greater proportion of the
cattle were bred by the exhibitors themselves.

There was a superior exhibit of fat cattle, nearly all of which were sold at high
prices for the British market.

Slieep.—Of all kinds there were 67-5 against G.^l) in Toronto, in 1878; 859 in

Loudon, in 1877 ; and 887 in Hamilton, in 1876.

The show of sheep was exceedingly good, especially in Soutluhnvns, Shropshire
Downs, and Oxford Downs, far excelling any former Exhiljition.

•Swine.—In this class there were 407 entries against 3.T.5 in 1879 ; 471 in 1878 ; 532
in 1877 ; and 230 in 1876.

Poultry.—Total number of entries were 821 against 460 in 1879 ; 821 in 1878 ; 847
in 1877 : and 895 in 1876.

Implements.—In agricultural machinery, implements and tools, there were 370
entries against 470 in 1879 ; 588 in 1878 ; 633 in 1877 ; and 430 in 1876.

Great attention has been bestowed by manufacturers of reaping machines during the
past year in the introduction of self-binders ; there were four different inventions on
exhibition, each of which were considered worthy of commendation, and were awarded a
silver medal.

Agricultural froducts.—In this deiiartment, consisting of grains and seeds, Held
roots, dairv produce, honey, and domestic wines, there were 1,310 entries against 1,492 in

1879 : 917 in 1878 ; 1,393 in 1877 ; and 1,119 in 1876.

The dairy products were pronounced by the judges to be the largest and best in

quality which have been heretofore exhibited. The great success in this department is

mainly due to the active co-operation of the Eastern and Western Dairymen's Associations
of Ontario, in contributing liberally of their funds, enabling the Council to offer the large
amount of .81,000 in premiums.

Horticultural Products.—In this department there were 3,999 entries against 2 252
in 1879 : 3,223 in 1878 ; 2,123 in 1877 ; and 2,150 in 1876.

Hamilton, being in the centre of the finest fruit gi'owing district of the Province,
and the season being favourable for the growth of fruit, an unusually good exliibit in
this department was the result.

Arts and Manufactures.—In this department consisting of fine arts, ladies' work,
chemical manufactures, printing, nnisical instruments, building materials, cabinet ware
carriages and sleighs, wearing apparel, woollen goods, groceries and provisions, machinery,
etc., etc., there were 2,571 entries against 2,902 in 1879 ; 3,110 in 1878 ; 2,567 in 1877
and 2,768 in 1876.

I beg to refer to a subjoined table showing the amount offered in prizes, the amcunt
awarded, and the number of entries in each class at the late Exhibition ; also the number
of entries in each class in each of the four preceding years.

Annual Meeting.

The thirty-tifth Annual Meeting of the Agricultural and Arts Association of the
Province of Ontario was held in the Court House, Citj- of Hamilton, on the evenintr of
September 29th—the President, J. C. Rykert, M.P., in the chair.

Amongst those present were :

—

Members of the ConnrAl.—District No. 1, D. P. MoKinnon, South Finch; District
No. 2, Ira Morgan, Osgoode ; District No. 3, .Joshua Legge, Jr., Gananoque ; District
No. 4, J. B. Aylesworth, Newburgh ; District No. 5, John Carnegie, Peterboro' ; District
No. 6, George Graham, Brampton ; District No. 7, G. Moore, Waterloo ; District No. 9,
Hon. D. Christie, Paris; District No. 10, William Roy, Owen Sound; District No. 11,
L. E. Shipley, Greystead ; District No. 1 2, Stephen White, Charing Cross ; District No.

.

13, Charles Drury, Crown Hill.
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Ex-officio Memhers.—Hon. S. C. Wood, Commissioner of Agriculture, etc., Toronto
;

James Young, M.P.P., Gait, President of the Mechanics' Institutes' Association of

Ontario ; Otto Klotz, Preston, Vice-President of the Mechanics' Institutes' Association

of Ontario ; David McCrae, Elected Member of the Mechanics' Institutes' Association of

Ontario ; C. Dempsey, President of the Fruit Growei's' Association ; William iSaundens,

President of the Entomological Society, London ; K. Graham, Belleville, President of the

Dairymen's Association of Eastern Ontario ; E. Caswell, Ingersoll, President of the

Dairymen's Association of Western Ontario : James Mills, Principal of Ontario School

of A'Ticulture, Guelph ; Willia'n Brown, Professor Ontario School of Agriculture, Guelph.

£x-Presidents.—Messrs. F. W. Stone, Thomas Stock, S. Wilmot.

Delegatesfrom Agricultural Societies.—W. G. Kingston, East Huron ; James Toltoii,

South Bruce ; John McClurg, Joseph Rosser, North Middlesex ; John McPherson, West
Middlese.K ; Wui. Eadie, William Guy, llussell ; Wm. Carruthers, John Pratt, West
Northumberland ; Alex. Servos, Robert Shearer, Niagara; John Crawford, Alfred Mason,

East York ; Wm. Young, Humphrey Snell, West Huron ; W. H. Pardo, .John Paxton,

West Kent ; David Jolmson, Donald Douglas, East Northumberland : James Sutherland,

W. McLeod, Stormont ; Thomas Hamilton, Dundas ; John Lee, East Kent : Jas. Jackson,

Luther Cheyne, Peel ; Jos. B. Pearce, Chiis. O'Reilly, East Peterboro' ; Samuel Wood,
.Vlex. K. McDonnell, Cornwall ; E. Jackson, North York ; Joseph Salkeld, North Perth

;

Oliver D. Cowan, W. A. Webster, South Leeds ; J. B. Bessej, Henry Robinson, Halton
;

Jacob Gainer, J. K. Crawford, Welland ; Peter Rennie, David Foote, Centre Wellington ;

Peter Bristol, John Sharp, Lennox ; James Thorndike, South Victoria ; R. S. Patterson,

West Hastings; Andrew Smith, V.S., W. H. Doel, Toronto; James Millar, South Greii-

ville ; James Russell, Robert Auld, East Lambton ; E. C. Carpenter, J. T. Murphy, North

Norfolk ; Peter McEwen, North Leeds and Grenville ; John McKellar, John Crawford,

(Jttawa ; A. R. McGregor, Wm. Mowbray, West Lambton ; Wuj. DonaUlson, North

Oxford ; John Cowan, Prince Edward ; Richard Whetter, George Douglass, East Middle-

sex ; Daniel Burt, C. Oueaill, North Brant ; Joseph Dunkin, South Norfolk ; Angus
McBean, Walter Idington, South Waterloo ; William Tripp, South Oxford ; George

Murton, M. Sweetnam, South Wellington ; Hugh Crawford, John Jackson, Monck ;

Robert Deverell, John D. Howden, South Ontario ; Edward Jefls, John Ross, South

Simcoe ; Anson Aylesworth, R. Nugent, Addington ; Hugh Love, South Huron ; J. S.

Caesar, V.S., Col. A. T. H Williams, East Durham ; Joseph Cline, W. M. Calder, South

Wcntworth ; James Campbell, Joseph Walter, West Peterboro' ; Roger Headley, South

Perth ; T. Attridge, James Black, North Wentworth.

Delegates from Horticultural Societies.—D. W. Beadle, Lincoln: John Thompson,

North Grey ; James Vine, William McLaren, East Hustings ; F. W. Wood, Sarnia
;

Peter Barnman, Preston ; J. B. Hay, Brantford ; Alex. McD. Allan, Goderich ; Charles

Scott, Robert Anderson, Orangeville ; T. Partridge, John Plummer, London ; Dr. Hen-

<lerson, Strathroy ; D. R. Dobier, Owen Sound ; A. Munro, Glengarry; Geo. Leslie, Jr.,

Toronto ; •!. M. Lottridge, A. E. Carjjenter, Hamilton.

Mechanics' Institutes.—Alex. Williams, Woodbridge ; A. K. Scholtield, Port Col-

borne ; Thomas Tilt, Waterloo ; Henry Wade, Port Hope ; John Smith, Claude ; Da^ad

Stock, Dr. McGregor, Waterdown ; H. W. Peterson, Waterloo ; John G. Watson, Ayr.

Judge Sinclair, Mr. Thomas Robertson, Q.C., M.P., Mr. Geo. Roach and others,

were likewise present. Mr. J. R. Craig actetl as Secretary.

After the calling of the roll of members, 300 of whom answered to their names, the

President read the following address :

—

ADDRESS.

Gentlemen,—After the lapse of fifteen year.s, it is again my privilege, as the head

of the Agricultural and Arts Association of Ontario, to address you on tho.se subjects

which are more intimately connected with agriculture. It is with the greatest satisfac-

tion, but at the same time with ani.'izement, that I have witnessed during that period the

wonderful and rapidstrides which have been made in the development of the agricultural and

.iianufaturing resources of the country. Everywhere is to be seen unlimited evidence of the
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industry of our agriculturists and the inventive genius of our mechanics. To those, likf

uiy.self, who have been connected with this Association for over a quarter of a century
and wlio have seen tlie. agricultural interests in their infancy, and who liave watcJied the
wonderful effect whioli the generous rivalry created by these agricultural societies has
had in popularizing the pursuit of agriculture, it is indeed a source of gratification, and
lias more than rewarded us for tlie time devoted to tliis work. The great extent of the
Exhibition, and its yearly increase, having rendered it impossible to satisfy the "enenil
public in the limited time which had heretofore been allotted to it, a resolution was
passed at the last Annual Meeting in favour of holding the same for two weeks. I think,

however, it would be advisable to open the Exhibition in the future on Wednesday and clobe

the same on Thursday of the following week. This would enable the exhibitors to attend an<l

return without interfering with the Sabbath. In every department there has been a
largely increased number of exhibitors, and the general excellence of the articles exhibited
affords the strongest evidence of the increased interest taken in the Exhibition by those
whose duty it is to develop the agricultural and mechanical interests of the country.

From a financial point of view the present Exhibition has not been so successful as
was anticipated, mainly, if not altogether, on account of the illiberality and want of public
spirit on the part of the managers of the several railways. The conduct of the manao-er
of the Great Western Railway, whose action, I am informed, decided that of -other com-
panies, has appeared in marked contrast with that of his predecessors, who invariably

aided to their utmost in accommodating the general public. It seems impossible tc)

understand the apparent indifference of that official to the interests of the Canadian
people. His uncourteous conduct towards the large and influential delegation which
waited on him with a view to having the fares reduced was not calculated to populaj-ize

his railway. He may yet be taught to know that even railway managers are amenable
to public opinion. (Ji-snlity has always been a cheap and useful commodity in this country
and the possession of a moderate amount of it might be found beneficial, even to so im-
portant a person as a railway manager.

In the department of mechanical implements there has been a very lar»e increase
exhibiting many improvements upon valuable implements and machini^s already in use
also a very large number of new and useful machines, showing that the enterprise of our
mechanics is keeping pace with the increasing necessity for labour-saving machinery. And
I think the Association has great cause to feel gratified that year after year has shown a
steady and large increase in this most important department.

The magnificent exhibition of agricultural and horticultural productionsbears testimony
to the abundant harvest with which we have again been blessed, and the excellence of the
several articles exliibited leaves no room to doubt that increased interest is beinc taken
in developing the agricultural resources of the country.

It is with pleasure I have also to notice the wonderful display in the dairy depart-
ment, which is fast becoming one of the most important industi-ies in Ontario. To those
gentlemen who have devoted so mucli time and thought in developing this new branch of
industry we are under the greatest obligations. No one class of people lias done more to
bring this country into notice throughout Britain and the Continent than those connected
with dairy interests.

It can hardly be expected that I shall be able, in the limited time which must neces-
sarily be occupied by the annual address, to do more than discuss briefly some few of the
various subjects that may be of interest to those connected with this Association, and to
offer such practical suggestions as may be of benefit to those engaged in the noble pursuit
of agriculture.

The importance of these Agricultural Associations is daily becoming more evident
and I think I am safe in asserting that, so far as this Province is concerned, its ability to
maintain itself in the foremost rank of agricultural communities is largely due to the
influence of these societies, brought to bear upon the people by their annual Fairs, and by
the opjiortunities they afford to the people of witnessing the improved system of agricul-
ture. The.se annual Exhibitions have been the means of popularizing the .science of
agriculture, and of convincing the rising generation that the practice of farming is one of
the most ennobling of pursuits.
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It is now a profession calling to its aid science and the mechanical arts, and in its

erery branch the inventive genius of man. The farmer now, instead of merely following

the beaten track of his ancestor, brings to his pursuit his owu power of inquiry and of

investigation, t'hemistry teaches him the nature and quality of the ingre<lients com-

posing his soil, the species of crop suitable to its productive power, and the kinds of

manure he must use, and the proportion of cattle he must keep to make hs farm produc-

tire. As he acquires a knowU'dge of cliemistry and agricultural geology, and of the

physiology of plants and animals, his crops become more certain and his reward moie
sure. Ax-med witii knowledge, the fertility of man's mind has discovered remedies for the

sterility of soils, antl found means for guarding the fruits of his labour even against the

vicissitudes of climate. I know there has been a disposition in the miiids of a large

portion of the community to undervalue the farming interest, and the idea has to some
extent pervaded the minds of farmers themselves, that this occupation is not so respectable

or -so honourable as some other calling. I am happy to believe that the true position of

the agriculturist, among the other callings and pursuits of our citizens, is becoming better

understood and appreciated in the community than it has hitherto been. Farmers
themselves are beginning to awake to a sense of the position they occupy in society, and
to the dignity of their calling. It is now generally acknowledged that the prosperity of

agriculture is in(lispensal)le to general prosperity. It is the great moving power of

human existence. There has, unfortunately, been a disposition among farmers themselves

toiuidervalue the many advantages which they enjoy, and to consider the labour of con-

ducting the operation of the farm as a kind of drudgery. But if that be drudgery, what
shall we call the daily labour of the mechanic, or the dull routine of the merchant, or what

the confinement of the law office or the counting-room ] The farmer, while cultivating

the soil, breathes the pure air of heaven in the school-room of nature, and, if an apt

scholar, he will study her ways, profit by her example, and be led to the consideration of

tiie beauties which she is continually presenting before him. The true farmer finds not only

employment for his physical powers, but for his mental faculties, and by studying nature

he practically becomes a natural philosopher.

I hold it to be the duty of every good citizen to teach the youth of our country that

the art of agi-iculture has about all the elements which serve to make it an honourable

pi'ofession. There is nothing in the legitimate pursuits of agriculture that is in any
respect unintellectual or debasing, nor is there anything in it to prevent the upright and
intelligent farmer from enjoying, and if need be expressing, the conscientious con\nction

that liis life is as honourable as his neighbour's, be that neighbour who he may. Other

pursuits may have more of the fancy, agriculture the realities. It may be said with en-

tire truth, with reference to our own people, that the wider and the broader the field of

agricultural labour is made, the more general and extensive the employment of our citizens

in agi'icultural pursuits, just in that proportion will the substantial interests of the

counti-y be promoted. On the other hand, just in proportion as you de.sert your agricul-

tural field, allow noxious weeds to take the place of rich meadows and growing crops,

rtock into your cities, and engage in the exciting but unprofitable pursuits of speculation,

in that same proportion will the country suffer the de\'astating consequences. There

have been times, and they have occurred more than once in the recollection of many of

us, wlien the intoxicating excitement of wild and visionary speculation—the hopes of

speedy fortunes—the unnatural and greedy desire for gain, to be acquired without labriur

and spent with little judgment, have induced many to quit the sober and peaceful pursuit

of agriculture—induced them to leave their fruitful farms and happy homes for scenes of

unnatural excitement, where trade was feverish and the pulse of business dangerously

high and rapid, whei-e capital was fictitious and credit unbounded, where fortunes could

be made in a day, and wealth become the plaything of an hour.

We can learn a lesson from the past that may teach us a surer and safer path for

the future. Let not agricultural pursuits be either despLsed or neglected. Their advan-

tages can .scarcely be appreciated, and the more we reflect upon it, the more
information and experience we obtain, the firmer will be our conviction that agriculture

is not only one of the noblest, but al.so one of the most useful of the arts.
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It must be borne in mind that success in agricultural pursuits depends largely upon

the knowledge of the principles of agriculture antl the laws of organic life. No business

in which num can engage—not even the professions of medicine, divinity, or law—is more
dependent for success upon deep and extensive learning, yet none has derived so little

benefit from the great discoveries of the age as the business of farming ; and while no

class of men so much need, from their isolated situation and few social advantages, the

refining, liberalizing, and ennobling influences of education, none really obtain so little.

No persons avail themselves so tardily and reluctantly of these agents of human progress

which inventive genius and artistic skill has given to the world. To be enabled to gain

the full benefits of the many experiments constantly being made to increase the produc-

tiveness of the soil by improved culture, and to carry them forward to profitable results,

there is need for thorough agricultural education. In all methods of fertilizing and
improving the soil ; in rotation and selection of crops ; in feeding the animal ; in bringing

farm produce into a condition tit for market, the aid of science is not only important, but
indispensable to the most advantageous prosecution of agriculture. The subject of

education, with particular reference to agricultural pursuits, is one of such great import-

ance to the country, to the community, and to every individual citizen, that I feel there

is no necessity for apologizing for dwelling so long upon the same.

It is a gi'eat misfortune that the feeling should so generally prevail among an
agricultural community that the mere rudiments of education are sufficient for the boy

who intends to be a farmer, who— often for the sake of his assistance on the farm—is

deprived of availing himself to the fullest extent of the advantages which are afforded by
our magnificent Common School system ; whilst for the one who has selected one of the

learned professions, he recognized the necessity of a longer period of study, and all the

advantages for the attainment of general information and mental training offered by the

higher educational institutions. The farmer should recollect that until ne obtains an
amount of information adequate to the highest demands of this progressive age he will

not possess the means of securing that pecuniary independence which is one of the

necessary adjuncts of free-citizenship, and that he will also fail to reach that elevated

social position wherin man's best and highest powers are developed and exercised, and
the happiest results of a well-spent life worked out. To the farmer I would say that the

real dignity of his profession is determined, not Ijy the fact that a few great men, here

and there, have belonged to it : it springs from its relations to the interests of society,

and from the character of the majority of those engaged in it. I contend that the farmer

should enjoy all the highest advantages of mental culture for a training suitable to his

business, for the acquisition of an intelligence that shall make his work more effective,

while it enables him to stand up in society among the foremost for real mental power.

The time, the age, the progress made in other departments of life, press the subject upon
him, and when once his energies shall be earnestly enlisted there is nothing in this

direction which his efforts may not accomplish.

This annual gathering of the farmers of this country in itself dignifies the labour of

which it is but the exponent. It is most gratifying to know that the infiuence of these

Agricultural Associations has uniformly had this tendency, and that a great change in

this particular is clearly discernible where these means have been successfully applied.

The notion that agricultural pursuits were not suited to mental acquirements—that an
educated farmer was likely to be an unsuccessful one, and that if a man knew how to

hold his plough and reap his gi-ain he had all the knowledge that a farmer need to Lave

—is already exploded. These Agricultural Societies scattered throughout the land hiive

done much to correct this false view and to give in its place the conviction that farmers

must be educated. Wh?n this principle shall have been fully settled, we shall have the

dignity of farm labour trulj' vindicated.

While our Common School system, the equal of which cannot be found in any
country, has done much for the youth of our countiy, it is to be regi'etted that the cur-

riculum does not embrace those branches of education which are so essential to those who
purpose pursuing the profession of farming. The study of natural sciences should be iutro-

duceil into all our schools, and prosecuted by all pupils who have made sufficient preliminary

attainments. They ought to learn enough of botany to understand the process of growth,
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from germination to maturity, of all cultivated plants, grains, and vegetables, with the
use of every part, as accurately as the ditferent portions of their own labour. They ought
to study chemistry until they know the nature and properties of all the elementary sub-
stances which enter into the composition of plants and animals ; and all the gases
essential to their health and life, and just what food the wheat or the potato requires, so that
they may feed them with precisely the diet each needs, as intelligently as they would
administer to the wants of the horse or other animals. By such a course the mind would
begin to be disciplined, would acquire habits of reflection and investigation, and the
yonug farmer would afterwards enter upon his employment with some adequate concep-
tion of its dignity and importance. A proper and thorough system of agricultural
education introduced into our Common Schools as well as the schools of a higher staudard,
particularly in the rural districts, would have a tendency to popularize the profession of
agriculture, ami remove that prejudice which is readily created in the minds of our youth
against what they believe to be the laborious pursuit of agriculture, especially when
brought in contact with those whose greatest ambition is to follow one of the learned
professions oi- engage in mercantUe pursuits, which possess so many fascinating

influences.

There being a great preponderance of the agricultural class in the country, it

necessarily follows that in all rural districts the schools are well filled witii those who are

to be engaged in the same business. There is a large field for agricultural science, which
may be cultivated to advantage in the Common Schools. At present there are but few who
are qualified in these schools to impart instruction in the science of agriculture, although
the attention of those who have the charge of our educational institutions has been re-

pe.ateilly drawn to this great defect in our school svstem. It but remains for the farming
community to bring their united influence to bear upon those whose duty it is to see that

that system keeps pace with the times, and the defect will, I am sure, be speedily

remedied.

The Legislature of Ontario has already recognized the importance of an agricultural

education by the establishment of a College which, I am pleased to admit, as one of those

who originally supported the scheme and voted in favour of the experiment, has already,

done much to disseminate agricultural knowledge. It cannot, however, be expected that

this institution, limited in its extent and its resources, can fully accomplish the aims of

its original promoters, unless its usefulness can be enlarged and extended by the affilia-

tion of other schools in diflerent sections of the Province, in which the elements of

agi-icultural knowledge must be taught, and which wall act as a feeder to the school at

Guelph. A very large number of pupils from dirt'erent parts of this Province, as well as

a very consideralile number from the other Provinces, have already taken advantage of

the opportunity afibrded them for the acquisition of agricultural knowledge at this insti-

tution ; and from the report that has been placed in my hands by the head of that

in.stitution, there is abundant evidence of its influence among our rural population. We
can have no bettei- criterion by which to judge of the increasing popularity of this in-

stitution than the roll of students—embracing, as 1 have before stated, pupils from all the

Provinces—and the fact that applications for admission to the number of 200 were
refused during last year, many being from Great Britain and the neighbouring Provinces.

In 187.5 there were 32 students ; in 1876, 40 ; in 1877, 87; in 1878, U6; and in 1879, 162.

The experiment having been fairly tried, no person will now say there was no necessity

for tlie foundation of an Agrioiltural College, with an experimental farm, and able

teacli(!rs to instruct its pupils—in the lecture room, in the laboratory, and in the field

—

in all the innumerable a)iplications of science to agriculture and arts ; to accustom them

to the best methods of cultivation, and the skilful use of the best farming implements ;

to acquaint them with the best farm buildings and the different breeds of animals ;
to

enjoin upon them system and habits of careful observation and reflection : in tine, to maki'

them comprehend all the principles and the whole science of husbandry, with all its

practical details, and the reason for them, and at the same time to give them a fondnes.s

for this nolile occupation. The Agricultural College having now become one of the in-

stitutions of the country, and having so successfully, \nider so many adverse circumstances,

largely fulfilled its' mission, it only remains for the Legislature to extend its usefulnesi"
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and, if need be, to establish other in.stitutions of a similar character in different parts of

the Province, so that every section of the Dominion may enjoy the benefits of a tho rough

agricultural training ; although I am free to admit that I would prefer to see one college,

with a high standard of agricultural training, fed from the Common and High Schools

of the Province. This College, however, if it is to retain its popularity, must be affiliated

with the Toronto University, where degrees in agriculture can be conferred, v h ith

wiU be a guarantee to the public that the holder of the same has reached the highest

point in his profession, or the College itself must have the degree-conferring power give n

to it by the Legislature.

There is no reason whatever why farming in this country should not reach that state

of perfection which is to be found in the mother country, if a proper system be adopted.

That which is there considered most important to insure success, viz., under-draining, a

judicious system of rotation of crops, and, above all, the destruction of noxious weeds, i s

largely neglected in this country.

It is a well-known fact that under-draining has done more than anything else to

render agriculture in England superior to that of most countries. In a new country li ke

ours it is important that a farmer should know what lands would be improved by drain-

ing, what lands would he profitably under-drained, and the best methods of under-drain-

ing. It mav be conceded that where a soil is underlaid by a porous subsoil nature has

already accomplished the work of draining better than can be done by artificial means.

But all lands of ordinary fertility naturally, which have a subsoil retentive of water,

will most certainly be benefited by draining. The subsoil may be clay, hard pan, or

anything else ; it makes little difterence what it is so long as it keeps the supei-fiuous

water from easily passing oft". The result of such obstructions are readily recognized.

It is said that one of the easiest modes of deciding what lands need draining is by digging

a hole three feet in the soil, and if water remain in it at any time for thi-ee days con-

tinuously, it needs draining. It does not follow that all lands which would be improved
' by draining would yield a profit in consequence of its being done. This matter of profit

depends upon various considerations. First, the character of the soil itself. There is

some land that will not pay for fencing or for draining. The elements requisite for

fertility may be wanting, or so deficient as to render the ground unproductive. Again,

the location of the land may be such that although the improvement would quadruple its

productiveness, if inaccessible, or if in a district where as good land as it would be after

being thus improved could be bought for less than the cost of draining. It is important

to know whether the improvement will pay a good profit, or how much the land would

be worth after draining. And this is mainly dependent upon the character of the land

and its situation, so that land which it pays to drain in some situations would not be

profitable to drain in others. The benefits to be derived from under-draining are almost

incalculable. It warms the soil by caiTying ofi the stagnant water and permitting the

warm rains of summer to go down, carrying warmth in their course ; it enables the

farmer to work the soil much earlier in the spring and much sooner after heavy rains
;

it enables roots to descend farther and take better hold in the ground, and grow moi-e

vigorously and lu.xuriantly ; it prevents the freezing out of rootS'in the winter ; it serves

as a valuable security against drought by enabling the roots to penetrate more deeply in

the early spring, and thus obtain a supply of moisture during the dry season, and, in

addition to all these advantages, it saves the necessity for open ditches, which have to be

kept up at great expense, and which necessarily occupy much of the space on the farm

which might be used for the purpose of cultivation.

Among the many practical questions presenting themselves to the farmer for solution,

there is probably not one ordinarily passed over more lightly, and at the same time of more

importance, than the question of what crops he shall plant and sow from time to time.

Very often it is settled by present convenience, chance, or perhaps more often by the way
the farmer has become accustomed to do it without any fixed rule. Experience has

proved, what might be very readily supposed, that the ordinary farm crops require to be

changed rour.d, or not cultivate for any gi-eat length of time the same crop upon the same
-place. Of course to this there are exceptions. Grass, it is well known, may be raised for

an indefinite period by top-dressing and occasionally turning over the sod, manuring, roUuig
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ttftd seeding down. The demand which exists for a variety of products for home cousum]>-

tion, and the uncertainty which attends all crops, seem to make it imperative to raise a

a variety of crops. It necessarily follows that inquiry must be made whether or not the

same crop can protitiiljly be raised upon the same ground for successive years. A system

of rotation loads to doing more upon the farm, as well as doing it better, to using more
manure, as weU as .supplying the same to greater advantage. The particular succes.-sion

which should constitute a rotation may be ditierent in diti'erent localities, and depend
somewhat upon tlic character of the farm to which it is applied, the locality, access to

markets, the means of the farmer, and possibly his tastes and disposition. It is claimed,

and fact and argument support the assumption, that upon every sufficiently cleared farm,

some judicious system of a succession of crops, extending over not too long a series of

years, ensuring a change Ijefore the soil shall have become exhausted under any one crop,

must be adopted to realize the greatest return for expense incurred, and at the same time

most surely and steadily improve the soil.

The greatest impediment to agricultural improvement and the protitalile employment
of farm capital is the gro^^th of weeds. Some of the best grain-yielding soils in the

country twenty years ago lia\ e, in consequence of the over-cropping and negligent cultuie,

become so exhausted, and tilled with the seeds of no.xious weeds, as to be almost wholly

incapable of yielding paying crops, and no inconsiderable portion of such lands may now
Vie regarded as almost worthless. Every weed suffei'ed to grow robs the crop of just so

much food, lowers the stamina of the soil, and operates most seriously against any im-

proved and profitable system of cultivation. Wherever the ej-e can reach in travelling

through a % cry large section of Ontario, we find that abominable enemy of the farmer,

the Canada thistle, gradually dcstrojdng a very large number of the best farms. Not-

withstanding the stringent enactments on the subject, there appears to be a reckless

indifference to the discharge of duty among those upon whom the Legislature has con-

ferred the power of destruction. It is time some steps were taken for the eradication of

tills aliominable pest, which forms an insuperable barrier to agricultural progress, and

consequently to the increase of wealth and national prosperit3\ Nothing short of the

imposition of a tine upon every person who permits a thistle to ripen on his farm will ever

cause its destruction.

It is, however, satisfactory to know that in some branches of agriculture Canada is

not only keeping pace with, but is largely outstripping, onr neighbours on the other side

of the line. I refer particularly to the manufacture of cheese, the cultivation of fruit,

and the breeding and exporting of cattle.

The Dairjineu's Association, which, as 1 have already netted, has made such a

creditable display, occupies a conspicuous place in the agricultural world, and has rapidly

developed the art of cheese making within the last few years. Instead of, as but a few

years a"0, being importers of dairy products, Ontario has become a large exporter, and

to-day competes in the old world successfully with the products of that country, and

largely outstrips our American neighbours, when the relative populations are taken into

account. As an evidence of the wonderful progress made in this industry within the

last few years, I need only refer to the official record of the exports. In 1869, Ontario

and vjuebec exported 44(VJ60 lbs., of the value of .?.548,79-2
; in 1876, ;34,80.'i,543 lbs., of

the value of S3,741,292 ; and in 1878, 46,389,76;{ lbs., of the value of .•?4,000,000. It is

satisfactory to know that the cheese proitucod by C'anadian factories has already attained

a good position in the British markets for flavour, and specially for its keeping qualities.

The amount exported has steadily increased, and as a consequence this great source of

wealth is assuming a greater impoi-tance every year. Our prospects in the future must

mainly as in the past, depend upon the quality of the article exported. Our character

and reputation as a dairy country will depend on the skill and determination of our

farmers to keep pace with the improvements which are being made in the breeding and

management of stock suitable for dairy purposes, and in procuring from the farm an

abundance cf such kind of food as experience and science demonstrate to Ur the be.st

suited for the purpose.

No department in all the routine of farm opiMations is more useful or interesting

than fruit eultuie, and, .strange as it may appear, many who ha\e all the necessary advan-
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tages for producins: fruit to a greater or less extent neglect it entirely, and seem content

to do without it themselves, and deny their families the gi-eatest luxury the farm ca-i

produce. Every one who cultivates a spot of land should raise some fruit and have il

fresh from his own trees. Nothing is more grateful to the taste than good ripe fruit,

and it is generally conceded that the free use of it is necessary to the preservation of

health. Nothing is more ornamental round a dwelling, or will better adorn a garden,

than fruit trees and vnnes, with their luxuriant foliage, their fragrant blossoms, and

blushing fruit.s, and a good and well-conducted orchard may be made one of the most

prolitable of farm productions. One of the principal causes of discouragement in putting

out new orchards has been brought about by the purchase of unser\acable, worthless

trees from unprincipled agents, instead of purchasing from reliable nurserymen, many of

wliom we have. Another cause of discourageiuent is improper location and treatment.

Some have planted on flat and heavy soil without a suitable preparation by under-drain

ing, and the trees have soon become stunted and worthless ; others have planted in rich

sandy soil, which has induced a rapid growth of wood, and consequently an early decay,

Thanks to the energy displayed Viy the Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario, which has

now become one of the settled institutions of the country, the cultivation of fruit ha.s

lupidly increased during the last few years, and now it has developed into one of the

most important industries in a very large portion of Ontario.

The visit of the tenant farmei-s' delegates to this country during the past year can-

not but have a veiy beneficial effect in connection with immigration. Selected as these

gentlemen were by the different counties in England, as independent farmers, who
thoroughly uudei'stood what was most needed by the agricultural community, their

opinions will have a gi-eater weight than those of paid agents from this country-, who, in

too many instances, have practised deceit upon the intending immigrant. Their report.,

which has been published, contains a very elaborate account of their visit to the several

Provinces, and enables us to judge of the estimate formed by these gentlemen of Canada
as a tield for the immigi'ant. They almost unanimously agree that Ontario offers the

greatest advantages to the agricultural labourer. The inquiry made by these gentlemen

seems to have been of the most searching character. The system of responsible govern-

ment and its effect upon the people ; our educational system, which they describe as being

of the most perfect description : the nature of the climate, which, so far as they were
able to judge, was preferable to that of Great Bi-itain ; the soil and its capacity for pro-

duction, are all discussed and commented upon favourably by them. I cannot do better

than quote from the report of one of these delegates on his return to England. He

" Such a vast tract of land as Ganada must necessarily contain a great variety of

soil. The surface soil varies from light sand to heavy loam, a medium fertile soil pre-

dominating, with generally a heavy clay subsoil. The great wealth of the Dominion of

Canada undoubtedly is her soil. Although only a new country as compared with othei-s,

she is already well known as a gi-eat meat and corn producing country. There is not, I

believe, a more contented man in the world than the owner of this soil ; he may not have
command of as much capital as some English farmers, nor does he keep his land in such a
high state of cultivation, yet the land he occupies is his o^vn, his taxes are light, and, as

a rule, he is a happy and independent man. In a country like Canada it would be absurd

to expect the farming to be carried on in as scientific a manner as in England : the land

is so abundant that a greater breadth is cultivated, in proportion to the population, in what
an English farmer would consider a rough sort of a way. It speaks well for the charac-

ter of the soil and climate that under such adverse circumstances such excellent crops are

obtained ; in too many instances the land is merely scratched over. The general excel-

lence of the soil, and other favourable conditions for feeding all kinds of stock, which
prevail in the Provinces of Ontario and Queliec, together with the immense areas

available, I think, leave no room to doubt that t'anada, in the near future, is capable of

supplying us with more cattle and sheep than she is now doing. It is not more than five

years since the Canadian farmer looked upon wheat as being the chief production ; to-day the

growing of beef for England is their first consideration, wheat only taking second place.
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As this implies a complete cropping of the farms, the Canadian farmer of the future will

have to practise what will be to him a new system of farming."

We have again been favoured with a visit from His Excellency the Govornor-General,

who, like many of his pred(!cessors, has taken the greatest interest in the.se annual dis-

plays of the agricultural and mechanical industries of the country. The many valuable

and practical suggestions which he made cannot but have a very beneficial effect. The
absence of Her Royal Highness the Princess Louise, through that unfortunate accident

which lately befel her, has caused the most profound feeling of regret among all who have

visited our Exhibition, many of whom still hoped that she would have been enabled again

to have honoured us with her presence. I am sure I but speak the sentiments of every

person in this country, when 1 say, that no person has ever visited the Dominion for

whom the hearts of Canadians have beaten with greater feelings of admiration, love, and
respect, all of whom devoutly pray that her Royal Highness may speedily be restored to

health, and grace with her presence his Excellency's household.

In conclusion, I have to thank the Directors and Officers of the A.ssociation for their

uniform kindness and courte.sy shown towards me on all occasions since I have been
honoured with the highest position in the gift of the agriculturists of Ontario.

On motioji of Senator Christie, seconded by Mr. ^/m. Saunders, a vote of thanks
was unanimously accorded to the President for his adiiress, after which Messrs. John
Cavers, of Gait, and Henry Wade, of Port Hope, were unanimously chosen Auditors for

the ensuing year.

Mr. Thomas Stock, of Wentworth, seconded by M ;•. John White, of Halton, then

moved the following resolution, which was carried unanimously : "That in the opinion

of this meeting, the Provincial Exhibition—having been largely the means of developing

agi'iculture in the Province—should not be confined to one locality, but should be held in

conver.ient and suitable places in different parts of the Province."

The motion to hold the next Exhibition at London, and to keep it open from
Wednesday of the first week to Thursday of the second, was unanimously adopted.

Financial Results.

The total amount received for members' subscriptions, rent of refreshment booths,

rent of stables and stalls, sales of forage, .and admission fees was S13,960.1G, against

$11,656.90 in Ottawa, 1870 ; .$23,488.89' in Toronto, in 1878; $21,734.45 in London, in

1877 : and .$13,687.95 in Hamilton, in 1876.

I have the honour to be.

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

JOHX R. Cr.\io,

Secretar^l.
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ONTARIO VETERINAEY COLLEGE.

Session 1879-80.

This institution, whicli is in connection with the Agricultural and Arts Association

of Ontario, fully sustained its reputation during the past session as the leading Veterinary

School of this continent.

The stafi' of professors was much the same as in former years. During the session

Professor Smith, Principal of the College, gave daily lectures on the Anatomy and Diseases

of Farm Animals; Professor Buckland lectured on the History, Breeding and Management of

Live Stock ; and Dr. Thorburn on Veterinary Materia Medica. The students had the privi-

lege of the

School of Practical Science in Chemistey,

Dr. Ellis giving a special course for their benefit in that institution. Dr. Oldwright had

the charge of Physiology, and Mr. Duncan, V.S., that of Practical Anatomy. Clinical

instruction and demonstration was under the Principal and assistants.

Seventy-nine students were in attendance during the session. These students came
from various parts of the Dominion of Canada and the United States. As a body they

may be truly said to have paid strict attention to the abundant means which the College

possesses of theoretical instruction and of obtaining a thorough knowledge of the practice

of the profession, brought up to tlie advanced standard of the present day. The facilities

afforded by the possession of a good professional library with an extensive and well-

arranged Museum, in connection with Infirmary and extensive out-of-door practice, are

now very complete, and with ordinary diligence on the part of students in attending

lectures and demonstrations, ample provision is made for obtaining a sound knowledge of

the veterinaiy profession, both in science and practice.

The work of the session resulted in the graduation of twenty-five students, who
received their diplomas after a searching examination by the Examining Board. Three

gentlemen also passed a primary examination.

In conclusion, it may not be out of place to refer to the

Veterinary Medical Association,

in connection with the College, which has been in successful operation for several years.

The members hold weekly meetings during the session for reading papers and discussing

subjects relating to the science and practice of veterinary medicine. With the exception

of the President, the work of the society is carried on by the students themselves, and it

has proved an efficient means of awakening among the members a spirit of inquiry, favour
able to the formation of habits of systematic study and accurate observation.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

John R. Craig,

Secretary.
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APPENDIX TO REPORT

OF THE

aiommissiancv of .^qviciiltuit and ^rts.

APPENDIX (C).

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE FRUIT GROWERS' ASSOCIATION OF THE
PROVINCE OF ONTARIO, FOR THE YEAR 1880.

To the Honourable tlie Commissioner of Agriculture.

Sir,—In submitting the Report of the Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario for

the year 1880, I have the pleasure of stating that the meetings of this Association have

been very interesting and instructive, and that the members continue to take a deep

interest in its proceedings. The publications of the Association are much sought after,

not only at home, but abroad, by the leading horticulturists. A copy of the Canadian

Sorticulturist for the current year is also submitted herewith. The Association has been

able to make a beginning in the way of calling attention to tlie subject of forestry, the

importance of whicli can hardly be over estimated. Trusting that the present report will

be found to be a very useful contribution to our knowledge of fruit-growing and both

ornamental and economic forestry,

I have the honour to be

Your most obedient servant,

D. AV. Beadle, Secretary.
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PROCEEDINGS AT THE ANNUAL MEETING.

The Annual Meeting of the Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario, was held in the

(Jity Hall, Hamilton, on Tuesday evening, 21st day of September, 1880. •;

The President, Rev. R. Burnet, was not able to be present, having removed to Pictou,

Nova Seotia, and the meeting was called to order by the Vice-President, Wm. Roy, Esq.,

of Owen Sound, who stated that a telegram had been received from the President, saying

tixat he would not be present, and that the usual able annual address would not be forth-

coming at this time, tlie President not having sent any to be read. After the usual

routine business the meeting proceeded to the election of officers for the year, with the

following result, viz. :

—

President—P. C. Demp.sey, Esq., Albury, Prince Edward Co. Vice-President

—

Wm. Saunders, Esq., London. Middle.sex Co.

Directors—Electoral Division No. 1, John Croil, Aultsville, Stormont Co. ; No. 2,

P. E. Bucke, Ottawa ; No. 3, W. Fitzsimmons, Brookville ; No. 4, Henry Youiig,

Trenton, Hastings Co. ; No. 5, Thomas Beall, Lindsay, Victoria Co. ; No. 6, George Leslie,

Jr., Leslie, York Co. ; No. 7, S. Woodley, Hamilton ; No. 8, A. H. Pettit, Grimsby,

Lincoln, Co. ; No. 9, C. Arnold, Paris, Brant, Co. ; No. 10, A. McD. Allan, Goderich,

Huron, Co.; No. 11, P. R. Jarvis, Stratford, Perth Co. ; No. 12, Stephen White, Charing

Cross, Kent Co. ; No. 13, Chas Drury, Crown Hill, Simcoe Co.

Auditoi's—.John A. Bruce, Hamilton ; Angus Sutherland, Hamilton.

Subsequently, at a meeting of the newly elected Board of Directors, Mr. D. W.
Beadle, St. Catharines, was appointed Secretary-Treasurer.

DIRECTORS' REPORT.

To the Members of the Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario.

Gentlemen",—In closing another year of the history of this Association, we desire to

congratulate the members upon the continued interest manifested in the objects which it

is our aim to foster and advance. The past season has been very favourable to fruit

interests generally, the crops of the several fruits in their season having been very good,

and those of peaches and grapes unusually abundant. Such displays of fruit as are being

made this year at the several exhibitions throughout the Province will tend to convince

the most sceptical that this country cannot be surpassed in the production of fruits, which

will not only amply supply our own population with an abundance, but will contribute

largely to meet the foreign demand. The apples and pears grown in Ontario cannot be

surpassed in excellence of flavour, nor in those qualities requisite for shipping to long

distances.

In the section of the Province extending from Kincardine to CoUingwood, the crop

of plums had been very abundant, and many thousands of bushels have been sliipped

with profit to the growers. Nor can we believe that the labours of this Association have

been without effect in stimulating the production of those choice varieties of fruit.

The last winter meeting, which continued for two days, was one of more than usual

interest, and was both well attended and well sustained. Interesting and valuable papers

were read, which will appear in full in the Annual Report, embracing a wide range of

subjects, and giving to that of ornamental and economic shade and forest tree planting a

greater prominence than it has hitherto enjoyed. The summer meeting, which was held

»t Guelph, was not very largely attended, liut the discussions were interesting and profit-

able. An opportunity was given to the members to visit the model farm, where they

were kindly received and most hospitably entertained.
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In consideration of the enlarged operations of the Society, whereby the subjects of

tree planting for shade, ornament, and economic purposes, and general horticulture, have
been added to that of fruit-growing, tlie Government have made an addition to the annual
grant, raising it to eighteen hundred dollars. There has also been placed under the super-

vision of your Board of Directors several acres of the Government Farm at Guelph, for

the purpose of testing new fruits, trees, and plants, and of illustrating the value and
methods of culture not only of fruit-bearing trees and plants, but of forest trees and
other trees and shrubs that may be valuable in our climate either for purposes of orna-

mentation or of economic industry. Your Directors have entered upon this new branch
of the work of the Association, and have made a commencement in a small way, which
we trust will prove to be the first steps in the direction of great and valuable results.

The reports received from those of our members who have ]>articipated in the yearly

distribution of new fruits have thus far been comparatively few. The object of this

distribution is to ascertain the adaptability of these fruits to the several localities into

which they are sent, and, unless members are more careful to report results, the ends we
aim at cannot be attained. We are aware that a measure of success has been achieved

fi-om the fact that fruits grown from the trees and ^ines distributed have been shown at

exhibitions and. received prizes, and we trust that in future we shall receive a report from
every locality into which the}- have been sent.

The Canadian Jlurliculturist has been regularly issued during the year, and it is very

gratifying to your Directors to be able to say that the expressions of appreciation and
satisfaction with the journal and its contents, which have been received from many of our

members, convince us that its publication is an important part of the work of the

Association.

We are happy to state that there has been an increase of membership over the num-
ber in the previous year, which, though not largo, is a gratifying assurance that the

Association is gaining ground in the interest and appreciation of the public. Notwith-
standing this, however, we hope that all of our members will increase their efforts to extend

the benefits of the Association by obtaining each at least one new member.
On belialf of the Directors,

NVm. Roy, Vice-President.

D. W. Beadle, Secretary.

To tfie President and Members of the Fruit Growers' Association.

TREASURER'S REPORT.

The Treasurer of the Fruit Growers' Association.

Dr. S cts.

To Members' fees 1,136 00
'' Sale of back vols, of Horticulturist 1 50
" Advertising 24 50
" To Government gi-ant 1,800 00

Total -2,962 00

Ciontra. $ cts.

By Postage and telegrams 35 87
" Expen.ses—Directors and Committees 717 25
" Freight and express 7 24
" Duties 6 51

" Printing and advertising 185 09
" Secretary's salary 200 00
" Tree distribution— 1879 540 33
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Contra. $ cts. $ cts.

By Oomvuissious 22 33
" Guarantee pieiniuiii 20 00
" Rooms—holding meetings 7 00
" Paper ".

197 59
" Audit—1879 20 00 •

" I'lerk 50 00
" Etlitor's salary 300 00
" Balance due Treasurer— lcS79 134 55

2,443 7G

Balance in Treasurer"s hands 518 24

We certify the above to be a con-ect abstract.

Jno. a. Biuce,
I , ,.

ANGUS SUTHEKL.^ND, (

'' "''»<'"''-

AUDITORS' REPORT.

Hamilton, 30tli .Sept., 1880.

To tlie FrvsideiU and Directors of the Fruit G-rotoers' Association of Ontaiio.

Gentlemen,—We have much pleasure to inform you that the Books, Voucher.s, etc.,

of your xVssociation are kept in a neat and correct manner by your Secretaiy-Treasurer,

Mr. D. W. Beadle, and that he rendered us every assistance in the performance of our duties.

We also desire to congi-atiilate the Association upon the favourable balance-sheet to

be presented by him to you.

We ai'e yours very respectfully,

Anous Sutherland, I . ,.

> Auditors.
Jno. a. Bruce,

WINTER MEETING.

Held in the City Hall, Uity of Hamilton, on Wednesday and Thursday, Februai-v
I8th and 19th.

The winter meeting of the Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario opened this fore-

uoon at ten o'clock, in the Council Chamber, at the City Hall, the President, Rev. Dr.
Burnet, of Hamilton, presiding. There were also present Messrs. 1). W. Beadle, Secre-

tary
; Wni. Roy, Vice-President, Owen Sound ; W. Smith, Drummondville ; P. E. Bucke,

Ottawa; John' Croil, Aultsville ; P. C. Dempsey, Albury, P. E. Co. ; A. McD. Allan,
Goderich ; Murray Pettit, G. W. Cline, Winona ; Thomas Beall, Lindsay ; Charles Ar-
nold, Paris ; W. Saunders, London ; Dr. Watt, Niagara ; J. S. Woodard, Lockport, N. Y.

;

H. M. Switzer, Palermo ; John Buchan, Stratford ; Chief J. H. N. .Johnson, Tuscarora
;

Jesse Moyer, .Jordan Station ; -John McGill, Osliawa ; J. D. Pringle, Hamilton ; W. Holton,
Barton ; Judge Darnell, Whitby ; B. Gott, Arkona ; Jos. Cline, Ancaster ; Jas. Hinch-
cliffe, Hamilton ; J. Bowman, West Flamboro' : Dr. Bell, Walkerton, and others.

Mr. Beadle read the minutes of pievious meeting, which were, on motion, adopted.
The President said that it gave him great pleasure to welcome to the meeting, Mr.

Woodard, from the other side of the line—Lockport, New York. The Association would
join him (the President) in extending the gentleman a hearty welcome.

On being reminded by the Vice-President,

The President announced that the Ontario Government had increased the annual
grant to SI, 800. This was most encouraging. He was glad to inform them that Mr.
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Wood, in speaking of the grant to this Association, had stated that it was more benefici-

ally expended tlian that given to any other organization in the Province.

Dr. Burnet said that he had comniuuicated witli some eminent poniologists with a

view of obtaining papers on suhjects interesting to the Association. His friend. Dr.

John A. Warder. President of the American Forestry A.ssociation, of Korth Bend, Ohio,

U. S., liad responded .uid sent in a paper on " Planting Trees along our Roadsides for

Shelter, Shade and Ornamentation ; What to Plant and Benefits of such Planting." The
President then read the paper, which is a very lengthy but intensely interesting one. It

was received with marks of approval.

While the Rev. Dr. Burnet was reading, the chair wa.s occupied by the Vice-

President.

The Vice-President said that the paper was a most appropriate one. There was
nothing which should take the attention of the people more than the planting of shade

trees.

A vote of thanks to Dr. Warder, mo\ed by Mr. Saunder.s, of London, and seconded

by Mr. Gott, of Arkona, was unanimously passed.

[ : The mover made some very interesting remarks on the paper, pointing out what
were and what were not desirable specimen.s to be planted.

Messrs. Arnold, Holton, Darnell, Bucke, Smith, Johnson, Gott, Burnet, Woodard,
Beadle, Roy, C'roil, the President and others, spoke on the matter contained in the paper,

each paying a high compliment to its excellence, and giving their own experience.

Mr. W oodard said that the maple was the principal shade tree in Western New York.

He favoured the black walnut. It had many advantages, not the least being its splendid

timber.

Mr. Beall informed the Association that he had been absent a portion of the time

from the chamber, finishing a paper to be read, and had now made the discoveiy that it

was on the same subject as what the doctor had selected. Maybe it would be as well for

him to read it now.

The President told him that it would be heard in the afternoon. There were no
less than four papers on the subject, and i\fe discussion of these would take up all

afternoon.

The meeting then adjourned until two o'clock.

The session resumed at two o'clock, and the President introduced Mr. Page, editor

of the Canadian Farmer and Grange Record, who took a seat with the members.

Mr. Beadle spoke of Mr Page's paper as a most acceptable exchange, containing a

great deal of information for the agriculturist and horticulurist as well.

Yellows in Peaches.

The Secretaiy read the following notice of motion : That Dr. Watt will call the

attention of the Society to the disease called yellows in peaches, and will ask for some

action to be taken in representing the same to the Local Legislature for some power to be

iriven to municipalities for the proper destruction of the infected trees.

The Secretary said there were a good many of the members who wished to hear " the

yellows " discussed, and lie thought it would be well to digress and iliscuss this question.

On motion, it was decided to take up this subject.

Mr. Orr, of Stony Creek, was called upon by the President, and said that he was

not posted on the matter, but was about to set out an orchard between here and Grimsby,

and would like to gain information. The yellows were spreading in the locality where he

resided, and something should lie ilone.

Mr. Beadle read from the law of the State of Michigan, wherein it was enacted that

all peach, nectarine and otlier fruit trees infected with the yellows shall be destroyed, and

that none of the fruit of such trees be sold or shipped under pain of severe penalties.

Dr. Watt, Niagara, said that the subject was thoroughly discussed, but since then

his attention has been called to them by a neighbour of hi.s, tieneral Lansing, who suffered

the loss of some trees. He (Dr. Watt) was called in professionally, and oixlered the limbs to
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be cut off and the roots dug out and burned. This is the only way to get rid of the
yellows.

Dr. Watt went on to give some interesting facts about the yellows. He claimed that

tlie consumption of fruit infected with this disease was dangerous as human food. A
family at Druniraondville had sickened from partaking of such fruit. The law of the
State of Mfchigan was too voluminous for this country. He thought that a law, as
simply constructed as possible, should be recommended, and urged the appointment of

a delegation from the Association to -sasit Toronto and see the Government about the
matter. A commissioner should be appointed.

Mr. Pettit looked on it as one of great importance, and all fruit growers should do
all they could to prevent the spread of the disease. The trees should be cut down. The
yellows spread from tree to tree ; he knew this of his own personal experience. On an
examination of his trees last year four were found to be afl'ected ; now some twenty-live

in the neighbourhood of these infected trees are very bad.

ilr. Pettit was asked why he didn't cut do\\^l the trees that had the yellows.

Mr. Pettit said he purposed using the axe on the infected trees.

Mr. Arnold said it was alway.s a mystery to him why people who knew their trees

had the yellows didn't destroy them at once. Why wait for the Legislature to pass a law
to compel them to do so 1 The fact was, very few people knew when a tree had the
yellows.

Mr. Cline, Grimsby, gave his experience of the disease. He had no difficulty in

telling the yellows in the tree, or fruit either. He had cut back the trees and manured
well, but this did not eftect a cure. He believed in cutting down the trues infected.

Mr. Roy asked how Mi-. Pettit would renew the trees when all were cut down.
Mr. Pettit said he would not plant in the same ground. He had heard that an ap-

plication of lime and salt to the land would be beneficial. His trees were procured from
Mr. Wolverton, Mr. Smith, and from Canandaigua. The disease commenced in one he
had procured from Mr. Wolverton. He believed there was something deficient in the soil.

Mr. (Smith, Drummondville, said there was some difficulty in distinguishing the
disease on trees. They may get yellows from other causes. The Association had had his

experience before in the matter. The yeUov.s were spreading in Drummondville. Not a
single tree had escaped. He gave instances where he had spared one tree, and it commu-
nicated to twelve trees that year.

Mr. Arnold asked how the disease spread.

Mr. Smith answered, that it was accepted as a theory, that the disease was canied
by insects from tree to tree. He thought it might be spread by using a saw on good trees

which had been used in pruning diseased trees.

Col. Brooks, of W^'oming, N.Y., an eminent fruit grower and entomologist, then
entered the chamber, and \vas heartily welcomed by the President.

Mr. Woodard, of Lockport, N.Y., was then called on to speak on the yellows, and
said that the disease was giving a good deal of trouble in Western New York. They
had no laws in regard to it. The people of Michigan, whom he had recently visited,

were sanguine that under their law, which was being vigorously carried out, the yellows
would be stan^ped out. He didn't know how the disease originated. His idea was, that
the disease should be stamped out by the axe and fire.

Mr. Page (Fonthill) said he had given the matter some attention. He did not favoui-

the idea that the disease was carried by insects. It was lack of something in the soil or
atmosphere, .-.m'" "'^E^ i

-
mi^H^.

Mr. Woodard said that he had a conversation with Prof. Beal, of New York, who
declared that in ninety-nine cases in a hundred it was communicated by insects.

The President gave his experience. Was not inclined to think it was a deficiency in

the soil. Were it so the whole fruit would be diseased. It is in the fi'uit the disease is

developed, but whether in the limb or fruit is not yet determined. His idea was that
it commenced in the branch.

Mr. On- asked whether any gentleman had discovered the yellows on trees before
bearing.
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The President said he had never Ijoen aide to discover tlie disease until the fruit

appeared.

Mr. Smith thought that it could uot be definitely distinguished unless bearing fruit.

Mr. Haskins was asked to give his opinion, but said lie didn't know enough about it.

Col. Brooks said that suffering came from sin—some transgression of the law. They
possibly had been careless ; hence the breaking out of this disease. He believed in the

primitive soil, and thought tliat no such productions as potatoes, pumpkins, etc., should be

put in to rob the delicate fruit trees of the elements of the soil which they requii-cd to

bring them to perfection.

The further discussion of tlie suliject was deferred, and tlie regular programme of

business proceeded with. In the meantime Dr. Watt will prepare a draft of a Bill to be

submitted first to the Association, and subsequently to the Local Legislature.

The Pl.\nting of Shade Trees.

Mr. Beall, of Lindsay, read the following paper on "The Advisability and Feasibility

of using tlie Canadian Walnut Tree as a Shade and Ornamental Tree throughout

Canada :

"

Forty years ago, when probably there was not more than one-fifth as much cleared

land in <)ntario as there is to-day, the idea seemed generally to have prevaiU-d liiat the

woods must be utterly destroyed before the country would be suited for the operations of

the husbandman ; but thousands of persons throughout this fair land see tliat the wanton
destruction of our noble forest by tlie early settler was far too general, and are now en-

deavouring to remedy the evil in some degree by planting various kinds of trees in places

where most required. The inhabitants of our cities, towns and villages seem generally to

have taken the lead in this good work ; but many of our rural settlements are already

giving evidence, in the long lines of stately maples luid other deciduous trees along some
of our country roads, that the landowners have become aware of tlie nece.ssity of plant-

ing largely of trees for the protection of their lands from the evil eflects of high

winds, as well as for shade and shelter for their live stock ; and where tiiis has V)eeii ac-

complished to any considerable extent, the owners find that they have added much to the

beauty of the landscape, and thereby greatly enhanced the value of their real estate.

Now that the good work of tree planting in the rural sections so largely prevails, the

((uestion very naturally suggests itself, what is the best kind to plant t My answer is,

that no tree indigenous to this Province has .so many and such strong claims for consider-

ation at the present time as the black walnut tree (.Jtuflans Nigra). It is easily propa-

gated--)-equiring little or no skill in its cultivation
;
grows rapidl_v, has a fine appcarauce

even while comparatively young, and when old is one of the most magnificent trees to be

found in this or any other country, and, in addition to this, it is at maturity the most

Aaluable of all our trees for its timber. It is easily propagated ; for all that is required

to produce the most sati.sfaetory results is to plant the nuts about the latter part of Oc-

tober, about two inches deep, in the spots where the trees are needed, in a deeji, rich clay

soil that has been thoroughly sulisoiled ; and its after cultivation is simply to let it alone ;

to permit nothing to touch the young trees. I am not aware that any other hardwood

tree grows so rapidly as the black walnut tree. A growtli of from three to rive feet in

height during the fii-st summer is not infrecjuent, and when the soil is suitable its gro\vth

is proportionately r.ipid for many years. I have twenty-five or thirty trees now on my
•'rounds from fifteen to twenty feet high, with fine ht^ads from ten to fifteen feet in diam-

eter, all grown from nuts planted eight or nine years ago. No other trees have given me
so much satisfaction as these. They have a fine appeai-ance, and when in leaf make an

excellent shade tree. Tlio foliage emits a strong aromatic odor, very agi-eeable to most

persons, and the tree when in a healthy state is always free from caterpillars and other

noxious insects. Downing, writing of this tree, says, " When full grown it is scarcely

inferior in the boldness of its ramification or the amplitude of its head to the oak or

chestnut : and what it lacks in spirited outline, when compared with tho.se trees, is fully

compensated, in our estimation, l)y its superb anil heavy masses of foliage, which catch

and throw ofT t\u: broad lights and sliadows in the finest manner.
"
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Its commercial value :—It is a well known fact tliat our black walnut lumber
at the present time has a market value five or six times greater than any other
produced in Ontario, with every probability—on account of its beauty of colour, the
hardness and closeness of its grain, the exquisite polish which is so easily given to

its surface, and above all, the peculiarity of its nature, which when tiioroughly

seasoned makes it less liable than any other of our native woods, or, iiuleed, of

almost any other known wood, to contraction and expansion by change of air and
temperature— of its being held for generations to come in the highest esteem for

cabinet-ware purposes. What a line held for speculation is here opened ; a specu-
lation in which every owner of land, whether the quantity be great or small, can engage,
for while the owner of a quarter-acre lot may plant his one or two trees for the
mere pleasure of doing a good deed, the owners of larger properties may plant their thou-
sands of trees with a certainty of present gain, by providing, almost at once, shade for their

live stock from our burning summer sun, and shelter for their growing crops during the
stormy seasons of the year, thereby adding, as before stated, somewhat to the pioductive-

ness of their farms, and very materially to the beauty of the general landscape. While
thus laljouring for present pleasure and profit in the near future, let us see what they are

doing for the future of from tifty to one hundred years hence. Every owner of 100
acres of land, supposing his farm to be di\-ided into tields of about ten acres each, will

have thereon about 1,000 rods of fence. Now suppose a tree is planted every thirty feet

along this fence, it will be seen that he may have about .500 trees on his farm, without
occupying a single foot of land available for agricultural purposes, and which, as before

shown, will, in a few years much more than repay him for all labour and money expended
thereon. I have estimated that the owner of such a farm as I have mentioned may com-
mence selling the timber in tifty years, and that from that time forth he may safely sell

one-tiftieth for each year thereafter by simply planting one nut or tree for eacli tree taken.

Tlien, supposing each tree at seventy-five years of age (the average age of the tirst lot

planted) to be worth .$-50 (and I think this is a low estimate) it will at once be seen that

the sum of $.500 per annum for the timber alone may be realized off every such farm of

100 acres for all time to come.

Much may be, and indeed I think ought to be, written upon the effects which would
ensue from such a general planting of trees as I have here proposed, upon the commer-
cial, agricultural and climatological state of our fair Pro\'ince, and I venture to hope that

some abler pen than mine may undertake the task at an early day.

Mr. Bucke moved a vote of thanks to Mr. Beall for his admirable paper, which was
carried unanimously.

Some discussion took place on the paper, those taking part chiefly coniining their

attention to the cause of the opening of the seed ; some considered that it was frost that

caused this, and others held the opinion that it was moisture which caused the seed to

burst.

!Mr. D. W. Beadle said there was one objection to the walnut—nothing would grow
beneath its shade.

Mr. Roy knew differently. He had visited the tine walnut grove at Chief Johnson's,

in Tuscarora, and saw luxuriant grass beneath the shade of th(! trees.

Col. Brooks thought that the cultivation of the walnut was sufficiently profitable

without expecting another crop oft" the same ground upon which it was planted.

Chief .Johnson said that the shade of the walnut did not prevent vegetation, and

this idea was endorsed by Mr. Arnold.

"What Shall We Cultivate T'

Mr. Arnold was then called upon to read a pafier he had prepared bearing iho above

title. It was written in a very pleasant strain, and contained many valuable hints con-

cerning the adornment of private grounds.

Mr. Allan moved, seconded by Mr. Beall, that the thanks of the Association be

granted Mr. Arnold for his e.xcellent paper.—Carried.
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Tlie cultivation of tlie apple tree was referred to by Dr. Watt, who threw out some
practical .suggi'stious on the suhject.

" Forest Tree ISeeds and Seedlings."

Mr. Gott read a paper on the subject of " Forest Tree Seed.s and Seedlings," which
exhibited considerable research.

The paper was received with marks of approbation by the Association, who passed

a flatterin;; \ote of thanks to the. writer.

The meeting then adjourncid till seven o'clock.

Evening Session,

The Association resumed at a few minutes after seven, the President presiding.

Tree Culture.

The consideration of forest and shade trees was resumed.

Mr. Saunders, of London, i-ead a paper "On some deciduous trees and shrubs de-

sirable for more extended cultivation."

On motion of Mr. Smith a unanimous vote of thanks was tendered to ilr. Saunders.

Mr. Woodard called attention to the ironwood, a beautiful and hardy tree, of which
no mention had been made.

Mr. Bucke also di'ew attention to the cutleaf birch and the cutleaf maple, wliicli had
not before lieen mentioned.

Mr. Saunders said that his paper inclurled principally those trees and shrubs not

itenerallv cultivated.

Dr. Bell (Walkerton) objected to the iron«ood on account of its sloiv gro^vth.

A number of the members took part in the discussion, valuable hints as to the best

kind of shade trees and .shrubbery being given by INIessrs. Arnold, Beall, Beadle, Col.

Brooks and others.

Two of the Six Nations tribe of Indiansj who had entered the room while the dis-

cussion was going on, were then introduced by Chief Johnson, and cordiaUy welcomed by
the President. They wei-e heartily cheered on taking their seats at the Board.

Mr. Beadle informed the meeting that the Indians on the resen'ation took a deep
interest in the welfare of the Association. There were no less than sixteen of the Six

Nation Indians on the membership roll.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.

The Committee on Culti\ated Fruits presented the following rei>ort :

—

Apples, shown by P. C. Dempsey, of Albury—" Lord Burghley," from imported

trees ; of medium size, dark reddish colour and attracti\'e in appearance ; of line flavour,

though a little over ripe ; fruited for the first time this autumn ; appears to be very

desirable as a winter market fruit. " Ben Davis," a very handsome specimen, bright high

colour, well grown and an excellent keeper. " Pomme d'Or," a yellow spotted apple,

makes a good tabic decoration, and is well esteemed as a dessert fruit. Sevei'al important

varieties were shown of \arious qualities, but were not named. " Ord's " apple tree

imported from Ireland ; apple ot tine size, russety red colour, of good flavour.

Pears.—Mr. Dempsey also showed the following varieties of pears :
—"Doyenne de

Hiver," " Vicar," " Duchess de Bordeaux," " Lawrence," " Mount Vernon," and " BeuiTe

d'Anjou."

Mr. A. M. Smith showed a specimen of the " Lawrence " pear.

The Committee appointeil to examine .seedlmg apples reported as follows :

—

Sweet seedling apple, shown by John H. Ramer, of IMarkham : a large apple

resembling Sweetbough, but out of season now, and we are unable to repoi't on merits.

Sweet apple, sliown by Mr. A. M. Smith, of Dnimmondville : the flavour is good, colour
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green, wdth Ihished cheek and deep eye. We cannot decide that tliis is i-eally a seedling.

It is in season now, and is a pleasant apple to eat, and evidently a i;ood cooker. Two
seedlings, very similar in appearance, shown by jNIr. H. J. Lott, of Sydney township,

coiuity of Hastings : souiewliat resembling St. Lawrence ; flesh yellowish ; sliglitly sul)-

acid, but with nothing special in merit. A tart seedling, showai liy Mr. George Cox, of

Goderich township, county of Huron : a handsome bright yellow, with blushed cheek
;

flesh firm. This apple vnW keep well into July. Dessert russet, supposed to be a seed-

ling, shown by Dr. Watt, of Niagara : being past its season we cannot speak clearly

as to merit ; flavour seems pleasant ; grain firm. Another dessert russet, shown by Dr.

Watt : resembles the S. P. Grise in appearance in some points ; lacks in character ; sweet

and mild in flavour. Seedling, shown by Messrs. Day and Dempsey, of Albury, large

greenish splashed cheeks : flesh firm ; very slightly sub-acid and pleasant : possessing more
merit than a majority of seedlings of this class. Another seedling, sho^vl^ by the same
firm : smaller ; similar in appearance to the last, but inferior in flavour.

The reports were, on motion, adopted.

Cattle at LjUige, and Fencing.

An lioui- or so was then devoted to the consideration of the above subjects, and the

practice of allowing cattle to roam at large on the highways in the country was strongly

condemned, as well as the present mode of fencing, which is a source of great expense to

the farmer and gardener.

Mr. Quinn, of Port Dover, considered that it was no use looking to our municipal

councils for redress with respect to the cattle invasion nuisance. Legislation from a

higher source was absolutely necessary.

The gentlemen present from the other side the line dwelt on the advantages of a

law compelling every one to see that hi^ cattle are kept in ; if this were done every one

could dispense with fences.

Col. Brooks favoured the barbed wire fence, attached to shade trees along the

thoroughfares. This style is in vogue where he comes from, and works well.

Mr. Woodard condemned it as a barbarous fence. The barbed ^^^re injured the

cattle that might be abroad.

A member from Oshawa said that a gentleman tried this style of fence in that town,

and that it was not the cattle that objected, but a certain class of the townspeople who
stayed out a little late taking observations through inverted glasses.

A Stormont man gave a description of how they suffered in that county from deep

snows and blocked up roadways (all through the snake fences), and said he would hail

with pleasure the day when they could -with safety to the crops be abandoned. There was
nothing to hinder the coming about of this period if a law was passed that no one should

allow his cattle at large at any time.

The President informed the Association that the discussion was not stricth' in order,

at least not according to the prepared programme, but it was of so much importance and
so interesting that he could not tind it in his heart to stop it.

The following resolution was carried : That in the opinion of this meeting every man
should be compelled to look after his own animals, and that the President appoint a

committee to in\-estigate and report on the subject of fences at the next winter meeting.

The President named the following gentlemen as members of the committee :

—

Messrs. Beall, Bucke and Dr. Watt.
On motion the meeting was adjourned till 10 a.m. next day.

Second Day—Fehmary 19.

The Association resumed at 10.30 this forenoon, the President presiding.

There was a full attendance of members.

The President said that the Association had yesterday welcomed amongst them Col.
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Brooks, of Wyoming, N.Y., and ho would now- ask that gentleman to step forward and
take a seat on the platform. Col. Brooks thanked the President for the compliment, and
took a seat as requested.

Raspberries.

Mr. Smith, of Drummoadville, read an excellent paper on " Raspberries," which was
very well received. The closing sentence or two are :—It seems to me that here is a field

not only for our liybridLst, hut for the enterprising sons of fruit growers and farmers.

All of our tine fruits originated fi'om seeds, and the raspberry is very easily grown.

Th«n why not, l)y a judicious selection of seeds from good varieties grown near each

other, 01' by a careful hybridizing, produce something as good and hardy and lasting

among raspberries as thei'e is among other fruits ? and if we would enjoy this fruit at all

we have got to work for it, and attend to its culti^•ation, for as the country gets cleared

up the wild berries disappear. Besides, it pays ; not only us market fruit, but it will pay
any man who has a family and an acre of ground to gi-ow it for his family, for he cannot

find, in its season, a more delicious or beautiful fruit than the raspberry.

A vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Smith for his paper, and some discussion took

place thereon.

Messrs. Saundei-s, Roy, Switzer, Arnold, Smith, Bell, Burnet, Brooks and othere took

part in the discussion, which soon swayed from raspberries to grafting apples, pears, etc.

About half-past eleven o'clock Mr. Dempsey called attention to the fact that the

Association was getting away from their text, and made a few interesting remarks on
raspberries. He endorsed what Mr. Smith had wi-itten about certain varieties.

Vegetables.,

It was moved by Dr. Watt, seconded by Mr. D. W. Beadle, That the President ap-

point a committee on vegetables of recent introduction, to make observations during the

summer, anil report at next winter meeting.

Mr. Beadle thought it was important that more interest should be taken in the pro-

duction of vegetables. He urged the appointment of a committee as suggested in the

motion.

Dr. Watt fa\oured the appointment of such a committee, who should prepare a

critical report upon the best varieties.

The resolution wa.s carried, and the President appointed Messrs. Page, Taylor, Hood,

Bucke, Bigair and Dempsey as the Committee.

New Fruit.

Mr. Smith suggested the appointnieut of a committee on new fruits, and the idea

was favouralily reci'ived.

The following were .selected as the Committee :—Messrs. Allan (Chairman), Dempsey,

Smith, Arnold, Cott, Saunders, Holton, Morris and Beadle.

It is understood that the .several members shall write their observations to the Chair-

man, who will prepare the report.

Yelt.ow.s IX Peach E.S.

Dr. Watt moved, seconded liy Mr. Pettit, That a committee be appointed to draft a

bill, to be presented to the Legislative Assembly of Ontario, on the best method of eradi-

cating the disease called yellows in jieaches, and further, that a deputation of this

As.sociation be named to present the same, and urge the necessity of Oovernment aid to

help thi- orcliardist to .stamp it out.

A discussion followed. The cause of the disease, and the remedy, were again fully

considered.
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Mr. A. H. Pettit, President of the Grimsby Fi-uit Growers' Association, was re-

quested to speak, and he responded with a few remarks.

The resolution was carried.

The President named the following as a oomniittee :—The President and Messrs. A.

H. Pettit, Itoy and Saunders.

Nurserymen and Amateurs.

Mr. Saunders moved, seconded by Mr. Bucke, That in the opinion of this meeting

it is desirable that the professional fruit list in the prize list of the Provincial Association

lie abolished, and that there be one general fruit list, open alike to professional and amateur

fruit growers.

Considerable discussion followed, the opinion being expressed that the nurseryman

was nov/ at a disadvantage in competing with amateurs. It was demonstrated that many
amateur fruit growers (so called | were in the habit of going through the country and

obtaining varieties of fruit by whatever means they could, and exhibiting them as their

own growth.

Dr. \\'att of Niagara, 3Ir. Biggar of Winona, Mr. Pettit of Grimsby, Dr. Burnet,

and several others, gave expression to their opinions, and advanced some clever suggestions.

Mr. Saunders stated that he was prerfectly willing to withdraw his resolution.

There appeared to be a diversity of opinion on the subject.

The matter was dropped for the time, and the meeting adjourned till 2 p.m.

Afternoon Session.

The Association resumed its session at 2 p.m.

Mr. Anderson brought up the subject of apple pullers, packers and parers, and

thought the matter should be discussed and the best practical means made generally

known. In reply to a question, he stated that he always pressed his apples well into the

barrels, and, though the sides might be a little bit bruised, they never rotted. The object

was to liave them solid in the barrel so that they would not be injured by the liarrel being

rolled.

Mr. Beadle referred to the apple picker introduced by Mr. Anderson, and said he

did not approve of it at all. He thought the only practical method was the old one of

doing it by hand. He went on to speak of packing. He agreed in a measure with the

method mentioned by Mr. Ajiderson, but was more in favour of a plan adopted by an

American friend, of wrapping the apples in tissue paper and packing them in layers of

bran or other similar substance. Packeil in this way they would bring a price in the

proper luarket which would fully compensate for the additional trouble.

Mr. Wright, of Renfi'ew, urged upon sellers the importance of honesty in packing,

60 that none but good apples should be put in the barrels.

Several gentlemen addressed the meeting on the subject, and it was shown that

though, unfortunately, some people were in the habit of putting bad apples in the middle

of barrels, yet it was an undoubted fact that the apples this season were almost all of a

bad keeping quality, and the shippers could not be accused of any dishonesty. The idea

of " sweating " in apples was opposed by some. Some of the members spoke against the

plan of packing in chaff, as the moisture would affect the apple. Different varieties of

apples were mentioned, and the effect upon them of the method of packing now used.

Mr. Wright said, in reference to the Rhode Island Greening, wliich had been noticed

to assume a brown colour after the 1st February, that he would next season experiment

on two barrels and submit a report of the result to the Association.

After further discussion,

Mr. F. Anderson moved, seconded by IMr. Thos. Beall, That the Provincial Associa-

tion be requested to give prizes for the best apple-puller, apple-packer, apple-parer and

apple-dryer, and that the Directors of this Association see that the above be carried out

and tested. Carried.
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Apples.

Mr. p. C. Dempsey pi-esented a paper on summer varieties of apples, giving thfir

appearance, quality of soil required, nature of tree, size and other particulai's. Among
others he mentioned the Early Harvest, Red Astrachan, Benoni, Primate, Colvert,

Duchess of Oldenburg, Gravenstein, St. Lawrence, Beauty of Kent, Norton's Melo.i,

Fallawater, Baldwin, Hubbardston's Non-such, King of Tomkins County, Northern Spy,

R. I. Greening, Golden Russet, Westfield Seek-uo-Further, Ben Davis, and some otliers.

The paper was listened to with great interest.

On motion of Mr. Roy, seconded by Mr. Gott, a hearty vote of thanks was tendered

to Mr. Dempsey.
Mr. Gott, of Arkona, Lambton County, referred to the statement (in Mr. Dempsey's

paper) that the Northern Spy tree was tender, and the bark liable to crack and canker.

That was something unknown in this section of the country.

Mr. Dempsey said this statement was made from experience gathered in Prince

Edward County.

It was suggested by some of the members that too much care was taken of tho

orchards, and that the trees were spoiled in niany in itances by being too freely manured.

Fruit C'0M.Mm::E.

On motion, ilr. Allan was placed on the Committee on New Fruits.

Shorthand Reporter.

Mr. Bucke moved, seconded by Mr. Beall, that the Directors bp re(|uested to engage

tho ser\aces of a first-class shorthand reporter to take down the discussions at the next

winter meeting, to be submitted to a press committee before publication.

Moved by Mr. Anderson, seconded by Mr. Switzer, that this Society does not need

a special reporter to report the proceedings. Lost.

The original motion was then carried.

Niagara Grape.

Jlr. Woodard requested permission to speak. He cautioned the Association and

all its members against Isuying from any person the Niagara gr.iiie, as no one but the

Niagara Grape ('ompany, of Lockport, had that gr^ipe, and he would be glad to welcome

all the members of this Association to the Company's grounds. On behalf of the West-

ern New York Horticultural Association he extended a heartj- invitation to come over to

the next meeting of that Association. His remarks were hailed with applause.

Dr. Watt moved, .seconded by Dr. Bell, that a vote of thanks be tendered to our

visitors from the United States for their valuable assistance at our meeting.

The motion was carried by a unanimous standing vote.

Mr. F. Anderson referred to the very great interest taken by Ciiief .Johnson of

the Six Nation Indians, and he took pleasure in presenting the C!hief with the apple-

puller he had shown to the Association.

Chief Johnson made a suitable reply, in the eourse of his remarks referring to his

present pleasant relations with the people of the neighbouring Republic.

Mr. Woodard gave Chief .Johnson a special invitation to go over to the next meet-

ing of his Council on the fourth Wedne.sday of next .January. (Cheers.)

Ml-. Allen moved, seconded l)y Mr. Beall, That the thanks of the Association be

tendered to the reporters of the city press for the very excellent and accurate reports they

had given of the proceedings and discussions of this meeting. Carried.

The motion was acknowledged by Messrs. J. (i. Buchanan, of the Times, and A. B.

Wood of the Spcetator.

Mr. Roy moved, seconded by Mr. Dempsey, Tiiat the thanks of the Association be
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tendered to the Mayor and City Council for the use of tho comnioiUous LoinK-il Clianiber

for this meeting. Carried.

Dr. Bell said he did not know whether it was eustomary, but he would move a vote

of thanks to tlie Railway Companies for their kindness in granting reduced fare.s to mem-
bers attending this meeting.

Dr. Watt .seconded the motion, whii'h was carried.

On motion the meeting then adjourned.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE OIST CULTIVATED FRUITS.

Apples shown by P. C. Dempsey, Albury.

LoKn BUKGHLEY.

From imported trees, of medium size, dark reddish colour and attractive in appear-

ance, of tine iiavour, though a little over-ripe ; fruited for the tirst time this autumn, and
appears to be very desirable as a winter market fruit.

Ben Davis.

Very handsome specimen, bright high colour, well grown, and an excellent keeper.

POMME D'OR.

A yellow spotted apple, makes a good talile decoration, and is well esteemed as a
des.sert fruit.

Maugil.
Over-ripe at the present season.

Also several imported varieties were shown of various qualities, but were not named.

Ords Apple.

Tree imported from Ireland, apple of fine size, russety red colour, of good flavour.

Pears.

Mr. P. C. Dempsey also showed the following varieties of pears :
— •' Diana de

Hiver," " Vicker," " Duchess de Bordeaux," "Lawrence," " Mount Vernon," " Beurre
dAnjou."

Mr. A. M. Smitli showed a specimen of the "Lawrence" pear.

P. E. Bucke,
J. S. Woodward,
H. M. SWITZER.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE APPOINTED TO EXAMINE SEEDLING
APPLES.

Sweet seedling winter apple showai by .John H. Ramer, of Markliam ; a large apple

resembling Sweet Bough, but out of season now, and we are unalde to report on merits.

Sweet apple shown by Mr. A. M. Smitli, of Drummondville ; the flavour is good,

colour green, with blushed cheel; and deep eye. We cannot decide that this is really a

seedling. It is in season now, and is a pleasant apple to eat, and evidently a good cookei".

Two seedlings, very similar in appearance, shown by Mr H. .T. Lott, of Sidney
Township,. County of Hastings, somewhat resembling St. Lawrence, flesh yellowish,

slightly sub-acid but with nothing .special in merit.

A tart seedling, sho^\m by Mr. George Cox, of Goderich Township, County of Huron.
It is handsome, bright yellow, with blushed cheek, flesh firm. This apple will keep well

into July.

Dessert Russet, supposed to be a seedling, shown Viy Dr. Watt, of Niagara. Being
past its season, we cannot speak clearly as to merit. Flavour seems pleasant, grain fine.

Another Desert Russet, shown by Dr. Watt, resembling the S. P. Grise in appear-

ance in some points. It lacks in character ; sweet and nnld in flavour.
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Seedling .shown by Messrs. Day and Dempsey, of AlVniry, large greenish splashetl

cheeks, flesli firm, very slight!}- sub-acid and pleasant, possessing more merit than a ma-
jority of .seedlings of this class.

Another seedling shown by the same firm, smaller, similar in appearance to the last,

but inferior in flavour. , at t^ «Alex. McD. Allan,
A. M. Smith,

W. HOLTON,
B. GOTT.

INTERESTING PAPER BY MR. JOHN A. WARDER, OF NORTH
BEND, OHIO.

" On Planting Trees Along Our Roadsides for Shelter, Shade and Orna-
mentation—What to Plant, and Benefits of Such Planting."

The following interesting paper on the above subiect, Iiy Mr. John A. Warder, Presi-

dent of the American Forestry Association, Nortli Bend, Ohio, was read by Rev. Dr.

Burnet :

—

My Dear TVIr. President,—At your earnest request, backed by that of your worthy
" Directoi-ate," but with great ditKdence and hesitation on the part of one who is so much
of a stranger to your surroundings, is this effort undertaken.

The crowd of duties, too, devolving upon him toward those who are nearer to him,
wlio may, perhaps, claim to have rights pertaining to the members of his own household,

would naturally prevent him from transcending the limits of his special bailiwick ; but,

fortunately, all this was provided for anticipatively by tho.se who applied the title Ameri-
can to the Society for the Pi-omotion of Forestry in our Country—they desired to gain

the advantages to be derived from your co-operation ; they wanted to be free from the
" pent up IJtica '' of their own more limited area ; tliey wished to gather information

from the length and breadth of the continent—hence their officer is your servitor a-s well

as theirs.

Allow him, therefore, to come among you and address you under the broad wgis

of an American, and as one who is ready to judge you all by the specimen members
you have so willingly sent over to our side upon various occasions, and who have always
so nobly represented their fellow-citizens of the Dominion, that the names of Burnet,

Dougall, Beadle, Arnold, Saunders, and those of your neighbours, Jas. Brown, Chas.

Gibl), Henry Evans, and others in the Provinces, are familiar as jiousehold words.

Yes, my frifMids, the scopi^ of Forestry opens a j)roblein of continental proportions,

and hence, in the various countries of Europe, tliough each State and Kingdom enacts its

own laws and establishes its own customs and u.sages for the management of its wood-
lands, and though these may dill'er matei-ially, as do the results, in better or worse con-

dition of the forests, even there the great questions are admitted to be continental, and
these are referred to the famous meetings of the International Congress of Foresters.

But, after all, why should we address our friends as " over the way "—what is in the

way, but an imaginary line, a mere politico-geographical line that is no broader than tlie

spider's slender thread, which is supposeil to separate those of us, here at home, who re-

side in the several commonwealths of our broad Union ! You and we boast of a common
ancestry ; to great extent we use, the same language ; in our customs and religion, in our
pursuits, studies and interests, we have much in common, and in the question of forestry,

we should certainly bt» united, since this involves the consideration of problems that are

contiiu'utal in their .scope and import.

In coming over the border to discuss what is so e.ssentially a home question, another

and serious impediment arises, and this is a want of familiarity with your necessities and
knowledge of your resources. The treiw that may be be.st adapted to your soil, climate

and tastes may be very different from those af another country that is differently situated,

so that any indications that may be made must be based upon general principles, and the

scanty ob.servations that have been afforded by some very limited and hasty journeys
through the Dominion.
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And now, then, after having tHsposeil of one difficulty to o\ir satisfaction, havicL;

opened the gate, as it were, to your country, let your courteous invitation be graciously

accepted, while we proceed to discuss the topic before us, "The planting of trees by the

•waysides, for shelter, shade, and ornamentation." This is a question which can hardly be

considered debatable by any one who loves trees, and yet we not unfrequently meet those

who oppose the proposition, nor ai-e their oVijections to the practice altogether devoid of

reason.

No one can have seen the long miles of avenues of various trees that are found

'beside the public highways of many pai'ts of Europe without expressing his admiration

for the forethought of those who planted these trees in the time long ago. To the ped-

estrian, sauntering at his leisure in the survey of those lands, if a stranger, or to the

native citizen intent upon his errands fi-om place to place, and especially to the ma.sses of

soldiers, hea\-ily encumbered with their accoutrements, wliile making forced marches, the

refreshing shelter furnished by these continuous allees of umbrageous shade must indeed

be most grateful.

In planting avenues there is room for the exercise of taste, and here we need the ex-

perience of others to guide us ; nor have the exemplars just now referred to, always

proved entirely satisfactory, and many of the long allees become monotonous, and perhaps

tiresome by their sameness, and by the stiff formalit)- of the trees employed, or by their

peculiar treatment. This is particularly appai-ent when the Lombardy poplar is used, as

it is in some countries almost exclusively used, for many continuous miles, and e.specially

when, to keep it within bounds and at the .same time to make it furnish successi^e crops

of fuel, it is cut as a pollard and chopped off every few years. Another favourite tree,

the horse-chestnut, has a very different habit of growth, being umbrageous and more grand,

and when in blossom very beautiful, almost goi-geous, indeed.

In some parts of the country, particularly in the more retired roads of the agri-

cultural regions, the wayside trees are almost exclusively such as produce eatable fruits

—

apples, pears, cherries or plums, especially the prunes in some parts of Germany. In

this case, the rights of property are rigidly observed ; their growing in the public highway
does not make them public—they do not become public plunder. Where the fee of the

land remains with the adjoining proprietor (as is almost universally the case in the United
States, and perhaps also in Canada), the trees are planted by the owner of the land, and
the wood as well as the fruit belongs to him. Where the land has been condemned
by the Government, and taken for a soT't of King's Higliway, the authorities plant the

trees, and their products are usually farmed out to contractors, who look after their own
interests. In some provinces the income thus derived is applied to educating the children

of the parishes, which is no mean incentive to the people to aid in their preservatioii,

since it redounds to their own advantage. The moral effect is good, and seems to aid in

producing a high-toned appreciation of the ethics of meum and tuicm, worthy of imitation.

In northern regions, and especially in the northern portions of our continent, with
its climate of extremes, we need shade in the summer from the fiery rays of the sun, and in

the other solstice wo also need shelter from the rude blasts of winter, and not unfrequently
we require a baiTier against the drifting snows. This condition of affairs may need som<>

modification in the plans and in the selection of the trees to be planted for avenues.

The protection aflbrded by a single i-ow of trees standing across the direction of the

wind has been found to be very perceptible in our western prairies. This effect is greatly

heightened by a shelter-belt of several rows, even while the plants are yet comparatively
^mall, but a thick belt, or even a single row of evergreens, seems really to modify the

*limate by checking the winds. i

One of the railroads traversing the broad open plain of Nebraska has devised a .style

of snow-shelters that promises to be very efficacious. This consists of a double or triple

row of trees, set on the windward side of the cuts. It may be that the highways and
railroads of other parts of the country will find it to their advantage to adopt this plan.

Even in the mild climate of Southern Ohio, the shelter of evergreens is found to be
very acceptable by all who have an opportunity of enjoying them. In laying out and
planting avenues it is well to select eveigreens for the north and windward side of exposed
situations, while deciduous trees are planted on the opposite margin. And just here it
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may be well to consider the arguments which have been raised by the practical road

masters, who object to the planting of trees on the liighways. The sliade even of the

naked boughs of deciduous trees is sufficient to keep the winter's sun from melting the

accumulations of ice as iiuickly as would be desirable, and at any season of the year the

very slielter which trees furnish to ourselves from the cutting blasts of wind will also

check the evapoi-ation of the supei-abundant moisture that is so injurious to our common
dirt roads.

Until we can have more perfect roads, constructed upon scientific principles, and
made of some better material than that furnished by rich huniose soils and tenacious,

unctuous clays, such as are common in extensive regions, it may be well to keep the road-

bed well thrown up for proper drainage and thoroughly exposed to the natural road mas-

ters, the sun and the wind.

But this may be considered a digression from the strict line indicated in the request

of your Directors, who have asked for a paper on road-side trees and their plantin,' for

shelter, shade and ornament. .An attempt has been made to respond to your firi,/ query,

and as to the last there can be but one mind as to the aesthetic effect of trees anywhere,

whether planted on the grassy slopes of the lawn, either in groups or singly, in groves

sheltering an(J forming a background to the dwelling, even the most humble, in the broad

o'erarching avenue of approach, and also on tlie wayside of the public highway, trees are

and always must be ornamental, if properly handled and well managed.
Referring to your commission, Mr. President (whose expressed wish is accepted as a

command), it appears that you further ask, what to plant. 2'fow you arc coming to the

l)oint that must tax the practical knowledge of your respondent ; no glittering generalities

as to deciduous trees or evergreens, nor as to the broad-leaved or the needle trees, no
aesthetic remarks as to the beautiful, in form or colour, tint and shade, strict or spreading,

pyramidal or weeping, will now be in order. You ask the broad question : What shall

we plant to shelter, to shade and to ornament the highways of the Dominion 1 And, un-

fortunately, you have proposed this question to one who must confess his ignorance of the

kinds that are best adapted to your peculiar soils and climate, and to one wiio fortunately

does not know what species an? to be found in your nui-series, so, at least, you cannot

bring the charge against him that he is puffing anybody.

Youi- respondent, therefore, is necessarily thrown back upon his personal ac(|uaint-

ance with these vegetables themselves and their greater or less ability to withstand a

rigorous climate and the aliuse to which they may be exposed.

Beginning with the evergreens, so admirably adapted to furnish shelter, which i»

yoiir first requisite, the hardy native evergreens of our continent are to Ije preferred for

all large planting to those which, at great expense and pains, have been brought from

foreign lands, too many of which, after trial, have proved unsatisfactory, and have to be

cast aside with the ignominy attaching to that which is " far-fetched, deai'-bought and

little worth."

Spruces.—The white and black, Jfitea (Link), alba and nif/in, are sturdy northrons,

having a beauty all their own, and often assuming quaint forms of great attractiveness and
putting on tints of jieculiar coloui-s.

The Norway spruce, I'icen excelsa, though and imported species, has pi-oved itself It

good immigrant in all parts of our continent where it has been planted. It is a noble

tree, of very erect habit and conical form, that rapidly assumes large proportions. This

tree is entitled to a front rank in avenue, wind-break or grove, and furnislips tine timbers

for architectural and naval construction. The young trees are now so abundantly fur-

nished in America that it is no longer necessary to import them from the nurseries of

Europe.

The spruces of the Rocky Mountains, though still comparatively rare, desei-ve a share

of your attention, especially the Picea p>iut)e7is (Engeliii), formerly culled the P. Menxieni,

the silver spruce of those mountains ; the Pica Eiigelnmni and the Pseudo-Tsnga Dou-

glasit, formerly the Abies Daiiylasii. All these trees are very beautiful ; but you must

be warned not to import them from Europe. Look to the Rocky Mountains themselves

and not to the Pacific coast, as the original source of supply of these trees ; nor need you

look beyond the L'nited states. (Me.s.srs. R. Dougla.ss it Sons, Waukegan, 111., have grown
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tlicse plants iu quantities.) This inattpr has been thoroughly tested in the valley of the

Mississippi, coasideralily to the south of your valley of the St. Lawrence, antl the western

coast tn^os liave failed.

While considering this section, the hemlock spruce must not be overlooked. The
Tsugn C'anacleiisis, formerly Abies, is one of your most beautiful native conifers, and will

probably succeed nearly everywhere. Though not so valuable a timber tree as many
others, it is one of the most beautiful when' well exposed upon a grassy lawn or springing

from a mass of native rocks. Its colour is supremely lovely and holds well. Planted

thickly it makes a perfect screen and shelter hedge, that bears the shears admirably, and
when it attains full size as an avenue it furnishes the perfection of a " dark walk."

The balsam tir, Abies balsamea, is very abumlant in many parts of your country. Its

deep green foliage, and its compact, upright habit, are much admired, especially when
young, and it is a universal favourite with those who purchase evergreens to plant about
their homes. This .species would be u.seful for shelter in exposed portions of the roads

through your country.

The European silver tir, Abies peetinata, is a more beautiful and a nobler tree, but it

is no favourite witii the nurseryman, especially in America, because it requires a long

period of " schooling " before it can be induced to produce a strong leading shoot, after

which it grows rapidly enough, The beautiful arrangement of the deep green foliage of

this fir, which is very persistent, lasting several years, makes it dense and very desirable,

and yet it occasionally suffers in the winter, and should have a sheltered situation.

The firs of the Rocky Mountains are particularly desirable, but perhaps they are not

yet sutficiently tested for general planting. The}' should be tested with you, however, and
at once. Who will undertake the good work ?

Among foreign firs that known as Nordman's has been most satisfactory here, and
Ijore our last trying winter better even than the native hemlock spruce.

The arbor vitse. Thuja occidentalis, though it has merits as a timber tree of the

second class as to size, is very ornamental, and is especially useful as a shelter. Bearing

the shears or knife well, its especial value is for makmg a dense screen and hedge.

The white cedar, with which the above plant is often confounded, is the Gupressus

fhuyoides, a valuable tree, but one which has its range so much farther to the southward,

it can hardly be recommended for Canada, unless you know it to be indigenous to your

region. It is known to exist upon the northern lakes.

The red cedar, Juniperus Virc/inimui, is a most hardy tree of very wide range by
the meridian as well as by the parallels of latitude, crossing the continent in both direc-

tions. Though so common as to lie considered vulgar, and certainly less Ijeautiful thaii

many others, it is exceedingly valuable to the plantei', and has well been called the poor

man's evergreen. Its great value as a timVier tree is only attained with age, for though
it grows rapidly, there is a large preponderance of the white or sap wood in young trees.

It is useful to plant for shelter screens, and will subsist on very poor and rocky soils.

Pines.—The pines, however, furnish our great supplies of lumber, in the northern

forests especially, and among them you have some of the very best for your planting, which
should be largely propagated for their perpetuation to supply the future necessities of

the country.

Queen among these is the white pine, Pinus strobics, doubtless too well known among
you to require a single letter of introduction, and yet it cannot be passed without remark
as to its extreme grace and beauty, either singly or in groups upon the lawn, with its

horizontal limbs clothed with soft and yielding leaves of glaucous hue resting upon the

grass. In the forest or ancient avenue its tall shafts always arrest the attention of

the traveller. This tree was taken to Europe in 170.^. It is there known as the Wey-
mouth pine, and nolile specimens are to be seen in many parts of Europe, that were
distributed by Lord Weymouth. In Bavaria it has become so nearly naturalized that it

is reproducing itself by self-sown seeds as in its native forests.

By all means plant the white pine, and you will be much better i-ewarded than by its

more beautiful cousin from the Himalavas, the Pinus excelsa, which is so gi-and a tree in

Asia, but has not proved entirely .satisfactory upon this continent ;
perhaps its Aryan

countiymen might prove equally unsuccessful if brought here and placed in competition
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with the Anglo-Saxon nice horn on the soil. The Norway pine, or red pine, Pinut
resinosa, is another of your noble northern trees, producing a more resinous timber than
the preceding. How it e\er received the cognomen Norway is a mystery in nomen-
clature, as it is a veritable American, with no analogue in the great northern peninsula oi

Europe. Indeed, it more clo.sely resembles the Austrian pine of the southern portions oi

that continent. To this, however, the red pine is a very superior tree for us and for yom,

whether planted for shelter and for ornament, or for its ulterior use as timber ; indeed,

the foreigner is fast losing its prestige among planters, and even in its home among the

Styrian Alps it is very capricious in its choice of soils and aspects ; it may be found on

one slope of an elevation and not a tree of this species is to be seen when yon cross the

apex of the same ridge.

You are adxised to plant the red pine largely without fear of disappointment. The
growth of j'ouiig trees is verj' satisfactory, and excels that of the Scotch and .\ustrian,

thougli perhaps less rapidly aspiring than the white pine.

Tlile grey pine, /'. Banksidua, is another of your natives, and as such ought to have a

place in your collections, but like the /'. Rigida and Mitis further south, and the P!
Inojis of New .Jersey, they are surpassed in excellence by the two first named, the red

and the white.

'i^ho famous pines of the Southern States of the Union cannot be recommended foi

youi- plantations, nor, indeed, for ours, in latitude 40 degrees, nor can we expect to succec*

to our satisfaction with those from the Pacific slope, nor from Mexico, any more thari

with the pines of Southern Europe, much less so \vith the conifers from Australia, Afric*

or South America, so far as known.
The Scotch pine, Pinus si/h-estris, and the Austrian, Pinns Auslriaca, have alread]

been alluded to. They have their merits, and will be more largely planted in Ameria
for timber than for ornament. The former is largely grown in Germany, especially ft)!

its fuel, on the sandy plains and foot-hills of moderate elevation. Its rotation or periof

is fi'oni sixty to ninety j-ears.

The wTiter is well aware that in this very brief sketch he has omitted all mention of I

host of evergi-eens, conifers and others that crowd the catalogues and nurseries, whicl'

re(]uire volumes for their description, and which deserve, for their merits, the commenda
tions that have been bestowed upon them. Many of these are shrubs, and though verj|

appropriate for the lawn and even for the garden, as some of these may be, especially thi'

new class of Re.tinisporas, Biotas, Junipers and many others, 3'our queries were particu

larly launched at trees, and those adapted for planting on the road sides.

The consideration of all others, the possible and the impos.sible, may, therefore, wel

lie handed over to the discussions that will naturally follow the reading of this paper

and be carried on by your very intelligent fellow-members, who are doubtless an fait ii

such matters.

This brief analysis of the class of evergreens thus presented to you gives but a fe^

trees that can be heartily recommended, but that small selection may be double-staiTed, a:

we say in pomological lists.

Let us now turn, in this very hasty sketch, to the deciduous trees, which are crowdinj

around for notice, and it is feared your patience will yield to the strain upon it, and

therefore the penniustbestartedon ;\ double-quick to accomplish the march through the denw;

sylva before us, touching only upon those of the most hardy and most valuable character

for the purposes indicated in your query of what to plant, and leaving entirely out of sigh

:

the corollary suggested respecting the benefits of such planting, supposing them to b<

self-apparent.

Deciduous Trees.

Poplars.—Among the most hardy and the most rapidly growing trees are the pop

lars and willows, all of which may be multiplied by cuttings that anybody can prepan

and plant. The native cottonwood is one of the largest, and will very quickly produce i

shaded avenue. In some situations it may prove desirable. Of this tree the specie

Pojmhis Cauadevsis will be perfectly hardy.
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Pojjidu^ grandidentata, the Michigan poplar, grows rapidly and makes a fine shade,

blooms very early and holds its leaves of dark green until late in the autumn. It is

objected to this and all the aspen tribe, next to be mentioned, that they sucker profusely,

and are thus unsuitable for planting on the lawn, near a garden, or on the roadside next to

cultivated lands.

The Abele, or silver poplar, the Populua alba of Europe, with its many garden

varieties, are much admired on account of their green and white foliage. They grow
ven' fast and make a good shade. They attain a large size very soon, and, for certain

pui'poses in the arts, where soft wood is needed, the timber has its value. The trees will

endure any amount of abuse, and are therefore adapted foi' planting in school lots and
other public places.

The quaking aspen, Populus treiiwJoides, is a hardy northern plant, and forms a

small or middle-sized tree, with little claim upon our attention. It must be familiar to

you in every part of the Dominion. Scarcely worthy of cultivation i'or our purpose, and
yet in low grounds it might be adapted for a street tree.

The Canada balsam, Populus halsamifera, is one of the hardiest of the tribe, growing

in the extreme north, and everywhere within your borders. Like all its fellows, it is

readily propagated by cuttings, and has thus been disseminated to a considerable extent

I

southward. It cannot be admired, however, for any special grace oi' charm, beyond its

hardiness, facility of propagation, and that it is a tree. In the valleys of the Rocky
Mountitins this species is represented by the willow-leafed balsam, the P. aiigtitstijulid,

.

(James).

The Lombarily poplar, introduced from Europe, has been widely planted in America,,

and for a street tree it has some merit in its tall strict habit, so that it does not otiend

the road master Ijy its shade. Though a striking object in the landscape, whether in

t'cjiuial rows of avenues, or as the spring centre of a group, it is not a favouiite when
largely planted, but is interesting botanically and horticulturally, and perhitps Iiistorically

and mythologically also. Though long considered a si)ecies and called Popidus c/ilatata,

I

it is now believed to be only a sport, of peculiai'ly erect form, from the Populus nigra

I

of Europe. In a horticultural aspect this tree is very interesting as bringing evidence

of the possibility of multiplying plants indefinitely by cuttings, for this was common in

Italy before the days of Ovid, the Latin poet, and it still prevails in all that region as

the favourite avenue tree. Botanically it is the staminate form, the male of a ditecious

plant, and has never been known to seed. Mythologically Ovid makes it the memorial

of the unwise and unfortunate Phaiton, whose ambition exceetled his skill antl ability

to drive old Phcebus' chariot of the sun, and whose temerity was punished by Jupiter's

thunderbolts, that hurled him headlong into the river Po, beside wliich he was allowed to

rise as the poplar of Lombardy.
Maples.—The maples are all of them woi'thy of more consideration for our purpose.

On low grounds, and beside water-courses particularly, the common silver maple, Acerdiisy-

carpaiii, may be recommended, especially for its tliriftiness, its rapid growth, and broad
shade ; though not so fine a tree as some of its family, the qualities above named, and its

cheapness, ever make it a favourite.

The red or scarlet maple, Acer rubrum, like the above is also called soft maple. This
tree is very ornamental both in spring and fall, on account of its brilliant colour of

flower, seed, and autumnal foliage. The wood of old trees often furnishes the curled

and bird's-eye maple. This tree is well adapted by its size for the street and for the road-
way, but it is beautiful in the lawii also.

Another maple, very common in the Western States, and extending far to the north-

ward, is the box-elder, or ash-leaved maple, the Acer Negioido, of whicli there are two
forms ; that of the Ohio River has bright green bark on the young twigs, while the
northwestern form has the shoots of a purple hue and covered with a thick white bloom.
The latter box-elder is much the better tree, and quite a favourite on account of its

hardiness and rapid growth. For street trees it is commendable, for road sides it wiU
serve a good purpose, but its timber has comparatively little value. It is di(jecious, and
the female tree has the better habit, being more snug and compact, and therefore to be
prefen-ed for planting.
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The sugar maples are the best of this group, making majestic trees of great beauty,

and putting on, m the autumn, the most gorgeous colouiiiig. Tlie rock maple, Acer

Haccharinum, is so familiar as the tree of the " sugar busli" (or "camp" on our side), that

it need only to be named, as its value is duly appreciated. There is another tiee, how-

ever, and recognized as a diti'erent species, which must be noted, the black su>£ar ti-ee, the

Acer Nigrum, which is not so prevalent in the Eastern States nor in Canada as in the

valley of the Ohio. This is noted for its broader foliage, and it usually has a more
majestic form in the forest. The timl)er of both trees is equally valuable.

With sudi a wealth of maples it is hardly worth while to import the European

forms.

El.ms.—Elms will, of cour.se, assert their claims upon our attention, and indeed they are

worthy of a place in the grand avenue, as well as in the extended sweeps of the park and

lawni. For this purpose the American white elm, Uhnits Americana, has the highest claim,

though perhaps it is too large and wide-spreading at maturity for a road-side tree, except

as an occasional object, serving thus as a landmark. This tree, however, varies wonder-

fully in its habit ; it was a great favourite with Michaux, who introtluced it to his fellow-

countrvmen of France, as the "most magnilicent vegetable in America."

The red. elm, Ulmus fulva, is not so noVile and wide-spreading an object, but on that

veiT account it is better suited to our purpose. It grows rapidly and furnishes a more
valuable timber, which is more durable also, and much used for railway sleepers.

The rock elm, cork ehu or hickory elm, Uliaus raceniosa. is periiaps more beautiful as

a tree than either of those named. It is also capable of yielding timber of great value

and both of the last two are worthy of a prominent place in our timber plantations.

They are both, presumably, in your native forests.

You, Mr. President, and some of your compatriots, will desire to plant the elms of

Europe. Do so, by all means, as pleasant memento.s. The common form of Ultnut

campestris, loiljg ago brought over to Boston Common, is perhaps better adapted to the

road-side than any of our American species just now presented. The garden varieties of

the European species have no especial merit or adaptation to the road side, but may be

introduced into your parks.

Oaks.-—The oaks of our country are quite varied, and have been too much overlooked

by tree-planters, and yet whei'ever they have been introduced into \'illage streets they have

<dven great satisfaction. The European, particularly the Quercus robur, pedmiculatOf

succeeds admirably in the temperate latitudes of our land.

The Holm-oak, Qverctis ilex, of Europe, and grown in the south of England for its

evergreen leaves, has not succeeded here and would not be likely to endure your winters.

But you have a wealth of natives that are well worthy of your care, and it is to be hoped

they will be extensively propagated and planted.

Among these the white oak, Qucrcu^ alba, the yellow oak, Qiiercus castanea, the

swamp white oak, Quercus jn-inos ]>alusiris, and the burr oak, Q^terots MacrocarjHi, all

furnish white oak lumber, and all are worthy of trial, first in your parks and lawns, per-

haps also on the road-sides, and, if successful, largely in your forests.

While upon the oaks, let the opportunity be improved to urge you to adopt the old

German custom of gathering aconis year by year, or whenever there is a crop. If not

convenient to grow them in nurseries for futui'c planting, still sa\e the acorns and jdant

them anywhere in the woods. They need to be )>ut into the ground at once, quite

.shallow, and tiiey vegetatf^ and continue to struggle on, e\ en in the shade of other trees

for an indefinite period, until at length, when the original forest is removed, they are

ready to spring up, and .soon make a valuable succession of woodland.

The red oaks constitute another class, characterized by the pointed lobes of the

leaves, terminating in a bristle, and some with entire leaves, but all furnish an inferior

kind of lumber.

Some of these are remarkable for then- beautiful forms when grown singly, and for

their exquisite colouring in the autunni. On this account the scarlet oak, Quercus

coccinnea, and the pin-oak, Quercnn paht^tris, are specially note-worthy, ay, and place-

worthy too, by whomsoever has a vacant space on his giounds where he may desire to place

a beautiful object. The former prefers a dry, the latter a damp, situation, ami both may
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be planted on the load side with a certainty that in a tew years they will furnish a most
gorgeous fringing to the highway during an autunuial drive ; after the frosts have des-

troyed all your flowering plants the parterre in all its brilliancy will be replaced by these

lovely oaks.

Ash.—The ash trees should not be ignored even in this hasty glance at our arboreal

wealth. Here, again, the American trees will be found superior to the foreign. The
white ash, /'Vaxinus Americana, is pre-eminent, though it may become at last too large

for tlie road ; still it should be planted, and then its valuable timber i.s available at any
age, anil trees grown thus exposed to the air furnish the very best lumber.

The green ash, Fraxinus viridis, on account of its smaller size aud its clean, bright,

shining and dark green leaves, will be a better subject for road-side planting. This tree

is of rapid growth when young, is very hardy, being found far out on the exposed
prairies of the nortlnvesti rn plains, the outside tree, and one of the first to contend with

the grasses for a sylvan supremacy : it may be safely recommended for your road and
village planting.

Birch.—Your own native birches, and tho.se introduced from Europe, should have
their place secured to them on the road-side, where they will lend a charm by their grace-

ful forms and peculiar spray and foliage.

Beech.—Of the glorious beech, Fagus J'erruyinea, not a word has been said. The
" wide-spreading,'' so well named by Virgil in his opening line, desci'ibing the shady retreat

of Tityrus, gives this tree a classical and a very attractive appearance wherever this char-

acter may be developed, but the broad sweep of the park is much better suited to its style

than the narrow limits of the road side.

In European forests the beech, Ftir/ifn sylcaticct, is largely cultivated, particularly on
the lower lands devoted to forestry, and it is often introduced into oak iilantations for

the sake of tilling up the interspaces, and thus forcing the oaks to produce tall shafts.

Two other trees have been jotted down upon the paper before me, as too valuable to

be overlooked or omitted, and yet they have not been brought to the front, because of

some uncertainty respecting their adaptation to .your conditions. They represent two
families which have not been included in the catalogue already given.

Cherrv.—The roses may be now placed before you in the person of the wild black
cheny, Pruntis Serotina, a rapidly growing tree, probably hardy enough, which cannot fail

to give you pleasure by its graceful form, its light and open foliage, its racemes of white
flowers followed by abundant fruit for the birds. This tree would be very appropriate
on gravels, if planted by the sides of your highways. The timVjer of this species has great
value, and is highly prized for the inside linish of houses and for flooring, and is much
more agreeable in its hue than the sombre walnut so universally employed for our
furniture.

Magnolia.—The magnolias may be represented among you by the tulip tree, the
white-wood of some parts of our country, ancl also, unfortunately, sometimes called poplar.
The Liriodendron tuli-pifera is a magnificent ti-ee of the largest size in its native forests.

When standing alone or'in avenues it rises majestically aud clothes itself with abundant
branches that are disposed in a regular conical form, and in early summer, after the broad
and showy foliage is well developed, the points of twigs are bedecked with the large,

bright coloured, tulip-shaped flowers, that make a grand show. Especially adapted for a
lawn or for avenues, the tulip-tree is also well suited to the road side.

\\'alnuts aud hickories have been purposely omitted because of their ill-adaptation

to the purpose in view. In their proper place they are exceedingly valuable—so of many
other trees of our own and other lands—which would require too much space, and their
recital would try your patience, if, indeed, that has not already been exhausted.

APPLES—SUMMER VARIETIES.

Head at the Winter Meeting hy F. C Dempsey, Allniry, P. E. County.

.Early Harvest.—Tree grows slowly. When given good garden culture, on a loamy
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soil, it will produce good crops of flat, yellow, acid apples, full medium size. It is one of

the best amateur varieties.

Red Astraohan.—Tree, a strong, good grower on almost any soil. Fruit, large ;

colour, oreen, covered with ri-d ; very pretty ; too acid for dessert ; best of its season for

market.
Benoni.—A good medium sized striped apple ; succeeds iu almost every soil. Good

for amateur culture.

Primate.—A very good early amateur variety. Tree, apparently hardy
;
good grovs-

ers ; fruit full medmm size ; slightly conic in form ; colour yellow, with a slight brown

blush on the exposed side.

Colvert.—Tree, a good grower
;
perfectly hardy ; .succeeds in almo.st everj' soiL Fruit,

lar^e; liable to be blown otf if left to mature on the tree.

Duchess of Oldenburg.—Tree, a good gi-ower ; succeeds in almost every soil. Fruit,

one of the best of its season for marketing, on account of its atti-active appearance.

Gravenstein.—Tree, tender, except when gi-own on a well-di-ained gravel or sandy

soil. Fruit, one of the best for amateur or market.

St. Lawrence. —Tree, always healthy ; very rapid in growth ; produces an aljundant

crop each alternate year of large, conic, striped apples, that will attract tlie attention of

any one passing it when on the fruit stand.

Fameuse.—Tree, always good in every variety of .soil in wliich 1 have ever seen it

growin". It make.s one of the best stocks to graft tender varieties on. Fruit, very attrac-

tive when fair, but liable to spot in almost every variety of soil. Where it can be well

orown it is one of the best for amateur or market.

Beauty of Kent. —Tree, rapid in growth ; does well in every soil where I have had

the privilege of seeing it
;
produces large crops of enormously large apples. Colour, yel-

low, striped with i-ed ; one of the best for cooking and market. This variety has beea

overlooked.

Norton's Melon.—Tree, a slow grower, but seems to succeed in every place in wliich.

I have seen it. Fruit, good size ; very attracti\e in colour and fonn. Any pei-sou once

I'ettin" them is sure to want them again. John P. Williams, Esq., of Bloomtield, wTites

me that he intended to top-graft all of liis Fameuse with this variety.

Fallawater.—Tree, a good, strong grower ; always appears healthy. Productive of

lar"e <'reeu-coloured iruit, with a beautiful brown cheek.

Baldwin.—Tree, very tender ; will only succeed in some few favoured spots. It

must have a dry, light soil, and then it is better top-grafted on \arieties that are more

hardy ; it is one of the best for market.

Hubardson's Non-such.—Tree, a good grower, and appears to be hardy. Fruit,

resembles Kibston Pippin so much that we often find it competing m that class at our

count}' exhibitions. 1 have seen only one plate of RiV)Stons in their class at a large exhi-

bition and they got no prize.

King of Tompkins County.—Tree, a good grower; form, spreading and irregidar,

sometimes one-sided. Fruit, one of the best and most attractite of any of our winter-

apples, but iu some localities I ha^e seen it grown for years and not protluce one specimen.

It is very shv. 1 ha\e experimented some with this variety. I grafted it in the top of

another variety, having the two with branches mi.xed. In that tree it has fruited well for

four successive years. Would it not be improved liy planting in alternate rows with varie-

ties that bloom at the .same time ?

Northern Spy.—Tree, tender. The trunk of the tree often cracks in the bark, and

cankers. Frequently fails after producing two <jr three crop.s. Fruit, very line iu some

localities, but 1 have sien in an orchard more culls than perfect specimens ; often only fit

for cider.

Rhode Island Greening.—Tree, a good grower ; not always hardy ; should have a

well di-ained, light soil. In suitable soil and in favoui-ed locality, it is one of the best for

market.

Golden Russet—Is one of the best ami most hardy trees we have. Succeeds iu

almost any soil, but only productive in favoured spots or localities, otherwise very shy.

Westfield Seek-no- Further.—Tree, not very rapid in growth, but fair. Will succeed
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in most localities. Fruit, always fair and attractive. John Graham, Esq., of Walbridge,

places this variety at the head of the list for market or amateur.

Talmau Sweet.—Tree succeeds where an apple tree can be grown of any variety

recommended for home use.

Bailey's Sweet.—Tree grows well until it commences to produce fruit, then it should

have good cultivation, like all other varieties that bear every year, otherwise they will

e.'chaust themselves.

Ben Davis.—Tree, hardy
;
good even grower; commences to bear when three or four

years from graft or bud. Succeeds best on a strong loamy or gravelly and deep soil. The
roots seem to run straight down. Fruit, large, conic ; colour, green, striped and splashed

with two colours of red. It will save until July with ordinary care, and command a

better price that the Golden Russet. I would recommend parties to try this variety

sparingly at first. In some localities the fruit is small and almost worthless. Mr. E. H.
Potter, of Xapanee, places this at the head of his list. There are many varieties that I

have not placed on this list, either on account of not succeeding in many localities, or not

sufficiently tested: Porter, Minister, Chenango Strawberry, Twenty Ounce, Yellow Bell-

flower, Red Canada, Roxbury Russets, "Wagener.

I would recommend parties to try all of the new varieties that are being introduced,

some of which, no doubt, will supersede some that I have placed on this list.

FOREST TREE SEEDS AND SEEDLINGS.

Read at the Winter Meeting hy B. Gott, Arkona, Ont.

GerUlemm of the Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario

:

—
It was with much satisfaction that I learned, a short time ago, in a report of a meet-

ing of this Society held in an important city of this Province, that notice was given to

change the name of your Association from the one by which it has been long and favour-

ably known, to " Tlie Ontario Fruit Growing and Forestry Association." I therefore

introduce the subject of my caption without any further apology than this, that I firmlv

believe it to be a subject of immense importance to us and the people of this country at

large. I may be allowed to state, however, in the beginning, that I do not intend to

deal with this complex and tedious subject in minutiie, but rather hurriedly glance at some
few of the more practical aspects of it for our mutual edification and instruction. The
extent and varied character of the subject, you will readily see, will at once forbid detail

in the prescribed limits of these papers, which are intended merely to be brief and sug-

gestive. We are undouljtedly laid under a heavj- debt of gratitude to indefatigable and
noble Dr. John A. Warder, of Ohio, for the friendly and jjatriotic spirit which has
prompted the masterly and excellent paper on Forestry, which has just been read in our
hearing by our President. Probably no nation with whose works we are at present
familiar, has expended so much solid means or so much of the brain and muscle force of her
people in the investigation and practical working of interests connected with her national

forestry, as have the people of the United States. In witness of this I would merely
refer you to the late elaborate and interesting

Report upon Forestry.

of 6.50 pages, issued in the j-ear 1878, by the Department of Agi-iculture, at Wash-
ington, and edited by the Commissioner, Franklin B. Hough, of New York. This
report is an everlasting boon to their people, and a monumental credit to the Govern-
ment which caused it to be issued and distributed among a rising people, " iinto

whom we do well if we take heed," in these matters. The relationship and influence of
forestry to our national fruit growing and our all important agricultural interests, are
doubtless intimate and very precious, and are being daily scientifically and practically

demonstrated, and better understood. It is now easily conceded among cultivators, that
in the neighbourhood of only small blocks of forestry the fruit grower's chances of suc-
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cess are comparatively certain and greatly improved ; also that climatic aerial changes are

less disastrous, the force of -nands greatly modified, and the effects of intense heat or

cold consideral)ly and sensibly softened. Tlie most regular and hest possible amount of

rainfall is best secured in such choice spots, these brightening to the largest possible ex-

tent the prospects of the patient fruit grower, and the laborious and painstaking agricul-

turist. Who will now plant an orchard or a vineyard \vithout first pausing to secure a

screen or shelter Vjelt for his plantation ? If these things are found to be so in the ex-

perience of men, with what scrupulous care and patriotic interest should we be found

guarding our natural forests from destruction and death, and how intensely impoi-tant

should we regard any information relating to the propagation, renewal or preservation of

forest growth. That the earth is .so generally and so plentifully supplied in its utmost

extent and its every recess with a profuse forest growth, for usefulness and beauty, is un-

doubtedly one of the richest of Divine legacies to ungrateful mankind. Conceive, if you

please, the idea of a habitable world of the nature and dimensions of our earth, that is

but a vast treeless plain. How utterly repulsive and forbidding ! How devoid of grace-

fulness and beauty ! How comfortless and wearying ! and how totally unfit is such an

earth as the residence of creatures such as we are.

On the contrary, how different is the scenery that greets us all around, as though the

great Creator of all things had amply foreseen our greatest needs. Every country and

island of which we have definite knowledge, if we except merely the great sandy ])lain

in the centre of the "Dark Continent," and not inhabited by man, is more or less profusely

covered by a rich and luxurious growth of natural forestry, just suited to the conditions

of climate and soil, and to the urgent demands of the inhabitants frequenting those

climates. How admirably is the earth furnished as the habitation of man ! Perhaps no

country in any clunate on the broad surface of this beautiful earth has a native forest

growth at once so extensive, so varied, so grand and so useful for the various and urgent

needs of man, as on the extensive and inviting continent of America or the new world.

Ontario, and even the whole

Uu.MiMON OF Canada,

very largely shares in the inherited wealth of these primeval and majestic forests. This

is a coveted wealth that European countries wistfully look to in vain, and which they

would doulitless prize even above the incxhaustilile wealth of their fathomless mines.

Yet, with what unexampled recklessness and slaughter, are we, as a people, treating those

noble relics of the olden times that we never can replace. How inconsiderately are they

fired and felled, and otherwise villanously destroyed. What sad and merciless havoc is

annually made upon them for the base and meagre considerations of the present hour

!

How far from our serious thoughts of the future are the considerations of preservation,

economical use, culture and propagation as applied to our forests ! Even now in many
open and wide sections of this fair and promising country the landscape is fast becoming

stripped and treeless, and affording but little beauty to the eye or comfort to the home.

The parciiing drouths of sunmier scorch the sparse vegetation, and the merciless, tierce and

piercing winds of winter sweep perishingly over those denuded spots.

The serious consideration of this whole subject is to us, as well as to others, a matter

of immense importance, and very soon we shall find ourselves compelled by merest need, to

entertain it in detail. If something is not speedily and effectually done in the interests of

our forests either in the shape of preservation or propagation and culture, we shall, before

many years have swept their onward course over us, find ourselves compelled to forever

inhabit

A Dismal Treeless Waste,

and an unfruitful region. But to come closer and more immediately to the subject matter

of my caption, allow me to remark, that by the words " Tree Seeds," I may also under-

stand slips or cuttings used for purposes of propagation, as well as seeds properly con-

taining the vital principle of vegetable action and growth. This you will at once clearly

discern will open to us an immense and interesting field of investigation and inquiry,
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that, treated in detail, would far outstrip the narrow limits of our present prescribed

plan. We shall therefore, as we have before said, strive to be rather suggestive than
profuse. The seeds of forest trees, although in many cases very inconspicuous and appar-

ently unimportant, are nevertheless the ostensible and positive receptacles of tree

life, and for their perfection and development the parent tree lives and blooms and dies.

We must therefore regard the seeds as of the very first importance in the history of tree

life, and as containing in themselves, in embryo, the essential parts of the future plant, ex-

actly resembling in all essential respects those of the parent. Their nature and capabili-

ties must be carefully studied, and in the management ^of them whatever would injure or

destroy their vitality must be positively avoided, and whatever conditions will most
readily and surely hasten and ensure tlieir progi-ess and development iu life must be

assiduously maintained. The seeds of different trees mature at different seasons of the

year, when they must be immediately gathered.

This is done largely by persons well acquainted with the forests and who give much of

their time and attention to them. It is therefore required of the forester, that he be a

man of extensive and accurate knowledge, of large and well developed experience in the

proper management of tree seeds, and that he maintain a sharp lookout for them at their

natural time of dropping. Some tree seeds are very relishable and valuable as food to

man, and also to many of the lower animals, birds, etc., and unless the forester maintains

a constant and sharp look out for them, and is wide awake in his business, he will find to

his disappointment that his chances are merely second-rate. Again, most tree seeds are

found to germinate best immediately after maturity if properly disposed of in their homes
in the earth. If this point is neglected and their coverings are suffered to become dry
and hard, and their vitality impaired, their germination is sometimes prolonged and some-
times destroyed altogether. In the orders AceracecB, Ulnutcece, etc., the seeds ripen in very
early summer, and require immediate attention, and, as a rule, their seeds do the best if

disposed of at once in the seed bed. The particulars relating to the keeping of the tree seeds

are not generally well defined or understood. It is, however, evident that difl^erent seeds

require difTerent treatment, and the practice is frequently attended with considerable risk

and danger to the life of the seeds. Large and correct experience is required to superin-

tend this department, and nothing else can be well substituted for it. In a general way
most of our hardy forest tree seeds are best preserved for short times in moderately fine

sand, either dry or moist, in some cases one and in some cases the other, and out of the way
of frost. This sand is to protect them from the disastrous effects of the atmosphere
when allowed free access to them, as they are not at home in the air but rather in the
earth. Although it is a good rule that tree seeds should be sown as soon as possible after

maturity, yet it is sometimes impracticable to do so, and it is quite possible to keep them
during the winter, and sometimes even for longer periods of time, by judicious manage-
ment in preservation. The seeds are then sown as early in the spring as possible, as soon
as the ground will permit of freedom of working and the weather has a promise of early
gi-owth. The ground selected for the purpose should be high, dry and thoroughly
loosened and pulverized by frequent and deep stirring. If poverty of nutriment should
be suspected in the soil of the seed bed it must receive, previous to seed sowing, heavy
dressings of rich fertilizers, thoroughly incorporated with it. The best possible

fertilizer for all general purposes is well decomposed and thoroughly mixed barn-yard
manure, applied to the surface and thoroughly worked and mixed up into the soil, so that
it may be rich and '.veil stirred to the depth of at least eighteen inches or two feet. In
our experience in locations for tree seeds, we have found a regular and somewhat steep
northern slope, of say 2.5 to 30 degrees of inclination, to be a very favourable and
beneficial exposure, and especially so if moisture is pretty liberally and naturally provided
there. This we have found to be so for two especial reasons : first, the young and
tender seedlings, as they are coming up, are in this way very much protected from the
scorching and disastrous influence of our peculiar and intense summer sunshine ; and,
second, in our region of country the most of those exposures are found to possess a mild
and very favourable coolness and dampness in the soil, that is very desirable, especially in
the intenseuess of summer drouth. If the beds are to be made on a small scale, they may
be made in any convenient form, and of sizes to suit the convenience of the operator.
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The seeds may then be carefully and thinly deposited in the well-prepared earth, and in

rows twelve or eighteen inches apart, or, in field culture, two or three feet apart, and at

a depth proportionate to their pi-oper dimensions. After sowing and tliinly covering

the seeds, the ground should be thoroughly rolled, or ckrefully firmed by means of the

spade or the feet. Without any delay it will l>e found advantageous as near as possible

to imitate nature in the matter of shade for the young seedlings, and the whole surface of

the seed bed may at once be shaded or protected from the influence of the sun. This is

best done by means of fresh white cedar branches laid on frame work, and raised some
three or four feet above the surface of the bed; the branches placed on just thick enough to

admit only a portion of the radiant light. It is reported to be very interesting and in-

structive to witness the arrangements for shade over acres and acres of tree seedlings in

the grounds of one of the largest tree seedling growers on the continent. I refer just now
to those of Messrs. Robert Douglass it Sons, forest tree nui-serymen, Waukegan, 111.,

U. S. Their annual tree seed products amount to millions upon millions, and are liberally

distributed over the entire country. It is not well to place those .shades too high above

the seed beds, neither must they be placed too low to ensure complete and free circulation

of fresh air and to facilitate ready weeding and culture of the soil. Protection and shade

are more especially necessary in the case of evergreen tree and shrub seeds, and many
others .ire greatly benefited by it. Birds must also be closely watched, as they are very

fond of tree seeds, and especially evergreens, and will readily dig them up and devour

them, and if neglected all vnW be frustrated. Shading greatly helps them in their

thievish woi-k. During the whole time of the active growth of the young seedlings the

frequent stirring of the soil must not be neglected, and the weeds must be carefully kept

out, and in spots in the rows, where they are standing too thickly, judicious thinning

would be a great advantage. If they are intended to remain where they gi-ew dm-ing the

winter, and should the ground contain surface moisture, they umst be well covered down
during this trying season, or they will heave out and lie left high and dry on the surface.

It is not well, however, to leave them in the seed bed more than one, or, at the most, two
years, as their top roots lengthen and they are injured for future transplanting thereby.

Thej' will be ready at these ages if growth has been good, and satisfactory for permanent
transplanting in nursery rows, three feet apart and two or more feet in the rows. Here
further attention to pruning, and culture must be kept up for a period of from two to

five years, as the case may be, before permanently locating them in their final homes.

The pruning necessary is simply the encouragement of a strong stem and a thrifty leader,

and the formation of a good head according to the known habits of the tree. This

pruning must be attended to annually as the circumstances of the case may demand.

Sometimes frequent or annual transplantings are resorted to among nurserymen for the

encouragement of an abundance of small filjrous or feeding roots. The practice is a very

good one, and such trees so treated are usually more valuable, and finally transplant with

the greatest ease and surety. The last and permanent planting may be done either in the

fall or spring of the year, and on groun<l ^\•ell and carefully prepared for the purpose.

The plan of the planting must be carefully arranged before hand, and must be in

accordance with the purpose which the trees are intended to serve, either for lawn decora-

tion, fruitfulness, shelter or wind-bi-eak, or for extended forest culture and growth. Tlie

best results in transplanting for forest tree culture and growth will undoubtedly be

obtained on well drained, rich and thoroughly cultivated soil, and the trees set at a dis-

tance of not greater than four feet apart, or at the rate of 2,700 trees to the acre. They
may be here still thoroughly cultivaited, either by hand or horse power, and during a

period of time until they perfectly overshadow the whole ground ; moderate pruning may
also l)e kept up, and the trees will make a most surprising and satisfactory growth. In

relation to the question of sorts, kinds, or varieties of trees to grow, tastes, requirements

and circumstances greatly difTer, but a sharp and intelligent ^•iew should be keenly had to

ultimate visefulness and profit. For these purposes nothing can be better than our native,

common Canadian forest trees, either for usefulness or beauty, though many admirable

forei"n varieties are successfully cultivated among us. Tiie requirements of the cultivator

once ascertained, the sorts of tree to gratify them are almost endless. I am afraid, how-

ever, that I am already greatly over-stepping the limited bounds assigned me in this paper
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as my subject is now no longer seeds and seedlings, but trees of magnificent proportions, of

stateliness and beauty. As will at once be perceived, I have not so much as glanced at

the philosopliical or scientific aspects of the subject, as these were beyond my control,

but have contented myself with a simple practical statement of the question. The im-

portance of the subject alone is sought to be placed in conspieuousness, as no glare of

masterly ability is even attempted. I humbly trust I may hope that the importance of

the project that I feel deeply interested in, viz., Canadian Forestry/, may at once commend
itself to the earnest attention and good judgment of the people of this lieautiful and

prosperous country, and that before many years shall pass we shall see many plantations

of forest trees dotting the fciir surface of our Canadian landscape.

Arkona Nurseries, February IS, 1880.

WHAT SHALL WE PLANT i

Perhaps there is no question that cultivators of the soil more frequently ask them-

selves, and no question more difticult to answer satisfactorily, than what will be most

profitable and pleasurable for us to plant.

The person who has but a short lease of the land he occupies will give quite a

different answer to this question from the person who owns the land himself and hopes

to cultivate it so long as health and strength will permit, and looks forward to the time

when, through the infirmities of age, he shall give up the old homestead to some promising

son who wUl hand down his father's name to posterity. I shall not attempt to answer

the question for the person who is a yearly tenant, but proceed to make a few suggestions

to the owner of the soil.

In the first place, permit me to express my belief that there is a tide in the affairs

of the cultivators of the soil ; and the question of what to plant must be answered by
Canadians of to-day quite different to forty years ago.

Yes, forty j-ears ago, I ween, through .July's burning sun,

Our shining rivers filled their banks for raftsmen's speedy run,

And sloping hillsides, clothed with trees, invited August showers
;

Thus dale and hill, and plain and rill, were crowned with fragrant flowers.

Looking, then, at our position to-day as cultivators of Ontario soil, and comparing our

position with other portions of the earth, I would say plant apple trees for profit, and
still continue to plant until at least one-eighth of this jiortion of Ontario shall lie covered

with apple-trees.

This conclusion has been arrived at from the following considerations :

1. No portion of the earth can grow better apples than we can, and but a very small

portion of the earth can grow apples to compare with ours.

2. Because a considerable portion of Ontario soil has, in the past, been devoted to

the growth of wheat, and that this soil is now quite inferior for the growth of wheat to

what it was when first brought under cultivation.

Then, looking at the prospects of the immense crops of wheat that will in the im-

mediate future lie grown in the North-West, and to the fact that a great portion of the

North-West cannot grow apples, coupling these facts, with our promised railway facilities

for shipping to our North-Western neighbours, has led to the above conclusions.

But let no one think of confining himself solely to planting apple trees, lest by so

doing our orchards should be deprived of the summer showers. By all means let us plant

our steep, sloping banks, and every piece of poor waste land, with some valuable and
rapid-grooving trees suitable for the soil and climate, not forgetting to plant a good row
of evergreens of some kind around our orchards (Norway spruce would be my choice).

On some of our hill-sides and valleys the black walnut and hickory can be grown,
and it would add much to the value and appearance of the farm if a few of these trees

were dotted over it in different parts.
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Thus far the question has been answered from a dollar-and-cent stand-point, but the

question is equally interesting when planting for ornamentation and for the real pleasure

to be afforded. Let me say a few words about planting for ornament. In pa.ssing

through the outskirts of our cities, towns and villages, we often see large, and, in some
respects elegant, mansions, that have cost the owners many thousands of dollars, but

upon the grounds there is scarcely a tree of any kind to break the ostentatious glare from

the road, or to protect it from the winter storm. Near by stands a small and unpretending

cottage, with its quarter or half acre of land. In the front of the house stand three or

four Norway spruce, or, if the cottage be very small and low, a couple of Austrian pine

trees instead ; a little dwarf mountain pine stands opposite the front \rindow ; a beautiful

Clematis Jackmani climlis up a slight wire trellis on one side of the door, loaded for several

weeks in the summer with beautiful purple flowers. On the other side of the door stands

a luxurious Pipe vine, its dark green twining stem bidding defiance to twenty degrees

below zero in the winter, and all summer clothed with dense foliage, each leaf measuring
nearly a foot in diameter, and in July loaded with an abundance of perfect meerschaum
pipes, sufficient in number to satisfy the most inveterate of smokers, and each pipe large

enough (in the writer's opinion ) to hold all the tobacco that any dozen persons should con-

sume during the year. But few persons, one would suppose, could pass such a home without

thinking of the words of Tom Moore :

" And I said, if there's peiice to be found in the world,
The heart that is humble might hope for it there."

^

But let us go back for a few minutes to our expensive, naked mansion, that looks as

though it had strayed from some stiff city block into the country, and got lost. But here

it is, and in order to make the best of it let us put in a few clumps of Norway spruce,

the imniber of tlic clumps, and the number of trees iu a clump, depending upon the size

of the grounds ; a row of evergreen and deciduous trees along the front, consisting of

mountain ash, horse chestnut, weeping birch, black spruce, white spruce, Austrian pine,

etc., and a few hardy shrubs between the trees. The change for the better that will be

effected by this simple, and at the same time the cheapest of all ornamentation, must be

aparent in a few years to every person of taste.

The pleasure afforded by watching the progress of healthy gro\ring trees, planted by

our own hands aided by some loved ones, is very great, and it is questionable if any

person with a particle of music or poetry in his soul can stand alone for only a few

minutes beneath the branches of some lovely evergi'een that he, with the aid of some dear

departed one, had planted some thirty years ago, and listen to the strains of ^^Solian music

in its branches, without being the better for it. And where, I would ask, is the son,

worthy the name of a son, who would not under such circumstances exclaim :

" Woodman, spare that tree !

By my dear father's hand
'Twa,^ planted in that spot

;

Then, woodman, let it stanil,

Thy axe shall harm it not."

And, as there is a desire im])lanted in the breast of most of us to be remembered after

we are gone for some good that we have done, I do not know of anything so easy and so

well calculated to accomplish this object as the planting of trees, and thus, as Longfellow

says,

. . . " m.ake our lives sublime,
And departing leave behind us,

Footprints on the sands of time."

Charles Ahnold.

Paris, February 17, 1880.
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RASPBERRIES.

Btj A. M. Smith.

Mr. President and Gentlemen :

It has been said that every man has some hobby to ride, and I believe it is just as

true of fruit growers as of any other class of men. Take a Grimsby man, for instance, and

his hobbv would be peaches and peach growing ; an Owen Sound man's would be plums ;

while an Oakville or Jordan man would ride strawberries, and some from other sections

would prefer pears or apples, and a great many of our Yankee friends are just now astride

of grapes. But my particular hobby is raspberries, and with your permission I will trot

out my steed and endeavour to show some of liis good points. My favourite colour for

raspberries (as well as horses) is red or bay, though I do not dislike a good black, and I

might endure a chestnut (say a cross between the two, like Saunders' Hybrids) ; but a

cream (like Arnold's Diadem) is too tricky for me, and whites are too tender to stand

the climate—but an explanation of this hereafter. I believe that the cultivation of this

fruit, in this country at least, is but in its infancy, and that we are destined to see as

gi'eat an advance in varieties, and in its cultivation, in the next ten years as we have in

strawberries during the last. The main reason why so little attention has been paid to

its cultivation heretofore in Canada is because of its abundance in its wild state. From
the earliest settlement of the country to the present, and from the shores of Ontario to

the remotest settlements of our Province, it has sprung up as it were spontaneously

around the clearings and fences, and has been emphatically the fruit of the pioneer

settlers ; and even now the majority of our farmers, and many dwellers in our large towns

and cities know little or nothing about it except in its wild state. Such people know as

much about raspberries as a man does about Spitzenberg apples who has never seen or

tasted anything but crab apples. I do not say the wild raspberry is not quite palatable

when cleanly picked and fresh from the bushes. But the wild raspberries of our markets,

picked by Indians and others, and brought in in pails—Well ! they may do for syrups or rasp-

berry vinegar, if one can do as the boys do when they drink new cider—forget all about

the worms, decayed fruit, dirt, etc.—but compared with the Clark or Herstine, or even

the Philadelphia, they would be like our wild plums beside the Bradshaw, Victoria, or

Washington. I know not why it is so, but the majority of our farmers seem to have an

antipathy to the culture of small fruits. They think it does not pay ; they do not like to

be bothered with them, and if they tolerate them at all they are generally left to the care

of the boys or " women folks.'" But when they are on the table, covered with cream and

sugar, or surrounded with the delicious pastry—which their wives know so well how to

prepare—mind you, they are no way backward in disposing of their share of them. 1

have known them even to assist iu gathering wild berries, travelling miles to get them.

I have a vivid recollection of spending a day with my employer in the bush, the last

season I worked on a farm, gathering black raspberries. It was so rainy we couldn't

work out doors so we went berrying. I thought then, as I ever 'have since, that if there

was as much time and trouble spent in cultivating a few choice varieties in the garden

as there is in tramping through brush and wet after wUd ones, farmers' tables would be

better and easier supplied with these luxuries than they are now. As I remarked at first,

my favourites among the raspberries are the red. My experience in the cultivation of

them extends over a period of about twenty years—for the last ten years I have cultivat-

ed for market, ajid during that time I have tried quite a number of varieties, but have

found very few that were profitalile. Some are too tender to stand the winter ; some too

soft for shipping, others poor bearers, etc. Still a great many that are not profitable for

market, on account of the labour it would require to lay them down for winter protection

and tie them up again in summer, or on account of their propensity to sucker, or their

being too soft to ship, would be very desirable for amateur cultivation, and would well repay

a little extra labour. Among these I might mention the Franconia, Brinkle's Orange,

Belle de FontAiay and some others. As a berry for general culture, the Philadelphia

would, in my estimation, rank among raspberries where the Wilson's Albany does among
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strawberries. It would be the berry for the million on account of its hardiness and great

productiveness. Still it does not sell as readilj- or command as good a price in market as

many others, on account of its dull, mouldy colour which gives it the appearance of having

been picked a long time, and its quality is not up to some others. Size and colour are two

great requisites in marketing any kind of fruit, and in most markets rank higiier than

flavour, but when all of these are wanting, it takes great productiveness to make a variety

profitable, which quality, fortunately, the Philadelphia has. I think it will bear a third

more than any variety I ever tested. The Highland Hardy is another hardy variety—

a

good berry, very productive, with a good colour, but unfortunately small, but with good

cultivation pays well on account of its earliness. The Clark is one of my favourite berries,

combining as many good qualities as any variety I am acquainted with. It is hardy,

productive, large, bright coloured, and tine flavoured. Its only serious defect is it is too soft

to ship far, but it is an excellent variety for a home market. The Herstine fully equals

it in many respects, and, I think, exceeds it in productiveness, but the plants are not

quite so hardy. If I was asked to recommend a variety for shipping a long distance I

should say B^andy^vine, but it is small, and suckers so profusely, that I would not recommend
it for anything else. For hardiness I should recommend the Turner, it is a medium sized

berry, of fair quality, but it also suckers badly and requires a vigorous use of the hoe to

make it liear well. The Xaomi is another hardy variety, of good size and quality, some-

what resembling the Franconia, but with me many of the berries are imperfect, and are

inclined to crumble to pieces when picked. In regard to new varieties, I am disappointed

with many of them, and with a few well pleased. The Pride of the Hudson, which was

introduced with such a flourish of trumpets on the other side, has not done well with nje.

I was also unfortunate with the Delaware. The Amazon is a second edition of tlie old

Belle de Fontenay, and if any one wants berries in the fall, and has plenty of time to

keep down the suckers, this is a good variety for them. It is quite hardy, of good size,

and, with constant pruning, will produce a good crop early in the season also. With our

home productions I am not quite satisfied. I had long been looking for, and hoping to

find, a light coloured raspberry, of the chai-acter and quality of Brinkle's Orange,

that was hardy enough to stand our climate, and when I first saw Arnold's Diadem in

bearing, I exclaimed, " Eureka ! T have found it :" I had seen the plants exposed, the

previous winter, on the western slope of a hill, and knew they must be hardy, and here

they were now, loaded down with delicious, cream-coloured fruit as luscious as Brinkle's

Orange. I thought they were just the thing we wanted, and when I got a plant from

the Fruit Growers' Association I prized it highly, and I took great pains in selecting and

preparing a place for it, far enough from every other variety', so that I could be sure to keep

it pure. Well, I planted it, and awaited results. The first season it did not make as

much growth as I expected it would, still it threw up two or three pretty fair canes, from

which I expected to get some fruit the next season. But I was disappointed—there were

only a few straggling berries, and the most of them imperfect ; but it made quite a num-
ber of good strong canes, and I consoled myself with the hope that it would do better

next time. Well, the next season came, and there was some fruit set, and I watched it

with a great deal of interest till it matured, when, to my utter amazement and disgust, it

was about one-third red berries, the halance nothing like what I .saw on Mr. Arnold's

grounds. Do you wonder I call it tricky ? I suppose it is some freak of nature, but I

should like to have !Mr. Arnold, or some one else, kindly inform me how to account for

it. But I have not wholly given up my hopes of this variety yet ; last spring I procured

some more plants of 'Mr. Arnold, and am determined to test it thoroughly. And, by the

way, the first time I saw the Diadem on the grounds of Mr. Arnold, I saw several

varieties of red hybrids of his, which I thought were very promising ; I hope Mr.

Ai-nold will inform us if they continue so. In the fall of 1877 ^Ir. Wm. Saunders, of

London, kindly sent me two plants of his hybrids—a cross between the red and black

—

which have been noticed in our Annual Report, and which the Society intend to send out

to members next spring. I fruited them last season and was much pleased with them,

although I do not think they will ever become a popular market fruit—their colour is

against them ; but for family use, particularly for canning and cooking, the'y are very fine,

and they .ire enormously productive and very hardy. Mr. Bucke, of Ottawa, exhibited
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canes at our last simimer meeting, which had stood the severe -sviiiters of that section,

and were loaded with fi-uit to the very tips ; and this is what we want—sometliing that

will stand the winter without covering. I have a pet of my own, which, though not a

hybrid, I think is a cross between tlie Clark and Philadelphia (it was noticed in No. 8 of

of the Canadian Sorticiilturist for 1S78). It has the shape and habit of the Clark, the

colour of the Philadelphia, and the flavour is about a mixture of the two, but it is larger

and later than either, and fully as productive as the Clark. I have sent out plants to

different parts of the country to have it tested, and if it proves superior in any respect to

other good varieties I shall offer it for sale, if not, I shall throw it away. I do not be-

lieve in multiplying varieties unless you can make some improvement thereby.

In regard to black raspberries, I grow mainly for market the Davison's Thornless

and the ^Mammoth Cluster—the former for its earliness, and because it does not scratch and

tear your clothes, and the latter for its productiveness and lateness, which prolongs the

season. The Doolittle and Seneca are also both good varieties. The " white caps," as

they are called, such as the Golden Thornless and some others, are not worth gi'ovving.

I might remark, in regard to soil and cultivation, that almost any land that will

raise corn will gi-ow raspberries, providing the water does not stand around them in

^vinter, though a sandy loam is considered the best for the finer varieties. The best crop

I ever raised was on a clay loam, rather inclined to be heavy ; and I should plant those

varieties that were inclined to sucker badly on a heavy soil, if I had it. I generally

plant in rows, six feet apart, put the plants three feet apart in the row, and only allow

four or live plants to each hill, keeping the other suckers hoed down. I pinch back the grow-

ing slioots when from two to three feet high, which makes them branch out and grow

stocky, and saves the trouble of staking. I cultivate as early as possible in the spring,

and get all the growth I can in the early part of the season, and cultivate as little as

possible in the later part, and the wood will ripen up and stand the winter better than when
a late growth is kept up by cultivation. I usually remove all the old wood as soon as

the fruit is gathered.

It is unfortunate that some of our finest varieties, not only of raspbemes, but other

fruits (as well as other things), do not succeed in the northern portions of our Province

without a great deal of trouble in the way of protection. But I see no reason why good

varieties of raspben-ies cannot be produced that ^vill thrive wherever the wild ones will,

as well, at least, as the Fameuse, St. Lawi-ence, Pomme Grise, and other tine varieties of

apples do.

It seems to me that here is a field, not only for our hybridists, but for the enterpris-

ing sons of our fruit growers and farmers. All of our fijie fruits originated from seeds,

and the i-aspberry is very easily grown. Then ^^hy not, by a judicious selection of seeds

from good varieties grown near each other, or by a careful hybridizing, produce something

as good, and hardy, and lasting among raspberries as there is among other fruits 1 And
if we would enjoy this fruit at all, we have got to work for it and attend to its cultiva-

tion, for as the country gets cleared up the wild berries disappear. Besides, it pays, not

only as market fruit, but it will pay any man who has a family,, and an acre of ground,

to grow it for his family ; for he cannot find, in its .season, a more delicious or healthful

fruit than the raspberry.

ON SOME DECIDUOUS TREES AND SHRUBS DESIRABLE FOR MORE
EXTENDED CULTIVATION.

£1/ Win. Saunders, London. '

There are quite a number of handsome and valuable deciduous trees and shrubs

which endure our climate well, and which, if more generally known, would be added to

the choice selections of many an amateur. The wT-iter's intention, in the present contri-

bution, is to refer to a few of these -iHth the object of bringing them into more general

notice. The statements as to hardiness are in some instances based on observations ex-
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tending over many years, in others on the experience of the last three or four winters,

with examples grown in the immediate neighbourhood of London.

The Flowering Dogwood, Cornus Jlorida.—This is without doubt the handsomest

species of tlie genus to which it belongs, and, while the other members of the family are

shrubs, this aspires to the dimensions of a tree. When full grown it is a prett)' little

tree, from 16 to 25 feet in height, with large, ovate, pointed leaves, of a light green

colour in spring, changing to a dark red in the autumn. The flowers, or to speak more
correctly the involucres, wliich are perhaps the most attractive feature in this instance,

expand eai-ly in Hay, before the tree is in full leaf ; the\- are white, measure from two to

three inches across, and sometimes cover the whole tree giving it a very gay appearance.

The true flowers are gi-ouped in little clusters in the centre, the sun-ounding involucruni

producing all the efi"ects of a large white blossom. Later in the season bi-illiant red berries

appear, making it almost as showy in fruit as in flower. This desirable tree is a

native of America, is found from Carolina to Canada, and abounds in all sections

of the middle States. Along the Hudson Elver it is one of the gayest native

ornaments in the flowering season. I had never met with it native in our woods
until last year, when I was surprised to find in May a nearly full grown tree,

covered with fli)wers, in the midst of a wood v\'ithin three miles of London. I am not

aware that it has been recorded before as nati\c to this section. Young trees, from

nurseries in the United States, have l)een growing on my grounds for three or four years,

and liave proved quite hardy. This species was introduced into Europe in 1731, and is

much cultivated and highly prized in many localities there. Its profusion of white

flowers in spring, and brilliant red berries and dark red foliage in autumn, show out well

against a background of evergreens.

The Tulip tree, or whitewood, Lirioclendron tulipi/era.—In a paper read befoi-e this

Association a year ago, I called your attention to the value of this tree for ornamental

purposes. Its importance is such that I feel justified in bringing it again to your notice

in this connection. This tree is a native of North America, belongs to the same natural order

as the magnolias, and is fairly entitled to rank among our stateliest trees. In the eastern,

and some of the western. States it frequently attains a height of from 70 to 100 feet or more.

Whoever has once seen a well formed tulip tree, with its clean trunk, straight as a column,

surmounted by a fine ample head of rich green foliage, will scarcely soon forget it.

The leaves are large, rich, and glossy, often measure from four to eight inches across,

appearing as if cut oU" squarely at the extremities, slightly notched, and di\-ided into lobes.

The flowers, which are borne singly on the terminal twigs, rcsomlile a large tulip in form,

which has given the tree its common name. They are composed of six tliick yellow petals,

about two inches long, mottled inside with red and green, and have a slight agreeable

perfume. As an ornament for the lawn or park the tulip tree is well adapted, its liand-

some stately contour contrasting finely with the spreading forms of most other deciduous

trees ; it also has a great advantage in that its leaves are bitter, and hence are seldom

eaten by insects. It has been cultivated in Europe for more than two hundred years

past, and is highly esteemed. In this .species the roots are thick and fleshy, and on this ac-

count the tree does not bear transplanting well, unless the roots have been specially

prepared by trimming the previous season, or it be moved wliile young. It is easily raised

from send, which should be sown in the autumn. Occasionally a full grown specimen may
be met with in open woods in some of the western portions of Ontario, but it is lij' no

means common. So hardy and beautiful a tree deserves to be nuuh more generally dis-

seminated for planting. Young trees of three or four feet in height sliould be selected, as

they suff(<r much less fi-om removal than larger trees, and grow rapidly when once established.

Tlie Cucumber Magnolia, Magnolia acuminata.—The cucumber magnolia, so called

from the appearance of the green fruit, wliich resembles a small cucumber, is a near rela-

tive of the tulip tree, but, although liardy -xrith us, does not occur native so far

north, its northern limit being the southern shore of Lake Erie. It is common along the

range of the Alleghanies, where, in favourable situations, it sometimes attains a height of

70 or SO feet. It is a very stately tree, upriglit and regular in form, and almost entirely

free from insects The leaves are large, from six to seven inches long and from three to

four inches wide ; oblong, pointed, and of a bluish-green colour on the upper side. The
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flowers, which resemble those of the tulip tree, are from four to six inches in diameter,

of a pale, greenish yellow colour, and slightly fragrant. The fruit is about three inches

long, changing from green to rose coloured when fully ripe. This handsome tree is also

furnished with tliick fleshy roots, which makes it difficult to transplant. These roots

should be trimmed in by cutting with a sharp spade all around the tree during the

summer previous to transplanting, and, while out of the ground, the roots—which are of

a spongy texture—must not be exposed to sunshine, nor to cold, drying winds, either of

which vdW greatly injure them. Fine young specimens of this tree may be seen on the

grounds of our fellow members, Mr. Jarvis, of Stratford, and Mr. Chas. Arnold, of Paris.

The American deciduous C3'press, Taxodium dislichum.—This u.seful and beautiful

tree is found native in swamps in Delaware and southern Illinois and southward. The
cypress swamps of the southern States, and especially of Florida, are of enormous extent,

and there the tree attains its utmost development, attaining a height of from 80 to 1'20

feet. In the south, on account of its great abundance, its beauty is often disregarded,

but in the middle States, where it is only met with in cultivation, as an ornamental tree,

its charming character is fully appreciated. South of latitude 43 this tree will attain a

good size, and north of that it will succeed in many localities. The foliage of the

cypress is of peculiar lightness and elegance, differing from all other trees, with a cheer-

ful, bright green tint. The leaves are narrow, linear, arranged in double rows on slender

leafy branchlets, four or five inches long, which are also partially deciduous in autumn.

Late in the season the leaves change to a dull red, soon after which they are shed.

The deciduous cypress thrives best in a moist, rich soil, and is admirably adapted for

grouping with hemlock and firs, its soft, light green foliage beautifully contrasting with

the richer, deeper tints of these evergreens ; it is also a beautiful object standing alone.

The Kentucky Coffee Tree, Gymnocladus Canadensis.—This tree, when in foliage, is

very beautiful, the leaves are large and compound, made up of a great number of bluish

green leaflets, forming a handsome head, wliich is lightened in appearance by the loose,

tufted character of each individual leaf. The tree blossoms early in the summer, produ-

cing loose spikes of white flowers, succeeded by brown pods containing the seeds imbedded
in a pulpy substance. Downing states that it is found native in the western part of the

State of New York and as far north as IMontreal in Canada ; Loudon also speaks of it as

a Canadian tree. I have never met with it native in the west, but in cultivation it

proves very hardy. It is seen in its greatest perfection in the fertile bottom lands of

Kentucky and Tennessee, where it frequently attains the height of sixty feet.

When Kentucky was first settled the hardy pioneers for a time used the seeds of this

tree as a substitute for coffee, from which it has derived its common name ; at present no
such use is made of it. During the -winter this tree has a very singular appearance ; it is

quite destitute of small twigs, and its thick, blunt terminal branches have no perceptible

buds, its whole appearance indicating a dry and dead thing i-ather than a living, thrifty

tree.

The Ginko tree, Salisburia adiantifo/ia.—This singular and beautiful tree, some
times known also as the maiden hair tree, has shown itself to be perfecly hardy in our
climate. It is a native of Japan, was introduced into Europe about the year 17.50, and
into America in 1784. The foliage is singularly attractive and of a fern-like character,

quite unlike any other known tree. The leaves are wedge shaped, or somewhat triangu-

lar, of a pale, yellowish gi-een colour, with parallel veins ; they are thickened at the edges

and cut or notched on the margin, and very closely resemble those of our common maiden
hair fern, adiantum pedatum, but are much larger in size. In the autumn they assume
a yellow tint. The fruit is about an inch in length, enclosing a nut, which, when roasted

or boiled, is used as an article of food by the Chinese and Japanese. This tree has i

fruited in the south of France, but I have been unable to find any record of its having
fruited in America. It generally forms a neat, regular, open, conical head, grows in

time to a large size, and harmonizes well with buildings, near which it should be located,

as its peculiar foliage must be closely examined to be fully appreciated.

The Judas tree, Cercis Canadensis.—This is a small but very pretty little tree, or I

perhaps may be more correctly designated a large shrub, growing from ten to fifteen and '
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sometimes twenty feet high, valuable for ornamental purposes on account of its pretty

pink blossoms in early spring, and also for its very neat foliage throughout the season.

It is a native of the nortlRin portions of America, being found from New York to

Illinois and southward, and is particularly abundant in sheltered valleys along the Hudson
and Ohio rivers. Before the leaves have expanded in spruig there is produced from the bare

limbs little clusters of pink, pea-shaped flowers, often spread over the branches in great pro-

fusion, giving the tree a very attractive appearance. Subsequently its beautifully regular,

heart-shaped leaves appear, of a pleasing bluish green tint above and light sea green be-

low. It is well worthy of a place in every garden.

The White Fringe, Chionnntltus viryinicws.—This is a large deciduous shrub, which

delights in boggy woods, and is found nati\e in such situations from Pennsylvania to

North Carolina. It is a fine object for the lawn, where its large, glossy leaves, and
drooping clusters of pure white flower.s show to advantage. The flowers appear from
May to June, are white, with narrow, fringe-like petals in graceful, ch'ooping racemesj

the leaves are large, oval, lanceolate, witli a glossy, smooth surface.

The variegated Hibiscus, Hijbiscas syriacus var.ftore pleno Jol. variegatus.—This

without doubt one of the finest variegated shrubs in cultivation, its foliage, beautiful

marked with light yellow, retains its charming character throughout the season. It

proved quite hardy with me, is of good habit of growth, making a neat, compact bus
which will prove an attractive ornament anywhere, in garden or lawn. The flowers

double, of a dull purple colour, and are produced in great abundance but are not partiD

ularly handsome.

The large panicle-flowered Hydrangea, Hydrangea panicidata yrandiftora.—Of
the later introductions from Japan this valuable, hardy, flowering shrub is, perhaps, oad

of the best. When full grown it attains a height of from eight to ten feet, and during

the summer there are produced, from the top of each branch, large, dense, pyramidal cluster

of white flowers, from six inches to a foot in length. These remain in full bloom fo

several weeks, gradually fading to a dull flesh colour. During the whole flowering seasoij

it is a very striking object.

Did time permit I should like to refer to Weir's cut-leaved maple, a variety of Actk

dasi/carpum, which is an object of great beauty. The Norway maple, Acer platanoid

and Acer pseudoplatanus, the European sycamore maple, are both quite hardy in oui**

locality. The cut-leaved weeping birch, Jietulaalhu rar. pendida laciniata, is a thing of

gi'eat beauty, but little known. Catalpa st/rim/ifolia succeeds very well with us ; its

beautiful clusters of pale, lilueish flowers are very ornamental in early summer, while ita

large, soft foliage renders it an attractive object at all times. The dwarf weeping cherry,

Cerasiis pumUa pendida, makes a lovely little round-headed tree, esteemed as a gem by

every fortunate possessor. The Kolreutrea panicidata with its large panicles of showy
yellow flowers in July ; the sweet gum tree. Liquid-amber styracifiua, with its curious

rough bark and pretty, bright red foliage in autumn. The oak-leaved mountain ash,

iSorbvs acuparia var. querci/olia, and the Rosemary -willow are all desirable deciduous,

hardy trees, and deserve to be referred to at length.

In shrubs the field is almost, if not quite, as large. The ForsytJiias, with their

bright, golden, bell-shaped flowers, are tolcralily hardy, and usually bloom with me.

Vibirnnim plicaiiim is a lovely thing, so also is Azaha amana, which, although usually

cultivated in green-houses, will, I believe, prove quite hardy in gardens in most parts of

Ontario. Among many desirable things, the number of which is almost perplexing, I

would mention the Carolina allspice, Calicanlhusjloridus: AraHa japonica a.nA Spinosa;

the variegated cornus, Cornus mascula variegata ; the Missouri silver tree, Elcngmta

argeiitea ; the Japan corchorus, Kerria Japonica; the dwarf white horse-chestnut, I'avia

macrostachya ; the douljle-flowering plum, Prutnis triloba ; the cut-leaved sumach, Jihus

glabra var. laciniata, and some of the newer Spireas. nb'-;"'
^ *

I ha^•e thus but touched here and there on this important subject, but have, I trust,

said enough to show that a most inviting field is open for all to experiment in.
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THE HARDY CATALPA—BIGNONIOIDES—VAR. SPECIOSA.

By Dr. Joltii A. Warder.

This remarkably beautiful flowering tree has recently occupied so important a place

in the lists of our sylva, since Mr. E. E. Barney, of Dayton, Ohio, has presented its claims

to the people of the United States, that everything connected with it is possessed of in-

terest. Hence no apology is offered for the following observatioUs respecting its behaviour

in Illinois, Iowa, and Nebraska.

'''"^It may be premised that this variety was iirst noticed at Dayton, Ohio, on account of

its beautiful flowers and the upright habit of the tree, and described with its variety name
in 18.53. The origin of the tree was then and still continues to be unkno\^^l, but since it

has been found elsewhere it is considered an original or native form.

Li company with a dear friend and a true lover of trees, a little pilgrimage was made
in September to certain spots where the catalpa is cultivated. The first point, our Mecca,

indeed, was the home and grounds of that very interesting patriarch among western tree

planters, and their biographer, Arthur Bryant. Here were catalpas grown from seed he

had gathered at New Madrid, in 1839. One of these stands on a lawn near the house,

rearing its s3-mmetrical head fifty feet or more, and supported by a noble stem that is three

feet in diameter, stump-high. This is a veritable speciosa, and has proved perfectly hardy,

though the trees of the common variety have again and again been cut off by severe win-

ters in different parts of the vicinity of Princeton, 111.

The next point of interest was i-eached by retracing our steps to the Illinois Central,

down which we proceeded to the south line of La Salle county. From station New Rut-

land, we drove six miles westwardly to the residence of John Litchfield, an old settler from
southern Indiana, where we found a small grove of trees grown from seed sown twenty-tw'o

years ago. Though crowded, neglected, closely tramped by hogs and other stock in a

feeding yard, some of these trees had made a good gi'owth and seemed perfectly hardy. The
wonder was that they had survived so much hard usage, but there they stand, and furnish

seed from which other plantations have been produced. These are manifestly trees of the

varietv speciosa, as are all their progeny seen in the neighbourhood. The original seeds

were sent at Mr. Litchfield's request from the trees growing at his old home in Yander-

berg Co., Ind., presumably natives there. So here is another group distinct from those of

Da3-ton origin, while that is the source of all the trees distributed by the brothers J. and
E. Y. Teas, Indiana nurserymen, who were among the first to cultivate and distribute

them from that focus. Mr. Litchfield has a grove at some distance from his house, occupy-

ing one and a half acres on a clayey I'ise in the midst of a forty-acre jJi'airie pasture lot.

The trees stand 6x8 feet apart, are fourteen years old, tall and straight, about forty feet

high, and perfectly healthy, shewing no injury from frost. The cattle have spent much of

tlieir time rubbing and tramping among these trees, and the seats of a camp meeting shew
that the place has been occupied by human tenants at times for the shelter aflTorded by the

leafy canopy, but nothing seems to have damaged the plants. Lideed this is a pattern

grove, altogether the most perfect of any of the many ptlantatiojis examined on this ex-

tended tour of forest visitation. Smaller groves were seen in the neighbourhood, and we
were told of others near by, all grown from seeds produced by Mr. Litchfield's original

trees.

Our good friend, Suel Foster, of Muscatine, la., disclaims the credit of discovering

the hardiness of the speciosa variety of which he has one specimen, saying that it was due
to the observation of his partner Morris, who told him one spring that there were certainly

two kinds in the nursery, as aU of one sort were dead, while the other had withstood the

rigours of the winter. Many trees were seen in the streets and gardens of Sluscatine, all

seeming to be the speciosa variety, which, under the name of Hardy Catalpa, is said to be

considerably cultivated all through that portion of the State—in latitude 42 and perhaps

further north.

At Omaha, Neb., several trees of catalpa were found. Tliey appeared to be of both

forms, and some of them seemed to have suffered from the winter or other cause. In one

dooryard were two trees, one of wdiich was a speciosa. Without admitting our recognition,
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the owner was questioned in regard to the trees, and though leading questions were
avoided it became immediately apparent that the difference had been observed and was
fully appreciated bj^the proprietor. Afterwards, when visiting the groves of J. T. tiriflSn,

near the city, some of which had been planted among the first west of the ilissouri river,

it was discovered that he had both kinds of catalpa, but that the tender variety had suf-

fered from the cold on the high rolling prairies while the speciosa had escaped injury.

At Nebraska City, and at Brownville, tine trees of speciosa were seen, and the same
variety was reported at Plattsmoiith. The farthest point westward at whicli the catalpa was
observed on this tour, was Lincoln, the capital of Nebraska. The trees in the capitol

.

grounds were two joung to be diagnosed with certainty, but the impression received upon
their inspection was that they were not of the sjieciosa variety.

The great merits of the catalpa, the beauty of the flowers of the s/;edosa kind, the tint

and surface of the timber for joiner work, the wonderful lasting quality of the lumber,

now fully attested, and the rapid growth of the trees, make this species worthy of being

extensively planted by those who would clothe the prairies with trees.— Wesiei-n ^^ebraska

Horticultural Society.

THE MOUNTAIN FORESTS AND WATER SUPPLY OF THE CONTINENT.

By Dr. John A. W,arder.

The mountains were intended to be perpetually clothed with forest growths, at least

to the timber line, at a varying elevation depending upon latitude, where aboreal vegeta-

tion is restricted by the low temperature that approaches the conditions of perpetual

congelation. The traveller, to be of any use to liimself or to others, should keep his eyes

open, and observe every phenomenon as he passes through the country.

Limited observations, when among the Rocky jMoiintains a few years since in i

Colorado, and more recently in a journey on the Medicine-Bow Mountains of Wyoming
Territory, have given the writer still firmer convictions of the truth of the first proposi-

tion, which had already been accepted, as truly set forth by forest writers of Europe, and
read in the open book of nature, as it was unfolded before his eyes in the Alpine regions

of that continent. But these journeys among the Cordilleras of our country, exposed as

they are and have been to the ruthless and wanton destructiveness of ignorant and
thoughtless man, have filled him ^vith serious apprehensions respecting the future water

supply of our western rivers.

The destruction of these mountain forests by fire is indeed a most fearful and
melancholy subject to contemplate. An inspection of portions of the public domain by

one who has studied the subject, and who has either read of or witnessed the di.siistrous

effects of the spoliation of the forests in elevated mountain heights, cannot fail to fill the

mind with the most serious apprehensions.

The efforts of the Secretary of the Interior on liehalf of the forests are highly appre-

ciated by those who have made a study of the influence of the woods upon the country's water

supply. The mountains (up to a certain elevation, close to the limit of perpetual congelation)

were designed for the forests, nor should they ever be stripped of their aboreal covering, for,

BS the Secretary has well .said in his annual report of 1877, if the forests in such regions

be once destroyed, they w'lW never be restored. The rationale of the action of the forests

as receivers, reservoirs, and fountains of waters, is perfectly simple and familiar to all

students of forest science, and may bo understood by any one of common powers of

observation, who may have had his attention directed to the conditions of the earth's sur-

face in a wood that is in a state of nature. Tlie fallen trees and branches, the under-

growth, the mosses and other herbage, among the decaying leaves, the accumulations of

yeai-s—all these, and the leafy canopy above—break the force of the falling rains, which

come quietly to the earth, and are there arrested, and instead of rushing tumultuously

down to lower levels, they are aksorbed as by a sponge, until, although gradually perco-

lating into the soil, they reach internal cavities or porous strata, from which they are
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gradually distilled tlirough perennial springs, that keep up a constant and regular supply

for the streams and rivers.

But to return to Wyoming, to scenes so recently visited—while traversing a broad

plateau of the range, and passing through a glorious forest primeval, the traveller closely

scnitinized the trees. These were chiefly pines, and almost exclusively of our species,

(pinus coHtorta)hvLt among them, in the lower and damper spots, the most lovely firs and

spruces reared their tall shafts, clothed with a mystic drapery of depending boughs,

bearing the silvery green foliage of the Mcnzies, Douglas, and Enyleniann's spruces, and

of the Grandis firs.

While contemplating these noble trees, we suddenly came upon a scene of appalling

desolation. Upon a tract of many square miles in extent, as far as the eye could reach

in every direction, over many thousands of acres, there was not a living tree to be seen.

All, all, were standing bare, stark, and stiff in death ; their tall dead trunks blackened

by tire, except where time had kindly come to their relief and stripped otf the bark,

lea^^ng the bare poles that stood by the way like shivering ghosts, waiting in purgatory

until storms of years should prostrate them to the earth that bore them, when they

would at length gradually crumble into mould to renovate the soil, which had been deprived

of all vegetable humus by the fierce flames of the conflagration.

The forest is destroyed, the noble trees are dead and gone, too often never in our

time to return, to be a kindly covering and a befitting garniture to the sad wastes, and to

clothe these mountain sides with verdure. Continued and continuous desolation is their

sad doom.

Practically speaking, this is and must be so. Whence can come the seed germs for

the futui-e aforesting of such extensive tracts 1 Man, the improvident destructive, will

not do it. The kindly winds can transport the winged seeds but a short distance from

the parent trees. The cunning and provident rodents have a still more limited range

within which to carry the seeds they may gather, and with wise instinct store up for their

hyemal repasts, from which a few might escape to germinate and form nuclei, producing

at length seeds for further distribution in the future.

Ages must be required to restore these forests in the slow course of nature, and,

meanwhile, the degrading agencies of every storm will be carrying away the soil, and
scarring the mountain sides -nath frightful gullies and chasms, occupied at times with

violent torrents, for there is no longer any herbage, no moss nor bush, nor any debris to

cover the surface, and, spongelike, to absorb and retain the precipitated moisture.

Yes, our worth)' Secretary was perfectly right in his assertion that in these bared

mountains the forests would never be restored, when thus rutlilessly destroyed. In cer-

tain situations and over such vast areas, practically speaking, in reference to any period

of time that it is worth our while to calculate upon, any time that we or our progeny for

many generations need take any account of, this is sadly true.

But, it may be asked, cannot these terribly destructive fires be prevented ? Cannot
these calamitous results that must inev-itably follow be avoided 1 Yes ! yes ! they may,
and they must be prevented, and that at once, lest our fair continent become a desert, unfitted

for the many millions it is capable of happily sustaining upon the broad territory of its

beautiful bosom.

This is indeed a great question, and one requiring the exercise of a high order of

statesmanship. It is truly a difficult question, but the interests at stake are enormous,
and are of infinitely greater importance to this nation than deciding who of all the great

army of office-seekers shall be gratified by an appointment to this or that petty office under
the Government ; and yet there are those who were sent to guard the great concerns of

the State who cannot spare time from the scramble after offices to listen, to study, nor
to advocate matters of such great import as this. Oh, that we could be blessed wth
a race of statesmen something better than politicians, and capable of grasping and of

solving such questions as this !

Yes ! the interests at stake are truly enormous ; they involve the welfare of the

country, since they concern the permanence and the very existence of our rivers. If

their consideration be neglected wiU not some future explorer of the vast Sahara, that

may extend eastward from the base of these mountains, find, amid the shifting sands of
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that wide desert, only depressions of the surface to marli the ancient beds of our great

rivers and their tributaries in that American Sahara, as Cliampollioii has observed them
in the wastes of northern Africa, of which lie said: "And so the astonishing truth

dawns upon us that this desert may once have been a region of groves and fountains,

and the abode of liap^jy millions. Is there any crime against Nature which draws down
a more terrible curse than that of stripping mother earth of her sylvan covering ? The
hand of man has produced this desert, and, I verily believe, every other desert upon the

face of this earth. Earth was Eden once, and our misery is the punishment of our sins

against the world of plants. The burning sun of the desert is the angel with the flam-

ing sword, who stands between us and Paradise."*

But how shall tliis great work, the preservation of the mountain forests, be accom-
plished ? How shall we [ireserve these treasure-houses of the snow and rain that they

shall steadily distil the streams which are to fill our rivers ?

It may be effected b\' wise legislation after we have enlightened the public upon the

subject of an advanced forest science, and educated them up to a proper and just appre-

ciation of the importance and of the especial fmictions of the forests on these mountain
heights, as condensers of moisture, as receivers and as reservoirs of tlie water supjilies of

a large portion of the continent.

When so educated, and fully informed upon these important truths, with an enlight-

ened public sentiment, the people Avill become more careful in the use of this dangerous

agent ; they will be more watchful of their camp fires, they \rill compel others to be more
careful, and they •will stamp out the first beginning of a conflagration.

In addition to this enlightened public sentiment, and complementary to it, legislation

will be needed to operate on those who inaj wickedly or ignorantly transgress. Some of

the excellent suggestions of Mr. Schurz were incorporated in the bill of Senator Plumb,
of Kansas, last winter (S. 609). The}' miglit prove valuable as preventive measures,

especially the appointment of forest guai-ds, as proposed in the 3rd section. Section 13

is intended to prevent fires on the public domahi, whether in prairie or timber. Such a

provision has never existed in the case of Government lands, though provided for by some
of the states.

The losses by fires are enormous, and should be prevented.

Some of us know by sad and painful experience how difficult it is for the philan-

thropist, who presents a simple proposition for the public good, however gi-eat its im-

portance, to arrest the attention of the public. We have also learned how almost impos-

sible it is to reach the ear of the law-making powers, and to excite in their minds an

active interest in such questions as are here presented ; in a word, how herculean an
undertaking is presented, wlicn we attempt to educate the people, and those who represent

them in the Halls of Congress, up to a proper and full apprecLation of such a subject as

this of Forestry, whicli so deeply concerns tlie public weal.

More especially unpromising does such an effort appear, when an attempt is made to

impress upon their minds the absolute necessity of keeping these extensive ranges of

mountain heights in a condition best adapted to attract and condense the atmospheric

moisture, to receive the precipitation, to retain it for a time, and then gradually and
quietly to give it off through perennial springs, as limpid fluid, to supply the fertilizing

streams that shall fill the rivers which are so happily and extensively distributed over our

great continent.

You who are engaged in forest studies, you who are engaged in planting trees, will

unite in presenting our thanks to Secretary Schurz for the noble stand he has taken in

defence of the forests on the public domain, and for the part he has taken to call

jjublic attention to the vast and wide-spreading influence exerted by tliem on the present

and future welfare of the country. Long may he be permitted to prosecute these noble

efiorts in behalf of the protection, preservation, and extension of our woodland heritage !

Mr. President, the al:)Ove paper is but a repetition of an open letter addressed to the

Secretary of the Interior, which may never have fallen under the notice of any of your

• Quoted by Dr. Oswald, and from him bj- Eli Iv. Price, in "Sylviculture," an essay read before tht
Americ^iii Philosophical Society, Philadelpliiii, 1877.
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rupmbers. No apology will be offered, however, for presenting it to men like yourselves,

even thus at sscoud-haud, because you are known to.be interested, as western tree-planters

ever are and should be, in everything tliat relates to this great question of trees. Situated

as you are, on the great open plains, this is to you especially a vital question, and this

aspect of the inhnite value to you of the mountain forests cannot be devoid of interest,

even in the imperfect manner of its presentation by such a tyro in forest science as your
friend \V.— Western jyebraska Hurtiadtural Society.

POPLARS, ABELES OR ASPENS, AND COTTONWOODS.

By Dr. John A. Warder, of Ohio, President of the American Forestry Association.

In the Gardener's Month/y for November, 1877, are some strictures upon the name
Popiihis angidata, used by my friend. Dr. Furnas, of Danville, Indiana, as applied to the
Carolina Poplar. His stock was received from Mr. Parry, New Jersey, and through him
it came under my notice in some cuttings received last spring, which have made a growth
of three to four feet. For the suggestion of the name anyulaia, as applied to these plants,

I must assume the responsibility, and it may be an error. The conclusion may have been
reached too hastily. It was given on the authority of Michaux' Sylva Americana.

Having been induced to look up the authorities within reach, the following analysis

of the genus, the result of this investigation, is presented for the benefit of the members.

COTTONWOODS.

1st. Popuh^s anyulata—Michaux' Carolina Poplar. Michaux says this species,

which he met under the name of Carolinian Poplar, was found southward, in Virginia,

and on the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers growing with the cottonwood Canadensis.
He describes it as tall-gi-owing and upright, which is the character of the Carolina. The
buds are short, dark green, and destitute of the resin found on those of the cottonwood
and other poplars. This is believed to be the tree so prevalent in parts of Belgium, where
it is planted along the canals, for which purpose it is especially adapted by its upright
habit.

2nd. Popuius Canadensis, of Michaux. The cottonwood^is considered by Dr. Gray*
to be the monilifera of Alton, and the hevigata of Willdenow. Wood's No. 5 inouUiJera
of Alton, seems to be different, with habitat "on the Hudson near Troy, N. Y., apparently
native." " Fide Beck."t

Michaux found this species as far northward as forty-three degrees. It is abundant
in the Black Swamp, in North-western Ohio, and line trees may be seen on the banks of

the river below Detroit, Mich. Michaux describes the tree as larger than the augidata,
and the bark as thicker and more deeply furrowed, having a wider head and with the
boughs more thickly branched. This character of the outer bark has attracted the atten-

tion of the fishermen on the lakes, who utilize it as a substitute for the more costly bark
Qiiercus suber, or cork. Sections of this substance, often three inches thick, are turned
into oval form and perforated, so as to be used as floats to their gill-nets.

Michaux reports this species rare on the Atlantic slope, but very common on the
Mississippi above the Arkansas. At the mouth of the last named river it grows abun-
dantly around the town of Napoleon. It is the chief source of the steamboat fuel on our
southern streams.

3rd. The Virginian or Swiss Poplar, /'. monilifera of Michaux, supposed by Qray to
be P. monilifera of Alton, does not appear to have been found in this countrv by the
Michaux, father or son, but they .say it is extensively cultivated in Europe, especially in

Switzerland. In France the males only are found. The young shoots are angular. Com-
paring it with cottonwood, Mr. Fancourt, director of forests and water-courses, says

* Manual of Botany, Asa Gray, 2nil Edition, ISSli, His. No. 4, page 419.

t Class Book, Alphonso Wood, 41st Edition, ls.')5, piige 507.
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the leaves are smaller and less distinctly heart-shaped ; the young shoots and twigs are

smaller and less angular, becoming cylindrical in the third year, and the limbs are less

divergent tlian the cotton wood. It also grows faster, and succeeds in drier soils, hence its

popularity in France.* The wood is said to be softer than cottonwood, or /-". CutKuleiisis,

of Michaux. ]^r. Torrey found it in Western New York, on Lake Oneida and Genesee

River, t

4th. The Cotton Tree, Popidus argentea, Michaux, and according to Gray, P. hetero-

phyUa, L., is found in the Middle, Western, and Southern States: and Michaux, especially,

refers to a large swamp in southern Illinois, and to Fort Massac, on the Ohio Kiver, as

habitats.

The tree is large, with thick bark, the shoots are round, the young leaves very downy,
be)oniing large, and having tiic lobes at the base overlajipiug each other.

The wood is described as inferior, becoming yellowish at the heart.

All of these would probably receive the name of cottonwood among our western

wood-choppers ; and, indeed, they bear very near resemblance, and have close analogies.

The iine botanical descriptions have been purposely omitted in this resume.

PoPL.\RS.

Populiis halsami/era—Tacamahaca, or Balsam Poplar, is a ^'ery distinct species.

This is particularly northern, extending to Stone Lake, latitude .sixty-three. J Leaves on
round petioles, dark green above, rusty brown beneath ; tree of medium to large size,

with open, straggling branches. Though un.seendy, it is often found in cultivation.

Populun candicaus, of Alton, Balm of Gilead, is a variety called also Heart-leaved

Balsam Poplar. This form is chiefly seen in cultivation, though it has little to recom-*

mend it.

Popuhis angustifolia, of James, is described by S. B. Watson, of ( 'larence King's

survey of the fortieth parallel, as a common tree in the Rocky ^Mountains. It is now
grouped with C'litdicans and baUnmifera, of which it is a very distinct western form,

having also quite a diversity in its foliage, some leaves being ovate, while in other trees

they ai-e nearly linear, ai>d with a drooping spray. The resemblance to willows is very

striking, as seen on the Platte River, Colorado, near Denver.

8th. Popuhis trirlwcarpa, Torn^y, is western, found in Tnickee Valley.

9th. Popidus JVig'-a, L., European, was not recognizetl by the JNIichaux in this

country, but trees found near AU)any, N. Y., on the Hud.son, and in New York City,

were described by them as P. H udsonica, and by Pursh as the (tetidi/hlia. There is little

doubt about its having been intrqduced from Europe, where it grows to a large size, and
with P. alba is much used along tlie Danube in reclaiming low overflowed lands, whose

thickets arrest the drift of floods and furnish abundant material for the fascines used in

the wing dams and levees, erected for improving navigation.

10th. The Lombardy Poplar, Popidus di/alnta, of Alton, is no longer looked upon

as a species, but merely a variety or sport from the nigra. This is extensively grown as

an alley tree along the highways of southern Europe, where it is a great favourite, de-

spite its extremely formal habit. It was early introduced and extensively planted in this

country also, particularly in the streets of towns and cities. In the Eastern States very

large trees may yet lie seen in good condition. In the Western States, especially in north-

ern Ilhnois and Wisconsin, it has Iteen largely planted to fence-rows as wind-breaks, and

the effect in a prairie country is very pli-asant ; but in our western soils the tree does

not prove to be long-lived. The plants found in this country appear to be oidy males.

How is it in Europe 1 §

• N. Amer. Sylva. vi>l. ii., page 120.

t New York Natural History, Untany, vnl. i!. page 21-').

J Dr. Torrey, Niitiiral Hiitory, N. Y., Hntaiiy, vol. ii. page SUi.

§This ({ue.^tion i-t alre;i ly aii^wcrel l)y my friend and jury colleaijue at Vienna, (»av. (liovanni Carlo

Siemoni, who says this iioplar is Imt a form of the P. ni(irn, and that all tho plants are males. He »dd»

that it ha' h>ng lieen extensively plante<l in Londiardy. particularly alon^: the Kiver Po. In evidence of itt

antiquity, he cjuotes Ovid's reference to it.

—

Mununlr d'Artr Forcitalf, Firenze, 1872, jiage 137.
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Watson, in his " Annals of Philadelphia," says this tree was introduced into that

city in 1774, by William Hamilton, Esq., of " Tne Woodlands" (near the Centennial
Exhibition), and all the Lombardy Poplars in the United States may be considered
branches, elongations or oflsets of the tree from which Mr. Hamilton obtained his

specimen. *

Aspens.

Aspens, or Abdes form a distinct group among the poplars. They are usually smaller

trees, especially the American species.

11th. Fopulus treiiinloides, Michaux. Quaking aspen is here but a small tree of the

second or third class, seldom more than twenty to forty feet high, particularly toward the

north, where it becomes a mere shrub. A form of this species in the parks of the Rocky
Jlountains, springs up spontaneously in the greatest abundance wherever the woodlands
have been burned over. The older trees had handsome shafts fifty to sixty feet high, and
are used in construction. This is almost unique as a deciduous tree among the conifers '

of that region.

Generally speaking, this species has little value, but there are some peculiar forms
which are cultivated and placed for effect in gardens and parks.

12th. Pvpuliis yrandidentata, Michaux, Michigan Poplar of nurserymen, is a much
finer tree, also northern in habitat. On account of its rapid growth, this had received

considerable attention by western planters, and though only a poplar, merit is claimed

for it as fencing material ;t the poles cut in early summer and peeled have been found to

last as well as rails nailed to posts for fencing.

13th. Fopulus canesceiis or the Popuius alba, Linnajus, the common white or gray
poplar, -with its many forms or varieties of Abeles, Athenian, maple-leaved and silver

poplar.

Though widely diffused and planted everywhere, and multi"lied wonderfully by
numerous suckers in their new home, these are believed to be of European origin. If

correctly understood, my good friend, Prof. Karl Koch, of Berlin, who has made a life

study of trees, consiilers this species to be American, or common to both hemispheres.

His valuable work
J:

is unfortunately not at hand.

I'opuhi^ iremuln.-Limn., is a small tree in Europe which may some day be united

with our I', tremuloides. It is chiefly valued as a first crop on devastated tracts to pre-

pare the .soil for those of greater utility, says Siemone.,§

In Southern Europe the white poplar becomes a noble tree, and the timber is much
used in the construction of dwellings. It may be found valuable by our western planters.

Michaux claims two distinct trees, the white and the gray, attributing superiority to the

latter.— Western Nebraska Horticidtural Society.

THE TIMBEP. QUESTION.

This is a matter which has no politics in it, but which has already become an import-

ant question. In the new north-west part of the State, the people are yet labouring to g(;t rid

of the forest, but in the old and early settled portions it is evident to everyone that the

"war of the axe and the trees has been carried too far.

It is certainly one of the functions and one of the duties of the Legislature to consi-

der this matter. It is an agricultural question also : and why that Board and the College

has not given attention to it, is something of a mystery to us.

The first we heard of it, as a practical effort, came from the State Horticultural Society,

in the form of a petition for a law encouraging the culture and preservation of forest trees.

This was referred to the Committee on Agriculture in the House. Next came a memorial

* Datlinston's Agr. Botany, 2nd Edition, page 3:<2.

+ Bryant's Ffirest Trees, page 124.

X Koch's Dendrologie.

% Manuale d'Arte Fm-estaU.
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from Colonel Whittlesey, a member of a Committee of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, presented by Mr. Chapman, wliich had the same reference as

that of tlie Horticultural Society. The Committee of the American Association have

presented the whole subject to Congress and the Executive, so far as it has connection with

the public lands. President Grant lias sent in a message to Congress, and that body is

effectually at work offering land bounties for tree planting on the prairies.

The future consequences of the destruction of timber will be appalling if they shall

be the .same here a.s in other countries—with our rapid modes of doing everj'thing, this

future may not be very distant. It is the object of the Scientific Committee to collect the

facts respecting timber destruction as they have developed in Europe.

The papers before our Legislature refer less to the general subject than to what per-

tains to Ohio, for it is not in the power of Congress to do much for us. This we must do

ourselves.

Mr. Chnpnian reported a bill which has not yet been discussed, which embraces only

the encouragement of trees in the public higliways. Something more than this must be

done eventually ; but this is a good beginning. The subject will work its way into notice

from the necessity of the case, though its progress may be slow. Some two years since we
cuddled the forest trees somewhat, as may be seen by our files, but with very little

effect.

People are slow to perceive the advantage of what seems to concern posterity. To
show that the growth of trees does not inure to future generations entirely, we quote

largely from the memorial of Col. Whittlesey, which was printed by the House. He says

:

The benefits of tree planting may be felt in fifteen or twenty years, and timber cut

in thirty to th rty-five years.

In Salisbury, Connecticut, on the rocky slopes of the Taconic mountain, too rough

for cultivation or even pasture, the spontaneous growth is cut once in twenty-five years

for making charcoal, and pays the interest on 8100 per acre. It is divided into twenty-

five belts or strips, running from the base to the summit of the mountain, one of which is

cut away each year. I have seen in southern Illinois, in 1832, a small gi'owth of oak and

hickory, on the borders of the prairie, which in 1848, after a lapse of sixteen years, wa»
large enough for many uses on the farm, making two posts or two i-ails.

In Aurora, Portage county, there is a farm where the shell-bark hickory has beett

allowed to grow in an old slashing. After twentj- years these trees produced a profitable

crop of first-class nuts ; and the larger ones were cut for axe helves and pick handles. Old

settlers of Stark county, Ohio, have told ine tliat where, in the year 1800, there were open-

ings covered with bushes not as high as a man's head, in 1850 the trees were few of them

less than tifty feet in heigiit. In Massachusetts a white pine, which had been transplanted,

attained a diameter of two feet (at two feet above the ground) and a height of eighty feet,

in thirty-five years.

The City of Cleveland has acquired the title of the " Forest City," on account of

shade trees planted in the streets and public grounds, most of them within twenty-five

years. This was brought about by public opinion, cultivated by the example of the late

Leonard (y'ase and a few other large owners of city lots. An elm set out by him in 1824

still thrives near the southwest corner of the post office. Its girth two feet above the

pavement, is seven feet, and consequently its diameter is two feet five inches. In 1836|

the Hon. John W. Allen, Joiin JI. Sterling, and the late Charles M. Giddings planted

native trees in front of lots in which they were interested. By their exertions, the vil-

lage corporation authorized the same to be done in the north-east (piarter of the public

square, anil in 18,39-'40, in other parts of it, under the direction of John Will.s. ThOBB

trees are principally elms, and now, after a life of thirty-five to forty years, are from one

and a half to two feet in diameter. By observations upon nineteen cultivated trees,

whose age was known, I find that the average increase in diameter is about two-thirds of

an inch each year ; the annual layer or ring of growth being not far from one-third of

an inch.

For light lumber and wooden ware, the whitewood or poplar, the white pine, chest- ,

nut, and the linden or ba.sswood may be used in thirty years from the seed. Three to five]

years may be gained by transplanting young trees. In a field of seedlings the less thrifty
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can be profitably thinned out and used as fuel, at twelve or fifteen years ; and the ground

will then produce pasturage. If at the expiration of thirty or thirty-five ^-ears it shall

be entirely cleared, the soil will be found restored and ready for cultivation.

Every farm of one hundred acres should have at least fifteen acres in growing wood-

land, in which, by proper care, the crop may always be kept good.

As the primitive forest is thinned out for timber, or by natural decay, by a proper

and well advised attention to the second growth it will renew itself perpetually.

In this State, besides the ordinary uses for timber on farms, there is an extraordinary

demand for fuel and ties, by railroad companies. Their fuel may be obtained from coal

mines, but no substitute is known for wooden ties. The roads of the State now require

for repairs, without regarding the laying of new lines, about a million and a half of ties

annually.

^^'hat is necessary here is the preservation of a proper proportion of wooded land,

which is not only valuable property, but is indispensable to the full enjoyment of the re-

mainder. When the growth of native timber is wholly destroyed in tiie ancient States of

Europe and Asia, the region becomes, in process of time, a desert, or so near it to be of

little value. The reasons why growing trees have such an important influence upon the

increase of inundations, and consequently of low water and of drought, the diminution

of atmospheric moisture, which aftects vegetation of all kinds, the increase of heat in

summer, and of cold in winter, rural beauty, shade, health, and numerous consequences

that come on slowly, but in time produce prodigious results, I do not at this time propose

to give.

J. A. W.

SUMMER MEETING.

The .summer meeting was held at Guelph, on Tuesday and Wednesday, July 6th and

7th, 1880.

The Pre.sident and Vice-President being alxsent, the Secretary called the meeting to

order.

P. E. Bucke, Esq., of Ottawa, was called to the Chair; the minutes read ; and the

question " Which varieties of Strawberries are least in jured by late frosts ?" considered.

In reply to this inquiry it was stated that as a matter of course the later any variety

came into bloom the more likely it would be to escape the spring frosts, but that usually

the late blooming varieties were also late in ripening. Also that those varieties which

had an ample supply of foliage reaching above the fruit .stalks were less liable to suffer,

because the leaves, in some measure at least, protected the blossoms.

Mr. Gilchrist remarked that they were very liable to have late frosts at Guelph, and

that he had not observed any marked difference in varieties with i-egard to their ability to

resist frost, or to the blossoms escaping the efiect of the frost by reason of being protected

by the leaves, Init that if the vai-iety happened to be in full bloom at the time the frost

came, the fruit was mostly de.stroyed
;
yet if it had blossomed long enough before to admit

of the berries having attained to that stage of their growth when they are turned down
towards the ground, the fruit mostly escaped injury, as also did those varieties which were

not yet in bloom. Notwithstanding the fact that the Wilson blossoms are not protected

by the foliage, it was the variety that strawberry growers relied upon in that locality for

profit.

Further conversation on the subject failed to bring out anything definite with regard

to the varieties of strawberry which suffered least from spring frosts, and the meeting

adjourned, to meet at the Experimental Farm in the afternoon, and at the City Hall in

the evening.

The President and Professors received the Association with great cordiality, and did

all in their power to make their visit agreeable and instructive. After giving the gentle-

men a bird's-eye view of the farm from the top of the main building, they conducted them
over that part of the farm which is devoted to fruit and garden culture, and explained the

nature of the planting already done, and what has been commenced this spring of fruit
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and forest tree planting for cclucational and experimental purposes. A field of twenty

acres has been set apart for fruit cvilture, with the expectation that ultimately it will be

occupied by trees of apple, pear, plum and cherry, and in the meanwhile afford ample room

for the cultivation of small fruits, other than grapes, for which a field of some five acres

will be set apart. These fruits are intended to afford the institution a continuous supply

of fresh fruit for consumption, and the means of examination, compiirison and experiment

as a part of the instruction given to the pupils.

A commencement has also been made in forest tree planting, beginning with the sow-

ing of tree seeds, and the gathering of young trees from our own forests and planting them

in rough land that has never known plough, with a view of illustrating what can lie done

by eveiy farmer in the way of supplying himself with trees for ornament, shelter and

economical purposes.

The members were also shown the fine specimens of some of the most valuable breeds

of cattle and sheep, which have been imported for the farm, thus enjoying an opportunity,

of examining and comparing different breeds, not often to be found. In this way the after-

noon was passed both very agreeably and profitably, and the members returned to the

town in time for the evening meeting, most favoural)ly impressed with the educational

advantages of the institution, and the courteous hospitality of the officers.

It is gi-atifying to learn that the farmers are taking an interest in this School of

Agriculture, and that already several thousands have visited the grounds this summer as a

pleasant holiday excursion for their families, and have shown their appreciation of what

is being done there for their benefit by paying a visit to the institution ; and, although

sometimes coming in considerable numbers at a time, not a shrub, or plant, or flower, or

fruit was touched.

Evening Session.

After appointing Messrs. Leslie, Beall, and A. JI. Smith a Committee to examine

the fruits on exhibition, the meeting listened to a paper from Mr. B. Gott, Arkona, upon

the fruit prospects of the County of Lambton.
Mr. Gott received the thanks of the meeting for his interesting paper, which he was

requested to hand to the Secretary for the Annual Report.

REPORT OF THE FRUIT I'ROSPECTS OF THIS SEASON.

Gentlemen of the Fruit Groivers' Association of Ontario:

The present season being every way a peculiar one, I concluded that in coming among

you, a statement or report of the fruit prospects of tliat part of Ontario with which I am
familiar, might not be uninteresting. This county, viz., the County of Lambton, in the

extreme west of Ontario, is rapidly becoming widely and favourably known as a success-

ful and promising fruit-growing region. In the same County of Lambton we have the

famous grape, peach and strawberry section, extending for several miles around Arkona,

on the banks of the river Aux Sauble ; the noted apple and peach orchard section for many

miles on the lake .shore in the Township of Bosanquet, and a most admirable general fruit

section around the Town of Sarnia, and extending the whole distance on the borders of

the beaiitiful River St. Clair on the frontier. The county is also known an<l favourable

in all its divisions for extensive home fruit productions, so that its people have an abun*l-

ance of the good things of this life as well as the hope of that which is to come. The

capabilities of this extensive and wealthy county for extensive fruit pi-oduction, are still

very largely untried, and a rich reward in this direction awaits the industrious, intelligent

and patient fruit grower. For many years piist we have had in this region a large sliare

and plenty of rich and beautiful fruit annually ; for, although in some years our fruit has

been less plentiful than in others, yet by carefulness and economy in .saving and use,

we have always had plenty, and an entire dearth in this valuable product of our soil of

late years has been entirely unknown to us. This year, however, we have not merely
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had plenty, but we have a superabundance of fi-uit in prospect as though we were about

to be surfeited. Our whole country is teeming with its riches and bountiful products

both of the fruits of the field and of the orchard. So abundant are the prospects of the

general fruit crop that growers are already beginning to ask in deep concernment, where
shall we market our crop i What shall we do with our fruit ? and such like, and prices

are dubious. Our earliest and most welcome fruit crop of strawberries is already gathered

and taken care of, and a most plentiful and beautiful crop it was. One local grower has

reported in our paper his product from one half acre to have been 1,.568 quarts, sold at

an average price per quart of 9 cents, or .$283 per acre. The fruit has been exceedingly

fine and very plentiful, so that all have had a large supply ; and with the exception of

rather heavy rains at the commencement of its ripening, nothing occurred to mar its

beautiful appearance and excellent quality. This fruit is attracting much attention in

this part of our county and is very likely to be very largely grown.

The raspberries, currants and gooseberries are just now on the point of ripening, and are

coming in in great abundance, and of the most admirable quality ever known. The crop

of both black and red raspberries is fast becoming very acceptable in this section, and is

likely to prove remunerative to the growers, of so rich and delicate a fruit. One gentle-

man in this neighbourhood is already planting very largely of them and has them in great

variety and perfection, and many others are following in his wake. Gooseberries and cur-

rants are of the most excellent quality, and so plentiful generally that they are unsaleable.

Our people are very much in need of simple methods of artificial means of preserving these

and other summer fruits. When they are plentiful they are a drug on our hands, and at

other times we are in great need and would be glad of tliem. The great variety and ex-

cellence of these fruits should secure for them better attention and better culture, and
' we are pleased to see considerable improvement in this direction, and the finest of fruit is

now abundantly produced.

Our crop of apples this season will be plentiful but not abundant. Many of our

apple trees are biennial in their bearings, and on account of a very heavy general apple

crop last season this is the ofT year with many trees. Nevertheless, in. summer fruits

especially, the crop will be considerable, and plentiful in Early Harvest and Red Astrach-

ans the most popular and profitable of summer apples. In some cases also winter varieties

of standard merit will be adequate to the demands for home and fauiih' use ; and we shall

doubtless be able to .show this fall at our local and popular exhibitions some of the finest

and handsomest apples .seen for many years. Contrary to all expectations the ravenous

insects and diseases of all our fruit b(;aring trees and shrubs are most remarkably favour

able ; and not for many years have we enjoyed such a freedom from insect pests as in this.

In this particular our apple trees are no e.xception as far as the tree and the leaf are con-

cerned, but we already notice some considerable mark of the destructive codlin moth in the

fruit. If better attention were given to the suppression of the ravages of insects and dis-

eases on our fruit trees our rewards would doubtless be great.

Pears are not so much planted among us and do not receive so much attention as they

richly deserve ; but where they are planted, and receive an ordinary amount of intelligent

carefulness, they richly reward the labours of the patient fruit-grpwer. The crop this season

will not be large, but some very fine fruit will be produced, especially of Bartlett and
Flemish Beauty, the two most popular and profitable of all pears. It is very remarkable

that scarcely any of the dreaded blight on pear trees has been known in this county, and
they are also most remarkably free from the depredations of insects. This may be there-

fore looked upon as the El Dorudooi the pear tree and the very home of this valuable and
luscious fruit.

The Cherry crop is not abundant and save only in one variety, this county is not cele-

brated for its beautiful cherries. This variety usually called the coimnon sour cherry, is

plentiful enough and fully adequate to supply all the inhabitants with acid during the

rest of their lives. This common sour cherry, or Late Richmond of the catalogues, is al-

most indigenous to this county, and easily and abundantly propagated, and as Col. Brooks
remarks soon makes a free nursery to the neighbourhood. Some large trees, however, of

improved varieties are very productive, and annually produce very fine fruit, but spring

frosts are their greatest bane. There is a singular fatalit}- this season come over some of
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our fine young growing cherry trees. It appears to be a winter or frozen sap blight, caused
evidently by our unusually luikl and spring-like winter. The theory is that the warmth
attracts the sap into the body of the ti-ee, and afterwards freezing, then bursts the wood-
cells, and the tree, though making an attempt to start and live, soon dies. We shall lose

some tine trees from this cause. The cherry slug is not present.

Of Plunu this may be regarded as the favourable home, and the crop will be amazing
both for quantity and quality. Black knot is very prevalent, and little is being done to

prevent its destructive spread.- It is difficult to see what our municipal officers are doing
in this matter. The dreaded and destructive little Turk alias the plum curculio, is very
abundant and persistent, but continued and patient jarring overcomes the difficulty, and
tlie crop is saved.

This is the centre of a very interesting peach .section, and the crop of this popular and
valuable fruit promises to be the lai-gest known in this county for many years. Several

causes are operating on them to thin them out, yet the trees are literally loaded to break-

ing down, and it will be impossible to obtain a market for the fruit in local centres. But
as the fruit is usually produced so fine and of such excellent quality it can be very profit-

ably and easily shipped to other markets where good paying prices can be obtained. The
dreaded Yellows of which we hear so much in peach sections is not known among us. Tliis

we consider a happy exemption, and we are anxious to make the best possible use of it.

Thus to sum up the remarkable points or characters of this very remarkable season,

we have first, a season of extreme and unusual earliness. Every kind of fruit appears to be
fully two weeks in advance, by the day of the month, of its usual time of ripening. Secondly,

a most abundant crop of all kinds of fruit simply, excepting apples and pears, and of these

we shall have a plentiful supply : and, thirdly, the season has been most remarkable for

its comparative immunity from insect ravages and blight. This is a great blessing, for

which we sliould be very thankful, as also I trust we are. Hoping for like favourable
circumstances in all parts of our fruitful country,

I am yours very truly,

B. GOTT.
Arkona, Ont., July 5th, 1880.

Raspberries.

The question " What raspberries succeed best in the vicinity of Guelph 1" was con-

sidered.

Mr. Gilchrist remarked that the Philadelphia succeeds be.st, some other newer
varieties are tender; that he does not think raspberries can be grown here with profit, for the
reason that wild raspberries are so abundant and cheap. The Clarke and Arnold's Diadem
are tender.

Mr. Bucke, of Ottawa, has found the Saunders raspberry very hardy, he has raised

some seedling raspberries from the seeds of Saunders' hybrid, and they proved to be some
of them white, some black, and some red.

Mr. Elliot, Guelph, does not believe that raspberries can be profitably grown at

Guelph. He finds it necessary to lay all varieties down to protect them from the winter.

The Clarke is the strongest and best grower he lias yet tested, and he believes it to be as

hardy as any variety. He has grown Franconia, Herstine, Brinckle's Orange, and JIarvel

of Four Seasons.

Mr. Da\idson had tried to grow raspberries, but had failed.

Mr. McCrae grows Clarke, it has stood the past winter very well.

Gooseberries.

The subject of gooseberries was tlien taken up.

Mr. Elliot liad grown only Downing and a small rod variety.

Mr. Murton has grown the large gooseberries with much succe.ss. The .soil is a deep

rich loam, stift", and the plants are well trimmed up by cutting out the lower branches
;

is able to grow Whitesmith and other English varieties without mildew.
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Mr. Patterson has grown large English sorts for some ten or twelve years. He
usually has more or less miklew, but by thorough pruning and thinning out of the

branches, is able to prevent it from spreading to any serious extent. He tinds them to

grow equally well in sandy, loamy, and stiffer soils.

Mr. Gilclirist has found all of these varieties to mildew badly with him, and believes

that we must look to our own native varieties for good gooseberries, in the future. The

White.'imith has been winter-killed in his groujids.

Mr. Davidson has found the Engli.sh varieties to mildew, and believes it is attribu-

table to the fact that the plants are too much shaded.

Forestry.

" What are the economical uses of woods other than pine, and what are their re-

spective commei'cial values'!
"

In reply to this question, Mr. Thomas Beall, of Lindsay, submitted the following

memoranda :

—

Ash, Black—Is used for hoop timber, fruit baskets, common carriage work, such as

sills, boxes, etc., and also in cabinet work and house joining. Value, from $8 to $10

per M.
Ash, White—Is used for handles for nearly all kinds of agricultural implements,

such as spades, shovels, picks, forks, hoes, and for scythe-snathes and cradles, for barley-

forks, hay-rakes, etc. ; also for waggon tongues and boxes, crossbars, whiffle-trees and neck-

yokes. A small quantity is used by cabinet-makers, and it is of late years being much
used for inside tinishings for house-building, for window and door casings, wainscot-

ing, flooring, etc. Value, from §15 to $20 per M.
Beech.—For Firewood only.

Butternut.—Used in caliinet-ware for common sideboards, table tops, whatnots,

bureaus, etc. Value, from $10 to $l-t per M.
Bnssivood.—For common chair work and seats of various kinds, buggy and cutter

work, fanning mills, canoe building, and also used by cabinet-makers for many articles

of household furniture. Value from $8 to $12 per M.
Birch—Is much used (in connection with maple) for flooring in public buildings,

halls, etc., also in stair building for newel posts, ballusters, rails, etc., and is also

much used by cabinet-makers. Value from $15 to $20 per M.
Cherry.—Very scarce. Uses same as last-mentioned. Value from $20 to $25 per M.
Cedar.—Nearly all our rail fences are of cedar, also our fencing posts and telegraph

poles. It is much used also for railroad ties, and for sleepers for side-walks, cellar floors
;

also for shingles. Cedar lumber varies in price more than any other of our native woods,

ranging from $6 to $20 per jNI., the larger price being readily obtained for long, wide,

and clear boards.

Elm, Rock and Gray.—Used much in the manufacture of heavy sleighs and cutters,

wooden ploughs, etc. Value $12 per M.
Hemlock.—The bark used for tanning leather. The wood 'makes excellent joists,

scantling and rough boarding, or any rough work into which nails are driven, such as

sleepers for sidewalks, and also for railroad ties. The lumber sells at from $6 to $8 per M.
Maple.—Used largely in cabinet-making, and for flooring (with birch or walnut).

It is al.so in great demand for the manufacture of the wood-work of nearly all kinds

of agricultural machinery, or other articles where wood is required having great rigidity.

Value about $16 per M.
Spruce.—Is sometimes used for flooring, and is much used for planking for steam-

Taoats, scows, etc. Value about $14 per M.
Tamarack.—Is much used for ladders, .scafl'bld-poles, ledgers, pultogs, etc., during the

construction of buildings. It is often used for rafters for barns, sheds, etc. It is very

useful wherever long, straight, and tough ])oles are required. It makes excellent rail-

road ties when sufficiently large. A small quantity finds its way to the saw-mills where
it is made into flooring, and is worth about $12 per M. Great numbers of the stumps
are used as knees in boat and scow building.
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Oak, White—Is very much used in the manufacture of heavy waggons and carriages

of all kinds, sleighs and cutters, and also for many of the agricultural implements and
machines at present in use, and it is !vlso used for some of the finer qualities of cabinet-

ware. Value from S20 to SSo per M.
Oak, Blue—Is used for the same purposes as the foregoing, excepting cabinet-work.

It is a better quality of timber tlian the white oak, and is very scarce. Value, $25 to

S30 per M.
Oak, Red.—U.sed largely in the manufacture of household furniture, and for stair

building, newel posts, ballusters, hand-rails, etc. Value SI.") per M.
The foregoing .statements respecting the economic u.ses of woods, are confined to the

kinds found growing in the vicinity of Lindsay, and the uses to which they are applied,

are those prevailing in this part of the country. The prices attached are the market
prices in this town.

Thos. Beall.
Lindsaj', 6th July, 1880.

The meeting thanked Mr. Beall for the very valuable information he had given, and

the remainder -of the evening w.as spent in conversation upon the u.ses to which our

various woods were put, and the constantly increasing cost of many of them, owing to

the diminishing of the supply and the increasing demands of an increasing population.

Morning Session.—JiiJi/ 7th.

At the opening of this session the Secretary read a letter he had recently received

from one of our most prominent pomologists, Mr. James Dougall, Windsor, accompanied
with a photograph of a new weeping cherry that had originated on Mr. Dongall's

grounds, and a branch laden with fruit taken from one of liis new seedling cherries,

named by him the Windsor. In this letter, Mr. Dougall states that the Windsor is a.

very prolific and valuable market fruit, the specimen Viranch sent beting from a young
tree that is bearing for the second time, and is literally loaded with fruit, all the branches

being fully as well and some much better loaded than the branch sent.

The Secretary stated that he o\\\y regretted the branch had not been received a little

later, so that he could lia\c brought it to this meeting, for it was certainly the most pro-

fusely covercxl with fruit that he ever saw. The cherries, though not very large, were of

fine size, and seemed to be quite firm fleshed. They were hardly ripe enough to enable

him to judge of the flavour. He .should think that if any variety of cherry would be

profitalile .as a market sort this certainly would take the lead.

He also exhibited to the members the photograph of the Weeping Napoleon which

he had received from Mr. Dougall, which was taken last year, and remarked that the

fruit sent him from this tree had become mouldy in the transportation, and that he could

not speak of its quality. The fruit did not seem to be as lai-ge as that of the Windsor,

and was darker in colour.

Mr. Dougall .states in his letter that the origin of the weeping variety was a .side

shoot from the stem of a Napoleon chei-ry, tliat grew out below the graft and bent down
to the ground. Some trees were budded from the shoot, one of which, being worked up

high, grew to be quite a large tree, the others being liuddcd at the ground never oould be

got to grow into trees. The one from which the photograph was taken was budded sub-

sequently at nearly six feet high, and shows a most perfect and beautiful weeping habit,

The Secretary also read a letter from Mr. A. Hood, Barrie, in which he regrets his

inability to send to the meeting some fruit of a cherry tree grown in the grounds of Mr.

J. R. Cotter, of Barrie, which he describes as being a forest growth, though the fruit

bears no resemblance to the com iion wld cherry, and as being perfectly hardy in that

climate and productive. He thinks the tree worthy of attention, because the fruit i&

superior to anything else that is equally hardy, healthy and vigorous.
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Mr. Hood .states that he tliinks fruit will be a failure in his section—plenty of blos-

soms, but little fruit. Plums in particular, from some cause or other have set very little

fruit, and the curculio has put in his mark on what little there is.

The meeting expressed their thanks to Messrs. Uougall and Hood for their kindness

in bringing these matters to their attention, and referred the letters to the Secretary for

incorporation in tlie report.

The Chairman, Mr. Bucke, of Ottawa, opened the discussion upon " The advantages of

tree growth and shelter on climate, rainfall, and the protection of gi-owing crops," with

an interesting paper, for which lie received the thanks of the meeting, and wliich is as

follows :

—

FORESTRY AND TREE-PLANTING.

Bij P. E. Bucke, Ottawa.

At the Summer ]Meeting of the Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario, held in the

City of Guelph, the sujjject of Forestry and Forest Trees for beautifying cities and farms,

and for protit, was discussed in open meeting for the first time in Canada.
The subject is an interesting one and must soon awaken considerable attention

amongst the rural classes, and the manufacturers of the diflerent varieties of woods. In all

the countries of the old world the subject of Forestry is recognized as one of the highest

importance, and is usually made a matter of Government attention. In some countries

where the native forests have been wholly removed there has been a great waste of the

ancient fertility of the soil, and often an exhaustion, if not an absolute destruction of the

nations that once flourished in affluence.

Palestine, Arabia, and various parts of Asia ilinor and Turkey in Europe, are illustra-

tions of this waste and ruin in the east, while Spain is perhaps the most stiiking ex-

ample to be cited in the west. It is an indisputable fact that the powerful nations which
have for centuries occupied these countries first rose to wealth and stability owing to the

natural wealth of the soil and the forests which originally occupied the surface, and their

decline was at least coincident with the waste and denudation they created. The lands

became less and less productive, and plains only remain where general cultivation and
dense population long existed, and finally the population declined as the exhausted soil

refused to yield suflicient food for its maintenance, until as at the present day a preca-

rious existence is maintained by a .sparse population. The people have become enervated

in these regions, and it is not probalile that any persistent or vigorous eflbrt will ever be

put forth by them to restore what tlieir forefathers in wantonness destroyed.

It is to be regretted if this state of the case be true, that history is rapidly repeating

itself in the Dominion. Not the slisrhtest eflbrt is being made hy the people to repair the

waste of our woods. It is to be hoped that when the schedules are being prepared for the next

census a column will be added so that some definite idea may be arrived at as to how our

country stands with regard to forest lands. In the older settled counties of Ontario, it

has been stated, and, it is believed, with some truth, that there 'is not on an average one

acre of wood to each hundred-acre farm, a proportion totally inadequate to the require-

ments of any well regulated country, being a wood area of only one per cent. From
some statistics before us it is ascertained that Norway, which supplies England with ships'

spars almost exclu.sively. and is the best wooded country in Europe, has sixty-six per cent.

of a forest area, Sweden sixty, Russia thirty, Germany eighteen, Holland nine. Great

Britain five, Portugal four. It will be noticed that although only a few names are taken

from the list, the mother country is low down in the scale, and if she had to depend on
her own resources she would soon come to grief, as other nations have done before her.

Her position in the sea, however, does not require her lo mcintain forests to assist in

adding to her rainfall, and her vast mercantile marine brings the various woods from South
America, the United States, Canada, Russia, Norway, Sweden, and any other countij

that supplies the special varieties required.

Lands which have been cleared and cropped for thirty years even, become hard, re-

fractory, and liable to destructive droughts, which were aforetime perfectly free from these
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causes within the memory of living men, and even of the present occupants, who can re-

member when tlie soil was of a loose, fertile character, and fit for the production of any

crop committed to its keeping. Any person with ordinary observation will concur in the

necessity of airestinc; the progress of these changes, and I have no hesitation in saying

that the results complained of are mainly due to the removal of our forests. It is

candidlv a<liiiitted that careless cultivation has much to do with tliese results, Imt the loss

wliich the protection of fore.sts supply of moisture to the soil, and a steady and constant

evaporation, which gives humidity to the air, must not be lost sight of.

Ontario is setting the ( Jeneral Government a good example in bringing forward the

question of forestry, but the Dominion should also take the matter in hand, and by .some

general Act protect the wood whore necessary, and encourage its plantation where it ha.s

either been destroyed, or, as in the case of the North-West, where, "in the memory of

the oldest inhabitant," it has never grown. It was thought at one time that the west<>m

prairies were unsuited for forest culture, but this has been quite disproved. When the heavy

sod is broken up and the destructive fires which sweep these plains are arrested, it is

found tiiat certain kinds of timber live and thrive on these once treeless plains. It would .

be well, therefore, in making land regulations for their settlement, to introduce special

inducements or .exemptions, which settlers may avail themselves of, if they undertake the

duties of forest tree planting. And an Act for the restoration and preservation of forest

trees, passed by the General Government, is the first and most ell'ective step that could be

taken; and this would not, if wisely constructed, act in any way prejudicially or injuriously

to the first occupiers of the soil.

It will b(; conceded on all hands that both men and animals instinctively seek the

grateful shade of trees during the heated season. It is a lamentable fact that so destruc-

tive has been the woodman's axe in this country that there are hundreds of pastures

without a shade-tree for the protection of the stock which gi-aze upon them. In some

countries cooler than Canada it would be the duty of meml ers of the Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, to prosecute parties who would wilfully put animals

into a field without shade. In England the Canadian visitor is struck at once with the

beauty of the landscape, which everywhere is dotted with trees along the hedgerow.s.

The planting and cultivation of hard-wood trees for house building and economic

purposes, has not yet been begun in this country, and is commonly looked upon as a work

wholly for the use of posterity, and people are slow to realize that they owe any duties in

that direction, arguing that posterity has never done anything for them
;
but this, after

u\l, is a silly way of putting the question, and will not bear the .slighte.st investigation.

People living in towns might as well say, we will only build town halls, churches, or put in

•wat(^rworks, or make other puljlic improvements, such as parks and plea.sure grounds, that

will last our own day, and then fall into decay. Posterity has never done anything for

lis, why should we beautify and build for them ? If the farmer is not utterly lost

to selfishness, he would leave a goodly heritage in cultivated forest trees to his posterity.

And there is hardly a tree that can be planted which will not amply repay its planter,

i properly reared and protected, in the space of from fifteen to twenty years.

It is not difficult to realize the day which must shortly dawn upon us, owing to tue

heavy demands made on our forests, by the progress of the country, which will make
good timber scarce, and quite as valuable here as it is in the European markets. And it

is the duty of either the State, or the people, to see that that day is amply provided for.

Tlie destruction of forest trees in Canada is quite deplorable. There is no doubt it

has in this as well as in other countries diniinishod the rain fall, while freshets become

greater, though not so lasting. Many streams with ample water jiower for the whole sea-

son twenty or thirty years ago, now only attbrd .sufficient force to turn the mills on them

in spring and autumn, whilst others have quite dried up. In Mi.ssouri it is stated that

the removal of. trees has been the cause of the shrinkage of the rivers there, less rain fall,

»»rtoer summers and colder winters—and this has no doubt been the case here. The influ-

ence of trees on climate proceeds from, 1st, their removal causes quicker evaporation
;

2nd, the winds have more sweep in winter. Steady evaporation in summer produces a cool

atmosphere. Trees have the effect of breaking the clouds as they pass over.
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Two remtirkable instances are on record as to the advantages of tree-planting. The
town of Valencia, in South America, is situated about one and a half miles from a beautiful

lake which was surrounded by a dense forest. The trees were removed, and in tlie course

of time the waters receded four and a half miles. The trees were afterwards replantetl

and in the cour.se of twenty-two years the lake returned to its original boundaries. The
other instance is the Delta of the Nile, which was dry and arid until planted some thirty

years ago with trees It is now said to be well watered with refreshing showers. In
India the British Government always plant trees along their extensive canals for irrigating

purposes, to clieck evaporation, and to beautify the country.

The seed of all kinds of trees should be sown as soon as practicable after being gath-

ered. Exposure to the air hardens their outer coverings. When, however, owing to their

ripening so late in the sea.son that they cannot be immediately planted on account of frost,

they should be preserved in such a way as to keep their vitality, and remain fresh and
plump. This may usually be done by keeping them from the air in dry sand, in boxes, in

a cool cellar.

Some seeds, such as the elm, ripen early in summer, and must be sown immediately,

so that they may make good growth before winter sets in.

Tiie European larch is probably one of the best trees obtainable for forest culture or

for barren and broken lands. This tree is quite similar to our native tamarack in appear-

ance, but is probably more suited to dry exposed situations on account of its denser foliage.

In the States it is being planted by the million. Its rapid growth is quite remarkable.

It is estimated that it will grow half an inch in diameter yearly for the first ten years,

and one inch ye.irly for the next ten. It is durable, tough and strong, and well fitted for

almost all building purposes, and would make the best of fence posts or railway ties. At
two years old they may be purchased at from $10 to $15 per thousand. They are readily

transplanted if lifted early in the spring, and their roots never allowed to dry in the least;

this may be prevented by dipping them in thin clay mud before setting. The rows should

be four feet and half apart and one foot apart in the rows. A man u.sing the spade, and a
boy handling the trees, may set 2,000 per day if the ground has been properly prepared.

They will need weeding in May and June, for from two to four years, according to the

weediness of the soil and the growth of the trees. It takes 8,000 plants for an acre, and
the cost would be $SQ for plants; ploughing and harrowing before setting, .§4; setting, $8;
ploughing, hoeing and weeding, first year $8, second $4, third $4. Interest on land at

SoO per acre for eight years, $32. Total cost per acre at eight years, $140. Credit dur-

ing that period 3,000 plants at $20 per 1,000. After two years growth, $60 (these are

to be set in other ground). If allowance is made for 1,000 dying they will be two feet

by fotir and a half apart. When eitcht years old they will be from two to three inches

round, and from fifteen to twenty feet high. 2,000 more may then be removed, leaving

them four by four and a half feet apart. At five cents apiece, these would fetch $100, so

that at eight years old an acre has cost $140 and is credited with $160 for trees sold.

Those replanted at two years from setting should be placed at four by four and a half

feet ; they would then cover about one and a half acres and would cost for setting and
cultivating, two years, about $100. •

To succeed in raising healthy plants it is essentially necessary that their seed be de-

posited in a deeply worked, light loamy soil. No half way measures should be tolerated

in this respect. The seeds should be sown in drills ; and if hand culture is to be prac-

tised, eighteen inches apart would be a good distance. The depth of planting will be

regulated by the size of the seeds. Small seeds may be covered an inch deep, and acorns

and nuts two inches. The earth should be firmly pressed over the seeds by a light roller.

Very small seeds, like the birch, may be sown on the top of the ground, and raked and
then rolled, which will keep the moisture of the soil from evaporating too readily. The
young trees will require the usual care bestowed on other crops, such as weeding, hoeing
and raking, to keep the surfac loose, so that the rain fall may not run oflF.

Small trees are easier moved than large ones, and should be set out in nur.sery rows
after two or three years old, or even in their final position if cattle can be kept away from
them.
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Trees for avenues and road sides, will require to be from eight to twelve feet high

before they are placed in their permanent position, and should be taken from the nursery

rows as required for these purposes, but when thickets or belts are required it is best to

set the trees at once from the seed rows in their permanent places.

The best practical mode of securing a rapid and effectual artificial plantation is to

thoroughly prepare the soil by ploughing, harrowing and manuring as if for any other

farm crop, us trees will not thrive apace on poor land, and when (juick returns are re-

quired, attention must be given to the first principles of their cultivation. The plants

should be set in rows three feet apart, and if they are three feet high but little pruning

will be required. Fine timber can be secured with as much certainty as fine corn, if thickly

planted, and if a due regard is had to judicious trimming as the trees increase in size, to-

gether with pruning such branches as seem to interfere with tiie symmetrical growth of the

trees. Unfortunately the subject of forest growth has not yet received that attention

which the denudation of our lands in Ontario requires.

The cultivation of basswood is an industry that would well repay any one to go into.

Besides being a valuable shade tree, it is getting to be one of considerable commercial

value as one of our best forest trees for the manufacture of paper. At the neighbouring

town of Georgetown I had the pleasure of witnessing the mode in which it was manipu-

lated at the paper mills of Mr. Barber, and he told me he did not think the supply about

there would last over three or four years.. Every one who has cut down this tree will

remember how readily it suckers from the stump. Our able and practical President', Mr. P.

C. Dempsey, informs me that if these are removed with a sharp handaxe early in the spring

leaving a small portion of the old wood for what is called a heel, these cuttings will readily

grow, and in a few years pay a good profit, as the market is assured. It is a rapid-

growing tree, and I fancy iu ten years those which are thinmd out would be of sufficient

size for the paper mill.

The best native trees for cultivation are the sugar ma{)le, white ash, black walnut,

sweet chestnut, butternut, hickory, and the oaks.

Maples and elms may be pulled by hand from the woods in autumn when six or

eighteen months old, and set in nursery rows, and unless very large quantities are re-

quired, farmers will find this the best way of procuring most seed- bearing trees. The nuts,

being more easily gathered, may be easier collected and planted. The black walnut is one

of the easiest grown trees on tKe continent, and decidedly the most valuable, as it does

not require a long straight stem without branches as most other trees do for economic

purposes. The more kno*^ty it is the more valuable is the wood. It is also a rapid

grower, and with anything like good cultivation will make eight feet in three years, when
it can be set out and left to itself.

Many of the seeds of valuable timber and ornamental trees ripen during the months

of September and October; amongst these may be ipentioned the horse chestnut, the birch,

the ash, the beech, the oak, the butternut, the black walnut and the sweet chestnut. It

will be well, therefore, for those contemplating the rearing of a large quantity of these

from the seed to be on the lookout during summer for suitable trees to gather seeds from.

The seeds should be planted as soon as obtained, and for that purpose ground ought to

be prepared beforehand to receive them. The jilanting should be made in rows of a

sufficient distance apart to admit of the hoe being used between them, and the .soil should

be made rich and light by being well and deeply worked. A generous treatment of the

soil for a seed-bed cannot be too strongly insisted upon.

Trees of medium age should be selected to gather .seeds from, as those taken from trees

which are too young often prove barren, whilst those from trees of a mature age frequently

furnish plants of weakly growth. Nuts, and seeds such as ash, often refuse to germinate

until the second year, so that all hope should not be lost if the first .season's crop should

not prove a success. So soon as the leaves have fallen, and the wood is well ripened, cut-

tings may be made of the various kin<ls of willows and poplars; these should be made
about eighteen inches long, of the present years shoots, and inserted one foot in the ground.

The great success iu growing all cuttings is to have the earth firmly deposited at the base

of them, and for this purpo.se the trench in which they are set should be imly ])artially

filled and the soil pressed down with a suitable instrument, and then filled up tightly. A
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piece of slab or board six or eight inclies wide and two inches thick, sawn squarely across

one end and tapered to a handle at the other makes a handy implement for setting all

kinds of cuttings. These should be planted from six inches to a foot apart, in rows, so

as to allow the hoe or cultivator to pass freely between them ; from two to three feet be-

tween the rows would be found a suitable distance both for cuttings and seeds. It would

be well if more attention were given to nut-bearing trees, amongst which are some of the

best for timber, and the handsomest for shade and ornamental purposes, and the fact of

their bearing nuts should be no detriment to their being cultivated. Who cannot recall

the days of his youth when he sat over tlie winter evening lire cracking his nuts and
.chaffing his girl I But the nut-bearing trees are getting scarcer as the evenings grow
longer, and now there are fewer nuts to crack than formerly ; but there is no reason why
the rising generation should not have quite as much innocent amusement as their fathers

had before them, if only a little judicious forethought were exercised. Most of the nut-

bearing trees grow rapidly. The writer has seen a growth of six feet made on a young
black walnut since last spring, and a growth of this length is no unusual sight on young
butternut trees. The wTiter has some young plants of this variety, the nuts of which

he planted seven years ago. The trees had catkins on them this spring but did not bear.

He has no doubt they will be productive next year. These trees have been twice and
three times transplanted, and for the last few years have been growing in a heavy lawn

,sod, so that although the soil was good the experiment was not on the whole favourable

to the rapid growth of the young trees. The wild sweet chestnut, whose fruit, though
small, is of excellent qualit}", is a very rapid grower where soil and climate are congenial,

and will stand the winters very well along the St. Lawrence river front as far east as

Cornwall, and is quite suitable for planting all over the western peninsula as far north as

Owen Sound. The timber of this tree cannot be excelled for furnit\ire, and is chiefly used

for bed-room sets. It has a fresh, liglit and neat appearance when oiled and varnished,

which brings out its large open grain, and its peculiar rich yellow hue gives it a cheerful

appearance. A tirm in Detroit manfuactures from this wood very largely.

We would recommend the raising of all nut-bearing trees from the seed, and ti'ans-

planting them to their permanent position when from four to six feet high, as these trees

are not considered as a rule so easily i-emoved as the seed bearing varieties, although

we know of some set out at ten to twelve feet high with very good success, but they had
been root-pruned and reset before. We believe any one wishing to obtain nuts of the

"black walnut or butternut, or young trees, may get an almost unlimited quantity at a
trifling cost from Chief Johnston of the Six Nation Indian reserve at Brantford. Our
Experimental Farm at Guelph should procure a couple of bushels of nuts for planting, in

order to shew the general puhilic how readily they can be grown, and with what rapidity

the denudation of our forests can be restored. The variet}', date of planting, etc., should

be kept on a stake at the end of the row so that visitors could see at a glance the progress

made from time to time.

The time was fully taken up in the discussion of the importance of planting trees

for shelter, and the several kinds of trees, native and foreign, that may be cheaply and
profitably planted.

It was stated that in many places a demand had sprung up for soft woods, such as

basswood and poplar, for the manufacture of pulp for paper, and that, often, broken land

that cannot be profitably tilled could be planted with these rapid-growing trees with great

profit. Many young trees of ash, maple, hickory, etc., could be taken up by farmers and
planted for a couple of years in nursery rows where they could be cultivated, and then

transplanted to broken ground and hill sides, with great certainty of living.

Mr. Beall mentioned an instance of a farmer who. desiring to have a belt of trees for

the shelter of his orchard, fallowed a .strip of the desired width and then covered it with

leaves and surface soil from his wood lot, and in a few years it was densely covered with

.a growth of young trees.

At the close of the discussion the meeting expressed its opinion in the following re-

solution :

—

Resolved, that the members of this Association are deeply impressed with the impor-

i»nce of encouraging the growth of forest trees in this Province, believing that they
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exercise a very decided influence on temperature, and furnish valuable shelter for Our

field crops and fruit teees. We also regard this subject as an important one from an
economical standpoint, and believe that general forest planting in those portions of the

country which have been almost denuded of woods would soon add very much to the

value of land, and become before long a constant and increasing source of revenue. In

this way also much land now of little or no value on account of its rough, hilly, or stony

character, could be utilized with great advantage to the owner.

Some conversation was also had upon the encouragement of tree planting, the tenor

of which was to the effect that it could be best done by placing before the public the ne-

cessary information with regard to the value and feasibility of such planting, and the

profit that would result to the planter.

How to popularize the study of forestry among the sons and daughters of farmers

was also considered, and the meeting was of the opinion that the introduction of a class-

book on this suliject into our common schools would do more tlian anything else to im-

part knowledge, and so awaken an interest on the subject ; and upon motion of Mr.

Beall tlie meeting requested the President and Directors to confer with the Honourable

the Commissioner of Education upon the introduction of such a class-book.

REPORT ON NEW FRUITS EXAMINED DURING THE SESSION OF THE
AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY AT ROCHESTER, N.Y., SEPTEM-
BER 18th and 19th, 1879.

Peaches.

Forty four Seedlings originated by J. D. Husted, Lowell, Kent Co., Michigan, from

cross of Hill's Chili upon Hale's Early in 1875. They are in season between Hale's Early

and Ci-awford's Eai'ly and are all of good quality. The majority are either reproductions

or slightly modified forms of Hill's I'hili.

Wheatland.—From David Wluatland, N.Y. Yery large, yellow, resembles Craw-

ford's Late.

Mrs. Brett.—From J. H. Ricketts, Newburg, N.Y. Large, w-hite with red cheek,

very juicy, sub acid, very good.

Grapes.

Lady Wasldngtou.—Originated by J. H. Ricketts, Newburg, N. Y. A cross between

the Concord and Allen's Hybrid. Bunch very large, compact, shouldered ; berry medium

to large, deep yellow, pink where exposed to the sun ; flesh tender, juicy and sweet, and

very good. Vine vigorous, hardy and productive ; leaves large and thick. Promising for

the market and the amateur.

Ji'ffersoH.—Also from Mr. Ricketts. A cross between Concord and lona. First

fruited in 1874. Bunch large, not very compact. Berry of medium size, deep pink, very

vinous. Quality best. A showy variety. Foliage of Labrusca type.

Jiacc/ius.—From the same grower and origin. An accidental seedling of Clinton.

Bunch medium ; berry medium, blue black, very vinous, and promising as a wine grape.

Foliag(^ of cordi/ofia type.

JS'aoini.—From the same grower. A cro.ss between Clinton and Muscat Hamburg.

Bunch large, loo.se ; berry medium size, green tinged with bronze. Very juicy and high

flavoured. Quality best. Foliage of Labnusca type.

jVo. 1 B.—From the same grower. A cross between Hartford Prolific ami Clinton.

First fruited in 1877. Bunch large, cylindrical; berry medium, white, good. Foliage

Labrusca.

No. 254-—From the same grower. A cross between Martha and Sultana. First

fruited in 1874. Bunch large ; berry small, yellow, very juicy and high flavoured ; seed-

less. Quality best. Foliage of vini/'era type. Vine vigorous but only half hardy.
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Noah.—Originated by Mr. Wasserzieher, at Nauvoo, Illinois. A seedling of Taylor.

Fir.st fruited in 1876. Buncli uiedinin, compact ; lierry medium, yellowish green. Re-
scnililes Elvira, but hardly equal to it in quality. It gives promise of value as a wine
grape.

Dutclitmn (named from Dutchess County).—Originated at Poughkeepsie, N.Y., in

1868. A hybrid between a White Concord Seedling and Walter, liuuch large ; berry
above medium size, greenish white, flesh breaking. Very juicy, vinous. Quality very
good.

Powjltkeepsie Rid.—Of the same origin as the preceding. A hybrid of Walter and
lona. Bunch medium, compact, shouldered ; berry medium, pale red, vinous, sweet.

Resembles Delaware and of equal quality. The foliage resembles Delaware.
Rochester.—Originated with Ellwaiiger & Barry, Rochester, N. Y. An accidental

seedling. Bunch large, compact, shouldered ; berry above medium size, reddish amber.
Very juicy and of good quality. Vine hardy and very prolilic. The foliage resembles
Delaware.

Afonroe.—Of the same origin as the preceding. Bunch medium, compact ; berry

large, blue black, subacid, vinous. Quality good. Vine hardy and vigorous.

Nidg'ua.—Originated liy Messrs. Hoag & Clark, Lockport, N.Y. First fruited in

1872. A cross between Concord and Cassady. Bunch large, compact, shouldered : berry

large, yellowish white. Flesh sweet and juicy. Quality good. Foliage large, lobed, very
pubescent. Matures with Hartford.

rockiinr/ton.—Originated by John Pocklington, Sandy Hill, Washington Co., N.Y.
A seedling of Concord. Bunch very large, shouldered, compact ; beriy very large, yel-

lowish white. Flesh pulpy, juicy and vinous. Quality hardly good, but the specimens
were not fully ripe. Two of the members of the Committee, Dr. Burnet and Mr. Bate-

ham, stated that they had .seen the fruit in finer condition. A very sliowy fruit. Foliage

very large and pubescent.

Hybrid ."Seedling.—From Dr. W. A. M. Colbert, Newburg. N.Y. A cross between
lona and Muscat Hamburg. Bunch large ; berry large, purplish black

;
pulp dissolving.

Quality very good.

Laveya.—A hybrid seedling. Fiom W. H. Mills, Hamilton, Ontario. Bunch
medium ; berrj' large, reddi.sh, vinous. Quality very good. Vine hardy.

iSeedliny So. o.—From William Haskins, Hamilton, Ontario. Bunch and berrv

large, wliite, vinous and high flavoured. Quality best. A hybrid. Vine hardy.

•"Seedliny No. 10.—From the same grower. Bunch and berry small, white, very

sweet; skiu tough. Quality very good. Vine hardy.

liarnet.—From P. C. Dempsey, Albury, Ontario. Across between Black Hamburg
and Concord. Bunch large, loose ; berry large, purplish, vinous, very juicy, very good.

Vine hardy.

Heed/iny No. 60.—From the same grower. White, vinous, very good. A hj-brid.

Hardy.

Ili/hrid Seedlings.—From C. J. Copley, Stapleton, N.Y.
18 F.—Berry very large, black, good. Labrusca foliage.

1j^ F.—Bunch large, compact ; berry lai'ge, greenish white, lacks flavour, but may be

better in a good season.

Twnity-one Seedlings—From W. (J. Hulker.son cfe Co., Oriel, Michigan. These orig-

inated from a single buncli of Wilder (Rogers' No. 4) and show considerable variation in

size and colour of berrie.s, ranging from deep blue black to red. While none are improve-

ments upon the parent, the results are such that future experiments in this line .should be

continued and encouraged.

Prentiss.—Originated by J. W. Prentiss, Pultney, Steuben Co., N.Y., is a seedling of

Isabella. Bunch m.-jdium, compact ; berry medium, yellowish green ; skin thick ; fle.sh

pulpy, but quite dissolving, juicy, sweet with some flavour. Quality good to very good.

Belongs to the Lubniscn type. Ripi^ns with Concord and keeps well. Vine is very hardy
and very prolilic. A promising wliite grape.

Numerous other specimens of new varic^ties of grapes were examined, but being either

inferior in quality or in an unsound condition, they are not mentioned in this report.
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Lemon.

Olivia.—From George C. 8wan, San Diego, California. Specimens very large and of

fine appearance and said to contain sixty-live degrees of citric acid. The Committee not
having any means to test these fruits can only commend the sender for his interest mani-

fested in the progress of horticultural products.

/ P. J. Bekckmans. ^
Samuel Hape.

I

Sylvestek -Jouxson. } Committee.

Robert Buknet.
I

M. B. Bateham.
J

FLOWERS IN PUBLIC HALLS.

By B. GolU

The many lovers of good manners and Hue public taste everywhere, cannot but be

deeply pleased 'by the prospect of the many exhibitions of flowers in public estimation and
in public morals. Wherever we go, either in summer or winter, these beautiful objects of

Divine beneficence accompany us, and are to be found to a greater or lesser extent ; they

thrust themselves upon our observation, and command at once our serious and devout
attention. Their use in public halls and so in public assemblies, is apparently much on
the increase. A simple social gathering of friends is made more pleasing, and has better

remembrances clinging around it, by the presence of a few pots of choice flowers. They
are made to do duty by increasing the native atti-activeness on the brow of bridal beauty

;

and on the lift^less clay of departed friends they are equally serviceable to spread everlast-

ing loveliness. The sportive and guileless child, on the very threshold of its happy being,

stops to pluck and admire the gay flower, spotless as itself ; and the cultured and well-

trained sage of the school is equally curious to know and f xamine its wonderful and mvs-
terious parts and properti(>.s. Even the ignorant, the vulgar and the debased, are attracted

by such displays of wonderful beauty and spotless purity, and are thus frequently made to

reflect on their own sinful and impure ways. In the beautiful words of Horace Smith :

—

Your voiceless lips, O flowers, are living preachers,
Kiich cup a pulpit, and each leaf a book,

Supjjly to my fancy numerous teachers
From the loneliest nook.

"

In this way are the humble, inaudible flowers of the field accomplishing their double

mission of ornamentation to the earth and moral instruction to wayward and erring

humanity. Either a man must forever banish himself from the enobling society of flow-

ers, or from the degrading influence of evil society and ways. Those opposing influences

cannot coalesce, and a mor.illy degraded being cannot love the presence of the beauty and
loveliness of flowers. Said a friend to me a few days ago, " A genuine lover of flowers

cannot be dangerous company." At present we shall not attempt a reference to flowers in

the public parks of our cities, or our public cemeteries, the quiet resting place of our hon-

oured dead, many of which places are beautified and richly adorned b)' the varied forms

and beauty of flowers ; but we must confine ourselves to the subject-matter in hand,
" Flowers in our Public Halls."

Firstly, Flowers in our banqueting halls.—It is said of the admirable Lady DufTerin,

the popular companion of our hate Governor-General of the Dominion of Canada, that she

had a very heavy stock of admirable pot plants, which was made to serve the purpose of

decoration on her tables at the public gatherings of the nobility. The same is also said

to be the right royal taste of the wife of our present Governor-General. We may be

pardoned for making use of a description of a grand festival held by the -Massachusetts

Horticultural Society, at Fanueil Hall in Boston. " At this grand festival six hundred
ladies and gentlemen sat down to a sumptuous feast. The tables, fourteen in number,
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were loaded with every delicacy of the season, but the crowning glory of all was the great

profusion of delicious fruit, and magnificent display of gorgeous flowers. The scene was
exciting and brilliant." The Hon. Daniel Webster said, "I congratulate you, Mr. Presi-

dent, that our flowers are not

. . . . ' Born to l)lush unseen,
And waste tfieir fragrance on tfje desert air.'

"Our flowers are cultivated by hands as delicate as their own tendrils, viewed \,y

countenances as spotless and as pure as their own petals, and watched by eyes as brilliant

and full of lustre as their own beautiful exhibition of splendour. All our associations of

beauty and taste are blended with flowers. They are our earliest token of afl'ection and
regard. They adorn the bridal brow at the wedding, they are woven in garlands around
the head of the conqueror, they are strewed on the coffin of the dead, ai.d here is another
of their most gi-ateful and beautiful uses—ornamenting a table at a festival and euliveninf

the scene and enchanting the eye." From an adddress by Hon. Caleb Gushing : "In
that 'central flowery land' this is the case at all festivals, flowers there adorn the table and
meet the eye in every direction on all occasions, but here alone—here and in other Cliristian

lands—woman enchants and beautifies with her presence the scene. We have learned to

admire art, to appreciate sculpture and painting, and to look upon fruit and flowers as
models of delicacy and beauty." Such are the sentiments and statements of the refined

and elocjuent, and such are the growing sentiments of our people in this country.

Secondly, Flowers in our educational halls, o\ir school rooms and our lecture rooms

—

We have frequently seen on the expre.ssions of childhood the pleasing smile, the greats

ful sense of pleasure, on the presentation of a carefully selected l)ouquet of flower.s, to

adorn the teaclier's desk in the school room. Their place here is educating and refining,

and the influence upon the children is grateful and ennobling. On our lecture-stands, too,

there is a place on either side of the speaker for a vase of flowers.

"Flowers" says a wTiter, "of all created things are the most innocently simple, the
most superbly complex, playthings for childhood, ornaments for the grave and companions
of the cold corpse. Flowers are beloved by the child and studied by the thinking man of

science. Flowers that unceasingly expand to heaven their grateful, and to man their

cheerful looks, soothers of human sorrow ; fit emblems of the victor's triumph and the
young bi-ide's blushes. Welcome to the crowded hall and grateful upon the solitary grave!
Flowers are in the volume of nature, what the expression ' God is love ' is in the volume
of revelation."

We should then studiously encourage our children to cultivate, to gather and to study
the flowers of the field, whose influence upon them and tlieir character is so grateful, en-

nobling and virtuous. We love to see them consp'cuous in our school rooms, as a tribute

of gratitude and love, and we would fain to see them intelligently placed on the table of

every (educational hall in the land.

Thirdly, Flowers in our restaurants and dining halls, our public places of refref-h-

ment and our bar-rooms.—In good houses of this character, throughout the United States,

the practice of placing fine pot plants of rich bloom in their rooms, and on their tables

and bars, is fast becoming very common, and we think justly and with the best of in-

fluences and results. Having occasion lately to step into a restaurant room for refresh-

ment in the town of Sarnia, Ontario,' we were at once struck by the co.sey, homelike,
comfortable aspect of the general outfit of the room. It was handsomely furnished and
perfectly equipped with everything needful for the comfort and refreshment of the guests,

either in the cold or warm season. One end of the room in close proximity to large tine

front window, was totally taken up with stands of as valuable, healthy and handsome pot
plants as we had ever seen. Tliese were adn}ired by all. The influence of that stand of

beautiful plants was in itself refreshing, and our active thoughts were speedily carried to
their counterparts on the stand watched and tended by the loved ones at home. W^ho
can properly estimate the potent influences for good and virtue daily hovering around
that stand of plants. May the time soon come when many such exhibitions of floral

beauty shall be met with in all our public places of resort, encouraged by the voice of
fashion and public good taste.
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A few days ago in our business tours we had occasion to step into tlie public bar-room

of one of the public hotels in Thedford, Ontario. Our curiosity was at once aroused by

the spectacle of a quantity of tine choice pot plants standing in tiie windows and on the

bar. This, in our opinion, is a move in the right direction, for in a general wa^' in no

place of public resort are the tender, refining influences of plants and llowers more in i-e-

quisilion than in our public bar-rooms. We do not wish to uphold the b:ir-rooni .system

of tlie present day, where men gather solely to imbilie unnatural and diseasing stimulants,

to their evident injury, but if they are a necessity of the ag(;, and legalized by an enlight-

ened Uovernmeat, we do hope that it may become popular to connect therewith all the re-

deeming and refilling influences i)0.s.sil)le. In the immediate presence of the forgetting man,

drinking himself into unmanline.ssand brutality, stands the pure, sihntand potent preacher,

the tiowering plant, that is so much like the one liis loving and patient wife watches at

home, or the one his dear kind mother praised and fussed over until he almost knew every

leaf upon its stately stem, and every ])etal upon its sweet and beautiful corolla. If he but

turn his eyes upon them he feels silent reproof for his ingratitude to admonishing maternal

influence, and in shame he returns to wounded affection. As a late writer has it, " With
tender emotions do i remember the old white rose bush trained to the top of the house by

the hand of a dear mother. How many pleasing reminiscences crowd upon the memory
of one who, at the age of three score years and ten, looks back upon the scenes of his

childhood and youth, when from his sainted mother he received lessons of morality and piety,

while engaged in the cultivation of a limited .lower garden. Let us then with joy con-

template these ennobling and refined influences, even in the public halls of entertainment,

and in every possinle way encourage them in this relation, for they do a silent but re-

proving work that sterner influences cannot do. We want to see them placed everywhere,

where human character can be formed, and at all seasons of our variable Canadian year.

At no time, or place, or season, can we safely afford to do without an influence so redeem-

ing and divinely good.

ADDRES.S DELIVERED BEFORE THE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
WESTERN NEW YORK.—.JANUARY, 1S80.

'

Hi/ James Vick.

Man may be happy without a garden ; he may have a home without a tree, or shrub,

or flower
;
yet, when the Creator prepared a home for man, made in his own image. Up

planted a garden, and in this placed the noblest specimen of creative power, to dress and
to keep it, and there he remained during his life of innocence and happiness. And, in

all parts of the civilized world, the refinement, and innocence, and happiness of the people

may be measured by the flowers they cultivate. The love and care of flowers is one of

tlie few pleasures that improve alike the h'lad and the heart. It is a pleasure that brings

no pain, a sweet without a snare.

Wonderful changes have taken place in our country within tlie iniMnorv of some who
do not think thein.selves very old, and who have but recently stojiped pulling out the grey

hairs, as a hopeless task. Tbe huge chimney, made of rough stone.s, with its log cabin

attachment, the well sweep, the rail fence and bars, the wood-pile with its mound of chips

iind rusty old axe, useful for the boys when out of school, have all disappeared. The pigs

III) longer .seek admittance at the front door, nor demand a first chance at the dinner

—

having snuffed its fragi-ance from afar—in language more expressive than elegant ; even

the music of the spinning wheel is hushed.

We have nothing to say against log cabins. They were proper for a new and wooded

country, and quite picturesque—a necessity and a blessing. Many noble men have com-

menced life in log cabins, but we observe that they did not stay in them longer than neces-

sary. But the log cabin is gone, never to return. It long ago gave way to the .square

box, painted rod, or, if unusually pretentions, pure white, adorned with blinds of the

most intense green. The yard was cleared of chips and surrounded with a board fence, a

straight walk leading from the street to the front door, while a few bt^ls, bordered with
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.shells or stones, containofl Poppies aiul Bachelor's Buttons, and (Irass Pinks, and Sweet
Williams. A few Hollyhocks and Lilacs addeil both beauty and fragrance to the little

home garden. A border in the background contained Thyme, and Sage, and Summer
Savory and similar treasures for the good woman's culinary uses, while a patch of Tansy
and Pepjiermint were quite as necessaiy for the good man's bitters.

But change and progress is the order of the world, especially of the American world,

and the old house that the carpenter made in the similitude of a dry goods box became
worn out, or too small, or too very unfasliio:>ablc ; and the architect designed, and the

builder erected a new house, with towers and gables, and curious porches, and strang«

windows, that one might almost think an emanation from fairj- land. The old flowers

are discarded with the beds and borders of whitewashed stones, and even the fence has

been removed to the pasture lot. The front yard has become a lawn, and the tan.sy and
peppermint bed have been transformed into a parterre. Instead of. flowers a few weeks
in the year, as in the olden time, there are now unV)roken beds of beauty from early spring

until the frost-king lays his cold hand upon every leaf and flower.

The change has done mucli to make people better, healthier and happier ; but its

speediest and liapi)iest eflFects are with the women and children, while the men are enjoy-

ing in many cases the blessings they do not appreciate, and sometimes do not deserve. A
few there are who try to show their manhood by a contempt of beauty. They are, how-

ever, remnants of a race almost extinct, and we say, peace to their ashes. Men of intellect

and refinement are helpers in the good work, and nobly aid the weaker ones in making
homes of lieauty. A few suggestions as to how this can best be done will be in place.

The foundation of modern gardening is good walks and good lawn, and as both will

last as long as the maker, it is well that the work should be well done. First secure

good drainage, and then determine on the walks, making no more than actually necessary.

Stake out the lines, and remove the earth twelve or eighteen inches in depth, using the

earth thus obtained to fill up any depre.ssions. Dig or plough quite deeply the ground

designed for a lawn, and pulverize the soil thoroughly, removing all stones to the trenches

prepared for the walks. Place a narrow margin of grass on each side of the walk, so as

to secure the outline ; see that the surface, at least, of the soil intended for the lawn is

mellow, and will not bake. Sow Kentucky blue grass and a little white clover, or the

prepared lawn grass of the seedsman, at the rate of four bushels to the acre. After the

walks are filled with rough stones to within four or five inches of the surface, cover with

fine gravel until the centre is level with the surface of the lawn. This work is best done

very early in the .spring, so as to give the grass seed the benefit of spring rains, or it may
be done in September. If the .soil is very stiff, it is well, after .sowing the seed, to cover

the surface with an inch of fine manure, and this should remain, after raking off a little

of the coarest, during the summer, if it .seems necessary. This plan is almost essential to

success in the south and California, and other warm and dry sections. If the work is well-

done, by the last of June the lawn will look well and require cutting. Weeds naturally

appear, but as they are mostly annuals, if the grass is kept short they cannot seed and
will soon disappear. A few perennials, like dock and plaintain, should be removed by
hand.

Having obtained a good lawn, the usual practice is to .spoil it as soon as possible, by
making unnecessary walks and flower beds, and by excessive planting of trees and shrubs.

Grass cannot grow in dense shade, and no lawn can look well cut up by narrow walks.

A good portion of the lawn, if possible, .should present an unbroken surface, only an

occasional and handsome tree being admitted, and at such distances apart that they can

grow and become perfect in form ; and let no desecrating hand mar the work of the

Creator by the saw, nor touch an ornamental tree with a pruning knife. This should

oidy be allowed under .such circumstances as would justify the amputation of the limb of

a friend. The shrubs should be in clumps, or groups, and so thickly planted as to cover

all the ground, and the soil under them kept cultivated and clean, like a flower bed. A
few flower beds may be made, and usually near the borders, or opposite windows, and
they should be of simple, gi-aceful forms, and look well the whole summer, and every day
and all day. There are many beautiful flowers that bloom only for a few days, or weeks,

and, however desirable they ma)' be in certain places, are unfit for beds on the lawn.
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Others are in Hower a long time, but the flowers are not sufficiently abundant, or are

hidden by the foliage. Some kinds, though they flower freely, cannot endure the full

blaze of the summer sun, and are, therefore, untit for this work. Of all flowering plants,

the scarlet geraniums have been the most popular for bedding, and the most freely used

in all parts of the civilized world for making lawn beds, so much so that the opponents of

the system have denounced it in ridicule as the " scarlet fever."

Through tlie skill and enterprise of florists, we now have many varities of plants

with bright and beautiful foliage. Among these are the variegated-leaved geraniums,

Acliryantlies, Coleus, Centaureas, and Golden Pyrethrum. The Achyranthes is a darkish

purple or niaroon ; the Coleus gives a very wide range of colour ; C'entaurea is snowy
white, and Oolden Pyrethrum, yellow. It will be readily seen that with such material

most charming beds of colour can be formed. These beds and bordei"s are often formed

of rows of plants or flowers of ditt'eient colours, and are then called ribbon-beds, and,

when the patterns are more intricate, carpet beds, and they are often gorgeous.

Another style of lawn bed, and perhaps the most magnificent of all, is composed of

large sub-tropical plants. Tliey give us a taste of the luxuriance of tropical foliage, and,

on lawns where there is suflicient room, nothing will aflbrd more pleasure. These beds

are usually planted with Ricinus for the centre, then Cannas, followed by talndiiiin escu-

lentinii. A low, outside border may be composed of Centaureas or Coleus. The Ricinus

is obtained from seed, and will grow about as freely as com, and requiie about the same

sjil and warmth. For earline.ss it is sometimes started in pots. The dry bulbs of Cannas

and Caladiums are obtained from florists, and young plants of Coleus or Centaureas are

t(i be had <piite cheaplj' in the spring.

The plants desirable for bedding are not expensive, aiid good flower beds and ribbon

beds can be made of annuals at the cost of a few cents, and for this not many equal the

Phlox Drumiiwndii. A few rows of white, purple, and scarlet will form a ribbon bed of

great beauty, anil the product of a paper of Petunia seed will make no mean show, if

properly cared for.

These beds, it must be remembered, are for the adornment of tht? grounds alone, and

they furnish no flowers for the house—no presents for friends, no bouquet for the dining

room, or for .schools, or churches, or the sick-room. These we must have. So, just back

of the lawn, make generous beds of flowers that you can cut freely—-Asters, Balsams,

Zinnias, Stocks, IMignonette, Sweet Peas, etc.

The great difliculty with American gardens is that they are too large, and not sufli-

ciently cared for. If we gave the .same amount of labour on a quarter of an acre that we
now expend on an acre, the result would lie much more satisfactory. No one should have

more ground in garden than he can keep in the very highest state of cultivation. It is

this kind of excellence that aSbrds pleasure, while failure or partial success is a .source of

pain. It is not onlj' a fault to cultivate too mijch ground, but even too many flowers.

Some seem anxious to obtain and grow everything. This is not well, especially where

there is not a good deal of time and money to he devoted to the work. A choice selec-

tion is best, and we like every cultivator of flowers to have a pet or hobby. Always
have something choice—something grown better than anyone else is growing it—some-

thing you have reason to be proud of. It will astonish you to .see how flowers thrive

under such potting, and what wonderful exhibition they make of their gratitude.

We name a few plants suitable for special garden work. These lists embrace but a

f(?w of the many adapted for the several purposes indicated.

Dwarf Plimtsfor Eihjinjs or Borders of Jieds.—Alternanthera, Armeria or Thrift, and

Pyrethrum aureum.

White-Leaved Plants.—(Jlaucium, Centaurea, and Cineraria maritima.

Showi/'Coloured FnHnge.—Achyranthes, Coleus, and Bronze and Silver-leaf Ger-

aniums.

Scarlet (r'eraniums.—Gen. (jrant, Queen of the West, and Excelsior.

Tiill Foliafie Plants.—Caladium esculentum, three to four feet in height, leaves more

than two feet in length. Cannas, from three to live feet in height ; a variety called Ro-

busta, from tivt: to eight feet. Ricinus, Castor-oil Bean, from six to twelve feet.
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Annual Flotvers for Brilliant Show.—These are, doubtless, familiar to most of our

ri'ailers. The Aster, Antirrliimnii, Balsam, Dianthus, Delphinium, Pansy, Petunia, Phlox
Druinmonilii, Portulaca, 8alpiglo.si.s, Stock, Verbena, FJ)ouble Zinnia, and other varieties

that we liave not space to name, should be in every collection.

Flowers Desirable for Frwjrance.— For fragrance nothing equals the Mignonette,

Sweet Alyssum, Sweet Pea, Ery.simum, Stocks, Pinks, Picotees, and Carnations.

Ribbon Bids.—A very pretty ribbon bed is made by taking diflerent colours of the

same (lower, like Phlox, Portulaca, Stocks, or Asters.

In conclusion, we say to all, cultivate flowers. These children of tlie field speak to

us in every fi-agrant breath and lovely tint, and graceful form, of Him who spoke from

nauglit such matchless beauty.

AMBER CANE.

To THE Editor of "Thk Signal."—During last winter I noticed several letters in

agricultural papers about raising Amber Cane in Canada and the States with the object

of making sugar and syrup from it. I encouraged my neighbours to try it ; last .spring I

sent to a Detroit seed firm and obtained 4 lbs. of Amber Cane seed. I paid .'iO cents a

pound and 20 per cent. duty. About the 18th May I planted about half an acre in well

manured mellow land; the rows were 3i feet apart. I put 8 or 10 seeds in each hill and

thinned it out after it came up to 4 or .5 stalks in each hill. It looked puny and tender

for a few weeks, but when the hot weather came it grew very rapidly. About six rods

of the ground was too wet and it rotted. It requires about the same cultivation as In-

dian Corn and will ripen about the same time. Mine was fully ripe in the middle of

October. I saved considerable of the seed. The average height of stalk was 10 feet 2 or

3 inches. Two other parties grew some near Clinton this season and one of them has

machinery for pressing and manufacturing it. I took my cane to him and had it con-

verted into syrup, receiving half the product. I got 35 gallons of good syrup. If the

seed is good 1 lb. will plant an acre. My farm is two and a half miles from Lake Huron;
we seldom have spring or summer frosts. Please insert this for benefit of readers of the

Signal.

GE0KC4E COX, Goderich Tp.

We have, by kindness of Mr. Cox, received a sample of the above mentioned syrup

and although made after a very crude fasliion it has the appearance of the ordinary Amber
Syrup of commerce. It is quite palatable and pleasant, and seems devoid of a certain

pungent, acrid ta.ste possessed by much of the so-called sugar cane syrup. Mr. Cox's ex-

periment shows a yield of 140 gallons to the acre, no doubt with a little experience in

cultivation and manufacture, this could be increased. Even as it is, and allowing one

half for manufacturing, the yield of 70 gallons per acre would seem to class this as a pro-

fitable branch of agriculture. Allowing .50 cents per gallon, we have a return of §35 per

acre.

—

Ed.

THE FORESTS OF OHIO.

n.\S THE TIME ARRIVED FOV. THE PLANTING OF TIMBER?

An ajfiryiialii'e unsrver by Dr. .Tohn A. Wardei—Address before the recent Ohio Agricul-

tural Convention.

Having been courteously invited to appear before you and to take the affirmative in

opening this discussion upon the deeply important subject of Forestry, I present myself be-

fore you with the diffidence of one who must acknowledge himself a novice in the science,

and crave your patience duriiig the few moments occupied in an endeavour to discharge

the assigned duty.

In the programme for the day appears this query :

' Has the time arrived in Ohio to plant trees for timber i

"
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In attempting a response to a question that is as yet so new to the men who them

selves have aided in clearing off the dense forests that once covered the region watered liy

the Oliio River and its tributaries, it can hardly he expected that one who has worked

with his own hands in effecting that destruction, nor you who have looked upon the work

as a necessity, should be prepared to pronounce upon the limit beyond which the clearing

of the land should not be allowed to proceed. Nor is it at all likely that you may be

ready to accept, much less to adopt as your own, all of the postulates and axioms that,

on such an occasion at this, might be suggested and pronounced by any one who has made
Systematic Foresty a subject of serious investigation.

As yet, little or nothing has been done among us in the way of forestry. Here and

there a few trees have been planted, rather for ornament than for utility. The taste for

the comfort and beauty of trees is growing however, and of the thousands who daily

travel along our great highways, few are they who cannot admiringly ap]ireciate the

improvement by tree planting about the village stations, the groups of ornanjcntal trees

clustering around the rural homestead.s, the lines of trees along the country roads, and on

the boundaries of cultivated fields.

These efforts of individuals to restore the sylvan beauties of the land are worthy of

all praise. They are well supplemented by the Village Tree Planting Associations hap-

pily suggested and successfully carried out by 5Ir. Northrup, of Connecticut, who should

have many followers in Ohio. Your attention is especially directed to his pamphlet.*

Under the happy influences of the tree planters the cemeteries of our land are every-

where becoming the quiet resting places of the dead, sheltered by umbrageous trees,

instead of the forlorn, desolate and neglected fields of the past— so unworthy of the title,

God's Acre (Gottes Acker), and so discreditable to our boasted civilization.

Public and private parks are being set apart for the special culture of these beauti-

ful natural objects, and they become the most agreeable resorts, and are means of

instruction for the people. All these encourage a love for trees, and increase our know-

ledge of them, and to that extent are accessory to forestry.

In this, however, the people of our country have much to learn ; the general want of

familiarity with our sylvan wealth, either collectively or individually, is a matter of sur-

prise to those who have made this matter a study.

Upon this occasion it may be admissible to refer more particularly to a single tree,

which is destined to become a factor of no mean importance in the future forests of our

land, and through them to solve one of the great problems of the iron road, the cross-tie

ijuestion, and the future supply of sleepers.

We may be pardoned for having a State pride in this tree, for though not a native of

Ohio, it was here that the distinctive characters of the Speciosa Catalpa, the western

species, were fir.st pointed out and pres(-nted to the public. It was here tliat it was first

p!ant(!d and distributed by General William Henry Harrison, who brought it from its

native home on the Wabash. It was here that its merits as a perdurable timber were

published by him at an agricultural meeting in Hamilton County, when he urged his fel-

low farmers, as early as 182.5, to plant the tree extensively for its great value as timber.

ijt was in Dayton, Ohio, that its great beauty as a shade tree was observed by Dr.

J. Haines, who propagated and distributed the plants that now ornament the streets of

that city. In 18.53 it was recognized as distinct from the Catalpa of the nurserymen,

that had been brought from the Eastern States, and was then published in a magazine,

devotcd to horticulture and rural affairs,! that was printed in Cincinnati.

The Brothers Teas, enterprising nurserymen, ne.\t propagated the tree and distributed

it widely. Further honours to the Catalpa and to our State have resulted from a great

devotion to the timber interests manifested by Mr. E. E. Barney, of Dayton, who has

bestowed much time and money, in the most disinterested manner, in the collection and

diffusion of information! respecting this valuable tree, and in sending out its seeds,

some of which have reached far distant lands on other continents.

*"TrPM Planting, Economic an"! Ornamental, and Village Improvement," by B. G. Northrup.

+ Weilern HorliruUurid Reriev}. August, IS'-S.

X" Facts for Information on the Catalpa Tree.

"
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From all which it appears, that though itself a native of another rofjion of our coun-

try, the merit of the introtluetion of the Catalpa speciosa is clue to the intelligence and
energy of the citizens of our own State.

Though it is not pretended that we have originated or created a new tree, we have
presented one to the world that had heretofore escaped the observation and notice of the

botanist. A tree t f which it is said, (by one who knows that whereof he doth affirm),

"Every day's experience establishes me more firmly in the opinion that it (the CaUilpn
speciosn) will prove to be one of the very best, if not the very best tree in the middle
American States, and with a southern limit very far beyond any of our northern trees.

But let us now address ourselves more especially to the question before us :

" Is it time for us in Ohio to plant trees for timber 1

"

Yes ! Yes truly and most emphatically, my dear fellow countrymen of Ohio, the

time hasfully come when we, the inhabitants of this glorious possessi'n, should; as a duty,

plant trees for timber."

Certainly we already have many warnings that it is indeed high time for us to .set

about doing something toward the restoration of the forests, which the nece.ssities of agri-

culture and the advancing wave of civilization have so rapidly diminished, within a cen-

tury of occupation, in extensive regions of our noble State. The clearing of the lands was
a necessity for its occupation and application to agriculture. In this matter, every land-

owner must be left free to decide for himself and for his own acres. No man, or set of

men, may let or hinder him from destroying or restoring his forests. Nor can his move-
ments be controlled by legislative enactments as in other countries, since the policy of

our republic is that of non-interference. But we have also an axiom in our policy, that the

best plans are ever those which conduce to the greatest good to the greatest numbers of the

people, and, whenever these may be presented in acceptable form, it is hoped and believed

that such propositions will receive support.

So great is the American statesmen's confidence in the general good .sense of the

people, and in the capacity for self-government, that all great questions may be safely

left to the popular tribunal.

When new propositions happen to be presented to the people for solution, however,
they may sometimes need a certain amount of educational training and enlightenment,
to prepare them for a wise decision.

The present theme is perhaps one of that character, to our fathers and to many of

ourselves, who have lifted up axes upon the thick trees and prostrated those princes of

the forest which had for centuries reared their proud heads, and reigned as monarchs of

all they might survey. Those of us who have laboriously cleared the land of these

encumbrances, have triumphed in the unequal contest, aud may well congratulate our-

selves on having released the fertile soil from its forest thraldom, to receive the vitalizing

sunshine, and to smile for us with productive farms and happy homes, surrounded with
luxuriant fields of food crops for man's use, convenience and enjoyment.

Flushed with our triumphs over barbaric nature, such may ask, " "VVhy plant more
trees and again relegate these smiling fields to the bondage of the savageism of the forest

times !

"

No ! this clearing of our fertile lands is indeed right and proper ; it will go on, and
it should continue for a certain period und to a certain extent. Whatever this extent may
be must depend upon so manj' circum.stances connected with the phy.sical conditions of a
wide extent of territory, that the problem becomes difficult of solution, and requires for

its proper consideration a knowledge of many branches of natural history. It need not
now be discussed ; suffice it that man's experience and observations in other regions
of the globe will aid us in attempting a solution. From these we learn that from
one-fifth to one-fourth part of any considerable stretch of country should be occupied by
trees, in order to produce the best results in the physical conditions necessary for the
greatest productiveness of the soil, and for the highest development of humanity.

Applying this to our own State, let us ask, how is it now in Ohio in this respect ?

What is the ratio at present, between the wooded and the cleared portions of our State t

The statistics of this important problem ai'enot so complete as we could desire, but such as
they are, are well portrayed in Gen. Walker's Atlas of the United States census of 1870.
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In his message of last year our Governor graciously devoted a brief paragraph to

this suhject, a sulyect indeed of so great prospective importance to the future destinies of

the millions who are to tread upon the soil of Ohio, that our chief executive and our legis-

lative bodies, as well as the humblest citizens, might profitably make it a subject of labor-

ious and continued study.

It appears that in the course of seven years the area of the woodlan<l in Ohio was

reduced from about 9,750,030 in L'^TO to a little more than .5,000,000 acres in 1877.

This shows that more than 4,000,000 acres of woodland, nearly one-h;df of that

returned by the last United States census, has been destroyed in the brief period of seven

years ! Should these figures prove to be correct, they shew a frightful destruction of our

woodlands, which must be followed in the future >>y tlieir legitimate results of altered and

deteriorated climate, diminished fertility and productiveness of the soil, in some places

approaching barrenness, in the drying up of springs and streams, with irregularity in the

flow and discharge of our navigable rivers, and eventually in the relegation of our fertile

fields to barrenness and desolation. * * * What has been Hirti/a(/aJH and iwiW a(/((ij»

recur. The most fertile regions of the old world, when subjected to similar treatment,

have reached this sad result. Under the infliction of such ill treatment and abuse of (Jod's

gifts, it is but u question of time when the sad but inevitable results must follow, and our

now fertile plains be reduced to deserts.

The traveller Champollion, when speaking of the great desert of Sahara, in northern

Africa, where he had traced the source of former rivers and streams, and hail found

stumps of trees covered by several feet of sand, makes the following remark :
" And so,

the astounding ttuth dawns upon us, that this desert may once have been a region of

gi-oves and fountains, and the abode of happy million.s." * * He asks, " Is there

anv crime against Nature which draws down a more terrible cur.se than that of stripping

Mother Earth of her sylvan covering.' The hand of man has produced this desert, and

I believe, every other desert on the surface of the earth. Earth was Eden once, and our

rai.sery is the punishment for our sins again.st the world of plants. The burning sun of

tlu' Desert is the angel with the flaming sword who stands between us and Paradise."

The countries bordering on the Mediterranean, on all its sides, were once well-wooded,

fertile, fruitful regions, sustaining a dense population. With the centuries came the undue

destruction of the forests, and the consequent loss of fertility, followed by diminishetl

population. Look at the famous regions to the eastward, Palestine the land of groves, the

land that flowed with milk and honey ; see the adjoining regions, now marked by the

mighty ruins of Palmyra and tlie cities of the plain. Beyond these, see the broad fields

of Persia, whence Alexander drew his mighty armies, and observe the once fertile valleys

of the Tigris and the Euphrates where stood the luxurious Babylon, the great but

fallen ; all these once populous regions are now deserted, and literally become the liabi-

tation of bats and owls, in fulfilment of prophecy, clearly traceable to the destruction of

the forests.

Even in our own favoured land, here in this new world, these scars upon the face of

nature alreaily liegin to ap]iear, and in some places on the Atlantic border tracts of farm-

ing land are already turned out as unproductive wastes.

Yes ! verily, my friends, it is indeed time that we were thoroughly aroused to the

importance of this matter of the conservation of our forests. We sliould plant shade-

trees and groves, shelter belts and woods
;
yes, and where suitable conditions exist, we

should also plant extensive forests for the sake of their future prospective, but certain,

benefit to ourselves, and to those who are to come after us. Why will we not learn from

the experience of past ages, which is everywhere expressed so plainly in the history of

nations, and impressed t^o manifestly in the desnrl scars of the earth (

Let us take warning betimes and begin now, and at once undertake the preservation

of our forests.

Forests are the conservators of moisture, the sources of the streams. The tree is

father to the rain, was a favourite saying of Mahomet.
Then again we must remember that time is needed for the production of a tree. The

Botanists call them perennial plants, because they continue their existence throxgh the

years. Vegetables of this class do not build up their massy structures, composed of oon-
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centric layers of solid fibre-cells, with the rapidity of the fungi, some of which will evohe
millions of their cells in a few hours, visibly enlarging while we behold.

Nor can the trees be coiupare<l in their periods of growth, and the quickness of tlicir

cash returns, with the familiar tillage crops of the agriculturist. The weeks and months

needetl for the production and perfecting of garden and farm crops, are represented by the

decades and centuries of years required for clothing the denuded surface with forest

growths of mature and useful size. Tt is, therefore, high time to begin the work.

Be not discouraged, however. Trees grow fast enough. One of the classic writers of

the age, who fully appreciated trees, put his own sentiments into the mouth of one of

his rustic characters when he wrote, " Be aye sticking in a tree, Jock, it will be growing

tlie whiles ye are sleeping."

Those; of us who are now past middle life, no doubt many of you now present, can

point to noble trees which have grown within your own recollection ; some of them, per-

haps, were planted by your own hands. Strange as it may be, however, it seems never-

theless true, that old men, those who cannot expect to see, nor to reap, the fruits of their

labours in forestry, are the most energetic tree planters, rather than those just entering

upon life witli a bright future opening up to them decades of prospective enjoyment, and

with a reasonable expectation of life even comparable to the term necessary for the

development of a useful tree. Old men are proverbially the tree planters everywhere.

In regard to their periods of development, there is a great diversity among trees
;

some have a brief rotation. The coppice growths in European forestry are often utilized

in periods of ten or fifteen years ; in our own country too, we have many trees of short

rotation, and some of the most useful and most profitable trees are of this character.

The Black Locust may be harvested after it has grown from twenty to thirty years.

The Catalpa speciosa, in the same period, will make good cross-ties and fence posts.

The Ailanllnis very soon attains a useful size, and for certain purposes has been very

highly commended, both in this country and in Europe. Prof. C. S. Sargent is advising

its extensive plantation, and some years ago it was spoken of as the most promising tree

for the arid plains of the southwest.

The forests of Scotch Pine in Germany are allowed sixty years to reach their useful

size for fuel and for timbers.

The liircli there reaches its maturity in about half a century.

The ]\'iUou-, used for charcoal needed in the manufacture of gunpowder, may be cut

after growing twenty years or even less.

Chestnut, in its second growth, is most profitably cut every twenty or twenty-five

years.

The beautiful wood of the wild cherry soon reaches a profitable size for many pur-

poses, though for sawlogs and lumber the trees should be larger.

Many individual trees, planted by the pioneers upon the broad plains of Nebraska,

within the few years that white men have occupied the so-called "American Desert,"

have already attained to useful size, and will yield each a cord of firewood to cheer their

owners. While the census rejiorts represent the extent of woodlp,nds in Ohio as covering

about one-third of its total area, which is a full ratio for lands situated like ours, we are

not informed as to its condition. The skilful forester, however, cannot fail to observe

that these tracts are very far from being in a condition to yield the best results either eco-

nomically, or in their influence on the climate and water courses of the adjacent re-

gions, and he finds them much less satisfactory in regard to their own improvement and
perpetuation by succession.

Nearly all our v/oodlands have been culled severely, robbed of their most valuable

products and specie ; they are rarely in a condition for natural reproduction. In many
cases they have been carefully cleared up ; aye, cleared up by the removal of their

undergrowth, both of bushes and of j-oung forest trees, and they are even deprived of

nature's own favourite carpeting, composed of the fallen spray, the leaves, the logs, with

the mosses and lichens that feed upon these dixaying tissues. All these make up an
admirable mulching material that prevents evaporation, and which receives and retains

the fallen rain, which quietly sinks into the mellow soil beneath, but which, when falling

upon the bared surface of cleared lands, quickly escapes in rushing and destructive tor-
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rents. Some very neat and would-be careful and economical farmers, after thus clearing

up their woodlands, attempt to render them profitable by laying them down to grass, and
then use their woods as pasture fields ; very beautiful they are considered by the poet,

but not by the forester, who sees in all this but the garnished tomb of the trees.

Yes, my friends, the time has indeed arrived when we, as a people possessing a full

share of common sense, ought to realize the absolute necessity for devoting a portion of

our energies and intelligence to the conservation and care of our sylvan treasures, and

this will be followed by planting anew the wjiste tracts, and untillable hillsides and cor-

nel's, or rocky ledges, with suitable trees.

We should jilant forest trees for ornament to the landscape.

We should plant them for slielter to our crops, our cattle and ourselves.

Trees should be planted to guard against the failure of the water supply of the

country.

Woods should be preserved for their influence in regulating the temperature and

humidity of the atmosphere, for it is established by long continued observations made at

the forestal stations of Europe, that the woods are cooler in summer and warmer in

winter, and that they contain more uioistui'o when compared with tracts of open lands in

the same regions.

Finally, we should plant forests, were it even for their use and for the valuable pro-

ducts which they yield for our consumption in the multifarious demands of civilized life.

In all this we are forced to acknowledge our ignorance as to the best means of be-

ginning this new industry, this new and important branch of agriculture. We are

brought to a stand by the grave question of

How TO Do IT.

The Rev. Frederick Starr, of St. Louis, in a very excellent article presenting the

urgent need for the preservation of our forests, which appeared in the U. S. Agricultural

Report for 1866, appeals for Goverumsnt aid, in lands and appropriations, to support and

carry on suitable nurseries and forest plantations for the common good, as exemplars of

such a character as no private individual can atibrd.

Jlore recently, some of yourselves, joined by hundreds of earnest men in verj' many
of the Stales, memorialized Congress to send a suitable and well informed Commissioner

to Europe to gather up important and valuable information that should be adapted to

our conditions and wants, which might enable us to emulate in our own country the per-

fected plans of their admirable systematic forestry management. Though urgently and

persistently presented to the Senate and House committees, those bodies could not be

persuaded to report upon the bills and memorials laid before them.

It may well be asked, why should not this important subject be referred to those

great institutions founded upon the Government land grants for the endowment of Agri-

cultural and Mechanical Colleges 1 This has already been urged, and a few of them are

paying some attention to forestry and tree planting.

Some of you now present may recollect that a similar convention of Agriculturists,

assembled in this chamber in 1872, did me the honour to listen to a set of resolutions

begging the managers of our own Agricultural College to take the preliminary steps to-

ward the teaching of forestry, by beginning the establishment of an arboretum, upon a

part of their extensive grounds here at the Capital of Ohio, where, eventually, all the

woody plants possible to the soil might be grown, and ever open to the inspection of the

students and of interested visitors.

Even at this late date, I feel impelled to record the gratifying circumstance that the

Convention of 1872 did itself credit by heartily endorsing the offered resolutions—and

to acknowledge that the effort of that day, though barren in tangible or visible results

upon the broad acres of the college farm, was not absolutely a case of wasted effort in

the cause, nor of love's lahonr lost.

There is now undoulitedly a more encouraging outlook for the patriotic statesman

in this direction as manifested in the increased interest felt by many in the subject of

forestry. This is seen in the daily and agricultural press, and in the fact that the topic
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umler discussion should have been put upon the programme for this meeting. And, my
good friends, let me also add, in the marked attention and apparent interest you have
shown in this imperfect response to the question before us, and to which query is render-

ed the decided aliirmative response :

I'es / i/es, tiulji and most em/ hatical/y, the time hasfully come when we, the people of
Ohio, s/iould plant trees for timber.

REPOUT OF THE COMMITTEE APPOINTED BY THE FRUIT GROWERS'
ASSOCIATION OF ONTARIO TO AID IN DIRECTING THE HORTICUL-
TURAL DEPARTMENT OF THE SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE, AT
GUELPH.

To t/ie Honourable the Commissioner of Ai/ricu!ture :—
Sir,—The Committee appointed, at your request, by the Directors of the Fruit Grow-

ers' Association, for the purpose of assisting in carrying out your wislies in reference to

more extended operations in Horticulture and Forestry at the institution in Guelpli, ben- to

report as follows :

—

That after the consultation, in refennice to the work to be undertaken, which the
Committee liad with you on the ISth of March last, at the farjn, we at once entered upon
the du ies assigned us. Our first step was to ascertain what had already been done in

this direction, and, on taking an inventory of the fruit trees on the grounds, it was found
. thiit tlie orchards were very deficient in size, and that a considerable number of our most
popular and desirable fruits were not represented in the collection. After mature delib-

eration your Committee resolved to begin the planting of an orchard which should contain
all the popular varieties of fruit, and in such quantities as would be amply sufficient to

supply the tables of the institution and give the students an opportunity of becoming
familiar with the appearance and quality of the different sorts, and to which should be
added from time to time such other varieties as might be thought desirable.

Orchard.

Under the advice of Prof. Brown we selected a field of twenty acres for a permanent
orchartl, in which it was decided to plant the apple trees in rows twenty-five feet apart,

with a tree in the centre of each square, the pear, plum, and cherry trees twenty feet

apart each way, the spaces between the trees to be planted, while the trees are young,
with .small fruits. As the funds available for the purposes of this Committee were small,

we were obliged to limit the planting for this season to about five acres. A shelter belt

was planted along the noi-therly and westerly sides, consisting of Norway spruce, Horse
chestnut and European linden. Desirable fruits were then selected to the followinf
extent : 49 varieties of apple, 23 varieties of pear, 13 varieties of plum, 10 of cherry, 9 of
grapes, and 5 of raspberries.

Forestry.

An arboretum was begun which it is intended shall eventually comprise all the trees

and shrubs likely to prove hardy in this Province, and 32 species of deci<luous trees, 18 of
evergreens and 46 of shrubs were plaiited. A large number of the newer ornamental
shrubs were introduced into the borders and other portions of tlie grounds.

In forestry, a beginning was also made, and about half an acre of young trees of the
black walnut and the same quantity of trees of the European larch were planted.

The success attending these efforts has been on the whole, thus far, sati.sfactory ; the
fruit tree.s, vines andslirulis having made a fair growth. In t!ie forestry department the
black walnuts hive made a promising start, and are likely to make a good growth during
the coming se:ison. The European larch, in consequence of unusual drouth after plant-
ing, and the late period at which they were received, have been a failui'e, a very large
proportion having died. We hope, however, to be able to renew these during the coming
season, under more favourable circumstances.
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Nursery.

A nursery department has also been commenced, and some seeds supplied with the

view of raisin;; young forest trees and shrubs for further planting. Since the autumn is

a much more favourable time for planting these seeds than the spring, wo deemed it un-
wise to do much in this department at a time of the year wlien the chances of success

were doubtful. We are now taking steps to secure .seeds of many of our forest trees for

more extensive planting this fall. We regard this department as one of very great im-

portance, from an educational stand point, since it will allord the students an opportunity

of becoming acquainted with the growth from its earliest stages. It will also be the
means of supplying the establishment, in the most economical manner, with a large num-
ber of young trees for future fore.st and ornamental planting.

Future Operations.

During the coming season, your Committee purpose completing the planting of the

orchard of twenty acres of fruit trees, and to plant, also, two acres of grapes, an acre of

strawberries, and two or three acres to include raspberries, currants, gooseberries, and
other small fruits, which will, when completed, lay the foundation for an abundant supply

of fruit for all the puqioses of the school.

It is also our intention to add largely to the arboretum, where every specimen is

being carefully labelled, under the direction of Prof. Brown, with the common and botani-

cal names, for the convenience of visitors as well as the instruction of pupils.

The ornamental department will also receive attention ; a number of new flowei'ing

shrubs will be procured, and likewise a selection of hardy, perennial plants.

In forestry, a more extended work is also to be undertaken. Your Committee propose

to plant, during the coming spring, half an acre each of sugar maple, hickory ami butter-

nut, a quarter aero each of white ash, English ash and white oak, some sweet chestnut,

and half an acre or more of a mixture of American elm, black walnut, pine, wild cherry

and ash.

It has been a source of great satisfaction to your Committee, that in carrying out

the works we have undertaken, w(; have been ably and cordially assisted by the Principal

of the School (President Jlills), the Professor of Agriculture (Professor Brown), and the

head g.irdener (Mr. Forsyth).

We beg again to call your attention to the necessity that exists of the apjiointinent

of a Professor of Horticulture, whose special duty it shall be to instruct the students iu

all matters relating to fruit growing, horticulture and forestry. It cannot be expected

that this important branch of instruction can receive the consideration it is entitletl to as

long as it occupies a subordinate place among the duties of a Professor whose time is already

fully occupied in superintending the agricultural ajid stock departments of the farm. Ill

the interests of the school we would urge that this deliciency be supplied at the earliest

possible opportunity.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

Wm. Saunders.
CuAS. Arnold.
1). W. Bkadlk.

List of Fruit Trees, etc.. Planted under the Direction of tue
Committee in 1880.

The following are the varieties planted and growing, with the number of specimens
of each variety :-

TiiK Apples are,

10 fJolden Russet. I 10 Grimes' Golden Pippin.

2 Rhode Island Greening. I 2 Ontario.

6 Roxbury Russet.
|

6 Pomme Grise.
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Apples, -

2 Hawthorndeu.
2 Ella.

2 Vellow Bellflower.

6 Ben Davis.

2 Blenheim Orange.

2 Twenty Ounce.
2 liambo.

2 Chenango.
2 Alexander.

2 Dora.

6 Swayzie Pomme Grise.

2 St. Lawrence.

1 Montreal Beauty Crab.

1 Transcendent Crab.

1 Vanwyck Crab.

2 Early Harvest.

6 Duchess of Oldenburg.

2 Ponime Royal.

6 Baldwin.

6 Wagener.
4 Spitzonburg.

2 Fameuse.

onlinued.
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18

4

4

5
2

Concord.

Salem.

Brant.

Agawaiu.
Massasoit.

The Grapes ark,

4 Martha.

5 UanaJn.

5 Creveling.

4 Wilder.

The Raspberries are,

15.5 Philadelphia.

20 ller.stiue.

37 Doi-chester.

67 Mauiiuouth Cluster.-

42 Clark.

33 Highland Uardy.

List of Ornamental Tubes and Shrubs i-lantkd in Arboretum, 1880.

Acer da-sycarpuni laciniatuin.

" platanns.

^scuius Hippocastanum.

Alnus ijlutinosa.

Auiygdalis nana, fl. plono.

white.

Betula lenta.

" alba pendula.
" pendula lacinata.

Gleditschia triacaiithos.

Oornus Florida.

Juglans cineria.

" nitrra.

Gymnocladus Canadensis.

Koelreu'eria paiiiculata.

Lirodendron tidipifera.

Magnolia acuminata.

Abies excelsa.

" Canadensis.
" nigra.

" alba.

Picea balsamea.

Pinus Austriaca.
" pumileo.

Pyrus aucuparia.

Pr.inus triloba.

Philadelphus coronarius.
" nivalis.
" Zeyherii.

Spirea prunifolia.

" opulifolia.

" Thunbergii.

Salix caprea pendula.

Salisburia adiantifolia.

Syrinira .Josikaja.

Tilia Europjea

Weigela hortensis.

" aiborea.
" rosea.

" variegata.

Evergreens.

Retinispora plumosa.
" pisifera.

Thuja, Parson's dwarf.

Biota orientalis.

Thuja, Iiollissin's Golden.
" Siberica.

Taxus Canadensis.

FOREST PLANTING AND PRESERVATION.

(KroDtt tho procsedings of the Western New York Horticultural Society.)

lUj Hetiry E. Hnnkrr.

The subject of planting trees for timber, and the growth and pre.servation of woods,

to meet tbe wauts of the future, may seem tT some out-tide the busine.ss of our Society, or

at least prcniature, considering how chivip lumb.^r is at present, atiil how lonii it takes to

grow saleable; timber ; but 1 believe a cooler consideration of the aspects of the ca.se, and

the discussion of it here, will show that it is not too soon to look into it, nor too early to

try some moderate oxpt^riments.
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In this matter our neighbours, Ijotli east and west of us, are moving faster than we
are, and have alreaily secured valuable experience and present profit, by somewluit exten-

sive plantings.

The western nurserymen have grown large quantities of seedling forest trees, whicli

have been sold for timber plantations in prairie sections, and even shipped some of their

largest orders to the eastern States, where tlie proportion of tiinberetl land is greater than

it is here in western New York. Tliey waked up to the fact that the systematic growth
of such wood as is most needed now, and will soon be greatly in demand, will Ije projitahle,

much more so than the hap-hazard, spontaneous growtlis of mixetl wild woods.

As an encouragement to this undertaking, consider the immense increase in the

manufacturing industries which are ilependent upon a supply of good tindier for tlieir

success : and how great must be the call for lumber if our nation continues its present

prosperity ; compare this demand with the rapid disappearance of the forests, and some
idea may be formed of the probable projit of tree planting.

Thirty years, or even less time, with proper management, would furnish us forests

capable of supplying the most desirable varieties, sizes and qualities of timber. The
growth of trees liere is so much more rapid than it is in France, Germany or England, that

it is safe to say we can reach a size and quality in thirty years which they need fifty years

to produce. Europeans do not think it unreasonable to plant trees for use fifty or eiglity

years after planting. Cannot we undertake a crop only thirty years in maturing, which
will also be a source of comfort and income after ten or fifteen years 1

We are called now to undertake works in all departments of industry, whicli are to

be pursued at a more temperate pace than formerly, and to be satisfied with results which
would once have seemed inadequate compensation.

Farmers upon the prairies, who have liad to contend with winds and storms, which
came to them over vast areas not broken by timbered lands, and who have suffered the

loss of crops, buildings, stock and valuable lives from this cause, are impressed with the

fact that they must have screens and fruit protection before they can be comfortable or

safe. Their eSbrts will, I doubt not, be crowned with success, and we imii/ s^e, before

many years, that they surpass us in the possession of valuable timber, as far as they now
excel us in the growing of abundant grain crops. They have sharply sufi'ered from hail

storms and hurricanes, coming over their treeless regions, and been parched and frozen by
winds which should have been moderated by passing through wooded sections, until they
are ready for the work and cost necessary to protect themselves and their children.

It may also well happen, that they will secure favourable results not expected, in the

steatlier flow of their streams, and a larger average rainfall, for while not perhaps indis-

putably proven, there is much to confirm the belief, that large bodies of trees do sensibly

increase the condensation of moisture and promote seasonable rains.

Farming in western New York, upon the newly cleared lands, and with favourable
markets, has formerly been fairly remunerative, and may still be considered so, on good,

well conducted farms of moderate size, whose proprietors are labourious and do not look

for much interest upon the capital invested in land. We have now arrived at a place

where it is plainly to be seen that labour and the capital invested in buildings, stock, tooLs

and manures are about all that can be looked u])on as productive, the large outlay required

for these items renders it impracticable to use all the land of an average farm to advantage.

This leads us to inquire seriously whether timber growing is not the use to which a por-

tion of each farm should be put.

I think I am within bounds when I say that one-fifth to one-tenth of each farm < if

one himdred acres in western New York could safely be withdrawn from farm crops dt

pasture without reducing the annual income of the proprietor one cent, the farmer gener-

ally having more land than he has capital to use to advantage. If this portion can be
cheaply brought into growing valuable, well located and well protected timber, it ought
to be undei-taken immediately.

Individual Effokt.

The American form of government deprives the rulers of some of the powers and
opportunities possessed by some of the foreign ones, and transfers the duty to tlu; citizens.
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Among these duties is the care of the forests. The care and preservation of forests is oii<'

of the serious duties of European governments and landlords; trained foresters are em-

ployed and careful supervision exercised over the woods. Here small power is left with

the rulers to preserve in their beauty and usefulness the treasure's of timber which the

land strives to produce ; the people must save the forests if they are saved at all.

We, then, being made aware of our duty, must exert ourselves and see if by the less

conspicuous labours of the many we may not secure a larger and moi'e perfect result in

forestry tlum could be obtained by a despotic government. We are certainly in for the

trial. It remains to be seen whether we shall ]>rove equal to our opportunity. If we do

our duty fully, the benefits will be greater and better distribut«>d than under any other

form of working. I know there will be a feeling with some that this is a work for Gov-
ernment, laihvays, large land-owners and corporations, but it is an error to suppose they

can do it as well or as perfectly as it can be done in smaller quantities.

Preservation op Soil axd Streams.

The preservation and planting of forests is now demonstrated to be a necessity, if we
would save the 'soil for future generations. The history of other countries shows condu-

.sively that if a land is for a long time robbed of all its forests it must become a desert, and
unfit for human habitation. If the sun, wind and rain have complete possession, in due

time the power of the soil to sustain man is lost. Trees play too important a part in the

economy of nature to be exterminated without incalculalile evils upon those who are so

ignorant or imprudent as to do it.

If great areas are deprived of all the trees, the streams and springs must be unsteady

in their flow, and at times dry up altogctlier, because the waters held back by leaves and

shaded soil are given up too easily and suddenly to keep up continuous supplies. The
deposits of leaves which forests grow and accumulate, cease to gather ; tiie cold of winter

penetrates deeply and severely into the wind swept earth ; roots are frozen hard and
killed, which a slight mulch of leaves would protect ; various species of half hardy plants

disappear ; vegetables of all kinds grow spare. JIan himself is unable to retain control

of useful crops, and a treeless land becomes in due time a desert, even in a temperate

climaU; and with a good soil.

In the old prophet Nehemiah's time, "Asaph had charge of the king's forests," and

it was neces.sary, in reconstructing the Lord's liouse, to secure an order on him to "get
timber for beams," so carefully did the Persian monarch guard the woods. Now, the

Garden of Eden, stripped of its trees, has become a striking example of the truth of what

I have said. Asia minor and the countries bordering the Mediterranean, once the most

fertile portion of the whole earth, and supporting a population more dense than any
modern country, are now poor and becoming yearly poorer, mainly through the one great

mistake in failing to preserve a due proportion of forest growth, and increasing too largely

the land devoted to pasturage, growing bre.ad-stufts, plants for the loom, and injurious

articles of luxury, like tobacco and opium. Truly " man cannot live by bread alone."

Spain has suffered severely in this loss of trees. A recent writer in the Xorth Ameri-

can says :
" During the reign of Abul Hassan the forests of the Sierra Nevada were pro-

tected by stringent legislation, and in every district where the original woods had disap-

peared, the proportion of orchards and grain fields were no longei- optional, but regulated

by a code of "field law.s." .\ftor the conquest of Granada these laws were abrogated,

and the Moorish orchards and chestnut gro\es disappeared to make room for Christian

vineyards. The Mo.slem inhabitants, who were hunted out of Eurojje like wild bi^asts,

had created a paradise in southern Spain, but their Christian conquerors could not prevent

that country from becoming a desert."

Sanitary.

Much ha,s been said and written as to the sanitary cfiects upon the whole country of

the extensive removal of the forests, and it is not to be ([uestioned that these effects must

be very considerable, but not easily arrived at. We seem to be most interested in making
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our farms and homes healthy, trusting that the general welfare will be promoted alone

witli our individual good.

Every cduntry house can be made more comfortaVde and healthy by so disposing a

goodly number of evergreen and deciduous forest trees as to break the force of prevailing

winds, without smothering it and closing completely the free circulation of air. This can

also be accomplished without shading the buildings. Plenty of sunshine and plenty of air

are quite consistent with eacli other, and with due protection from hurtful winds. Extremes
are to be avoided, and in the judicious use of forest trees, we have the true protection from
toi-rid heat and arctic cold, both of whidi are sure to visit us in this climate.

The destruction of a grove of trees is sometimes fatal to the comfort of a residence,

and again the removal of trees is imperatively necessary before a house shaded by large

ones is fit for a habitation. The folly of raising a grove of trees over our houses is equal

to that of the men who cleared off all those within half a mile of home.

Beauty.

In the preservation and care of our spontaneous growths, and in making plantations

of evergreen and other trees, a little timely attention to appearance will do much towards
securing permanent beauty. Nature strives to clothe herself in beauty. The outskirts

of all woodlands, if undisturbed for a few years, become handsomely furnished with vari-

ous forms and colours. The mixed wild woods of some of our hillsides and river banks,

where oak and pine, maple and liemlock, ash and spruce, chestnut and sassafras, mingle

their several shapes, and contrasting colours, could .scarcely be improved in beauty by the

interfering hand of man ; but in other localities, the addition of a considerable number of

species, not spontaneous, there would be both an additional charm and a large source of

profit to the planter. Not unfrequently the sorts most needed for beautiful effects would
be the ones most successful in growth. I do not expect practical farmers to plant largely

for beauty, but no sensible man need to forget it either in clearing or planting. The
beauty of a place is often the most considerable item of its market value.

Spontaneous Growth.

The careful preservation of the native growth of trees which are found here, and
which are so often destroyed before they come to any useful size, should be one of our
first cares. These woods will be for many years our chief reliance, and all we shall be
able to do in planting mu.st be a mere supplementary matter, mainly directed at furnish-

ing a sufficient quantity of those desirable species and varieties of trees which are readily

exterminated by cutting, and which do not replace themselves by sprouting from the

roots, such as all the evergreen trees.

We have still many tracts of hilly, broken, swampy or rocky lands, upon which ai'e

growing mixed lots of young forest trees, as valuable as any we should be able at present

to plant there. Let these be carefully thinned, so as to save for large growth such speci-

mens as will become of considerable value in due time. Prune their bodies of side

branches while small, that the stem may grow up clear and free from knots. Space
them off with care, so that the better trees may have a healthy and full development, not
too much room, but enough to keep them in rapid growth upward as well as with suffi-

cient strength of trunk to bear the strain of winds. Keep the forest thick at bottom
along the outside lioundaries, and exclude all animals, and such woods will soon be in good
condition for profitable growth.

Western New York has a soil and climate very favourable to the production of a
large variety of deciduous and evergreen trees of the best description for timber. This
whole country has been once cleared of a dense forest, much of which was burned up to

get rid of it and secure the soil for the growth of farm crops. This was then a wise
course, indeed tlie only thing to be done under the circumstances, and the men who did it

were efficient in the work, but they were human, and went too far. They cleared too
much land, more than we can now cultivate to advantage. Possibly they have only pro-

vided a way for us to secure a new growth of trees finer than the original forest, and far
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better adapted to the use of intelligent American citizens, and which will not need to be

burned up, but worked up into all maunei- of useful and beautiful articles, if we can but

fill our opportunity as well as they tlid theirs. Every generation has its work. Ours
seems to he to render beautiful, profitaVde and comfortable the lands whicli they made
habitaljle and productive. They were laliourious and thoughtful of their children ; shall

we be less so because we are not so hard pressed for subsistence ( They needed fields

from which to produce food and clothing. It did not and could not occur to them tliat

the demand for grain, and for butter, cheese, meat and wool would one day induce their

children to so destroy the sheltering forests that even the fields would become useless be-

cause there were no woods, and the clear, steady streams turn to muddy, destructive,

temporary torrents because there were few leaves and limbs. The farmers who wanted

more land from which to make money out of farming, Iiave proved an enemy to

trees ten times more to be feared than the himbermen who selected the larger and u.seful

trees for their purposes, leaving tlie young trees to grow ami fill their places. The lum-

berman is a good friend to the forest, when compared with the farmer, who clears up, root

and branch, a thriving wood, and .secures an unproductive field, where man sweats in vain

and beasts fail to thrive.

Fai'mers are the men who have laid low our noble forests, and they should be the

first to enter upon tlieir due restoration. Their haste to grow rich, rather than their real

necessities, has hastened their own troubles (as this spirit often operates), and now the

excess of their field and pasture land calls loudly upon them for speedy and wise reforma-

tion. Farmers uuwiseJy disturbed the tree balance of forest and field, shelter and sun-

shine ; they must restore the equilibrium. Sjieedy repentance will be profitable as well

as honourable.

Plantations of Forest Trees.

The work of forming a forest by planting out trees has a serious look to begin with,

and the cost, time required for maturing the crop, uncertainties as to results, etc., may
well cause us to look carefully liefore we go deeply into it; but many of its difliculties

disappear before investigation, and after consultation with tliose who have tried it. There

are great difficulties in the way of obtaining reliable facts in regard to expense, rapidity of

growth, value of the crop, best varieties and species for planting, etc. This compels me to

treat this part of my subject in too general and iiidefinite a manner to satisfy the practical

men who compo.se tliis Society. The experience of foreign planters is not reliable (although

abundant), either as to cost, time, best sp(!cies, or value of crop. We have to rely mainly

upon the result of nursery experience, observation of growth of trees here, and the know-

ledge we possess as to the finest trees, known to be Aaluable for marketing. With such a

basis, we can reach an approximate estimate of cost, and select such varieties, and pursue

such a course of management as will give us, I doubt not, a sound foundation for starting

the work, and time will enable us to improve our methods and our selections. Doubtless

the man who has good white ash, chestnut, cherry, oak, white pine or maple to sell

twenty years hence will find it worth something.

It may be feared by some that a supply of best young plants is not to be had at low

rates. This is true in part now, but would not be true long, in regard to all the beat

species, if planting were to go on in earnest. It would not be necessary to go beyond the

members of this Society to find men competent and willing to supply all the plants re-

quired, at low rates, as soon as a reliable luarket is found. Foreign nurserymen keep

large stocks of seedling forest trees, which can he. imported .safely an<l at moderate prices
;

»nd planters who wish can secure young plants from neighbouring forests, or sow seed

and grow sorts to Ijest advantage in that way. For instance, oak, black walnut, hickory,

and perhaps chestnut, can be as well grown where wanted, \vithout transplanting, as in

any other manner. Planters who will take the pains can also secure .specially fine .stock

by saving their own .seed from trees which have an individual as well as a race superiority,

for it is a noticeable fact that tlnTe are considerable variations in the size, thrift and

excellence of the timber among trees of the same species. These points would .soon be

learned, as well as how to plant and prune, by an intelligent young man. Once interested
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in this matter, abundant fields of thought, observation, labour, and profit would open
wp, and cheap supplies of young trees become abundant.

Locating Plantation's.

An important point in forest tree planting is the fact that much additional comfort
and beauty can soon be secured by planting in such a manner as to protect the exposed
highways, buildings, orchards, stock and fields from prevailing winds, while we are sup-

plementing our native growths with such rare and desirable evergreen or deciduous trees

as we may lack, or deem most likely to prove profitable. A belt of evergreen trees forty

or fifty feet wide will thoroughly accomplish this protection and give a beautiful face to

the plantation. A belt or plantation of trees, ten years planted, would be an ornament
and a security against winds which nothing else can equal. Lands of small value for any-

other purpose can be found upon many farms, where, by a judicious selection of species, ex-
cellent crops might be grow^l of trees not indigenous there. Evergi-eens often grow
superbly where no evergreens were found in the old forest. Chestnut, oak, maple and ash
will thrive where other species originally prevailed. In this judicious selection of species

for a particular location must lie one of the most important and difticult matters to be
decided, and in this, local experience will always be of paramount value. Every planter
must decide for himself after securing such information as he can reacli.

Best Species for Planting.

It would be a task quite beyond the reasonable limits of this paper to describe the
best species of forest trees for plantations, and to give the best methods for growing them,
several of the most valuable are native and abundant here, and well known to all cf us.

I need only to call your attention to the following as among those which I esteem
eminently worthj' of extensive trial, and easily procured viz. :

White ash, chestnut, black walnut, hickory, oak, cherry, elm, maple, locust, white
pine, Austrian pine, Scotch pine, Norway spruce, European larch ; also poplar, willow,

ailanthus and catalpa for some special uses.

Facts of great interest and value in regard to the whole subject of forestry can be
found m numerous foreign works, in the reports of our kindred societies, and in some few
American authors. Also from the report of the IT. S. Commissioner of Agriculture.
But so new is the topic with us that we must depend mainly upon local experience and
observation. ]My limited experience and reading will not justify me in oflering you much
advice, nor in giving figures which can be considered trustworthy, beyond an approxima-
tion, which may not prove wide of the mark, and likely to be below rather than above
the good results to be expected, where good land is used and where rapid progress is

secured by good culture and protection.

Time does not allow me to enter into the details of planting or culture, but the fol-

lowing hints may be of value :

Plant mainly our best native trees, and depend only upon them.
Plant in the spring, as soon as the ground can be worked easily.

Plant transplanted or nursery-grown trees, where they can be had at reasonable
prices.

Plant evergTeens a little later than deciduous trees, and never expose the roots to
the sun or wind.

Cultivate carefully the first three years (just as you would corn or potatoes), with
cultivator and hoe. After that the trees will need little cultivation of the soil.

Prune annually, either in the summer, after the first growth is over, or in the fall

;

never in April, May, or June. Keep the pruning attended to, so as never to have to
cut a limb more than one inch in diameter, larger ones are liable to make a defect in the
timber. Prune close to the stem and the soar will heal in one season.

Never allow stock to enter the plantation.

Keep the outside of the plantation close and dense at bottom, with a good nnmber
of evergreens, which should form a considerable share of all plantations. This is neces-
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sary to secure a good mulching of leaves and to keep the winds from injuring both the

soil and the tall trees. Large plantations will prove better than hedgerow.s, or very

narrow belts or detached trees.

Estimated Cost per Acre of Forest Trees.

Ist year—3,000 seedling, ash, elm, chestnut, cherry, larch, pine

or spruce plants, at $5 815 00
Planting, cultivating and care, 1st year, (plants set 4 ft. by 4 ft.) 10 00
2nd, .3rd and 4th years—Hoeing, cultivating and priuiing, etc.,

$•5 per acre 15 00
5th year—Plantation established and interest on stock and labour

charged up 10 00

Cost of established plantation per acre S-^O 00
Fifteenth year. (After ten years more the trees will become useful

and saleable.)

Fifteen years' use of land, $3 per acre §45 00
Ten years' use of capital .'iO 00

Co.st of forest per acre, fifteen years old $145 00

Crop Esti.m.a.te.

2,000 trees 3 to 8 inches in diameter, and 15 to 25 feet high, at 5

cents each $100 00
500 trees left, 8 feet apart each way, to grow to larger size, 20

cents each 1 00 00

S200 00

This result, I think, could be reached by using land of average fertility, and by the

expenditure in cultivation named. A smaller outlay in cultivating and pruning, and the

use of cheaper lands, would reduce the cost, but I think the percentage of profit would
scarcely be greater. If this return is not very tempting, it is at least not an unwise use

to make of some of the lands now even less productive, and consi<lering all the advan-

tages to be derived, I think the work well worth undertaking in western New York.

R.\iLWAvs ASD Forests.

An important item in the question of forests is the use made by the great railways

of timber for sleepers, and the construction of cars, buildings, etc., and their protection

from snow. Prof. Sargent says :
" The amount of timber required to replace the ties

once in seven years, on the 85,000 miles of track in the United States, is 3-1,000,000

sleepers annually, equal to thirty years' growth on 68,030 acres of the best natural wood-

land." These companies must, Ijcfore long, be compelle 1 to pay good prices for the tim-

lier needed along their lines.

Railway Protection.

The destruction of the forests along the line of the railways has led to .serious evils

in the way of delays, danger, and accidents to the trains, causing loss of life and destruc-

sion of property through the drifting of snows common in our northern climate. A
forcible illustration of this fact has just occurred near by us, and within .six miles of

Rochester.

Friday, January 4th, 1879, a sjjecial train drawn by six powerful locomotives and'

preceded by a gigantic snow plough, endeavoured to force its way through the snow banks
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east of here. This train was wrecked by a bank of suow drifted into a cut not over
twelve or fifteen feet deep, but so hai\l ami solid was tins suow and sand, accumulated from
the adjoining open lields, tliat it proved suliicient to wreck four of the loconiotives, destroy

the lives of a brave engineer and his tirenian, and cripple for life a valuable officer of the

road, and delay the whole business of this great road four days. Notliing of. this kind
could have happened if such spots had lieen well sheltered by forests, for snow drifts are
impossible in dense timber. This accident (along with others equally pre\'entable) de-

tained the passenger and freight operations of tlie New York Central road four days, at

a loss to them in wreckage, extra labour and loss of business, equal to at least §200,000.
It would cost the company .$150 per acre to buy the land, plant in forest and care for

it live years ; at the end of five years the serious drifting would be stopped, and after ten
years protection would be perfect ; in fifteen years land so planted would commence to

furnish useful timber and sleepers. From that time onward the protection could be
maintained, and a steady increase secured from the forest, which would make the invest-

ment one of the best the company possess, for timber alone. The single storm of

January 4th and -Stli cost the company enough to buy land and plant 1,300 acres of

forest, which, if set in a belt four rods wide, wonld extend (162 miles) over all the wor.st

points between Albany and Buflalo, the embankments needing no such protection.

A belt of trees four rods wide might be made as follow^s, setting the plants four feet

apart each way :

1st. Four rows on the windward side, of Austrian or Scotch pine. 2nd. Two rows
of Norway sjiruce or white pine. 3rd. Four rows of chestnut. 4th. Four rows of white
ftsh or wild cherry. 5th. Two rows of Norway spruce or American arbor vita; outside

to make the bottom dense.

Such a plantation as this would completely protect the i-oad from drifting snow, and
cost but a small sum compared with its immediate benefits, while the ultimate result

would be largely profitable in the crop of timber, if judiciously managed. It seems as if

want of information upon this subject must be the only reason why men so sagacious as the
managers of this road have not entered upon this work vigorously, because there are
several points at which much money has been expended inefficiently in building expensive
fences to protect the road from snow banks.

A well planted belt of forest trees, as above described, costing $150 per acre, could
lie gi-own for 150 miles in length for less than this one single delay and e.xtra expense.

NEW AND RARE FRUITS FOR 1878.

Bij Wm. C. Barry.

The year 1878 has been rendered memorable in the annals of American poaiology by
n^ason of the large number of new native fruits which have been originated or inti'oduced

during that time. The list of peaches especially has been wonderfully augmented. De-
scriptions of about thirty seedlings, never before described, have come to our notice, and
we may safely estimate that as many more have fruited, but have not as yet been made
known to the public. In connection with this remarkable array of peach novelties, their

places of origin are interesting. The State of New York ofiers several candidates for

popular favour which appear unusually promising. From the great metropolis e\'en come
two new varieties which apparently possess many valuable qualities. In western New
York, there are sevei-al seedlings which will undoubtedly prove very desirable. One of

them is believed to be the largest and earliest of all the very early peaches. In the

neighbouring State of Ohio, several excellent early and late varieties have originated.

Passing over a vast extent of country we find a large nnmlier of new kinds in Missouri,

Kansas and Nebraska, and a correspondent of the Gardeners' Monthhj, writing from
Kansas, says that " the whole list of early peaches known to the public, so far as fruited

in Kansas this year, is surpassed both in earliness and size by at least fifty new seedlings

of Kansas origin, many of which have borne their first fruit this year." At the south,
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too, some prouiising new sorts are spoken of. Thus, as if by magic, the same year, and
ill v.-irioHK portions of tlie country, new peaches have sprung up in such numbers as to

astonish and almost perplex the fruit culturist. Of tlie progress made and the success

achieved no more convincing proof could be desired tlian the fact that on the 19th of

July, 187.S, we had upon our table large, ripe, luscious peaches, grown in the open air in

the vicinity of Rochester. This is indeed a renjarkable fact, and indicates wonderful pro-

g}'ess. Our Society and all similar organizations are to be congratulated upon the suc-

cessful issue of their efforts in creating and fostering a taste for the beautiful and useful

in nature, and the extraordinary improvements efTected in the past should encourage

renewed efforts and greater exertions in the future. It is to be regretted, however, that

wliile we must in justice award great credit to the originators of valuable new fruits for

the energy, zeal and industry displayed in the production of the same,' it becomes our

duty to criticise severely those who would offer to the public, knowingly, a new fruit of

inferior quality, or intentionally disseminate an old or discarded variety under a ne'.v

name. Too much carelessness has been evinced in this regard in the past, and it seems

to me that this is a proper time for this Society to consider the matter, and to adopt some
measures to remedy this evil.

A List of the New Peaches of 1878.

In the following list I ha\e endeavoured, so far as possible, to include all of the new
peaches which iiave been noticed during the year. 1 am aware that this list is far from

being complete, but I trust that the infoi'mation herein afforded will enable those who
are interested to prosecute their inquiries with greater facility the coming .sea,son. Nearly

all are such descriptions as I have received, some few have been described from personal

observation.

IkckivUh's Early—Raised by Mr. Beckwith, Olathe, Kansas, in 1877. It is a

clingstone peach, large, showy, firm, and it is thought will make a fine market variety.

Ripened at Olathe June 20th, 1S7S.

Wyandotte Chief—Originated by George Krop, Wyandotte Kansas. It is large,

handsome and a clingstone. Ripened June 22nd, 1878, at Wyandotte.

Jlleckoe's Early Cling—Ira L. Wood, of Pleasant Hill, Mo., is the originator of this

seedling. It is claimed to be five days earlier than the Amsden, in the same locality,

and of better quality.

Seedling No. 1—Raised by James A. Storm, Mo. A very handsome free-stone,

measuring eight inches in circumference. The originator says it possesses more fine qual-

ities than any peach he has seen, and that it is at least ten or fifteen days earlier than

the Amsden, and superior in size, colour, flavour, and durability.

Seedling Xo. 2—Raised by the originator of the above. This variety is said to ripen

about the same time as the Amsden, is eight inches in circumference and the flavour is

good.

Brio's Early June—Dr. S. M. Brice, of Kansas, is the originator of this variety,

which fruited for the first time in 1874, and ripened on the 20th of June of that year.

Frost and grasshoppers prevented any further fruitage until 1877, when it ripened again

from the 2bth to the 2.5th of June. In 1878 it ripened June 18tli. Dr. Brice says that

in a test in 1877 with the Amsden, Alexander, Early Louise, Early Rivers, and several

others of the earliest and best varieties known, Brice's Early June proved its superiority

in size, flavour, lieauty, and early maturity.

Hline's Surprise—Originated by E. F. Hvnes, West Plains, Mo., 1877: said to be

large, highly colouretl, very fragi-ant, a prolific bearer and a good keeper. Ripened in

1877 June 28th, in 1878 June'l-tth.

Ilajir's Earlij—A Georgia seedling, raised by Dr. Samuel Hape, of Atlanta. It is

said to equal if not surpass any early peach now known, in flavour, size, hardiness, capacity

for shipping, and beautj'.

Ashhy—Discovered in Texas among a lot of seedlings in 1877. It is said to be a

large, handsome peach, with firm flesh, of excellent quality, .and ripens about ten days

before the .\nisden.
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Baker's Early May—A seedling which made its first appearance in 1872 in Texas
;

resembles Hale's Early. It is a free-stone and its originator claims that it ripens six to

ten days before the Amsden.
Seedlings Nos. 1, 3, 3, 4, t'. from Ohio, fruited for the first time in 1878.

Xo. i is a hand.some peach, of about the size of Hape's Early, measuring seven inches

in circumference, colour creamy white, n(>arly covered with dark purplish red, adheres to

the stone ; said to be two weeks earlier than any other variety.

No. 2—Similar to No. 1, but ripens a week later.

No. S—Large, measuring eight inches in circumference and weighing 5J oz. ; skin

creamy white, .streaked and mottled with light red, deepening into dark crimson, flesh juicy,

!?weet, vinous and of first quality ; ripe in August.

No. 4—Yellow and red, flesh yellow, small ; ripens in September.

No. 6—A white peach, of medium size ; late.

Bomer's Early—Raised in Frederick, Md., in 1876. It is a freestone, of good size,

measuring nine inches in circumference, and considered earlier than the Amsden.
Seedling—Originated in Rochester, N.Y. A fine peach, of medium size, round,

•with a dark red cheek ; of excellent quality ; ripe September 4th, 1878.

Seedling—Another Rochester seedling. Large, handsome, white fleshed peach, of

first-rate quality ; skin creamy white tinted with pale rose ; matured September 4th, 1878.

Seedling—From New Brighton, Staten Island. Another large, round peach, with

pale creamy white skin, flesh free, white to the stone, like Mon-is' White.

Seedling—Raised in New York. Very large, measuring nine inches around ; skin

yellowish white, flesh white, red at tlie stone, and a cling like Heath Cling. A splendid

peach ; ripe October .5th, 1878.

Gov. Garland.—Raised in Arkansas, and said to be the largest and best very early

peach.

Harper's Early.—Originated in ilissouri. The originators claim that it is the ear-

liest of all peaches.

Waterloo.—The first very early peach ever raised in western New York. It was orig-

inated in \Vaterloo, by Mr. Henry Lisk, and fruited for the first time in 1877, when it

ripened several days earlier than the Alexander or Amsden. In 1878 the first specimen
ripened July 14th, and all the fruit was gathered July 19th about a week in advance of

the Alexander and Amsden. The fruit is medium to large size, good specimens measur-

ing nine inches in circumference and weighing five ounces. The skin is whitish gi-een in

the shade, marbled red, deepening into dark jnirple crimson in the sun. Flesh greenish

white with an abundance of sweet vinous juice, adheres considerably to the stone, like

Hale's, Amsden, etc. It is a remarkable keeper, and will undoubtedly be of great value

for distant as well as home markets.

Conkling.—Among fifty varieties which we had the pleasure of seeing in fruit the

past season, I think this might be justly regarded as the most attractive of them all.

The fruit is large, good specimens measuring 9;^ and 9i inches in circumference, and
weighing 6i and 6f ounces. Skin beautiful golden yellow, very juicy, vinous and of very

good quality. It succeeds Crawford's Early. This is another western New York
peach, having been raised in the town of Parma, N.Y., and fruited for the first time in

1873.

Kinnaman's Seedling.—Originated with Samuel Kinnaman, of Delaware, ripened

20th June, 1878. Fruit of medium size, roundish, skin pale browniish red on a pale

greenish ground, flesh greenish white to the stone, juicy sweet and of very good flavour.

Adheres partially to the pit. It is said to be some days earlier than the Alexander or

Amsden.
Burns' Peach.—Raised by Thomas F. Burns, ^Mount Palaski, 111., who claims that it

IS the earliest peach known, being a month earlier than the Alexander.

Thompson's Orange.—Raised at Wilson, N.C, and said to be one of the earliest yel-

low peaches. It has a beautiful colour, somewhat like a yellow apricot, is a free-stone

and has a good sub-acid flavour.

Sallie Worrell.—Was found on the ground of Mrs. Worrell, near Wilson, N.C. It

is regarded by good judges as the finest flavoured peach in the Carolinas.
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Callie Scoff' Peach.—A seedling of Early York raised in Water Valley, Ky., said

to be earlier and better than Auisden.

The above list comprises thirty varieties all more or less new. How many of them will

prove real acquisitions it is impossible to predict. We intend to watch them closrly the

coming season, and trust at our ne.^tt annual meetinjj to be able to furnish much \ aluable

information about them. Our notes on this subject would hardly be complete without a
few remarks on the newer peaches which have been tested the pfast season.

Alexander's Early and Amsden's June, in whicli a great deal of interest has beea
manifested, have proved so nearly identical as to make it impossible to distinguish one
from the other. They are the largest and earliest of the very early sorts, not taking into

consideration the introductions of 1878, of which the " Waterloo " is thought to be nearly

a week earlier. The time of ripening of the newer sorts has also been satisfactorily

determined. Alexander, Amsden, Honeywell and High's Early Canada bear such
a striking resemblance to each other as to be considered almost identical, and all

ripen at about the same time. Then follow in the order named, Brigg's Red May, Early

Beatrice, Early Louise, Early Rivers, Rivers' Early York, Early Silver, Magdala, Dr.

Hogg, etc.

Rivers' Seedling Peaches.—Of these Rivers' Early is now recognized as one of the

finest peache's, and particularly deserving the attention of the amateur. Its delicious

flavour places it at once at the head of the list. For distant markets, however, it is

doubtful whether it will be of value, as both skin and flesh are tender, and it will, there-

fore, not V>ear much handling, (This remark may apply to all of Jlr. Rivers' seedlings.)

Another handsome and excellent peach is the

Early Silver, which, although introduced at about the same time as Beatrice, Louis^
and Rivers, has not been widely disseminated, and therefore is comparatively unknown.
The fruit is large, larger than the Rivers, of a beautiful silvery colour, flesh melting

rich, vinous and white to the stone, like Morris' White. It ripens about the 1st of Sep-
tember, and is well worth the attention of fruit-growers.

Large Early Mignonue is another which bids fair to rank high in popular estimation

so soon as known. It is large, skin of a pale, straw colour, marbled with red, flesh melt-

ing and very good. This fine peach was raised from the Belle Beauce, and ripens latter

part of August.
Dr. Hogg is a handsome freestone, of medium side, skin pale white with crimson

cheek, flesh with red around the stone, and very good.

Early Albert is a clingstone, of medium size, skin white, mostly covered with light

red, flesh white, melting and very juicy.

Crimson Galande is a large peach, free-stone, flesh tender, melting, rich and of a
delicious flavour ; ripens in the latter part of August, and should never be omitted in a
collection for the garden.

Magdala.—Of medium size, colour, creamy white, marbled and blotched with crim-

son, flavour quite original, being a combination of peach and nectarine.

Princess of Wales.—Very large and one of the most beautiful of peaches ; colour

creamy white, with a rosy cheek, melting rich and excellent; is justly entitled to be num-
bered among the best.

River's Early York is of a medium size, skin marbled with red, flesh melting and

juicy ; ripens after Early Rivers.

Several choice peaches, about which there seems to be little known, may be named
as follows.

Jielle de la Croix.—A large variety, remarkable for its rich, sweet flavour.

Belle Beauce—large and handsome, skin ])ale white, with crimson cheek and marbled i

with light red ; flesh white, red near the stone, free, melting and of tirst quality.
t

Belle Done.—Medium, or rather small ; flesh white, red at stone and very good.

Roijal George.—Large, melting and delicious.
|

Walhnrton Admirahle.— Large, skin creamy white, with delicate marbling of red '

around base ; flesh greenish white to the stone, free, juicy, sweet, delicious ; ripe, end of

September. One of the finest late varieties.

Royal Keiuinglon.—Of medium size and the finest quality.
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Malta.—-A fine peach, though rather small.

Belle de la Croix, Royal George, Roijdl Kensington and Early Rivers are peaches of

the highest flavour, and cannot fail tj .satisfy the most delicate tastes.

Among the older sorts raised in this country, Atlanta, of the style of Hales, and one

of Dr. Sylvester's Seedlings, is a delicious fruit and ought to be extensively cultivated.

Foster is another which should not be overlooked. It resembles Crawford's Early, but

is superior in texture and flavour. Cooledge's Favourite, although rather small, is a

fine peajh, and deserves to be better known.

New Apples.

But few really new apples have been brought to notice the past year. Of the Rus-

sian apples which we have had under trial for some time, several have given evidence of

value, and while they can hardly be compared in quality to our best apples, still they are

fair, and will undoubtedly prove valuable in those localities where only hardy varieties

succeed. The following are worthy of particular notice :

{Season of ripeaing , August and September.)

Titouka or Titm Apple.—A large, handsoma fruit, resembling Twenty-Ounce. Skin

smooth, greenish yellow, striped and splashed with red ; flesh a little coarse, sub-acid
;

ripens, middle to last of August. This is the largest and sho;viest of the njwer Russian

varieties which we have thus far tested.

Arabskoe (Arabian apple).—Another beautiful fruit of medium size, roundish oblate

form, with dark red skin, covered with a rich purple bloom; flesh white and juicy.

Belborodooskoe.—Of medium to large size, rather flat, tapering slightly to stalk, skin

yellowish green, with light dots and a browny tint on sunny side ; flesh a little coarse.

juicy, sub-acid. A good apple.

Groskoe Selenke Gruner.—Of medium size, roundish conical form, skin smooth yel-

lowish green, colour of Sweet Bough ; ripens early in August. Promises to be one of the

most valuable.

Ostrowskoe.—Of medium size, round, regular, skin smooth, greenish yellow, with red

cheek, and covered with white dots. Very distinct and handsome.

Repka.—Size medium : roiuidish oblate form, regular and smooth ; skin pale straw

olour, transparent ; flesh fine grained, crisp, juicy, sub-acid, good ; ripe early in August
;

tree a free grower and very prolific. For this variety we predict great popularity.

Roschdestwenskoe, or Christ Birth Apple.—Large, roundish, stalk short, stout; skin

green, mostly covered with purplish red. A handsome apple.

Tschernoe Drewo.—Of medium to large size, roundish ; skin yellow, with a beautifully

mottled red cheek. Very attractive.

Waskaroe.—Size medium, roundish, slightly conical ; skin yellow, striped and marljlod

with crimson, about the colour of Duchess of Oldenburg ; flesh crisp ; ripens in August.

Grand Duke Con^tantine.—Although we have had this variety in our collection for

several years, we have not as yet had an opportunity to test it entirely to our satisfaction,

owing to the imperfect condition of the fruit when examined. The conclusion we^came

to, however, was that it would pi-ove identical with the well-known Alexander. The fol-

lowing description is Mr. Scott's, the celebrated English pomologist, and we quote it

because, if correct, this variety deserves to be placed in the front rank among thf>" Rus-

sian varieties. Mr. Scott says :
" This is a noble fruit, in size and appearance. It is,

perhaps, as handsome and beautiful as any existing variety, not excepting Alexander and
Northern Spy. It is of the largest size, roundish, somewhat flattened ; skin clear, bright

yellow, almost entirely covered with streaks of dark crimson on the side exposed to the

sun ; flesh white tender, juicy, sweet, slightly sub-acid ; ripens in August.

Grand Sultan.—Another variety represented to be of first size and quality ; skin

whitish yellow, covered with a beautiful bloom and striped and shaded with red on the

sunny side ; flesh white, and, when ripe, transparent. A very fine fruit ; rich and juicy j

ripens in August and September.
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New Pears.

The year has not been prolific in new pears. An American variety, one of the

Messrs. Clapp's seedlings, has been introduced, and gives promise of great excellencfe. It

is called the

Frederick Clapp or Clapp's No. 22.—We are indebted to the Hon. Marshall P.

Wilder for the following description :
" Form generally obovate, but somewhat variable, size

above medium ; skin thin, smooth and fair, clear, lemon yellow ; flesh fine grained, very
juicy and melting ; flavour sprightly acidulous, rich and aromatic ; season October 15th to

November 1st, remaining sound at core to the last ; finality very good to best, and will be
highly esteemed by those who like acidulous pears. It has been exhibited for many years
by the originators, Messi-s. F. k L. Clapp, of Dorchester, Mass. Of this pear the Committee
of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society have reported favourably for years. Of its qual-

ity they state in 187.3 :
" It was pronounced decidedly superior to Beurre Superfin, and is

regarded by all who have seen it as the highest bred and most refined of all the many
seedlings showni by Messrs. Clapp." It is probably a cross between Beurre Superfin and
Urbaniste, the tree resembling in habit the latter variety, and may safely be commended
as worthy of trial by all cultivators of the pear."

Ki''ff'er's Hybrid Pear is another novelty, raised from the Chinese sand pear, crossed

wdth a cultivated variety supposed to be Bartlett. The fruit is large and very uniform in

size : skin gi-eeni.sh yellow ; flesh white, buttery, juicy : quality good. It ripens in Octo-

ber, when pears are scarce and high. The tree is a strong grower, and is claimed to be

blight proof.

Champion Qutnce.

Cltampion Quince.—A new variety, which originated in Georgetown, Conn., in 1865
It is described as being supei'ior to all other varieties now known. The fruit is said to be
larger than the Orange, fair, .smooth and of fine quality, and a late keeper. Tree bears

large crops, early and regularly. We will look toward this variety wnth a gi-eat deal of

interest.

New Strawberries.

During the past few years a large number of varieties have been introduced to pub-

lic notice and are now offered for sale. For the purpose of reference, I have prepared the

following list, which is still incomplete. The name of the variety is given first, then the

name of the originatoi- and date of introduction. As a record it will be found convenient

and useful. I am indcl)ted to Mr. Wm. Parry, of Ciiinaminson, N.J., for information

regarding the origin of several varieties:

Belle, Moore, Mass., 1876 : Black Defiance; Caroline, Moore, Mass, 1876; Centen-

nial, Durand, N.J., 1876 ; Crescent Seedling, Parmelee, Conn., 1870 ; Champion, Reisig

k Hexamer, N.Y.,1872: Capt.Jack, S. Miller, Mo., 187t; Continental, Felton, N.J., 1876:

Damask Beauty; Duncan, Lucas, N.J., 1875; Duchesse, Hexamer, N.Y,, 1874;

Cumberland Triumph, Miller, Pa., 1874; Essex Beauty, Durand, N..T. ; Forest Rose,

Fetters, Ohio, 1877 ; Oen. Sherman, Moore, Mass., 1877 ; Great American, Durand,

N.J., 1875 ; Golden Defiance, Miller, Pa., 1874 ; Gertrude, Miller, Mo., 187.'?
: Hervey

Davis, Moore, Mass., 1878; Kerr's Late Prolific, Kerr, N.Y., 1875; Matilda, Tillson,

N.Y., 1873 ; Miner's Great ProUfic, Miner, N.J., 1877 ; Maud Miller, Miller, Mo., 187:?

;

Mary Stewart, Miller, Mo., 187.3 ; Monarch of the West, Brady, Ills., 1871 ; New Do-

minion, Biggar, Out., 1873 ; Panic, Peck, N.Y.; Pres. Lincoln, Smith, N.Y., 1875 ; Photo,

Crawford, Ohio, 1876; Pioneer, Durand, N.Y.; Patuxent, Washington, D.C., 1876; Rap-

pahannock, Washington, D.C., 1876 ; Springdale, Miller, Pa., 1874 : Success, Whit*>, :Mas.s.,

1876 ; Susquehanna. Washin<;ton, D.C., 1876 ; Seneca Chief, Merrill k Son., Mich , 1874 ;

Seth Boyden, .Ir.. Crawford, Ohio, 1876 ; Sharpless, Sharpless, Pa., 1877 ; Turner, ,

N.J., 1872.

What portion of these varieties will prove worthy of general cultivation, it is as yet

diflBcult to .say. Another season's trial, we hope, will enable us to give more definite and
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reliable information concerning many of them. Of the large nnml>er of kinrls whicli we have
personally examined and tested the past .summer, the Sharple.s.s claims the tirst place. It

first gave evidence of value in Mr. Barry's private garden in 1877, Mr. Sharpless, haviji"-

kindly sent a few plants for testing. At the last annual meeting of this Society your
President referred to the Sharpless as \ery promising. This was the tirst pul)lic mention
made of it. In June la.st, we had ample opportunity to give it a thorougli trial, and it

pleased us exceedingly. Its vigorous habit of growth is one of its distinguishing cliarac-

teristics. No other variet}' that we are acquainted with produces such strong, thrifty
plants, or has such large and handsome foliage. It is very productive and yield.s immense
crops, even \inder ordinary treatment. The trusses are remarkably strong and well-pro-

portioned for the burden they are intended to support, although in many cases the fruit

is so large as to bend them to the ground. The berries average large to very laro-e, are
generally oblong in shape, narrowing to the apex, but sometimes irregular and flattened.

The colour is a clear light red, with smooth shining surface. The flesh is moderately Arm,
with a tine aroma, and may be rated as flrst in quality. A bed of this variety, when tiie

plants are loaded with fruit is well-worth visiting. The rich, dark green foliage at once
arrests attention, even from a distance, and if we will take the trouble to approach and
examine the fruit, it will not be possible to repress our surprise and admiration. If it

proves as great a success generally as at Rochester, Catawissa, and Cinnaminson, we pre-

dict for it great popularity.

Among the other varieties Cumberland Triumph promises to"be an acquisition for the
the garden. Crescent Seedling is becoming a general favourite, and bids fair soon to
be recognized as a standard variety.

New Grapes.

Eochester and Monroe, offered for sale for the flr.st time the past year, have been
received with great favour on all sides. Moore's Early, Burnet, Prentiss, Pocklington,
Amber Queen, Early Dawn, Lady Washington, Highland, Duchesse and Niagara are now
on trial, and we hope to be able to report favourably upon them at the next meeting.

New Raspberries.

Gregg.—During the season we were the recipients of several boxes of fruit of this
new raspberry. Judging from the samples, we would not hesitate to pronounce it a decided
improvement on the older varieties of Black Caps.

Beliance and Early Prolific gave us their flrst crop of fruit the past summer. Both
varieties appear to be wonderfully productive, but the fruit is soft and hardly of flrst

quality. They will probably be esteemed for home markets.

Pride of the Hudson, Henrietta, Cuthbert, Florence, Caroline, Queen of the Market
—have not been sufficiently tested to report upon.

Wachusett Thornless Blackberries.

Although an old variety there seems to be considerable interest manifested in it. A
sample was sent us during the summer, and, although three days en route, the fruit was in
perfect order when it arrived. It seems to possess several qualities which recommend
it. It ripens thoroughly, the fruit is sweet and good and less acid than any other black-

berry we have seen ; the plant is very hardy, free from thorns, and said to do equally well
on light and heavy soils.

NEW FRUITS IN 1879.

By Wm. C. Barry,

Referring to my report of last year on New Seedling Peaches, I suppose the ques-
tion will now be asked whether any of the many varieties then enumerated and described
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have proved to be acquisitions. You are, of course, aware that in so Ijrief a period it is

not possible to obtain much reliable information on matters of this character ; but it gives

me great pleasure to fuiiiish such facts as have been communicated to me, and I hope that

the list may ser^e in some degree to avert the confusion which must necessarily arise

from the introduction of so many new varities at one time.

New Peaches.

Relative to Beckwith's Early, which heads the list, we have nothing new to report, as

the tree did not produce any fruit the past season.

Wyandotte Chief failed also to bear any fruit. Its history and description, as given

in my last report, was incorrect. Mr. Kroh informs me that it originated on the farm of

Mr. Matthew Mudeater, near Wyandotte, Kansas, and he describes it as a dark red free-

stone, rich, juicy, and fine flavoured. Average specimens have measured eight and a half

inches in circumference, and in 1878 it ripened ten days in advance of Amsden.
Bledsoe's Early Cling.—The severe winter of '78 injured the fruit buds. Mr. Wood

has changed its name to "Advance," and he describes it as a delicious peach ; superior to

Alexander or Amsden, and live to eight days earlier.

Respecting the Seedlings Nos. 1 and 2, raised by Jas. A. Storm, of Missouri, I have

not been able to obtain-any new facts.

Brice's Karly June, according to reliable authority, is remarkably early, but Prof.

Vandeman, of Geneva, Kansas, says that " Vandeman's Early " is destined to excel it in

many particulars. As this Seedling has not been before described, I give the following

description as sent to me by the Professor:

Vandeman's Early.— (Jriginated by H. E. Vandeman, Geneva, Kansas, and named
Vandeman's Early by the Kansas State Horticultural Society, bore its first crop in 1878,

and ripened June 13th, the fruit measuring seven to eight inches in circumference;

colour bright purple and crimson on white giound ; flesh white, adheres slightly to the

stone ; in flavour equal to Hale's. Prof. Vandeman says that he has twenty other prom-

ising seedlings. In that vicinity thei-e are also the following seedlings, for the description

of which I am indebted to Mr. Vandeman :

Nugent's June—Originated by E. J. Nugent, Ottawa, Kansas, very promising.

TowrCs Karly—Originated by Mrs. Towns, of Gawiett, Kansas, and perhaps the

largest of these very early peaches.

Emporia—Originated by Mrs. L. Burns, near Emporia ; resembles the other very

early kinds. Rev. S. M. Irwin, of Geneva, Kansas, has twelve seedlings, all very early.

Ashhi/'s Early, which in my report was described as having originated in Te.\as, was

raised by G. W. Ashby, at Charrute, Kansas, and is said to be ten days earlier than

Amsden, and of better quality.

Simon liucher, of Emporia, Kansas, is reported to have twenty kinds earlier than

Amsden; and Mr. C. C. Kclsey, of Humboldt, Kansas, has some five or six seedlings

that ripened ten days in advance of Amsden.

Of Hyncs' Surprise, the Hon E. F. Hynes writes me that the late cold weather in

sprin<'' injured the buds so much that there were but few peaches. He describes his

several seedlings as follows :
" Hynes' Sur])ri.se has fruited four years. In size it is

medium to large, very highly coloured, flesh white and red, fine flavoured, and a free-

stone when fully ripe. It is an excellent keeper."

Ili/nes' Nectar— My latest new peach is a free-stone, and delicious. In 1878

ripened five days in advance of Surprise.

Early Lydia ripens with Hale's Early. Skin ro.se-coloured, and a free-stone. None

of these have shown any indications of rot, while the Hale's Early and Early York on the

same ground rot badly.

Early Rose, a free-stone ; Gov. Phelps, a large yellow clingstone ; Howard, Gen.

Custer and La IJelle are all seedlings raised by him.

Uape's Early—Raised in Atlanta, Ga., and of the same season as Alexander and >

Amsden, is said by Jlr. lierckmans to be superior to either in quality, and preferable

because it is more of a free-stone.

20f;
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Baker's Early May—Raised by G. \V. Mosteller, Cliraril, Ka., did not produce any

fruit in 1879.

Boioers' Early—The original tree ilid not bear in 1879, but a few specimens were

produced on young trees ; these ripened two or three days earlier than Amsden and were

larger than that variety, and of finer quality. The disseminators, Me.ssrs. Morris i Miller,

8ay that it is so much superior to Amsden in flavour, that it would be valuable even if it

did not prove any earlier.

The Rochester Seedlings may be regarded as still on trial, although one of them ripens

with Crawford's Late, and resembles it so closely as not to be worthy of a distinct name.

The other is quite promising.

The Very Large Seedling Peach raised in New York, ripens too late to be of value at

the North, but would undoubtedly prove desirable at the South.

Gov. Garland is described as a large clingstone peach, resembling Amsden in ap-

pearance, but larger, earlier and superior in flavour. The original tree is growing six

miles from Bentonville, Arkansas, but the fruit buds being injured by severe weather last

winter, no fruit was obtained this season. Prof. Wm. Hudson of Tehuacana, Texas, who
is experimentuig with the new peaches, had a young tree which bore a single specimen

that ripened five days before the Alexander.

Har/er's Early, originated in Wilson Co., Ka., is, according to reliable authority

resident in Kansas, not so large nor so early as Amsden.
Kinnaman's Early—Regarding this variety I have not been able to learn anything new.

Burns' Peach—I have not received any new facts relative to this vai'iety.

The Sallie Worrell, raised in Wilson Co., N.C., is described as very large, sometimes

measuring 14 inches in circumference ; colour creamy white shaded with pale red ; flesh

juicy, vinous and very good ; one of the finest peaches ; ripens with Stump the World.
Bustion's October, Harris' Wiyiter and Albright's Peach are late varieties of value at

the South, but too late for cultivation at the North.

Callie ScajT is said to be a seedling of the Early York, one-third larger than Amsden,
and adheres slightly to the stone, same as Hale's. In the same orchard with Amsden and
Alexander it ripened in 1878 eight to ten days earlier. In '79 the fruit buds were in-

iured by frost, hence no fruit.

The Davidson Seedlings raised in Paiusville, Ohio, were carefully compared with

other very early sorts by Mr. M. B. Bateham, the well-known horticulturist ; and he has

reported the following reports :

Seedling Xo. 1, ripened in 1879 two weeks later than it did in 1878. Mr. Bateham,
however, believes it to be a few days earlier than Alexander or Amsden.

Seedling Xo. ;?, which last year ('78) ripened a week later than No. 1, was not more than

three days later this year ('79). Both are of fair size, brilliant colour, and equal in quality

to any of this class of peaches. No. 2 ripened with Amsden and Alexander.

Mr. Bateham says that the Allen Peach, which ripened very early in 1878, matured
ten days later this season ('79), and the fruit was smaller than usual. This variety was
rai.sed by A. T. Allen, of Willoughby, Ohio, and in 1878 the first ripe peach was taken

from the tree on the 6th of July.

Ho-neyirell, which was supposed to be considerably earlier than Alexander and Ams-
den, ripened in 1879 at the same time as these varieties, but was inferior to both in size

and quality.

Briggs' Early May, which was regarded as very early, ripens with Alexander and
Amsden, and is not so large nor of such good quality.

Waterloo.—In 1878 the Waterloo ripened a week before the Alexander or Amsden.
In '79 the difference in time of ripening was slight, owing in a considerable measure to

the overloaded condition of the tree and its unfavourable location. Bj- actual weight and
measurement we found the Waterloo to exceed in size all the very early peaches which
we tested.

Wheatland is a seedling raised by D. E. Rogers, of Wheatland, N.Y. Fruit large,

flesh yellow, juicy and of excellent flavour ; ripens between Early and Late Crawford.

Mr. Rogers, who is looked upon as one of our best peach growers, esteems this variety

highly.
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Wager was orijjinated by Mr. Wager, of Miller's Corners, Ontario Co., N.Y. It is a
bright ypllow poacli shaded with red on the sunny side ; flesh juicy and sprightly, and of"

fair quality. Tree very liardy and productive ; ripens about the same time as the Craw-
ford.

Conkling, whicli is undoubtedly one of the handsomest peaches known at the North
did not produce any fruit the past season.

Alpha is a seedling i-aised by T. V. Munson, of Dennison, Texas, and is thought to

be a cross between Early Kivers and Foster. ilr. Miinson says it has ripened twelve

days before Alexander, and is higher coloured and firmer than Early Rivers. Among the

many very early sorts this .seems to be the first repre.sentative of a new type, and we sin-

cerely hope it may prove worthy of dissemination. We have now, too manj' seedlings of

the Hale's and our efforts should be directed towards originating peaches like the Alpha.

Mr. Munson says that the following seem to be real acquisitions for the south.

Family Faroitiite, originated by W. H. Locke, Bonhaiu, Texas ; a seedling of the

Chinese Cling, but ripening two weeks earlier.

Bogijs Leviatltan.—Raised by ilr. Bogy, of Bonliam, Texas, very large; of fine

quality, and ripening three weeks later than Crawford's Late.

Miss May, originated by Mr. Carroll, of Dresden, Texas, of large size, first quality

and very late.

Infant IFoW'"*-.- Raised by Capt. Daniel Webster, of Dennison, Texas ;' very large

and fine; late.

Mr. Mvuison, who is making a specialty of peach culture says, that according to his

obser\ations, those varieties with renifonu and notched glands are the most robust and
healthy. Those with globose glands rank next in vigour, while such sorts as have serrate

or glandless leaves are unreliable as to time of ripening, and are disposed to rot and mildew.

He has classified the following :

To the first section belong—Early Beatrice, Early Louise, Early Rivers, Brice's

Early, Waterloo, and Alpha.

To the next—that is those with globose glands—Wilder, Musser, Early Canada,

Alexander, Amsden, Baker's Early ilay, Hynes' Surprise, Hynes' Nectar, Bowers' Early.

To the last belong—Downing, Climax, Cumberland, 8aunder.s, Honeywell, Brigg's

Early May, and Early Lydia.

I am indebted to Mr. Munson for the following list of of new peaches, the names of

which are now given for the first time :

Williams.—Discovered in i)elaware some years ago by Lewis Williams, of Hillsboro,

Md., said to be earlier and finer than Alexander.

Larkiu's Earh/.—Raised by D. F. Larkin, Hunt's Station, Ten., is represented to be

as tine as Lai-ge Early York, and ten days earlier than Alexander.

Eureka.—Disseminated by M. W. Samuels, Clinton, Ky., is said to be as good as

Alexander, and earlier.

Kelley's Early.—Raised by H. ^L Kelley, L-ving, 111., is said to be very large and to

have ripened twenty-one days before the Amsden.
Ramsey's Early Cling.—Originated by A. M. Ramsey, Mahomet, Tex., is described

as an improved Alexander.

Seedlings No. 1, -' <(• 3.—Raised by i\Ir. Shiirp, of Wooster, Ohio, are all said to

excel the Alexander.

Sherfey's Early.—Raised by Raphael Sherfey, Gettysburg, Pa., who thinks it will

eclipse all others.

Brovm's Early.—Originated by W. L. Brown, Ashley, 111., and is said to be very

early.

Sleeper's Dwarf is the name of a dwarf variety originated by W. M. Sleeper, of Ox-

ford, Intliana. It is described as of remarkaVjle dwarf compact growth
;
the original tree

having grown only three feet in eight years. Fruit of medium to large size, greenish

white tinged with crimson ; flesh juicy, sweet, rich ;
season, October. In our nursery

the tree of this variety has not grown more than two inches in two years, and we have

therefore rejected it from the list as unprofitable to cultivate. It is, however, a curiosity,

and will be considered desirable by some as an ornamental tree.
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Schumaker is a seedling originated by Michael Schumaker, of Fairview Township,
Erie Co., Pa. Borne for the tir.^t time in 77. Described as large, round, bright vellow
splashed with crimson, and is said to ripen three to four weeks earlier than Alexander or
Amsdeu.

Graves' Semi-cling.—Originated by INTr. Wm. Graves, Hazelhnrst, j\Iiss. ; is believed
to be a hybrid of the apricot and peach. It is described as one of the largest and finest

of the very early peaches, and five to six days earlier than Alexander.
Thus you see how extended has become the list of new peaches. It is to be regret-

ted that so many sorts ripening almost at the same time, and so closely resembling each
other should have been named and ottered for sale. We trust that in the future no one
will attempt to introduce a new peach until they are perfectly satisfied that it has super-
ior qualities not common to any other variety. At the North, generally, and in western
New York, in particular, the past season was remarkably favourable for the peach. We
had ripe specimens of the Waterloo sent to us August 2nd, and on the 1st of November
we gathered from our own orchard, ripe fruit of Comet, one of Mr. Rivers' Seedlings. At
the West, however, the severe winter of '78-79, and late spring frosts at the South ruined
the peach crop in many localities ; otherwise I should have been able to submit a much
more complete and interesting report. Another favourable season will, I hope, enable us
to fix definitely the value of many of these novelties, and then the list will undoubtedly be
greatly reduced. I will add that the following varieties of ISIr. Rivers' seedlings ripen at
the same time with Mountain Rose and Crawford's Early, and being only of medium size

and fair quality are hardly worth retaining. They are Dagmar, Dr. Hogg, Early Albert,
Early Alfred. Early Beatrice is superseded by Alexander.

New Apples.

Novelties in this class of fruits are remarkably scarce.

Hitihland Beauty, a seedling apple of medium size, good quality and a long keeper
has been brought to notice by Mr. E. P. Roe.

KirkJand is the name of another handsome .seedling apple, resembling the Yellow
Bellflower

; of large size, good quality and a late keeper. Both have been described in
our horticultural journals, and it is not necessary to refer to them here.

New Peaks.

The " Hoosic."—Some nine or ten years ago, we received from the Hon. A. Foote
of Williamstown, Mass., several varieties of seedling pears. Among them were seedlings
of Hacon's Incomparable, Seckel, Marie Loui.se, Washington, etc. They all posses.sed a
certain degree of merit, but up to this time oidy one of them developed sufficient character
and quality to be worthy of dissemination. This is a seedling of Hacon's Incomparable,
which Mr. Foote first sent us as " Hacon's No. 3," and subsequently named " Hoosic."
This variety we have fruited several years, and we believe that its many good qualities
fully justify us in calling particular attention to it. Fruit large, obovate, having consid-
erable exterior resemblance to Beurre iTiel. Stalk \\ inches in length, moderately stout,
and set obliquely in a slight depression; calyx large, open, in a shallow basin ; skin, green-
ish yellow, dotted and marbled with russet ; flesh tine graned, melting with a rich almond
flavour like that of the Edmunds ; in quality ranking as best ; season, October. Tree,
an erect, free grower, very hardy, and remarkably prolific.

Heir's Late Winter is the name of a now seedling pear raised by A. G. Herr, of
Louisville, Ky., and brought to public attention by Messrs. Nanz and Neuner. It is

described as of medium to large size, good quality and a long keeper ; specimens having
been kept in perfect condition until May and .luiie of the following year.

New Cherries.

Mr. D. B. Wier, of Laeon, 111., who has been experimenting with seedling cherries
for several years, oflered for the first tiras last autumn 45 new varieties of the Early
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Richuiond type. We have several of them on trial. We have also in our collection a

tine seedling resembling the Elkhorn or TraJescant's Black Heart. It equals that variety

in flavour and firmness of flesh, ripens a week later, and shows no disposition to decay.

For home use and market it must prove valuable on account of its good quality and late-

ness. I cannot permit the occasion to pass without referring to the choice sorts of Mont-

morency, now in cultivation ; one of them in particular deserves special mention. This

variety came to us under the name of " Montmorency Longue Queue," but did not prove

true. We have called it "Montmorency Large Fruited," as the fruit is of large size, and
for one of that class of very tine quality

;
preferred by many to the sweet cherries.

Dyehouse Oierry, figured and described some years ago in the American Agricul-

turist, has proved to be a valuable addition to the list of hartly cherries. It was found

some thirty years ago growing wild among some Morello cherries, by a Mr. Dyehouse, in

Lincoln Co., Ky. The fruit is of medium size, bright scarlet, with a very small stone,

and is produced in great abundance at the strawberry season. The tree is of dwarf com-

pact growth, and very hardy, surpassing in this respect the Early Riciimond.

New Plums.

I can only recall one variety which seems deserving of special notice. This is a

foreign sort, not new, but quite rare, and called Decaisne. It is in form, size and appear-

ance exactly like Coe's Golden Drop, but it ripens in August and promises to be very

valuable.

New Grapes.

The new white grapes, Niagara, Prentiss, Duchess and Focklington have been so fre-

quently noticed and de.scribed that I will not occupy your time with any reference to

them. We are now testing Miner's and Pringle's seedlings, which are quite numerous,

and we hope to find aujong the number some varieties worth keeping. I have received a

circular in which the Cortland grape is described and recommended as a remarkably early

black variety. I will be obliged for any information regarding it.

New Raspberries.

Within the last few years many seedlings of the Philadelphia type have been raised.

They are all hardy but of diflferent quality, not fit to eat, but being coar.se, dry texture

they can be handled succe.ssfully ami are tlierefore valualile for market. Let us hope

that the new ones that are to come may prove more palatable.

Tlie Montclair, raised by the Messrs. Williams, of Montclair, N.J., is said to be a

promising new sort ; hardy, productive, and of good (luality.

Norwalk Seedling, disseminated by Mallory and Downs, of South Norwalk, is also

said to be valuable.

Belmont is the name of a new black cap raspberry raised by ilr. John Scobs, of

Barnesville, Ohio. It is described as larger than the Mammoth Cluster, more productive,

and is said to ripen its main crop five to seven days later.

New Blackberries.

Warren.—Said to be very early, ripening si.x to eight days before the Kittatinny.

Duncan Falls.—Said to be vei-y hardy, productive, and free from rust. Berries of a

large size, good flavour, and ripens before the Kittatinny.

New Strawberries.

Crystal City, raised by E. Williams, of Crystal City, Mo., is said to be one of the

earliest varieties. It is of fair size, colour bright scarlet, and of good quality. Plant

•vigorous, running almost as freely as the Crescent Seedling.
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Marvin's Seedling was originated by H. Marvin, of Ovid, Michigan, in 1874. Bnrries

large, roundish, conical, bright red, juicy, sub-acid. The plant is said to be very prolitic,

and the fruit of such a texture as to fit it for shipping ; very late.

Uuddlnston's Favourite, a seedling of the Wilson, raised by D. Huddleton, Duureith,

Indiana, is described as larger than the Wilson, and of better quality ; in sliort, it is said

to possess all the good qualities, and none of the bad, of that berry of world-wide fame.

Success, a seedling of Jucunda, raised by N. B. White, of Norwood, JNIass., is said

to be large, firm, of e.xcellent flavour, and very late
;
plant vigorous, hardy and very

prolitic.

Longfellow and Warren, raised by A. D. Webb, of Bowling Green, Ky., were pi'oduced

from a mixetl lot of seed from Seth Boyden, Black Defiance, Cliarapion and Monarcli.

Longfellow is described as very large, long ; colour dark red ; flesh firm, sweet, rich

and of first quality ; ripens early and ships well. Plant vigorous and very productive.

Warren, large and of fine flavour
;
colour dark red ; flesh firm and of good quality.

Plant vigorous, and as productive as Cumberland Triumph.

Mr. Durand sends out a new sort called Black Giant, said to be very large, and of

good quality.

Glendale was found growing wild in Akron, Glendale county, Ohio ; fruit is of large

size; colour bright red, and is said to be of e.xcellent quality when fully ripe
; it ripens

very late and is said to ship well. I,saw a sample of the fruit last season, at Cleveland,

but it seemed only to be of medium quality.

Tli« Garden, raised by P. H. Foster, of Babylon, N. Y., is said to be a seedling of

Monarch of the West. It is described as large, of tine flavour and very handsome.
Shirts is the name of a new variety raised at Shelby, Jlichigan, and is said to be

promising.

Cetewai/o, raised by A J. Caywood &, Son, Marlboro, N.Y., is described as large,

irregular, firm, sometimes measuring six inches in circumference. It ranks with Chas.

Downing in flavour ; fruit stems eight to ten inches long, foliage a foot high
;
quite prolific.

Mammoth Bush.—Of same origin, described as making remarkably large plants, having
twenty to thirty fruit stools; foliage standing fifteen inches high, more productive than
the Wilson ; fruit a third larger than Wilson, uniform, and equal to Triomphe de Gand
in flavour.

PRESERVING FRUIT.

There are three methods of removing the natural juices from fruit—sun drying, kiln

or oven drying, antl evaporating.

The method of drying in the sun is well known, kiln or oven drying is better than
sun drying, as the operation is more rapid. The fruit, also, is kept from the action of

flies, so numerous during the fruit season, and much less liable to be infested with worms.
Many of our driers are only large ovens or kilns used to deprive the fruit of moisture by
the action of heat. By this method the surface is first dried—nearly charred—while the

inner portion of the fruit is soft. When pressed together, the moisture from within is

absorbed by the charred surface, and when not over-charred the pieces of fruit become soft

and pliant.

Evaporation is based on entirely difterent principles. The surface is kept moist while

the entire process is going on, whether the evaporation of it is in a hot-air chamber or in

melted sugar. When the evaporation of the natural juices is eflected in melted sugar,

the process, however, is u.sually called conserving.

Evaporation in a moist hot-air chamber is based upon the well-known scientific fact

that a volume of air at the freezing point absorbs the one hundred and sixtieth part only

of its own weight of moisture, and that every 27 additional degrees of heat doubles its

absorbing power. Hence, if air at 32° Fahrenheit, the freezing point, absorbs the one
hundred and sixtieth of its own weight of moisture, at 59' Fahrenheit it will absorb the

one-eightieth of its own weight of moisture ; and at 80° Fahrenheit, the one-fortieth
;

and at 113° Fahrenheit, the one-twentieth ; and at 1-10' Fahrenheit, the one tenth ; and
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at 167° the one-tifth ; and at 194° the two-fifths ; and at 221° Fahrenheit, the four-fifths,

or nearly its own weight, while at 248° Fahrenheit, heated air will absorb one and tliri-.-.

fifths its own weight.

Now, put this heated body of air, charged with more than its own weight of moisture,

in motion at the rate of 20 miles an hour, or 880 feet per minute, and the reason of

evaporating fruit so rapidly is apparent. Every 100 cubic inches of air at 60° Fahrenheit,

and 30 inches to the barometer contains about 30 grains of water; at 212° Fahrenlu'it,

not far from one-fourth of an ounce of water. A drier chamber of the capacity of 2'2-'

cubic feet, according to this (jstimate, will contain at a temperature of 212° Fahrenheit

fully 60 pounds of water, .50 pounds of which has been absorbed from the heated fruit-

If the circulation is sufficient to empty this chamber eveiy thirty minutes, 150 pounds i^j

water is abstracted and carried away from a drier (full of fruit weighing 803 pounds^

every hour, or 750 pounds are carried off in five hours, about the time necessary to ey&fk
orate apples or peaches when in good condition. j.

It will be seen from this that heat alone is not sufficient to produce evaporation. I^

;

will not ilo it, however great, either on the earth or in an evaporator. Stormy winds ful-

fill the pleasure of the Creator quite as eflFectively in drying up the surface of the earth

after a lieavy rain as do the burning rays of the sun. The sun's heat alone on tlie moist

earth would fill the air with a dense, damp vapour, destructive alike to the health of ani-

mals and plants. So, in the philosophic drier, the fruit is put in at the bottom of a heated

air chamber, where a stream of cold air containing the fortieth part of its weight of mois-

ture is introduced and driven through the fruit at the rate of twenty miles an hour, and
out of an " escape," loaded with more than its own weight of moisture. The air in

motion, more tlian the heat, causes the fruit to dry so rapidly ; and the rapidity of the

process, and the moisture in which the fruit is enveloped, prevent oxidation or decay, and
give the evaporated fruit, when not over-ripe, so much of the colour of fresh fruit. The
shorter the time the fruit is in the drier, the more perfectly the oxygen is excluded, and
the brighter the colour.

But the colour of the fruit, however strongly it may recommend it to consumers, is

by far the least practical benefit in the process of evaporation. The nutritive value of

evaporated fruit, in consequence of the chemical changes during the process, is its chief

recommendation.

It is still an open question whether the rapid change of starch into grape sugar in

the hot-air chamber of a philosophical evaporator may not be attended by the further

chang(t of grape into cane sugar, though no actual analysis demonstrating the fact has yet

been made.

Crystals of sugar exist often in great abundance on the surface of the well preser\

specimens of evaporated peaches and pears, and possibly on apples, though 1 have n

observed it. It certainly takes much less sugar to suitably sweeten evaporated than sun

or kiln dried fruit of any kind.—.San Fraiicisco Daily Evening Bulletin, Jan. 30, 1878.

Directions for Prep.^ring Evaporated Fruits and Vegetables for the Table.

Apples.—For sliced apple pies, soak the apples in cold or tepid water until .soft, then

use the same as if they had not been dried; when baked you cannot distinguish any differ-

ence between the pie and one made the same from fresh apples, except that the one made

from the evapoi'ated fruit is the richer, and if properly made, contains the most nutri-|

ment ; one pound of evaporated apples will make 5A large pies. For mince pies, fruiti

cake, fritters, rolypoly puddings, apple butter, etc. Soak in cold or tepid water until!

soft, then use same as if they had not been dried. 1

Peaches.—Soak in cold water until soft; sweeten to taste, the same as you would

fresh fruit ; if very ripe before dried, use without cooking ; be careful not to add more;

water than will be required for dressing ; if you wish to have a cream dressing, u.se less

water ; if not ripe enough before evaporated, stew them after soaking.

Pears.—Soak in cold or warm water until soft, stew in the same water ; if they an

sweet pears, they will require l>ut little or no sugar.

Plums.—Prepare same as pears.
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Lima Beans.—Soak in cold or tepid water until they are soft ; cook the same as fresh

green beans in the same water, and they will be in every respect the same as fresh beans

taken direct from the garden.

Stveet Corn.—Soak in three times its weight in cold water, an hour or more ; boil it

in the same water without washing about thirty minutes, or until it is tender ; .season

with butter, salt and milk or cream ; serve while hot.

Squash and Pumpkin Flour, for pies, custards, etc., is an excellent, delicious and

Lealthful food, and cannot be made by any other process.

Recipe for making Pumpkin or Squash Pie.—Three heaping table-spoonfuls of the

flour, with boiling water enough to dissolve it
; i teaspoon butter ; 3 tablespoonfuls of

light bi-ow-n sugar ; 1 fresh egg
; J teaspoon ginger ; -} teaspoon cinnamon, mace or nut-

meg ; milk enough to properly thin it ; mix well and bake in a slow oven, if the pumpkin

or squash is not ground, cook it same as dried pumpkin ; stew it down and force through

a cullender and use with the above recipe the same as you would fresh pumpkin, but cook

in a quick oven.

Statement op the Cost .wd Profit of one Season's Working of one of No. 3 Paci-

fic Evaporator.

Alden, Erie Co., N.Y., Feb. 10th, 1880.

Messrs. Tiffany <£• Curtis .

Gents, —Yours of 2ni instant at hand, asking for statement of what we had done

-with the No. 3 Pacific Evaporator, bought of you last September. We append the fol-

lowing summary of the business done :

No. bushels apples bought 6,755
" " " shrinkage 337

" " " evaporated 6,418

Average cost of apples per bushel 17 cts.

No. pounds made from above 382.79.

Total received for sale of fruit $4,598 00

Total expense for fruit, storage, handling and manufacturing . . 1,989 00

Leaving net profit $2,609 00

Average number lbs. per bushel, five ninety-six one-hundreths ; average cost of dry-

ing and preparing per bushel, lie.

The skins and cores were utilized for vinegar to December 1st, after which time we
•dried them, and sold them for 3^c. and 4c. per lb. delivered on cars. During the time we
dried them, the cores and skins paid all running expenses. Have sold vinegar to the

amount of $138, and have enough on hand to make the amount reach $200 which added

to the profit on apples with the cores and skins will make a total net profit for 1879 of

over $2,800.

ROGERS & BUTLER,

B. S. Butler, Manager.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE OF THE FRUIT GROWERS' ASSOCIATION ON
SEEDLING FRUITS SHOWN AT PROVINCIAL EXHIBITION.

Your Committee appointed to examine the seedling fruits sho>vn at the Pro^•incial

Exliibitioii, beg to report as follows :

—

Apples.

Prenyeu.—This is a seedling from Prince Edward County, and one very much
esteemed by fruit growers about Belleville. It is a medium-sized fall apple of a greenish-

yellow colour, sometimes tinged with reddish ; flesh close-grained, yellow, inild, sub-

acid, juicy and very liighly fiavoured,an apple which we think deserves to be wdely
disseminated. -

G"imshy Beauty.—One of the handsomest apples on exhibition, medium in size, well

formed, whitish yellow with a brilliant red cheek. Flesh white, tine-grained, juicy, sub-

acid with a pleasant flavour, maturing late in the fall. This is a fruit so very attractive

in appearance that it would conmiaiid a ready sale anywhere.

J. G. Ten Eycke, of Grimsby, shows a fall seedling, a pretty apple above medium
size, of a yellowish green colout, with a fine blush cheek, flesh fine-grained and sweet ; a

good sweet apple.

Mr. Wm. Roy, of Owen Sound, exhibits four varieties of seedling apples, one a fall

dessert apple of medium size and good quality. The others are winter apples, which we

suggest sliould be submitted for examination at the next winter meeting of our

Association.

A numVier of other winter seedlings were on exhibition, but it was impossible to

judge fairly of their quality in so immature a condition.

Mr. McCulloch, of Sault Ste. Marie has on exhibition a number of seedlings of

Fameuse, raised by him at the Sault, all fall apples, several of which ai-e very promising,

and from their hardiness will, we hope, prove to be valuable additions to our list of

very hardy apples, suited to the more northern districts of Ontario. We hope Mr.

McCulloch will have several of the best of these propagated, so that opportunity may
be afibrded of testing them in other northern localities. Since none of these seedlings

were either named or numbered we are unable to designate those which we esteemed most

highly.

Pears.

Mr. R. M. Wanzer shows a fine fall seedling pear, above medium size, not fully

ripe, but which we believe will prove to be a variety worthy of more extended cultivation.

In form it resembles the Duchess d'Angouleme ; flesh rather coarse, pleasantly granular,

sweet, juicy, and of good flavour.

Mr. P. C. Dempsey, of Prince Edward County, e.xhibits a small sized fall pear, a

cross between White ]3oyenne and Josephine des Malines, yellow in colour with a line-

grained, melting flesh and high flavour; a pear which will be highly esteemed by amateurs,

but of little value for market on account of its small size.

Grapes.

Mr. Rickett's seedlings, from their size, number and handsome appearance, attracted

much attention, and we shall first refer to some of these.
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Secretary.—A black grape, bunch large, berry above medium size, sweet, juicy,

with a melting pulp and high muscat flavour. If the foliage of this variety proves

good, anil the vine hardy, it will well deserve a place in the front rank among the best

varieties.

Lady Washi)u/lon.—A white grape, tinged with pink when fully- ripe; bunch large

and heavily shouldered ; berry above medium size, sweet, with a melting pulp and pleasant

flavour.

JS'aomi.—A pale amber coloured grape; a good sized bunch, slightly shouldered; berry

medium sized, sweet, juicy with a melting pulp and very good slight muscat flavour.

Concord Seedling.—A very large buncli and unusually large berry, black, round,

sweet, juicy, with a melting pulp and good flavour ; a very promising grape.

Clinton Seedling.—Bunch a little above medium ; berry, large, black, round, sweet,

rich, juicy, with a delicious flavour. We regard this and Secretary as the two highest

flavoured grapes we have seen in Mr. Rickett's collection.

The Prentiss Grape.—This new seedling white grape is exhibited by j\Ir. HuV>bard,

of Fredonia, N.Y., and is claimed to be a seedling of Isabella. The bunch is medium
sized, or rather under medium ; berry white, round, nearly medium in size, sweet, with a

melting flesh and pleasant flavour. From the appearance of the branches shown, laden

with fruit, we judge this to be a very productive variety.

Moore's Early.—A promising black grape, similar in quality, size and flavour to

Concord, but claimed to be two weeks earlier.

Niagara.—A handsome grape of a greenish yellow colour. Bunch of medium size,

verv compact; berry above medium, oval, with a sweet, readily melting pulp and pleasant

flavour,nuich superior to Concord and claimed to ripen earlier than that variety. Odour of

Concord but much stronger. We believe this grape will prove to be a very popular market

variety. The foliage exhibited with the fruit is very good, much resembling Concord but

deeper lobed. The fruit also possesses good keeping qualities, and would bear shipping

well.

Mr. Wm. H. Mills, of Hamilton, exhibits several seedlings, and after examining

the fruit we visited the vines, so that we might better judge of their value.

Sultana.—A black gi-ape. Bunch large and heavily shouldered ; berry large, round,

sweet and juicy, with a tender, meaty flesh, nearly melting ; skin thick and firm ; beiry

hangs very firmly to the stem. This grapje will probably prove a valuable one for ship-

ping, market or keeping. The foliage resembles Hartford Prolific, is thick and leathery,

and was in good condition at the time of our visit, September 30th. The vine is a good

bearer.

Tena.—A first class grape as to quality. Berry black, oval, about medium in size,

flesh very tender and melting, with a rich muscat flavour. As to the bunch, we could give

no opinion from a fragment of the last remaining bunch. The foliage resembles Delaware,

and was about in the same condition as Delaware growing along side of it.

Lavega.—A red grape. Bunch and berry medium in size ; berry red, juicy and sweet,

with a melting pulp ; skin rather thick ; an abundant bearer ; foliage not very good at the

date of our visit.

Mr. Wm. Haskins, of Hamilton, exhibited some promising varieties, and his vines

were also inspected by us.

Ahysinia.—A black grape. Bunch largo, berry above medium size, sweet, juicy,

with a melting flesh and good flavour ; said to ripen earlier than Hartford. We believe that

this griipe from its earliness and good quality combined, will prove a desirable acquisition,

the foliage is tougher and thicker than Delaware ; it is a good grower, and the wood ripens

well.

Albino.—A yellowish-green grape. Bunch and Vjerry above medium, sweet, juicy
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and pleasant flavour. A promising grape, with a foliage equal to Delaware ; vine ripen.s

its wood well.

Both Mcs.srs. Mill.s and Haskins have a number of other seedlings of more or less

promise, but tho.se named appeared to us to be the most valuable among them.

Peaches.

Several handsome seedling peaches were shown, which your Committee intended to

examine, but amid the pressure of many other duties they were overlooked.

Wm. S.iUNDERS.

P. C. Dempsev.
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APPENDIX (D).

ELEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY

ONTARIO,
INCLUDING REPORTS ON SOME OF THE NOXIOUS, BENEFICIAL

AND OTHER INSECTS OF THE PROVINCE OF ONTARIO.

PREPARED FORTHE HONOURABLE THE COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE,
BY THE OFFICERS AND MEMBERS OF THE SOCIETY.

1880.

To the Honourable tlie Commissioner of Agriculture :

Sir,—On this, tlie closing period of another yeav in tlie liistoiy of our Society, I

have the honour to present you with our Annual Report. The year has been markeil by

an unusual freedom from any alarniing invasion by insect pests, nevertheless the total

OSS caused by injurious insects to crops of various sorts has been considerable. In this

Report is embodied illustrated papers by our members on injurious, beneficial and other

insects, of such a character as will, we believe, prove instructive to the general public

and increase the interest already felt in the operations of our Society.

Our monthly journal, the Canadian Entomologist, continues to be received with

favour, both in Europe and America. Its issue has been regular ; and the twelfth volume

is now nearly completed. During the year our library has been materially increased, and

many new illustrations of insects obtained with which to embellish our Journal and Report,

and thus render our work of much greater Vienelit to the general public than it would

otherwise be.

The accounts, duly audited, arc herewith submitted, also the list of officers for the

coming year.
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Thanking you for the kindly interest you have always taken in the operations of

our Society, and the substantial encouragement given, which has enabled us to carry on
our work without embarrassment,

I have the honour to be.

Your obedient servant,

Wm. E. Saunders,
Secretary pro tern.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF ONTARIO.

The annual meeting of the above Society was held, according to announcement, in

the city of Hamilton, on the evening of Tuesday, the 28th of September, in the City

Hall. A number of those especially interested in Entomologj' from various parts of th(;

Province were present.

The Report of the Council was read and adopted ; also that of the Secretary-Treasurer,

which showed a satisfactory state of the finances.

ANNUAL STATEMENT OF THE SECRETARY-TREASURER OF THE
ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF ONTARIO, SEPTEMBER, 1880.

Receipts.

Balance from 1879 $152 62
Members' fees and sale of Entomologist 329 94
Merchandise, pins, cork, etc 57 01

Advertisements 26 15

Interest 14 56
Government grant 1,000 00

11,580 28

Dlshursements.

Printing Entomologist $288 00
Mailing" " 19 50
Insurance 10 63
Rent 90 02
Annual vote to editor and secretary 150 00
Sundries, freight, etc ' 35 27
Postage 35 16

Expenses of sending collection to Ottawa 12 85
Library 136 75
Paper for ENTOMOLOfiiST 72 20
Report expenses 129 75
Engraving 141 44
Expenses of council and delegation to A. A. A. S 61 00
Merchandise—cork 42 91

Balance 354 SO

$1,580 28

Abraham Puddicombe,
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REPORT OF THE COUNCIL.

The clo.se of a decade in the liistory of our Society, as an incorporated institution,

prompts your Council to a retrospective glance over the work accomplished. Ten years

ago we were weak and feeble ; our numbei-s were few, and a small eight-paged journal,

published irregularly, sufficed to chronicle all our doings. At that time it was with us a

constant struggle for existence as a Society, when a few generous hearts contributed

liberally of tlieir own private means to sustain a work ]irompted by public need and
designed for public benefit. Through the energy of our merabei-s and the kindly aid of,

at first the Provincial Agricultural Association and subsequently of the Ontario Gov-
ernment, we were soon enabled to emerge from this struggle and to feel that we were
established on a firmer basis, with a great field for labour open before us. In this

departtnent our niember.s have laboured heartily, looking for no reward beyond the

pleasure which ai'ises from the consciousness of doing a good work.

We may point with justifiable pride to the goodly pile of useful literature published

by our Society during this period. Ten Annual Reports have been presented to the

Government, which have been printed and widely dis.seminated as a part of the Report
of the Commissioner of Agriculture for the Province of Ontario. These Reports of our
Society have been full of matter of great importance to the agriculturist and the fruit-

grower, since most of the insect enemies to field crops and fruits have been systematically

treated of in them, and the remedies best fitted to control or destroy the pests explained.

The Reports have been much sought after and have no doubt accomplished much good.

The Canadian Entomologist, the monthly organ of our Society, has now nearly
completed its twelfth volume, the last ten of which have averaged about 250 pages
octavo, nearly all original matter. In the.se are recorded the observations of our
members on all parts of the continent on insect life in its various forms. The life

hi.stories of a large number of species have been given in detail, and a vast amount of

other material of much value in promoting the interests and advancing the science of

Entomology presented. Our journal is held in high esteem abroad as well as at home,
and was for some years the only journal devoted exclusively to Entomology on the

continent of America. During the past year the Entomologist has contained many very

valuable papers ; among tho.se especially worthy of mention are the contributions of

Mr. W. H. Edwards on the life histories of the butterflies of North America. We are

pleased to learn that he is still pursuing his investigations in this department, and that

he will continue to give the readers of the Entomologist the details of his discoveries.

Recognizing the important work our Society is doing, and with the object of further

aiding our endeavour.s, the Ontario Government have added during the past year to our
annual grant the sum of •Si.'iO, which will enable us to illustrate more freely the articles

to be published in our reports and in our journal, and to c.irry on the ordinary operations

of our Society without embarra-ssraent.

Besides the publication of the annual reports which are chiefly written for the gen-

eral public in a popular style, and the t'anndian Entomologist, which is a scientific record

of work done by the members of the Society, but which also usually contains a paper
written e.xpre.ssly for beginners in the .study of the science, the Society has had prepared

and i.ssued to all its members extensive cla.ssified lists of the names of all insects in the

ditlerent orders of which authentic records of their capture within the Dominion could be

found. The value of these lists is very great. They are of the greatest assistance in pro-

viding the collector with the proper one, from among the many synonyms which, unluckily,

such a large number of our insects possess ; besides this they give the proper sequence of

the different genera of wh'ch the orders are composed, and are thus exceedingly useful

in arranging a collection. Moreover, they act as a record by which collectors know what
has been done in the way of collecting by their predecessors, and when a new species is

found it can at once be recorded ; by this means many have been added to our lists.

The branches of our Society at Montreal and London continue to prosper. In Mon-
treal, Messrs. Bowles, Lyman & Couper, have prepared and read some valuable papers on

their investigations, and in London much good and useful work has been done.
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The Council regret that the office of Secretary-Treasurer was left vacant in the early

part of this year, owing to the removal from Lonilon of Mr. J. H. Bowman, but since

his departure, and at the request of the Council, tlie work has licen performed very effici-

ently by Mr. W. E. Saunders. We take pleasure in calling attention to the satisfactory

condition of our funds, as shown by the statement of the Secretary-Treasurer.

Submitted on behalf of tlu^ Council.

W. E. Saunders,
Sec-Treasurer pro tern.

MONTREAL BRANCH OF THE ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF ONTARIO.

SEVENTH ANNUAL KEPOKT OF THE COUNCIL.

At the close of the seventh year of the Society's existence, your Council beg to present

their annual report. The retrospect of the year in Entomological matters, is a pleasant

one. Nine meetings have been held, the attendance at which has been good, and the in-

tercourse of the members has been both agreeable and instructive. Besides the eight

papers, whose titles are hereafter given, many valuable observations on insect life have

been recorded in our minutes, which will be of great assistance to us in the future.

Your Council would also notice that during the summer of last year, several enjoy-

able collecting excursions were participated in by the members, resulting in the discovei-y

of several species of insects hitherto unknown in this locality. On the whole, it is with

great pleasure that your (Council report the Society to be satisfactorily progressing in the

study of our science.

The papers read during the year are as follows :

1. "A description of the male Alypia MacCullochii, Kirby."—By Wm. Couper.

2. " Notes on a species of Cossus taken at Montreal."— By F. B. Caultield.

3. " The milk plant, its insect parasites, red and black in colour."—By Wm. Couper.

4. "How to preserve specimens of insects."—By G. J. Bowles.

5. " On luminous insects."— By Geo. H. Bowles.

6. '' Montreal Hymenoptera."—By Wm. Couper.

7. " Notes on rearing Lepidoptei'a."—By H. H. Lyman.
8. " Some of the insects that frequent the orchard and garden."—(Rev. F. W. Fyles).

Selected by G. J. Bowles.

The study of the Hymenoptera of Montreal has been taken up by Mr. Couper, whose

capacity and experience render it certain that the task will be well performed, and result

in a great increase in our knowledge of that interesting order. Your Council would re-

commend the members to follow his example, and, during the coming season, give special

attention to other divisions which hitherto we have almost neglected, namely, the Diptera,

Orthoptera, Hemiptera and Neuroptera.

The following works have been added to the Society's library during the year :

—

" Monograph of the Diptera of North America." Part 3, 4 plates, by H. Loew.

"New species of North America Coleoptera." Part 1, by J. L. Leconte.

"The Coleoptera of Kansas and Eastern New Mexico." 2 plates, J. L. Leconte.

" Synopsis of the Melolonthidae of the United States." J. L. Leconte.

" Catalogue of Coleoptera adjacent to the Boundary Line between the United States

and Mexico." 1 plate, J. L. Leconte.
" Revision of the Buprestidae of the United States." 1 plate, J. L. Leconte.
" Report of the Entomological Society of Ontario for 1879."

" Report of the Fruit Growers' Association of Montreal, 1879."

The following were presented by the Royal University of Christiana :

—

" On the Mollusca of the Arctic Regions." One large volume and two pamphlets.

" A list of Norwegian Lepidoptera taken in 1876."

The Secretary and Treasurer's cash statement is submitted herewith, and shows the

finances to be in a satisfactory condition.
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In conclusion, your Council would express the hope that the members will not relax

their efforts during the present season, and that the result of the summer's campaign will

be even more favourable tlian that of last year.

The whole respectfully submitted.

Geo. J. Bowles,
President.

Geo. H. Bowles,
iiecretary.

Montreal, 17th May, 1880.

The President then delivered his annual address, for which he received the thanks of

the members present.

ANNUAL ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE ENTOMOLOGICAL
SOCIETY OF ONTARIO.

Gentleman,—The past season has not been very eventful in Ontario in matters re-

lating to insect life. No unusual armies of insect enemies have devastated our crops, and
our farmers and fruit growers, in spite of the few perennial foes, which are always more
or less troublesome, have realized a bountiful harvest.

Early in the season cut worms were very numerous in the neighbourhood of London,
more abundant than I ever remember seeing them before. They destroyed innumerable

cabbage plants and other herbaceous plants and flowers ; among the latter, pansies seemed
to possess great attraction for them. I saw many tine plants of this flower, of the pre-

vious year's growth, eaten close to the ground, both leaves and stalks, and from about the

roots of a single plant found in several instances from thirty to tifty of thi' nearly full-

grown larva!. Fortunately their period of activity does not last long, and before the end
of June most of them were quietly sleeping in the chrysalis state.

The question of insectivorous birds, auJ their influence on the insect world about us,

is attracting much attention, and the more the subject is discussed the more evident it be-

comes that very little indeed '\sk)iown in reference to it : that our ideas as to what should

guide us are largely inherited, or otherwise based on sentiment, rather than resting upon
well ascertained facts. I am well aware that to plead in favour of the birds is a popular

course to follow ; but the true student of nature is ever seeking after truth, and whether

the facts he discovers are in accord with long cherished opinions and popular fancies, or

are directly opposed to them, are questions of little moment. The facts, whatever they

may be, are what we want.

Insectivorous birds may be conveniently divided into three classes : First, those which

take their food entirely on the wing ; .second, those which feed partly on the wing and
partly from trees and shrubs, and on the ground ; and third, those which take no food on
the wing, l)Ut feed entirely either on the ground or from trees or shrul)s. In the first class,

besides some rare birds which we do not need to mention here, the following are found com-

mon in most parts of our Province : the swallows, Ilirandinidre : kingbird, Ti/ranniis

Carolineiisis
;
pewee, i^ai/orids fusais, anil nighthawk, Chonleiles popelue. The food of

these birds consists chiefly of flies, a large proportion of which cannot be said to be either

noxious or beneficial ; many of them in the earlier stages of their existence live in the

water, where they devour decaying vegetation, or feast on the lower and simpler forms of

animal and vegetable life. The larvie of many others are scavengers, devouring decaying

or putrescent animal and vegetable matter, and hence well deserve to be classed with

beneflcial insects. In the same class of friendly species will rank a considi^rable number
of others which are parasitic on the bodies of caterpillars, also the rapacious species which

sustain themselves by devouring the weaker and less vigorous of their race. A few r.ire

exceptions, of which the wheat midge and Hessian fly may be noted as examples, .are very

injurious to lield crops, while the mosquito and black fly are universally branded as

enemies to the human race. These birds also devour a few butterflies and moths, but
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the.se, with few exceptions, are harmless. Tlie question, then, to what extent these purely

insectivorous birds are beneficial to tlie farmer or fruit-grower, reasonably admits of much
difference of opinion, for while they do devour a few of our tormentors, they probably

destroy a much larger number of beneticial in.sects, the main bulk of their food, however,

consisting of harmless species. Doubtless they serve a purpose in maintaining a proper

balance among the insect hosts, and between animal and vegetable life, but that their ser-

vice in these departments is so all-important as some would urge admits of grave doubt.

The birds of the second division, namely, those which take their food partly on the

wing and partly from trees and shrubs, or on the ground, are not entirely insectivorou.s.

The remarks just made in reference to the first class will apply aLso to this, as fur as their

food is taken on the wing, but on trees or shrubs, or on the ground, they consume insects

of entirely different classes, chiefly beetles and the caterpillars of moths and butterflies.

The beetles admit of a similar division to that of the flies already noticed ; the larger

number are harmless, a large proportion of the remainder are beneticial, and a few are in-

jurious. Most of the caterpillars of moths and butterflies are harmless, feeding in limited

numbers on a great diversity of shrubs and trees of little or no economic importance. A
few may be said to be beneticial, in consequence of their feeding on troublesome weeds, such

as thistles, etc., while a few others are decidedly injurious. Among the common birds in

this second class I would mention the yellow warbler or spider bird, Dendroeca cestiva; the

red start, Setophaga rttticiUa; the red-eyed, and yellow-throated vireos, Vireo olivaceus and
V.Jiavifrons; the various species of woodpecker, Ficidce and the blue bird, 6'iala sialis.

The birds comprised in the third class are only partially insectivorous. Among the

common species are the cat-bird, Galeoscoptes Carolhieiisis ; robin, Turdus migratorius,

Skud hrown thrwsh, Har/iorhynchtis ru/us ; the sparrows, FringiUidce ; the cuckoos, Coc-

cidcE ; the nuthatch, iSitta Carolinerisis : chickadee, Parus atricapillus ;^ing\etR, Si/lviidxe;

meadow-lark, Sturnella iitagna ; Baltimore oriole, Ictenis Baltimore, and the wren, Trog-

lodytes oedon. Besides these there are the blackbirds, Icteridce, which in the spring devour
more or less insect, food, but feed chiefly on grain and seeds during the remainder of the

year. Nearly all birds, e.xcepting the rapacious species, feed their young on such soft

food as worms, caterpillars, soft-bodied insects and fruit, and, from the time that young
birds are hatched until they acquire the power of flight, a very large quantity of insect

food is undoubtedly consumed ; but the question of the greatest practical importance to

the agriculturist is how far are the birds a help in keeping in check injurious insects.

With the object of obtaining light on this point, I have, with the help of my son, W. E.

Saunders—who has for some years paid special attention to this matter—examined the
contents of the stomachs of a large number of birds, and I must frankly confess that the
larger the experience gained in this direction the more I have been convinced that but
compai-atively little help is got from birds in keeping in subjection injurious insects.

When the cut worms were so common with us this spring that any bird with a very
little eflbrt might have had its fill of them, the contents of a number of stomachs were ex-

amined, especially those of the robin, but not a single specimen of this larva was found in

any of them. It has been urged that some birds devour the larva; of the plum curculio

by picking them out of the fallen fruit, but I have failed to find any confirmation of this

statement, indeed never found a curculio larva in the stomach of any bird excepting once
in that of a robin, who had evidently swallowed it by accident when bolting a whole
cherry. As for the robin having any claims upon the sympathies of man for tlie good he
does, I fear that but a very sliglit case can be made out in his favour. Of fruit he is a thief

of the worst kind, stealing early and late, from the time of strawberries until the last

grapes are gathered ; not content to eat entirely the fruit he attacks, but biting a piece

out liere and there from the finest specimens, and thus destroying a far greater quantity
than would sufiice to till him to his utmost capacity. At the time of wi-iting, flocks of

the most pertinacious specimens are destroying the best of my grapes, while alongside is

a patch of cabbages almost eaten up with the larva; of the cabbage butterfly—nice, fat,

smooth grubs, easily swallowed, but no such thing will Mr. Robin look at as long as good
fruit can be had. His tastes are so expensive that to gratify them is to deprive the fruit-

grower of a large portion of his protits, hence the sooner the robin ceases to be protected
•by legislation the better it will be for all lovers of fniit.
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The insect world is composed of myriads of specimens which from their varied struc-

ture and habits admit of being classified into families, each distinct and usually easily re-

cognizable to the practiced eye of the Entomologist. A large portion of this innumerable

host is appointed to prey upon and devour the other portions, and thus it appears to me,

that apart from any consideration of insectivorous birds, the insect world would and

docs, to a large extent, take care of itself, and when an injurious species increases beyond

its normal limits, its natural insect enemies, ha^nng an unusual amount of material to work

on, soon become sufficiently numerous to reduce the number of the injurious insect to its

normal proportions again. As an illustration, take the now common cabbage butterfly,

Pieris riip(t. This insect was in some way brought from Europe to Quebec a few years

ajo. From Quebec it has since spread over an immense area extending now from Ala-

bima to the waters of Lake Superior, eastward to the Atlantic, and westward many
hundreds of miles, and over all this district it has done immense damage to the cabbage^

crop. Throughout this area insectivorous birds of all sorts prevail ; the butterfly is con-

spicuous, not very strong in flight, and during the day almost constantly on the wing ; the

larva feeds in exposed situations, is of that smooth character which birds are said

to prefer, and although similar in colour to its food plant, is not difficult to detect.

Here, then,' is an instance where a comparatively feeble insect, particula^ly vul-

nerable to attack, has rapidly spread over a large portion of this continent, with little or

no opposition from insectivorous birds. Indeed 1 have never yet found or known to be

found a single example either of the butterfly or its larva in the stomach of any
bird. In its native home in Europe it is seldom so very destructive as here, for

the reason that a small four-winged fly, Pteromalus puparuni, an insigniticant look-

ing little creature, is a parasite on the larva of this butterfly, and hunts its vic-

tims with the greatest assiduity ; alighting on their backs and thrusting its slender

ovipositor through the skin of the larva, it deposits a number of eggs there, whicli hatch

into tiny grubs, and those feed upon and eventually destroy the caterpillar. By the con-

stant efforts of this little parasite the cabbage butterfly is prevented in Europe from be-

coming a very serious pest. Fortunately this little friend has also been introduced here

from Europe, although in what manner is not known, and is rapidly spreading, following

in the wake of its prey, and where the parasite has fairly established itself, this butterfly,

with its numerous progeny of green caterpillars, soon dwindles in numbers so materially

as shortly to cease to be so grievous an evil. The butterfly spreads faster than its enemy
and is usually several years in advance of it, but we may confidently anticipate that

sooner or later this small fly will do for us what it has done for Europe—keep this

troublesome insect within due limits. Many other similar examples might be given.

Further, the help of friendly parasitic insects is so much more efficient because it is

in most instances discriminating. As far as is known, the little parasite referred to

attacks only the larva of the cabbage butterfly, and in like manner many other parasitic

species are restricted in their operations to a single species, while in other instances they

are confined to a genus or a group of similar species. This is not so with insectivorous

birds ; they in most instances devour alike the useful and the injurious species, and the

question maj' well be raised in many instances whether the good they do is not more than

counterbalanced by the number of useful insects they devour. Recent observations on

fhe family of thrushes, by Mr. S. A. Forbes, of Illinois, seem to show that their insect

food consists largely cf beetles belonging to the Carabiclce, a family every member of which

is useful, since they, as far as is known, feed both in the larval and beetle states exclusively

on other insects.

The field here open is a wide and inviting one, on which I trust some of you will

enter. I have but touched upon it ; as the results of more extended observations are

recorded the opinions here expressed may need mollifying. I desire to do justice to the

birds.

During the month of August last, it was my pri^•ilege to visit the Great Manitoulin

Island, also Sault Ste. Marie and the di.strict adjoining. Although prevented by an acci-

dent from indulging in free locomotion, still I saw much that interested me. On Mani-

toulin Island I found many of the species of butterflies common in the more .southern

portions of Ontario ; a few moths were also captured. On the shore of Elizabeth Bay,
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near the western extremity of the island, a full-grown larva of Attacus luna was picked

up, and on inquiry I learned that earlier in the season that beautiful moth was quite

common in that neighbourhood.

In the department of Economic Entomology some items of interest were gleaned.

The pea crop tliroughout this district is an important one, and I made a diligent search in

many fields for indications of the presence of the pea bug, Brucltus pisi, but could find no
traces of it. Satisfactory evidence was furnished me, in at least two instances, of the

sowing of seed brought into the island which was badly infested by tliis weevil, yet I was
assured that neither during the season following nor in subsequent seasons did the crop sufl'er

from this pest. The pea crops growing in these particular localities were also examined
by me. Hence it would appear that the climatic or other conditions prevailing in this

district are so unfavourable to this destructive pest that it is unable to survive. Should
this exemption prove permanent, the cultivation of the pea there will doubtless be rapidly

extended, as tliere will be a large demand at good prices for seed peas from this section,

since so many portions of the Province are now so overrun with the pea bug that it is

dillicult to get seed fit for sowing; and, for the same reason, such seed peas will be readily

purchased for planting in the Western States.

For many years the district extending from Goderich to Collingwood has, in conse-

quence of its exemption from curculio, been extremely favourable for plum culture, and here
immense quantities have been grown and shipi)ed to other parts of Canada and the United
States, Goderich being for many years an important centre for the production and shipment
of this fine fruit ; but within a brief period this foe has invaded Goderich in such force

that to grow plums successfully there, warfare must now be maintained against this pest

similar to that practised in the more southern sections of the Province. This enemy has
now advanced as far as Southampt(3n, and before many years we may reasonably expect
that the favoured district at present exempt, from Owen Sound to Collingwood, will be
similarly invaded. Thinkijig that the Manitoulin Island, from its insulated position,

might possibly offer in the future a fine field for this department of fruit industry, I

examined carefully, whenever opportunity ofl'ered, for evidence of the presence of this insect.

In the neighbourhood of Manitowaning I found two trees of Lombard, a blue plum, the

name of which I could not ascertain, and two wild plums, all fruiting, but could find no
traces of the work of the curculio ; Ijut on a farm in about the centre of the island, three

miles from Gore Bay, I found un a wild plum tree which was fruiting in the farmer's garden a
number of stung plums, aiiiJ. on opening one of them found the larva of the plum curculio

nearly full grown. Since wild plums are found in many parts of the island, it is probable that

the curculio will be found in other districts there. I saw several wild plum trees at the
Sault Ste. Marie, but had no opportunity of examining the fruit satisfactorily; from what
I saw I was led to believe that there was no curculio in that region. The cultivation of

fruit both on the jNIanitoulin Lsland and at the Sault is so entirely in its infancy that it is

difficult to form any decided opinion as to the probable future of tins department of industry
in those districts.

In many sections, forest fires have destroyed a considerable proportion of the original

woods, leaving many of the larger trees standing scorched and dead. From these much
marketable lumber could be got, were it not for the destructive work of the wood-boring
beetles

; these troublesome creatures have bored through the trees in every direction, and
thus made the timber obtainable from them worthless for market, and useful only in the

construction of barns, sheds, etc., on the j)roperty of the owners. Both of the large specie.s

of long-horned beetles, Monoliammus confusor and scutellatus, appear to be abundant, the

latter I think most common; some of the small wood-boriug beetles belonging to the family
Scolytidm are also very numerous.

The cabbage butterfly, Pieris rap(e, has within the last two or three years spread over
the whole of the area I visited, and is playing sad havoc with the cabljage crop. In
JNIanitoulin Island I found a specimen or two of the Colorado potato beetle, and made
further search among growing potatoes, but could find no more. I was informed that this

beetle had been seen occasionally for several years past, but that it had not made any
headway in any part of the island. Another insect was found attacking the potato vines,

although not injuring them very mucli. I refer to a species of blistering beetle, EpicauUt,
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pennsylvanica, called here the black bug. In some potato patches it was quite abundant,

and the leaves were partially devoured, but nowhere did I see them in sufficient numbers
to materially injure the crop. Since the larva of this insect does not feed on the plant,

and the insect consumes the potato vine only while in the perfect or beetle state, no
serious injury is likely to result from its presence. Its larval habits are such that if

abundant one year it is almost sure to be correspondingly scarce the following season.

In the garden of Mr. J. C. Phipps, the Indian Agent of the Government at Manito-

waning, I was surprised to find that the oyster-shell bark louse, which injures apple trees,

was not only aljundant on the apple trees, liut the .stems of both black and red currant

bushes were also thickly clad with them to such an extent as to have killed a number of

them. I had never before seen this destructive insect attack the currant, but it has been

occasionally observed on currant bushes in the United States.

For several years past I have had occasion to refer to the depredations of the forest

tent caterpillar, C'lisiocai»/>a si/luatica, wliich lias devastated our gardens, orchards and
forests ; it has now happily almost disappeared, a result brought about, I have no doubt,

mainly through the agency of parasitic flies, several species of which have been preying on

them extensively. In some sections of the Province the rose-bug, Macrodactyhis subspino-

sus, has been abundant and injurious. In East Flamboro' I am informed that they were

very destructive to the sweet cherries, devouring the fruit, and that they also injured the

grape crop by eating the bunches shortly after blossoming. Some grape growers have also

suffered considerably from the attacks of the grape vine tlea-beetle, which devours tlie

buds just as they are swelling in the spring.

At the late meeting of the Entomological Club of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, in Boston, our Society was represented by Mr. H. H. Lyman,
of Montreal, and the Rev. C. J. S. Bethune, whose al)le report of the important proceedings

of the (_Uub will be read with interest. It is gratifying to learn that the good work done

by the Club has given it such a standing that the Association has seen tit to establish it

as a permanent Sub-section, and the more important papers read wiU in, future be publislied

in the yearly volume of proceedings.

During the year the New York State Legislature has appointed J. A. Lintuer, of

Alban)', N. Y., as State Entomologist. New York was the first State in the Union to look

after the interests of agriculture in this direction and appoint an officer for the special

purpose of reporting on noxious insects. The many reports of the late Dr. Fitch, exten-

ding over a lengthened period, are well known and much valued ; his successor, Mr.

Liiitner, is a man peculiarly fitted for the position—a most patient and accurate observer,

a skilled Entomologist; with an experience in this department of some thirty years, he

iirings to the task all th(! necessary qualifications. Seldom has there been an appointment

so judiciously made, and I feel sure that great good will result from it.

Since I last addressed you a special Comnussion has been appointed by the Ontario I

Government to inquire into the agricultural resources of the country, and the progress and '

condition of agriculture therein, and recognizing the important and intimate connection of

Entomology with agriculture, the Government has seen tit to appoint your presiding officer i

as one of the Commissioners. In performing the duties devolving upon me in this position I

I shall endeavour to give to Entomological matters, bearing on agriculture, that prominence

which their importance demands.
W.M. S.\UNDERS.

The election of officers was then proceeded with, which resulted as follows : I

President.—Wm. Saunders, London.

Vice- I'l-pnulmt.—Rev. C. J. S. Bethune, M.A., Port Hope.
j

Si;cretar!/-2're(isurer.—E. B. Reed, London. i

Librarian.—W. E. Saunders, London.

Council.—J. A. Moti'at, Hamilton; James Fletcher, Ottawa; R. V. Rogers, Kingston

G. J. Bowles, Montreal; J. M. Denton, London; W. H. Harrington, Ottawa; and Wm.|

Coupf'T, Jlontreal. I
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Editor.—Wm. Saunders.

Editing Committee.—Rev. C. J. S. Betliune, E. B. Reed, J. M. Denton.

Auditors.—Chas. Chapman, A Puddicombe.

After the routine business was concluded, Mr. Bethune offered some remarks on the

moth of the cotton worm, Aletia aryillacea. Twelve years ago he found it extremely

abundant, late in the season, on ripe plums. He had not taken the insect again until this

autumn, when they were found to be quite common in his garden. The opinion which

had been advanced by Prof. Riley, of Washington, that the examples of the moth taken

in these northern sections had flown northward from their breeding places in the south, he

did not concur in, but believed that the insect must feed on some malvaceous plant in our
midst, since the specimens he had captured were very perfect, and looked as if they had
just escaped from the chrysalis. He referred to the fact of this insect having been found

common in many of the Northern States, as well as in Canada.

Jlr. Reed stated that he had taken this insect also in London.

Mr. MofFatt exhibited a number of interesting insects which had been captured by
him at Long Point and at Ridgeway, among others Papilio cresjthontes, P. marcellus, P.

phtlenor, Darapsa versicolor and Junonia cosnia.

Mr. Denton reported the capture of J. aenia and Lihythea Bachmani at Port Stanley;

also of TInjreus Ahbotii at London.

Mr. Moffatt stated that this beautiful sphinx, T. Abhotii, had been comparatively

common in Hamilton, and that a number of the larvie had been reared.

Mr. Fletcher reported having captured two specimens of Erebus odora at Ottawa, one
of them so perfect that he thought it was impossible that it coidd have flown for any
distance, and thinks it must have bred in the neighbourhood.

Mr. Saunders referred to several other instances of the capture of this rare moth in

Canada during the past few years.

Mr. Fletcher referred to the fact that during the last year there were published a
number of papers on popular Entomology, and he hoped to see them continued, as he
believed they were doing good service in making our valuable monthly journal more popu-

lar. Several of the members present promised to prepare papers of this character during

the coming year.

Mr. Young, of Hamilton, asked for information on the best manner of preserving

caterpillars, and inquired if any of the members had any experience in blowing them.
Mr. Reed stated that he had tried and failed. Mr. Fletcher had the same experience

to relate, and had found that the only satisfactory method was to draw and colour them
from nature.

Mr. Fletcher thought that most of our collections were deficient in specimens illus-

trating nature ; that while we had spread specimens, we should also have them as at rest,

and where possible, the larvse, chrysalids and eggs.

Mr. Reed asked a question in reference to Anisoia rubicunda, which he had found
common on maple about London, but very hard to rear ; he wished to know the experience

of other collectors. Several of the members present stated that they also had found it

difficult to rear them.

Mr. Young had reared a brood of them from butternut and beech, and found them to

prefer beech to any other food. Mr. Bethune had also found them on beech trees.

Mr. Fletcher had found a small fly attacking beans this year ; the larva had eaten the

stem of the bean and bored into the root, and finally produced a small fly somewhat
resembling a house fly.

Mr. Saunders had found several years ago a very similar fly, probaVjly the same species,

attacking the stems and roots of young cabbage plants. On comparing the fly with the
description given in Curtis' Farm Insects of the root-eating fly, Anthomyia radicuni, often
so troublesome in Europe, he thought it probable that it was the same species. Mr. Saun
ders also reported the capture of P. cresphontes very early in spring, finding the larva nearly
full grown in June, which became a chrysalis, and from which the perfect insect escaped
in about a fortnight. He had also taken the full grown larva late in the fall, which had
passed the winter in the chrysalis state, from which facts he drew the inference that this

species is double-brooded in Canada.
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Mr. Fletcher reported }iaving found the larva of Ceratomia quadricomia about Ottawa,

and finds it a difficult insect to rear.

Mr. Young liad fed a brood of the larva of Telea polyplmrmt^ on black birch, on which

tliey seemed to thrive remarkably well.

Mr. Kyle, of Dundas, stated that he had found polypltemus feeding on witch hazel

(/lamnmeli.i virginica), and projne/hm feeding on ash and lilac.

Mr. INIoffatt had found prometJiea also on wild cherry, as well as on ash, sassafras

and lilac.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE LONDON BRANCH.

The Annual Meeting of the London Branch of the Entomological Society of Ontario

was held on Tuesday, the 20th day of January', at eight o'clock in the evening, at the

rooms of the Society ; the President, Mr. J. M. Denton, in the chair.

Mr. Saunders reported on behalf of the Committee on Rooms, that new rooms could

be secured very advantageously, situated in the Victoria Hall Buildings, and recommendi-d

that steps be at ouce taken to secure them. On motion, the report of the Committee was

received and adopted.

The Annual Report of the Secretary-Treasurer was read, showing a small balance to

the credit of the branch.

The election of officers followed, when the following gentlemen were elected :

—

President.—J. M. Denton.

Vice-Fresident.—A. Puddicombe.

Secretary-Treasurer.—W. E. Saunders.

Curator.—C. Chapman.
Council.—Messrs. H. B. Bock, E. B. Reed and W. S9,unders.

Auditors.—J. H. Bowman and H. B. Bock.

Mr. Saunders reported the donation of two boxes of Micro-lepidoptera for the collection

of the Society, by V. T. Chambers, Esq., of Covington, Kentucky : also two magnificent

specimens of Snmia gloveri, by A. H. Mundt, Esq., of Fairbury, Illinois.

The following additions to the lil)rarv were also reported : from the Department of

the Interior, Washington, "Hayden's Report on the Survey of Idaho and Wyoming,"

and "Prof. Riley's Report on the Silkworm."
W. E. S.\UNDERS,

Secretary-Treasurer.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE MONTREAL BRANCH.

The Seventh Annual General Meeting of the Montreal Branch of the Entomological

Society of Ontario was held on Monday, the 17th May, 1880, at the residence of the

Vice-President, Mr. H, H. Lyman.
An interesting paper was read by Mr. Couper on the milk-weed (Asdepia^ tuherosa)

and some of its insect frequenters. The paper drew attention to the curious fact that the

colours of the different insects feeding upon this plant were, almost ^vithout exception, red

and black.

The Secretary-Treasurer read his Annual Report, which showed the finances to be in

a most satisfactory condition.

The election of officers then took place, resulting as follows :

—

President.—G. J. Bowles.

Vice-President.—G. B. Pearson.

Secretary-Treasurer.—Geo. H. Bowles.

Curator.—F. B. Caulfield.

Council.—Jlessrs. H. H. Lyman, Wm. Couper and Robert Jack.

A short time was pleasantly spent in examining several cases of rare Le])idoptera

belonging to Mr. liVman, after which the meeting adjourned.

Geo. 11. Bowles,
Secretary-Treasurer.
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ANNUAL MEETING OF THE ENTOMOLOGICAL CLUB OF THE AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE.

The annual gathering of the Entomologists of North America, in connection with

the meeting of the A. A. A. S., took place this year at Boston, Mass., and was the most
important that has ever been lield, both as regards the largeness of the attendance, the

number and value of the papers read, and also as regards the general interest taken in the

proceedings. So highly indeed was it esteemed that the Standing Committee of the Asso-

ciation formed the Club into a Sub-section of Section B., (Zoology, Botany, etc.), and will

publish its proceedings in the annual volume of transactions.

The iirst session was held in the lecture-room of the Museum of the Boston Society

of Natural History, at two o'clock, p.m., on Tuesday, August 24th, 1880 ; the President,

S. H. Scudder, of Cambridge, Mass., in the chair. There were over sixty persons present

during this first meeting, and at least one hundred in all must have attended the various

sessions of the Club. Among those present were the following Entomologists of note :

—

Dr. J. A. Lintner, Dr. John^L. LeConte, Dr. John G. Morris, Prof. C. V. Riley, Dr.

H. A. Hagen, A. R. Grote, Prof. Packard, S. S. Haldeman, B. P. ]\Iann, Prof. C. H.
Femald, Prof. A. J. Cook, Dr. C. S. Minot, Rev. H. C. McCook, E. P. Austin, E. L.

Graet, H. F. Bassett, J. D. Putnam, Dr. E. L. Mark, E. Burgess, Dr. Martin, J. G.

Henderson, Prof. Morse, Dr. Hoy, O. S. Westcott and J. H. Enierton. The Entomological
Society of Ontario was represented by the Rev. C. J. S. Bethune, of Port Hope, and
H. H. Lyman, of Montreal.

After the meeting had been called to order, the President, Mr. Scudder, delivered

the following address on " Problems in Entomology :"

—

Annual Address of the President.

It is the good fortune of your President on this occasion to welcome you to his native

heath, where our favourite science has been longer, more uninterruptedly, and, perhaps,

more zealously cultivated than anywhere else in the new world. Here, in the last

century, Peck studied the cankerworm and the slug-worm of the cherry, and, in late years,

Bhynchaenut!, Slenocorus, and C'ossiis—all highly destructive insects. Here lived Harris,

who cultivated Entomology in its broadest sense, and whose classic treatise was the first

important Government publication on injurious insects. Here, to-day, we have two Asso-

ciations for our work, consisting, it will be confessed, of nearly the same individuals, and
not many of them, but meeting frequently—one in Boston, the otlier in Cambridge.

Harvard acknowledges the claims of our study in supporting not only an instructor in

Entomology at its Agricultural School, but a full professor of the same in the University

at large.

Harris attributed to Peck his special interest in Entomology, .and his first paper, that

on the salt>-marsh caterpillar, appeared in the Massachusetts Agricultural Repository only

four years after Peck's last, in the same magazine, on cherry and oak insects. How many
of us have drawn our first inspirations from Harris ? Yet probably not one of our local

Entomologists ever saw him. The general direction of Harris' studies doubtless arose

from the predilections of his instructor ; and the unprecedented growth of economic Ento-

mology in this country, where it flourishes as nowhere else, mu.st be credited primarily to

the influence of Harris' work. With every temptation which the wealth of new material

about him could give, or which a very extensive correspondence with naturalists devoting

themselves almost exclusively to systematic work, like Say, would naturally foster, he
wisely followed the bent given his studies by his early training under Peck, and left a
better example and a more generous and enduring influence.

In our own da}', the spreading territory of the United States, the penetration of its

wilds, and the intersection of its whole area by routes of travel, the wider distribution

and greatly increased numbers of local Entomologists, as well as the demand for our
natural products abroad, have set also before us the same temptation to study only new
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forms and to cultivate descriptive work, to the neglect of the choicer, broader fields of an
ever-openinn; science. It i ; this danger to which I venture briefly to call your attention

to-day, not by way of disparaging the former, but rather in the hope that some of our
younger members, who have not yet fallen into the ruts of work, may be induced to turn

their attention to some of the more fruitful fields of diligent research.

We should not apply the term descriptive work merely to the study of the external

features of insects. The great bulk of what passes for comparative anatomy, physiology

and embryologv, is purely descriptive, and is only to be awarded a higher grade in a sciile

of studies than that which deals with the external properties, when it requires a better

training of the hand and eye to carry it out, and greater patience of investigation. We
pass at once to a higher grade of research when we deal with comparisons or processes

(which, of course, involve comparisons). All good descriptive work, indeed, is also com-

parative; but at the best it is so only in the narrowest sense, for only intimately allied

forms are compared. In descriptive work we deal with simple facts ; in comparative

work we deal with their collocation. "Facts," said Agassiz, one day, "Facts are stupid

things, until brought into connection with some general law."

It is to this higher plane that concerns itself with general laws that I would urge the

young student to bend his steps. The way is hard ; but in this lies one of its charms, for

labour is its own reward. It is by patient plodding that the goal is reached ; every step

costs and counts; the ever-broadening field of knowledge exhilarates the spirit and intensi-

fies the ambition ; there is no such thing as satiety—study of this sort never palls.

It is hardly necessary to point out that so-called systematic work never reaches this

higher grade unless it is monographic ; unless it ileals in a broad way with the relationship

and general affinities of insects. It is not my purpose to call attention here to the needs

of science in this department, as they are too patent to escape observation ; but if one

desires a model upon which to construct such work, one need not look further than the

" Revision of the Rhynchophora," by Drs. LeConte and Horn. Rather than linger here,

we prefer to pass directly to some of the obscurer fields of study.

When we compare the number of insect Embryologists in America with that of their

European colleagues, the result is- somewhat disheartening and discreditable ; although

perhaps the comparison would not l>e quite so disproportionate were some of our students

to publish their notes. But take all that has been done upon both sides of the water, and

what a meagre showing it makes. Of how many families of Cohoptcra alone have we the

embryonic history of a single species? Of two of the four families of butterflies, the

fertile eggs of which are perfectly easy to obtain, nothing is known. In short, one may
readily choose numbers of typical groups whose embryonic history would be a great

acquisition to science. Here is a broad field. From the special range of my own studies

let me recommend to any one eager for this work to choose the eggs of our common copper

butterfly, which she will lay to order on sorrel, and the earlier stages of which can be

obtained from the parent at two or three different times of the year ; or the eggs of any

of our common skippers, which deposit on grass, and which are equally easy to obtain,

although only once a year. Or, if we turn to Orthoplera, the eggs of our common Oecanthtia,

concealed all winter in raspberry t\\ igs, are more transparent and more easily obtained than

those of any other cricket ; and our knowledge of the embryology of any of the Gri/lltdcu

is very fragmentary, and of this particular tribe, nil. Better still, perhaps, would be the

choice of our common walking-stick, as it belongs to a bizarre and i.solated type, now known

to be of very ancient ancestry, and of whose embryonic history nothing has been published.

I have, indeed, a few incomplete notes upon this insect, but they relate wholly to a late

period of development, and were made before the time of the microtome, when work over

such coarse-shelled eggs was very difficult and unsatisfactory. The eggs may be readily

procured, the insect being abundant in scrub-oak fields ; the mother drops the eggs loosely

on the ground, and from imprisoned specimens I have procured scores in a single season.

Any one who will glance over the history of what has been done in insect embryology will

be able to select a hundred examples as important and as easy to obtain as those already

named, and by concentrating his work upon them will Jo better service than inunaimlesa

selection of what may come to his hand.
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In followiiia; the post-embryonal history of insects there is work for all. \\l:ile allied

forms have in t'eiieral a very siuiilar development, thei-e are so many whicli are uiicxpec-

tedly found to differ from one another, tliat every addition to our knowledge of the life

histories of insects is a gain, and they are to be )iraised who give their close attention to

this matter. Here is a held any Entomologist, even the most unskilled, may cultivate to

his advantage and with the assurance that every new history he works out is a distinct

addition to the science. The importance of an accumulation of facts in this field can hardly

be over-estimated, and those whose opportunities for field work are good, should especially

take this suggestion to heart. Nor, by any means, is the work confined to the mere

collection of facts. How to account for this extraordinai-y diversity of life and habits

among insects, and what its meaning may be, is one of the problems of the evolutionist.

There are also here some especially curious inquiries, to which Sir John Lubbock and

others have recently called attention, and to which, in this country, Mr. Riley has conti-i-

buted by his history of Epicauta and other Meloidre. I refer to the questions connected

with so-called hypermetamorphosis in insects. In these cases thera are changes of form

during the lar\al period greater than exist between larva and pupa, or even between larva

and imago, in some insects. There are also slighter changes than these which very many
larvie undergo ; indeed, it may safely be asserted that the newly-hatched and the mature

larva^ of all external feeders differ from each other in some important features. The
differences are really great (when compared to the differences between genera of the same

family at a similar time of life) in all lepidopterous larvaj, as well as in all Orthoptera

which have come under my notice. No attempt to co-ordinate these diffei-ences, or to

study their meanings, or to show the nature of their evident relationship to hypermeta-

morphosis has ever been attempted.

Not less inviting is the boundless region of investigation into the habits of insects

and their relation to their environment. The impulse given to these studies by the rise

of Darwinism, and the sudden and curious importance they have assumed in later investi-

gations into the origin and kinship of insects, need only to be mentioned to be acknow-

ledged at once by all of you. The variation in coloration and form exhibited by the same

insect at different seasons or in different stations, "sports," the phenomena of dimorphism,

and that world of diflerences between the sexes, bearijig no direct relation to sexuality :

mimicrv also, phosphorescence and its relations to life, the odours of insects, the relation of

anthophilous insects to the colours and fructification of flowers, the modes of communication

between members of communities, the range and action of the senses,* language, commen-

salism—these are simply a few topics selected quite at random from hundreds which might

be suggested, in each of which new observations and comparative studies are urgently

demanded.

,The fundamental principles of the morphology of insects were laid down by Savigny

in some memorable memoirs more than sixty years ago ; the contributions of no single

author since that time have added so much to our knowledge, notwithstanding the aid

•which emliryology has been able to bring. Nevertheless there remain many unsolved

problems in insect morphology which by their nature are little likely to receive help from

this source. Let me mention three :

The first concerns the structure of the organs of flight. The very nomenclature of

the veins shows the disgraceful condition of our philosophy of these parts; the same termi-

nology is not employed in any two of the larger sub-orders of insects ; names without

number have been proposed, rarely, however, by any author with a view to their apidica-

bility to any group outside that which formed his special study ; and a tabular \-iew which

should illustrate them all would be a curious sight. A careful study of the main and

subordinate veins, their relations to each other, to the different regions of the wing, to the

supporting parts of the thorax and to the alar muscles, should be carried through the entire

order of insects ; by no means, either, neglecting their development in time, and possibly

deriving some assistance in working our homologies by the study of their hypoderniic

development.

* Notice Meyer's beautiful studies on the perception of sound by the mosquito.
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The second concerns the mouth parts. The general homologies of these organs were

clearly and accurately enough stated by Savigny, tliough one may perhaps have a right to

consider the last word not yet said wlien one recalls Saussure's recent claim to have found

in Hemimerius a second labium. What I refer to, liowever, is another point: it relates to

appendages of the maxilhe and the labium. Considering the labium as a soldered pair of

secondary niaxilhe we have at the most, on either pair of maxilla;, three appendages upon

either side. These appendages, as you know, are very variously developed in different

sub-orders of insects, or even in the same sub-order ; and it has at least not been shown,

and I (juestion if it can be done, tliat the parts bearing similar names in different sub-orders

arc always homologous organs. Here is a study as broad and perhaps as difficult as the

last.

The third is the morphological significance of monstrosities, especially of such as are

termed monstrosities by excess. The literature of the subject is very scattered, and the

material much more extensive than many of you may think. At present this subject is,

so to speak, only one»of the curiosities of Entomology, but we may be confident that it

will one day show important relations to the storj- of life.

After all the labours of Herold, Treviranus, Lyonet, Dufour, and dozens of other

such industrious and illustrious workers, is there anything important remaining to be

done in the gross anatomy of insects 1 some of you would perhaps ask. Let the recent

work of some of our own number answer, which has shown in the Hemiplera and

Lepidoptera the existence of a curious pumping arrangement by which nutritious fluids

arc forced into the stomach. It is certainly .strange that after all that has been said as to

the mode in which a butterfly feeds, that no one should have dissected a specimen with

sulficient care to have seen tlie pharyngeal sac whicli Mr. Burgess will soon show us.

No ! the field is still an open one, as the annual reviews clearly show. The curious

results of FloegeFs studies of the brain, the oddly-constructed sense-organs found by

Graber and Meyer (earlier noticed briefly by Leydig) in th(! antenna* of Diptera, the

important anatomical distinctions discovered by Forel in different groups of ants, the

strange modification of the tip of the spiral tongiie in Ophideres, which Darwin, Briten-

bach and Kiinckel have discussed, and, above all, the extensive investigations of the

nervous system in insects generally, which Brandt has recently undertaken, the exquisite

memoir of Grenacher on the structure of the compound eye, and the keen researches of

Graber in various departments of insect anatomy, show, by what has been accomplished,

how many harvests are still unreaped. The microtome, too, has put a new instrument of

precision into the hands of the investigator in this field.

We might in the same way point out some of tlie special needs in the .study of the

finer anatomy or histology of insects, liut tlie pressure of other duties borbids a further

pursuit of the subject. Enough surely has been suggested, even in this liasty sketch, to

show that we cannot yet rest upon our oars, l)ut must push forward undaunted into still

unknown waters. .If these few words shall arouse in any one a higher ambition, leading

to better work, their aim will have been accomplished.

On motion of the Secretary, B. P. Mann, the minutes of the last meeting of the

Club were adopted as printed in the Canadian Etomologist.

The President read portions of a letter from Mr. Wm. Saunders, of London, Ont.,

explaining bis absence owing to a severe accident, and expressed the great regret felt by

all present that Mr. Saunders was not with them, and that his absence was occasioned by

so unfortunate a cause.

The election of officers then took place (by ballot) with the following result :

—

President.—Dr. John G. Morris, of Baltimore, Maryland.

Vice-President—C. V. Riley, of Washington, D.C.

Secretary.—B. P. Mann, of Cambridge, Mass.

Mr. A. R. Grotc, of Buflalo, N.Y., delivered an able and interesting lecture on

certain generic characteristics of the Noctnida; which, it is to be hoped, he will prepare for
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publication. At the close of his remarks he expressed his anxiety that desciibers of

Jfociitids should refer particularly to those parts on which generic characters are based.

Prof. A. J. Cook, of the State Agricultural College, Lansing, Mich., gave an account
of recent investigations in Apiculture. Among many interesting facts he stated that if

the wings of tlie virgin queen be clipped, or the enti-ance to the hive be so contracted

that she cannot fly forth, or, again, if she be reared where there are no drones, she will

not be sterile, but from her eggs only drones will be produced ; that the fate of the
drones in a liive depends on tlie prosperity of the colony—with a rapid increase of bees

and honey they are safe, but if there is a period of adversity in these respects, unless

caused by the loss or sterility of the queen, they are speedily destroyed by the workers
;

that worker bees are imperfectly developed females - that bees possess and employ the

sense of smell, and that they have a good knowledge of locality. In answer to a question
from Dr. Morris respecting the alleged robl.iery of fruit by bees, whether they will not
perforate ripe fruits if starved for a time. Prof. Cook replied that be had not tried

starvation, but he had placed punctured grapes before bees and fouAd that they would sip

the juice with zest, but when he replaced the fruit with sound specimens they did not
Attempt to touch them.

Mr. Scuddcr then exhibited some illustrations of rare fossil insects, prepared for

publication in Dr. Hayden's report, and a large volume of lithographed plates, coloured
drawings, etc., of Diurnal Lepidoptera in all their stages, which he had had made to

illustrate his proposed great work on the Buttei-flies of North America.
Mr. J. D. Putnam, of the Davenport Academj', presented some notes on the North

American Galeodes {Snlptigidtf:), and exhibited specimens in illustration.

The Rev. H. C. McCook, of Philadelpliia, gave a most interesting lecture on the life

iistory of the honey ants of the Garden of the Gods, Colorado, and illustrated it with
specimens of the insects and a great number of very large water-colour drawings. He
described fully the chambers excavated by the ants, the insects themselves in all their

forms, their nocturnal habits, and their feeding upon the saccharine juice exuded from
the galls of the scrub-oak. He stated that the workers are undeveloped females, and that

the honey-bearers are a changed form of the worker major witli a greatly enlarged crop,

in which they store the honey. Mr. McCook has not yet committed his observations to

writing, but, we understand, that he will eventually pulilish them in the proceedings of

the Academy of Natural Sciences at Philadelphia. It is impossible to give here even a
.synopsis of the vast amount of information that he afforded upon this interesting subject.

Prof. Riley remarked, in connection with this subject, that many galls secrete saccha-

rine matter, and that sometimes the gall-insects themselves are entrapped in it ; that the
-ants probably get their honey also from the species of t'occ?f« that frequents the scrub-oaks

of Colorado ; and that almost all species of ants are al)le to expand their abdomens when
necessary.

Dr. Haldeman observed that the reason why hills were constructed by some ants and
not by others was probably because some might have the proper matevials conveniently at
iand and others not. He urged Entomologists to domesticate ants in order to study their

habits, most of which are as yet very imperfectly known.
Mr. Bassett stated that very many species of galls are infested by ants; that he has

•observed a gall on scrub-oak swarming with ants, and with Cetonia Inda and other honey-
loving insects.

Dr. John L. LeConte, of Philadelphia, Pa., read a paper on a collection of Coleoptera

obtained from a few hickory twigs. Some hickory trees on a friend's estate, near Phila-

delphia, were observed to be diseased, and therefore cut down. Some of the twigs were
sent to him, and from them he obtained no less than twenty-two species of Coleoptera.

He expressed a strong hope that some competent Entomologist should prepare a list of the
insects that infest forest trees, and that it should be appended to the report about to be
issued by the U. S. Commission on Forestry.

Dr. ilorris stated that he also had obtained a considerable number of species of beetles

from twigs.

Mr. Haldeman said that the hickory was more infested with insects than any other
tree.
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Dr. LeConte next read a paper on the so-called " Lightning Bugs " (Lnmpyridtf).

Mr. Austin remarked that when a fire-fly is at rest there is a faint ray of light visible,

proceeding from the edge of the segments of the abdomen ; when the insect is emitting

the fla.shes of light it moves these segments, and so reveals more of the light.

Mr. Martin stated that he had observed a fire-fly in a spider'.s web, and that it emitted
verj- rapid flashes of light at first, but that they gradually diminished in brilliance till at

length they died out.

On motion, the meeting then adjourned till 8 o'clock, p.m.

Tuesday Evening Session.

At 8 o'clock, the Entomological Club met at the Hotel Vendome, Dr. J. G. Morris
in the chair.

Mr. H. F. Bassett, of Waterbury, Conn., gave an account of the "Structure aud
Development of certain Hymenopterous Gall.s." He exhibited specimens of galls produced
on plants and trees, and spoke of the alternation of two forms belonging to one species.

The seminator deposits its eggs in the young acorn, and from the sting or puncture the

gall grows, having the appearance of another acorn. This falls to the ground in September,
and remains twenty-one months, at the end of which time the gall-flies are produced, which
are all females. These females lay their eggs in the buds of the trees in the spring, and
from these galls are formed, out of which are developed flies of both sexes. All galls may
be divided into two classes :—First, those formed in autumn, which do not develop till

the next or a succeeding year, the imagoes or perfect insects hatched from them being

always females ; and secondly, those formed in the .spring, the progeny of which are of

both sexes. He considered that the woolly substance that covers these galls is an excessive

development of the pubescence of the leaf, and thought that the growth of the gall.s is

produced by the action of the poison that is infused by the parent insect when making the

sting or puncture, because he often could find in a gall no trace of any larva.

Prof. Riley expressed his opinion that galls arc formed both by the poison injected

with the egg, and by the irritant action of the larva. He spoke also of the sweet exuda-

tion on galls, and remarked that honey-dew is in some cases the natural exudation of the

plant, independent of the action of in.sects tipon it.

Prof. C. H. Fernald, of Orono, Me., e.xhibited three volumes recently published by
Lord Walsingham, on "North American Micro-Lepidoptera, Tortricidie,'' illustrated with

coloured plates, and forming part of the British Mu.seuni Catalogues for 1879; also, by the

same author, a volume on the "New and little-known Species of North American Tinoida',"

and another on "The Pterophoridse of California and Oregon." He then proceeded to read

a paper on the Classification of Tnrfririihi; illustrating his remarks by some wings prepared

for the microscope. These slides, whicli beautifully exhibited the venation of the wings,

were mounted with glycerine boiled gently over the lamp; the wings were bleached by

Dimmock's process.

Dr. H. A. Hagen, of the Mviseum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, jNIas.s., read

a paper on the importation of the Hessian fly. The generally accepted theory, from which

the insect derives its common name, is that the insect was brought from Europe to

America, about a century ago, in the straw used for bedding by the Hessian troops

employed by the British Government in the war of the Revolution. This theory Dr.

Hagen rejects, and in a sketch of the history of the movement of these troops, he showi^d

that the lapse of time during their transportation was considerably greater than that of

the term of the normal de\c]opiiicnt of the fly from the egg. He stated that there was
some evidence of the existence of the fly in America l)efore the arrival of the He.ssian

troops, and that it was unknown in Central Europe till recently ; there was, however,

some evidence that it may have appeared in certain places on the ISIediterrancan coast at

an earlier period. He even thought it possible that the fly miglit have been iinport-ed

from America into the Mediterranean region of Europe by American trading ves.sels.

His conclusions, as stated in a long and very interesting paper, in which he quoted many
German and British oflicial records, may be summed up briefly as follows: 1. It is iiupos-
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sible that the fly could have beeu imported by Hessiau Troops, as proved by the historical

records. 2. The fly must have been in America long before tlio arrival of the Hessian

troops. 3. The fly was not known in Germany before 1857, and is probably an indigenous

American insect.

Prof. Riley stated that he had so often noticed a retardation of development in insects,

that he should not be surprised if tliis liad been the case with the Hessian fly, when
imported. Again, that the "flax-seed state" of tliis insect lasts so long that it might have

crossed the Atlantic during that pliase of its existence.

Dr. Hagen replied that Dr. Asa Fitch had already proved the impossibility of this.

Prof. Riley accepted the theory that the fly is indigenous to America, and Dr. Hagen
stated that he believed that it is indigenous to both Europe and America.

The meeting then adjourned.

Wednesday Afternoon Session.

The Club met for an hour, at 5 o'clock, p.m., in one of the rooms of the Massachusetts

Institute of Technologv, a large and commodious building, which was almost entirely

given up to the work of the Association.

The short time at the disposal of the Club was occupied by the continuation of the

Rev. H. C. McCooks lecture on the Honey-ants of the Garden of the Gods, Colorado ; the

fii-st portion of which he delivered on the previous afternoon. At its conclusion, some

remarks were made by Prof. Cook and others, on birds versus insects.

Thursday was devoted by the tlie Association to a visit to Cambridge. Many of the

Entomologists took the opportunity of visiting the rooms of the Cambridge Entomological

Club, where they were received by Mr. B. P. Mann, the Secretary.

Friday Afternoon Session.

The Club met in their room in the Institute of Technology at 4 o'clock p.m., Mr. A
E. Grote, Vice-president, in the chair.

Dr. LeConte moved that, owing to a resolution passed at the general session of the

Association that morning, the Entomological Club do now organize as a permanent Sub-

section of the Association. He proceeded to congratulate the Club on the honour thus

conferred upon it. It was due to the importance of the subject and the large attendance

of Entomologists, no less than to the number of interesting papers oflered for their

discussion. The resolution was unanimously adopted, and the Club at once organized as

a Sub-section with the oflicers. elected on the first day of meeting.

Mr. E. Burgess, of Boston, gave an account of the structure of the mouth organs of

Butterflies, describing especially and illustrating with diagrams on the black-board, the

proboscis, etc., of the Archippus. Remarks were made upon the paper by Dr. Hagen and

Messrs. Mann, Cook and Riley.

Dr. Hagen read a paper on the anatomy of Prodoxus decipiens,m which ho confirmed

Mr. Riley's statements.

Prof. Fernald read a paper on Fhoxopleris angulifasciana, a small tortrix feeding

upon clover.

Ml-. O. S. Wescott, of Racine, Wis., gave by request an account of a moth trap for

collecting insects by light, which he had employed with much success. Dr. Hoy and Mr.

Mann also described insect traps that they had found useful.

Mr. Westcott gave an account of the mode of building its web by a geometrical

spider, and stated that the insect when forming the concentric lines across the rays

measured the distance from the next parallel line by means of its second right fore-leg

before attaching the thread to the ray.

Prof. Cook, in answer to a question, stated that he had found a mixture of honey

and beer equally efficacious with the ordinary mi.xture for sugaring.

Mr. Grote remarked that he had found the Colorado potato beetle feeding upon a

large cultivated variety of Datura, and feared that it would probably soon prove a serious

enemy to the tobacco plant, another member of the family Solanacece.
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Prof. Riley stated that he had found the Colorado beetle in South Carolina.

The meeting adjourned at 6 o'clock.

Monday, August 30th.

The Sub-section of Entomology met at the Institute this morning, Dr. J. G. Morris

in the chair. For the first time the titles of the papers to be read, with the names of the

officers, were published in the Association programme for the day.

Prof. Fernald gave a brief description of liis method of preparing and mounting the

wings of Micrn-lepidoptera.

Mr. B. P. Mann gave an account of the contributions of the Cambridge Entomologi-

cal Club and the progress of Entomology.

Prof. C. V. Riley described the life-habits of several bee-flies {Bombyliidcp), and made
some remarks on tree-crickets and on the early stages of Blepharocera.

Dr. Hagen exhibited a specimen of J'assah(s cornuttts, which was entirely destitute

of any trace of elytra, but possessed wings and all other parts quite perfect. He stated

that it was impossible that the elytra had been artificially removed and that he considered

this to be a very rare natural deformity.

Rev. C. J. S. Bethune, in the absence of Dr. Hoy, who was to have read the next

paper on the occurrence of Alelia argillacea in Wisconsin, stated that he had learned in

conversation with Dr. Hoy that this moth had occurred in immense nuniVx-rs on ripe

melons near Racine, Wis., and that he hiid himself in the autumn of 186.'), taken a great

quantity of the moths feeding on fallen plums and apples, but that ordinarily the moth
was not at all common in Ontario.

Prof. Riley considered that the Aleiia flew to the nortli when superabundant in its

natural home in the cotton growing regions of the south ; that it fed there on some mal-

vaceous plant, lived a year, but not probably longer, and then was no longer to be found

in northern localities until another emigration took place when it again became numerous.

He did not think that it could possibly live for more than a few generations in the

Nothern States or Canada.

Mr. jNIann was of opinion that it must live for years in the north, finding some

suitable food plant, though like very many other insects it was frequently scarce and then

suddenly appeared in great numbers.

Dr. Lintner stated that he had found the moth at an altitude of 1 800 feet on the

Adirondack Mountains, and that Dr. Hoy liad informed him that he had taken the larva

in June at Racine.

Dr. E. L. Mark described some points in the anatomy of the Coccida-.

The list of papers having been exhausted, the Section now adjourned to meet next

year in Cincinnati, Ohio.

POPULAR PAPERS ON ENTOMOLOGY.

Entomology for Beginners.

By James Fletclier, Ottawa, Ont.

Entomology seems to be gradually throwing off the veil of contempt under which it

has been so long hidden. The Botanist has always to a certain extent been deemed a

philosopher from the important part plants play in Pharmacy ; the Geologist and Miner-

alogist, too, from the possibility of their discovering precious metals have been treated by

the outside unscientific world as sages worthy of some respect. Entomologists, however,

have not thus been honoured by the masses. The question would be asked

—

What
tangible results can come from collecting flies and bugs and sticking pins tlirough them 1

and in vain the amount of damage done by insects year by year might be estimated and

pointed out. Tl is state of affairs, though, I believe, is now at an end. The claims of the

science on all agriculturists and horticulturists are daily becoming more apparent. The

institution of the United States Entomological Commission, and the success that has
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attended that organization from the happy choice of such men as Messrs. C. V. Riley and
A. S. Packard as directors, lias perhaps done more than anything else to open people's

eyes to the fact that after all there is something in Entomology. In Canada, too, much
good work has been done. In 1868 two Entomological magazines were started, our own
important organ, the Canadian Entomologist—in August, for Ontario ; and Le Xalnr-
alist Cayiadien, ediiedhy the Abbe Provancher, in December, for Quebec; to these is

chiefly due the progress the science has made in Canada. The editors of the C.\nadi.\n

Ektomologist—Rev. C. J. S. Bethune (1808-1873), and since that time our present
esteemed editor—have always by their many charming and descriptive papers evinced a
desire to make the study of Entomology as fascinating and easy as possible for beginners,

while at the same time they have paid full respect to their scientific readers. Le Naturalist
Canadien is published in the French language. It was commenced in December, 1868,
from which time the Abbe Provancher has fought bravely, and almost single-handed,

against all obstacles, striving by its means to create among the French Canadians a love for

the natural sciences, particularly Entomology. I am very sorry to see by the
December number, that on account of the grant which the Editor received from the
Government having been discontinued, his valuable work may possibly be stopped : this

would be a great pity, and every Entomologist ought to give a hand in helping him out of

his difficulty. The magazine has been of great value to the farmers of Lower Canada,
who in its pages have always received courteous answers on any subjects in the many
branches of natural history affecting agriculture.

In the eleven volumes of the Entomologist now published, or in the Annual Reports
of the Society, descriptions of nearly all the common Canadian insects, and illustrations

of many of them, will be found. I would particularly call attention to a paper in the

Annual Report of 1872 by Rev. C. J. S. Bethune, entitled "Beneficial Insects." This
gives an outline sketch in a concise maimer of the different divisions into which insects are
divided and the distinguishing points of each.

With the above mentioned volumes and Dr. Packard's Guide to the study of insects,

a very complete knowledge of the rudiments of entomology can be obtained ; the rest can
only lie learned by observation and experience in the field. Undoubtedly the first and
most important step of all is to commence a collection. Study can only be carried on
satisfactorily from the actual specimens, which should be examined alive whenever
possible, and full notes taken of any striking peculiarities observed ; when preparing
specimens for the cabinet, the one idea which has to be born in mind, and upon which the
whole value and beauty of the collection depends, is that they may appear natural, and a
knowledge of how to eflect this can only be attained by observing living specimens.

The Calosomas or Caterpillar-Hunters.

These insects belong to the family called Carabidce, which is a large and difficult

family to study, or even to define and limit exactly. The insects belonging to it are re-

markable for their- gi-aceful forms, and at the same time for their cruel and predacious
habits, both in the larval and perfect states. It is this last trait which makes them such
useful auxiliaries to the horticulturist.

The better known of the two represented here is called Calosoma
calidum,, Fabr., (fig. 1) or "The Glowing Beautiful-bodied Caterpillar-

hunter." As an exception to the general rule, its English name is more
formidable than the Latin ; but so important a personagf^ is its bearer

that I will not deprive him of a single letter of his title, and indeed

am almost tempted to add to it the words " most useful." It well

merits its appellation, 6'a/oso»iffl {Kalos—beautiful, and Soma—a body).

Fig. 1 gives a life size representation of it. The colour of the polished

elytra or wing-covers is a deep blue-black, and the six rows of dots

vnth. which they are adorned are of a fiery burnished red, for which
reason it has been called by the specific name of calidum. The legs in

Fig 1.
'^

our figure are two thick and clumsy, but it must be well known to
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everyone. It may generally be found in early summer, in damp pastures, either hidden

under stones or running in the grass in search of caterpillars and other sofl>bodied insects.

Jaeger, who first called the meuihers of this genus caterpillar-hunters, says "they may be

found every morning and evening upon the branches of trees, looking out for caterpillars

and devouring them." They do not, however, re.strict themselves to caterpillars, for they

will attack and devour a perfect June-bug when fresh from the pupa state and soft, with

apparent! V the same relish as their special dainty, a fat cut-worm. In the larval state

they are equally rapacious ; they lurk in holes in the gi-ound or under sticks and stones

in the davtime, and only leave their retreats as night draws ou to go in search of prey.

Every spring I have several of these useful and luckily common beetles brought to me by

kind friends who have found them in their gardens. To the inquiry '' Is this of any use

to you 1 " I have always the answer ready, which somewhat surprises them :
" No, but

it is of particular use to you ; take it carefully back and put it in your garden again ; it

is the best friend you have there, for it feeds entirely upon your enemies, the wire-worms,

cut-worms and white-worms."
I am sure that througli the agency of tliis beetle

alone I have been able to gain more respect for the science

of Entomology among horticulturists than from all the

rest put together.

Much resembling this beetle in shape, but of a very

much more striking appearance, is its near relative, Cal-

osuma scrutator, Fabr., the " beautiful-bodied searcher,"

fig. 2. The colour of its wing-covei-s is bright metallic

green, garnished with longitudinal lines and sparcely

punctured ; round the margin runs an eflective line of

coppery-red. The head, thorax and legs are almost black

;

the margin of the thorax having a greenish tinge. The
under side is of a deep burnished blue-green hue. Its

habits are the same as those of C. calidum, but it is a
much rarer insect. I have never seen a live specimen

;

but they are occasionally found in Ontario, and dead specimens are said to be frequently

washed up on the outer shore of Toronto Island after a southerly gale.

The Common Woolly Bear (Spilosoma virginica).

By W, Saunders, London, Ont.

The caterpillai-s known under the common name of " woolly bears " belong to the

family of Arctians, and most of the species in the moth state are very pretty objects. The
commonest of all the .species is Spilosoma vir-

ginica, a pure white moth which appears on
the wing in May, when it deposits its clustei-s

of round yellow eggs on the under side of

the leaves of many plants. In a few days
these hatch into minute hairy caterpillars,

which for a time feed in company,and devour
at first the under side of the leaf only, so

that it assumes a scorched and withered

aspect. In a short time, however, they

part company, each one choosing his own
course, and blessed with good digestive

])Owers, they eat freely of all parts of the

leaf. The full grown caterpillar (fig. 3, a)

is nearly two inches long, thickly clothed
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with hair usually of a yellowish colour, but not always so, for some are light brown and
others a darker brown. Tlie head anil feet are usually yellow, and the hairs arise in

little tufts from small yellow tubercles arranged nearly in rows across the body.

In the spaces between the segments tiiere are darker lines, sometimes brown or dark

brown, and occa.sionally nearly black ; there is a dark line along each side, and the under
surface is also of a dark shade.

When full grown the caterpillar seeks some sheltered nook in which to change to a

clirysalis, attached to the under side of a board, under the bark of a tree or in some
crevice in a fence, wherever it is dry and secluded. Having fixed on a suitable locality,

the larva proceeds to divest its body of the covering of hairs, and with these woven to-

gether with silken threads, it constructs the slight cocoon which is to shelter the chrj-salis,

and here in a short time the change takes place. From the chrysalis (6, tig. 3), which is

of the usual brown colour, in a week or two the perfect moth appears, soon to deposit fresh

patches of eggs, from which in a few days the second brood of larvje are hatched, which
attain maturity and enter the chrysalis state before winter comes, and remain in this

quiescent condition until the following spring.

The moth (tig. 3, c) measures when its wings are expanded from one inch and a half

to two inches. The figure represents a female ; the males are somewhat smaller. Both
sexes have the wings snowy white with a few black dots which vary much in number in

different specimens ; in some there are two on each front wing and three on each hind

wing, as in the figure, while in others the spots are almost wanting, and there is every

gradation between these extremes. On the under side the spots are more distinct than
on the upper, and sometimes the white surface is slightly tinged with yellow. The an-

tennae are white above, dark brown below, the head and thorax white. The abdomen is

orange coloured, sometimes streaked across with white, and has three rows of black spots,

one above and one on each side ; the under side of the aVjdomen is white, sometimes
tinged with orange.

This species is attacked by several paralsites, which destroy immense numbers every

year ; were it not for this we should soon be overrun with them.

Tiger Beetles.

By E. V. Buyers, Jr., Ki)u/st07i, Ont.

There are probably over ninety thousand diflerent species of Beetles in the world,

and first and foremost of this mighty legion stand the Cicindelidfe. Well, therefore,

might they demand our attention from their high position in the Coleopterous world alone,

but they have many other claims on our consideration. They are cosmopolitan—no pent-

up Ithaca contracts their powers ; they are beautiful ; they are fierce ; they are blood-

thirsty ; they are useful ; and the family name is an old one—known to scientists and
men of letters in the days when Jupiter and Juno were king and queen of heaven, to

the inhaliitants of old Rome.
The family is di\aded into several branches ; in Canada we have only the represen-

tatives of one branch, but it is the original one, the Cicindelas. In the United States

there are a couple of other branches as well, which reside principally far to the west.

There is much in a name. The patronymics Smith, Barber, Wright, tell the origin

of the family at once ; so Cicindela informs us that those that are so called are "bright
and shining ones," while the English cognomen of tiger beetle lets all Anglo Saxons
know that it is a creature that lives by preying on the blood of others. Brilliant, beauti-

ful and elegant in shape are these beetles, and they appear to revel in the merry, merry
sunshine ; on every bright summer day they are to be found running and flying about
sunny banks, sandy places, and wherever the god of day beats down his life-giving rays

;

most of them avoid vegetation, as it would check their rapid progress ; some species, how-
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ever linger in grassy spots among scattered trees. They are among the most predaceous.

of the Coleoptera ;
" they act like the tigers among mammalia, the hawks among birds,

the crocodiles among reptiles, or the sharks among fishes." In some of them activity,

as well as brilliancy of colouring, is carried to the greatest perfection. In the tropics some
few genera are found which alight only on the leaves of trees, but further north they are

all terrestrial. The species are more numerous in the temperate and sub-tropical regions,

and gradually disappear from view as we journey towards the north pole, until in the

latitude of Alanitoba (as we are told) but two or three are to be found.

Let us take our instruiiienta belli, and go in quest of some of the dozen species we-

have in Canada (in North America there are about one hundred). Let us hurry before

yonder cloud obscures the sua, for then—like chickens in an eclipse—they will retire to

their homes. Here is a likely spot, and there are some specimens of our commonest

species ('G. vulgaris). Go for that one ! He sees us as quickly as as we spy him, and is

ott', flying rapidly for a few yards and then coming suddenly to the ground with his head

towards the enemy. Again and again we start him ; at length he tires of the chase and

takes a longer flight than usual ; we know his little plan, and hurry back to where we
first saw him in time to see him alight all unsuspectingly, and we easily take him captive

in our toils. Let us examine him. He savagely moves his mandibles and tries to pinch,

l)ut his bite is inofiensive and not very painful. Some of them give fortli a rather strong

scent. This one is a little over an inch long, but barely a quarter of one broad ;
his head

is very large, for he has brains ; his jaws are very strong, for he has an appetite, and long

and curved—a couple of scimitars, in fact, by which he cuts and carves the quivering

carcasses of his prey. His eleven-jointed antenme are graceful, long and slender. 'Tis

true that his back is of rather a dull purple colour, but beneath he is resplendent in a beau-

tiful bright brassy green. Each wing cover is adorned with three whitish irregular

stripes. His legs are long and slender, just the things on which to hunt the active insects

wliich he feeds upon.

Michelet speaks of the beauty of one of the next of kin of the captive in our fingei-s

thus glowingly :
" The rich and living aliment of the unfortunate insect victim app;irently

communicates to the Cicindela its glowing colours. Its entire body is embellished with

them ; on the wings a changeful liesprinkling of peacocks eyes ; on the fore parts numer-

ous meanders, diversely and softly shaded, are trailed over a dark ground. Abdomen and

let's are glazed with such rich hues that no enamel can sustain a comparison with them ;

the eye can scarcely endure their vivacity. The singular thing is, that besides these enamels

you find the dead tones of flowers and the butterfly's wing. To all these various elements

add some singularities, which you would .suppose to be the work of human art, in the

I

Fig. 4. Fii;. .">. I"iB- «•

Oriental styles, Persian and Turkish, or as in the Indian .sliawl, where tiie colours, slightly

subdued, have found an admirable basis, time having gradually lent a grave tone to their

sweet harmony."

When we have let go our common Cicindela, Cicindela vulgaris (tig. 4), let us look at

the pictures of his—not sisters—but of his cousins and his aunts.

The purple tiger beetle (C. purpurea Riv.) is figured as No. T). It is nearly tlie

same size as vulgaris, and is often to be found in its company. Its general colour is a.
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beautiful metallic purple ; sometimes, however, it assumes a gi-eenish garb. On either

wing cover there is a bent reddish line extended from the outer almost to the inner margin,

a dot lower down and another at the extreme tip of the inner margin. It rather delights

Fig. 8. Fig. 9.

in chilly weather, and often appears before the snow is well gone. Mr. Bethunesays (Rep.

Ent. Soc, 1873) that he has cauglit it in numbers in April, and on one occasion as early

as the 1 7th March, before the snow was gone.

The six-spotted tiger beetle (C. sex-guttata, Fabr.), fig. 6, is a most beautiful insect

of a most brilliant metallic gieen, flecked with three .small white spots on each wing cover
;

Packard calls these markings " golden dots.

"

The hairy-necked tiger beetle (C. Idrticolli^, Say), fig. 7, is a common species closely

resembling, though smaller than, C. vulgaris ; it is distinguishable by having whitish

hairs on its neck.

C. generosa^ Dej., (fig. 8), is more strongly marked than the .species already mentioned,

and is considerably larger.

6'. i;?-(/«Mato, Dej., is smaller than vulgaris, brownish, and decorated with twelve

smaller reddish spots.

C. punctulaia, Fab., is about the size of C. 12-guttata, and has a row of smaller dots

along t}ie inner margin of the wing covers, and a couple of irregular lines on each wing
cover.

The tiger beetle may well be called a beneficial insect, and is a valuaV)le and should

be a valued friend of man, although some of the species living at the sea-shore feed upon
small shrimps, to the loss of humanity. Although it does not, like that brilliant murder-
ess, the Dragon-fly (to quote again the gushing Michelet) clear the atmosphere of the gnats

and flies that torment mankind, still with its crossed daggers, which serve it for jaws, it

accomplishes a swift and almost incredible havoc among the smaller insects. We should

take care of it and respect it. It is an efficacious auxiliary to the agriculturist. The
farmer by killing tiger beetles becomes the friend of those insect hosts that fatten on his

labours—the preserver and protector of those little enemies which devour his substance.

The ferocity of these insects is remarkable. They quickly tear off" the wings and legs of

their victim, and suck out the contents of its abdomen. Often, when they are disturbed

in this agreeable occupation, not wishing to leave it, they fly away with their prey ; but

they caiuiot carry a heavy burden to any great distance.

They are true children of earth. The eggs are laid in the earth, and in the earth

the grubs are hatched, and in the earth they spend their days, and in the earth they pre-

pare their shrouds, and enwrapped therein sleep their pupa sleep through the long winter,

and with the returning warmth of spring crawl out of their earthy chambers to run and
sport on earth, seldom using their new found wings to fly away from their beloved mother.

The grubs are curious creatures—hideous hunchbacks (fig. 9), but possessed of brain

and stomach. They live in the same localities as their parents, the anxious mother having
wisely deposited her eggs where food will be most easily attainable by the larvse. Let us

examine a grub. LeConte says we can easily procure one in spring by placing a fine straw
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down one of their holes, for the grub will push it out, and rising above ground in his

efiTorts may be captured. Here is a hole, and down goes a straw. Master Cicindela does

not like vegetables, and so seeks to reject it with his broad head ; when he shows himself

we quickly seize him. A perfect Daniel Quilp we find him, with head enormous, flat,

metallic colour, armed with long curv<^d jaws. The legs are six in number, and on the

back, half way between the legs and tail, " are two curious tubercles, each terminating in

a pair of recurved hooks." The head and first division of the body are horny, the rest of

the creature is soft. " The lar\a has all the desire for slaughter evinced by its parents, but its

delicate skin, long body and short legs, not only prevent it from chasing prey, but from

attempting a struggle witli an insect of any size; nevertheless this imperfectly armed creature

manages to obtain its food without exposing itself to much risk. With its short, thick,

spiny legs it loosens the earth, and then using its flat liead as a shovel, and turning itself

into a Z, hoists up the clay and upsets it around the mouth of its intended hole. With
head and legs, perseverance and time, it sinks a shaft as large in diameter as a lead pencil,

and about a foot in depth. (Dr. Duncan says that in England C. campestris runs a hori-

zontal gallery as well.) The loose earth around the opening gives way on the approach

of any insect and precipitates it into the jaws of the Cicindela, which then descends into

its cavern and. there at its leisure devours its food." The insect crawls in its tunnel with

ease, and if it wishes to remain set fast it sticks the back of its body against the sides and
rests safely with the aid of its hooks. In this position it can poke its head out of the

ground, thus closing the entrance of its tunnel and awaiting until some ant or other

insect passes over. The top of the larva's head forms the floor of the cavity, and when an

insect touches it the larva descends at once and with great precipitation, and thu.s the

rictim falls into the hole. When fully grown the larva closes up the mouth of its abode,

and in quiet and solitude undergoes its metamorphosis, lying dormant during the winter

months.

The Tomato Worm (Sphinx qidnque-macidata, Haworth.)

By tlie Rev. C. J. S. Bethune, Port Hope, Ont.

Almost everyone, I imagine, has had at some time or other his wonder and curiosity

excited by the strange-looking pupa of the tomato worm, as it is familiarly termed. It

is frequently discovered when digging potatoes in the autumn, or disturbing the soD where

tomatoes have been grown. This sinjjular object, which is very correctly represented in

the figure, is about two and a half inches long and half an inch in diameter, of a chestnut

brown colour, and round in shape, tapering towards both ends ; from one end, which is the

head of the specimen, there proceeds a long curved proboscis like the handle of a jug
;

the other end is divided into l)road rings, and terminates in a point. To one who had

never seen anytiiing of the kind before, this object must at first prove a great puzzle ; but

a little careful examination will remove some of the mystery. It must be alive, for the

tail end moves ; but it cannot walk or crawl, and is quite helpless. If we examine it

more closely, we find that the rings that move when the creature is touched are very like

the rings of a large caterpillar, while at the other end we can trace the eyes, antennte, and

even the short wings of a moth, but all enclosed in a hard brown shell. These things

show us that it is an insect in its helpless pupa state ; the long jug-handle is the case

which contains its tongue for sucking out the nectar from flowers. If we keep it in some

damp earth till the next year, there will emerge from it a large handsome moth, of an

ashen-gi-ey colour, relieved by five bright orange-yellow spots on each side of its body ; its

wings expand fully five inches in length, and its body is about the .same length as the

pupa or chrysalis ; its tongue is of immense length, about double that of tlie l)ody—when

at rest it is coiled up like a watch-spring beneath the head of the insect. The name of

the creature is the five-spotted spiiinx \Sphinx (MacrosUa) quiiique-maculata, Haworth].

The larva or caterpillar of this insect, when fully grown, is larger than it is shown in

the figure, being as thick as a man's little finger, and over three inches in length. It

feeds on the leaves of both the tomato and potato plants. It varies so much in colour
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that people often suppose that a number of Jifferent species of " worms " are attacking
their plants. It is frequently of a bright green marked with white, and having along each
side a series of seven oblique greenish-yellow stripes ; again it may be found with its

general colour dark green, dark brown, blackish green, and other shades, even to deep lilack.

On the last segment of the body there is a curved horn or tail. The accompanying wood-

cut (fig. 10) affords so satisfactoiy a representation of the three stages of the insect that it

is unnecessary to enter into a minute detailed description.

The larva is found feeding during July and August. It often so closely resembles
the foliage on which it reposes, the bands on its sides mimicking the ribs of the leaves,
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that it cannot always be detected ; its presence, however, may usually be traced by the

.singularly marked cylindrical pellets of excrement on the ground, and the stripped leaf-

stalks of the plant. When fully grown the larva descends into the earth, and there makes
a chamber for itself in which to change to its pupa state. Fortunately the insect is not a

I'ery common one, its numbers being kept in check by a small ichneumon-fly ; otherwise

from its size and voracity it would prove most destructive. Very rarely are more than a

few specimens seen in a tomato or potato patch. In the summer of 1878, however, as I

recorded in the Canwdi.w Entomologist (vol. x., p. 218), it was so abundant that a

market-gardener who lives near me gathered four bushels of the caterpillars offan acre and

& quax-ter of tomatoes in one day ! That year some of the insects attained to the moth or

imago state in October, but generally the pupa remains quiescent in the ground till the

following season, and the moth appears in June or July. I have now in my possession a

living chrysalis of this insect that belonged to the abundant brood of 1878. It was^veu
to me by Jlr. David Smart, of Port Hope, who found it, ^^-ith a large number of others,

in his garden. He kept the chrysalids in a box of earth in his cellar all last j'ear ; no

doubt the coolness prevented the development of the imago. He and I are now both

watching with much interest for the api)eai'ance of the moths from our specimens, as two

years in the pupa state is by no means a common occurrence. That the pup;e are still

alive is shown by the readiness with which they move the segments of the abdomen when
handled or disturbed.* Notwithstanding the extraordinary abundance of the larvaj in

1878, there were Init few to be seen last year in this neighbourhood.

An account of the "tomato worm" will hardly be complete without some leference

to the supposed poisonous character of the larva. Some ten years ago, when in charge of

the Entomological department of the Canada Farmer, I took the trouble to trace up some

of the stories then very common in the newspapers about cases of poisoning and death

from the effects of the bite or sting or.venomous spittle of this insect ! The result of my
inquiries in many instances proved to be exceedingly amusing. In every case I found

that no one could give any information whatever as to even the name of the person who
was supposed to have died from the effects of this insect, nor could I obtain a single

authentic instance of injury from it. This was, of cour.se, what was to be expected, as

the caterpillar is physically incapable of injuring anyone with its bite—much less with its

tail or horn, or imaginary sting. In all probability these stories have originated in the

fact that persons have been severely atlected by getting some of the juices of the tomato

plant into an open cut or sore, and then ignoi^antly have attributed their trouble to the

venom of the ugly but innocent caterpillar.

Migratory Insects.

By G. J. Bowles, Montreal, P.Q.

The migratory instinct, common to so many species of birds, and even of mammalia,
is also exhibited by many species of insects. In the case of birds and animals it has

mostly to do with variations of climate, or the necessity of suitably providing for the rais-

ing of their young ; in the case of insects the causes of migrations are not -so evident, and

observation is required in order to decide the point, if, indeed, it can be decided at ail. The

subject is still in obscurity, though the etforts of American Entomologists have thrown a

little light upon it with regard to some species. And it is of great interest, not only to

Entomologists, but also to tillers of the soil, as some of the insects which exhibit this

migratory instinct are among the most injurious to the crops of the farmer and fruit

grower.

TuE Locust.

Chief .among the migratory insects stands the locust, considered as a group. On each

of the continents, both of the old and new worlds, some species of the locust tribe have

from time to time been notorious for this habit, not only on account of the countless

numbers in which they have appeared, but also on account of the terrible destruction they

* The Mnth emerged from tbe pupa referred to on the 27th of May, after bein^ nearly two yearn in

that state.
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liave caused. As far back as the time of Moses their ravages are mentioiietl, for one of

tlie plagues brought upon Egypt just before tlie departure of tlie children of Israel was
tlie plague of locusts. In Asia, Africa and Europe their invasions have been recorded in

liistory, both ancient and modern. To show the magnitude of the effects consequent on
their migrations, I give a few instances, as taken by Dr. Packard from different historical

sources. The tirst account, after Joel in the Bible, whose descriptions apply to Egypt,

Syria, Palestine and Asia Minor, is the statement of Orosius that in the year of the world

3800 certain regions of North Africa were visited by monstrous swarms ; the wind blew
them into the sea, and the bodies washed ashore " stank more than the corpses of a hun-

dred thousand men." Another locust plague, resulting in a famine and contagious dis-

orders, according to St. Augustine, occurred in the kingdom of Masinissa, and caused the

death of about 800,000 persons. Pliny states that the locusts visited Italy, tiying from
Africa. In Europe locust invasions have been recorded since 1333, when they appeared

in Germany. Mouffit states that in li7S the country about Venice was invaded, and
30,000 people died of famine. In France swarms appeared at the close of the Middle
Ages. In 17-17 there was a great invasion of Southern and Middle Europe. Before and
after this date vast swarms were observed in Asia and Africa. In Russia, whose southern

plains form tlie home of the locust, vast numbers have often appeared and done great

damage. In China records exist of the appearance of these insects in devastating numbers
173 times during a period of 1,924 years. The three great causes of famine in China are

phiced as flood, drought and locusts.

The new world has also its migratory locusts, equally destructive with those of the

old. The Rocky Mountain locust, of which we all have heard so much, is not the only

species. Central and South America have also their peculiar locust. Their ravages have
been noted by the old Spanish chroniclers of Mexico and the adjacent countries from the

time of the tirst conquest. In 1632 parts of Mexico were overrun with them, and in 1738
and '39 there was an invasion by them of the coasts of Oaxaca, after which a famine
occurred in Yucatan. In 18.55 and '.5G Honduras and Guatemala were invaded, and a
famine and pestilence of fever followed. And in 1835 Chili and the eastern part of South
America were infested with vast swaruis of locusts.

The Rocky Mountain locust (Caloptenus spretits) having been a subject of observa-

tion by the most eminent Entomologists of the United States, we know more about its

habits and economy than aliout those of any other species. The terrible devastations it

ha.s committed in the Western States have led to this result. When an insect destroys

the crops in one year to the estimated value of .^45,000,000, it is about time to study its

history and habits. Mr. Riley has published a most interesting book on the subject, and
from this I have culled a few of the most striking items. Its home is on the elevated

plateau of the Rocky Mountains, whence it migrates in favourable seasons to the west
and south for hundreds of miles, laying waste the crops wherever it alights and doing
terrible damage. It breeds in the regions to which it migrates, and the next generations

migrate again north and west towards the "metropolis" of the species, and gi-adually die out

on the way, while those that remain in the place of their birth also die out, so that the species

becomes extinct in these localities in a few years.

The observations made, so far, give no special reasons for these migrations, unless it

be the unusual abundance of the species and the consequent scarcity of food in its native

regions. One or two favourable seasons cause the insect to increase to an immense ex-

tent, and when they find the supply of food failing them, they mount into the air in count-

less millions, and, favoured by a westerly or nortli-westerly wind, sail off towards the set-

tlements in search of " fresh fields and pastures new." Such is the principal reason given
by Packard, though he says possibly the reproductive instinct may also be concerned.

And he does not think that these movements can be the result of a real migratory instinct,

because their migrations (as well as those of the locusts of the old world) are periodical,

long intervals sometimes existing between them, so that the development of a migratory

instinct would be impossible. If once partially implanted, the long succession of non-

migratory years would effectually break up the germs of such an instinct.

Another curious fact in connection with these locusts is, that the generation born in

the region to which the species has migrated the previous year, shows a tendency to return
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north and west towards the primal habitat. This has been proved by repeated obser-

vation. One reason for tliis is found to be the prevalence of favourable winds at that par-

ticular season in the regions where these locusts are produced ; for locusts, and indeed,

all migratory insects, are dependent to some extent upon the winds for assistance and

direction in their migrations. This is true for locusts all over the world ; they are brought

by the wind and taken away by the wind. A striking instance of this fact is given in

the account of the great Egyptian plague of locusts in the Book of Exodus.

So with our American migratory locust. The general direction of the winds on the

eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains and on the plains' is, during July and August,

west or northwest. These are the months during which the locusts come down from their

mountain home to invade the cultivated plains of the border States. And when the

generation of which these are the ))ar(!nts attain the winged state, in the following June,

it has been found that the prevailing winds are from the south and southeast, and thus

are favourable to the flight of the locusts in a northerly or westerly direction.

As regards their powers of flight, it has been proved by experiment that the locust,

when it has a favourable wind (and it rarely flies at any other time), does not fly faster

than the wind, but merely uses its wings to sustain itself in the air, and allows the breeze

to waft it along. An observer proved tliis by ascending to the top of the State Univer-

sity of Nebraska when a swarm of locusts was passing, and letting loose among the flying

grasshoppers small bunches of cotton. He found that the cotton sailed along quite as fast

as the grasshoppers did.

Their numbers are inconceivably great. A British officer who saw a swarm in Syria

estimated their number at 1 80,000,000,000,000. The clouds of them seen in the west

have often exceeded 50 miles in length by 20 in breadth, witli a depth of from a quarter

of a mile to a mile ; 1,500,000 bushels of their dead bodies were estimated to be lying on

the shores of Salt Lake, in Utali, after a visitation of their hordes. And their eggs are

found in the ground in numbers of from 100 to 15,000 to the square foot, in localities

favourable to their deposition. Such are some of the reliable statistics gathered regard-

ing the Rocky Mountain locust.

A curious and fortunate fact with regard to the locust is that it does not become ac-

climated in the regions to which it migrates. The hordes from the north, fresh from the

invigorating air of the mountains, are much stronger and more vigorous than their j)ro-

geny born the succeeding year in the plains of Missouri and the other "Western States.

Professor Aughey, of the State University of Nebraska, tested their muscular strength by

attaching their hind legs to a delicate spi-ing balance and observing the degree of strength

they exerted. He invariably found that the locusts from the mountains were stronger

than those born in the plains. Jle also found that the mountain insects could live wth-
out food for several days longer than the others. Their eggs are also injured by the

moister climate, so that it is estimated that fully one-lialf become addled and never hatch.

These circumstances tend to so reduce their numbers in the new habitat that in a few

years the species dies out.

This locust is a near relation of our common Canadian

]cn:\Ki (Cnloptemisfertmr-rnbnim), fig. 11. Tlie latter ha.s

often Ijeen injurious to the crops, particularly of grass

_ and hay, but has little tendency to migrate. It has a vast

't'^ range, from Labrador to the Pacific coast, including the

J.; ^1 Western States and ^Mississippi Valley as far south as 35".

Leaving the locusts, we will pass to the more pleasing duty of noticing some migra-

tory insects which are comparatively hai-mless, and are far more beautiful than any of the

Orthoptera.

Many of the butterflies are inclincjd to migrations, particularly the whites and yel-

lows (Pieris, Colias and Callidryas). These genera, with a few exceptions, are not very plen-

tiful in temperate regions, but have their home in warm climates. So from equatorial and

South America, and from the southern parts of Europe have come reports of ^ast migra-

tions of these butterflies. Bates, in his "Naturalist on the River Amazon," gives an in-

teresting account of the uninterrupted jnocession of butterflies belonging to the genus

Callidryas which he saw passing from morning to night in a southerly direction across the
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Amazon. In these cases migrations may perhaps be connected with the question of food,

or of the continuance of the species.

A butterfly which is well known in Canada, and wliich has a very wide range, is

noted for its migratory habits; it is the Danais archippus (fig. 12). Hardly a season passes

Fig. 12.

bnt we read of its migrations. Newspapers in the Southwestern States, and the weather
fflgnal officers, were constantly reporting the passage over Iowa, Kansas, Missouri and
Texas of swarms of tliis butterfly during the months of September and October last.

Even in Canada they are sometimes seen in great numbers on their way either north or

south. I myself have seen the shore of Lake Ontario, near Brighton, stre^^^l with hun-

dreds of their dead bodies, cast up by the waves, and which no doubt had formed part of

a swarm which from weakness or some other cause had perished while flying across the

lake.

Mr. Riley gives an interesting account of the causes which may lead to the migra-

tions of this butterfly in his third report. He says :
—" It would be difficult to give any

satisfactory reason for this assembling together of such swarms of butterflies. As I have
abundantly proved bj' examination of specimens, the individuals composing the swarms
of our Archippus butterfly comprise Vioth sexes ; if anything the females prevail. The
flights almost always occur in the autumn, when the milk-weeds (Asclepias), upon which
the larva of this butterfly feeds, have perished. The instinct to propagate is, therefore,

at the time in abeyance. The butterflies, unable to supply themselves \y\th sweets from
flowers, are either attracted in quantities to trees that are covered with honey-secreting

plants, or bark lice ; or else they must migrate southward, where flowers are still

blooming. The Archippus butterfly hibernates within hollow trees and other sheltered

situations. Southerly timber regions oSer most favourable conditions for such hiberna-

tion. Under the most favourable conditions a large majority perish. A small portion of

the females survive the winter. Such hibernating individuals, upon waking from their

winter torpor, make at once for the prairie, where the milk-weeds most abound. Faded,

and often tattered, they may be seen flying swiftly over such prairies.

" I have no doubt but that they travel thus for many hundred miles, keeping prin-

cipally to the north, and ere they perish, supplying the milk-weeds here and there with

eggs. A fresh brood is produced in less than a month, and these extend still farther

north, until we find the species late in the growing season as far up as the Saskatchewan
country, where it can scarcely successfully hibernate, and from whence the butterflies in-

stinctively migrate southward. We can thus under.stand how there are two, three or more
broods in southerly regions, and only one towards British America.

" Tlie exceptional flights noticed in the spring, and which, so far as recorded, take

place quite early and in the same southerly direction, find a similar explanation. They may
be looked upon as continuations of the autumn flights. Hibernating in the temperate

belt, they are awakened and aroused upon the advent of spring, to find the milk-weeds

not yet started, and they instinctively pass to more southern regions. There is a south-
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ward migration late in the growing season in congregated masses, and a northward disper-

sion early in the season through isolated individuals."

It will thus be seen that Mr. Riley looks upon the migration of D. archippus as

something analogous to the southern movement of the biixis on the approach of winter,

the object in both being the pre.servation of the species; in the case of the insect to obtain

a suitable place for hibernation, as well as a continued supply of food until the time of

hibernation arrives ; in the case of the bird to secure food when it would be difficult or

impossible to get it in a northern climate. The instinct of the butterfly might therefore

be looked upon as a true migratory instinct, in contradistinction to that of the locust,

which is of a lower order.

There is another butterfly which displays this instinct to a large extent. I refer to

the well-known Pi/rameis cardui, or painted lady. It is a cosmopolitan butterfly, being

found in all parts of the world—a result, no doubt, of its migratory habits, conjoined to

a faculty of acclimatization. Though I have never actually seen a migration of this

insect, I have had no doubt for years past that one did take place in the \acLnity of Quebec,

I think in 1865 or '66. I had been looking out for the insect for several years, but never

saw a single specimen till one summer, when it suddenly became the most common butter-

fly in the neighbourhood. They could be seen by dozens everywhere. Next year it was
not to be found, nor did it return during my stay in Quebec, up to 1872.

I have an idea that others of the genus Pyrameis, as well as the species of the allied

genera, Grapta and Vatiessa, have these migratory habits to some extent. The same
phenomenon, that of scarcity, then extreme abundance for one season, and then disappear-

ance, took place with regard to Vanessa j-album. They were so abundant one summer
that I even saw them drinking spruce beer from tlie old applewomen's kegs on the Upper
Town Market, Quebec, while next season the only specimen I found was a poor dilapidated

individual which I took snugly tucked away under the coping of a fence, where it had
evidently passed the winter.

As I said before, the fact of Pijrameis cardui being found in all the four quarters of

the globe is no doubt due to its migrating propensity. A further pioof of this is found

in the well-known fact that our archippics, originally confined to America (thougli ranging

from Canada to Bolivia), lias lately spread over some of the islands of the Pacific to

Queensland and New Guinea, and over the Azores to Europe, such extension of habitat

necessarily indicating great power of long-sustained flight. Since the Milk-weeds are not

plants of commercial value, it is highly improbable that the species has been carried,in any

of its preparatory states in ships. The fact remains, however, that it has been found as

a new inhabitant of those countries. Its powers of flight will hardly be doubted by any

one who has attempted to catch it on the wing. But a stronger proof was the exhibition of

a D. archippus some years ago, by Mr. Pearson, of ilontreal, which had been captured

on board a ship on the Atlantic, hundreds of miles from land.

Ox SOME LoNCi-noRNED BEETLES.

Clytus.

Bi/ Ji. V. Rogers, Jr., Kingston, Ont.

Among the Coleopterous hosts there is a family called Long-horns, or Capricorns, in

Tulgar parlance ; or CeramhycidcK, when we are talking learnedly. They derive these

names from the fact that they possess very loni,' antenna' (sometimes longer than their

bodies), which are generally re-curved like the liorns of a wild goat (the Latin Caper).

They form a very large family ; already 4,000 of them are known and recognized by the

scientific world. They comprise some of the lai-^est, most showy, as well as most des-

tructive, of the beetles; one of African origin

—

J'rionus Hayesii by name— is five inches

long and one broad, witli antenn:e of seven inches and legs of four. Thi' Long-horns are

world-wide, and their abundance is in projKjrtion to the richness of vegetation of diflerent

countries, so that South America, India, Ceylon and the Moluccas contain a great number

of the most beautiful and the largest capricorns.
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Thev have earned tlie name of Borers because they are, in fact, " animated gimlets,"

and spend their lives while in the larval state in perforating and feeding upon trees ;

some live and carry on their operations in the trunks, others in the branches ; some

devour the wood, others the pith ; sonu> are found oiily in shrubs, some in th(^ stems of

herbaceous plants, others confine their attentions to the roots. Some are to be found only on

one species of plants, others have a wider range. Some bore straight holes, others branch

off at divers angles, others make tracks as various as those of an engraver, while some are

r^ular screws. The Germans, lovers of music, as they are, call these beetles " Fiddlers,"

because they give forth, especially when annoyed or taken in the hand, a squeaking or

rasping noise produced by rubbing the joints of the thorax and abdomen together. Some

of the family are not only musical-boxes, but scent bottles as well, and emit a fragrant

odour not unlike that of otto of roses.

The members of tliis family, as a rule, are very handsome, and readily attract notice

by their elegant forms and resplendent attire, that is, when of full age ; when young—in

the creeping age—they are ugly in the extreme. Harris tells us that the various members

of the family resemble each other in the following respects : the antennas are long and

tapering. The body is oblong, approaching to a cylindrical form, a little flattened above,

and tapering somewhat behind. The head is short and armed with powerful jaws. The

thorax is either square, barrel-shaped or, narrowed before, and is not so -wide behind as the

wing-covers. The legs are long; the thighs thickened in the middle; the feet four-jointed,

not formed for rapid motion, but for standing securely, being broad and cushioned beneath,

with the third joint deeply notched. Most of these beetles remnin upon the trees and

shrubs during the day time, but fly abroad at night. Some of them, however, fly by day,

and may be found on flowers, feeding on the pollen and blossoms.

The pride of our Canadian forests, the maple tree, sufTers much
from the attacks of Chjtus speciosus (fig. 13), the largest of our native

members of the family. This beautiful beetle is easily recognized ; it

is about in inch in length, and the third of one in breadth. The head

is yellow with antennw and eyes of reddish black. In shape the body

is somewhat cylindrical, a little flattened above and tapering behind.

The thorax is black with two yellow transverse spots on each side. The
wing covers for more than half their length are black, for the rest they

are yellow ; they are gaily ornamented with bands and spots arranged

as follows : A yellow spot on each shoulder, a broad yellow curved '*'

band or arch, of which the yellow seutel forms the keystone, on the base of the wing

covers ; behind this a zig-zag yellow band forming the letterW ; across the middle another

yellow band arching backwards, and on the yellow tip a curved band and a spot of a black

colour ; the legs are yellow.

The under side of the abdomen is reddish yellow, variegated with bro'v\'n. The female

has the advantage of her mate in size, but her antennse are somewhat shorter. She po-

ssesses a pointed tube at the end of the abdomen, through which the eggs are passed from

her body into the cracks and cre^vices of the bark. The tube can be contracted or exten-

ded at the will of the fair o^wTier and to suit the emergency of the case.

The parent lays her eggs on the bark of the maple in July or August. As soon as

the grubs are hatched they burrow into the bark, and there find protection during the

cold of wmter. When the warm days again return the larvse begin again their labours,

penetrating deeper and deeper into the heart of the tree, sometimes tunnelling as much as

three inches into the solid wood, they make long and windiiig galleries up and down the

trunks. A carpenter is known by his chips, so their presence is readily detected by the little

heaps of sawdust that they throw out of their work-shops. If in time a stiff wire is

inserted into their holes they can be easily put an end to by impaling. They are long,

whitish, fleshy, deeply marked by ti-ansverse cuts ; their legs, altliough sixteen in number,

are merely rudimentary promises of legs, and for ornament, not use ; they are of no avail

for the purpose of locomotion. Not by means of their eight pturs of legs, but by alter-

nately contracting and extending the segments of their bodies, do these worm-like creatures

force their way along, and in order to assist their progress each segment is furnished with

fleshy tubercles capable of protrusion, and which being pressed against the sides of their
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retreats, enable them to thrust forward by degrees the other segments (Ent Rep., 1872,

p. 36).

The head is the box of tools ^vith which tliey saw and cut their way through the

wood ; their work " is done slowly but effectively, and their gnawing teeth, though slow

in action, are as resistless as the mordant tooth of time."

About midsummer these bu.sy little carpenters who have never seen the light of day,

unless by accident, strike—not for higher wages but for a higher stage of existence; they

labour no more, but in the innermost recesses of their li\-ing homes fold themselves up
snugly for their pupa sleep. At first the nymph is soft and whitish, but gradually it

hardens and darkens till at last it lies en^^Tapped in a filmy veil, beneath whicli all the

external parts of the future beetle are ^^sible. Tlie wings and the legs are folded calmy

on the breast, while the long antennae are turned back against the sides of the body and
then tucked up between the legs. When at length it has become matured, it breaks its

slumbers, forces its way thi-ough the bark, and comes out of its dark and narrow retreat to see

the world and enjoy for the first time the glorious light of day and the pleasures of legs

and wings, and love and passion, and to propagate its race.

Ch/tus pictvs Druiy, or the Painted Clytus, is another of our common species. Its

form is very similar to that of C. speciosns, and it varies from six-tenths to three-fourths

of an inch in length. Harris thus describes it : It is velvet black, and ornamented with

tran.sverse yellow bands, of which there are three on the head, four on the thorax, and six

on the wing-covers, the tips of which are also edged with yellow. The first and second

bands, on each wing-cover are nearly straight ; the third band fomis a V, or united with

the opposite one, a W, as in specionus ; the fourth is also angled, and runs upwards on the

inner margin of the wing-cover towards the scutel ; the fifth is broken or internipted by
a longitudinal elevated line, and the sixth is arched and consists of three little spots.

The antenntie are dark brown, and the legs are rust-red.

Clijtiis Robinue, Forster.—According to Walsh, the male of this species differs from
C. pictiis in having much longer and stouter antenna;, and in having its body tapered

behind to a blunt point, while the female is not distinguislitible at all. This insect does

grt^at injury to the locust and acacia trees, and appears m the perfect state in Septemlier.

Harris confounds this with ClyUis pictns; in fact, it was long considered by Entomologists

to be identical with it. It has sometimes been knowTi as ClyhisJIexuosu-s, Fab.

During comparatively late years Jiobinue has been extending its sphere of operations.

For a long time it was known only in New York. Some thirty years ago it appeared in

Chicago, and in 186.3 it was seen two hundred miles further west. In 18.55 it was first

observed in Montreal ; in 1862 it was very destructive to the locust trees around Toronto;

In 187.3 Mr. E. B. Reed saw it in enormous numbers in London, Ont. Now it seems to

be quite at home in all parts of Ontario. Harris, speaking evidently of this, though
Tinder the name of C. pichis, says: "In the month of September these beetles gather on

the locust trees, where they may be seen glittering in the sunbeams, with their gorgeous

liver}- of black vehet and gold, coursing up and downi the trunks in pursuit of their mates,

or to drive away their rivals, antl stojiping eveiy now and then to salute those they meet,

with a rapid bowing of the shouldera, accompanied by a creaking sound, indicative of

recognition or defiance. Having paired, the female, attended by her partner, creeps over

the bark, searching the crevices with her antennie, and dropping therein her snow-white

eggs, in clusters of .seven or eight together, till her whole stock is safely stored. The eggs

are soon hatched, and the grulis immediately burrow into the bark, devouring the soft

inner substance that suffices for their nourishment until the approach of winter, during

which they remain at rest in a torpid state. In the spring they bore through the soft

wood, more or less deeply into the trunk, the cencral course of their winding and irregular

passages being in an upwaril direction from tlieir place of entrance. For a time they cast

their chips out of their holes as fast as they are made, but aftei- a whili> t\w pas.sage becomes

clogged, and the burrow more or less tilled with the coarse and fibrous fragments of wood,

to get rid of which the grubs are often obliged to open new holes through th(> liark. The
seat of their operations is known by the oozing of the sai> and tlie dropping of tlie saw-

dust from the holes. The bark around tlie part att.acked beyjins to swell, and in a few

years the trunks and limbs will become disfigured and weakened by large porous tumours,
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caused by tlie efforts of the trees to repair tlie injuries they have suffered. . . . The
grubs attain their full size by the 20th of July, soon become pupse, and are changed into

beetles and leave the trees early in September. Thus the existence of the species is limited

to one year."

Space will not permit me to speak of the other members of this interesting and beau-

tiful famil}'

—

nohilis, hiscus, campestris, iniduhitHS, longipes, etc., each one of which is

well worthy of a full de.scription and biography.

Some Notes on Coleoptera for Beginners.

By C. G. Sieicers, JVeivport, Kij.

In answer to a query in the March Entomologist as to the rearing of larvaj of wood-

toring beetles, I would say that it is very difficult to do after they have been removed

from their burrows. Try damp sawdust of the same wood. The better plan where in-

fested timber is found, is to saw into short lengths, pack in tight box and cover with a

wet cloth. Many kinds cannot bore in dry wood. Many Buprestidae perish from in-

ability to perforate the bark of dead trees which has sprung loose from the wood and be-

•come hardened by the sun. They then fall an easy prey to ants, roaches and caribs.

Where wild grape vines abound, cut them oft' at the ground in Mayor June, and let them

tang ; in early spring saw them into short lengths and liox them, and some rare beetles

may be taken. Grubs under stones put away in the same ground in tin or glass, kept

moist ; found under logs, use the log debris, and add some sawdust. Finding two very large

grubs with Ijlack heads under a log late in the fall, I put them away in a tin can with log

refuse and sawdust, and found a male ash beetle and a dead pupa in July. This beetle,

Xylorijctes sati/rus (Fab.), is taken under the roots of ash trees, and falls a victim to its

curiosity, for if you begin to dig for them they will come out to see what is going on. I

took fifteen from one tree in that way. April and May are generally devoted to search-

ing in logs and dead trees for beetles, when many nymphs can be collected, which can

generally be hatched out in a week or two. June and July are the great beating months.

I have discarded the beating net for the inverted umbrella, and so will any one who has

tried both, as beating the low limbs of trees around the edges of wood will yield tenfold

the quantity and variety that bush and weed Ijeating will. Woods protected from cattle

and hogs, and full of vines and bushes, are best. Little is got by beating in the interior

of woods. Insect life swarms along the edges. Examine the trunks of trees, and where

flat stones abound scoop out cavities under them, where Cychrus and various caribs may
he trapped ; Cychrus are snail-feeders, and some bait traps with snails strung on strings

through the shell. The beans of the honey locust yield Sjjermophagus liobinite ; the fun-

gus ^wW-haW, Lijcoperdinaferr uginea; all kinds of fungus swarm with beetles, also Staph-

Uinida. PseJaphidte are taken on the under side of stones, but mostly by sifting around

decayed stumps on to a white cloth. Beat wild plum trees and h'aws when in blossom.

Where beetles are found, by carefully replacing stones and hark more may be taken, as

their scent remains. I was glad to take a single specimen of that rare and handsome

longicom, Dryobius sex/asciatus, in one season, but in the summer of 1878 I found five

under one piece of bark of beech ; so last season, when I found a small colony under bark

on a dead maple, I tied the bark on again, and took seventeen more at different visits.

Vaiious beetles are also found on fruit and flowers. In closing, I would advise begimiers

to put small insects on paper slips or wedges, and not pin them with a No. 2 pin, as it

cannot be inserted in cork without plyers, and is very liable to buckle. No. 3 enters cork

readily, is not too large for paper slips, and about right for larger specimens. Further, do
not use Spaulding's glue ; it will turn your wedges brown, as it contains a discolouring

acid. Make your own liquid glue—better at one-fourth the cost. Dissolve light coloured

glue or isinglass in the usual way : then, while hot, stir in alcohol, or a light coloured,

strained vinegar, till it is thin enough, and decant into a bottle. It can then be thinned

with a little water, or by warming.
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A New Enemy op the Black Spruce, Abies Nigra.

By Dr. II. A. Ilayen, Caitibridfje, Mass.

An enemy of Abies nigra snit to me by Mr. C. S. Sargent, from the Arboretum of

Harvard University, induced me to compare the literature about the enemies of this tree.

To my surprise, all that is publislied consists of two very excellent papers by Mr. Ch. H.
Peck, Albany. One, "The Black Spruce," read before the Albany Institute, May 4,

1875, 8v., pp. 21 ; the other in th^ New York State Museum's Report of the Botani.st,

No. 30. I do not remember to have seen these papers recorded in entomological serials.

There are noted two vegetable parasites, Arceuthohiwin jmsillurn and Peridermium decolo-

rans. Of insects are recorded a plant-louse near Adelyes coccineus,a.\iA some Hemipterous
gall iinsect ; also, two beetles, Ilyhirgus rujtpennis a,nd''Apdte ritfipennis.

The twigs sent to me contained numerous pale spots, the consequence of some dead
leaves, three or more, one near the other. The examination of those leaves showed on
every one at the base, sidewards, a small round hole. The interior of the leaf was hol-

low, in some oases only the lower half, where tlie enemy had not yet finished the work.
I discovered directly a small caterpillar, belonging to Tinindie and probably to the Argy-
resthians, as the destructive enemy. The biological collection contains no enemy of the

black spruce, and no similar destruction of pines, except a somewhat related twig of

Pinus Caiuidensis, quoted also as probably done by an Argyresthian larva. In Mr.
Chambers' valuable list no Tineid living on spruce is recorded.

The European literature contains only one fact similar to the American. It is re-

corded that Gedestis fariiKitella hollows the leaves of pines. But until now no American
species of Vedestis\s known. Probably the moth will be raised and the mystery solved;

at all events, T desire to draw the attention of entomologists to this enemy. Perhaps it may
be more common than is supposed, Prof. Peck stating as a fact that the spruce trees in

some parts were said to be dying at an unusual rate, as if affected by some fatal disease.

To judge by analogies, the attack made by Hylurgus and Apate is only a consequence of

the previous attacks by other enemies.

Notes op the Swarming of Danais Aucmi'i'us axd Othek Butterflies.

AVhile spending the winter of 1875-7G in Apalachicola, Florida, I found one of these

archippus swarms in a pine grove not far from the town. The trees were literally fes-

tooned with buttterflies within an area of about

an acre, and they were clustered so thickly that

the trees seemed to be covered with dead leaves

;

fig. 14 will enable the reader to form some idea

of their appearance thus grouped. Upon sliak-

ing some of the trees a cloud of butterflies flew

off, and the flapping of their wings was distinctly

audible. They hung in rows (often double) on

the lower deatl branches, and in bundles on the

needles. I find by my note book that visiting

the flock towards evening, it was receiving ad-

ditions every moment. 1 caught a net full off

a bunch of dead needles, and walking away to

some distance and letting them go, all but thi-ee

returned to the flock. The question as to where

they came from seems a very interesting one. I

was told by Dr. A. W. Chapman that there was

hardly milkweed enough in all Florida to produce one of these flocks, which doubtless

do not confine themselves to Apalachicola. During my visit 1 found two more flocks
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not far from the lirst, but neither of these was as large. I should mention that I often
observed examples among them in coitu.

I have seen archippus flocking at the Isles of Shoals, N.H., towards evenin", in

very much the same manner, having flown nine miles from the mainland. I liave also

seen clusters of Vanessa J-album on tree trunks at dusk in New Hampshire, which
seemed to present a parallel to the archippus flocks, though of course on a very small
scale.

R. Thaxtek, Newtonville, Mass.

The assembling of D. archippus is perhaps not so frequently noticed as their passing
over localities in flocks. Several years ago I saw them congregating in a bit of woods in
the neighbourhood of the city which I was visiting at the time. At least every other day
they were hanging in a listless kind of manner to the underside of branches in immense
numbers, with their wings closed, and not noticeable unles disturbed, very few beinc on
the wng. Their favourite resting place seemed to be dead pine twigs, which would be
drooping with their weight, and in more than one instance 1 saw one too many light and
the twig snap, and send a dozen or more into the air to seek for another oerch. In o-otntr

to and from the woods I have seen several of them at once coming from difl'erent direc-

tions, high in the air, sailing along in their own easy and graceful way, all converginw to
the one spot. I did not see them depart. I went one day and could not find one in the
woods ; and as there were thousands, perhaps hundreds of thousands of them, it would
have been a fine sight to see them go. The following year they were remarkably scarce,

and it was three years before they were even moderately plentiful.

J. Alston Moffat, Hamilton, Ont.

A very remarkable gathering of Danais archippus came under my observation, at
Racine, Wisconsin, in the first week of September, 1868. The insect appeared in great
numbers, and gathered in several swai-ms about trees in the vicinity. The day was cloudy,
but without rain. Shortly after noon the swarms seemed to gather, and settled upon a
tree in my garden, a well-formed black oak about 1.5 inches in diameter at the trunk, and
perhaps 40 feet high. The swarm covered the southern aspect of this tree so abundantly
that the green of the leaves was quite obscured by the brown of the wings of the butter-
flies. A few sailed back and forth through the air as if seeking a place to alight, when the
wings of those sitting, opening and shutting as if by a single impulse, caused the prevailing
colour to shift from the dark hue of the upper surface to the lighter colour of the lower
surface. They remained until after nightfall, but were gone when we looked for them
in the morning. No attempt was made to capture or count them, but the swarms
must have contained some thousands.

S. H. Peabody, Champaign, Ills.

During the first week in July I found Melitcea phceton iii considerable quantities
in a small clearing in Dow's swamp, about one mile south of this city. The swamp is

densely wooded with tamarack and a thick undergrowth of Myrica gale, Salices, Alnus
incana,etc., besides many herbaceous plants, and among them (but not at all plentiful)
Chelone ylabra. Upon inquiry, I find that this clearing was the exact locality where the
late Mr. B. Billings found this butterfly in 1870.

J. Fletcher, Ottawa.

Prof. .J. E. Willet, of Macon, Georgia, writes under date of 19th January, 1880 :—
" I saw Callidryas eubule passing here in great numbers during Sept., Oct. and^ Nov.

1878, from N.-W. to S.-E. About noon, when they were most abundant, there would be
half a dozen ^^sible all the time, cro.s.sing a l.'i-acre square of the city. They pursued an
undeviating course, flying over and not around houses and other obstructions. They flew
near the ground, and stopped occasionally to sip at conspicuous flowers. A gernium
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with scarlet flowers, and set in the open yard, attracted most that flew near it. Papers in

southern Georgia noticed the great numbers passing at different points ; and a friend in

southern Alabama sent me specimens of the same, saying that they were subjects of

speculation there. About March, 1879, there was a similar migration from S.-E. to N.-

W., but in diminished numbers. I saw the fall migrations again Oct. and Nov., 1879,

but in smaller numbers than in 1878. A lady of southern Georgia told me that her husband
called her attention to the fall migration twenty-six years ago, and that she had observed it

every year since. C. eubule is found here in small numbers at other seasons of the year."

In the course of the last two or three years several accounts have appeared in Nature
of the flight of Lepidoptera in large numbers. I observed a similar phenomenon in 1870,

which may present suflicient interest to be put on record. In the summer of that year,

in the month of August as well as I remember, I was crossing the harbour of this city in

the 3 p.m. trip of the steam packet-boat between the city and Moultrieville, on Sullivan's

Island, at the entrance of the harbour, a summer resort of the inliabitants of our city. The
distance is between four and five miles, and when about half way or perhaps two-thirds,

the steamer passed through an immense stream of butterflies crossing the harbour towards

the S.-W. They were all of the genus Callidn/as, whether C. eubule or C. marccl/ina (if

indeed they be different species) I could not determine. The wind was light, and from

the rapid motion of the vessel, it was difficult to say whether the insects were aided or

opposetl by it in their transit. As tlip vessel passed obliquely through the stream, their

rate of motion could not be determined, and the dimensions of the stream only roughly

estimated ; it seemed to be six or eight yards wide, about as many high, and extended a

hundred yards or more on each side of the vessel. Whence they came or whither they

went could not be ascertained ; they seemed to be crossing the harbour in a direction nearly

parallel to the general travel of the coast.

Lewis R. Gibbes, Charleston, S. C.

APPOINTMENT OF STATE ENTOMOLOGIST FOR NEW YORK.

We learn with much pleasure that our esteemed friend and valued contributor, Mr.

J. A. Lintner, of Albany, N.Y., has received the appointment of State Entomologist. A
better qualitied man for the position could not, we believe, be found. Mr. Lintner has

for the past thirty years devoted a large portion of his time to the study of Entomolog}',

and paid especial attention to that practical department of the science which treats of

insects injurious to agriculture. The enormous loss occa.sioned yearly by destructive

insects, is now well known, and every means discovered to prevent or lessen these ravage*

results in a large yearly gain to the cultivators of the soil. The' special business of the

State Entomologist will be to endeavour to ascertain how this desirable end can best be

accomplished. We anticipate good results from this judicious appointment.

OTTAWA FIELD NATURALISTS' CLUB.

TRANSACTIONS NO I.

The records of the first year's efforts of this active and enterprising organization fill

a goodly octave pamphlet of sixty-two pages, which is adorned with two excellent plates.

From the annual report of the Council, contained therein, we learn that the Club has a

membcrsliip of over eighty, and that five excursions, for tlie purpose of collecting obji'cts

of natural history, have taken place during the year, with an average attendance of thirty.

During the winter months a successful series of soirees were held, seven in number, at
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each of which interesting papers were read by members, and the specimens collected on
the excursions exliibited. Many of the papers are published in the Transactions ; also a

list of plants collected in the Ottawa district by the energetic Vice-President, Mr. James
Fletcher.

In the successful maintenance of this Natural History Club, Ottawa has set a noble

example, which we trust will be speedily followed by similar oi-ganizations in other cities

of our Province.

OBITUARY.

Professor Samuel Stehman Haldeman, of the University of Pennsylvania, a dis-

tinguished naturalist and philologist, and at one time President of the American Philo-

logical Association, died on Tuesday evening, September 10th, at his residence in Chickis,

near Columbia, Pa., aged sixty-eight years.

Professor Haldeman has long been noted also for his devotion to Entomology. He
attended the late meetings of the Entomological Sub-section of the American Association

for the Advancement of Science, at Boston, in August, and took an active part in the

discussions. At that time he seemed to be in good health and spirits. By his genial

disposition and open generous bearing he has endeared himself to a large circle of friends,

who will sincerely mom-n his loss.

NOTES ON SOME RARE INSECTS CAPTURED IN ONTARIO DURING 1880.

By Wm. Saunders, London, Ont.

LiBYTHEA BaCHMANI.

Twelve years ago, in August, 1868, a specimen of this butterfly was captured on the

beach, in Hamilton, by Miss Mills, and a record of this capture, with some observations

on the insect, appeared in the November number of the Canadian Entomologist for that

year. We have no evidence of its having been found before this, and no records of any

such capture since, until the present season, when a good specimen was taken by Mr. J. M.
Denton, at Port Stanley.

In hg. 15, we give a representation of this species,

which is remarkable for its very long palpi—fully one-fifth

of an inch in length, and presenting the appearance of a

beak ; brown above, whitish below.

The wings are angular, and expand about an inch

and three quarters. The fore wings are dark brown, with
three white spots arranged in a triangle near the tip; the

upper inner one largest, olilong, and irregular in form

;

the lower one is also oblong, but smaller, and the outer

one smallest. Beyond the middle of the wing there are

two large fulvous spots, the upper one elongated and pointed at both ends, the lower one
oblong, irregular, and divided near the middle by a dark brown ner^Tile. The hind wings
are dark brown above, with a large, irregular, fulvous patch across the middle.

The under side of the fore wings is paler than the upper, with the same white spots
and fulvous markings, the latter somewhat larger than above. The hind wings have a
wide brown border on the hind margin, within which they are bluish, iridescent and
streaked with brown.
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I am not aware that any description of the larva of this butterfly has ever been

published.

Papilio Philenok.

This beautiful butterfly, common in the Southern States has usually been very i-are

in Canada. The general appearance of the insect is given in tig. 16, but it is impoa-

Fig. 16.

sible with a woodcut to give any idea of the brilliancy of the colouring. The fore wings

are black, with a rich greenish metallic reflection, and a row of white spots, absent in the

male, near the hinder margin which is slightly undulating and partly edged with white.

The hind wings are of a brilliant metallic bluish green, with six white spots and some

.streaks of the same colour on the margin.

The under side of the fore wings is of a dull black colour, with the white spots more

distinct. The hind wings are very brilliant, with the exception of a large patch at the

base, they are of a beautiful steel blue colour, with a curved row of seven orange coloured

spots bordered with black, and the upper ones partially edged with white. There is a

small yellow spot at the base and a few whitish dots about the middle of the wng, while

the marginal bordering of white is replaced by a series of yellowish white spots, growing

la rger as they approach the upper part of the wing. The male is more brilliant in colour

than the female.

This lovely insect is produced from a rather hand.some though peculiar looking cater-

pillar (fig. 17) about two inches long when fully grown, of a black colour with a purplish

1 ^ /

^??5^<^^
Fig. 17.
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hue. Immediately beliiiul the head tliere are two long movable fleshy horns and a
number of shorter horns, and orange coloured tubercles on the remaining segments.

The eggs are laid by the butterfly, on diflerent species of Aristolochia, chie&y on the Dutch-

man's pipe {Aristolochia sipho) and the viginia snake root (Aristolochia serpentaria). The
larvse feed in company and when plentiful will sometimes entirely consume the foliage

of the plants on which they feed.

Fig. 18 represents the chrysalis of this insect,

which is fastened at the hinder extremity to a

mass of silken threads and has a band of the

^:iuie material extending entirely around the

clirysalis, beyond the middle.

In the August number of the Canadian
A'aturalist and Geologist, for 1858, an account is

given by the Rev. C. J. S. Bethune, of the ap-

pearance of a very unusual number of these

butterflies, in West Flamboro'. The \vi-iter says,

" these butterflies appeared in countless numbers
about the lilac trees, as long as they continued

in blossom, and then suddenly disappeared. They lasted from the 7th to the 18th of

June, but very few appearing after that date." He also says, " I have caught but two in

Toronto, though they were numerous there also.

No such good luck has befallen any entomologist in Ontario since that time. Within
these twenty-two years several specimens have been taken about Toronto, and two or tliree

some fifteen years ago at Woodstock. There are no records of the capture of this

butterfly here for many years past, but this season a specimen was caught by Mr. J. A.
Moflfat, at Kidgeway, Ontario.

JuNONiA L,\viNiA (Ccenia).

The first recorded occurrence of this butterfly in Ontario, is found in the November
number of the Canadian Journal, for 1861, where an account is given by me of the

capture of three specimens, at Port Stanley, two by Mr. Wm. Edwards and one by my-
self. Dui-ing the same season it was found in the townships of Ellis and Logan, about

ten miles north of Stratford. For very many years past I have not heard of a single

specimen being taken in Ontario, until this season, when it was captured by Mr. Moflat,

at Ridgeway, and by Mr. Denton at Port Stanley.

It is a very pretty insect. The general colour of the upper surface is brown. On
the fore wings there is a broad whitish band, extending nearly across the wing and enclos-

ing near the hinder angle a large black eye-like spot, with a central bluish dot and
encircled by a yellowish brown ring. In some specimens a second and very small spot is

situated near the tip outside the band. There are also two smaller, short, red band.s

bordered between the white band and the base of the wing.

On the hinder wings there are two conspicuous eye-like spots, the under one much
smaller than the upper, and both encircled by a yellowish ring, bordered with black. Between
these eye-spots and the hind margin is placed a band of red, margined externally by one

or more dark lines.

The under side is paler than the upper, mth the markings less distinct.

The caterpillar is said by Boisduval to feed on Linaria canadensis. It is black and
spinous with two lateral white lines, the upper of which is marked with a row of reddish
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Papilio Cresphontes.

In our report for 1878, reference was made to this handsome swallow-tail butterfly, 'j

and a tigure given of it, but as this report may not be available to many of our readers,
,

we shall reproduce it here (see fig. 19). Since 1878 it has become more common, and has '(

m
been reared from tlie lai-va by collectors in Hamilton, as well as by myself. They have i

been found chii'tly on prickly ash (Xanlhoxi/frtm /raxineum), antl on Dictamnus fraxi.iel/a.
,

This year 1 found the caterpillars, nearly full grown, in June, which shortly entered the

chrysalis state, and produced the butterflies in about a fortnight afterwards. I have also

taken the full-grown larvie late in the fall, which passed the winter in the chrysalis state,

from which facts the inference may be fairly drawn tiiat this butterfly is double-brooded in

Ontario.

The wings of this stately insect are black, streaked and spotted with yellow, as shown

in the figure. The caterpillar is a very singular looking creature; it is brown, with large,
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irregular patches of white; the chrysalis is brown, marked with blackish points. For a
more minut« description the reader is referred to the report for 1878.

The Abbot Sphi.vx {Thyreus Ahbotii).

This pretty sphinx moth has been captured in London, during the present season, by
Mr. J. M. Denton

;
it has also been taken in Hamilton, by Mr. Moffat and Mr. David

Little, and is reported as having t>een common there. The caterpillar (see fig. 20) feeds on

Fig. -M.

the grape vine, and also on the Virginia creeper (Avipelopsis quinquefolia). In jilaceof the
horn at the tail which caterpillars of this family usually have, there is, in this instance, a
polished knob or tubercle. The colour of the larva varies from a dirty yellowish to a
reddish brown, marked transversely with tine black lines, and lengthwise with patches of

a dark brown shade. There is also a dark line along each side. The under surface is

paler, with a reddish tinge along the middle.

The moth (fig. 20) is of a dull pale brown colour, the fore wings variegated with brown
of a much darker .shade ; the hind wings are yellow, with a broad blackish border. Both
wings are notched on the margin.

NOXIOUS INSECTS IN ENGLAND.

By the Rev. C. J. S. Bethiine, M.A., Port Hope, Ont.

By the kindess of the writer, Miss E. A. Ormerod, F.M.S., I have recently received

her " Notes of Observations of Injurious Insects" for the years 1877, 1878 and 1879.
These reports contain so much of interest and value that I have thought it desirable to give

to our readers some extracts from them that bear upon our own insect enemies, and at the

same time draw attention to the valuable work that is being quietly done in England by a
band of volunteer workers who, apparently, receive no recognition or encouragement from
the Government or the general public. The plan pursued has been to send out a circular

in the spring of the year, to a large number of observers scattered over Great Britain,

and to recommend to them a list of insects for observation during the season. The replies

sent in in the autumn are carefully collated by Miss Ormerod, and the systematized results

published during the winter in an octavo pamphlet, illustrated with excellent wood cuts.

It is pleasing to observe a steady growth in these reports ; that for 1877 contains 19 ])ages

and 12 cuts ; that for 1878, 27 pages and 20 cuts ; and the last, 44 pages and 27 cuts

—
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some of the latter are, of coui-se, reproductions of those that appeared in the earlier issues.

The insects treated of are those which are injurious to field and garden crops, to timber
trees and fruit.

1. The first insect treated of in the reports for 1877-78 is one that is very familiar to

us here :

—

The Turnip Flea-Bektle

or 'riy' (Haltica nemorum). Figure 21 represents this insect magnified. During
l)Ot}i years it seems to have caused much damage in many localities. "At Kneb-
worth an example is given of the value of surrounding weeds to the farm insects

as a means of support till the crops are ready for attack, in tlie appearance of the
r"'b'- -1- turnip-fly first on charlock (mustard) in fields where turnips had grown the pre-

vious year, and then causing great injury to the kohl-rabi and turnips "—an argument for

clean farming. The following is a curious "remedy" :
—"The plan followed is to drive a

large flock of sheep on the attacked field early in the morning, whilst the dew is stUl on the

leaf, and, with tlie help of a dog, to keep them in constant motion, and well up in a body,

so as to tread over all the field in turn. Treated in this way no injury is' done to the crop
;

but if much ground has to be gone over, it should be taken on different days, as it would
injure the sheep to keep them long witliaut food, or to harass them by the continued

driving earl)' in the morning. In this case the extent of ground was .37 acres, and from
four hundred to five hundred sheep were put on. The fly at the end of June was so strong

as to threaten clearing the crop, and it had almost been decided to plough it up ; but this

treatment, which embodies disturbing and kUling many of the insects by the treading, and
which also makes the leaves distasteful for oviposition, both by rubbing of the sheep and
the coat of dust scattered in dry weather, saved the plants and was followed by a good

crop." Another and simpler remedy for use on a small scale is "sprinkling the young
turnips with road dust, which preserved them entirely from injury." An observer states

that " where the weather was highly favourable during the sowing season of May and
June for a quick and healthy growth, the plants were thus run past the stage at which
' the fly ' attacks them, and less injury was inflicted than had been observed for many
years. He draws attention to anything that promotes healthy, rapid growth, till the

young plant is well into the rough leaf, being the best preventive of the fly, and tliat,

could the remedy be applied, probal)ly hea\'y waterings in the evening in dry weather

might be of service, and notes, in-the shape of special applications, caustic lime, soot, and
guano, which have each their advocates, applied in the morning when the dew is still on
the plant, or gas-water applied in the evening, and also benefit from the use of a small

quantity of salt."

Another observer notices that where the fly was particularly destructive the pre\'ion8

year there charlock (mustard) was prevalent. "This weed is common throughout the

country, more or less plentiful according to agricultural care, some fields being compara-

tively free, showing where one farm ends and another begins." [These remarks miglit be

made of several parts of Ontario, especially of the counties of Northumberland and l)ur-

liam.] He draws attention to the benefit of eradicating the food-plant of the fly during

the years when the land is unoccupied by turnips, and thus preventing, or in some degree

checking, its annual umltiplication.

From all the observations there is noticed "the advantage of a rapid, vigorous growth

in resisting tlie attack of the fly, wliether brought about naturally by plentiful rain, or

artificially by manure containing the superphosphates or other chemical constituents re-

quired, and a word may be added as to the physical efl'ects of rain and dew on the insect.

A single drop is enough to clog the legs temporarily, and put an end to its leaping powers

for the time being."

2. The Onion Fly {Anthomyia ceparum)

is an insect that lias found its way across the Atlantic and shown itself very dostruotive

at times in the Eastern States and elsewhere on this continent ; the following extract*
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cpa/

may therefore be of use as well as interest.

(In figure 22, we have this insect represented

in both the larval and perfect forms.) " The

eggs of the fly were first observed on the 21st

of May, laid where the leaves divide, the

larvK hatching after a few days, and feed-

ing on the seed-blade till they reached the

root, then striking into the bulb, if formed,

otherwise into the root, and soon destroying

the plant. The soil was mostly light, and in

high cultivation, and pulverized gas-lime

scattered amongst the onions was found to ^'S- 22.

act well in keeping off the insects. Watering the onions with the liquid from pig-stiea,

run into a tank specially arranged for the purpose, was found to answer still better.

Several who adopted this plan secured good crops, whilst in the cases where it had not

been followed the crops were for the most part destroj-ed." Another observer mentions

that " he finds deep cultivation in autumn, with a good manuring and sowing in drills on

.a firm, well-trodden surface in spring, to be the surest means of securing a good crop free

from attacks of the maggot." Miss Ormerod mentions that she " tried sowing two kinds

of onions in rows along a bed of i-hich half had been prepared in the usual way with

farm-yard manure, and half deeply trenched with no manure added. Both kinds of onions

on the manured ground did fairly and were uninjured, but on the unmanured gi-onnd the

plants made no w-ay, and were attacked by the maggot."

3. Cabbage Butterflies (Pieris hrassicce and rajxv).

It is somewhat singular to notice that so little is said in the three Reports about our

Fig. 23. Fig. 24.

very familiar pest, Pieris rupee (see figures 23 and 24), which has come to us from the
" old country," while much attention is paid to its congener, P. hrassicce, a larger white

l)utterfly which seems to be very destructive. In 1877 it was noticed that "the amount
of appearance of cabbage butterflies varied much with the amount of shelter provided

for the previous stage of pupation." Where cabVjages were chiefly grown in fields few
were found, but large numbers were observed to infest sheltered gardens. "A search

iinder dry eaves, rough boardings or palings, and in the sheltered nooks which abound in

garden ground, but are comparatively absent in open field cultivation, will at times

bring scores and hundreds of pupje to light, and serve to diminish the pest appreciably."

In 1879, at Dalkeith, P. hrassicce appeared in rather formidable numbers after the

fine weather set in. The consequence was a severe attack of the caterpillar, especially in

•cottage gardens surrounded by weedy hedges and other harbours for insects, where the

common cabbages, savoys, etc., were completely riddled by the vermin, and rendered totally

unfit for human food. The best remedy is hand-picking the caterpillars, but this is tedious.

A sprinkling of fine salt is very serviceable, carefully applied by turning up every leaf so

that a small portion of the salt shall touch every grub. An application of finely-powdered

lime in a caustic state, or even caustic soot, will get rid of the grubs, but both are objec-

tionable with regard to the after use of the vegetables. P. rapa; was "moderately plentifvd"

last year in some localities, but apparently it was nowhere so numerous as it is with us
over thousands of square miles.
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4. Wire-Worms, or Click-Beetles (Elateridce).

Figure '2f> represents one of our commonest elaters, the eyed elater,

Almis ocuJatits. Several species are noticed as attacking various

crops, especially barley. Among the remedies employed we may
quote :

—" A solution of carbonate of soda, in the proportion of

about two ounces to sixteen quarts of water, applied three or more times

from the beginning of Slay to the beginning of June is found a good
way to clear the ground." An observer notes " wire-worms in consider-

able numbers attacking barley so-n-n after dead fallow. He drilled

Lawes' turnip manure with the bulk of the field, and on this the

barley grew rapidly away from the wire-worm ; whilst on two pieces,

each seven feet wide, left across the field without the manure, more
than half the plants were destroyed. This difference is noted as

ha'i'ing been observed on previous occasions. Stirring the land well is

lig. 25. considered the best remedy with root crops. Amongst corn (wheat)

crops rolling with a heavy roller, or if possible, on the lighter soils with a clod-crusher,

is the usual remedy. In one case the object is to solidify the surface and so stop the

wire-worms working
; in the other (the root and green crops) to stimulate growth in the

young plants, besides disturbing the larvie."

In the last Report it is stated that the wire-worms did " much damage on some light-

land farms, and the young barley after fallow, and where the land was in bad condition

;

))ut where the barley succeeded a good crop of roots, fed on the land by sheep, or where
there was plenty of manure in the soil, the plants grew too vigorously to i-eceive much
injury. On hea\'y clay land the soil was so close that the wire-worm could hardly exist."

5. The Wheat Midge (Cecidomyia tritici).

Our dreaded pest is the same insect as that here referred to as prevalent in England.

Sec figure 26. In 1877 it was reported as unusually abun-

dant in Hertfordshire and unusually absent in Essex. It is

noteworthy that " in the latter county the chaff is used for

cattle, wliilst the custom prevailed in some parts of the

west of England of throwing the chad in heaps to decay,

thus providing the maggot with good shelter during the

winter to develop in the following June, and so infest the

neigh l)Ourhood.

"

In 1878 it was again unusually almndant at the same
place in Hertfordsliire " in all the early wheat, many ears

having from 10 to 15 kernels quite destroyed, besides others

being deformed ; the later crops were not so much affected."

The same year it was also almndant in parts of Devon-

shire. A writer relates that the wheat in his experimental

field " stood up well at the time of cutting, but that just

''S- 2'>. before blooming, portions were covered by small flies which

deposited their eggs in the ear, and these developed into small orange-coloured maggots,

which fed on the young grain. The unmanured crop came into ear somp days later than

the manured crops, and escaped injury from the fly, whereas tlie plot manured every year

with fourteen tons of farm-yard dung suffered severely, and yielded only about two-thirds

»s much grain as in 1868, when the weight of straw was about the same as this year. It

i.s,
" of cour.se," he adds, " very ditliindt to estimate the damage done to a crop by the ravages

of an in.sect, but tliat in the permanent wheat field undoubtedly suffered considerably from

that cause. The yielil of grain was not only much less tlian would be expected from the

bulk of straw and its "upright condition at the time of cutting, but also much less than

would be judged from the amount of produce and jiroportioii of grain to straw in the

neighbouring fi(dd."
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In 1879 the same observer in Hertfordshire mentions that the midge " was abundant

ia all the earlier wheat fields, and did much damage, but little to the later crop ; wheat
ears did not make their appearance till about June 29tli instead of June ll'th, which may
account for the date of the attack."' Another observer, in the county of Norfolk, states

that " a little patch of wheat, a quarter of an acre, sown in the autumn, suflered mucli

from the wheat-midge ; whilst another quarter of an acre close alongside, which, owing to

wet and frost, was not sown till spring, was not injured by it." A tliird observer notices

that "on June 27th the wheat-midge was especially abundant, whilst there were as yet no
wheat ears in which it could lay its eggs, and that no damage took place from the ravages

of the larvte." The foregoing observations completely ju.stify the remedies that I sug-

gested for this pest in my account of the wheat-midge in the Eeport for 1871.

6. The Whe.\t Aphis (Aphis Qranaria)

in 1879 attacked with extreme severity a field of 110 acres of wheat in Cheshire.

figure 27 we have a representation of an aphis

closely resembling the wheat aphis, highly magni-

fied.) The observer mentions the aphides as first

appearing in the early part of August and shortly

afterwards they were not as observable ; but about

September 8th they were again noticeable in as

great or greater numbers than before. The ears

they had pre%'iously attacked had become perfectly

white, as if blasted, and at the time of writing.

September 16th, every green head in the field ap-

peared full of them. It was estimated that what
ought to have given four to five good quarters of

*"

wheat (about 30 to 40 bu.shels) would not yield ' "'

more than ten to twelve bushels per acre, and tliat of very inferior quality." During the

same year the aphis swarmed, in Yorkshire, both on wheat and barley, doing much injury.

7. The Crane-Fly or Daddy Long-legs (Tipula ohracea, etc.)

is oftentimes a very destructive insect in England ; several species are known in this coun-

try to commit much damage to grasses and crops. In 1878, near Dumfries, the larvre of

the crane-fly caused the worst insect attack of the season in the district. Hundreds of

acres of corn (wheat) are mentioned as being completely destroyed. In 1879, at those

spots in the same neighbourhood where it was so destructive in the pre\'ious year, it was
scarcely noticeable, whilst in others in the same locality it was present to a most injuri-

ous extent. " According to report the worms had been counted at the rate of 12, and
even up to 24, per square foot ; and this insect is considered as without doubt the worst

pest of the dLstrict." In Northumberland, Cheshire, Lancashire, and other localities, tliis

insect was reported to be very injurious. The following account .records an instance of a

remarkably ba<l attack occurring in a fair-sized garden in the beginning of April, 1876.

"The lawn was completely bared, and the larvre were in such numbers that there was no
difficulty in collecting them in barrowfuls ; '^l larva' were counted at one daisy root.

Handpicking was useless, and a quantity of ducks were turned in, the soil being stirred

into shallow furrows from time to time to allow them to reach their prey. Eventually

the ravages ceased almost as suddenly as they had begun, but not until every piece of

grass in the garden was bared, as if it had been cut with a turfing iron and left to die on
the spot. Grass seeds were sown in the late spring, and tlieir growth encouraged
liy a judicious use of nitrate of soda and dissolved bone manure. This soon restored the

turf, and the tiinda has hardly been noticeable since." " Looking at the partiality of

tipula: larvje for damp ground, and that of the perfect crane-flies for rough neglected herb-

age, and their dislike to saline presence, it seems as if something might easily be done Vjy

draining, removal of lurking places, and dressing with chemical manures, at least to dimin-

ish this trouble, and the fondness of birds for the grubs shows a direct mode of destruc-
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lion, whether hv general encouragement of insectivora in the fields, or the more limited

application i^vailalile in the garden."

8. The Pear-Tiiee Slug Worm (Selamlria cerasi)

isja very familiar insect in Canada, (fig. 28) ; though T cannot say that our species is

identical with that found in England, Eriocamjm adumlrata, it is at any rate very

similar to it, both in appearance and habits. In 1878 this insect did much damage in the
district round Dalkeith. " The easily applied remedies of a dusting of caustic lime, or a
heavy .syringing of the tree with strong soapsuds, are generally very etfective in getting

rid of this pest." A full account of this insect is given by Mr. Saunders in our Report for

1874.
« J- F

9. The Gooseberry or Currant Saw-fly (Sematus ribesii),

our well-known pest (fig. 29), is recorded as being very prevalent, both in 1878
and 1879. In this country we are able to keep it in check by the use of powdered white

hellebore, and I have never heard of any ill eflects

being produced by the employment of this poison. A
writer, however, relates that on one occasion " I dusted

my bushes with white powdered hellebore, and t«n

days after (being dry weather from the time they were
dusted) a tart was prepared of berries from these bushes.

After partaking of the tart we all got seriously ill, but

recovered, and next day we were all right. Since that

period I never again made use of hellebore for destroy-

ing caterpillars on berry bushes. The remedy I have
used ever since in.stead of hellebore, with equal success,

is flour of sulphur. It is easily applied by dusting

it over the bushes with a pepperbox while they are

under the morning dew ; or, if during dry weather, tlie

bu.shes ought to be watered and then dusted. It is

only necessary to dust the lower part of the bushes if

taken in time. The use of sulphur is perfectly safe,

and berries may be used at any time after its appUca-
Figure 29. tion."

K if,-. ;iO.

10. The Asp.yragus Beetle (Crioceris asparagi)

is an insect that has come over from England, and become
very destructive on Long Island and in other parts of the

State of New York. In fig. 30, this insect is shown in

in its various stages. It is quite common, apparently,

thi-oughout England. The following remedies are set forth :

- -" The mi.xture consists of half a pound of soft-soap, quarter

of a pound of flour of sulphur, and about the same quantity

of soot, well mixed together in a pail of warm water. In

this the infested shoots were dipped ; and on inspection the

next day it was found to have cleared the larva;. The plants
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were syringed afterwards witli warm water (merely to clear off the dirt left by the dipping),

jind soon resumed a healthy appearance, and were thus saved from an unusually severe

attack ; the Crioceris, when brought under treatment, being present on almost all the

plants and stems, and noticeable by thousands in the larval stage, as well as in the egg.''

Another writer states :
" I stopped what was becoming a destructive attack by syringing

the plants with warm water, just bearable to the hand ; this sent off the larvie, or loosened

them so as to fall to a shake ; and throwing .soot liberally through the damp shoots to the

^ound destroyed the fallen grulis. This treatment, repeated once or twice in the course

of the season, completely saved the plants, and the soot gave a lu.xuriant and healthy

^owth."

11. Insect Migrations.

The following account of an extraordinary migration of insects is so interesting that

I need make no excuse for transcribing it here :
" The swarm appears to have been

composed, at most of the successive points noted, of the moth Piusia gamma, and of the

painted lady butterfly, Va^tessa cardui. It appears to have started from the north-west

of Africa, and travelled in a north-east direction, was observed at Algiers about April

15th to 20th, 1879 ; it reached Valencia, and was .spread over Spain, and also pi'esent

in the Balearic Isles from April 26th to May 3rd, and crossed the Eastern Pyrenees on

May 26th and 27th. It next appeared in the south-east of France, Switzerland and

Northern Italy ; and on the morning of June 5th, thousands of living specimens were

found on the snow at the Hospice of St. Gothard. It was then distributed over Germany
and Austria at dates of appearance noted as being from June 7th to 16th. Another column

orossed the Mediterranean to Sicily, and spread northwards over Italy in June. The
more westerly end of the migratory swarm reached Strasburg from June 3rd to 9th ; Paris

And its environs were apparently not reached till June 15th. The appearance on the

south coast of England was noticed on June 10th ; and the moths were subsequently

observable throughout the three kingdoms. Phisia gamma was unusually abundant

near Norwich on June 12th and 13th ; and it was also noticed on the 13th in Essex.

Subsequently it occurred in enormous quantities at many localities, the numbers, however,

diminishing (as far as appears from the observations sent in) as the points of observation

became more northerly. At Exeter, an observer states that he never saw anything to be

compared with its numbers ; towards the end of September the larva^ literally swarmed on

every garden plant, defoliating the plants, as well as riddling the leaves. Another, writ-

ing from Chichester, mentions that serious injury was caused by the larvaj of Plnsia gamma
to the field peas, whole fields being stripped of their leaves, and the growth of the pods

consequently checked. On August 5th great numbers of the larvse were collected ;
two

•days later they spun up, the moths developing on the 14th, the pupal state thus lasting

•only a week or (en days. The moth was also noticed as unusually abundant in Bucking-

hamshire, Hampshire, Kent and in various other counties. " Before the appearance of

the moth and caterpillar—it is noted—the sugar-beet crops in Saxony were in excellent

•condition, and would in ordinary circumstances have yielded a harvest of from nine to ten

tons per acre ; the actual yield where the caterpillars had been was only three ton.s."

A great many other insects are, of cour.se, referred to in these interesting Eeports, but

"the foregoing have been selected for notice here, inasmuch as they are more or less familiar

to us on this side of the Atlantic. It would be an immense help to the effective study of

practical entomology, and consequently of great value to the agriculturists and fruit grow-

ers of this country, if some similar plan could be carried out here. There would

require to be one or more willing and competent observers in each county of the Province,

who should note do-wn particulars respecting a certain number of noxious insects, and

send in their reports to some central office at the close of the sea.son, making mention

•especially of any unusual depredations that might have occurred in their neighbourhood.

By some such system as this we should get a large quantity of information that could

easily be digested and put in proper shape for annual publication.
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KHYNCHOPHORA—WEEVILS.

TT. Hague Harrington, Ottawa.

The weevils are beetles belonging to that division of tlie Coleoptera known as Tetru-

inera in the classification of early authors, and so distinguished because the beetles in-

cluded in it have apparently only three-jointed tarsi or feet : the penultimate joint being

so small and so closely connected to the preceding one as to be invisible without a mag-
nifying glass. The greater number of these beetles can Vie readily separated from those

of other families by their snouts or beaks, which in many species are so elongated and
attenuated as to give their bearers somewhat of the appearance of lilliputian six-legged

elephants. (See figure .31, which represents the apple curculio, ^-lH</ionom!'»

qiiadrigibbits.) This well marked feature in their structure has gained for

them their common name of " snout-beetles," and their scientific appellation

of liliT/yichophora, derived from the Greek, and signifying " beak-bearing."

If we carefully examine one of these insects we will sec that the head is

lengthened into a proboscis, at the end of which are situated the mouth-parts.
Fig. 31. so reduced in size as to be almost in^-isible to the naked eye.

On the sides of the rostrum (to use the scientific name for this proboscis) are set the

antennas, usually slender and long ; sharply geniculated or elbowed in many species,

and commonly knoblied. Thej' can be folded back so closely against the base of

the snout, which is often grooved to contain them, as to be quite hidden. The beetles

have hard, rounded bodies ; some love the sunshine, others lie hidden all day and when
night falls creep forth from their hiding places to continue their depredations, or fly about
in search of new fields. The legs are often short and not well fitted for rapid progress, or

for digging. Many have ample wings to carry them about, but in some species these use-

ful appendages are wanting, or are so short as to be useless as organs of flight.

So far as known to me all the snout-beetles are vegetable feeders, and the gi-eat

majority of them may be styled " obnoxious insects ''; many being veritable jx'sts to agri-

culturists and arboriculturists. They attack trees and plants of every kind and in every

part ; roots, stems, bark, twigs, pith, leaves, buds, flowers, fruits and seeds are all subject

to the depredations of these long-headed foes, which, though minute, exist in such

countless numbers as to make the total loss inflicted by them severely felt.

Weevils when young are short, fleshy, whitish grubs, without leg.s, and effecting

what slight progress they require by the aid of their hunched segments, liy the shape of

which tliey may be easily known from the mai^gots of flies. Their heads are scaly or

horny, and furnished with sharp mandililes to niblile the hard substances in which so many
of them dwell, and in which they thus construct cells or short burrows. In these cells

the majority of species pass also the pupa state, emerging only as fully developed beetles

to spend a brief existence in the outer world. It is in the grub state that the weevil

commits its depredations, for then it is invariably concealed in that part of the plant on
which it subsists, secure despite its utter helplessness, and finding its proper nutriment in

the walls of its prison. Trees are stunted and warped by having their young shoots de-

voured ; fruit and nuts are caused to drop prematurely and decay; rice, corn, wheat and
other cereals become mere empty husks, while peas, beans, and a great variety of seeds

are destroyed by enemies so tiny that the hollowed shells form the house in which the

full grown larva transforms to a perfect insect.

Our own weevils are inconspicuous both in size and colouring ; in fact nearly all of

them are small and dull looking beetles. In tropical countries, however, .snout-beetles are

found of very formidable dimensions, and some are most brilliantly marked and painted ;

of these I will mention a few examples presently.

The Ithi/nrho/>hora are divided into two families, the ^rw/itf/c and the CiiroiHonido!

(which unwieldy family has recently been subdivided into .several smaller ones, but the
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purposes of this paper will be equally as well served by

adhering to the former classification). The great bulk of

the wee\-ils are included in the latter family, only some

three hundred species of Brucliidre being known, about fifty

of which inhabit America north of Mexico. Tliey derive

their name on account of their nibbling or " biting " pro-

pensities. Their depredations are chiefly confined to the

rarious members of the Leginninosir—pod-bearing plants

—and are marked among peas, beans and many seeds which

among foreign nations and tribes are important articles of

food or export. Figure 32 repre.sents the well-known pea

weeWl
(
Bruchus pisi), both larva and beetle, magnified and of

natural size, and figure 33 the American bean weevil
(
lirnch us

fabce).

They'are small active beetles, short and stout, of which the too-familiar pea-weevil is

a good example, and are recognized by the manner in which the head is folded against the

Fig. 32.

Fig. 33.

breast. The eleven-jointod antennre are short and inserted close to the eyes. Some
foreign species attain considerable size, one Australian fruit-eating species being consider-

ably larger than our biggest weevil.

It seems almost superfluous to give any account of our pea-weevil (Bruchus pisi)

after the able account of it by Mr. Saunders in the Annual Report for 1879, but as it is

typical in structure and habits of this family I shall devote a few lines to it. Appar-
ently a native of North America, it long since reached the southern portions of Europe,

and is mentioned as ha^"ing been so numerous in some districts of France in 1780 as to

liave seriously affected the health of the peasants who bad partaken freely of the worm-
infested peas. Mr. Curtis, in his admirable treatise on Farm Insects, written twenty

years ago, expresses the hope that the climate of Great Britain will not suit the economy
of this pest, and states that he has frequently found the beetles in imported pea.s.

The beetle is nearly oval in shape ; from two to two and one-half lines in length

and dull in colour, being black when divested of the dense covering of short hairs with

which it is clothed. These hairs are rusty brown above and gray beneath, while the

elytra (wing-covers) are marked by several white dots. The weevils pair in early sum-

mer when the pea-fields are in bloom, and as soon as the young pods are developed the

female deposits her eggs thereon. A few days later the larvie are hatched and eat their

way into the nearest pea, in which they live usually until the next spring, when, having

undergone all their changes, they come forth ready to attack the new crop. A method
recently given by a correspondent of the A/nerican Entoviologist to destroy the weevils in

seed-peas is to immerse the latter for a few minutes before planting in a mixture of kero-

sene and water, which is said to eSectually destroy the insects without injury to the peas.

The following paragraph which appeared in a recent issue of the Daily Globe, contains a
valuj,ble suggestion as to the treatment of seed peas :

—

"An entomological occurrence in The Globe office suggests an easy method of anni-

hilating the pea weevil—an insect whose ravages are rapidly driving the farmers of some
parts of Ontario to abandon pea culture in despair. A note in this column, a few weeks
ago, about a new pea pest (not the weevil) brought half a dozen consignments of ' buggy
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peas ' with requests that the senders be informed whether their's was tlie new pest

or the old one. The boxes containing the peas—wliich were all infested with the com-

mon weevil Bruchus pisi—were placed in a room which is somewhat over-supplied with

steam pipes, and in which the temperature occasionally rises above 90 degrees. After a
day or two in this room the regular transformation of the beetles from the pupa to the

p(!rfect state took place. On opening the boxes, they were found alive with weevila

which had abandoned the holes in the peas, and were looking around for young pea pods

in which to lay their eggs. In this lies the lesson. It is a pretty well settled fact in

entomology that the function of egg-laying is not a voluntary one on the part of the

female insect. Given the requisite temperature, and tlie process of egg-laying must go

on whether the eggs be fertilized or not, or whether there be a proper place on which to

lay them or not . It follows, almost to a certainty, that the pea weevil can be annihilated

in a very simple manner. In the natural state the eggs of the weevil are laid on the

outside of the young pea pods. The larva hatch out and burrow through the pods into

the peas, one larva to each pea. Once there, they feed till they have attained their full

growth, when they go into the pupa or chrysalis state. In the latter state tl^y remain

all the fall and winter. In the spring the weevilly peas are sown with -the insect still in

the pupa state. It remains underground till the soil has become warm, and then it

changes to the perfect state, comes forth, and proceeds to perpetuate the species as before.

Now, it appears from what happened to our consignments of pea bugs that the insects can

be easily inveigled out of their holes during the winter when there are no green pea-pods

for tliem to lay upon. Once out of the pupa state, it cannot go back again. If, then,

farmers will during the winter place their seed peas in a warm room for a few days, the

weevils may be brought out of their holes and killed, or left to die."

Brachidce from their haliits are insects very liable to be carried from one country to

another in the seeds used alike for food by man and weevil, and if the climate and food

found in their new quarters be at all favourable, they quickly make themselves at home
therein. As an example of the way in which such insects are imported it may be men-

tioned, that eight species were collected among foreign exhibits at the Centennial Exhi-

bition.

The second division of the weevils is an enormous one, containing many hundred genera

and many thousand species—the number of the latter named and described being 10,000
\

or more—while the list is being lengthened continually by the discovery of new ones, of

which there must remain a great number, for a large proportion of the species are so small

and inconspicuous as easily to escape early collectors in countries where many larger and
^

more brilliant coleoptera can bo easily obtained. 1

According to a recent " Check list of the Coleoptera of America north of ^Mexico,"
|

there are over eight hundred species, of which nearly half haxe been added within the last

seven year.s. In Great Britain, where numerous collectors have thoroughly worked the

ground, about tive hundred species are known, a«id undoubtedly, when our own country

lias been more exhaustively searched, the Canatlian list now numbering but little over one :

hundred forms, will be enormously swollen. I have obtained in the vicinity of this city i

over fifty kinds, some of which occur in large numbers.

Our snout-beetles are all small, many very minute ; the largest is scarcely an inch

long, while many are but one-twentieth of an inch. If then we consider the damage in-

1

flicted in this country, we can fonn some idea of the ravages that are wrought in more

tropical countries where the we(>vils attain to a great size ; compared to these our largest i

species are as sparrows to turkeys.
'

In .lava is found an enormous black weevil, called Protocerus colosstis, which mi>asure8

three inches in length and is stout in proportion. With its immense front legs and .strong,
|

knobbed snout, it is a formidable looking beetle, and must do great harm to the trees on

which it feeds. An allied Brazilian species is called Rhina barbicornis from its long hairy

snout, which gives it a very fierce look. Some foreign weevils are as remarkable for their

varied and brilliant colouring as for their size. The most commonly known is perhaps

the diamond beetle of Brazil f
.£?(</»«/* impcrialis) often used as abreast pin or similar

ornament. It is a black insect, closely lined with rows of glittering geeen dots, and pre-

sents in its perfect state a magnificent appearance. A near relative of this beetle is B.
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spUndithts, clad in black bossed armour adorned with gold and gi-een. A third species of

these Brazilian gouis

—

Rhiyics schuppellii—wears a coat of green mail studded with golden
knobs. Many other strangely formed or oi-namented weevils are found in the south, of

which but two examples can be given. The tirst is a large black beetle found in New
Holland named Gagatopkorus Schonherri. " There is scarcely any portion of the upper sur-

face of this insect, which is quite smooth, those parts which are not knobbed being grooved.

The upper part of the head has a \vide and rather deep groove. The thorax is rounded
and covered with knob.s, which are comparatively scanty on the disc, but become very
numerous and crowded on the sides. These projections are without any apparent order,

but those of the elytra are arranged in three distinct rows. The elytra are very large

and are turned over the sides rather abruptly. On the edge, where they are folded, is a
row of nine knobs, so long and pointed that they may well be called spikes. Next comes
a row of seven knobs, and next to the suture is a third row of four knobs, these last being
placed rather irregularly (Wood's " Insects Abroad"). Xenoceriis lineatus might well be
mistaken for a longicorn beetle, so extraordinarily long are the antenuie of the male.

The beetle is of a chocolate brown colour, marked with white lines, and is hardly an inch
long, wliile its antenniB are more than two inches in length and very delicate.

Among our native weevils are two .species belonging to the Attelahidce. They are
small beetles found upon the leaves of oak, etc., and are said to make a sort of little nest,

in which to lay theii- eggs, by cutting and rolling up a portion of the leaf of some tree.

The largest weevil I know to be found in Canada is the one named Ithycerus nova-

boraceiisis. It is a stout-bodied beetle, from two to three-fourths of an inch in length
;

the largest ones (females) being one-fourth of an inch across the wing-covers. The snout
is broad and the rather short club-tipped antenuw are inserted near the jaws. The thorax
is short, about as wide as long, and marked by three longitudinal white lines. The elytra

are wide and ample, being turned down well at the sides, and they are marked by parallel

white lines, interriipted by slightly raised black spots. The colour of the beetle is black,

but a scanty clothing of short white hairs gives it a grayish appearance. I have often

found it during June upon beech trees, and the sexes copulate at this time. It is men-
tioned by Fitch as eating the buds and gnawing the twigs of apple trees in May and June.

Hylohiiis pahs is one of the destructive weevils found upon our pine trees, and is

verycommon throughout the lumbering districts. In Ottawa during the early summer they
appear in gi-eat numbers, crawling on the sidewalks and on liuildings and fences. Its

length is about three-eighths of an inch, and its colour a deep brown, approaching almost
to black. The rounded thorax is closely punctured, and the elytra have rows of impressed
dots as if stitched, and also slight irregular markings made by white hairs, which in many
specimens are rubbed off. The long snout is stout and strong, as are the legs, with which
the beetle can cling tightly to its captor's finger, as it has a habit of doing, pressing at the
same time with its snout, of which the mandibles are too small to pierce the skin, During
May and June the beetle lays its eggs in holes bored in the bark of pine trees, and the
grubs burrow between the wood and bark, loosening the latter and thus causing decay.

I have found this beetle, early in May, with its snout buried in the .base of the tube of the
Mayflower (Epigea repeals) in the same manner as bees perforate flowers to gather honey
and pollen.

H. stupidus is a larger and heavier beetle, nearly half an inch long. The scutel is

yeUow, and there are scattered patches of hair of the same colour upon the body and
wing-covers. It is much less numerous than the former species.

Pissodes strobi (fig. 35), the white-pine weevil, is smaller than the above
described species, but is even more destructive in its habits. One of the most
maportant uses to which our noble pines are adapted is for the construction of

ships' masts and spars, for which purpose it is absolutely necessary that thoy
be straight and faultless. Now, this weevil delights to select the leading or
topmost shoot of the thrifty young pines, as the object of its attack. It bores '

holes in the bark, at irregular intervals, the whole length of the shoot ; in each
of these it lays an egg, and as soon as the larva is hatched, it eats do'wnward
toward the centre of the twig, and burrows in the pith. In the cell thusfozmied
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it undergoes the necessary transformations, and emerges the following spring as the perfect

beetle. For a month or two after the eggs are deposited, the growth of the shoot is

unafTected, but as the grubs increase in size, and reach the centre, it begins to wilt and
shortly dies and withers. One of the lateral or side shoots, curves upward frequently,

and takes the place of the destroyed leader, but a crook is thus caused which greatly

lessens the value of the tree. The only way to prevent their ravages, is by cutting off

all the dead shoots, while the insects are still in them, and burning them. When these

beetles are very numerous they also attack the side shoots.

There are other species of this genus, very similar in appearance to P. strohi, which

are found assisting it in its ravages, and which are sometimes abundant.

Another weevil found upon pines, from the middle of May to the middle of June is

Polydrosii^ elegans, which, as its name denotes, is a very graceful and beautiful beetle. It

differs from the preceding species in shape, its body being narrow and more cylindrical,

while the head is not prolonged into a slender snout, but is lengthened only slightly, and

flattened, the mouth being wide, and having inserted near its sides the antennae. The
colour varies from a silvery gray to a creamy buff, and I have several specimens, usually

males, of a most delicate glistening green. Their colouring is caused, not as in preceding

species, by a covering of short hairs, but liy a coating of minute iridescent scales, resem-

bling in shape grains of rice. When denuded of these fragile scales, which are easily

rubbed off, the beetle is jet black.

The numbers of the gervas Anthonamus are, as indicated by the name, "flower-dwellers,"

and are found upon trees or plants when in blossom, and as the fruit is setting. Several

species occur in Canada, one of which, A. qrwdriyibbus (see fig 31), is a small, rough,

robust beetle of a reddish brown, with a slender beak almost as long as its body. It is

often abundant upon the hawthorn, and when disturbed folds its legs, tucks carefully

away its antennae, and looking for all the world like a withered bud, drops to the ground.

Tliis h&bit of simulating deatli and of taking on the appearance of a dried bud, seed, or

bit of moss or dirt, is common to many weevils. The little beetle in question is sometiaes

called the apple weevil, because it punctures that fruit at times, with from one to twenty

holes.

An allied species, ^1. suturalis, the cranberry weevil, is a minute reddish weevil,

which in the United States attacks the cranberry vines, and, as it is found in Canada, may
probably do so here also, although I have seen no record of its operations. The female

is said to bore a hole in a bud, and after depositing an egg therein, cut it off, so that it falls

upon the ground and decays, while the grub grows and transforms within it.

Conotrachehis nenuphar, the plum weevil, is too well known (especially after the ftlll

account of it by Mr. Gott, in last year's Report), to require more than a brief mention here.

In tig. .36 we have this insect shown in its several stages of larva, chrysalis and beetle,

^ .,*<^fV5s£3«a=:.-v£3«rr^
Froni its extended ravages, and the crescent-shaped mark

|

\ "^J)-JH^^^V^-I^' '^^''i'"'^ i*- 'nakes when depositing its egg in the young plum,
'

\ ^"^^--C^5 JLjds^-^ ^^ ^"'*' been, not inappropriately, named the " little Turk."

\^,_^^ a^ The grub, when hatched, eats towards the germ of the fruit,

jfciV -)^<*r
which then dies and falls prematurely to the earth, where

^^^V v^^IhL '^ '® '^^P* moist while the wonn attains its full gi-owth.

^^^
"^S^E- ^^ lipu arrived at maturity, the grub leaves its wasted

.^^ft^ I/^^^^3^ larder, to pupate in the earth, from which it emerges the

^^fl^^^K 1 iAhhI ^ollo^^'ing spring, as a small, rough, dark, mottled beetle.

^3v^^cP n^Sff.
J'lrring tlie trees once or twice daily, during the season

I , /^^^^ wlien the beetles are depositing their eggs (that is when
c * >^ the plums have reached the size of peas), and thus causing

|

Fig. 36. them to fall down upon sheets spread beneath the trees, is

apparently the best method of extorniinating this pest, which is spreading rapidly through-

out the country, and destroying great quantities of fruit. Various other plans are

however advocated, for the best of which I will refer you to Mr. Gott's report.

The plum weevil when abundant also attacks other fruit ; including apples, pears,

peaches, apricots, nectarines and quinces in its list of dainties. It causes some to fall
^

prematurely, and mutilates and scars many others, so as to render them unfit for market.
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Plums are not largely grown in this vicinity, but at several places in the woods
where trees are growing wild (in abandoned clearings, etc.), I have found this beetle, and
in such places it is left to increase unmolested, and is secured against extermination.

The plum weevil has been accused of causing the disease on trees, known as " black

knot," but although the grubs are sometimes found in the.se excresen-

ces, they are not the cause of the injury, but only an accidental result

of it, the beetle having been deceived into depositing its eggs in the

swelling part when green and soft. Farther south, where the beetle

is double-brooded, it has been said to deposit its eggs in the bark of

young pear limbs, the grubs which winter therein accounting for the

spring brood. The plum-gouger, Anthonomus prioiicidae (tig. 37), isalso

destructive to plums.

There are other species of this genus found in Canada, but none
are so notorious.

Tyloderma fragaricB is a small weevil that (across the line if not in this country)

attacks the strawberry, and is known as the " strawberry-cro-mi borer," because it

destroys the embryo fruit stalks and leaves in

the crown of the plant. (See tig. 38, where the

larva and beetle are both shown.) An insect with

such a disposition may readily become a serious

enemy to small-fruit growers.

Motionychus vidpecuhcs is a robust beetle

slightly larger than the pea weevU, but differing

from it in shape. The body is about as wide as

long and very thick ; the thorax is much nar-

rower, while the head is small and the snout long

and fine. The beetle is black above, and of a rusty yellow beneath. ,The grub Jives m
the pods of the common flag, or iris, eating through two or three seeds (which it leaves

mere rings) and forming a cell in which it undergoes its changes. They are often very

plentiful and scarcely a pod escapes, but, of course, the greater part of the seeds in

the pod are uninjured. On the first of August last, in passing through a field of

these plants, I noticed that some pods had an appearance of some internal disease, and on

investigation found the source of trouble to be a small white gi'ub, evidently a curculio

larva. Aware that a weevil did infest these plants, and not having hitherto bred any
specimens, I carried away a pocketful of pods for the purpose of so doing. These were

placed in a small box, and not looked at again until the 19th of' September, when on
emptying the box I found nine specimens of M. vidpeculus. There were also two small

moths and six ichneumon flies, four of the latter lieing females and two males. On open-

ing the pods I obtained nineteen more weevils and four ichneumons, as well as two larvjv

of the moth. Hardly a pod was without a tenant, while in some dwelt two or three. A
day or two later I visited the patch where I obtained the pods, and found that with few

exceptions the pods had burst and scattered their contents, but a few remained, and either

showed holes through which insects had escaped or still contained weevils or caterpillars.

The beetles probably spend the winter underground or concealed in the dead plants.

As shown by the figures above given, fully twenty-five per cent, of the insects were

destroyed by the ichneumons. In the same
way the plum weevil has been greatly check-

ed in some places by an ichneumon fly

called Siffalphus curculioiiis (fig. S'G), which
is very similar in size and appearance to

the ichneumon just mentioned as parasitic

on the iris-weevil.

A weevil remarkable for its long slen-

der rostrum or snout is found upon hazel-

bushes in May, and more abundantly in

June, about the middle of which month the

beetles are frequently seen paired. It is Fig. 39.
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called Balaninus nascicits, the specific name being conferred on account of its snout or
" nose," which, though no thicker tlian a bristle, is nearly as long as the bodj', and carries

a pair of long and very delicate antennre. The beetle is a third of an inch long, with an
oval body covered with sliort yellow hairs. The grub lives in the hazel-nut, but leaves it

when full grown to transform in the ground. In 1879 the nut crop wiis large and these

beetles were very abundant, but last summer there were but few nuts and I onlj- observed

one weevil. This beetle, according to Fitcli, also feeds on hickory nuts, and B. rectus,

distinguished by the beak being sliorter and sti-aighter, attacks acorns. This genus, I

luay add, derives its name

—

BaJaninns—from a Greek word signifying acorn.

llemarkabk" as our nut weevil is for its long, slender nose, it is far surpassed by am
^Vfrican beetle which has a bristle-like snout fully three times as long as its body, the-

latter being half an inch in length.

Cratoparis liDialuji is not an injurious weevil, for, unlike the majority of its kind, it

forsakes sweet flowers and succulent fruits to feast upon dry fungus, such as grows upon
old beech trees. It is about a third of an inch long and of a mottled colour, exactly

resembling when disturbed a bit of fungus or moss.

The members of the small group BrenthidiK are easily distinguished from other

weevils by their remarkably long bodies, snouts not bent downwards or curved, but

stretched straight out in front, and unelbow(>d autennie. The only Canadian species ia-

Arrheiwdes Septenlrionis (Hbst.), the larva of which lives in hardwood trees (most frequently

oak), not only in dead trees but in living ones. Tlie female is said to bore a hole in the

bark with her long snout, and shove into the puncture an egg. The cylindrical, whitish

grub bores a round hole through the bark and into the solid wood of the tree. It is a

slender worm, an inch or over in length, and little more than one-tenth in diameter

;

changing in its burrow to a yellowish white pupa.

The beetle has a cylindrical body attached to which is an egg-shaped thorax, rounded

off where it is joinftl to the body, and tapering gradually to the head, which is prolonged

in a straight snout, hardly as long as the thorax. The snout of the female is verj' slender,

and the jaws at the tip are so small as to be barely visible to the naked eye ; that of the

male is much heavier, and the jaws are strong and curved. The antennaj of the female are

inserted at the base of the rostrum near the eyes, while those of the other sex are set mid-

way between the eyes and mouth. The general colour of this beetle is a rich brown ; it

is very smooth and glos.sy, with the exception of the wing-covers, which are striated, punc-

tured and marked with irregular, broken, yellow lines. These beetles may be taken in

June among oak trees, or more readily in lumber yards among newly sawn oak lumber.

I have also taken several which were attracted with other species of weevils to a liright

light placed to allure moths. They vary wonderfully in size, the males (an unusual thing

\vith insects) being largest. Ordinary specimens are from four-eighths to live-eighths of

an inch long and about one-eighth in diamet<n-, but Fitcli mentions one as being only two-

eighths long, and I have an enormous male, a giant of liis race, measuring over seven-

eighths. It is proportionately stout ; the rostrum is very broad and .strong, and the jaws

large and powerful. It was found last summer in a cleft of a newly fallen butternut tree.

The Calandridce embrace many highly destructive insects. In the West Indies is

found an enormous weevil which injures palm trees and sugar-canes. Its gigantic white

grubs are called by the negroes " gru-gru," and by them, as well as by many white people,

are considered a very great delicacy, althougli those not accustomed to such unusual dainties

would consider them a very distasteful kind of grub.

Our northern species are small but still capable of doing immense damage by their

united efforts, and the grain wee\ils Iiave a world-wide notoriety on account of their

ravages. Three spqcies of the latter are common in the States, viz :

—

Calandra ori/ziF, C.

yranaria, and C. remote-punctata ; tlie two last are also found in Canada. C. oryxte—
the rice weevil—is supposed to have spread westward from the East Indies with the grain

from whicli it derives its name. Unfortunately, however, it does not confine itself t<i

rice, and at the Philadelpliia Exhibition was found to abound in rice, maize, and wheat

from all parts of the world.

Witli the aid of its relative the granary weevil (C granaria)—see fig. 34—it destroys

vast quantities of stored grain. Curtis says that no insects in England do more mischief to
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stored grain than these two weevils introduced from abroad. In warm countries, such as those

of southern Europe, tliere are many broods during the year, and the loss caused is coiTes-

pondingly great. The beetles penetrate some distance into the heap of grain ; the female
lays her eggs singly in the grains, and in a few months there remains nothing but a heap
of empty husks, tenanted by grubs and beetles. At an entomological meeting in Eng-
land, April 1870, it was stated that 74 tons of Spanish wheat when sifted yielded over

half a ton of weevils, and 14.5 tons of American grain gave otie and three-quarter tons.

Fortunately these beetles do not thrive without heat, and cannot carry on their depreda-
tions in the cold of our winter, hence grain can be stored here for many months without
Ices.

The Apionidoe are a group of small pear-shaped weevils the minute larvai of which
infest different seeds.

Besides these we might mention as destructive the quince eurculio (figure 40), Cono-
tracheltcs cratcegi, which is injurious to quinces ; the imbricated snout beetle, Ejiiccr.rus

Fig. 40. Fig. 41.

imbricatus (figure 41), wliich injures apple and cherry trees by gnawing the twigs and
fruit ; the corn sphenophorus, jSphenophorxis zeoe (figure 42), which damages the corn crop

Fig. 42. Fig. 43.

and the potato-stalk weevil, Baridius trinotatus (figure 43), which injures the potato.

This paper has already reached such a length as to exclude further descriptions of our
weevils, species of which will from time to time be found coming into notoriety through
att-acks on our trees or plants. Even those now only to be met witli feeding on wOd
plants may some day transfer their affections to a cultivated one, as has frequently been
the case hitherto. Occasionally also new species may be brought into the country with
imported seeds and plants. The American Entomologist recently warned importers of
fruit plants from England to be on their guard against introLlucing a weevil, which has of
late years been very destructive to raspberry bushes, as it ivould, doubtless, flourish here,
there being several closely allied species already in this country.

The name of this possible visitor and dreaded foe is Otiorhynchm picipes, and in its

native land it attacks a great variety of plants and trees, such as peas, beans, turnips,
elms, lime trees, etc. The principal damage appears to be done by the full-grown weevils,
which are wingless and night feeders, hiding during the day in crevices or under bark,
stones, etc. They are " sometimes a dreadful pest in gardens, committing sad ravages on
Tines in hot-houses and on wall fruit, during the night. They likewise injure raspberry
plants in spring by eating through the flowering stems and leaves, and they nibble off the
bark and eat out the buds of apple and pear trees." The larvje live in the roots of flowers
and other plants, and are very destructive to them.
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The ravages of weevils cannot be stayed by the same measures which avail in the case

of the potato beetle and other leaf-feeding larvae. Their grubs cannot be reached by Paris

green and similar poisons ; their destruction can only be accomplished by that of the sub-

stance in which they feed concealed. Failing then to reach the grubs, it remaLos to attack

the beetles themselves, and this is often difficult of accomplishment, on account of their

secluded habits and the trouble of finding them. They are also exceedingly tough subjeeta

to kill ; their hard bodies are capable of resisting much hard usage, and, to a great ex-

tent, the action of such substances M are all-powerful in the destruction of insects endowed
with less vitality.

I have frequently kept plum weevils for hours, sometimes for a couple of days, in a

cyanide bottle, which would kill most insects in a few minutes, and although stupefied,

they would, in a short time after liberation, be as lively as ever. They are indifierent to

the most powerful and ofiensive odours, and decoctions of tobacco, soap and Ume, that

easily repel most insects, are apparently but little hurtful to them.

To show the tenacity of life in snout beetles, an English entomologist mentions a

curculio (of genus Cleonus) which, after resisting the action of laurel leaves, which are

used in collecting-bottles as poison, was twice immersed in benzine, the second time for a

whole night, and finally had to be killed with hot water. Another instance is where some
weevils Uved in and devoured coriander seed, among which were pieces of caustic stone.

One simple way to prevent the ravages of weevils is to see that all seeds are thoroughly

freed from them before planting, and likewise in setting out plants or trees to observe the

same precautions. Yet, sooner or later, they will find their way from adjacent fields, or

even distant counties, and then resort must be had to warlike measures. Some species,

such as the plum wee'4'il, may be jarred or shaken upon sheets, or frames covered with cot^

ton ; others may be taken (some by day, some by night) with sweeping or beating nets.

The best way to kill the captured ones is to put them in boiling water.

Fruits or nuts, which have fallen to the ground, should be carefully collected and
destroyed before the larvae therein have left them and entered the earth, and all substances

under which the beetles might hide should be removed.

Twigs and canes infested should be cut off and burned in the autumn, or in spring

before the beetles have emerged.

Powdered pyrethrum will be found very effectual in destroying weevils among such

seeds as peas and beans, if dusted over them, and if well sprinkled among heaps of grain

is said to thoroughly kill off the grain weevils.

But little assistance is received from birds toward exterminating wee^'ils. Many
species are concealed all day in crevices, under stones, etc., or even beneath the surface of

the ground, and only come forth when the birds have ended their labours. Others so

closely simulate bits of moss or dirt, or the colour of the bark or other part of the plant

on which they rest, as to be safe even from the sharp eyes of our feathered friends.

Nearly all are so timid that when alarmed or disturbed they fold up their antennae ajid

legs and drop to the ground, where they are almost invisible. The sti-ay weevils occasion-

ally captured by birds are not very satisfying morsels, being chiefly hard, horny shell,

while the grubs, which are soft and fat, are generally secure in their cells or burrow&

ON THE CHIEF BENEFITS DERIVED BY FARMERS AND HORTICUL-
TURISTS FROM A KNOWLEDGE OF ENTOMOLOGY.

By James Fletcher, Ottawa, Ont.

"Well! what's the use of all your bug-catching and long names to meV is a question

which in this es.sentially utilitarian age the entomologist has too often to answer farmers

and horticulturists even here in fair Canada, where the unparalleled climate presents most
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favourable conditions not only for the successful cultivation of roots, cereals, fruit and
the other varied forms of produce which constitute the wealth of the agricultural clas.ses,

but also for those gigantic armies which from time to time levy such undue tribute upon
their hard-earned savings, and where consequently it might be imagined they had been

taught a practical answer by bitter experience. But no ' such is not the case, and these

" minims of creations " individually so puny and weak, but which, united, form such irrcv

gistible forces, are to-day very little more studied by the people most concerned than they

were fifty years ago. The answer to the question is simply this, "To enable you to know
your friends from your foes." I shall endeavour to show that everything which is gen-

erally designated by that expressive word " bug " is not an enemy which must be executed

at once without a trial. It cannot but be a matter of considerable surprise to any per-

son who turns his attention to the study of Entomology to find to what an extent, com-
paratively speaking, that branch of Natural Science is neglected by scientific men, for

notwithstanding the large sums of money devoted yearly by wise governments towards

its encouragement, and the untiring eSbrts made by individual students to present it to

the masses in a popular form it must be acknowledged that as yet it is not studied nearly

as much as it deserves.

Little attention was paid to Natural History previous to the commencement of the

last century, although the writings of some of the leading philosophers of antiquity show
that it was considered of sufficient importance to receive special study. Aristotle and
Pliny the elder \\Tote of insects largely, although, it is true, somewhat erroneously at

times. They too oft^n fell into that trap which is still set in the path of modern investi-

gator, namely, allowing their imaginations to carrv' them away from the truth to build

up a pre^"iously conceived theory. There are not many of whom it can be said as of Dr.

Leidy, "the most distinguished naturalist of America," as follows:—"In the performance
of his scientific work he has confined himself to the duty of accurately describing what
he has seen. He very rarely draws inferences from his accumulated facts, and his innate

truthfulness is such as to deter him from theorizing."*

The first book published in England upon insects alone is said to have been Mouffet's

"Theatrum Insectorum," which appeared in the reign of Charles I, after having passed

through the hands of five learned doctors, all of whom did something towards its com-
pletion, and after having taken about 100 years to finish. It was owing to the efforts of

Ray and Linne, ably assisted by the their contemporaries Reaumer and DeGeer, that

Entomology was raised to its proper place among the sciences. Since their time many
learned men have fought hard to keep it there, until now " the laugh at Entomology Ls

nearly spent, and known professors of the science may meet in open conclave to exchange
observations without fear of becoming subjects for a commission de hinatico inquirendo,

and may now, net in hand, chase their game without themselves being made game of."t

This, however, was not the case in the last century, for we are told in Kirby and Spence's
" Introduction to Entomology " that an attempt was made to set aside the will of a
rational woman (Lady Glanville) on the ground of insanity, which was evinced, it was
claimed, by her fondness for collecting insects.

Foremost of all the great powers in the prosecution of scientific research is undoubt-

edly the Government of the United States. No expense or trouble is deemed too much,
but whatever advantage energy and perseverance can gain for the general good they
secure. Their official publications upon scientific matters are simply magnificent, and
the generosity with which they distribute them to institutions and societies, where they

can be freely consulted, are as proverbial as the politeness of the gentlemen entrusted with
the investigations which are thus recorded. No one ever need be at a loss for informa-

tion upon any ordinary scientific point, for on writing to the Department in Washington
which considers that matter, he will receive an answer by the return mail.

By means of the generous assistance of our own Government, our Entomological
Society of Ontario is able to put in the hands of all the agriculturists of the Province

• Popular Science Monthly, toI. ivii., p. 691.

t Episodes of Insect Life,
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information with which, at any rate it is hoped, they can fight most of the insect pests

from which we occasionally suffer, and also at the same time learn to discriminate which

among the countless hordes of the insect world may be ranked as allies.

The naturalist founds his studies upon the theory that nothing in nature is useless,

and everything that is, must have some special function to perform or it would not exist;

it is in tracing up these special adaptations to certain ends that he finds the charm which

enables him to carry on the laborious investigations which are oftentimes necessary.

As every one knows, vegetable and animal life are the two re-agents which Nature
employs to keep up the balance of creation, the one feeding upon or deriving its nutri-

ment from the other. Now, these two agents are to a certain extent acted upon and kept

in check by their own component parts. Whenever, owing to particularly favourable

circumstances, too many seeds of any one species of plant spring up in the same place,

they do not all mature, for if they did, all would be sickly from want of light and air,

and the species would gradually degenerate. Consequently, it is provided that the weaker

should be kept dowTi and choked to death to make room for their more robust com-

panions. This is similarly the case in the animal world, as for instance with insects.

When, from special circumstances, any one species is abnormally multiplied, it is sure to be

attacked and kept in check by some other kind, which itself may be a prey to another

species. Plants through all their stages from the seed to the decaying leaf, are the ori-

ginal source of support to some form of animal life ; wherever vegetable life is profuse,

there insects abound. The green plant attracts innumerable small insects ; these in their

turn attract larger carnivorous species, which are again preyed upon by birds and
reptiles, and the larger carnivorous animals follow. The flesh feeders, thus depending one

upon the other for subsistence, have a primary dependence upon vegetable life; therefore,

wherever there is the greatest variety of vegetable life there will necessarily be the

greatest variety of animals, whether quadrupeds, birds, reptiles or insects.

It is estimated that insects 'comprise no less than four-fifths of the whole animal

kingdom. While there are about .')5,000 known species of animals, excluding insects, the

number of these amounts to upwards of 200,000. It is therefore perfectly manifest that

they must perform some very important mission in the economy of nature. " It would

be easy," writes the Rev. J. G. Wood in " Insects Abroad," " to show how the very crea-

tures which are most detested by man, and do him the most direct damage, are indeed,

though indirectly, among his best benefactors. Apart from direct benefit or injury to

man, the whole of the insect tribes are working towards one purpose, namely, the gradual

development of the earth and its resources. The greater number are perpetually de-

stroying that which is effete, in order to make way for something better ; while others,

whose business seems chiefly to be the killing and eating of their fellow-insects, act as a

check to their inordinate increase, and so guard against the danger of their exceeding

their proper mission."

I will borrow from the same author two more similes demonstrative of the fact that

even amongst tho.se insects which wo consider most noxious we have some good friends.

What more annoying creature can the mind conceive than tlu- common mosquito 'i Truly

is Beelzebub ("King of the Flies") rightly named ii those are types of his subjects.

It must be remembered, however, that devouring human beings is not the normal occupation

of mosquitoes ; but the former are intruders into their domains, and consequently must

bear the consequences. Their real object is a beneficent one. In the deep dark forests

of the tropics the air would be perfectly stagnant, and an enormous development of

noisome fevers would be the consequence, if it were not for the motion cause<l by the

wings of these minute creatures which breed there in myriads, and that of various birds

and predacious insects which they attract there to feed upon them. In the larval state,

too, they live in water, and feed upon the particles of decayed matter which are too small

to be noticed by the larger aquatic animals. Were it not for the presence of these in-

sects, which swarm in vast armies in all stagnant water in warm climates, thus purifying

it as well as the atmosphere, such localities would be uninhabitable by any animals higher

than reptiles. Again, .strange as it may appear at first sight, if it were not for the

existence of the many borers and wood-eating insects we could have none of those
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lovely forests which give so much beauty to our landscapes, and are the source of so much
wealth to the country. Let us imagine that all these insects have been destroyed at one

fell swoop, and note the consequence. A giant of the forest dies, and in course of time,

during some winter storm, is blown down. Where it falls there it lies, and nothing can

grow from the space which it covers. Time rolls on and tree after tree falls, until the

whole ground is covered with the trunks and limbs of fallen trees, and what was once

a stately forest, with all its wealth of life, is now a vast wilderness where nothing can

grow. How different is the beneficent operation of Nature under the present conditions

;

Scarcely has a tree shown signs of declining vigour than the insect hosts are at work.

First of all come certain species which pick out any weak point and deposit their eggs

there. The larvie in due time hatch, and, eating into the tree, accelerate its decay. When
it dies and falls to the ground it is immediately pounced upon by the large wood-boring

beetles,which deposit their eggs upon the bark; these hatch into grubs armed with strong

jaws with which they soon bore into and through the trunk, thus rendering it permeable

to air and moisture. Smaller beetles .and other insects follow in the wake of the larger,

and bore out the softened decaying wood, .some using it as food, others as materials for

their nests. The rapidity of the work of destruction is astonishing, and, in an incredibly

short time, the giant which had taken hundreds of years to mature is reduced to mere
dust,which serves as a fertilizer of the soil, and enables it to produce fresh trees to fill up
the gap left by the one which has gone.

It is questionable whether any good results would follow from giving statistics of the

amount of damage done by insects at diflferent times, for so enormous are the figures that

«ould they even be appreciated they would not be believed by those who do not make a

study of the matter. It was estimated by ilr. B. D. Walsh, a careful observer, that in

1861 the injury caused by insects in the State of Illinois alone amounted to twenty mil-

lion dollars, and that the damage done by insects in the United States cannot be less than

three hundred million dollars annually.

It may not be out of place here to say a few words with reference to scientific

nomenclature. There appear very frequently in the different newspapers accounts of

the depredations of insects, and, that these may be concise and explicit, it is absolutely

necessary that some of the technical terms of Entomology should be used. But this is not

pleasing to all the agricultural classes, "for," say they, "how do we know what such terms

as hymenopterous, coleopterous, or dipterous, insects, which so frequently occur, meani"

True ! as a rule they do not : but if they take an interest in their own affairs, they should

make a point of finding out what they mean ; no one suffers more from these hosts than

they do, and it is ridiculous to think that they will remain inactive spectators when it is

within their power to avert or at any rate to palliat* the e^-il, by taking cognizance of

and following the instructions given in the records of the work done by entomologists.

And what does all they are asked to do amount to 1 Simply this, that they will learn the

meaning of about at the most a score, certainly not more, of classical words. Now, let us

consider what would be the result of their taking this trouble. In the first place Ento-

mologists could write short and concise accounts, intelligible to all, and, much more impor-

tant still, these accounts would not only be read and profited by, but the farmers, neces-

sarily taking an interest in what touched them so nearly, would also communicate many
of their o'wn observations which, isolated, were useless, but being brought to the notice of

one who made a methodical study of the life-histories of insects, might form a connecting

link of the utmost importance in a previously broken chain of observation, on a certain

insect. These observations, too, being properly expressed, could be relied on, and no con-

fusion could arise which would decidedly not be the case unless the proper terms were

employed. Curtis, in his " Farm Insects," expresses himself as follows :
" It is a great

mistake to suppose that scientific descriptions and correct nomenclature ought to be em-

ployed for the use of those only who are specially engaged in the study of Natural His-

tory. If insects be not thus accurately described, and their names learned carefully, the

facts noticed by practical observers are generally worthless, and may tend to mislead, by
the confusion of one species with another, and the consequent adoption of improper

remedies. It is thus that I have found, in extensive reading on these subjects, that a very
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large amount of the information given by practical agriculturists and gardeners has proved
valueless in cases where, if the particular species alluded to could only have been identi-

fied, it would have been of the greatest value in furthering subsequent investigations."

But why, it may be asked, use Latin and Greek, why not use English? Firstly, because

English is not spoken in all parts of the globe, while Latin and Greek are the universal

languages of the learned in all countries, and secondly, because the very nature of these

languages particularly adapts them for the purpose. In Natural History it is frequently

neces.sary to distinguish very different and very approximate forms, and it is of the greatest

importance that the differences perceptible to the eye should be explained by precise terms

in a concise and readily understood language, and Latin has been unanimously chosen by
scientific men. When, however, as is occasionally the case, that tongue is deficient in a

characteristic expression, the example of the early writers is followed and application is

made to the Greek, which, from the euphony of its words and the fulness of its tones, is

well adapted to the construction of permanent names of orders and genera.

C^There has been great difference of opinion among entomologists as to what orders

in the animal world the class INSECTA should include, and perhaps even more upon the

division of these orders into sub-orders. As Dr. Packard's " Guide to the Study of Insects"

is the only manual we have here, it will be well to follow the plan there presented in

drawing a short sketch of the class.

Insects are divided into three orders :

—

1. Hexapoda,

or true insects, which have six legs, and attain the perfect state, in which they generally

possess wings, through a series of stages of existence, or metamorphoses, known by the

names of the egg, the larva or caterpillar, the pupa or chry.salis, and the imago or perfect

insect. Upon examining the body of a perfect insect, it will be seen that the portions of

the body are more distinctly separated than they were during its earlier stages, and that

now the segments of the body are collected into three chief regions,—the head, the thorax,

»nd the abdomen. It is from this division of the body that the word insect is derived.

Aristotle called insects eiTo/ia, from tn-c/ivcii/ = to cut in, and the Roman writers, foUotv-ing

him, called them inserta, from iiisecare, which also means to cut in, and this name has

been adopted by all later authors.

2. Arachnida,

or spiders, which have the segments of the body grouped into two regions, and have eight

legs, but no wings ; they pass through no metamorphoses, but grow by frequent moultings

of the skin.

3. MVRIAPODA,

or centipedes, which have the body worm-like, without wings, and the segments not grouped

into regions (except in the newly hatched young), have no metamorphoses, and grow by

the development of additional rings to the body.

We will turn our attention to the first of these orders. The true insects are divided

up into seven sub-orders, according to, the structure of their wings, and the.se again are

grouped together into two scries, according to their relative rank and afl^ities. The first

and higher series have the body usually cylindrical, mouth parts more generally formed

for sucking, metamorphoses complete, larva usually cylindrical very unlike the adult

The sub-orders embraced by this series are Hymenoptera, Lepidoptera, and Diptera.
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In fig. 44, we have a representative of the Hymenoptera in the common blue digger

Fig. 44.

wasp (Chlorion c(Eruleum). Fig. 45 shows one of our butterflie.s, Papiiio iurnus, *.

Fig. 45.

familiar species, belonging to the Lepidoptera, while the Diptera are illustrated by the red-

Fig. 46.

tailed tachina fly {Exorista leucanite), fig. 46.

The second, and lower series, have, usually, the body flattened, mouth parts adapted

for biting, metamorphoses complete, larva flattened and often resembling the adult, and
comprises Coleoptera, Hemiptera, Orthoptera, and Neuroptera.
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A familiar example of the Coleoptera is given in the Cylindrical Orthosoma {Orthosoma

Fig. -17. Fig. 48.

cylindrici'.m), fig. 47, one of our most abundant longicom beetles, the Hemiptera are

Fig. 49.

represented by a large water bug [Belostoma grandis), fig. 48 ; the Orthoptera, in fig. 49, by

Fig. 50.

a common grasshopper, or locust ; and the Neuroptera liy a dragon-fly {LibelhUa triniact-

lata), fig r>0.
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The three regions into which the segments of the six-legged insects are grouped, are

known by the names of the head, the thorax and the abdomen. The head carries the

special sense organs, as the eyes, the mouth and the antennse. The eyes are wonderful

structures, and are constructed to cover a very large field of vision ; they consist, first of

all, of two large compound eyes, made up of numerous small six-sided facettes, which are

so numerous that Leeuwenhoec is said to have counted as many as 8000 in the eye of a

tiy, and Strauss SS20 in that of a cockroach ; besides these two compound eyes, there are

in many insects two or more simple eyes {ocelli) arranged across the forehead, they can

be easily seen in the common Humble Bee. There are some insects which have only ocelli

and even some with no eyes at all.

The principal organs of the mouth are six in number, two on each side of the open-

ing, one above and one below, arranged thus ', '
, the upper single organ is the upper

]xp or labruirij the lower the labium or lower lip, this lower lip has a basal joint [mentum)
supporting a more flexible part (/if/Mfa) ; the upper or inner integument of the ligula i^

usually developed into a kind of tongue, which is a distinct part (lingua) in the locusts

and dragon flies ; the superior pair of the lateral organs are the upper jaws or mandible;-,

which are generally hard and serve to tear the food, the inferior pair are the lower ja\ss

or maxillae, which are generally soft and serve to to carry the food to the gullet,

to be swallowed. To the lower jaws and under lip are attached short jointed processe.s,

called palpi or feelers. These oral organs are the same in all insects, although the struc-

ture is vastly difi'erent among those which obtain their food by mastication and those

which obtain it by suction ; by dissection and comparative anatomy however it can be
shown that they are identical, only greatly modified in form, in both of these classes. In

biting insects, as beetles, the side pieces are short, far apart, and have a horizontal motion,

and the upper lip is a flat plate closing the mouth above ; with sucking insects as mos-
quitoes, the same parts are elongated into lancet>like organs, are close together, and have
a longitudinal motion, and the lower lip at the same time is developed into a tube, which
incloses them. In Lepidoptera the three upper organs are very feebly developed, while the

maxillfe are elongated into a delicate proboscis, the identification of which with the

maxillfe is shown by the occasional presence at its base of a pair of minute palpi ; the

lower lip is soldered to the head, but is furnished with a pair of palpi, well developed and
clothed with scales, which act as a protection to the proboscis. In the flea the middle
lancet seems to represent the upper lip.

In bees the lower lip and maxilliE form together a sucking apparatus, but they are

also provided with well developed upper jaws or mandibles.

In the front part of the face of an insect are two appendages, which vary very much in

form, in the different sub-orders and genera, and even in the sexes of one species ; they are

called antennae. What the exact functions are of these important organs, is not known,
but it is probable they have more uses than one. Experiments have been made with
moths in which it was observed that if the antennsB were removed the insect seemed
unable to direct its flight. It is probable too that the olfactory nerve is situated in the

antennae. The different forms which the antennfe take have been made use of by ento-

mologists in classifying insects.

The next division of the body of an insect is the thorax. This is the solid portion

which bears the organs of locomotion, and comprises the three segments which follow

the head. The first one is called the pro-thorax and bears the first pair of legs, the next
or middle segment is called the mesothorax and supports the second pair of legs and the

anterior pair of wings, the third segment is called the meta-thorax, and to it are attached

the third pair of legs and the hind wings. The wings are objects of great beauty and
strength, and consists as a rule of a double membranaceous plate, traversed by more or

less bony veins.

The last division of an insect's body is the abdomen, which consists of a series of

segments attached by membranes. Each of these segments is formed of two arcs or

semi-segments, one above and the other below. The abdomen is the seat of the organs
of reproduction and alimentation. The senses of insects are dependent upon the nervous
system, which consists of a series of nervous masses or ganglia, joined together by two
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nervous threads, the whole constituting a nervous chain, from which nerves ramify to
the different organs, enduing them with the various senses they possess ; from the first,

ganglin the nerves of the eyes and antennae are fed, and from the second the mouth.
Hearing and smell are certainly possessed by insects ; but by what organ they are appre-

ciated is not ascertained. Taste the seat of which is the mouth, sight in the eyes, and
touch probably in the antennae, the palpi, and in the tarsi of the feet.

The circulatory system is well represented in insects. The blood is generally colour-

less, but occasionally of a greenish or reddish hue. The heart, which comprises a series of

large reservoirs in the form of a long tube plainly discernible through the transparent

skins of caterpillars, lies above the alimentary canal on the upper surface of the body.

In.sects do not breathe, like large animals, through their mouths ; but by means of

breathing-holes in their sides, which connect with two great air canals (tracheae) which
run along the sides of the body, and from which smaller tubes convey the air in very

.small volumes to different parts of the body, and so oxygenate the vital fluid in its pas-

sage. In the Arachnida this tracheal system is considerably modified, respiration being

effected among some spiders by ordinary ramified tube-tracheae, and among others in cer-

tain sacs or cavities in the abdomen which have been called pulmo-branchia; from an idea

that they partook both of the nature of the lungs of the higher animals and the branchi«
or gills of fishes ; as, however, the blood does not penetrate these sacs but is merely oxy-

genated in its passage by and round them, while it is being re-collected after use and pre-

vious to being sent back to the dorsal vessel or heart, these cavities are now believed to be

tracheae localized within a peculiarly furnished sac. Tube-tracheae when examined with the

microscope are wonderfully beautiful. Traversing as the}' do the whole bodies of insects,

many of which are soft-bodied, they must necessarily be very flexible, and it might be

supposed that the rapid movements of the insect might sometimes cause them to collapse,

in which case the circulation of the air would be stopped. Upon examination we find

that there is a beautiful and simple contrivance which renders this impossible. Tlie tubes

consist of a double integument between which runs a hair-like spirally-twisted fibre, just

like the coil of wire which is sometimes put inside india-rubber speaking tubes ; this adds

considerably to the elasticity of the air vessels, and when these collapse through the move-

ments of the insect, it prevents the opposite sides from adhering, and causes them to

resume their tubular form as soon as the pressure is removed. There are generally nine

pairs of breathing pores or openings through which the air is admitted into the trachea.

These openings are so constructed that it is impossible for dust to enter the tracheae. At
the outside orifice is a corneous plate, and inside that is a hollow chamber, and then at

the other side of that is another valve. In perfect insects nearly all the air enters through

the thoracic spiracles.

" When an insect is preparing itself for flight, the act of respiration resembles that

of birds under similar circumstances. At the moment of elevating its elytra and expand-

ing its wings, which are indeed acts of respiration, the anterior pairs of .spiracles are

opened, and the air rushing into them is extended over the whole body, which by the

expansion of the air-bags is enlarged in bulk, and rendered of less specific gravity ; so that

when the spiracles are closed at the instant the insect endeavours to make the first stroke

with, and raise itself upon its wings, it is enabled to rise in the air, and sustain a long

and powerful flight with but little muscular exertion." In the pupal and larval state respir-

ation is performed almost equally by all the spiracles ; but in the imago almost all the air

enters by those in and near the thorax, so that generally a pinch under the thorax will

kill most soft-bodied insects by suffocating them.

Of the seven sub-orders into which true insects are di^-ided, the one to which the first

place is accorded is called Hymenoptera or membrane-winged insects. The members of

this sub-order are easily recognized by the structure of the wings which are four in num-
ber (see fig. 45), membranous and without either scales or hairs ; the second pair is always

smaller than the first and the wings have not so many vein.s. On their anterior margin

they have a row of stiff booklets by which they are securely fastened to the front wings

when in use. The veins in the wings are of great use in determining the genera ; there

are, however, some which are wingless ; but may be easily recognized as belonging to thi&

sub-order from their transformations and general structure.
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The transformations of this sub-order are the most complete of all insects ; the larvte

in general form being more unlike, while the pupae are more like, the perfect insect than

in any other. The natural history of the Hymenoptera is full of interesting and instruc-

tive facts and furnishes examples of wonderful instinct and exquisite adaptation. Most

of these will be observed in the care they take in providing for their young, and in laying

up stores of food for winter use. It is owing to these highly developed instincts, added

to the important part they play in the fertilization of many plants, in some cases being

actually necessai-y, that Dr. Packard has placed them first in his system.

By far the larger proportion of these insects are beneficial, and feed either in the

larval or perfect state upon other insects. Of beneficial insects mention must first of all

be made though of the Honey Bee, concerning which alone whole volumes have been written,

and afterwards of the diflferent wasps and allied genera which feed upon and store up for

the sustenance of their grubs enormous numbers of caterpillars and other insects, as well

as acting as scavengers. Among the social bees, wasps and ants, there are found not only

males and females but also other kinds of individuals which are necessary for the success-

ful propagation of the species ; these are called neuters and sometimes labourers or nurses ;

they are however essentially females, having the female organs but in an imperfectly devel-

oped and passive state, their sting being only an accessory part, which is changed into a spe-

cial weapon of defence, and is the homologue of the ovipositor in fertile female insects. The
worker bee, besides collecting the honey and pollen which is to serve as food for the off-

spring of the queen, has to carry the eggs from the queen to their proper cells and feed the

larvae when they are hatched ; they are therefore indispensable for the propagation of the

race.

I class wasps among beneficial insects, because the sting for which they are dreaded

is never used against man, except as an instrument of defence, while its proper use is the

destruction of his enemies, the caterpillars of numerous noxious species of insects.

Although some members of the wasp family do fill their cells at certain periods with

honey, the food of the greater part, undoubtedly, consists of animal matter, chiefly other

insects, which they either seize with their mandibles, or when it is to be stored away for

the use of the larvae, they sting to death. The poison introduced by the sting owes its

rirulence to the presence of a peculiar acid known as formic acid. This acid is said to be

chemically very similar to chloroform, and its action upon insects stung to death is very

peculiar. It does not kill them out-right, but paralyzes them, so that they live for many
days,and in some cases larvae have been known to turn into pup<e after having been stung,

but have not had sufficient strength to complete their final change into imagines. The
use of this antiseptic property of the poison is easily seen. The mother wasp, having

prepared the nest for her young, fills it with insects which she stings to death ; she then lays

an egg and closes up the nest. Upon the grub hatching it has a larder well supplied with

provisions which will keep fresh as long as required for it to complete its transformations.

The Ants do not demand much of our attention in this country as either injurious or

beneficial insects, although there are a few species which are occasionally troublesome and

destructive to posts and fences. The almost human aspects of ant-life, however, as ex-

hibited by different species, provide a favourite study for the entomologist, and an in-

Testigation of them could not fail to fill even the least curious with wonder and amaze-

ment. Their dwellings are constructed on the most scientific architectural patterns

;

some species have their cows (aphides) which they tend with the utmost care. There are

some again which make expeditions against less powerful ants, and carry them o3 to serve

them as domestic servants, upon which they are entirely dependent, and without which

they are almost helpless. Others, notably the celebrated Agricultural Ants of Texas, cul-

tivate the ground, reap the harvest, and store up the grain. It is evidently to a species

belonging to this class that Solomon refers when he says :
" Go to the ant thou sluggard,

consider her ways, which . . . gathers her food in the harvest." There are at least seven

species of ant in Palestine which harvest the seed of grasses. In E-ngland Curtis men-

tions one which sometimes carries off sufficient seed from turnip fields for it to be termed

an " in.sect pest." Perhaps the most astonishing analogy to human customs is found in a

description given at page 217 of the 5th vol. of the Journal of the Linnaean Society, of

some ants in New South Wales which bury their dead with funeral honours, and punish
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with death those not joining in the ceremony, and then as a further mark of degradation

bury them in a ditierent place, all together in one hole.

Of all the Hymenoptera beneficial to the farmer, none bear comparison with the

several species of parasitic ichneumon flies, which lay their eggs in the bodies of other

insects, in which the grubs live, and from the

juices of whose bodies they derive their nour-

ishment ; it is curious, too, that these unbidden
guests avoid most carefully all the vital parta

of their hosts, and frequently the larva^, with

their strange inhabitants, change into pupse

before the parasites are evolved. These flies

are, as a rule, very characteristic in appearance,

and thus easily recognized. Fig. 5 1 represents

one of these parasites {Macroceptms delicatua),

with its long delicate sting, which attacks the

codling moth. For the most part they bear a

very long ovipositor, \\'ith which they insert

their eggs into the bodies of the insects which

are to form their nursery. The abdomen of

this family presents an almost endless variety

of forms, which are adapted to the requirements

of its chief use, viz. : the support of the organs

of reproduction. In Pelecinus polycerator, the

scorpion fly, the abdomen of the female is long'

and slender, while that of the male is short and

club-shaped. In Rhyssa Innafor, the hand-

somest of all our ichneumons, the ovipositor of

the female produced to the extraordinary length

of between three and four inches. It may
frequently be found dead upon trees, securely

fastened there by this organ, which it has been

nnable to withdraw after having deposited an egg in the body of some larva lying hidden

beneath the bark. The genus Ichneumon proper is one of very great extent and use-

fulnes.s. Two of its species are very common, and have been found to be the chief

checks upon the multiplication of the dreaded Army Worm (Lencania unipuncta). Figs.

62/and 53 show the Army Worm in both the larval and perfect conditions. These two

Fig. 51.

Fig. 52. FiK. 53.

beneficial insects are /. auiuralis and /. paratus. It is probably safe to say that there is

no insect which is safe from the attacks of the ichneumons, and this statement also holds

good even with regard to themselves.

To the genus apAfrfi«s belong several minute species which destroy the different kinds

of plant lice.

There are even some which are parasitic upon the eggs of other insects, and which are

so small that a magnifying glass is required to distinguish their forms.

Among the Chalcididse are some exceedingly interesting insects. All are of small

size and usually of shiny colours. The small species of parasitical Hymenoptera are par-

ticularly useful to man as checking many of the injurious species of Diptera, which from
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their smallness have so far baffled all eflforts to counteract them, and the Chalcididaj have

received a high place in the estimation of all from the discovery that they prey upon som<i

of those species which have appeared in such numbers as sometimes to threaten the total

destruction of certain crops throughout whole districts, as for instance the various species

of Cecidomya, a genus which includes many of the most dreaded pests as the Hessian fly,

the wheat midge, the clover leaf and clover seed midges, and also many gall-forming species.

And now we come to some injurious kinds of Hymenoptera— first of all the gall flies

which are closely allied to the chalcids ; but are plant parasites. When the egg is laid in

the leaf or green bark of a plant an abnormal growth of the vegetable cells is brought

about which forms large tumors ; upon the substance of these the larvaj feed. "These insects

are examples of the uses that lie hidden in nature. ^Many thousand years had the gall

flies been making their wonderful cells before any one discovered that the galls which

disfigured the oak could be of any service to man. Yet within the gall lay the principal

element of the ink which has had as important a part to play in civilization as the

press itself, the latter depending almost whoUy on the former. Scarcely larger than

average sized hazel-nuts, the galls absolutely crowd the branches of an oak which grows
plentifully in the Levant, and so it is to these insignificant insects that we owe one of the

most absolute necessities of modern existence."*

The saw-flies seem to be a sort of intermediate link between the Hymenoptera and
Lepidoptera ; while the perfect flies are certainly Hymenopterous the larv<e closely re-

semble the caterpillars of Lepidoptera, thev may,

however, be easily known by the number of their

legs which is twenty two, while true caterpillars

have only sixteen,and also by a habit of curling up the

hind part of the body when at rest ; when full

grown they spin a hard silken coccoon. The saw,

or ovipositor, is a beautiful and complicated appar-

atus ; with it the female makes incisions in different

parts of leaves and deposits an egg in each slit.

Some, however, as the common gooseberry fly (iVe»i-

alus ventricosus) lay their eggs on the under side of 1

the leaf (as shown in fig. 54), not inserted in the

substance of it at all.

These insects are exceedingly troublesome, and
have to be constantly watched and treated to " helle-

bore " or they will entirely denude the gooseberry

and currant bushes just at the time tlie fruit is

forming, when the leaves are most wanted. I am
happy to say, however, that I have noticed this year considerable ravages among these larvse

and those of the common white butterfly, made by some fungous disease.

Another too well known saw-fly larva is the pear-tree slug (Selandria cerasi), which is

sometimes very destructive.

There is also belonging to this sub-order a clumsy bow-legged purple and yellow fly,

with clubbed anteunae called Cinibex Americana, the large handsome larva of which

may frequently be found feeding on birch and elm trees ; it is white, with a delicate green-

ish-yellow tint, and has a black line down its back and a spot of the same colour at each

spiracle.

The last family is the Uroceridfe or horn-tails, so called from a long horn upon the

abdomen of the males, the object of which is probably protective in adding to the already

formidable appearance of these insects. In colour and movements as well as somewhat in

form, they much resemble wasps. This family was fully described by Mr. Harrington in

the Canadian Entomologist for May of this year.

Fig. 54.

J. Fletcher, Ottawa.

• Wood's "Insects Abroad."
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A CHAPTER ON MITES.

By Wm. Saunders, London, Ontario.

These tiny creatures, of which there are very many species, although not usually

regarded as true insects, are closely allied to them, and have been classed with them by
many authors. They have been included in the order Aptera, or wingless insects, which

also embraces spiders, lice, etc. Small and apparently insigniticant as these mites are,

some species are grievous pests, others invade articles of food, while some others are para-

sitic on larger insects, and often cause their death. So little is generally known in refer-

ence to the habits and life-history of these minute creatures, excepting to those few

naturalists who have paid especial attention to this subject, that it is hoped that a brief

sketch of the most notable of the species will prove an acceptable and interesting chapter

to most of our readers, and, at the same time, convey some useful information. A consider-

able portion of the material we shall present has been gleaned from the excellent work on

Aptera, by the late Andrew Murray, F.L.S., the first of a series of works on Economic
Entomology designed to serve as hand-books to the South Kensington Museum ; a scries

which he had undertaken, but which his life proved too short to permit him to complete.

The accompanying figures have also been chiefly obtained from the above work. Thes*

have been engraved by Mr. P. J. Edmunds, of London, Ont., and are faithful representa-

tions of the original cuts.

Mites vary very much in form, size and habits, but in their structure they have

always some points of resemblance to each other. While nearly related to the spiders,

mites never have the abdomen pedunculated, that is, joined to the body by a narrow point

of attachment, as is the case with spiders, but it is always in one piece, and united to th«

last of the segments which bear the legs without any marked depression between them.

When mature, as a rule, they all have eight legs ; in some instances the hind pair is only

partially developed, but traces of them can almost always be discovered. In their earlier

immature stages mites have only six legs.

The known species are very numerous, and are divided into eight different families.

1. TROMBIDIIN.E, containing

1. Tetranycui, spinning mites.

2. Trombidiid*, harvest mites

2. BdelliDjE, snouted harvest mites.

3. Hydrachnid*, water mites.

4. Gamasid*, insect mite-parasites.

6. IxODiD^, ticks.

6. Halacarid^, marine mites.

7. Oribatid*, beetle mites.

8. Acarid£, including

1. Hypoderid>e, subcutaneous mites

2. HYPOPID.E, ichneumon mites.

3. Tyroolyphid.«, cheese mites.

4. SARCOPTiDyG, itch and louse mites.

6. Phytoptid.«, gall mites.
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In the first section of the

Troubidiin£

we find the genus Tetranychus, to which the "red spider" {Tetranychus telarius) belongs.

This is a serious pest to gardeners, and one which all those

who have to do with plants under glass are more or less

fumiliar with. Fig. 55 represents the male of this species,

very much enlarged, the mite itself being scarcely visible to

the unaided eye. (The small dot within the circle at the

side of the figure indicates the natural size.) The characteristics

of this genus of mites seem to show a special affinity with the

spiders, in their habit of spinning webs, for which purpose the

claws of their feet are specially adapted. The mouth has a

barbed sucking apparatus, by which the sap is sucked from

the minute vessels in the leaves of the plants they attack.

These mites vary very considerably in colour, influenced much
in this respect by the food they devour ; some are greenish

and marked with brown specks on the sides, others are rust-

i-oloured, or reddish, or even brick-red, the latter being the

colour with which horticulturists are most familiar. It is

probable that most of the individuals acquire more or less of

a reddish hue, when fully mature.

This mite spins a web on the under side of the leaves, of the finest and most delicate

texture, the threads being so slender, that one fails to see them, even with the help of a

magnifying glass, until after they are woven into a web or net-work. The threads are

secreted from a conical protuberance situated underneath and near the extremity of the

abdomen, and they are drawn out and guided by the motions of the insect, and by the

action of the minute claws of the feet. In constructing the web the feet, are moved
ciuickly, and the threads are attached to the hairs and other prominences of the leaf, and

under this shelter will be found a colony, consisting of many mature individuals of both

sexes, and young mites of all ages, which feed and multiply rapidly. By the aid of their

jaws, which are not unlike the beak of a bird, they tear away the surface of the leaf, and

then plunge their beaked suckers into the wound and suck the juice.

The eggs of this mite are nearly round, colourless, and large in proportion to the size

(if the imsect. The larva is a minute transparent object, not unlike its parent, but it has

only six legs and creeps slowly. The leaves of the plants attacked soon indicate the pre-

.sence of this invader by their sickly hue, the sap being sucked by myriads of tiny mouths
the leaves are deprived of their natural nourishment, and soon assume a yellowish cast,

\nth patches of a grayish or lighter shade, the under surface becomes whitish, and if the

the mite is allowed to pui-sue its course unchecked, the gardener soon finds his cherished

flowers and shrubs much injured or destroyed.

This insect is said to pass the winter under stones, concealing themselves there when
the leaves they have fed on have fallen.

The remedies used for such enemies as the red spider are various preparations of

sulphur and soap, used separately or together, mixed with water, and applied to the plants

with a syringe. Sulphur in any form seems useful ;
laying it in the form of powder upon the

pipes in the greenhouse has been recommended. Plain soap and water is said to be

effectual, indeed water alone freely used is regarded by some as sufficient ; it is wellknown

that the insect thrives best in a dry atmosphere. In applying these liquids, to insure

success it is necessary that it be used so as to wet the under side of the leaves, if applied

to the upper surface only, the mites may remain attached to the lower side with perfect

security during the entire operation. The gardener is aided in his war against this pest

by other mites and insects which prey upon them. The larvae of the lace-wing flies,

and other friendly insects, are said to devour large numbers of them.

There are a number of other species belonging to the genus Tetranychus which injure

iplants and trees. The cucumber, the rose, the cyclamen, the vine, have each a difierent
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Fig. 56.

mite which devotes special attention to them ; another species is found only on various

members of the family of Cacti ; while there are still other species which affect other

plants, shrubs and trees. Since the habits of all these are similar the remedies recommend-

ed for the red spider, \rill probably prove equally efficacious in these instances.

The I£.\rvest Bug {Tetranychus aulumnalis),

is of a brick red colour, and so small as to be scarcely visible to the naked eye. Figure

56 represents it in the larval or six-footed form, highly magnified. This insect has

peculiarities in habit which distinguish it from those already men-

fZ ^^j tioned. Though bred upon plants, such as beans and other vege-

^^.-XiS'^:^ 1^ tables, also on currant, raspberry, and gooseberry bushes, yet

when opportunity presents, they will desert these and fasten on

animals, manifesting a particular fondness for the human race,

especially women and children. The mites fasten upon the skin.

particularly where anj- part of the dress fits closely, and there

adhere by their claw.s so firmly that they can scarcely be detached

without violence. Where one of these mites fixes itself a

swelling occurs about the size of a pea, sometimes much larger,

accompanied with severe itching, the severity of the swelling and itching varj'ing in

different individuals. In the chalky districts of Hampshire, England, these pests are

especially abundant, also in some parts of Scotland and France ; they do not confine

their attacks to mankind, but are troublesome also to horses, cattle, sheep, dogs, cats

and rabbits. It is in the larval or six-footed form in which this species is most frequently

met with, the perfect eight-footed insect being seldom seen.

Kirbv and Spence mention a similar insect which occurs in Brazil in great numbers.

They insinuate themselves into the skin, and occasion intolerable itching, followed by

larger swellinfs which subside in a day or two. Another species with similar habits

occurs in Mexico.
Trombidium Irritaxs,

commonl} known as the harvest mite, or "jigger," (fig. 57) is met with in the Missis-

sippi valley whore it is very troublesome, and produces much irritation in the skin

wherever it attaches itself, ilany species of harvest mites

also feed on the leaves of plants, but they do not spin webs.

They are also found in damp moss or on moist earth or

stones, and vary in size from a pin's point to a pin's head.

Those belonging to the genus Trombidiuvi are parasitic in

their habits.

Trombidium Parasiticum

is a minute blood-red mite which attacks the house-fly.

Prof. Riley , in his Seventh Annual Report states that in some

seasons in the west scarcely a fly can be caught that is not

infested with a number of these blood-red mites clinging tenaciously around the base of

the wings. The accompanying figure (.58) represents this mite in its immature state.

Tro.mbidiu,m Holosericeum.
I

I

This speces is found in Europe attacking the long-legged harvest
(

spider, adhering generally behind the haunches. It is of an orange scarlet

colour.

Trombidium Bulbipes
Fig. 68

ifi a mite described by Dr.Packardin his Third Report on Injurious and Beneficial Insects
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in Massachusetts. He found it on rose bushes in his garden where it was busily engaged
devouring plant lice. It is of a scarlet red colour.

The Grasshopper Parasite (Trombidium gryllarium).

As in other classes of insects, mites furnish us with friends as well as enemies.
In this instance we tintl an ally who carries on war against the grasshoppers. Harris
in his " Insects Injurious to Vegetation," page 191, draws attention to the fact

that locusts in the Eastern States " are much infested by little red mites ; these so
much weaken the insects by sucking the juices from their bodies, as to hasten their
death. Ten or a dozen of these mites will frequently be found pertinaciously adherino-

to the body of a locust, beneath its wing-covers and wings. A mite similar if not iden-
tical has been found at work among the swarms of locusts which inhabit

the Western States. It is described by Dr. Le Baron in his first Report
on the Insects of Illinois, in 1872. Figure 59 represents it in the larval

condition. They are red. about one-thirtieth of an inch in length, and are

found chiefly on the under side of the basal half of the under wings where
they adhere so firmly that it is diflicult to scrape them off with a pen-knife.

The mite so attached soon swells so much that its six small legs,quite visible

at first, become almost invisible, lost in the swollen body. These little

mites help jiiuch to reduce the numbers of the destructive locusts ; they
suck the bodies of their victims until they become exhausted and die.

Trombidium Sericeum.

This species (^fig. 60) in also red. It has been found devouring the eggs of the de-

atructive locusts in Iowa and Minnesota, creeping into the holes in which tlie eggs have
been deposited and devouring their contents.

During the winter of 1878 an undetermined species of Troinhidium
was observed by me devouring the eggs of the moth of the forest tent

caterpillar. On examining some egg clusters one evening under the

microscope it was observed that at some points the glutinous coating

which covers the clusters was imperfect, that a piece here and there had
disappeared leaving the eggs bare, and in some cases some of the ex-

posed eggs were empty. On cutting into the clusters they were found
- to be colonized by mites. The outside gummy matter is of a suthciently

porous texture to atlbrd shelter to these little friends,who had evidently

wla

eaten into the eggs and devoured the young larvie, and had also con-

w
Fig. 60.

sumed the missing portions of the gummy covering. In the range of a single section

of an egg-mass some eggs would be found uninjured, while from others there would pro-

ceed several (in some instances as many as five) active little mites, who, when thus dis-

turbed, would run in and out of their dwelling places, at the same time keeping up a
peculiar drumming motion with their tiny antennse. Besides the smaller, younger speci-

mens, four or tive of which could find ample room and to spare within a single egg shell,

there were other larger specimens apparently of the same species, but more mature.
These were of a pale red colour, with bright, red eyes, more sluggish in their movements,
and one such specimen would nearly fill an egg. On the outside, clusters of pale red eggs

were found, supposed to be the eggs of these mites.

On almost every egg-mass examined some of these mites were found, and if they
are thus generally distributed over the whole area inhabited by these moths they mu.st

prove a very efficient check to the undue multiplication of the species. There are mites
also which prey upon the eggs of the oyster-shell bark louse, and on those of the canker
worm.

Among other families of mites may be mentioned the

Snouted Mites (Bdellidce),

the fresh water mites, most of whom live on water insects, there are also some species of
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mites found in salt water. Besides these there are the Gamasids, many of which are para-

sitic on insects, while some are troublesome to birds and other animals, Guinasus coleoji-

tratorum and G. nmrginalis are found on various beetles. Uropeda vegetans also attacks

beetles. When a beetle is infested with this mite, it seems as if covered by a large

number of small fawn-coloured shining convex scales, attached to various parts of the-

underside of the body, and on the parts infested, covering the body so completely that

none of it can be seen. They are not easily detached, and when forciblj' removed they do
not fall off but hang by a fine thread, e.Kudec^ from their bodies, which is attached to the

beetle. Tiiere is also the forage mite, which is found in Europe, in great numbers
amongst old hay, and which when shaken down from the rack, on the heads and necks of

the animals fueding on it, occasions them much annoyance.

Dermanyssus avium

is the so-called tick, that infests domestic poultry, canaries and other cage birds. Fig. 61

gives a good idea of this creature, which is not much larger

than a cheese mite. It lives especially in poultry houses,

and on their inhabitants, and from these the mites sometimes
migrate to the persons who have charge of them, and occa-

i y^^^^ftHI BB,J^^feN 'i' sioii them considerable annoyance. These mites also infest

the cages of singing birds, and harbour about the cre\ices-

in the cage, and about tlu; perch, from which they sally

during the night, and burrow among the feathers of the

sleeping birds and suck their blood. Other species belong-

ing to this genus and allied genera feed on swallows,

pigeons, doves and other birds, also on bats, indeed on this
'' subject, did space permit, we might enlarge almost indefi-

nitely, since there are species infesting almost every species of bird, beast and reptile in

existence, as well as many insects, and on a variety of vegetable substances, especially

mosses and fungi. One species has been found in the abdominal cavity of a dead Ilea,

thus :

"The little fleas, tliat do so tease,

Have smallei" fleas that bite 'em,

And these a'^ain have lesser fleas,

And so ad infinitum.'*

In the genus

TvKOnLvriius

are included several interesting and well known species. I'l/roglyphiis enloiiwphagiis {ncdB

on animal substances, l)eing very partial to the dried insects, in the collections of the

entomologist. In fig. 62 we have Ti/nxjli/pns mycophagus, a closely allied species, highly

magnified; they are both very miiiute,yet easily seen

with the naked eye. When once T. entomoj>h'jgu»

gains accesstoacollection its presence is soon evidenced,
\--^-"---j^

( yf'^^^~^^^^ l^y tlie dust which gathers on the bottom of the

drawers, under or about the insects on whicli they are

feeding. If allowed to proceed unmolested, they

p; g2 soon so far devour tlie bodies of the specimens so

attacked, as to reduce them to a mere shell, which
|

frequently falls to pieces in the handling. Tliey are especially destructive to moths and

butterflies. As soon as any appearance of dust occurs under any of the preserved insects

in a case, such specimens should be at once attended to, and treated with a liberal appli-

cation of Benzine, which will kill the mites without injuring the subjects infested. Insects

which have not been thoroughly dried before being placed in the cabinet, are most liable

to attacks, especially such as have been bred. Exposure to dampness also favours the
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increase of mites, especially if associated with mouldiness ; indeed mould and mites most
frequently go together.

The Commom C'heese Mite {Tijroglyplms siro).

This tiny creature, scarcely visible to the unaided eye, is soft, smooth and fleshy, with

a whitish body, and feet furnished with suckers and claws. Fig. 63, which represents one

of these mites highly magnified, will convey a better idea of its

general aspect than any verbal description we can give. It lives in

almost every kind of cheese when a little decayed, and particularly

in the harder portions. When in a warm atmosphere they are

active, constantly gnawing at the cheese and reducing it to powder.

This powder is compo.sed of little greyish balls of excrementitious

matter, eggs, both empty and unhiitched, larvse, pupa?, and perfect

mites, with cast skins and fragments of cheese; Exposed to a low
tempei-ature, the individuals soon gather into groups or heaps in

hollow places in the cheese, and there remain in a state of torpidity

until awakened again by warmth. This mite is also found in flour.

It multiplies very rapidly either in chee-se or flour. A few
specimens transferred from a mitey cheese to an old clieese not mitey,

will soon colonize it thoroughly. They are probably harmless, since Fig. 03.

there are no records of any disease occasioned by them, although they are daily eaten in

numbers too great to be estimated, and so carelessly, tliat hundreds of living individuals

must escape the grinding of the molars and be swallowed alive.

The Scarcer Cheese Mits {Tyroglypus longior).

This species is found associated with the common cheese mite, but seldom in any great

abundance, rarely in larger proportion than fifteen or twenty, and sometimes not more
than one, to a hundred. It is very easily distinguished from the common cheese mite, by
its larger size, greater length of body, and longer hairs, while very similar in its haljits it

is much quicker in its movements. This species also attacks the dried Spanish flies or

cautharides kept by druggists, and used for blistering purposes. A French naturalist, M.
M. Fumouse, has studied the life-history of this mite, by placing some of them with a
sufficient supply of food between two plates of glass. The females laid oval eggs in great

abundance, which hatched in from ten to fifteen days, the young mites being at first a&

usual six-footed. During tlieir growth, and after casting their skins once or twice, they

acquire an additional pair of legs, making eight in all, and soon reach maturity.

This species some fifty years ago acquired much notoriety on account of its having
been stated that it could be produced by electricity. At that time the idea obtained in

the minds of some that electricity was the source of many of the phenomena of life. Two
experimenters, Messrs. Cross and Weekes, of England, endeavoured to ascertain whether
organic beings could not be produced by electricity. For this purpose pumice stone kept

moist by a dilute solution of silicate of potash and muriatic acid was subjected to a con-

stant stream of electricity, and after a time some of these mites were found wandering
about the apparatus, and the conclusion was at once arrived at that they had been pro-

duced through the agency of electricity. A specimen was sent to a French naturalist

who had made a special study of mites, who found it to be a female of this species with
its body distended with eggs, which, as he drily remarked, seemed rather an unnecessary

complication in a new creation.

Tyroglyphus Malus

(fig. 64), is a iSTorth American mite, which is a friend to the fruit grower since it destroys
the eggs of the oyster-shell bark louse, so iniurious to the twigs of the apple tree.
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Passing by the sugar mites which are found in such abundance in the commoner
grades of brow-n sugar, we come to the family Sarcoptidae, which includes a class of mites

\

I

Fig. 65.Fig. 64.

which infest animals and burrowing under their skin cause irritation and swellings,

most notable and familiar example in this class is the

The

Itch Mite fSarcoptes scabiei).

Figure 6.5 represents a male of this species higlily magnified : naturally they are so small

as to be distinguished with difficulty by the unaided eye. This tiny, bristly creature lives

under the human skin in little tunnels eaten away by itself. In tig. 66 we have one of

Fig. 66.

these minute channels represented with the female mite at one end. As she works her way
under the skin she lays her eggs behind her as shown in the figure, which hatch in froni

four to si.v days. It is .said that one mite will la}- as many as fifty eggs. The young
mites have but six legs, and during their growth change their skin four times, at the final

moult acquiring an additional pair of legs, or eight in all. When one of the vesicles

caused by this insect is minutely examined a tiny spot will be found upon some part of

its surface, this is the point where the mite has entered, and from it a faint line or streak

may be traced, usually more or less curved, which is the burrow which the creature has

made, and in which it lives. The burrow varies in length, and is sometimes as much as

five or six inches long, and at the end, under a slight elevation of the skin, the little pe.st

lies concealed, and if the skin there be gentl}- rai.sed with the point of a needle the mite

may be easily extracted, as the little creature clings with its sucker-like feet to any object

with which it may come in contact.

The unpleasant disease referred to is of course occasioned by this mite, and is trans-

ferred by those infected to others, sometimes by actual contact, but more frec|uently by

occupying beds with an infected person, or after them. This is readily accounted for from

the habits of the mite, which during the day hides under the skin, but is active and leaves

its hiding place at night. This pest was formerly much more common than it is now, the

more general and free use of soap and water has done much to render it scarce ; still, some-

times, when bodies of men are crowded together, with little opportunity to attend to per-

sonal cleanliness, it appears and spreads rapidly.
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ANTS.

By the Rev. C. J. S. Bethum; .V.A., Fort Hope, Out.

No family of insects is more widely distributed and more generally familiar to man-
kind than that of the ant, while its habits of industry and activity have been proverbial

amongst all nations since the days of Solomon. Some account of its natural history and
cm-ious habits cannot fail, we think, to be of interest to the readers of these Keports.*

1.

—

Introductory.

The insects included under the common name of ant belong to two very different

orders, which present strongly marked characteristics both in structure and in habits. Our
common ants in this conntry are all members of the same order oiinsects fHi/)iie)ioptera)

as bees, wasps and saw-flies, and possess many of the familiar peculiarities of the first

mentioned. In tropical countries there is another family of ants, known by the name of

Termites or white ants, and equally interesting to the lover of natural history ; these

belong to the order JVeuroptera, which includes dragon-flies, May-flies, caddis-flies and

other well-known insects. Of these we shall not at present treat, though as the white

ants have become troublesome as far north as Boston, and may possibly be found in

Canada, we shall probably give some account of them on a future occasion.

The insects of the order Hymenoptera are distinguished by the possession in their

perfect state of four membranous wings, though occasionally the wings are wanting, as in

the case of certain members of the ant community. The mouth is furnished with organs

for mastication and suction ; the abdomen in the female is provided with an ovipositor

or a sting ; the eyes are generally large and prominent, occupying in some cases the greater

portion of the head. The Hymenopterous insects also undergo a " complete metamor-

phosis •'—that is, they go through four distinct changes, first the egg, secondly the grub or

larva, tliird the quiescent pupa or chrysalis state, and lastly the perfect imago or winged

insect. They are remarkable among insects, and indeed amongst all the lower tribes of

animals, for the wonderful development amongst many families of social instincts of a high

order, living as they do in large communities regulated by definite laws, each member of

the society apparently subordinating his individuality to the welfare of the general com-

munity, and therefore performing certain definite duties of a public character.

2.

—

Stki:cture.

The common ants to which we are now referring belong to the family Fonniculw ;

they are distinguished by their habit of residing in more or less numerous societies either

under ground or in decayed timber, whence arises the necessity for a greater number of

individuals having their sexual organs abortive, so as to be able to devote themselves

without interruption to the labours of the community ; for this purpose also they are

destitute of wings. The males and females, possessing wings, are naturally much less

numerous, being only required for the propagation and continuance of their species. There

are thus three grades of inmates in each society, termed respectively, males, females and

neuters.

The males have a small body, with long and slender legs and antenna?, and are fur-

nished ^s-ith wings which they retain fluring life. The females are much larger, with shorter

and thicker legs and antennse ; they are also furnished with wings, but cast off these

* In the compilation of this paper, free use has been made of the foUowing works :—The article " Ant "

in the Encydop(vdM Britannica, 9th edition, vol. ii ; Packard's Guide to the Study of Insects; Kirby and
Spence's Entoimilogy ; Westwood's Introduction to the Modern Classification of Insects ; Moggridge's Harvest-

ing Ants and Trap-door Spiders ; Miss Mary Treat's Chapters on Ants ; etc., to which the reailer is referred

who desires fuller information.
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organs after Uie process of pairing is over, and they are about to lay their eggs. The
workers or neuters are somewhat smaller than the males, with antennae resembling those

Fig. 0", Female Wood Ant [Formica ruja.

)

Fig. 68, A Neuter Leaf-cutting Ant [Eciton drepanophora.

)

of the females, being thickened to the tips, and elbowed ; they are always destitute of

wings. They often consist of two forms : one with a large cubical head, or worker major,

sometimes called a soldier, and the other the ordinary small-lieaded form, or worker

Fig. 69, Worker Major [Ectatommaferruyinea). Fig. 70, Worker Minor [Formica fuhacea).

minor. The antenii;e of the male ants possess thirteen joints each, and those of the

female and neuter twelve each. The head, including jaws, is more or less triangular in

.shape, broader behind than the thorax in the neuters, but somewhat narrower in the males

and females. The mandibles or large jaws of the females and neuters are larger than

those of tlifi males, and are frequently toothed or serrated, sometimes hooked or sickle-

shaped. The abdomen of the male consists of seven joints or segments, and that of the

female and neuter of six. The external sexual organs of the neuters correspond to those

of the females, but the internal reproductive organs are wholly undeveloped.

During the summer the winged males and females are produced in large numbers, and

they soon leave the nest to take their " nuptial flight " in the air, in the course of wliich

the females are impregnated. The function of the male ants having been thus performeil,

they die ; the females, after impregnation, pull otf their wings, and whilst in this some-

what helpless condition are conveyed by the neuters to new situations, where they lay their

eggs and become the founders of fresh colonies.

Each fertile female or " queen " is carefully attended by a retinue of neutere, the

latter, as we have seen, being simply females, whose se.xual organs are undeveloped. 'I'lie

cause of this differentiation of sex, is probably owing to the nature of the food s\ipplii'<l

to the ant during its larval state. Being thus exempted from all sexual functions, tlie

duties of the neuters are contined to the performance of all the offices which coniribute

to, or are connected with, the welfare and labour of the ant community. They accordingly

construct tlie nest or home, and keep it in constant repair
;
provide food and sustenance

for the wliole society ; act the part of nurses m carefully attending to the hatching, nutri-

tion and rearing of the young. They are also the defenders of the colony, in that they

protect the nest and its inmates from the intrusion or attacks of any foes. In the species

which possess two forms of neuters, the worker-majors or soldiers devote themselves

especially to the care and protection of the community, and are provided for the purpose
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with large mandibles or biting- jaws, which constitute efficient weapons of attack or defence
;

while the worker-minors build and repair, collect food, attend to the young, and perform
other household duties.

3. AsTs' Nests.

Every one, no doubt, is familiar with the external appearance of many kinds of ants'

nests, from the minute species which throw up little hills of sand, in our garden walks, to

the large varieties which construct great mounds of rubbish in the woods and pasture
lands. Few, however, have much acquaintance with the mode of construction, and the
arrangement of these strange dwellings. The following account is given by Kirby and
Spence

:

" The nest of the large red ants, which are common iu woods, at the first aspect seems
« very confused mass. Exteriorly it is a conical mound, composed of pieces of straw,
fragments of wood, little stones, leaves, grain—in short, of any portable materials within
their reach. But however rude its outward appearance, and the articles of which it

<!0usists, interiorly it presents an arrangement admirably calculated at once for protection
Against the excessive heat of the sun, and yet to retain a due degree of genial warmth.
It is wholly composed of numerous small appartments of ditterent sizes, communicating
with each other by means of galleries, and arranged in separate storeys, some very deep in
the earth, others a considerable height above it—the former for the reception of the young
in cold weather and at night, the latter adapted to their use in the daytime. In forming
these, the ants mix the earth excavated from the bottom of the nest with the other
materials of which the mound consists, and thus give solidity to the whole. Besides the
Avenues which join the apartments together, other galleries, varying in dimensions, com-
municate with the outside of the nest at the top of the mound. These open doors would
«eem ill-calculated for precluding the admission of wet, or of nocturnal enemies : but the
ants alter their dimensions continually according to circumstances : and they wholly close

them at night, when all gradually retire to the interior, and a few sentinels only are left

to guard the gates. On rainy days, too, they keep them shut, and when the sky is cloudy
open them partially.

" The habitations of these ants are much larger than those of any other species in

this country, and sometimes as big as a small haycock ; but they are mere molehills -when
compared with the enormous mounds which other species, apparently of the same family,
but much larger, construct in warmer climates. Malouet states, that in the forests of
Guiana, he once saw ant-hills which, though his companion would not suffer him to

approach nearer than forty paces for fear of his being devoured, seeemed to him to be
fifteen or twenty feet high, and thirty or forty feet in diameter at the base, assuming the
form of a pyramid, truncated at one-thii-d of its height ; and Stedman, when in Surinam,
once passed ant-hills six feet high, and at least one hundred feet in circumference. In
the plains of Paraguay, where the ants commit great devastations, a species described by
Dobrizhofler forms conical earthen nests three or more ells high, and as hard as stone

;

and in the Bungo forest in New South Wales, a very small ant .builds nests of indurated
clay eight or ten feet high." These immense mounds are probably the work of some
species of Termites or white ants, not of the Fonnicido:.

" The nest of Formica brunnea is composed wholly of earth, and consists of a great

number of storeys, sometimes not fewer than forty, twenty below the level of the soil, and
as many above, which last, following the .slope of the ant-hill, are concentric. Each storey,

separately examined, exhibits cavities in the shape of saloons, narrower apartments, and
long galleries which preserve the communication between both. The arched roofs of the

most spacious rooms are supported by very thin w-alls, or occasionally by small pillars and
true buttresses ; some having only one enti'ance from above, others a second communica-
ting with the lower story. The main galleries, of which in some places several meet in

one large saloon, communicate with other subterranean passages, which are often carried

to the distance of several feet from the hill. These insects work chiefly after sunset. In
building their nest they employ soft clay only, scraped from its bottom when sufiiciently

moistened by a shower, which, far from injuring, consolidates and strengthens their archi-
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tecture. Diflerent labourers convey small masses of this ductile material between their

mandibles, and with the same instrument they spread and mould it to their will, the

antennis accompanyinj; every movement. They render all firm hy pressing the surface

lightly with their fore feet , and however numerous the masses of clay composing these

walls, and though connected by no glutinous material, they appear when finished one

single laver, well united, consolidated and smoothed. Having traced the plan of their

structure, by placing here and there the foundations of the pillars and partition-walls,

they add successively new portions ; and when the walls of a gallery or apartment, which

are half a line thick, are elevated about half an inch in height, they join them by spring-

ing a tlattish arch or roof from one side to the other. Nothing can be a more interesting

spectacle than one of these cities while building. In one place vertical walls form the

outline, which communicate with different corridors by openings made in the ma.sonry
;

in another we see a true saloon, whose vaults are supported by numerous pillars ; and
further on are the cross ways or squares where .several streets meet, and whose roofs,

though often more than two inches across, the ants are under no difficult}' in construct-

ing, beginning the sides of the arch in the angle formed by two walls, and extending

them by successive layers of clay till they meet ; while crowds of masons arrive from all

parts with their particle of mortar, and work with a regularity, harmony, and activity,

which can never enough be admired. So assiduous are they in their operations, that they

will complete a storey with all its .saloons, vaulted roofs, partitions and galleries, in seven

or eight hours. If they begin a storey, and for want of moisture are unable to finish it,

they pull downi again all the crumljling apartments that are not covered in.

"Another species of ant (J/, fusca) are also tnnsons. When they wish to heighten

their habitations, they begin by covering the top with a thick layer of clay, which they

transport from the interior. In this layer thoy trace out the plan of the new storey, first

hollowing out litttle ca^•ities of almost equal depth at diflerent distances from each other,

and of a size adapted for their purposes. The elevations of earth left between them serve

for bases to the interior walls, which, when they have removed all the loose earth from

the floors of the apartments, and reduced the foundations to a due thickness, they heighten,

and lastly cover all in. M. Huber saw a single working ant make and cover in a gallery

which was two or three inches long, and of which the interior was rendered perfectly con-

cave without assistance.

"The societies of F. fidiginosa make their habitations in the trunks of old oaks or

willow trees, gnawing the wood into numberless storeys more or less horizontal, the ceil-

ings and floors of which are .about five or six lines asunder, black, and as thin as card,

sometimes .supported by vertical partitions, forming an infinity of apartments which

comnninicate by small apertures ; at others by small light cylindrical pillars furnished

with a base and capital which are arranged in colonnades, leaving a communication per-

fectly free throughout the whole extent of the .storey.

"Two other tribes of carpenter ants (/'. cethiops a.r\A F. flm-a ) use sawdust in forming

their buildings. The former applies this material only to the building of walls and stop-

ping tip chinks; the latter composes whole stages or storeys of it made into a sort of papier

mache with earth and spitler's web."

A .species of unt {Atta harl/firn) haa been found by Moggridge actually to make it«

nest in solid sandstone rock at Mentone in the south of Europe. He states that he-

traced some workers to a part of the sandstone rock where steps had recently been hacked

out leading to some terraces and thus by accident discovered the nest, which he thus

describes :

— " I .soon saw that the ants entered and came out from three or four small

passages in the cleft surfaces of the rock, and that their nest actually lay in the .sandstone

itself. Having contrived to wedge off several large flakes of the rock, which was soft in

most i)laces and might be scooped out with a strong knife, I discovered that though some

of the passages of the ants followed the lines of cleavage and the cracks n)ade by the fine

wiry fibres of the bushes growing on the surface, others were fretjuently made in the form

of tubular tunnels through the living rock. Without the aid of hammer and chisel it was

not possible to follow the galleries and to secure specimens of the mined rock ; but on the

noxt day I returned armed with tools, and with the a-ssistance of a friend quarried out a

portion "of the nest, tracing it down eventually to twenty-three inches below the surface-
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of the rock iu a vertical, and to about sixteen inches away from the surface in a horizontal

direction. At one point where the rock was almost entirely solid and without flaw or

crevice, and where it was clear that tlie passages were entirely the work of the ants, we
measured a tunnel by worming a straw down it, and found it to be ten inches in length.

We subsequently traced this tunnel or rock-gallery down until it communicated with a

chamber filled with winged ants and seeds of several kinds." He afterwards discovered a

second nest of the same kind.

Though almost all ants construct their nests under ground or in decayed timber, a

species has been found in India, called Jfi/nnicn Kirhii, that builds its nests on the

branches of trees and shrubs out of a most e.xtraordinary material, namely, cow-dung ! The

nests are round in shape and about the size of an ordinary foot-ball, i'lakes of dry cow-

dung are placed upon each other like the tiles of a roof, so that although the insects can

creep beneath them into the nest, no water can penetrate them ; on the top of the nest

there is placed one very large tiake that crowns the structure and protects the rest.

4. Slave-making Ants.

Among the many very curious and extraordinary proceedings of ants is the practice,

prevalent amongst some species, of making slaves of their weaker brethren. Regular

expeditions are made by the slave-makers, commonly called Amazon ants, for the purpose

of obtaining fresh supplies from the nests of the inferior species : these captives they com-

pel to do all the hard labour required in their own community. This might seem incredible

were it not attested by numbers of independent observers in diflerent countries, some

of whose accounts we may now transcribe. There are two species which are known to

reduce others to slavery, viz., the russet ant (Formica rufescens), and the red ant (F.

sangninea) ; of the latter species there is an American variety. The best known des-

criptions are those made by Huber, a European observer, who devoted the gi-eater part of

his life to the minute observation of the lives and actions of insects. The following

account translated from his works, is taken from Earby & Spence :

—

" Their time of sallying forth is from two in the afternoon till five, but more gener-

ally a little before five ; the weather, however, must be fine and warm. Previously to

marching there is reason to think that they send out scouts to explore the vicinity ; upon

whose return thev emerge from their subterranean city, directing their course to the

quarter from which the scouts came. They have various preparatory signals, such as

pushing each other with the mandibles or forehead, or playing with the antenn;e, the

object of which is probably to excite their martial ardour, to give the word for marching,

or to indicate the route they are to take. The advanced guard usually consists of eight

or ten ants, but no sooner do these get beyond the rest than they move back, wheeling

round in a semicircle, and mixing with the main body, while others succeed to their .sta-

tion. They have " tio captain, overseer, or ruler," as Solomon observes, their army being

composed entirely of neuters, without a single female ; thus all in their turns take their

place at the head, and then, retreating towards the rear, make room for others. This is

the usual order of their march, and the object of it may be to co.mmunicate intelligence

more readily from one part of the column to another.
" When winding through the grass of a meadow they have proceeded to thirty feet

or more from their own habitation, they disperse : and, like dogs with their noses, ex-

plore the ground with their antenna to detect the traces of the game they are pursuing.

The negro formicary, the object of their search, Ls soon discovered ; some of the inhabi-

tants are usually keeping guard at the avenues, which dart upon the foremost of their

assailants with inconceivable fury. The alarm increasing, crowds of its swarthy inhabitants

rush forth from every apartment ; but [their valour is exerted in vain, for the besiegers,

precipitating themselves upon them, by the ardour of their attack compel them to retreat

within, and seek shelter in the lowest storey
;
great numbers entering with them at the

gates, while others with their mandibles make a breach in the walls, through which the

victorious army marches into the besieged city. In a few minutes, by the same passages,

they as hastily evacuate it, each carrying off in its mouth a larva or pupa which it has

seized in spite of its unhappy guardians. On their return home with their spoil, they
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pursue exactly the route by which they went to the attack. Their success on these ex-
peditions is rather the result o£ their impetuosity, by which they damp the courage of
the negroes, than of their superior strength, tliough they are a larger animal ; for some-
times a very small body of them, not more than 150, has been known to succeed in their

attack and carry off their booty."

Mr. Kirby corroborates the foregoing account by the following description of his own
ob.servations several years later, when he had an opportunity of visiting Paris, and calling

upon the celebrated French entomologist, M. Latreille :
" He assured me," to quote Mr.

Kirby's word.s, " that he had verified all the principal facts advanced by Huber ; at the
same time he informed me that there was a nest of the rufescent ants in the Bois de
Boulogne, to which place he afterwards was so good as to accompany me. We went oil

the 25th of June. The day was excessively hot and sultry. A little before five in the
afternoon we began our search. At first we could not discern a single ant in motion.
In a minute or two, however, my friend directed my attention to one individual—two
or three more next appeared—and soon a numerous army was to be seen winding through
the long grass of a low ridge in which was their formicary. Just at the entrance of the

wood from Paris, on the right hand and near the road, is a bare place, paled in for the

Sunday amust*ment of the lower orders—to this the ants directed their march, and upon
entering it divided into two columns, which traversed it rapidly and with great apparent
eagerness ; all the while exploring the ground with their antennae, as beagles with their

noses, evidently as if in pursuit of game. Those in the van, as Huber also observed, kept
perpetually falling back into the main body. When they had passed this inclosure, they

appeared for some time to be at a loss, making no progress, but only coursing about ; but
after a few minutes' delay, as if they had received some intelligence, they resumed their

march, and soon arrived at a negro nest, which they entered by one or two apertures.

We could not observe that any negroes were expecting their attack outside the nest, but

in a short time a few came out at another opening, and seemed to be making their escape.

Perhaps some conflict might have taken place within the nest in the interval between
the appearance of these negroes and the entry of their assailants. However this might
be, in a few minutes one of the latter made its appearance with a pupa in its mouth ; it

was followed by three or four more ; and soon the whole army began to emerge as fast

as it could, almost every individual carrying its burthen. Most that I observed seemed
to have pup;e. I then traced the expedition back to the spot from which I first saw
them set out, which according to my steps was about 156 feet from the negro formicary.

The whole business was transacted in little more than an hour. Though I could trace the

ants back to a certain spot in the ridge before mentioned, where they first appeared in the

long grass, I did not succeed in finding the entrance to their nest, so that I was deprived

of the pleasure of seeing the mixed society.

" M. Latreille very Justly observes that it is physically impossible for the rufescent

ants (/'. rii/esceyis), on account of the form of their jaws, and the accessory parts of their

mouth, either to prepare habitations for their family, to procure food, or to feed them.
" Formica sdnguiiiea (the red ant mentioned above) is another of the slave-making

ants ; and its proceedings merit separate notice, since they differ considerably from those

of the rufescents. They construct their nests under hedges of a southern aspect, and like-

wise attack the hills both of the negroes and miner.s. On the 15th of July, at ten in the

morning, Huber observed a small band of these ants sallying forth from their formicary,

and marching rapidly to a neighbouring nest of negroes, around which it dispersed. The
inhabitants, rushing out in crowds, attacked them and took several prisoners : those that

escaped advanced no farther, but appeared to wait for succours ; small brigades kept

frequently arriving to reinforce them, which emboldened them to approach nearer to the

city they had blockaded ; upon this their anxiety to send couriers to their own nest seemed

to increase ; these spreading a general alarm, a large reinforcement immediately set out

to join the besieging army
;
yet even then they did not begin the battle. Almost all the

negroes, coming out of their fortress, formed themselves in a body about two feet square

in front of it, and there expected the enemy. Frequent skirmishes were the prelude to

the main conflict, which was begun by the negroes. Long before success appeared dubious

they carried ofl" tlieir pupa;, and heaped them up at the entrance to their nest, on the side
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opposite to that on which the enemy approached. The young females also fled to the same
quarter. The sanguine auts at length rush upon the negroes, and attacking them on all

sides, after a stout resistance the latter, renouncing all defence, endeavour to make off to

a distance with the pupai they have heaped up. The host of assailants pursues, and strives

to force from them these objects of their care. Many also enter the formicary, and begin

to carry off the young brood that are left in it. A continued chain of ants engaged iii

this employment extends from nest to nest, and the day and part of the night pass before

all is linisheil. A gari-ison being left in the captured city, on the following morning the

business of transporting the brood is renewed. It often happens (for this species of

ant loves to cliange its hal)itation) that the conquerors emigrate with all their family to

the acquisition wliicli their valour lias gained. All the incursions of F. Sdnyuinfi take

place in the space of a month, and they only make live or six in the year. They will

sometimes travel one hundred and fifty paces to attack a negro colony."

Let us now turn to an account of the proceedings of slave-makers nearer home. Miss
Mary Treat lias given a most interesting narrative of her observations of the doings of the

American Ted ant (F. samjuinea) at her home in New Jersey ; the account was published

in Harper's New Monthly Magazine, from which we extract the following description. It

is the result, she says, of several weeks' close observation, to the exclusion of all other

work, commencing the 1st of July and extending into August.
The nest of the red sla\'e-makers was in a grove, and must have contained several

thousand working inhabitants. About fifty feet from it wasanest of black ants (/".yusca),

apparently fully as large and strong as that of the red ants. Externally the two nests

did not differ very much. The red ants raised a slight mound, wliile the blacks had simple

excavations about the roots of an oak tree.

"On a sultry afternoon, the 1st day of July "—to (juote Miss Treat's words—"I was lazily

sauntering in the grove, when, on looking down, I found to my surprise, that I was in

the midst of a battle-field. A powerful army of red ants had invaded the dominions of

the black colony which for three years past I had had a kind of supervision over. I had
often broiight plants covered with aphides-the immortal Linnajus called these aphides the

ants' cows—and stuck the plants into the earth around their dwelling, and had given them
sugar, and had driven and carried toads from their nest which were devouring them. In
short, I had become very much interested in and quite attached to this colony, but I was
powerless to aid them now. I could only look on in wonder and astonishment.

" A yard or more around the foot of the tree the battle was raging, and no place for

the sole of my foot without crushing the combatants. I found in every instance a red

ant pitted against a black ; sometimes two red ones against one black, in which case

the black was soon despatched. For three hours I watched the conflict ; all around me
the combatants locked in a close embrace, rolling and tumbling about, never separating

until one was killed, and often the dead victim had fastened with so firm a liold on his

adversary that it was with the utmost diflieulty that he could free himself from his death-

grip. The sun went down, and the gathering darkness compelled me to leave my post of

observation ; but as long as I could see, the conflict was as fierce as ever. I now picked

up several of the warriors, but .so intent were they in their terrible'struggle that my hand-

ling did not divert them in the least. I carried several pairs into the house, placed them
under a large oval glass on a marlde-topped table, and watched the conflict.

" I found I had ten black and ten red warriors, not engaged in a general melee, but

each intent upon killing his own adversary. It was fully an hour before the first warrior

was killed—a red had at last despatched his black antagonist, and not satisfied with
killing him, he tears his legs from his body and severs liis antennas. After convincing

himself that he is really dead, he looks around at the other warriors which are still closely

locked in their dreadful embrace, and now he hurries from one couple to another, as it to

see where his services are most needed. He finds a couple whose struggles are nearly

over—a black is fastened with a death grip to his adversary's foreleg. The red hero soon

severs the head from the black soldier, and leaves it hanging to the leg of his dying com-
rade. He now goes to another couple who are still fiercely contending ; he seizes the

black, and now all three roll and tumble about together ; but the black is soon killed,

and, as in the other case, his mandibles are locked on his adversary's leg. But this time
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our hero does not sever the head from the blaclc soldier, but leaves his comrade to free

himself as best he can, while he goes to the assistance of a third less fortunate brother,

where the black seems to have the better of his antagonist. Here a long struggle ensues,

and now another red soldier has despatched his opponent, and he comes to the struggling
three, moves about them in an excited manner, with his mandibles stretclied wide apart,

waiting his opportunity to fasten them on the black ; he finds his chance, seizes him be-

tween the tliorax and abdomen, and sevei-s the body in two ; but the dying black
does not relax liis hold of the tii'st antagonist, and tliey die together.

"1 now leave the fierce combatants for the night. In the morning I find that every
black is killed, and four red soldiers are dead, and two others cannot long survive. The
legs and aiitenna> and mutilated bodies of the dead warriors are strewn about, every

fragment showing conspicuously on the white marble. Out of the twenty, fourteen are

dead and two nearly lifeless—only four have survived. 1 put some di-ops of water and
moistened sugar under the glass for the surviving heroes ; two find the water and drink.

I now repair to the battle-field. The struggle is over, not a black to be seen, but a column
of the red invaders is emerging from a large cavity that leads to the numerous galleries

and undei-ground chambers of these industrious blacks, and each invader is carrying a
larva or pupa. I follow the column, which is from four to five inches in width, to the

nest of red ants before mentioned. There is a wide opening in the side of this nest, down
which they all disappear and leave their burdens, and again start for more plunder. All

day long these powerful mar.iudcrs are engaged in this work. They carry a larva or pupa
carefully, and drop it on being disturbed. But what does this mean 1 Every little while

.1 red warrior comes out with a black bundle, which he carries as carefully as he does the

jiupa or larva. I stop him to inquire into the matter ; he drops his bundle, which im-

mediately unrolls, and lo ! it is a lively black ant, apparently unhurt, and to my eye, no
way different from the warrior with whom he was so fiercely figliting.'

It lias been generally supposed that the red ants only took captive the young of the

Ijlacks, in order that, growing up in the home of their captors, they might have no desire

to escape. " But these ants certainly carried a great number of adult blacks to their nest,

and I am quite sure that they did not run away, but stayed and helped to nurse and feed

the larvie. I capture several of the red marauders with their victims, and place them
under the glass. The reds now pay no attention to the blacks, but simply try to make
their escape. I take larvae and lay them on a leaf, and put them under the glass also,

and place moistened sugar in their reach. Very soon the blacks are feetling the helplesa

larva;. I remove the glass cover ; the reds immediately run away, but the blacks stay,

and continue to sip the moistened sugar and feed the young. I hold a magnifying-glass

over them, and find the little larv;e raise up their heads and open their mouths to be fed,

very nmdi like young birds. I now take the larv;v>, together with tlicir nurses, and place

them near the nest of red ants. I soon lose sight of the nurses, but the larva; are quickly

taken into the nest by the red soldier.s."

After a few days another raid is made by the red ants. " The blacks open the large

entrance of the nest, dragging the material with wliich it is closed to one side ; and now
the soldiers come out in full force, and march in a straight line to a spot about thirty feet

distant ; here they diverge, and seem to be hunting over the ground ; soon they find a

small colony of blacks. The greatest excitement now prevails among the invaders ; some

are passing down the main entrance, while others are rushing about with extended man-

dibles prepared for confiict ; but the blacks are escaping from another opening a few inches

distant, not trying to defend their young in the least. Very soon the marauders emerge,

each with a larva or pupa. Those outside, seeming satisfied that there will be no battle,

quiet down and join the ranks in ravaging the nest. In less than an hour the spoils are

all taken : and the marauders, not .satisfied in sacking so small a settlement, again form

in line and mari'h directly to another colony a few feet beyond the one they have so re-

cently plundered. They go so directly to this spot that it looks as if it mu.st have l)een a

preconcerted plan. This colony also proves to be a small one, and the inhabitants all fiee,

leaving the young to be captured In less than two hours the spoilers have transferred

the young to their own nest; and now, apparently satisfied with their day's work, they

make preparation to close the enti-ance—tlie blacks are clearing the passages which their
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masters have littered while carrying in their booty. As soon as the passages are cleared,

a large force is engaged in closing the entrance." ^lany more accounts of raids upon lioth

black and vellow ants are given 1)V Jliss Treat, but the above will sutHce to prove that

slave making is a recognized " institution" among the red ants. TJie relative position of

the masters and slaves seems to vary a good deal in the case of the species already re-

ferred to. The red ants(i^. sanguinea) appear to bear a considerable share of the work of

the community, and not to be entirely dependent upon the offices of their slaves ; but

the russet ants (F. rufescens) seem to be altogether above doing any kind of work for

themselves, except when they are engaged in the military operations of attacking a nest

of blacks—consequenth', the entire work of the colony in their case devolves upon their

slaves. Huber found by experiment that the ru.sset ants would starve, if left to them-

selves, sooner than take the trouble to make use of food left conveniently within their

reach. He relates that he " shut up thirty of these ants in a glazed box, supplying them

with larvieand pupa? of their own kind, with the addition of sei-eral negro pup;e, excluding

very carefully all their slaves, and placing some honey in a corner of their prison. In-

credible as it may seem, they made no attempt to feed themselves : and though at first

they paid some attention to their larvse, carrying them here and there, as if too great

a charge they soon laid them down again ; most of them died of hunger in less than two
days, and the few that remained alive appeared extremely weak and languid. At length,

commiserating their condition, he admitted a single negro ; and this little active creature

by itself re-established order, made a cell in the earth, collected the larvs and placed

them in it, assisted the pup;e that were ready to be developed, and preserved the life of

the neuter rufescents that still survived."

It might be supposed that the lot of the enslaved ants was a very hard and cruel one,

and that their bondage would be as distasteful to them as it usually is to human slaves.

But it has been clearly shown by Westwood and others that it is quite unnecessary to

bestow our compassion upon them, as the work they perform is exactly that for which

they were made. The labours which the slaves undertake are not arbitrarily forced upon

them by the fear of punishment, but are urged upon them by the instincts implanted with-

in them. Thev would have worked precisely in the same manner and with the same
industry and perseverance in their own nests as in that of their captors, and the labours

are undertaken as willingly in the one case as in the other. They find themselves per-

fectly at home in the nest of their captors, and are in every respect on terms of equality

with their masters. They have no other home but that to which they have been brought,

and are no more to be pitied than our domestic animals that never have freedom.

As the slaves are always neuters, it is necessary that fresh supplies should be obtained

as often as the demand for workers exceeds the available material ; consequently raids

iiave to be made for the purpose at frequent intervals during the season.

.5.

—

Harvesting Ants.

From the middle of the last century until a few years ago, naturalists had agreed to

doubt the ancient belief, dating from the days of Solomon, that ants show forethought and

liusbandrv in the collection and storage of seeds and grains, because they had been unable

to observe that anything of the kind was done. It is now, however, satisfactorily proved

by the minute observations of competent persons, especially of Dr. Lincecum, in Texas,

and Mr. iMoggridge, in the south of France, that certain species of ants do exhibit the

foresight and providence necessary for the storing of supplies of food to carry them
through the wintry or rainy seasons.

Ancient authors abound in references to the harvesting operations of ants, which no

doubt were quite familiar to them. There are, for instance, the well-known passages in the

Book of Proverbs, where Solomon says (vi. 6-8):—"Go to the ant, thou sluggard ; consider

her wavs, and be wise : which having no guide, overseer, or ruler, provideth her meat in

the summer, and gathereth her food in the harvest ;" and again (xxx, 2-5) :
—" The ants

are a people not strong, yet they prepare their meat in the summer." Horace, Virgil,

Plautus, Hesiod and other classical authors, also have allusions to the foresight of the

ant. Claudius a-Elianus, who lived in the time of the Emperor Hadrian, gives a detailed
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account of the habits which he attributes to ants :
" In summer time, after harvest,

while the ears are being tlireshed the ants pry about in troops around the threshing floors,

lacking their homes, and i;oing singly, in pairs, or sometimes three together. They then

select grains of wheat or barley, and go straiglit home by the way they came. Some go

to collect, others to carry away the burden, and the}' avoid the way for one another with

great politeness and consideration, especially the uuburdeneil for the weight carriers. Now
these excellent creatures, when they have returned home, and stored their granaries with

wheat and barley, bore through each grain of seed in the middle ; that which falls ofl' in

the process becomes a meal for the ants, and the remainder is unfertile. This these

worthy housekeepers do, lest when the rains come the seeds should sprout, as they would

do if left entire, and thus the ants should come to want. So we see that the ants liave

good share in the gifts of nature, in this respect as well as others So the ante

though they need no threshing time, nor men to winnow for them, nor an artificial

draught of wind to separate corn and chaff, yet have the food of men who both plough and

sow for it" (Moggridge).

The following account of modern harvesting ants is taken from Moggridge's valuable

and interesting work, lie found four species of genuine harvesters, and carried on obser-

vations from October to May at Mentone in the south of France. In a warm and shel-

tered valley, a few minutes' walk from the house in which he lived, he discovered thirty

nests of the most active seed-storing ants. The spot was a rough slope of soft sandstone

rock, with accumulations of sandy soil in the hollows, covered with a sparse and scrubby

vegetation. Cultivated lemon terraces lay on the edge of the -wild ground lower down in

the valley, and at that season were overgrown with a rank crop of weeds, most of which

were in seed. '' I had scarcely set foot on the n41d ground," he relates, " before I was met

by a long train of ants I^AUa barbara), forming two continuous lines, hurrying in opposite

directions, the one with their mouths full, the others empty. About ten yards distant,

partly shaded by some small bushes, lay the nest, to and from the entrance of which the

incessant stream of incomers and outgoers kept flowing." The workers usually sought

their harvest at some distance from the nest, going in search of it as far as the cultivated

"round where the crops of weeds were more abundant and more varied. " In one case I

was able to follow the thread-like colunni of workers from the nest to the weedy terrace,

and found that the nearly continuous doubh; line measured twenty-four yards. Even this

'Tives but an inadequate idea of the number of ants actively employed in the service of the

colony, for hundreds of them were dispersed ainong the w(>eds on the terrace, and many

were also emploved in sorting the materials, and in attending to the internal economy of

the nest. Still this afl'ords some evidence of the systematic and extensive scale on wliich

foraging is carried on by this ant, and of the high importance which these creatures

attach to their provision of grain."

The ants brought in not only seeds of large size and fallen grain, but also green

capusles of shepherd's purse, chickweed, etc. Tiey did not employ any materials in the

construction of their nest, but simply excavated it out of the earth itself or the sandy rock;

the large mound.s, in great part compo.sed of vegetable matter, frequently found at the

entrances of their nests, were nothing more than the rubliish heaps of each establishment.

They consisted in part of earth and grains of gravel brought from the nest during the

excavation of the subterranean chambers, but principally of plant refuse, such as the

chaff of "rasses, empty capsules, gnawed seed-coats, and the like, which would occupy

much space if left inside the nest. While an army of workers is employed in seeking and

brinwin" in supplies, others are busy sorting the materials thus obtained, stripping off all

useless envelopes of seed or grain and carrying them out to throw away.
" I selected a nest," Moggridge relates, " where the coarse and hard rock lay near the

surface, compelling the ants to extend their nest in a horizontal direction. Here, almost

:it the first stroke, I came upon large masses of seeds carefully stored in chambers pre-

pared in soil. Some of these lay in long sub.cylindrical galleries, and owing to the presence

in lar"e quantities of black shining seeds of amaranth, looked like trains of gunpowder

laid ready for blasting. There were in this nest seeds, etc., which had been taken from

more than twelve distinct species of plants, belonging to at least seven separate families.

The "ranaries lay from an inch and a half to six inches below the surface, and were all
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horizontal. They were of various sizes and shapes, the average granary being about as
large as a gentleman's gold watch."

" I was greatly surprised to find that the seeds, though quite moist, showed no trace

of germination, and this was the more astonishing, as the self-sown seeds of the same
kinds were then coming up abundantly in gardens and on terraces." In order to investi-

gate this matter thoroughly he collected and carefully examined large quantities of the
grain and seeds taken at different times fi-om the stores of twenty-one distinct nests, the
first of which was opened on October 29th, and the last on May .5th. In these twenty-
one nests, out of the thousands of seeds taken, he only found twenty-seven in seven nests
which showed trace of germination, and of these eleven had been mutilated in such a way
as to arrest their growth. Yet the vitality of the seeds was not destroyed, as he proved
by raising crops of various weeds from seeds taken out of these • ranaries.

" When the seeds do germinate in the nests," he relates, '• and it is my belief that
they are usually softened and made to sprout before they are consumed by the ants, it is

very curious to see how the growth is checked in its earliest stage, and how, after the
radicle or fibril—the first growing root of dicotyledonous and monocotyledonous seeds

—

has been gnawed off, they are brought out from the nest and placed in the sun to dry.
and then after a suflicient exposure, carried below into the nest. The seeds are thus in
effect malted, the starch being changed into sugar, and I have myself witnessed the a^ad-
ity with which the contents of seeds thus treated are devoured by the ants."

In an appendix, Mr. Moggridge gives corroborative testimony from other observers,

from which the following extracts are taken. Lieut. Colonel Sykes, in his descriptions,

of new Indian ants, relates: "In my morning walk at Poonah, June 19th, I observed
more than a score of little heaps of grass-seeds in seNeral places, on uncultivated land
near the parade ground ; each heap contained about a handful. On examination, I found
they were raised by a species of ant (Atta providens), liundreds of which were employed
in bringing up the seeds to the surface from a store below ; the grain had probably got
wet at the setting in of the monsoon, and the ants had taken advantage of the first

sunny day to bring it up to dry. The store must have been laid up from the time of the
ripening of the grass-seeds in January and February. As I was aware this fact mili-

tated against the observations of entomologists in Europe, I was careful not to deceive
myself by confounding the seeds of a Fanicuin with the pupaj of the insect. Each ant
was charged with a single seed, but as it was too weighty for many of them, and as the
strongest had some ditficulty in scaling the perpendicular sides of the cylindrical hole
leading to the nest below, many were the falls of the weaker ants with their burdens
from near the summit to the bottom. I observed they never relaxed their hold, and
with a perseverance affording a useful lesson to humanity, steadily reconniienced the
a.scent after each successive tumble,nor halted in their labour until they had crowned the
summit, and lodged their burden on the common heap."

" On the 13th of October of the same year, after the closing thunderstorms of the

monsoon, I found this species in various places similarly employed as they had been in

June preceding ; one heap contained a double handful of grass-seeds. It is probable
that the Atta providens is a field species of ant, as I have not observed it in the houses."

Dr. Jerdon, in a Madras journal, gives a somewhat similar account of the same
ant, stating that it digs up small garden seeds immediately after they are sown, and
carries them oft' to its nest, to the great annoyance of the gardener. Mr. Home gives

an account of similar observations in another part of the East, and Mr. Buchanan.
White records the harvesting performances of a colony of ants at Capri. With all this

testimony we cannot but believe that the ancients were right and modern European
entomologists wrong as regards this interesting characteristic of these species of ants.

Miss Mary Treat, whom we have already quoted, gives, in a paper communicated to
Lippincotl's Magazine, a very graphic and interesting account of her observations on
harvesting ants in Florida. Their nests are abundant in the low pine barrens of that
State, and consist externally of a little mound, surrounded by a circle of small chips and
bits of charcoal, often brought from some distance ; the mounds are regular in outline,

with a crater-like depression on the summit, in the centre of which is the entrance. Their
colour is reddish brown, and they are furnished with stings, which inflict about the same
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amount of pain as that caused by lioney bees. There are three sets of neuters in each

colony—major and minor workers and soldiers, and one wingless queen.
" Early in Uecember, 1S7 7," Miss Treat relates, "I bi-ou^ht a large colony of these

ants from one of the hills, including the workers, major and minor,and soldiers, andestab-

lished them in a glass jar which I placed in my study. They very soon commenced work,

tunnelling the earth and erecting a formicary, as nearly as they could after the pattern

of their home on the barrens. The mining was done entirely by the small workers. At
first they refused all animal food, but ate greedily fruit and sugar ; and all kinds of seeds

which I gave them were immediately taken below, out of sight. I now visited the mounds
on the barrens, and found abundant indications of their food supplies. At the base of

each mound was a heap of chatt' and shells of various kinds of seeds. The chaff was of A ris-

tida speciformis, which grew plentifully all about. I also found many seeds of Euphorbia

and Croton, and several species of leguminous seeds. But tiie ants were not bringing

seeds in at this time of the year ; they were only carrying out the discarded seeds and
chatl'; and only on the warmest days were they very active. But they do not wholly

hibernate. Even after a frosty night, by ten o'clock in the morning many of the hills

would bo quite active.

" On excavating a nest, I found chambers, or store-rooms, filled wth'various kinds of

seeds. But, so far as I have observed, the seeds are not eaten until they are swollen or

sprouted, when the outer covering bursts of itself. At this stage the starch is being con-

verted into sugar, and this seems to be what the ants are after. They also seemed to be

very fond of the yellow pollen-dust of the pine. The catkins of the long-leaved pine com-

menced falling in February, and I noticed ants congregated on them ; so I took those

just ready to discharge the pollen, and shook the dust on the mound in little heaps, which

were soon surrounded by ants, crowding and jostling each other in their eagerness to ob-

tain a share.

"The colony in the glass jar seemed perfectly contented, not trying to make their

escape at all. The earth was originally a little more than two inches in depth, but by the

first of February these wonderful architects had reared their domicile to the height of

six inches. They raised tier upon tier of chambers in so substantial a manner that they

never fell in. One of the store-rooms in which they deposited the seeds I gave them was .

at the bottom of the jar, and the seeds were stored against the glass with no intervening

earth between ; it contained about a teaspoonful of millet. I gave this chamber the right

degree of heat and moisture to sprout the seed by pouring a little water down the side of

the jar until it penetrated the chamber, and then setting it near the fire. The ants soon

appreciated the condition of this store-room, and many congregated there andseemed to be

enjoving a feast. The next day the se.^ds were all broughtto the surface anddeposited ina

little heap on one side of the jar, where many of them grew, making a pretty little green

forest, which the ants soon cut down and destroyed. This chamber remained empty for

three or four days, and was then again filled with fresh millet and apple and croton

seeds."

On excavating some nests of the same species (Atta rrudehs) in their native haunts

on the barrens, she found granaries of seeds scattered irregularly tiiroughout to the depth

of twenty-two inches below the surface of the ground ; some were near the surface, and a
J

few scattered about in the mound had sprouted. The mound is usually not more than ^

four to six inches above the level of the ground. '

"The great majority of nests," she adds, "that I have found are in the low pine B
barrens—so low that on reaching the depth of two feet the water runs into the cavitj' likel

a spring, and stands above some of the granaries. Notwithstanding this wet locality, I

found no sprouted seeds in the deeper store-rooms, but only in the warmer mound. On
sunny davs the larva; are brought up into the mound and deposited in chambers near the

surface, where they receive the benefit of the sun's rays. On cool, cloudy d.ays and in the

eirly morning I found no larva? near the surface. If the ants are intelligent enough to

treat the larvaj in this way, why should they not store seeds where they will not sprout %

And when they need to sprout them in order to obtain the sugar they contain, it would

take no more wisdom to treat the seed as they do the larvie—-bringing them near the

surface to obtain the right degree of heat for the required result."
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C.—lluw To (ii:i' Jtiu i)K Axis.

As we have now almost exhausted tlie space allotted to us for tliis subjcot, we shall
close with the mention of a few modes of getting rid of ants, as no doubt tliey are more
familiar to our readers as domestic pests than in tlie interesting character described above.
We find that we must leave over to another year any account of many other varieties of
ants, such, for instance, as the dreaded driver ants of Africa, the agricultural ants of
Texas, the leaf-cutting and foraging ants of Central and South America, (see figs. 71, 72
and 73), the honey ants of Mexico (see fig. 74) and other remarkable species. We must

Fig. 71.
rig. 73.

Fig. 72.

Fig. 74.

a
Fig. 71, Worker Major (Polyrhachh arboricola). Fig. 72, Worker Minor (Ecilon Mcxicana). Fig. 73, Worker

Minor (B. SuniichrasU). Fig. 74, the Honey Ant of Mexico (Miirmccociistiis 'iiieximiius).

also postpone any description of the wonderful works of ants, in road-building, tunnel-

ling, well-digging, etc., their care of aj)ludes, domestic life, intelligence, language and other
particulars, which, we have no doubt, are of great interest to all lovers of natural histoi-y.

Numerous, and not uncalled for, are the complaints that hou.se-keepers make in this

country respecting the inroads upon their sugar and preserves and other goodly stores, by
the swarms of little ants that infest our houses in the summer time ; but the annoyance
caused by these tiny creatures in this country cannot for a moment be compared with tlie

fearful ravages they often commit in hot climates. The following are some modes
recommended for their destruction when they come into the hou.se:— (1) Take a
coarse sponge, damp it slightly, and then dust over and into it some finely pulver-
zed sugar ; lay the sponge in the place that they most frequent, removing for the
time any sweets that they usually attack. In a very short time the sponge will be found
full of ants ; dip it in boiling water, squeeze out the dead bodies, and repeat the opei-ii-

tion. A little perseverance will exterminate the pests. (2) A somewhat similar plan is

to lay fresh bones around their haunts ; they will leave everything else to attack them.
When thus accumulated, destroy as before by dipping in hot water. (3) Another plan
that has been found effective, but we do not recommend it owing to the danger arising

from any carelessness in its use, it is to put arsenic or Paris green in highly sweetened
water, and set the vessel in their way. It is said that in two or three days n(j more will
be seen. (4) When ants are troublesome in flower-beds or lawn they may be de-
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stroyed by pouring very hot water copiously into their nests, or hy using coal-oil in the

same way ; a few tablespoonfuls is said to suffice for the destruction of a nest. (r>) The
burying of a few sliced onions in the ne.st is said to cause them to abandon their quarters;

but if so, they may remove to an equally unsatisfactory position. (6) Carbolic acid and
corrosive sublimate are said to be especially poisonous to ants, the latter substance ren-

dering thera actually insane, if such an expression may be used of these creatures. Among
natural checks may be mentioned the ant-lions (MyrmHeoJjWhich dig pits for the capture

of the ants, at the bottom of which they lie in wait for their victims, toads, and some
species of birds.
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KEPORT OF THE PPtESIDENT

OF THE

ONTARIO AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE,

GUELPH,
FOR THE

YEAK COMMENCING 1st JANUARY AND ENDING 31st DECEMBER,

1880.

Ontario Agricultukax College,

GuELPH, 31st December, 1880.

To the Huiiouriibte S. C. Woud,

Cuininissioner of Agriculture for the Province of OnUtrio.

Sir,—I have the honoiu- to submit for your cousideration a brief reportonthe work

done in the Ontario Agricultural College during the year 1880, which is the Sixth An-

nual Report of the institution.

On the 11th February last the Legislature of the Province finally decided to give

the College a legal status in the country by passing the following Act, which defines

somewhat minutely the objects and scope of what is henceforth to be known as the 'On-

tario Agricultural College and Experimental Farm ":

—

No. 60.] BILL. [1880.

An Act respecting the Agricultural College.

Her Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative Assem-
bly of the Province of Ontario, enacts as lollous:

—

1. The Schocl of Agriculture, heretofore estabiisiied in the county of School of

Wellingtuii, in this Province, for instruction in the theory and piactice of
^^^^^'j^^'-^'j|^^["

agriculture, horticulture and arboriculture, and the conducting of experi-

ments relating thereto, is hereby continued, at its present site, under the Site.

name of the "Ontario Agricultural College and Experimental Farm." Name.
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Nature of

instruction.

Practical
erlucation

insisted upon.

Nature of

experiments.

Publication of

jirocetlure and
results.

Rules, regula-

tions and
curriculum of

the College.

2. The said college shall be furnished with all appliauces, such as land
l>uildiugs, implements, tools and apparatus generally, as may be necessary
for theoretical and practical education in agriculture, horticulture and arbo-
I icuhure, and the course of instruction therein shall be with reference to the

following subjects :

—

(1) The theory and practice of agricultm-e
;

(2) The theory and practice of horticulture
;

(3) The theory and practice of arboriculture
;

(4) The elements of the various sciences, especially chemistry, (theoreti-

cal and practical), aiiplicable to agriculture and horticulture
;

(5) The technical English and mathematical branches requisite for an in-

telligent and successful performance of the business of agriculture and hor-

ticulture
;

(G) The anatomy, ]ihysiology, and pathology, of the ordinary farm ani-

mals ; with the characteristics of the diflereut varieties of each kind ; with

the management thereof in the breeding, raising, fattening, and marketing

of each, and with a knowledge of the cheese and butter factory systems
;

(7) The principles of construction and skilful use of the different varieties

of buildings, fences, drainage sj-stoms, and other permanent improvements,
machinery, implements, tools and appliances necessary in agi'icultural and
horticultural pursuits

;

(8) And such other subjects as will promote a knowledge of the theory

and practice of agriculture, horticultui-e and arboriculture.

3. The education and instruction shall be at once theoretical and practi-

cal, the former known as a course of study and the latter as a course of

;ipprenticeslup ; and a time, not less than three and not more than five hours

daily, on a yearly average, shall be spent in undergoing the latter, and for

the encouragement of such labours, an allo.vance in part liquidation of ex-

penses may be made
;

yet, notwithstanding, the course of apprenticeship

may be dispensed with, if a satisfactory examination be previously passed in

all the operations therein required.

4. Experiments with the different varieties of cereals, grasses, and roots

;

of trees, plants, shrubs, flowers, and fruits ; with different modes of cultiva-

tion ; willi different manures ; with the breeding, raising, and fattening of

animals ; with the products of the dairy ; and with whatsoever else may be

of practical benefit in addiugto the knowledge of the facts, principles and laws

of the science and art of agriculture, horticulture, and arboriculture under

the climatic coudiiions of this Province, shall be carried out on tlie experi-

mental farm ; and the modes of procedure and results jJublished from time

to time.

h. The government of the college shall be under and according to such

rules and regulations as the LieutenantrGovernor in Council may from time

to time prescribe ; and such rules and regulations shall contain ])rovisious

for the standard and mode of admission, the course ofstudy,and apprenticeship

m each branch in which instruction is given, and may authorize diplomas,

certificates of proficiency, scliolarshijis, or other rewards to be given, after

examination, in any of such subjects ; and may also impose reasonable fees

for attendance.

Appointments 6. The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may from time to time appoint a

to he made by president and such professors, instructors, otlicers, assistants, and servants

ant-Governor >^^ fli*^ Lieutenant-Governor in Council may deem necessary for the elHcient

working of said college, and the promotion of its usefulness, and may pass

by-laws regulating and prescribing their respective duties.
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7. There shall be two sessions in each year, and two terms in each ses- Sessious,terin«

bion ; the winter session shall open on the first day of October, and close on *"'' vacations,

the thirty-first day of March ; the summer session shall open on the six-

teenth day of April, and close on the thirty -first day of August ; and the

time between the closing and opening of the respective sessions shall con-

stitute the regular vacations.

8. The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may aijree with the University of Affiliation of

Toronto for the affiliation of the said College with the said University, but wUlfthe^Uni-
only to the extent of euabhiig the students of the said college to obtain at versity of

the examinations of the said university such rewai'ds, honours, standing, Toronto,

scholarships, diplomas and degrees in agriculture as the said university,

under its statutes and the Acts of the Legislature in that behalf, may be al-

lowed to confer.

9. In connection with the college there shall be a museum of agriculture Museum and

and horticulture, together with the scientific and technical branches rela- Laboratory.

ting thereto, in order to afford aids to practical iustruotiou,and illustrations

of the agricultural and horticultural products of the Province ; as well as a

botanical and cheinical laboratory to which vendors of seeds and artificial

manures may send such seeds and manures, in order that after the proper
inspection and tests their purity and strength may be reported for the bene-
fit and protection of the agricultural community.

10. It shall be lawful for the Lieutenant-Governor in CouncU on behalf Gifts, be-

of the Province to accept, hold and enjoy any gifts, bequests, or devises of /!,"??'*;_
*^f'

'"

personal or real property or effects which any person may think fit to make seum^'or

for the purposes of the said college, museum or laboratory. Laboratory.

11. The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may make such regulations as l\o religious

my be deemed expedient touching the conduct of the students, and their at- 'P^'
o"' profes-

tendance on pubhc worship in their respective chm-ches or other places of ))\"";ji'\aciH.'

religious worship, and respecting their religious instruction by their respec- ties given for.

tive ministers, according to their respective forms of religious faith, and acquiring reli-

every facility shall be afforded for such purposes.
^'""'"^ '''""'"^"

12. Full reports of the progress of the said college aud farm shall be an- Reports and

nually returned and submitted to the Legislative Assembly, which reports
Le"i"lat?ve*''*

shall, amongst other things, contain :

—

Assembly.

(1) A tabular statement with the name and residence of each student at-

tending in each session of the year, together with the name, residence and
occupation of the parent or guardian, the number of classes that each stu-

dent attended, and his progress and efficiency therein
;

(2) A return of the professors, instructors and assistants, with a summary
of the instruction given by each ;

(3) A copy of the examination papers used in the sessional examinations,
and the results thereof

;

(4) A summary of the operations in the various departments of the farm
;

(5) A clear and succinct account of the modes of procedure and results of

the various experiments carried on during the year
;

(G) A detailed statement of the income and expenditure of the college and
farm for the year

;

(7) A copy of all rules and regulations made during the year by the Lieu-
tenant-Governor in Council, regarding the standard and mode of admission,
the course of study and the course of apprenticeship

;

(8) A comparative statement showing the progress of the college and
farm from year to year.
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i
In pursuance of the objects stated iu the Bill, the work has beeu carried on con-

jointly by the Farm Superiuteudeut and myself, each of us being the independent

manager of certain departments. The outside departments are

—

J

I. The Farm Departmknt.

n. The Live Stock Depahtment.

III. The Horticultural Department.

IV. The Mechasicai, Department.

v. The Experimental Department.
\

These are entii-ely under the control of the Farm Superintendent, and for a full account

of the year's operations in each, I have i)le;isure in referring to Mr. Brown's exhaustive

Report in the second part of this volume. The inside departments comprise

—

I. The Course of Instruction in the College.

IL The Boarding House and College Buildings.

III. The Business Department.

For all these I am directly responsible, and having had full charge of them during

the past year, I shall now proceed to report briefly under each head. •

I. The Course of Instruction in the College.

The regular course of study is one of two years, and embraces the following

subjects :

First Year.—Agricnltiire, Live Stock, Inorganic Chemistry, Organic Chemistry, Veter-

inary Anatom >/, Veterinary Materia yietlica. Zoology. Structural and Physiological Botany,

Geology and Physical Geoyaphy, English, Book- Ke< ping, Arithmetic, and ^fcnxtlration.

Second Year.—AgricuUnre, Live Stock, Agricultural Chemistry, Veterinary Pnthology,

Veterinary Surgery and Practice, Systetnatic and Economic Botany, Entomology, Meteorology,

English Literature, Political Economy, Book-Keeping, Mechanics, Levelling and Sui-veying.

Duriiig the past year, these subjects were taught by a staff of five lectui-ers, as

follows :-

—

/"(I) English

,,.„ -T , n ... ) (2) Political EcoKOJfY
1. James Mills, M.A., President. . „ fiT„,,c.,;o.,. «.-„ P.

*) (3) Structural and Physiological Botany.

(l "(4) Zoology,

2. William Brown, Esq., Gold (

Medallist of the Highland and ) (l) Agriculture.

Agricultural Society of Scot-'\ (2) Ln-E Stock.

land. V

(1) Chemistry— Inorganic, Organic, and Agri-

cultural.

(2) Geology, Physical Geography, AND Meteob-
3. J. Hoyes Panton, M.A. -j

^

ology.

(8) Systk.matic and Economic Botany.

(4) Ento-mology.

4. E. A. A. Granqe, V.S.—Veterinary Anato-mv, Pathology, and Materia Medka,

WITH the Practical Handling and Judging of Horses.

„ ^, ., , ,, i(\) Arithmetic, Mensuration, Mechanics, Lev-
5. Alcrander Mclamh-lst Class V ; ^_ ^^^.^ ^^^ Sukveving.

Provincial Lertijicate.
| ^g) Book-Keeping.
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The scholastic year, which begins on 1st October, is divided into two sessions, and
each session into two terms :

Sessions.

Winter Session (1st October to 31st March).
Summer Session (IGth April to 31st August).

Tekms.

Fall Term (1st October to '22ih1 December).
Winter Term (5th Jan. to 31st Marcli).

Spriiif/ Term (lOth April to 30lh June).

Summer Term (1st July to 3 1st August).

Lectures commenced ou the 1st October and continued throughout the first three
terms—from the 1st October to the 30th June. During that time all regular students
were engaged in class-room work and manual labour alternately—three hours a day hav-
ing been spent at tbe former and from four to five at the latter. To this were added five

hours in two weeks for set-up drill and gymnastics under the very efficient drill sergeant
of the Wellington Field Batteiy. So that thedaily rmitine of every student in the Kegulax
Course was

—

Lectures, three hours a day (excepting Satm'day),
Manual labour, four to five hours a day,

Study under a master, two hours a day.

Drill, one hour a day (for five days of every alternate week),

making from nine to ten hours a day, for nine months of the year, devoted to college and
farm work. While the first year students were attending lectures in the College, the
second year students were engaged outside. Those that went out to work in the fore-

noon, came in for lectures in the afternoon, and vice versa. Thus the tlieoretical work
inside and the practical work outside went on simultaneously during the fall, winter, and
spring terms.

In order to place systematically and clearly before the readers of this report a
correct outline of the literary work done in the institution, I have drawn up the following
syllabus of the lectures delivered by the professors in the several departments and sub-
departments during the scholastic year commencing ou the 1st October, 1879, and
ending the 31st August, 1880. The work of each term is given separately, and also that
of the first and the second year students. The summer term, which is the last in the
year, being devoted entirely to work in the outside departments, is omitted from this
syllabus, but will be treated of further on.

Outline of Cl.4.ss-Eoom Work.

{1st Ortoher to 30th June.)

FiKST Year.

Fall Term—1st October to 2'2nd December.

Department 1.—Jf/ricultnre.

Introi-hictnrt/.—Ancient and modem agriculture ; agricultural literature ; arts and
sciences affecting agriculture ; different kinds of farming.
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Reclamation of Land.—Clearing, stumping, stoning, fallowing, etc.

Soils.—Origin and distribution of soU ; natural conditions of soil and plant ; exami-
nation and classification of soils

;
physical and chi'inical properties of each kind.

Rotation in Croppinij.—Importance aud necessity of rotation ; principles underlying

it ; rotations suitable to different kinds of soil ; examination aud criticism of different

systems of rotation.

BuildiiKjs.—Location of nouse, barn and > c ables ; fi'aming a building ; stables for

horses, sheep and cattle ; arrangement of farm • uildiugs.

Imjjlemmts and ifachinenj.—Principles ii construction of implements and ma-
chinery

;
points to be aimed at ; classification, examination, and description of the same.

Miscellaneous.—Roads, lanes, fences, wells, etc.

Department £.—iicience.

Chemical Physics.—Matter, accessory aud essential properties of matter ; attraction,

various kinds 'of attraction—cohesion, adhesion, capillary, electrical, and chemical;

specific gravity ; weights and measures ; heat, measurement of heat, tliermometers,

pyrometers, specific aud latent hefit ; sources, nature, and laws of light ; spectrum

analysis.

Inorganic Chemistry.—Scope of subject; elementary and compound substances;

chemical affinity; symbols; nomenclature; combining proportions by weiglit and by

vokime ; atomic theory ; atomicity of the most important elements ; oxygen and hydro-

gen ; water—its nature, functions, decomposition and impurities
; nitrogen ; the atmos-

phere—its composition, uses, and impurities ; ammonia—its sources and uses ; nitric acid

and its connection with plants ; carbon ; combustiou ; carbonic acid and its relation to

the animal and the vegetable kingdom ; sulphur and its compounds ; manufacture and

uses of sulphiu'ic acid
;
phosphorus

;
phosphoric acid and its importance in agriculture ;

clilorine—its bleaching properties ; bromine ; iodine ; silicon, etc.

Natural H'fstori/. —Nature of life; vital force; difference between animals and

plants ; morphology and physiology ; homology aud analogy ; definition of species ;

classification ; subdivisions of the animal kingdom ; characters of the classes aud most
important orders of Invertebrates

;
general characters of Vertebrates ; classes aud orders,"

with a brief description of each.

Department 3.— Veterinary Science.

Anatomy and Phi/siolofly of tlie horse, ox, sheep and pig ; osseous system, muscular

system, syndesmology, plantar system, and odontology.

Department 4.—English.

Lectures on Composition.—The sentence, the paragraph, aud the period ; capitals and

punctuation ; style—its qualities and varieties. E.cercisus in Composition.

Emjlish Classics.—Committing to memory, and critical study of "Gray's Elegy in

a Coimtry Church Yard."

Department 5.—Mathematics.

Arithmetic.—Review of subject, with special reference to farm accounts; tables of

weights and measures discussed; compound proportion, interest, discount, stocks aud

partnership.

Mental Arithmetic.—Calculations in simple rules, fractious, aud compound rules.
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FlKST YliAK.

Winter Term—oth Jaxvary to 31st March.

Department 1.—Ayricnltuie.

Breediug, rearing, and feeding of animals. Points to bo considered in deciding

what kind of animals to keep.

Hvises.—Different breeds of horses, and leading characteristics of each ; type of

horse required for farm work ; breeding, feeding, and general management.
Cattle.—History and characteristics of Shorthorns, Herefords, Polled Angus, Ayr-

shires, Jerseys, Devons, Galloways, etc.
;
grade cattle ; milch cows—points of a good

milch cow ; breeding generally, cross-breeding, in-and-in breeding
;
pedigree.

Sheep.—Breeds of sheep generally considered ; long-wooled sheep ; medium wooled

sheep ; short-wooled sheep ; crosses between different breeds compared ; texture,

quality, quantity, and uses of different kinds of wool.

Siihie.—Oharacteristics of various breeds ; management of sows ; stores
;
bacon

ciu-ing, etc.

De/iartment 2.— Science.

Tnon/anic Chemistry.—Subject continued fi'om Fall Term.
Oryaiiic Chemistry.—Constitution of organic compounds ;

alcohols, aldehydes, acids

and their derivatives ; formic, acetic, oxalic, tartaric, citric, lactic, malic, uiic and

tannic acids. Constitution of oils and fats—saponification ; sugars, starch, cellulose
;

albuminoids, or flesh formers, and their allies ; essential oils ; alkaloids—morphine and
quinine ; classification of organic compounds.

Natural History.— Subject continued—Special study of Infusoria, Scolecitia and
Insecta. General characters of the Vertehraies—the various orders, with morphological

and physiological distinctions of each, illustrated by common examijles. Special study

of the families of the Aves containing the insectivorous birds, and the famihes of the

Mammalia containing the farm animals.

Department .3.— Veterinary Science.

Veterinary Anatomy.—Anatomy and physiology of the horse, ox, sheep, and pig-
digestive system, circulatory system, respiratory sy.stem, urinary system, nervous syttem,

sensitive system, generative system, tegumental system.

Department 4.— Kmilisli.

Lectures on Composition continued.—Common mistakes in speaking and writing

discussed and corrected ; most important figures of speech defined and illustrated.

E.rercises in Composition continued.—Exercises in synthesis ; abstracts of speeches

and essays ; letter writing.

Enylish Cla.mcs.—Committing to memory and critical study of Goldsmith's

" Traveller."

Department 5.—Mathematics and Book-keepimj.

Arithmetic.—Equation of payments
;
percentage

;
profit and loss ; stocks

;
partner-

ship ; alligation ; exchange.
Boolc-Kcepiny—Business forms and correspondence ;

general farm accounts ;
dairy,

field, and garden accounts.
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First Year.

Spring Term.—16th April to 80th June.

Di'partmott 1.—Aijriculture.

Preparation of Soil—Modes of preparation for different crops, as wheat, barley, oats,

rye, peas, maize ; modes suited to various kinds of soil.

Seeds and S'lioint).—Testing the quality of seed ; changing seed
;
quantity of seed

per acre ; methods of sowing.

Improvement of Linds.—Ordinary cultivation ; suh^oiliug in some cases ; fallowing
;

draiuing ; manuring. Farmyard minure, aud management of the same ; ihe proper-

ties, application aud uses of artificial m mures—lima, jjlaster, salt, bone-dust, super-

phosphates, etc.

JhoU.—Cultivation of roots and tubers—turnips, mangolds, carrots, potatoes; efiects

of each kind on soil.

Green Fodders.—Tares, lucerne, sainfoin, prickly comfrey, clovers, grasses ; the

cultivation and' management most appropriate for each.

Management ot pastures ;
harvesting and preparing crops for market or one's own

use ; crops of current year examined.

Department 3.—Science.

Geohgy.—Connection between geology aud agriculture ; classification of rocks

—

their origin and mode of formation, changes which they have undergone after deposition
;

fossils—their origin, inferences from their presence in rocks
;
geological periods and the

characteristics of each. Geology of Canada, with special reference to the nature and
economic value of the rock deposits

;
glacial period and its influence in the formation of

Boil. Lectures illustrated by numerous diagrams aud specimens.

Physical Geography.—Scope of the subject—earth's place in space, external and
internal conditions, atmosphere, ocean, land ; superficial configuration of Ontario ; theory
of springs ; classification of lakes ; zones of animal and vegetable life.

Botany.—Structural and physiological botany; internal structure of plants—cells

aud vessels
; structure and development of the external parts of plants—root, seem,

leaf, flower, seed, fruit
;
physiology of cells and vessels—chlorophyll, starch, gum, sugar,

crystals, etc. ; movements of fluids in plants, respiratiou, nutrition, reproduction ; hybri-

dization ; modes of propagatiou
;
propagation of variriieji by grafting, budding, layering,

and division ; diseases of plants—smut, rust, mildew, etc.

Department S.— Veterinary Science.

Materia Medica.—The preparation, doses, action, and uses of about one hundred of

tlie principal medicines used in veterinary pracdce.

Department Jf.
—Knyli-sh.

Lectures on the subject, and class-room exercises in business correspondence, etc.

Knylish Classics.—Committing to memory and critical study of Scott's " Lady of

the Lake."
Department 5.—Mathematics.

Meruiiiratinn.—Mensuration of surfaces—the square, rectangle, triangle, trapezoid,

regular polysjon, circle, sector, segment, etc. Special application to the measurement of

lumber. Mensuration of s liids—t 'traliedron, cube, pris;n, cvliuiler, spherical segm'nt,

spherical zone, parabolid, frustum of parabolid, spheroid, circular segment of spheroid, etc.

Special application to the measurement of timber, earth, etc.
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Second Year.

Fall Term—1st October to 22nd December.

Department 1.—Agriculture.

Exiterimental Plots.—The results of last season's experiments with wlieat, oats, barley,

pease, grasses, clovers, roots, etc.; liability to disease ; effects of various manures on dif-

ferent crops ; growth of plants, etc.

Farm Management.—Detailed accouutof the treatment ofeachfield ; resultsfrom dif-

ferent kinds of seed and soil ; effects of mamu'e ; harvesting, storiag, and threshing of

crops ; fall ploughing ; subsoiiing, etc.

Stock- Feedinij—Yalueoffeediugmaterials; estimate forwinter keep of live stockjhous-
iog, feeding, and fattenmg

;
points to be observed in selecting animals fcr fattening

;

feeding experiments ; common diseases of animals ; management of animals on pas-

ture ; value of green fodder. Dairy management and cheese-making.

T>epartment 2.—Science.

Agricultural Chemistry.—Connection between chemistry and agriculture ; the vari-

ous compounds which enter into the composition of the bodies of animals ; the chemical
changes which food undergoes during digestion ; chemical changes which occur during
tlie decomposition of the bodies ofanimals at death; the functions of animals and plants

contrasted ; food of plants, and whence derived ; origin and nature of soils ; classificatiou

of soils ; causes of unproductiveness in soil and how detected ; composition of different

plants in relation to the soils upon which they grow ; rotation of crops; preservation,

development, and renovation of soils ; manures classified, the chemical action of manu-
res on different soils ; chemical theories in reference to the action of sujjerphosphates

;

the action of lime in the decomposition of double silicates ; feeding of animals ; classifi-

cation of foods ; chemical results in the use of different foods
;
piiu'ts necessary to be con-

sidered in order to obtain the full value of artificial and natural foods. .

Meteoroloyy.—Relation of Meteorology to Agriculture ; composition and movements
of the atmosphere ; nature ai'd manipulation of the barometer, its importance in fore-

casting the weather ; temperature, description of the various instruments used
in its measurement and how to use them ; solar and terrestrial radiation ; the induence
of forests on climate

; mists, fogs, clouds, rain, hail, and snow ; description of instru-

ments use J in measuring rain and snow fall ; velocity and direction of wind ; causes af-

fecting climate ; influence of climate on vegetation.

Department 3.— Veterinary Science.

Pathology.—Osseous System—Nature, causes, symptoms, and treatment of diseases of

bone, as splint, spavin, ringbone, etc.

Muscular System—NatiU'O, causes, and treatment of flesh-wounds, etc.

Syndesmoloyif—Nature, causes, symptoms, and treatment of bog-spavin, curb, and,
other diseases of the joints.

Plantar System—Nature, causes, symptoms, and treatment of corns, sand-crack,

founder, and other diseases of the foot.

Odontology—Diseases of the teeth and treatment of the same.

Department 4-—English.

Lectures.—Etymological, syntactical, and rhetorical forms of the English language;
history of its formation, its connection with other languages ; rhetorical figures ; their

use and abuse
;
prose and poetic diction.

(Composition.—Essay writing
; familiar and business correspondence.

English Classics.—Critical stud\' of Shakespeare's ".Julius Ciesar."
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Department 5.—Mathematics.

Stntics.—The mechanicalpowers ; friction; the steam eugtne ; strength ofmaterials
;

units of work ; etc.

Dra».iff;/p.—General principles; discharging water-ways ; how, where, and when to

commence draining ; depth of drains and distance apart ; furrow drains ; draining fol-

lowed by other improvements ; drainage implements ; levelling.

Second Year.

Winter Term.—5th Janu.'vry to 31st M.utcH.

Department 1.—Agriculture.

Laws affecting agriculture ; capital required in farming ; laying out of farm
;
gene-

ral management and economy ; measuring, levelling anddrainiug
;
permanent pastures;

inventory and valuation ; cost of production ; buying, seUing, and marketing ; field ex-

periments.

Management of cattle, sheep and other animals in winter ; breeding generally con--

sidered ; special management of ewes before, diuing, and after the season of lambing ;

treatment of other animals in parturition ; rearing of lambs, calves, and pigs ; washing,

and dipping sheep, etc., etc.,

Arboriculture.—Planting and attendance of forest trees, shade trees, etc.

Depii rtmfiit 2.—Scu'nre.

Aip-icultural Chemistry.— Subject continued from Fall Term.
Etitomoloy.—Anatomy of insects; geographical distribution and classification of in-

sects ; metomorphosis of insects ; insects injurious tovegttation, their habits and the best

methods of checking and preventing their ravages—all illustrated by a good collectiouof

specimens.

Department S.— Veterinary Science.

Digestive system—nature, causes, symptom.s and treatment of spasmodic and flatu-

lent colic, inflammation of the bowels, acute indigestion, tympanitis in cattle, impaction

of the rumen, and many other common diseases.

Circulatory system—description of the diseases of the heart and blood vessels.

Tlespiratory system—nature, causes, symptoms, and treatment of catarrh, uasal-gle€t,

roaring, bronchitis; pleurisy, inflammation of the lungs, etc.

Vrinary system—nature, causes, symptoms, and treatment of inflammation of the kid-

neys, etc.

Nervous system—nature, causes, symptoms, and treatment of lockjaw, string-halt, etc.

Sensitive system—nature, causes, symptoms, and treatment of the diseases of the i^ye

and ear.

Generative system—nature, causes, symptoms, and treatment of abortion, milk-

fever, etc.

Teyiimental system—nature, causes, symptoms, and treatment of scratches, salloii-

dersj mallenders, parasites, and other diseases of the skin.

Department 4-—Evylish aiul Political Economy.

Lectures.—Lectures on accuracy, purity, propriety, clearness, precision, strength,

and grace ; varieties of style detcribtd ; fa'te syntax di^cuf^sed and corrected.

Composition.—Exercises in imjiromptu composition and letter writing continued.

Eiujlish Classics—The critical study of Shakspeare's "Hamlet,"
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Politifal Econotntj.—Utilit}'; production of wealth—land, labour, capital; division of

labour; distribution of wealth; wages; trades-unions; co-operation; money; credit, credit

cycles ; functions of government ; taxation ; etc.

Department 5.

—

Mathematics.

Di/iKimics.—Motion, forces producing motion, momentum, etc.

Hi/ilrostatics.—Transmission of pressure ; the hydi-aulic press ; specific gravity, den-

sity
;
pumps, siphons, etc.

Road-Making.

Second Yeak.

Spring Term.—16th April to 30th June.

Department 1.— A^/ricttlture.

Review of all past lectures with special drill on outside work. Reasons for manage-

ment, etc.

Department 2.—Science.

Systematic and Economic Botimy.— Subject defined; principles considered in the

classificatiou of plants—plants classified; orders containing the plants of greatest

importance to the agriculturist described
;
plants classified in regard to their economic

value for food, medicine, fabrics, forage, timber, etc. The course illustrated by a large

collection of w^ell jireserved plants.

Practical and Analijticiil Chemistry.—Chemical manipulation, preparation of common
gases and reagents; operations in analysis—solution, filtration, precipitation, evapora-

tion, distillation, sublimation, ignition, and the use of the blow-pipe ; testing of

substances by reagents ; impim-ities in water ; adulterations in foods and artificial

manures ; injurious substances in soils.

Quantitative analysis of soils, manures, and farm produce.

Department 3.— Veterinary Science.

Materia Medica.—The preparation, actions, uses, and doses of medicines— continued

from the Spring Term of the first year. Ltcturcs on special subjects, such as pleuro-

pneumonia, the rinderpest, tuberculosis, etc.

Department 4.—Enylish.

Lectures —Taste, characteristics of taste, standard of taste
;
pleasures of the imagi-

nation— their sources, viz., the novel, the w^onderful, the picturesque, the sublime, the

beautiful ; wit, humour, ridicule, etc.

Composition.—Business forms and correspondence
;
general letter-writing, etc.

Enylish Classics.—The critical study of Milton's ''L'AUegro" and "II Penseroso."

Department 5.—Mathematics and Book-keeping.

Surreyiny.—E'ields surveyed with chain and cross-stall; heights and distances found
by the theodolite.
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Book-Keepitui.—-Keview of previous work ; laws relating to farmiug—dfieds, mort-

gages, notes, etc., with laws relating thereto.

/

The College Koll, whicli will be fonnd in Appendix C, gives the names and post-

office address of all students who have been in attendance during the year—176 in

number—some from Qu>'bec and Nova Scotia, and othors from Britain ; but the great

majority from Ontario. Now, as applicants from Ontario have at dififerent times been

refused for want of accommodation, the question is asked why any from abroad have

been admitted. This I consider a very reasonable question ; and hence I shall explain

the why and the wherefore. When applications from (hitario are sent in, I answer them at

once, accepting such as are prepared to comply with the terms of admission as laid down
in the circular, a copy of which will be fo:;nd in the first appendix to this report. As

regards applications from other provinces or countries, a dififerent course is pursued.

They are generally placed on file, and the question of acceptance or refusal po.stponed

till within a few weeks of the entrance examination. If at that time the applicants from

Ontario are not sufficient to fill all vacancies, I admit some from abroad, selecting as far

as possible those who intend to buy land and settle here. Thus you see our own people

always, and in my opinion very properly, get the preference. Vacancies are kept for

them till the time arrives when non residents must have a definite answer—yes, or no.

If after that—within a few days of the entrance examination, or when it is over—some

apply for admission and find all vacancies filled, I think they should not complain.

I may be wrong, but the following reasons seem to me to justify the course

pursued :

—

1st. It is generally admitted that if a new country would grow and develop its

resources rapidly, it must encourage immigration, and even spend a portion of the public

funds ni order to secure it.

2nd. The Dominion of Canada, and nearly every province in the Dominion, recog-

nizing this fact, has spent, and is still spending large sums of money to induce emigrants,

from Eurojje to come and settle here.

3rd. The eyes of Europe are now turned towards this country, and many young

men of good standing with moderate means in England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales are

disposed to purchase laud and settle among us; but before doing so they wish to acquire

some knowledge of Canadian farming and the manners and customs of the Canadian

people. Hence they apply for admission to the Ontario Agricultural College.

Now, if these propositions are true, and if such young men are a valuable acqui-

sition to our country, I maintain, that in admitting a few of them from time to time, we

have in no way injured, but rather benefited the Province of Ontario, especially since

acconling to present regulations they pay cost price for their board and washing, and a

fee of $50 a year for tuition.

From the following list it will be seen that tlie Ontario students are from all parts

of tlie Province. Thirty-one counties and five cities are represented. Of the couuties

Weihngtou has the largest number, and Oxford next, while Ottawa has more than any

other city, having no less than fifteen representatives. Some, no doubt, will view this

as not altogether satisfactory, because they have serious doubts al)out city boys over

settling down to the life of a Canadian farmer ; but to all such I am bound to say that

we have no more faithful students than many of the young men from our cities. Their

whole work inside and outside shonrs that they intend to be practical farmers—men who

know how both to rule aud to be ruled, to work and to superintend.
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Counties, itc. Students.

Bruce 2

Biant 1

Carleton 1

Durham 1

Elgin 1

Fronteiuic 3

Glengarry 2

Grey 5

Hamilton City 5

Halton 4

Huron 7

Haldimand 2

Kingston 1

Lanark fS

Lincoln 3

London City 1

Middlesex 1

Norfolk 3

Counties, lOc. Stiulents.

Northumberland 1

Ottawa City 15
Ontario 2
Oxford 11

Prince Edward 4
Prescott 1

. Perth G
Peel 2
Peterboro' 1

Keijfi ew 1

Simcoe 2
Toronto City 8
Victoria 2
Waterloo 4
Wellington 17
Welland 1

Weutworth 3

York 7

Total number in attendance during 1880 176
Number of Ontario counties represented 31

To this may be added a statement showing the extent to which the different relitrious

denominations of the Provmce, are availing themselves of the advantages offered by
the institution.

Religious Denominations.

Episcopalian 60
Presbyterian 55
Canada Methodist.- 31

Canada Baptist 7
Congregationalist 7
Enmau Cathnlic 6

Primitive Methodist 4
Plymouth Brethren 3

Quaker 2

Lutheran 1

Total 176

Having spoken briefly of the year's operations as a whole, L shall now take the lib-

erty of asking your attention for a short time to the work of each term separately. As
already stated, the scholastic year began on the 1st October, 1879, and ended on the 31st
August, 1880; but the financial year, on which I have to report, began on 1st January
and ends to-day, the 31st December, 1880. Owing to this fact, it is difficult to make our
reports intelligible to ordinary readers. Tiie following will, perhaps, illustrate what 1

mean :

—

r Fall Term a879)

Scholastic Yea,-)
Winter Term (1880)

|

1 hpnug Terra " '77- • , ,-

{ Summer Term " (

Fall Term " )

From this it can be seen that the financial year embraces the last three terms of
one scholastic year and the first term of another. Hence the conlusicn which arises in
the minds of some.
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The Fall Term of 1879—the first of the scholastic year, was treated of in last year's

report. I shall, therefore, commeucc with the secoud term, viz. : '

THE WINTER TERM.

5th Januaky to 31st March, 1880.

The students in attendance were those who had entered at the commencement of

the Fall Term ia October, 1879, or previous to that date—92 in number; and the work

was to some extent a continuation of the subjects begun at that time. Tue first year

students received 180 lectures of one hour cacli on the subjects prescribed for the term
—33 on Agriculture and Live Stock, 44 on Organic and Inorganic Cbemistry, 22 on Vete-

rinary Anatomy, 24 on English Literature and Composition, 22 on Natural History, 24 on

Arithmetic, and llouBook-Keepiiig. At the same time the secoud year students had a course

of 150 lectures and spent 22 hours in handling and judgiug cattle, sheep, and horses, under

the supervision of a professor. The lectures were—20 on Agriculture and Live Stock,

4 on Arboriculture, 33 on Agricultural Chemistry, 22 on Veterinary Pathology, 11 on
Entomology, 22 on English Literature, 22 on Political Economy, and 22 on Statics

and Drainage. In reference to the "Course of Apprenticeship" in practical work, I may
say that the students were sent in rotation to the different departments, i.e., to the

Farm, the Live Stock, the Garden, the Carpenter-shop, and the Experimental Depart-

ment, so that it was iu the power of every one to get a fair knowledge of all that is to

be learned in each department. During the Winter Term it is always more difficult

than at any other time in the year to find enougli outside work of a kind suitable for

the purposes of instruction ; but to meet the ditficulty, as much prominence as possi-

ble was given to the Mechanical and Live Stock Departments.

Live Stock.

In this department, three hours a week were devoted to the study of cattle, sheep,

and pigs. First, the students were taught to poinl out and name the different parts of

ah animal, such, for example, as the brisket, croj.s, loins, flank, hooks, and twist ; and

for this purpose, a cow or steer was brought into the class-room at almost every lecture,

80 that each student saw the animal handled and described by the lecturer, and after-

wards had the opportunity of handling it himself in presence of his fellow students.

The lecturer thou proceeded to explain and illustrate what are considered the good

points of an animal for beef and for milk, comparing and contrasting Shorthorns, Here-

fords, Aberdeen Polls, Galloways, Dcvons, and Ayrshires—breed with breed, in regard

to shape of frame, quality, beefing, milking, and other properties. Thus the instruction

was made in the strictest sense definite and practical. Much the same course was pur-

sued with the Jifferent breeds of sheep—Cotswalds, Leicesters, Soutbdowns, Oxford

Downs, and Shropshire Downs. They were frequently compared with one another as

regards carcass, constitution, wool, mutton, feeding, hardiness, etc. Considerable atten-

tion was also paid to the feeding, cleaning, and general management of stock in the

winter season. In this way the College furnishes a good opportunity for acquiring a

tliorough knowledge of this very important department.

Tue Mechanical Department.

Under this head nothing very ambitious has yet been attempted. As you are aware,

we have quite a plain shop, with three or four work-benches and an outfit of such tools i

as are required for repairing and general carpenter-work. Students are sent regularly '

to this department as to all the otiiors. They are at first taught the u.se of the different

tools, and afterwards employed in doing a variety of work such as is coustantly needed

on a farm—making gates, waggon tongues, Whipple trees, etc. . and repairing a count-

less number of things about the College and farm buildings. Such is the regular rou-
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tiue of the^ department, and last winter was uo exception to the general rule. In the
department of

Natural Science

ousiderable progress was made, but the results would have been better and much
more satisfactory to all concerned, if the institution had been provided with a good
laboratory and apparatus suitable tor making the experiments which constitute so large

i part of the instruction in this important department. The Professor of Chemistry
lid all that any chemist could do, but he was much hindered by the utter insufficiency

four eight by twelve laboratory and its scanty equipment. The first year students,

ifter completing the Inorganic Chemistry which they had studied throughout the Fall

Term, took up the somewhat difficult but interesting subject of Organic Chemistry. A
full course of lectures was delivered, embracing all the important organic compounds ; but
special attention was paid to the nature and sources of sugar, starch, oils, fats, the albu-

minoids or flesh-formers, and other substances which have a more or less direct bearing
iQ agriculture and stock-raising. At the same time they received lectures from another
professor on Zoology, the object of which was to give them a general view of the whole
animal kingdom, and thus make them more intelhgent and appreciative students of par-

ticular parts of that kingdom under the heads of Entomology and Veterinary Science.

While the students of the first year were thus employed, those of the second year were
attending lectures on Agricultural Chemistry and Entomology. During the previous term
they had learned the close connection between Chemistry and Agricultiu-e, and with this

knowledge they now proceeded to study the nature and soiu-ces of plant food, the origin

and properties of the different kinds of soil, their preservation and renovation, the causes
of unproductiveness, artificial feitilizois and farm-yard manure, the chemical composi-
tion of various fodders, and the nu ritive value of each. With such subjects as these,

they were occupied three hours a week, and spent one hour a week in exiyiiining speci-

mens of the various insects which infest our crops and fruits, and in studying the best

known means of preventing their ravages.

Veterinary Science.

As will be seen from the syllabus of lectures given on a previous page, the W'inter

Term in the Veterinary Department is devoted to the anatomy, physiology, and path-
ology of what we call the farm animals—the horse, ox, sheep and pig. The lectures to

the first year students were on the anatomy and physiology of these animals, and were
illustrated by the complete skeleton of a horse aud portions of other skeletons. Those
delivered to the students of the second year, discussed various diseases aud then- treat-

ment, especially of the horse ; as, spavin, ringbone, curb, founder, inflammation, and
such like. Here again, for the purpose of making the instruction as definite and practi-

cal as possible, horses were regularly brought into the class-room and examined, first by
the professor in presence of the class, and afterwards by some of the students. Thus
the Veterinary Surgeon was each day enabled to see whether his lectures were really un-
derstood by those to whom they were delivered. This part of the work I am pleased to

say, was heartily entered into and much appreciated by the second year men.

English and Political Economy.

The Ontario Agricultural College has never failed to give special prominence to

agriculture, live stock, and one or two other branches, which some would call the

doUar-and-ceut, aud hence, the only important subjects in a farmer's education. Notwith-
standing the example set by most of the American agricultm-al institutions, our College has
strictly and persistently confined its course of study to those branches which have a some-
what direct bearing on the ordinary duties of the average Canadian farmer. This, I

thmk, is right, and may fairly be urged as one of the reasons for the existence of
the iustitutiou—a place where any young man who intends to follow farming can get
instruction in those subjects which he constantly requkes in the discharge of the neces-
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sary duties of Lis occupatiou. aud that, too, without heiug compelled to speud a hirge

portiou of his time iu studying foreign languages, or anything else which has only a very

remote hearing on his life work. While speaking thus, I am not amongst those who
would confine a farmer's education within too narrow limits ; and my reason for intro-

ducing the matter here is to enter an emphatic protest against the vicious idea whicn bus

somewhere been instilled into a number of the young men who come here to study

—

that even English should he excluded from our programme. Some, when they lir.'-i,

arrive, are not only unable to speak or write correct English, hut have apparently made up

their minds that they will not study it or any other subject, unless you can first prove to

them that it will put so many dollars into their pockets within a given time.

We want a broader culture for the farmers of this country—something that will

raise them above the level of mere drudges, and fit them fur filling respectable and ui-

flueulial positions in the state.

** For just experience tells, in every soil.

That those who think must govern those that toil."

Hence, w.e insist on their sons devoting a portion of their time to the study

of English literatm-e and composition, as well as to the bread-and-butter subjects

of the curriculum; and not imfrequeutly, I am soiry to say, we do so iu the face

of very marked and provoking iudifl'erence. During the winter term of last year

aU our students wrote letters, essays, and impromptu comjmsitions ; and spent two

hours a week in tlie critical study of English classics—the first year men having road

Goldsmith's "Traveller," and the second year, Shakespeare's "Julius Csesar." Towards

the end of the term the iudifl'erence gave way, and the subject was entered into with

considerable interest and profit.

During this term also, the second year students gave considerable attention to the

study of Political Economy. I believe there was not one iu the class who did not enter

into the subject with an earnest desire to learn at least some of the great problems con-

nected with land, labour and capital. Nearly every one entered heartily into the discus-

sion of such questions as the divisitin of labour, protection and free trade, the functions

of government, etc. ; and the result was that the subject proved to be one of much in-

terest and not a little profit to all concerned.

Mathematics and Book-Keeping.

In this department, the first year students commenced the study of book-keeping on

the 5th of .January, and continued that of antiniietic from the Fall Term. In the

former, the master iu charge having devoted special attention to the subject, gave sev-

eral valuable lectures and a number of iiiijiortaiit exerci.'^ep on what may be called farm

book keeping—farm, field, garden and dniry accounts ; in the latter, j)articular stress

was laid on the commerciiil part of the subject, and the solution of such problems as are

required in the buisuess of the farming community. At the same time, the second year

students were engaged iu the study of dynamics, hydrostatics, and road-making. Tlie

principles learned in hydraulics were applied iu studying the construction and work-

ing of pumps, siphons, hydraulic rams and presses; and under the head of road

making, several matters of importance were discussed, such as road mat: rials, the con-

struction of various kinds of roads, lanes, and walks—macadamized, gravel, plank, etc.;

also the relative cost and value of each, under a variety of conditions. In this way the

young men were interested in what might appear a very common place subject, and were

led to see how our couniry roads might be much improved, without any additional ex-

penditure, if the principles of grading and draiunge were generally imderstood and acted

upon.

Special Course.

During the first three terms of the year, 1st October to 30tli June, as already ex-

plained, the students in the regular course had lectures aud manual labour alternately ;
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during the last terra, embracing the months of July and August, they had nothiug but

manual labour. There is also a special course for the convenience of farmers' sons who
wish to attend lectures duriug the fall and winter months, and return home about the 1st

April, in time for the sprmg work on their own farms. Such students, doing little or no

outside work, are able to take in two terms all the lectures that the regular students get

in three terms. The following will, perhaps, show what I mean :

—

Regular Students.

Fall Term—1st Oct. to 22nd Dec. 1 r i i if j j i i i.
T„. . n- -xi T 1 .>i i -vr Lectures hali-day and work hali-
Wtnter lerm—oth Jan. to dlst Mar. > , ,, , Z

Sprhvj Term—lQih. April to 30th June. )
'^^^' alternately.

Sicmmer Term—1st July to 31st A.ng.—Work all day on " Experimental Farm."

Special Students.

Fall Term—1st October to 22nd December 1 t ^ •
i j

,r, . ^ m r.i T i oi i -vi 1 ;- J-iectures six nours a day.
Winter Term—5th January to 31st March I

•'

i>prinq Term-—IGih April to 30th June ) t>- . i i,.-',,.
1 ^ T 1 . Q 1 * \ i 1- *» ork at home.

bummer lerm—1st July to 31st August
j

Last fall and winter we had ten young men in this course—live first and five second

year men. One half of the day, they took lectures with the regular students of their

year ; the other half, when the regulars were engaged outside, they (the specials) had
lectures by themselves on the work of the Spring Term. Thus, by omitting the practical

work, they were enabled, during the fall and winter terms, to take not only the lectures

of those terms, but also the lectures of the Spring Term as well. In appendix B, the
" Special Time-table" will be found, shewing the lectures delivered to the first and the

second year specials on the work of the Spring Term. The " Kegular Time-table " in

the same appendix, shows the work which they did with the ordinary students in the

Fall Term.

Easteh Examination.

Just before Christmas, 1879, we held a written examiuatiou with printed questions

on the work of the preceding term, and at Easter on that of the two preceding terms.

The latter examination commenced on the 18th March, and continued till the end of the

month. The questions set on that occasion wiU be found in appendix D. I think they

are sufficiently close and comprehensive to test the knowledge of the best student, and
at the same time give all a fair chance to pass. The answers were carefully valued, and
the candidates arranged in three classes according to the percentage of marks taken.

100 per cent, down to 67 per cent 1st class honours.

60 " " " 50 " " 2ud class honours.

49 " " " 33 " " 3rd class or passed.

All below 33 " " "plucked."

For the results of the examination, I would refer to the class-lists in appendix E.
There, a full record of all the candidates wUl be found—not only those vWio passed

or obtained honours, but also those who failed. About ten per cent, of the first year

and nineteen per cent, of the second, got first-class honours. A small percentage failed.

One feature of this examination was, I believe, eutkely new ; and owing to its

manifest importance I beg leave to call your attention to it more particularly—-that is,

the practical examination in the Departmeut of Live Stock. After the students of the

first year had spent eight hours, and those of the second year seven hours, in writing

out .answers to questions on Agriculture and Live Slock, they were ail subjected to an
oral examination on cattle and sheep, which Ltslcjd fur three days. The examination of
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the first year students on cattle occupied a day, and that on sheep a day ; the second
year students, being less numerous, got through both cattle and sheep in one day. Three
cattle of cUfl'freut breeds were taken into a room which was provided with fodder aud
bedding for the purpose. Mr. Brown and myself took charge of the examination. The
students were sent in one by one from an adjoining room. Each was allowed a certain

number of minutes to handle the animals and answer the questions found in appendix
D, under the head of " Practical Examination on Live Stock. ' When his time was up,

he passed out and auother took his place." The same course was pursued with the sheep

;

and though it was fatiguing to both students and examiners, nevertheless all felt satisfied

that no other part of the session's work was so well adapted to fit young men for

discharging intelligently aud promptly the duties of a buyer in a stock-yard, or a judge
in a show-ring.

In order that om- readers may the more clearly understand the nature of this prac-

tical examination, I shall quote the questions from the appendix before referred to

—

SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS—EASTER, 1880.

Practicai^ Ex.vminations in Live Stock.

Examiners : Win. Brown, Esq., and James Mills, M.A.

First Year.

Cattle.

Animals examined

:

Shorthorn Bull.

AjTshire Cow.
Shorthorn Grade Cow.

1. Show the weak points of the Shorthorn.

2. What are his best points ?

8. What are the indications in this buU of good beefing properties ?

4. Judge the Ayrshire cow as a milker.

5. Which of the cows would mate best the bull for beefing pm-poses, and why ?

Sheep.

Leicester Ram.
Cotswold Ram.
Southdown Ram (1).

Southdown Ram (2).

Oxford Down Ram.
Oxford Down Grade Wether.

1. Distinguish the characteristic points of the Leicester and Cotswold.

2. Which is the best long wooled fleece of the lot as regards density and soundness?
3. Which is the oldest and youngest sheep of the lot ?

4. Compare the wethur with the Oxford Down, and say wherein they agree or differ

as regards carcass and wool.

6. Judge the oldest Southdown by the standard used for the breed.

Animals examined

:

Second Year.

Cattle.
'

i Shorthorn Steer,

Animals examined

:

Gallcway Steer.

(
Grade Cow.

1. Describe the Shorthorn with reference to five most important qualities ^'or

fattening purposes. I
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2. Point out the four greatest defects in the same animal.

3. Haudle and describe the weakest point and tlie best point of the frame of the

Galloway for carrying beef.

4. Judge and decide upon the relative merits of tlie two steers as regards quality

and evenness of flesh.

5. Show the live best indications iu tliis cow as a milker.

Sheep.

r Leicester Ram.
1

Cotswold Ram.
Animals examined : A Southdown Ram (1).

1 Southdown Ram (2).

(^
Oxford Down Grade Wether.

1. Sliow wherein one Southilowu is superior to the other.

2. Which is the oldest and the youngest sheep of the lot ?

8. Judge the Oxford grade wether, and comjmre him with the Leicester standard

of points.

4. Explain the principal points of difference between the frame of the Cotswold and
that of the Leicester.

5. Which is the best wooled sheep of the lot, as regards uniformity and lustre ?

Closing Exercises.

As a fittmg conclusion to the work of the session, a number of friends from Guelph
and the suiToimdiug country met at the College to witness the closing exercises. Among
others present were James Laidlaw, M.P.P. ; Thos, Bailantyne, M.P.P. ; and Wm.
•Johnston, M.A., ex-president of the College. Short addresses were delivered by a
number of gentlemen, and the honour certificates presented by others ; but the chief

feature of the exercises was the presentation of the prizes by the Hon. Oliver Mowat, who
did us the honour of coming to Guelph for tliat purpose, and also, no doubt, to acquaint
himself more fully with the working of the College. I need scarcely add that his address

to those assembled in the afternoon, and words of counsel to the young men in the even-

ing, were much aijpreciated by all who heard them. Such visits by members of the
Government are undoubtedly a benefit to the institution.

PRIZE LIST.

Ontakio Agkicultural College.

Easter Examination, March, 1880.

First Year.

Affriculture and Live Stock.—Ist, W. Homtt ; 2nd, W. Motherwell.
Chemistry and Zoolorjij.— 1st., W. Motherwell ; 2nd. J. G. Ross.

Geolof/y and Botany.—1st, W. Howitt ; 2nd C S. Dickinson.

Veterinary Aiintomy.— 1st, R. J. Phin ; 2nd W. Motherwell.
Veterinary 2Iateria Medica.—1st, J. G. Ross.

F.nylish Literature and Composition.—1st, W. Howitt ; 2nd, J. G. Ros8.
Arithmetic and Book-Keepiny.—1st, W. Motherwell; 2nd, J. G. Ross.

Mmsuration.—Ist, W. Howitt and J. G. Ross ; 3rd, W. Home.
Oenerat Projicienc}/.—1st, W. Motherwell and W. Howitt; 3rd, J. G. Ross; 4th, R.

J. Phin; 5th, W. E. Phm.
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Second Yeab.

Agriculture and Live Stock.—1st, W. Ash; 2nd, R. P. Holterman; 3rJ, H. Joyce.

Agricultural Chemistry, Meteorology, and Geology. —1st, J. L. Webster ; 2nd, R. K.

Chapman.
Practical Chemistry and Economic Botany.—Ist, J. L. Webster; 2nd, R. K. Chai)-

man.
Veterinary Pathology.—1st, W. Ash and A. H. Glutton.

English Literature, Composition, and Political Economy.—1st, J. L. Webster and
H. R. Macaulay ; 3rd, R. F. Holterman.

Mechanics, Levelling and Surveying, Book-Keeping.—1st, J. L. Webster ; 2nd, 11. R.

Macaulay.
General Proficiency.—1st, J. L. Webster ; 2nd, R. F. Holterman and H. R. Macau-

lay ; 4th, J. Lomas.
Special. Prize.

Sheep-Shearing.—1st, W. Ash ; 2nd, A. H. Glutton ; 3rd, M. A. Dawes.

THE SPRING TERM.

16th April to 80th June.

Those in the special course, and generally a few others, leave at Easter. Hence it

has been found necessary heretofore, to hold two entrance examinations in the year, one

on the first of October and another on the 16th of April. To fill iho places of those who
left last Easter, sixteen were selected from a large number of applicants. They were

examined on the IGth and 17th of April. Lectures commenced on the 18th.

As the spring term affords special opportunities for practice in the outside depart-

ments, the class-room work did not receive quite so much attention as during the wiuter

term. Every one had to attend lectures three hours a day as usual ; but a little less

time was occupied m study than during the wiuter months. Five hours a day were

devoted to practical work outside, a part of which was spent under the instructor, aud

the balance with the foremen ot the several departments. By the instructor, I mean
one of our men who spends his whole time in tjaching the students how to perform such

operations as they require to understand before taking full charge of a farm—harnessing

and driving horses, ploughing, sowing, harrowing, rolling, mowing with scythe, driving

a mower, and such like. The young men are sent to him in rotation, according to our

knowledge of what they require ; and while under his instruction they get no wages.

Hence they are generall}' anxious to learn as quickly as possible, so that they may be in

a position to claim the promised pay for their work.

While particular prominence was given to practical work outside, the theoretical

work inside was by no means neglected. In the department of Agriculture the cultiva-

tion of the various crops was taken up ; seeds were examined aud judged ; the difforeut

modes of sowing discussed and exemplified; the principles underlying rotation, and th-'

rotations suitable to different soils, climates, aud circumstances were explained ; also the

improvement of land bj' ordmary cultivation, subsoihug, fallowing, manuring, and laving

down to grass. At the same time, under the head of Practical and Analytical Chemistry,

the second year men were employed three to four hours a week in the laboratury, exam-

ining aud testing waters, soils, foods, manures, and samples of farm produce. They now
saw the practical value of what they had already learned in inorganic, organic, and

agricultural chemistry. They had opportunities for putting their knowledge to a practi-

cal test ; and hence they entered cheerfully aud heartily into the work. So far all right

;

but the more earnest and anxious the students became, the more Mr. Pantou. our

Professor of Chemistry, felt himself hampered by the want of accommodation and proper

appliances in the little room which has been dignified with the name of " Laboratory."

In Systematic and Economic Botauy they received lectures on the general classification of

plants, and studied more p.irticularly those orders which coutaiu the most important

agricultural and economic plants—cereals, grasses, roots, aud plants used in the manu-
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factiire of fabrics, oils, medicines, and other articles of commerce. At the same time

the first year students were attending lectures on Geology and Botany. In the former

they learned something about the formation, composition, and character of the soils

found in the country ; in the latter, they studied the plant in relation to the soil and the

atmosphere—its form, food, functious, and diseases, giving special attention to hybridi-

zation, the different modes of propagation, and such diseases as smut, rust, mildew, eic.

The lectures of the chxss-room were illustrated and apphed as far as possible by the

garden foreman while the students were at work with him in the hot-houses, gardens,

and lawns. In the departments of Veterinary Science, English, and Mathematics, the

work was carried on as during the winter term. The first year students had twenty-four

lectures on the preparation, action, and doses of about fifty kinds of medicine commonly
used in veterinary jn-actice ; read critically three cantos of Sir Walter Scott's " Lady of

the Lake ;" wrote familiar and business letters ; began the study of Mensuration ; and
continued that of Book-keeping from the previous term. During the same time, the

second year men took lectures on twenty-five or thirty additional medicines and the

therapeutics of the veterinary art; read Shakspeare's "Macbeth," and committed to

memory the best passages
;
gave some attention to farm book-keeping ; and went twice

a week into the fields with the master in charge to ajjply what they had previously been

taught under the heads of levelling, surveying, and drainage. The term closed with a

four days' written examination on the class-room work and a practical examination on

various operations in the outside departments.

The time had now arrived when it was necessary to decide who was entitled to the

silver medal which His Excellency the Governor- General had offered nine months
previous, for competition among the students of the second year.

The Governor-General's SilvZh MedaIj.

The terms of competition were as follows :

—

"1. All competitors must be second year students.
" 2. They shall compete

—

" (1) By a written examination at Easter on all the i
cl^-i'oom work of the

Fall and Winter Terms.
" (2) By a similar written examination at the end of .June on all the class-

room work of the Spring Term.
" (8) By practical examinations at t)-- above dates on cattle, sheep, pigs,

horses, and the various operations taught or performed on the farm,

in the garden or in the carpenter shop.
" 3. The successful competitor must reach tlie required standard in the Inside and

the Outside Departments separately, that is, must make at least thirty-three per cent, of

the marks in each subject, and an aggregate of not less than sixty-seven per cent, of

the total number of marks in all the subjects prescribed for second year students."

Three competitors strove vigorously for the prize. The competition was particularly

keen and close between J. L. Webster, of Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, and K. F. Holterman,

of Toronto, but without any sign of ill-feeling or any disposition to do aught but what was

honourable. The final tests in the outside work took place about the middle of the

Summer Term. Mr. Webster came out a little ahead and won the medal, which was

presented on the 26th day of August by Professor Buckland of Toronto University.

Side-walk to the City.

The College is distant a little over a mQe from the city of Guelph. The road leading

thereto is muddy and impleasant during the fall and spring. The officers and students not

only do business, but attend church and Sabbath-school in the city. Hence the want of

a side-walk had long been felt by those connected with the College, and also by many
of the citizens who frequently visit the College and Farm. Knowing this, I sent a

formal request to the City Council, asking them to build the walk. Before the meeting,

I called on several of the leading aldermen privately, and laid our wants and claims
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before them. The result was that they agreed to lay a four-foot walk to the city limits,

if we would lay it from that point to the College. The offer was accepted with your

consent, and in about two weeks from the commencement of the Spring Term the work

was completed. The College and the Council met at the city limits. We have been ou

better terms ever since ; and the unanimous verdict is that the money was well spent.

Visitors.

There is not, I believe, another public institution in the country that has so many
visitors as the Ontario Agricultural College. We have them from near and from far, from

home and abroad, from this land and other lands. I am safe in saying that between

8,000 and 9,000 people visited us last year. Some came from curiosity, some to learn what

they could, and other.s to inquire into our course of study and the moilus operandi of the

institution. Ordinary visitors average not less than twenty a day, and occasionally we

have large parties from different, sections of the Province. On the 22nd, 23rd and 24th

of -June last we had four excursions, numbering 2,000 people, from the counties of Perth,

Huron, Bruce, Ontario and York, under the auspices of the Prince Albert, Lucknow,

North Bruce, and Ontario Division Granges. Such visits from the farming commimity

show clearly that the interest in the College and Farm throughout the Province is

increasing. Some criticised severely, and others professed to be well pleased

;

but all united iu saying that the Government should support the institution liberally

and make it as efficient as possible. Not only so, but without either hint or solicitation

every one of the four excursions passed resolutions to that effect.

Many erroneous notions about the College exist among some of our farmers ; and one

is that regarding their relation to the maintenance of the institution. They are quite

willing that the Government should v^*;; hundreds of thousands for the support of asy-

lums, prisons, and reformatories-; and they do not seem to euqiure very closely whether

the money voted for such institutions is properly expended or not. l?ut every dollar

spent on the Ontario Agri -nttural College and Experimental Farm they regard as a

direct addition to their taxes, and hence oppose the whole concern, whatever it

may do or leave undone. They are surprised and incredulous when told that it has

not affected their taxes to the amount of one cent in the last five years, and that

they would not pay a farthing less, if it were blotted out of existence to-morrow.

Gradually, however, the idea is gaining ground that the interest of the country at

large and especially of the fai^rers is, not to destroy, injure, or cripple the College, but

to correct what needs correction "nd make it thoroughly efficient in every particular.

Personally, I have no objection whatever to fair and honest criticism ; it is always

helpful. If we were not criticised we might grow careless. The Farm was pur-

chased and the College established to promote the interests of Agriculture and Stock-

raising in the Province. Therefore, farmers more than any other class have a riglit to

visit the institution, inquire into its working, criticise, and make suggestions from time

to time. Those who have done so are generally our best friends. Mistakes have been

corrected and prejudices removed.

THE SUMMER TERM.

1st July to 31st August.

At the close of the Spring Term (30th June), when the year's lectures were over, se-

veral farmers' sons were allowed to return home to labour on their own or their fatliers'

farms in haying and harvest. Some forty-five remained with us to work ten hours a

day during the Summer Term (July and August). As at all other times, they were

sent in rotation to the several departments, giving, of course, the largest share of their

time where it was most needed, i.e., on the Farm. I shall not weary you with a detailed

account of the routine in each dRpartmont, but simply say that the young men received

instruction in the fields, the yards, the gardens, and the shop. They spent a portion of

their- time in a special class for the purpose, learning how- to dig, plough, harrow, sow,

shear sheep, mow, cradle, di-ive a reaper, bind, shock, and such like; and in addition
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did all tbat is to be doue iii the summer months on a large grain and stock farm, and
in the management of a large vegetable garden, flower garden, orchard, and lawn.

Our visitors in the mouth of June were chietly farmers ; but in July and August,

as might be expected, they were largely of otlier classes. Between six and seven hun-

dred Masons and Oddfellows did us the honour of spending a short time with us. They
took a hasty run over tlie premises and generally expressed themselves as well pleased

with what is being done.

The term closed on the 2Gth day of .\ugust with the Annual Atheletic Sports, which
have come to be regarded as one of the most interesting exercises in connection with

the institution. For several weeks before the day fixed upon, the young men occupied

their evenings on the college campus in practising those manly exercises which did so

much to give character and muscle to the ancient Greeks at Olympia on the far-famed

banks of the Alpheus. Everything objectionable was excluded from the games, so that

the most fastidious could not find fault. The day was rather cold, but nevertheless

over 1,000 of the leading people from Guelph and the surrounding neighbourhood spent

the afternoon in viewing the various tests of strength and speed. After the games
came the Harvest Home Procession around the College grounds, and the presentation of

the prizes by Professor Buckland of Toronto University, Wm. .Johnston, M.A., andthe
President of the College. Thus terminated what I think I may venture to call a success-

ful year in the history of the Ontario Agricultural College and Experimental Farm.

THE FALL TEEM.

1st October to 22nd December.

The question of charging a fee for admission to the College was formally laid before

the Government on the 21st July ; and in a few days thereafter it was decided that rate-

payers and bonajide residents of the Province of Ontario should henceforth pay a tuition

fee of $25 a year, and non-residents $50 a year in advance, students wlio had already
entered the College being allowed to complete then- course without payment. All appli-

cants for admission were at once notified, and requested to inform me without delay
whether they wished their applications to stand on the changed terms of admission. I

feared that the imposition of the fee, though a small one, would materially affect the
attendance, for a time at least. I am glad to say, however, that my fears proved to be
groundless ; for in the month of August alone, I received applications enough to fill all

vacancies, and from tiiat till the time of opening I had to reiuse quite a number for want
of accommodation. During the month of September we had as much to do as at any other
time in the year. Carpenters, masons, plasterers, steam-fitters, and plumbers were at

work in all parts of the buililing, teanng down, building up, and making additions. I

watched the job late and early. The old parts of the building were to be repaired, white-
Tvashed, and cleaned ; and the new parts to be fitted up, scrubbed, and furnished for between
forty and fifty additional students. Notwithstanding my best efforts, things seemed to move
very slowly. I appealed, urged and entreated, till about the 24th September, when it

became evident that we could not get possession of the building on the 1st of October.
So I wrote to the old students and the new applicants for admission, informing them of

your decision to postpone the opening from the 1st to the 30tli October. 1\\ the mean-
time I purchased an additional range for the kitchen ; chairs, tables, and table-ware for

the dining-room ; beds, bedding, and furniture for the new dormitories ; and ten stoves

to heat the building till the steam-fitters would be through witli their part of the
contract.

Matriculation Examination.

On the SOth of October, 62 old students returned, and G8 new ones came up
for the matriculation examination, which commenced on the 1st and continued till

the evening of the 2nd of November. The papers set were not difficult
;
copies of them

will be foimd in the third part of Apjiendix D. The answers generally were much better

than a year ago. Especially in the matter of spelling a decided improvement was
noticeable. On the whole, I feel free to say that the candidates who wrote at our last

matriculation examination were in every way a very superior lot of young men ; and hence
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there were only a few who failed to pass. Theii- work and conduct since the examination

have justified our first impressions. The total uumbcr in attendance during the torm lias

beenl2G. The following list shows where they come from, and the rehgious denom-
inations to which they belong. The names will be found in the second part of Appendix C.

Counties, tfc. Students.

Bruce 2

Brant 3

Carleton 1

Durham 1

England 2

Frontenac 4

Glengarry 1

Grey 4

Hamilton City 2

Halton 2

Huron 4

Haldimand 1

Ii-elaud 1

Lanark 8

Lincoln 1

London 1

Montreal City 8

Middlesex 1

Norfolk 3

Northumberland 1

Nova Scotia 2

Counties, tfc. Students.

Ottawa City 10
Ontario 2

Oxford 8

Prince Edward 1

Perth 6

Peel 2

Peterboro' 1

Quebec Province 5

Eeufrew 1

Simcoe 1

Scotland 2
Toronto City 6

United States 1

Victoria 2
Wales 1

Waterloo 3
Welhngton 10
Wentworth 5

Welland 1

York 5

Total number in attendance during Fall Term 126

Number of Ontario Coimties represented 29

Keligious Denominations.

Presbyterian 44

Episcopalian 43

Canada Methodist 21

CongregationaUst 5

Canada Baptist 4

Roman CathoUc 4

Primitive Methodist 2

Plymouth Brethren 2

Lutheran 1

Total 120

As questions are frequently asked about the age of our students, I may say that

some sessions the ages have varied considerably from fifteen years upwards. In the fall

term of 1880, the range was from fifteen to tweuty-six-—five at fifteen, twelve at sixteen,

four at twcntj'-four, and two at twenty-six ; leavuig 103 between the ages of seventeen

and twenty-three. The majority were eighteen or nineteen. The following table gives

the exact number at the different ages :

—
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OUTLINE OF CLASS-ROOM WORK.

Fall Term.

Fiist Year.

Department 1.

—

Agriculture.

Introductory.—Ancient and modern agriculture ; agricultural literature ; arts and
eeieuces affecting agriculture ; diflereut kinds of farming.

Beclamatiun of Land.—Clearing, stumping, stoning, fallowing, etc.

Soils.—Origin and distribution of soil; natural conditions of soil and plant; exami-
nation and classification of soils

;
physical and chemical properties of each kind.

notation in Croppinij.—Importance and necessity of rotation
;
principles underlying

it ; rotations suitable to different kinds of soil ; examination and criticism of different

systems of rotation.

BuildingS;—Location of house, barn and stables ; fi-aming a building ; model Etables

for horses, sheep and cattle ; arrangement of farm buildings.

Implements and Muchinenj.-—Principles in construction of implements and ma-
chinery

;
points to be aimed at ; classification, examination and description of the same.

Miscellaneous.—Roads, lanes, fences, wells, etc.

Department 2.

—

Science.

Chemical Physics.—Matter, accessoiy and essential properties of matter ; attraction,

various kinds of attraction—cohesion, adhesion, capillary, electrical, and chemical

;

specific gravity ; weights and measures ; heat, measurement of heat, thermometers,
pyrometers, specific and latent heat ; sources, nature and laws of hght ; spectrum
analysis.

Inorganic Chemistry.—Scope of subject; elementary and compound substances;
chemical affinity ; symbols ; nomenclature ; combining proportions by weight and by
volume ; atomic theory ; atomicity of the most important elements ; oxygen and hydro-

gen ; water—its nature, functions, decomposition, and impurities ; nitrogen ; the atmo-
sphere—its composition, uses and impurities; ammonia—its sources and uses; nitric

acid and its connection with plants ; carbon ; combustion ; carbonic acid and its relation

to the animal and the vegetable kingdom ; sulphur and its compounds ; manufacture
and uses ot sulj^huric acid ; phosphorus

;
phosphoric acid and its importance in agri-

culture ; chlonne—its blcaclung properties ; bromine ; iodine ; silicon, etc.

Zoology.—Nature of life; vital force; difference between animals and plants
phology and physiology ; homology and analogy ; definition of species ; classification

;

subdivisions of the animal kingdom ; characters of the classes and most important
orders of Invertebrates ; general characters of Vertebrates ; classes and orders, with a

brief description of each.

Department 3.

—

Veterinary Science.

Anatomy and Physiology of the horse, ox, sheep and pig ; osseous system, muscular
system, syndesmology, plantar system, and odontology.

Department 4.

—

English.

Lectures on Composition.—The sentence, the paragraph, and the period ; capitals

and punctuation ; style—its qualities and varieties. Exercises in Composition.

English Ctesics.—Committing to memory, and critical study of Scott's "Lady of

the Lake."
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Department 5.

—

JIathematics.

Arithmetic.—Review of subject, with special reference to farm acconnts ;
tables of

weights and measures discussed ; compound proportion, interest, discount, stocks and

partnership.

Mental Arithmetic.—Calculations in simple rules, fractions and compound rules.

Second ^ enr.

Department 1.

—

Agriculture.

Experimental Plots.—The results of last season's experiments with wheat, oats,

barley, pease, grasses, clovers, roots, etc. ; liability to disease ; effects of various manures

on different crops
;
growth of plants, etc.

Fnrin Manai/cmcnt.—Detailed account of the treatment of each field, results from

different kinds of seed and soil ; effects of manure ; harvesting, storing, and threshing

of crops ; fall ploughing ; subsoiliug, <tc.

Stock-feed i lit).—Value of feeding materials ; estimate for winter keep of live stock ;

housing, feeding, and fattenmg
;
points to be observed in selecting animals for fattening :

feeding experiments ; common diseases of animals ; management of animals on

pasture ; value of green fodder. Dairy management and cheese-making.

Department 2.

—

Science.

Meteorology.—Eelation of Meteorology to Agriculture ; composition and movements

of the atmosphere ; natiu-e and manipulation of the barometer, its importance in fore-

casting the weather; temperature, description of the various instruments used in its

measurement and how to use them ; solar and terrestrial radiation ; the influence of

forests on climate ; mists, fogs, clouds, rain, hail, and snow; description of instruments

used in measuring rain and snow fall ; velocity and direction of wind ; causes affecting

climate ; influence of chmate on vegetation.

AfiricuHurtil Cliemistry.—Connection between chemistry and agriculture ; the various

compounds which enter into the composition of the bodies of animals ;
the chemical

changes which food undergoes during digestion ; chemical changes which occur during

the decomposition of the bodies of animals at death ; the functions of animals and plants

contrasted ; food of plants and whence derived ; origin and nature of soils ; classification

of soils ; causes of unproductiveness in soil and how detected ; composition of diflferent

plants in relation to the soils upon which they grow ; rotation of crops
;
preservation,

development and renovation of soils; manures classified ; the chemical action of manures

on different soils ; chemical theories in reference to the action of superphosphatjes ; the

action of lime in the decomposition of double silicates ; feeding of animals ; classification

of foods ; chemical results in the use of difl'erent foods
;
points necessary to be considered

in order to obtain the full value of artificial and natural foods.

Department 3.

—

Veterinary Science.

Velcrinarij Patholoiiy.—O.fneous System—nature, causes, symptoms, and treatment of

diseases of bone, as splint, spavin, ringbone, etc.

Mmcular System—nature, causes, and treatment of flesh wounds, etc.

Syndesmolo'yy—nature, causes, symptoms, and treatment of bog spavin, curb, and

other diseases of the joints.

Plantar System—nature, causes, symptoms, and treatment of corns, sand-crack,

founder, and other diseases of the foot.

Odontoloyy—diseases of the teeth and treatment of the same.

Department 4.

—

English.

Lectures.—Etymological, syntactical, and rhetorical forms of the English language;
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history of its formation ; its couuection with other languages ; rhetorical figures ; their

use and ahuse
;
prose and poetic diction.

Composition.—Essay writing, familiar aud business correspondence.

English Classics.—Critical study of Shakespeare's " Julius Cob jar."

Department 5.

—

Mathematics.

Mental Arithmetir..—Calculations in reduction, fractions and analysis.

AMensuration.—The mensuration of surfaces, including lumber, etc. ; the measure-

ment of solids, including contents of tanks, ditches, wells, etc.

Land Snrveyin(/.—With chain and cross-staff.

II.

—

The Boardi.ng House and College Buildings.

The college building, as shown on frontispiece, is a plain substantial structure

without much claim to architectural beauty. Like tlieiustitutiou itself, it was built little

by little without any very definite idea of the shape it might ultimately assume. When
the Government first bought land and determined to establish an agricultural college,

the architect drew plans for a building wliich would have suited the purpose exactly,

but the cost seemed too great aud the country was not prepared for it. consequently it

was decided six years ago to commence work with a few students in Mr. Stone's farm-

house. Additions and alterations were made from time to time as the number of

students increased, till the result is, the building which you see outlined and described

on page 36—something different from what was ever intended ; and though it is not

what we would like, it nevertheless affords considerable accommodation, and serves the

purpose very well.

In my last report I recommended among other things, that increased accomodation

be provided, aud that the college be heated by steam, aud lighted by gasolene. I

am now happy to say that under each of these heads the Legislature did even more

than I ventured to ask. The building is very different from what it was a year

ago. The extensive additions and alterations made during the last eight months,

have not only increased the accommodation, but changed the whole aspect of the place.

The raising of the centre ])ortion has removed the flat appearance which formerly

characterized the building, while the erection of the new building in the rear of the left

wing, and the filling up of the space between the centre, and the class-room in the right

wing, has furnished thirty-four new dormitories, a large diuing-hall, a reading room, a

library, a sitting-room and a bed-room for the Assistant Resident Master, a wash-room,

and two class-rooms.

In the building, as it now stands, there are one hundred and twenty-two rooms

—

throe class rooms, a reading room, a library, a room to bo fitted up for n museum, a

laboratory, two offices, a public reception-room, sixty-two students' dormitories, a large

dining-hall, a servants' dining-room, a store-room, pantry, kitchen, scullery, laundry,

drying-room, eight bath-rooms, nine bed-rooms for servants, the messenger's room, a

parlor and bed-room for the Matron, a sitting-room and bed-room for the Assistant

Eesident Master, nine rooms in the left wing occupied as a dwelling house by the Pro-

fessor of Agriculture, six rooms in the centre occupied by the President aud his family,

three wash-rooms, an engine-room and a coal house. The size, position, and use of each

room can be better understood from an examination of the plans above referred to than

from a verbal description. Hence I shall not attempt anything more elaborate under

this head.

Provision has been made for heating the building with steam ; aud every room in it

is now lighted, not by gasolene, but by ordinary coal-gas from the city of Guclph. The

gas company laid the pipes out to the college and the contractor extended them through

the building. So that now we not ouly have good light, but are free from the danger

connected with the use of coal oil in so large an institution.
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la the boarding house, things have gone on much as of old ; but for some months
past, the duties in connection with it have been much more arduous than at any time
previous. The lai"ge additions to the building, and the corresponding increase in the

number of students, have added not a httle to the work of the President, the Assistant

Kesideut Master, and the Matron, while the presence of masons, carpenters, plastei'ers,

painters, gas-fitters, and steam-fitters pacing to and fro, and plying their tools from June
to January, in every hall and room from cellar to garret, has given rise to an unusual
amount of worry, anxiety and confusion. In the face of such diihculties as these, the

Matron discharged faithfully the many duties connected with her department ; the

Assistant llesident Master took charge of the students in the dining room, and assisted

me in looking after them in the halls, dormitories and class rooms ; the Bursar ju-ovided

the supijlies ; and altogether the work went on satisfactorily. The conduct of the stu-

dents was good ; no serious cases of discipline occurred since my last report. Some, of

course, did network so well as thej- should, and others were inclined to give trouble now
and then ; but the great majority were quiet, thoughtful and industrious. The few idle

aud troublesome ones were kept in their jdace by the exercise of vigilance, firmness and
kindness ; and the result, on the whole, was eai'nest work and good order in every hall.

For a better understanding of the surroundings of our students in the boarding house,

aud the duties required of them, I may say that their bed-rooms are furnished with beds,

bedding, bureaus, mirrors, wash-stands, study-tables, and chairs. They sleep separately,

two in a room, aud in a few instances three. The daily routine during the fall, winter
and spring terms, is as follows;

—

They rise at a quarter to six, make tlieir beds aud put theu' rooms in order. At
fifteen minutes after sis they go to morning prayers, aud at half-jiast six to breakfast.

At seven the students of one division are sent to work outside, and those of the other

employ their time as they feel disijosed, till eight o'clock. From eight to nine the latter

are at drill or gymnastics, and from nine to twelve at lectures in the class-room. Both
divisions then return to the boarding house, and prepare for dinner at half-past twelve.

The bell rings at half-past one, and the division that was in at lectures in the forenoon,

goes out to work in the afternoon. The other division is free till two o'clock. From two
to five it attends lectures ; and at five both divisious return again to the boarding-house
to prepare for tea, at half-past five. From tea time to seven o'clock, and in spring to

eight o'clock, they generally rest or take exercise. From seven to nine in fall and winter,

and from eight to half-past nine in spring, they study in their rooms, or under a master
in one of the class-rooms. At nine or half-past nine, according to the season of the j'ear,

they proceed to roll-call and evening prayers ; all lights are put out at ten, aud doors

closed at hah'-past ten. Every student who is not imder ban for some misdemeanour, is

allowed out one evening in the week, till half-past ten. To some parents perhaps this

will appear late ; but, as it takes not less than thirty minutes to come from the city to

the college, any earlier hour would scarcely give sulficieut time. When goiug out, each
leaves his name with the master in charge, and is required to report himself on his

return, that we may know whether all are in or not before the doors are closed for the

night.

Such is the routine in the boarding house, and such are the duties required of the

studeuts therein, dming nine months of the year. As the months of July and August
are devoted entirely to work in the outside departments, the duties iuside difl'er but

little from those of an ordinary boarding house on a large scale.

I served au ajipreuticeship of twentj'-one years at farming in this country—I learned

practically how to chop and clear, dig aud plough, sow aud reap, and all the rest ; I

afterwards taught and governed young men aud women for eleven years ; but never tiU

last year did I attempt to manage a large boarding house and a college together. It is

entirely a new phase ih my experience, and I scarcely know how to describe it. I would
hke to say that it is the most thankless aud annoying business in which a man ever en-

gaged—a busmess which takes one away from his family day and night, which destroys

tUe associations of home, which worries a person till he is apt to become peevish and
absent-minded—in a word, a business which no man should undertake, unless he is

prepared to abandon all hope of comfort and happiness while he is engaged in it. This is
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what I would like to say. What I do say, is that the duties involved in the manaf-ement
of a large hoarding house are onerous and trying under any circumstances, hut especially

so when there is added thereto the work of lecturing from two to three hours a day,

superintending the studies and conduct of one huudi-ed and thirty young men from six

in the morning till half-past ten at night, waiting on a large number of visitors, and
attending to the corresjioiidence and general business of a college. Put all these

together, add the item of no holidays, and you have a concentration of labour and
anxiety sufficient to test the mettle of any man—at least, you have evidence sufficient to

prove that the presidency of the Ontario Agricultural College is not a sinecure.

III.

—

The Business Department.

The first thing to be noticed under this head relates chiefly to the President of the

College, that is.

The Correspondence.

The Ontario Agricultural College is not yet understood so well as it should be

either in the Province or outside of it. There is ample evidence that it is fast

growing in favour at home and becoming pretty well known abroad ; but there is still

an endless number of inquiries about the terms of admission, course of study, duties

of students, cost, books used, books recommended^and many other questions which
require to be carefully answered. Add to this the correspondence growing out of the

ordmary business of the institution, and you have work enough to keep one a couple of

hours a day throughout the whole year. Some letters are simply answered and no fur-

ther note taken of them ; others, being more or less important, are copied, and the names,
post-office address, and business recorded in a book kept for the purpose. Of the latter

kind, I wrote about 1,700 last year. Over 2,100 circulars and 1,800 copies of our annual

report were sent out. Eleven hundred reports were distributed among the Subordinate

and Division Granges, and the balance sent chiefly to those who applied for them.

Books and Accounts.

Most of the work in this branch of the business department is done by the Bursar.

Every month he receives the accounts against he College and the Farm, examines them,

checks them by invoices and requisitions, arranges them in duo form, makes outsepardte

statements for the College andtlie Farm, submits the former to the President and the

latter to the Farm Superintr-ndent for approval, and then sends both to the Treasury

Department fin- payment. He receives and accounts for all moneys from the Treasury

Department, the students, and the farm ; and pays all accounts that have been approved

by the President or the Farm Superintendent, and passed by the Auditor in Toronto. In

addition to a cash book and memorandum books of various kmds, ho keeps three distinct

sets of books

—

No. 1, showing the monthly expenditure under each head of the appropriation for

salaries, wages, and college expenses.

No. 2, giving in detail the income and expenditure of the outside departments under

three heads—the farm and carpenter-shop, the garden, and the experimental depart-

ment.

No. 3, which shows the account of every student from the day he enters the College

till he leaves it—fees, board and washing, amounts allowed for labour in the outside de-

partments, and cash balances paid to the College for board and washing.

The second set involves considerable work, and the third a great deal. " Printed

sheets containing the names of all the students are furnished each foreman daily,

who fills in the blanks with the description of work done that day by the students
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ia his deyai'tmeut, the number of hours each has worked, aud the estimated value of such
work. These are filed daily iu the office, aud jourualizod weekly. At tlie eud of the

tinanci;il mouth these sums are posted to the credit side of each student's account in

the le>-lger, whilst on the debit side is placed the exact co.rt of the board and washing
for that mouth, obtained from the books of the store-room aud the lauudry. At
the end of the session those sheets are bound together and make the day-book for that

session." From this it will be seen that one hundred and seventy-six such accounts had
to be kept during the past year, involving an amount of work of which the uniuiated

have no conception.

General Business.

Owing to the large additions to the building, and the increase in the number
of students, there was an unusual amount of general business to do iu connec-
tion with the College during the year 1880. The President had not only to lectm-e,

wait on visitors, aud attend to the ordinary business of the institution, but to select and
purchase a large amount of furniture for the kitchen, dining-room, bods and bed-i-ooms,

reading-room, library, and class-rooms. The Bursar looked after the suj)plies for the
boarding-house, aud with tlie aid of the Matron took full charge of the college store-

room—-examined, checked and weighed meat, groceries and other articles as they were
delivered, m order to see that all contracts were faithfully carried out. The Farm Super-
intendent and Ins foremen made all purchases for the maintenance of the outside depart-
ments—the farm, garden, carpenter shop, and experimental department. With these

the Bursar had nothing to do, exce^Jt arrange the accounts as they were handed iu, and
forward them to Toronto for payment.

The Finances.

In making out statements under this head, as everywhere else, I have endeavoured not
to interfere with anything which properly comes under the report ofmy friend and colleague,

Mr. Brown. Hence my financial tables, which will be found in Ajjpendix F, refer to the
College and boarding-house alone. The first table shows the appropriation expenditure
in 1880, the second is a statement of the revenue for the same time, the third gives an
estimate of the expenditure in 1881, and the fourth is a copy of the college account
with the farm

,
garden and carpenter shop for the past year.

The sum of $2,000 was voted on capital account for furniture and furnishing. The
expenditure under that head will bo found at the end of Table 1. The amount allowed
for maintenance was .§22,850. This is no more than was actually needed. The whole
amount might have been profitably laid out under the heads for which it was voted

;

but as we intended to ask a large sum for the erection of a new laboratory this year, we
felt bound to cut down expenses at every point. Hence, by special care and economy
on the part of the Matron, the Bursar and myself, we succeeded in keeping the expen-
diture down to $21,822.15, which leaves a balance of .$1,027.85 to the credit of the
Province. It may be stated thus :

—

Amount voted for 1880 $22,850 GO
Amount expended m 1880 21,822 15

Balance to credit of Province .$1 ,027 85

Table 2 is a very brief statement of the revenue for the year—$2,407.02 paid by
students for board and washing, aud $1,G25 tuition fees, making a total of $4,020.02.
This subtracted from the expenditure, shows the net cost of the institution for the last

twelve mouths :

—

Expenditure in 1880 $21,822 15

Revenue in 1880 4,026 02

Net outlay in 1880 $17,896 13
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Most agricultural iustitutiouB have found difficulty iu comlnuiiig the pracVical work
of appreuticesliip with the theoretical instructiou of the lecture- room. To avoid this,

difficulty as far as possihle, the Ontario Agricultural College adopted the plan of waying
all students for theii- work. The intention was to vary the rate of wages according to

the character and amount of the work done ; but the fact is, we are forced by the
circumstances of the case, not uni'requeutly, to pay for work that is really worth nothing.

Notwithstanding this difficulty, howevtr, the marked success of the College in securing

attention to practical as well as theoretical work, proves conclusively the wisdom of the

plan adopted. If the students were allowed little or nothing for their work, we could
present a better balance sheet ; but the College would be much less efficient, and, as often

happens, the gain in money would be more than coimterbalauced by a loss iu another
direction. By turning to the last item in Table 4, Appendix F, you will see that the

allowance to students for labour last year amounted to $4,3-17.23. If this were deducted
from the net outlay for the year the espenditiu-e would be a comparatively small sum
to run a college with :

—

Net outlay for 1880. §17,896 13
Amount of the above sum allowed students for labour... 4,347 23

Balance §18,548 90

In the right hand column of Table 3, you will hnd the estimated expenditure for

1881. The increase under this head will, doubtless, give rise to some inquiries; so a

word of explanation may be necessary. First of all, I have asked for small

additions to the salaries of two or three officers who, in my opinion, should have more

than they got last year ; but the increase is nearly all due to three things :

—

(1) The increase in the number of students, which is over one-third greater than

it ever was before.

(2) The change from coal-oil to coal-gas for Ughting the College.

(3) The heating of two additional buildings, which adds quite an amount to

the outlay for fuel.

Apart from the last two items, the increase is not in proportion to the increase in

numbers. The amount voted last \ear for furniture and fiu'uishing was not nearly

sufficient ; hence I am forced to ask for §2,000 more. I have several times spoken and
written about a new laboratory for the Institution ; but I have not yet presumed to ask

anj' detiuite sum for that purpose. I leave it to yourself and the architect to name
the amount required.

IV.

—

Conclusion.

hislrtiction in Affriculture.

Success in agriculture ensures success in every other occupation ; failure in agricul-

ture means failure everywhere else. No argument is necessary to prove that it is the foun-

dation on which the prosperity of this country has been built. If it gives way, the whole

f(ibric is sure to fall. Hence the necessity of using the accumulated wisdom of the ages

to secure the best results in this pursuit. If specific, technical instruction is a needful

preparation for law, medicine, dentistry, or pharmacy, why not for fai-niing'? If a young
man intends entering the legal profession, he spends from three to five years in the study

and practice of law ; if he desires to become a physician, he attends lectures on medicine

and enters a doctor's office to learn the first priucijiles of the practice ; or if he aims at

being a druggist, he studies the pharmacopueia and serves an apprenticesinp in a drug

store. But in farming, the most important of all, it is expected that a young man sliould

go to work and make a fortune without any special training whatever. I am glad to

say, however, that this idea is being exploded ; our people are beginning to realize
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tliat special preparation is needed no less for the pursuit of agriculture than for any other
industry. The existence of the Ontario Agricultural College is a proof of this.

The College.

As President of the College, I cannot discuss the question of its efficiency or ineffi-

ciency so freely as 1 would under other circumstances. No doubt to our faults we are " a
little blind," if not to our " virtues very kind"—we do not see ourselves as others see us ;

but admitting all past errors and present defects, I think it is not too much to say that the
Ontario Agricultural College is an institution of which the Province may be prouil, and
one tliat should be supported, not only by the farming community, but by every other

class that seeks the prosperity of the country. It is the only school in tlie Province which
gives instruction in agriculture, agricultural chemistry, horticulture, and stock-raising ; it

is the only place where questions relating to such subjects are systematically studied and
discussed. The course of study is confined to those branches which have a somewhat
direct bearing on the duties of the agriculturist, horticulturist, and stock-raiser; its success

in combining practical work with theoretical instruction has not Vjeen surpassed anywhere
;

and the whole tendency of the training given is not only to make more intelligent farmers,

but to educate them to the belief that there is no more honourable occupation than that

of the agriculturist ; that socially, politically, and even financially, there are few to com-
pare with it ; and that in the matter of independence, contentment, and real happiness,

there is scarcely one equal to it. The position of the College in the centre of a large

stock-raising district, containing a number of the best Shorthorn, Hereford, Devon, and
Galloway herds in the Dominion, is a matter of some importance. The students visit

these herds from time to time, and attend the famous fat-cattle shows in Guelph at Christ-
' mas and Easter. Last year each was required to examine the different animals exhibited,

and afterwards draw up and read a special report on them, and on the show as a whole.

! In the time of my predecessor the fouudation of the institution was laid broad and deep
;

i we are now doing our best to strengthen that foundation and to build upon it. During
: the past year some progress has been made ; a large three-storey building has been erected,.

: and the old one very much enlarged and improved
;
provision has been made for heating

]

the whole premises with steam, and lighting every room with gas ; a sidewalk has been laid

I

from the College to the city ; and the number of students has increased from 92 to 130.

' Reading-Room and Library

.

An excellent reading-room has also been pro\'ided, and a very nice and commodious
room for a library ; and all we now require to make this department comjjlete is a full supply
of books, magazines, and papers. We already have 475 volumes in the library, consisting of
reports, herd-books, books of reference in all the subjects taught, and a fair supply of gen-

eral reading. We also have on file in the reading- room the following papei's and maga-
aines, furnished by the College and the Literary Society :

Furnished by the College.

Daily Globe. i Scientific American.

Daily Mail.

Weekly Globe. '

Weekly Mail.

Guelph Mercury.
Gv^lph Herald.

Canadian Farmer and Grange Record.

Farmers' Advocate.

Canadian Horticulturist.

North British Agriculturist.

Irish Farmer's Gazette.

Mark Lane Express.

National Live Stock Journal.

Boston Journal of Chemistry.
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Scientific Anier. Supplement.

Cidtivator and Country Gentleman.

A 7Herican Agricidturist.

Aberdeen Free Press.

Grip.

Jiystander.

Canadian Monthly and National Review,
Leisure Hour.
Sunday at Home.
Good Words.

Quiver.

Sunday Magazine.
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Provided by the Literary Society.

Canadian Illustrated News. i Rural Xew Yorker.

Punch.
I

Frank Leslie's Illustrated Paper.

The Graphic.

When visiting the INIicliigaii Agricultural College, over a year ago, I was pleased to fisd

that nearly every editor of any note in the State sent a copy of his paper free to the reading-

room of that institution. I might here say that similar donations from the editors of

Ontario and other parts of the Dominion would be appreciated by the students of the

Ontario Agricultural College. The ])ublic spirit and princely munificence of our neigh-

bours across the line, as manifested in the erection and endowment of schools and colleges

in their country, are known all over the world. The people of Canada have as yet done

very little in this direction ; they do not seem to think that it is either a pri\-ilege, an

honour, or a benefit, to contribute money for such objects. I am pleased to say, however,

that there are occasional exceptions ; there is now and then one whose liberality de-

serves special mention. A couple of months ago a very nice outfit for a g>'mna.sium,

worth about 8200, was purchased for the Ontario Agricultural College by our old and tried

friend. Captain McCrae, of Guelph. A portion of that outfit has been olaced in a vacatlt

class-room, and is already in use. The young men appreciate it very much ; and I hereby

take the liberty of thanking the Captain on their behalf for so handsome a gift ; and in

this connection, I may add, that since the appointment of Sergeant-Major Clarke 84

instructor in drill and gymnastics, the exercises under these heads have been a source of

unusual pleasure and profit to the students as a whole.

Literary Society.

The young men have formed themselves into a Literary Society, with a regular con-

stitution and by-laws. This Society meets every Friday evening at half-past seven, in one

of the class-rooms, to practise declamation, read essays, and debate questions relating to

agriculture, stock-raising, and other matters of interest to the yeomen of this country.

These discussions are often quite spii-ited ; and there is no doubt that the work done in

such societies is a valuable addition to the educational appliances of an institution,

the performance of such work the young men have an opportunity of measuring thi

strength and testing their armour before they set out in the warfare of life ; they gradl

ally learn to speak in public ; their wits are sharpened, their reasoning powers develo]

and their manners improved. The regular meetings of the Society are open to the mi

bers only ; but once a year they give a literary and musical entertainment to their friendc*

in Guelph. The only difficulty in connection with these entertainments and other pubUc

gatherings on stated occasions is, that we have no room half large enough to accommodate '

those who come ; and this brings me to the question of wants and

Jiecommendations.

In connection with my estimates for next year, I took the liberty of calling your Ihsti

attention to what appears to me to be the most pressing wants of the institution at the '' '

present time, I shall now venture to repeat some of the requests then made.

Salaries.—Most people are working for a living, and some few for a reputation, lut

Hence it is not to be expected in the civil service, more than anywhere else, tliat a man iil'i.iii

will long continue to do the best that he is capable of doing, unless he receives suitable

remuneration for his services. He may put in his time and do fairly well ; but he will

not work late and early, and exert every energy to secure success, so long as he feels that y-,arf

no one will thank him for his exti-a trouble, and that he cannot make a cent a 1

year more than by the perfunctory discharge of the titne-honoured routine. Poor pay

generally means poor service, and ^ery properly so. Therefore it seems evident that the

Arise and economical policy for either a Government, or a private individual, is to pay

good salaries and insist on good work. From Table 3, Appendix F, it will be seen that

I have recommended a small increase in the salaries of three or four of our stafl"; and,
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without prejudicing the case of any, I beg leave to press the claims of one or two. When
my assistant, Mr. Mactavish, was appointed, his duties were not nearly so onerous as they
are at the present time. We then had a much smaller building and about forty students
less to look after than we have now. His hours of duty in the boarding house are
long (5.45 in the morning to 10.30 at night), his responsibility is heavy, and he lectures

about three hours a day on Arithmetic, Mensuration, Mechanics, Levelling, Surveying
Book-keeping. I therefore recommend that his salary be raised from $500 to $600 a
year. Our Professor of Chemistry, J. Hoyes Panton, M.A., does an amount of work in
the College which seems to say that his services are worth as much to the country as those
of the Science Masters in the other Government institutions, such as the Normal Schools
and the School of Practical Science. Our institution is no less important ; Mr. Panton
is no less scholarly : his work and responsibility are no lighter. He takes charge of the
library, superintends all practical work in the laboratory, and lectures from four to five

hours a day on Inorganic Chemistry, Organic and Practical Chemistry, Cieolo<^ and
Physical Geography, Systematic and Economic Botany, Meteorology and Entomolooy •

yet the estimates of last year show that his salary is from $300 to $600 a year less than
what is paid in the other institutions. In view of these facts I think I am justified in
recommending that Mr. Panton's salary be raised to $1,500, which is the lowest sum paid
any other Science Professor in the service of the Province.

Tlie Uordcidtural Department.—I think the time has come when steps should be
taken to reorganize the Horticultural Department of the institution. A short trip through
almost any portion of the Province will convince one that an effort should be made to

impress upon the minds of our young people the importance of making the surroundings
of home as tidy, tasty, and cheerful as possible. In most country districts there is a
great lack in this respect ; and therefore I think the College should give the matter consid-

erable prominence. Our present hot-houses are beliind the times ; they are not only too
small, but the heating apparatus is so defective that most of the plants are stunted in

gro'wth, and a few of the best destroyed every winter with smoke. A portion of the farm
has lately been allotted to the Fruit Growers' Association for the purpose of experiment-
ing with various fruit and forest trees; and some person is needed to take charge of it

and to publish the results from year to year. Therefore, I beg leave to recommend that
ne"whot and propagating houses be built, and that a Professor of Botany and Horticulture
be appointed to take charge of the experimental plots, orchards, lawns, and gardens ; to

lecture on Botany, Horticulture, Fruit-culture, Floriculture, and Forestry; and to prepare
and publish annual reports on the work done.

A Laboratory.—I shall not trouble you by repeating what I have already said reward-
ing books for the library, the fitting up of the museum, or the building of a convocation
haU and two or three cottages; but content myself -with referring briefly to our need
of a laboratory. And I have so often spoken of this matter that it seems useless to
say anything more. It is undoubtedly tlie most pressing want of the institution at
the present time. When we had from fifty to ninety students we could make some
progress in a laboratory eight feet wide by fourteen feet long, but with 1 30, it is little

less than a farce to attempt any practical work in the department of chemistry. Hence
I think no one will deny that we very much need a large laboratory, equipped with
the best apparatus that money can purchase—a place where at least eighty youno-
nien could work under the direction of our chemist, and where, at small cost, .samples of
sod, manure, and fodder could be analyzed, and the results published for the information
of the farming community. Therefore, I not only recomnjend, but urge that the sum of
SI 2,000 be placed in the estimates for the erection of a laboratory which shall meet the
requirements of the College and the country.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

JAMES MILLS,

Pres^ident.
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AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, AND EXPERIMENTAL FARM,
GUELPH, ONTARIO.

Desckiption of the RmLDiNGS, ETC., Prepared by the Architect of the Public

Works Department.

The Farm, containing 5.50 acres, was purchased from Mr. F. W. Stone, Guelph, in

1873, for the sum of $75,000, and is situated on the Dundas road, about one mile from
tlie City of Guelph.

The buildings have been erected on an elevated portion of the Farm, on the north

side of the Duudas road, commanding an extensive \-iew of the surrounding country, and
the City of Guelph. The principal entrance is from the Dundas road, at the south-west

angle of the grounds in front of the building.s, which have been skilfully planted ; the

liot-houses and horticultural gardens being in the south-east part of the premises, and
having a separate entrance on the Dundas road.

The original building, to which additions liave been made according to the require-

ments of the College, as the number of pupils increased, consisted of a stone dwelling

house, 53 feet by 39 feet, with addition in the rear for kitchen, laundry, etc., 60 feet by
24 feet, the whole being two storeys in height.

Commodious farm buildings of stone and wood, with enclosed yards, also stone, brick,

and wood farm houses, were also on the premises when purchased, and the lots were sur-

rounded by good post and rail fences. The greater portions of the lots were cleared and
well cultivated, the remaining portions being wooded and retained for ordinary farm re-

quirements.

The following additions were made from time to time to the origmal dwelling house :

—

Dining, reading, and class rooms, also a lavatory, laundry, steam heating apparatus, and
apartments for the domestics were constructed in 1S73-4, the College having been

opened in the latter year. Apartments for twenty-eight pupils were fitted up in the

stone farm house, in the front portion of the grounds. This building was burnt down in

February last year, and the walls were so much injured that it has not been re-constructed.

In 1875 a mansard roof was constructed over the front portion, and at a dist;ince of

50 feet on the south-east side, the College authorities erected a building -10 feet by 50
feet, two storeys in height, with mansard roof, for lecture and class rooms.

An addition, 94 feet in length by 50 feet in width, two storeys in height, with (

Jiiansard roof, was made on the north-west side in 1877, affording accommodation for

thirty additional pujiils, with a now dining-room, also apartments for the Professor of Agri-

oultui-e. A cheese factory was also erected south of the Dundas road. Further additions

were made in 1879 and 1880, consisting of storerooms, Jlatron's and domestic apartments,

also a larger dining room, 62 feet by 40 feet, and dormitories for sixty additional impils,

making, in all, apartments for 130 pupils, with larger reading room and library, baths and

wash rooms, all being heated by steam, on the direct low pressure principle, by means of

ooUs and radiators, a new boiler house, 38 feet by 24 feet, containing two large steam

boilers, with coal house attached, having been constructed for the purpose.

The water suppl}' at present is from wells and tanks on the premises ; and the water

is pumped into a large tank in the centre tower, from whence it is distributed to the

several baths, wash-rooms, and sinks, the baths and sinks being also supplied with hot

water. Arrangements will probably bo made with the city water works of Guelph to ex-

tend their mains to the buildings during 1881, when water will not only be supplied for

the requirements of the College, tliereby saving the cost of pumping, according to present

arrangements, but the buildings will be protected from fire by means of hydrants in the

grounds.

The City Ga.s Company of Guelph, extended their mains to the buildings during 1880,

and all the apartments arc now supplied with gas light. The buildings now completed
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occupy a space of 240 feet in front by 180 feet in depth, and contain a reception-room and
office, four large class and lecture-rooms, with dining and reading-rooms, library, dormito-

ries for 130 pupils, bath-rooms and lavatories, and apartments for the President, Pro-

fessor of Agriculture, Assistant Master, and Bursar, also Matron's and servants' rooms.

The perspective view shown on frontispiece and the accompanying plans which have
been prepared in the Department, \\i\\ explain the arrangement, dimensions, and relative

position of the various apartments, also the external appearance of the building, which
now presents more of a public character than might have been expected, considering

the basis on which the various superstructures were erected.

Further improvements will have to be made in 1881, to complete the furnishing and
other internal arrangements, and render the buildings suitable in all respects for the

requirements of the College.

The total cost of land and buildings, furniture, live stock, implements, drainage, etc.,

to the end of 1880, amounts to S198,029.51.
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APPE]SrDIX A..

CIRCULAR OF THE ONTARIO AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE FOR 1880.

Staff.

James Mu.ls, M.A., President, Professor of English Literature and Natural History.

William Browtj (GoM medallist of the Scottish Arboricultural Socielij and of th«

Highland and Agricultural Society uf Scotland), Professor of Agriculture and Farm Superin-

tendent.

J. HoYES Panton-, M.A., Proft'ssor of Chemistry.

E. A. A. Grange, V.S., Professor of Veterinary Science.

Alexander McTavish [First- Class Prov. Certificate), Assistant Resident and Mathe-

matical Master.

P. J. Woods, Instructor in Farm Department.

James Forsyth, Instructor in Horticultural Department.

James McIntosh, Instructor in Mechanical Department.

Thomas Johxston, Bursar.

Introduction.

The institution known as the "Ontario Agricultural College and Experimental

Farm," is situated about a mile to the south of the City of Guelph, in the centre of an

extensive agricultural and noted stock-raising district, readily accessible by rail from all

parts of the Province. The Farm consists of 550 acres, about 400 which are cleared. It

is composed of almost every variety of soil, and is therefore weU suited to the purposes

for which it was selected.

Immediately upon taking possession, the Government appointed a Commission to

inquire and report regarding " the manner of adapting the said farm and management

and control thereof to the purpose of a Ttlodel and Experimental Farm." A few extracts

from the Report of this Provincial Farm Commission will show cleariy the basis upon

which the institution is at present established.

" The objects of the mstitutiod should be—First, to give a thorough mastery of the

practice and theory of husbandry to young men of the Province engaged in Agricultural

or Horticultural pursuits, or intending to .engage in such ; and, second,- to conduct ex-

periments tending to the solution of questions of material interest to the Agriculturists

of the Province, and publish the results from time to time.

" That the Fann should be sepai-ated into five distinct departments, namely :

—

"1. Field Department.
" 2. Horticultural Department.
" 3. Live Stock Department.
" 4. Poultry, Bird and Bee Department.
" 5. Mechanical Department.
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" All permanent improvemeuts on the Farm should be carried out on a gradually

developed system, and in such a maimer as to exhibit and test the comparative valuei

of the most approved methods of executing the several works ; and to test the cost»

convenience and durability of the several appliances from time to time recommended
for adoption on the farme of the Province."

In order to carry out the suggestions of the Provincial Farm Commission, the Gov-

ernment made such improvemeuts on the residence found on the place as would best

utilize it for present purposes. Accommodation was provided for about twenty -five pupils,

a Principal and a Eector were appointed, and a Foreman for each of the following de-

partments engaged, viz. :

1. Farm Department.
2. Live Stock Department.
3. Horticultural Deisartment.

4. Mechanical Department.

Work commenced in May, 1874. Since that time considerable progress has been

made. There are now ninety-two students in attendance—all boarding m the institution
;

and it is hoped that our Parliament, at its next session, will make an appropriation, to

increase the accommodation at ouce. Many improvements have been made on the Farm.
A considerable portion of it has been well drained, suitable implements have been pro-

vided, and a very fair representation of stock secured—seven breeds of cattle, five of

sheep, and three of pigs. The Horticultural Department has been thoroughly estab-

bslied, and is now one of the most efficient means of education m connection with the

institution.

TEEMS OF ADMISSION.

1. Each candidate must be at least fifteen years of age.

2. He must produce satisfactory certificates

—

(1) As to moral character.

(2) As to physical health and strength.

(3) As to the assent of his jjarents or guardian.

(4) As to his intention to follow Agriculture or Horticulture as an occupation.

3. He must pass the Matriculation Examination.

4. If a ratepayer or a boni ride resident of the Pro-^duce of Ontario, he must pay a

fee of $25 a year in advance ; if not, he must pay a fee of $50 a year in advance.

The subjects for matricuiation are as follows

:

(a) Reading, writing and dictation.

(b) English Grammar—parsing and analysis.

(c) Arithmetic—to the end of Simple Proportion.

((/) The outUnes of General Geography, and the Geography of Canada.

Candidates for admission are roquu-ed to present themselves for examination on the

16th of April or the 1st of October, at 9 a.m., in the Lectm-e Eoom of the College.

Furst, Second and Third Class Teachers, holders of Intermediate Certificates or Certifi-

cates of Entrance to High Schools,Graduates or Undergraduates of any University in Her
Majesty's dominions, will be admitted on presentation of certificates or diplomas. In-

tending students who do not hold any such certificate or diploma are advised to pass the

examination for admission to High Schools, to save the expense and annoyance of having

to return home in case of their failing to pass our Matriculation Examination.

Heretofore there has been a Preparatory Class in connection with the College for

young men who understood the ordinary routine of farmmg, but could not pass the

Matriculation Exammation. In future, such camlidates will be admitted if the number

of qualified applicants be not sufficient to fill all vacancies.
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Farmers' sons, or others following the occupation of farming, -will be allowed to

attend the Classes dui-iug the winter session, which shall coiiut as a year, under con-

ditious hereinafter sijecified.

COURSE OF INSTRUCTION.

The instruction given at the institution is embraced under two heads : a Course o^

Study and a course of Apprenticeship.

1.—COURSE OF STUDY.

The regular course of study for matriculated students is one of two years. There i

a special course for those attending during the winter session only, whereby, no appreii4

ticeship being undertaken in that time, additional studies arc possible, and the whole twa
years' course is completed in two winter sessions.

First Year.

SUBJECTS :

Practical Agriculture.

Veterinary Anatomy.
Veterinary Materia Medica.

Physical Geogra2)hy.

EngUsh.

Chemistry.

Botany.
Zoology.

Geology.

Mathematics.

Second Yeab.

SUBJECTS

:

Agriculture.

Veterinar}- Pathology
Veterinary Surgery and Practice.

Book-Keeping.
Levelling and Surveying.

Agricultural Chemistry.

Economic Botany.
Entomology.
Meteorology.

English Literature.

Political Economy.

DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION.

1 .

—

Agriculture.
,

Introduction.—History of Agriculture—Ancient, medieval, modern ; Literaturt—
standard works, reports of societies, periodicals ; Varieties of Farming—dairy, stock,

ordinary mixed husbandry.

Soils.—Origin, distribution, physical properties and classification of soils ; Rccl/ima-

tion of liniih—Forest clearing—stumping, stoning, fallowing, etc.

Preparatiok of the L.\nd for Crops.—Ordinary operations of tillage, ploughing,

harrowing, cultivating, rolling, subsoiling, levelling, general cultivation most appropriate

for the various kinds of soils.

Succession ok Crops.—Importance and necessity of rotation, principles thereof,

rotations suitable for various soils ; crop.s—root, forage, cereal—treated with reference

thereto.

Cultivation of Crops.—The various crops ; Cereals—wheat, oats, barley, etc.; Legu-

minous—peas, beans, etc.; Jloots—turnip, caiTot, potato, etc.: Forage or Herbage—tare,

lucerne, clovers, grasses, flax, hemp—cultivation most apin-opriate for each ; Seeds

—purchasing, testing, preparing, changing ; Soiling—kind and quantity of seed, method

of sowing; After cultiration—hnrrestiiig—consumption, or preparing for market, cost of

production, laying land down to grass, management of grass and pasture land.
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Improvement of Soils and Lauds.—Improvement by thorongh ordinary cultivation,

subsoiling ; Drainiivj—its value, principles, various methods of draining, formation, lev-

elling for, materials xiscd in formation, cost and remuneration ; Manurhxj—farm-yard

manuring ; application, uses, and properties of artificial manures—lime, plaster, salt,

bones, superphosphate, nitrate of soda, etc., etc.

Breeding, Kearing, and Feeding of Animals.—Horses suited for agricultural pur-

poses, various breeds, breeding, feeding, and general management ; Cattle—character-

istics of the various breeds— Shorthorns, Hercfords, Devons, Ayrsbires, etc. ; methods of

breeding, cross-breeding, in-and-in breeding, pedigree system, rearing young stock, the

fattening jn-ocess, relation of food to increase, dairy management, butter and cheese

management, the factory system, reahzation ; Sheep—characteristics of various breeds,

long wools, medium wools, short wools, breeding and management of ewe flock, winter

and spring feeding, rearing of lambs, i elation of food to increase ; Wool—texture, quan-

tity and quality, dipjiing and salving, quantity maintained per acre ; Su-ine—characteristics

of the various breeds, breeding and management of sows, fattening, relation of food to

increase, bacon curing ; Poultry—characteristics of the various breeds, general manage-
ment.

Implements of the Farm.—Mechanical principles entering into then- construction

;

ploughs, harrows, cultivators, other tillage implements, sowing machines, grass seed and
manure distributors ; mowing and reaping machines ; hay-making and harvesting

machines, threshing and dressing machines ; barn implements ; waggons, sleighs, carts
;

straw cutters, turnip cutters and pulpers, implements used in stock-feeding, common,
steaming ; implements of less general use.

General Economy of the Farm.—Laying out a farm, formation and management of

Toads and lanes ; Fences—varieties, position, mode of construction, materials, movable

•fences, hurdles ; Hedges—varieties, methods of planting, after cultivation ;
Biiilelings—

•

dwellings, out-buildings, stables, barns, sheds—principles of construction, plans and

specifications.

General Business of the Farm.-—Capital necessary, values and prices of land, stock,

implements and improvements, value of all kinds of labour, making of inventories, keeji-

ing of stock and produce registers ; Markets—economical laws regulating them, customs

affecting them, modes of buying and selling, common laws relating to agriculture, rela-

tion of agriculture to the other industries.

Arboriculture.—Application to the American continent, different kinds of trees

—

occurrence, habits, uses, values—value of timber as a crop, raising of trees from the seed

bed, what parts of the country should be planted, planting operations, transplanting

large trees, enclosing and draining planted ground, management of trees with a view to

shelter and economy.
Miscellaneous Subjects.

2.

—

Horticulture.

Occasional lectures are all tJiat are yet giren in this important department. The course

<^ practical work, however, is extensive.

8.—Science.

/.

—

Chemistry.

Chemical Physics.—Force and matter, correlation of force, properties of matter,

gravity, cohesion, heat—light, magnetism—electricity ; forms of matter, liquids, soUds,

gases.

Inorganic Chemistry.—Scope of chemistry, atomic theory, chemical affinity, the

non-metallic elements—oxj-gen, hydrogen, water—its nature, occurrence, functions, states

and decomposition, nitrogen, the atmosphere, ammonia, its soiu-ces and important uses,

oxides of nitrogen, nitric acid and its importance to plants, sulphur and its comjiounds,

snli^himc acid, its manufacture and uses, phosphorus, the agricultural importance of

phosphoric acid, carbon, silicon, flint, sand, silicates, chlorine, bromine, iodine, etc.;
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Tlu metals—the alkalies, sodium, potassium, soda, salt ; calcium, lime, plaster ; lead and
its compounds ; irou—its ores and mauufactui-es ; arsenic—its compounds and detection

—

gold, silver, platinum, tin, etc., etc., occurrence and uses, alloys.

Org.ysic Chemistry.—Scope of the divisions of the science, organic compounds derived

directly or indirectly from plants and animals, artificial formation of organic compounds,
classification of organic hodies and their complexity, determination of the empirical and
rational formulte of organic bodies. Wood Sjiirit and its derivatives, methyl compounds,
chloroform, acetic acid and its compounds, alcohol and the process of fermentation, con-

stitution of oil and fats, manufacture of soap and candles ; starch and sw/ar, and the

other amyloids and glucoids—manufacture of sugar, tartaric, lactic, citric, and malic

acids. The flesh-formers or albuminoids and their cougcuers ; Ksseiitial oils aiid resins—

•

varnishes, petroleum; Yegetahlc Alkaloids—quinine, strychnia; aniline dj'es ; urea and
uric acic ; Animal Chemistry. Ve(jetable Chemistrij.

Agricultural Cheotstry.—History of the connection between agriculture and
chemistry, the food of plants, the origin and natiu-e of soils, analysis of soils, relation of

different plants to the soil, composition of different crojis, chemical changes during the

growth of different plants, rotation of crops, manures—special and general, the composi-
tion of farmyard mannre, nature and analysis of guanos and superphosphates, other

manures, feeding of animals, foods, ingredients of foods, relation of increase to composi-

tion of food, cconomj' of food.

Practical Chemistry.—Chemical manipulation^the practical testing of waters, soils,

foods, superphosphates, and other manm-es, and the preparation of the common gases,

and tlie common acids.

Analytical Chemistry.—Qualitative and quantitative analysis, especially the analysis

of soils, manures and farm produce.
(a) ThroKf/h all the courses, both of lahoratorij and experimental lectures, a constant

endeavour is 7nadc to illustrate the principles of the pure science of Chemistry, on tchich

whole teaching is based, by Agricultural examples.

II.—Natural History at\d Entomology.

Botany.—Structural ayid rhi/siological—internal structure of plants, cells and vessels

construction and development of the (external parts of plants, root, stem, leaf, floweB

seed, fruit, physiology of cells and vessels, chlorophyll, starch, gum, sugar, crystals, etcJ

movement of fluids and gases, nutrition and respiration, reproduction, methods of ferfe'""

zation, hybridization, varieties, propagation, budding, division ; diseases of plants, smn^
rust, mildew, etc.

Systematic A\D Economic Botany.—Special morphology and general classification

of plants, flowerless plants, mosses, ferns, fungi, etc. ; flowering plants, characters of

larger divisions. The orders containing important agricultural and economic plants,

the cereals, grasses, roots with geographical distribution, agricultural seeds and fruits.

Zoology.—Nature of life, vital force, differences between animals and plants, differ-

ences between different animals, morphology and physiology, definition of species, origin

of species, classifisatiou, characters of the general classes and orders of the Inrertehnites,

with examples. Special study of Infusoria, Scolecida, Annelida, and Insecta. General

characters of the Vertebrates—the various orders, with morphological and physiological

distinctions of each, illustrated by common examples. Special study of the families of

J.ves, containing the insectivorous birds, and the families of the Mammalia, containing all

the various farm animals. Comparative anatomy and physiology of farm animals.

Entomology.—Structure and physiology of insects, metamorphoses of insects, senses

of insects, insects injurious to vegetation, to growing jilants; to fruits, the apple, plum,

pear, peach, small fruits, etc.

HI.— Geology, Physical Geography and Meteorology.

Geology.—Geological epochs, classification of rocks, structure, stratification, cleavage,

foliation, dip, fault, denudation; elevation and depression of land ; disintegration of rocks

by aqueous and atmospheric agencies, formation of soils, Canadian gcologj-.
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Physical Geographyand Meteorology.—Connection between physical geography and

geology, distribution of land and water, superficial configuration of Ontario, theory of

j

wells and springs. Historij andscope of nuteorolugy—weight ofatmo.sphere, how ascertained,

\haronieter—various kinds, manipulation ; Temperature—how observed and calculated

—

khermometer—varieties, Fahrenheit, centigrade, etc., use of each, manipulation ; solar and

iSerrestrial radiation, moistiure of the atmosjihere ; mists, fogs, clouds ; rain, snow, hail

;

winds and storms ; miscellaneous, causes affecting the cUmate, influence of climate on

vegetation.

4.

—

Veterixary Science.

Anatomy and Physiology of the Domestic Animals.— Horse, ox, sheep, pig.

Osseous system, muscular system, syndesmology, plantar system, odontology, digestive,

system, circulatory system, respiratory system, urinary system, nervous system, sensi-

tive system, generative system, tegumental system.

Veterinary Pathology.—Osseous system, giving the nature, causes, symptoms, and

treatment of the various diseases of bone as spUnt, spavin, rmgbone, etc.

Muscular System—nature, causes, symptoms, and treatment of flesh wounds, etc.

Sijiidesinoloyy—nature, causes, symptoms, and treatment of bog spavin, curb, and

other diseases of joints.

Plantar System—nature, causes, symptoms, and treatment of corns, sand-crack and

other diseases of the foot.

Odontology—describing the diseases of the teeth ; also the mode of determining the

age of the animals by the same.

Difjesiive System.—nature, causes, symptoms, and treatment of spasmodic and flatu-

lent cohc, inflammation of the bowels, acute indigestion,tympanitis in cattle, impaction of

the rumen, and many other common diseases.

Circulatory System—describing the diseases of the heart and blood vessels.

Bespiratory System—nature, causes, symptoms, and treatment of catarrh, nasal gleet,

roaring, bronchitis, pleurisy, inflammation of the lungs, etc.

Urinal System—nature, causes, symptoms, and treatment of inflammation of the

kidneys, etc.

Nervous System—natm-e, causes, symptoms, and treatment of lock-jaw, string-halt, etc.

Sensitive System—na,t\ii-e, causes, symptoms, and treatment of the diseases of the eye

and ear.

Generative System—natnre, causes, symptoms, and treatment of abortion, parturition,

inilk fever, etc.

Tegumental System—^nature, causes, symptoms, and treatment of scratches, saUenders,

maUenders, parasites, and other diseases of the skin.

Materia Medica.—Giving the prepartion, actions, uses, doses, of over one hundred of

the principal medicines used in Veterinary practice.

General Subjects.—The external form of the horse, thorough-breds, half-bred

hunters, harness animals, di'aught animals. The external forms of stock, breeding,

selection of animah, crosses, transmission of hereditary diseases ; spavin, splints, side

bones, ring-bones, grease, bhndness, roaring, etc., and tlieu- remedies, sterility, abortion,

general management to produce successful gestation, parturition, natural and preter-

natural presentations, their treatment. The management of young stock, weaning, feed-

ing, method of preventing blood disease. The feeding of animals, ventilation, water,

stabhng. The influence of climate upon animals.

Demonstration of Anatomy in tfe Dissecting Koom.

5.

—

English .jjd Political Economy.

English.—Review of past school work.—study of etjTnological, syntactical and rheto-

rical forms of the English language, history of its formation, elements entering into it,

its connection with other languages. Analytical study of one of Shakspeare's plays, and
of extracts from some of the other English classics each year. English composition—
the sentence, the paragraph, rhetorical figures, their use and abuse, species of compo-
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sition, qualities of style, varieties of style. Essay writing, familiar and business corres-

pondence.
Political Economy.—Wealth, labour, capital. Production, distribution, exchange,

government, and the position that agriculture holds in each ; relation of agriculture to

all the other industries of a nation.

6

—

Mathematics. m

Mathematics.—Arithmetic—Eevieir of past trark in arithmetic, irith special view to

farm acrounts—tables of weights and measures, proportion, interest, discount, partner-

ship, square and cube roots ; Mental Arithmetic: Jleii.ttiratinn—the mensuration of every

kind of surface, including the quantitj- of land cultivated by various machines, the

surface occupied by different crops, the measurement of solids, including the contents of

tanks, ditches, -wells, manure heaps, walls, the materials for roads, timber, etc. Siirvey-

ing in its commoner branches, fields sm-veyed with the chain and cross-staif, heights and
distances found by the use of the theodolite, levelling practised. ^[cchaJu'clt—methods for

calculating the weights of different materials, the imits of work performed by various

agents in the execution of particular works, the strength of materials, the mechanical

powers, friction, the steam engine, etc. Those parts of dynamics which have referenoe

to agricultural machinery, such as centrifugal force, accumulated work.

II.—COUESE OF APPRENTICESHIP.

The pupils are daQy distributed to each of the following departments

:

1. The Live Stock Department.
2. The Field Department.
3. The Horticultural Department.
4. The Mechanical Department.
5. The Experimental Department.

They are taught the manner of performing the various operations in each depart-

ment by the instructor or his assistants in that department ; and being distributed alter-

nately to each, it is expected that at the end of two years a thorough apprenticesliip will

have been served.

The instruction received in the class-room is, as far as possible, illustrated and ex-

emplified in the fields, yards and shops. The following may be taken as a few of the

operations, in the performance of which apprenticeship is served :

FrF.LD Department.—Cleaning, harnessing and management of horses, ploughing,

harrowing, cultivating, drilling, subsoiling, sowing, broadcast and by drill, planting,

hoeing and grubbing, haying—by scythe and mower, harvesting by cradle and reaper,

stoning, threshing, winnowing, marketing, draining, levelling, land measuring, stumping,

logging, chopping, etc., etc.

Live Stock Department.—Cutting, jiulping, steaming, mixing, feeding, cleaning,

and general management of cattle. Feeding, lambing, shearing, castration, dipping,

salvmg, hurdling, and general management of sheep. Feeding and general management
of other stock.

Horticultural Department.—Digging, ploughing, raking, seeding, planting, hoe-

ing, mowing, harvesting, storing, and general management of vegetables, flowers and

lawn. Pruning, grafting, budding, mulching, cleaning, harvesting and storing, and gen-

eral management of an orchard. General management of propagating-houses, green-

houses, vinery, nursery, hedges, walks and roads, etc., etc.

Mechanical Department.—Planing, sawing, nailing, grooving, matching, morti-

sing, framing and general use of commoner mechanical tools. Fencing, hurdle making,

gate making, and management of general farm improvements. Repairs of all farm

buildings, implements, machines, etc., etc.
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SESSIONS AND EXAMINATIONS.

For those taking the regular course there are two Sessions iu the year—a Winter
and a Summer Session. The former commences on the first of October, the latter on the
16th of April.

There is a vacation at the end of each Session.

Examinations, which every student is requu-ed to pass, are held at the close of the

Session—in each inside Department, on the subjects of Lectures iu that Department,
for the Session ; and iu each outside Department, on the work of that Department for

the Session.

For those taking the special course there is but one Session—the Winter Session-r
extending from the first of October to the end of March. To those who pass the requi-

site examinations, not only iu the regular studies, but iu the special ones likewise, this

Session counts as a year, and is so designated.

DIPLOMAS.

A diploma is given to each student who completes his course of study, and passes
satisfactorily all examinations, both on the subjects contained iu the curriculum, and ou
the work of his apprenticeship.

RESIDENCE, LABOUR, FEES, REMUNERATION.

1.

—

Regulak Course.

It is desirable that all students taking the regular course should reside in the build-

iug. As the city, however, is distant but a mile and a half, students may board in it

and attend lectures.

The number of hours of labour for regular students varies with the season of the
yeai', but the aixaugements are such that an annual daily average of not more than five

hours is enforced.

Tuition, $25 a year for ratepayers and bona Me residents of the Province, of
Olitario ; for all others, .$50 a year.

Board and washing charged at cost.

For skilled work, faithfully and zealously performed, ten cents an hour is paid—for

all other in proportion.

By this arrangement the cost of education is reduced to a minimum :

1st. The entu-e cost to an Ontario farmer's son, able and willing, with
considerable experience in farm work, is §35 to §50 a year for board,

washimj, and tuition.

2nd. To an Ontario student without any previous knowledge of farming,
$45 to $65 a year.

3rd. To non-residents, §05 to $85 a year.

2.

—

Special Course.

The special course, as stated above, commences ou the 1st of October and ends Ist

of April. It is intended for farmers' sous, or others engaged in that occuijatiou, who
desire to attend lectures during the winter, and return home in time for the spring work
on their own farms. Such students doing little or no manual labour', are enabled to take

a whole year's lectures in the Winter Session, which counts as a year.

Tuition $25 for the session to ratepayers and bona fide residents of the Province of

Ontario; to all others, $50.

Board and washing charged at cost—$2.18 to $2.20 a week.
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No opportunity of defraying expenses can be promised to students taking this course,

but if work be required of them they wUl be paid at the same rates as other students.

GENERAL RULES.

I.

—

Students are Required

1. To render cheerful and willing obedience to orders.

2. To conduct themselves in a gentlemanly and orderly manner at all times.

3. To avoid all noisy or boisterous conduct in or about the building.

4. To observe neatness of dress at prayers, meals and lectures, and tidiness Lu their

rooms.

n.

—

The FoLLO-mNG Practices are Absolutely Forbidden :-

1. Swearing, improper language, and gambhng.

2. Use of intoxicating hquors, cards, or fire-arms.

3. Use of tobacco while on detail, in or about the building, or in any place except

in the smoking room.

4. Entering domestic or private apartments without permission.

6. Absence without leave.

6. Cutting, marking, or in any way defacing the College buildings or furniture.

GENERAL REGULATIONS.

1. All students who reside in the building are imder the charge of the President.

2. A register is kept of the attendance of students at prayers, work and lectures.

8. All students must attend morning and evening prayers, unless exempted from

doing so in consequence of the objection of their parents and guardians.

4. They are required regularly to attend their respective places of worship on

Sabbath forenoon.

5. No student is allowed to be absent from the institution after seven o'clock in the

evening, except by permission of the President.

6. Students are provided with everything in the shape of furniture, bedding, towels,

etc., that maybe requisite, but each is accoimtable for every such article placed at his

disposal.

7. Eveiy student damaging or breaking anything is required to report the same,

that the value of the repairs may be charged to his accoimt.

8. The morning bell is rung at 5.45 a.m. ; bull for morning prayers, at 6 a.m. ;

breakfast, at 6.80 a.m. ; farm bell, at 7 a.m.; school bell, at 9 a.m. ; farm bell, at 12

noon; dinner, at 12.80 p.m. ; farm and school bells, at 1.80 p.m.; farm and school

bells, at 5 p.m. ; tea, at 5.30 p.m. ; school bell, at 7 p.m. ; bell for evening jirayers,

at 9 p.m. ; lights out at 10 p.m., and doors locked at 10.30 p.m.

9. The President is authorized to impose fines and other penalties, for the infraction

of rules and regulations.

10. No student whose moral conduct, industrial or intellectual progress is imsatifl-

factory to the staff, will be allowed to remain at the iastitution.

GENERAL REMARKS.

A few general remarks on the appliances and advantages possessed by this insti-

ution for training young men for agricultural pursuits may be given in conclusion.
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Classes of Students.

There are in oiu- Province, as a general rule, at least three classes of young men
whom an institution of this kind can benefit. The first class are those who, from our

cities and towns, or from other countries, with or without a small capital at their

command, desire to serve an apprenticeship at farm work. The second class is farmers'

sons, or the sons of those closely connected with that occupation, who wish to complete
their education before commencing their life-work. Both of these are provided for in

our regular course. And lastly, there are farmers' sons or others engaged in farming
who desire to obtain an agricultural education, but cannot remain with us during the

summer months. These are provided for in the special course. By taking that course,

they can do a year's work in the winter session, be back on their own farms in time to

commence then- spring work, and return to college again in the fall.

Teaching Appli.\nces on the Farm.

The farm itself is being gradually laid out, cleaned, and di-aiued, and the students
assist in these operations. The best and most apjiroved farm implements and machinery
are used. The possession of seven breeds of cattle, five of sheep, and three of swine, is

in itself an important advantage for the purposes of instruction. Besides this, there are
in the immediate neighbom'hood several herds which are fi'equently inspected by the
students. Iii tlie adjacent city, monthly fairs, fat cattle shows, and a central exhibition

are held. All of these are visited by the student.^, who regularly report on what they
have observed.

Experiments.

A portion of the farm has been laid out in experimental fields and plots, and regular

systematic experiments with varieties of grasses, cereals and roots, with diflerent manures
aad different modes of cultivation, are carried on. In these the second year students,

a-i far as practicable, are engaged. Besides these field experiments, others in the
feeding of live stock are made during the winter, to test the several breeds and the
comparative values of difierent kinds of food. The benefit of such experiments to the
Province need not be pointed out. The discovery of one or two really good varieties of

wheat, oats or pease would not only cover all expenses, but pay for the place itself in a
couple of years by theu* value to the couatry. Without mentioning this, however, it

will be seen that second years' students are trained in the modes of canyiug out
experiments.

Teaching Appliances in the School.

These are constantly being added to, although in the meantime they are not so

numerous as might be desired. Especially is the w'ant felt in the department of the
Professor of Chemistry, for as yet there is but a small working laboratory in connection
with the institution. Appliances in a school are usually the growth of years, and with
five teachers—masters of their subjects—the College may be said to be fairly equipped.

Veterinary Department.

This most important department has been fully organized and is doing good work.
A complete skeleton of a horse and all the principal bones of ordinary farm animals have
been provided for the class-room. When an animal dies from disease or any other
ailment, it is dissected, the cause or causes of death sought for and jjointed out in pres-

ence of the classes. Thus the work is made as practical as possible.

Library and Beading Room.

The library is well selected, and, though small, is being constantly augmented.
The reading-room is furnished by the College with daily and weekly new.spapers, with
some half-dozen general periodicals, and the leading agricultural papers of Canada, the
United States and Great Britain. Several papers are likewise provided by the Literary
iiociety.
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Advantages of the Course.

Besides becoming fairly skilled in the work of a farm, the student takes part in the

cultivation of a garden, and thus increases his knowledge and improves his taste in a very

important direction. He also acquires skill in the use of tools, so that afterwards he is

not only able to make his own repairs, but kuows when such work is properly done. He
sees for himself the effects of various rotations and differeut modes of cultivation, and
becomes acquainted, on the experimental ground, and in the class-room, with many
varieties of grasses, grains, roots, and manures. The different breeds of cattle, sheep

and swine, uf common use iu Canada, become familiar to him from daily contact with

them ; and the excellencies and defects of each he learns by lectures in the class-room,

and by reference in the yards. He is taught how to keep live stock registers, accounts

of field cropping, and regular farm accounts. By personal observation he learns the

routine of auction sales, of ordinary fairs and stock markets, and of the common grain

market. He becomes acquainted with the prices of stock, implements and produce, with

the cost of buUding and improvements—in a word, he is prepared to transact the Imsi/iesx

of a farm. He obtains iu the Veterinary Department a knowledge of the structure and
functions of farm animals, and the most approved metliods of treating and preventing

the ordinary diseases to which such animals are liable. The study of the relations of the

plant, the soil, and the animal to each other, and to his profession, under the

heads of Botany, Chemistry, etc., not only shows him the reasons for the rules of

the best farm practice, and enables him afterwards to discover other such rules, but

likewise forms in him habits of reasoning closely, systematically and correctly, which

cannot fail iu after hfe to make him a better citizen. And, lastly, by this, as well as by

the teaching m the class-room, by reading the standard works in the library, and the

newspapers and periodicals in the reading-room, by contact with his fellow students, and
by discussions carried on with them La then- Literary Society, his mind is sharpened and
strengthened, his views widened, and his power of thinking and his ability to express his

thoughts greatly mcrcased.

If the student be careless, thoughtless, or lazy, few of those advantages will be

reaped ; but if he be attentive, energetic and diligent the majority of them wLU undoubt-

edly be secured.

•I
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^FFENI3IX B.

TIME TABLES FOR FALL TERM (1st October to Cuuistmas), 1880.

Time table No. 1 gives the routine of the different years and divisions for the first

week ; time table No. 2, the routine of the same years and divisions for the second week,

No. 1 and No. 2 having been fallowed alternately, for a weA each, throughout the term.

TIME TABLE No. 1.— 1st WEEK.

1st Year.—Division I.
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2nd Year.

§
o
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2nd Year.
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2nd Year.—Special.
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^JPPEJNTDIX C.

l._COLLEGE ROLL FOR THE YEAR 1880.

2._C0LLEGE ROLL FOR THE SESSION 1880-'81 (1st Oct. to 31st M.vrch.)

1.—COLLEGE ROLL FOR THE YEAR 1880.

Name.

Anderson, Henry F . .

.

Anderson, John P
Ash, Wm. E
.•Atkinson, Geo. M. , .

.-Vrnisti ong, Christian .

Armstrong, Fr.ancis. .

.

BalLintyne, Wm. W..
Barclay, Ednnind H .

Batty, .Jonatlian

Bignell, Edward. , . . .

.

Bethune, Kenneth
Begg, Robert A
Bell, James
Beaudet, George
Blake, Oliver C

' Blanchard, Monson G.
Bowman, Byron
Brown, William
Cushing, George
Chipman, Percy H
Charlton, Geo. A
Clark, Donald
Cuppage, Alexander.

.

Condell, Geo
Cross, A. Erne.st
Chapman, Richard
Glutton, Alexander . . .

.

Glutton, .John G
Campbell, D. P. 1,

Craig, William
Corwin, Arthur J
Chase, Oscar
Carpenter, Chas
Duthie, James
Denman, Arthur W
Dickinson, Charles S. .

.

Dickinson, Samuel ....

Dunne, Peter
,

Dawes, Mark A
Dennis, James F
Davis, Robert A

P. 0. Address.

London
Guelph
ThoroM
Jl.mtrt'al

Knowltou
Knowlton
Stratfoi'd

.St. Andrews . .

.

Meaford
Claude
Ottawa
Bracebridge . . .

.

Montreal
Quebec
Waterford
Windsor - . . . , .

West Montrose
Guel]ih
Kenilwoi-th
Montreal
St. George
Bremar
Orillia

Yorkville
Montreal
Plymouth
Millbum
Millbuni
Vankleek HiU .

Abbottsford ....

Drummondville

.

Comwallis
.Simcoe
Guelph
Cranbrook . . .

.

Seafortli

Zion
Ottawa
Montreal
Weston
York

County, &c.

Middlesex.
Wellington.
Lincoln.
Montreal.
Quebec.
Quebec.
Perth.
Scotland.
Grey.
Peel.
Carleton.
Victoria.
Montreal.
Quebec.
Norfolk.
Nova Scotia.
Waterloo.
Wellington.
Wellingti.n.

Montreal.
Brant.
Oxford.
Simcoe.
York.
Montreal.
Pjugland.
Huron.
Huron.
Prescott.

Rouville.
Welland.
Nova Scotia.

Norfolk.
Wellington.
Huron.
Huron.
Durham.
Carleton.
Montreal.
York.
Haldimand.
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1.—COLLEGE ROLL FOR THE YEAR 1880.—Cmitimied.

Name.

Douglas, .Joseph
Dewar, John t)

Dunlop, John
Daw^ifin, John
Et(leston, George
Elworthy, Robert
Fenton, .Tames ,

FothL-rini^haui, .James . .

.

Fotherin^'liam, William .

File, John J
Ferguson, George A
Ffolkes, Edwarii
Gilpin, William
Green, Harrv
Gibson, Uoli'ert

( ; iljson, William .1

(.(Ordon, William
Grindlcy, Arthur W
Grant, Peter
Gr.ant, T\ol *rt, H
(ilass, William
Gibb, .1. Gordon
Gaw, W. W
George, Alexander
Grant, William M ..%... .

Goold, George E
Hermon, Ernest B
Home, William H
Hill, James h
Howitt, William
Hogarth, George
Holterman, Richard F .

Hogarth, Stephen J
Hallesy, Fre(terick
Hendersi^n, Daniel
Irving, Christopher H. .

.

Jackson, Charles S
Joyce. Henry G
Joy, Harold H
Job, .John
Jones, George F. B
Jones, George
Jones, Fr.ank C
Kippen, Horace B
Law, F. K
Landsliorough, John ...

Leask, .John
Lindsay, William D.. .

Lindsay, Samuel J
Lomas, .Joseph \V
Ijang, Willi.am
Lewis, William
McNaughton, James M.
Motherwell, William R.
McTIrjuham, .John .J

Mcll(iuham, William ..

Minard, .lames H
McLachlan, Daniel ....

Mylne, Robert C
Mct'lelland, Henry
Maguire, Alex.ander ...

Macaulay, Herbert R. .

.

McJjaren, Harr.y
McLaren, Peter
M.aefarlane. David
McArtlnir, John
McJ)onald, Robert
Macleod, Martin D
Jlyers, William

P. O. Address. COUSTT, &c.

Blake
Tiverton .

Woodstock
South Zorra . . .

.

Ancaster
Norwich
Rochdale
St. Mary's
St. Mary's
Brantfoi J
Kingston ...

Hillington Lynn.
Ottawa
Waterford
Glen xVllan

Ott.awa
Guelph
W'olfe's Island . .

.

Thornyhurst . ...

Ottawa
Ea.st Zorra
Ottawa
Leatlville

Keith
WoodviUe
Kingston
Rednersville . .

.

.

North Keppel
t)ttawa
(jjie!])h

Hespeler
Toronto
Exeter
Merthyr Tidfil ..

Loch Winnoch .

.

Hamilton
lirantford
Toronto
Grimsby
W,aterdown
Hillier

Gueliih.

I

Gueljih. .. ..

Lennoxville .

.

Stratford
Clinton
Pinkerton
Woodstock .

.

Woodstock . .

,

Yorkville ....

Ottawa
Montreal
Laggan
Perth
Lanark
Lanark
Si)arta

Toronto
.Smith's Falls

H(>rnl).v

Sheldon
Hamilton . . .

.

Montreal
Perth
Montreal . . .

.

Ailaa Cr,aig. .

.

Dunvegan ....

Oak Ridges. .

.

Guelph

Huron.
Bruce.
Oxford.

I Oxford.
Wentworth.
Oxford.
England.

I

I'erth.

I
Pertli.

I

Brant.

I

Frontenac.

I

England.
' Carleton.
I Norfolk.

I

AVellington.

1
Carleton.

I Wellington.
Frontenac.
Lambton.

i Carleton.
Oxford.
Carleton.
Colorado.
Scotland.
Victoria.
Frontenac.
Prince Edward.
Grey.
Carleton.
Wellington.
W.aterloo.

York.
Huron.
Wales.
Renfrew.
Wentworth.
Brant.
York.
Lincoln.
Wentworth.
Prince Edward.
Wellington.
Wellington.
Quebec.
Perth.
Huron.
Bruce.
Oxford.
Oxford.
York.
Carleton.
Montreal.
Glengarrj'.

Lanark.
Lanark.
Lana'rk.
Elgin.

York.
Lanark.
'Halton.
Sinicoe.

Wentworth.
Montreal.
Lanark.
Montreal.
Middlesex.
Glengarry.
York.
Wellington.
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1.—COLLECiE ROLL FOR THE YEAR ISSO.—Continued.

Moore, (Charles, J
M;itthewm.in, Ernest
Jtc'l'hail, Eniest
Muhonv, E. C
Xic< '1, George
Newton, John
Xelsiin, Jas. E
Noble, Frederick
Nurse, Frank J
Ord, William
Pope, AJIjert L. .

.'

Pope, Edward
Pope, Herbert
rhin, Kicliard J
Phin, William E
Perry, Herbert E
Patton, William
Philbin, Thomas ,

Poe, James P
Petapiece, William
Kobins, William P
Ross, James (t

Ross, William J . . . .

Reymond, Andrew ...
Roberts, Percy
Rastrick, Alfred
Rae, William L
Ramsay, Roljert A
Rogers, Frederick
Koblin, Adelbert G
P!edmond , S.amuel
Snyder, Elias
Surtees. William S
Stinson, Tiewis A
Small, Alexander T . . .

.

Sutherland, Alexander D
Siiverthorn. Ne^vman .

.

Scott, Archie
Segsworth, Frederick . .

.

Stubbs, WiUiamH
Skaife, John .'

Switzer, William G. . . . -

Stover, John W
Shaver. Charles B
Schiill. Charles
Stonehonse, jNIarshall .

Smith. Miles H
Shnttleworth, Arthur
Sherer, Edward
Torr.ance, W. Percy .

.

Temjiler, William
Tronson, Harold
Terhune, Frederick .

.

Willis, Thomas
Wilson, Samuel J
Wilson, William A. .

,

Webster, Lindsay
Watt, .James M
Watt, D. A
Ward, Thomas M
White, William G....
White, Charles
Wettlaufer, Frederick
Williams, Albert
Woodley, Francis E.
Wj-ndham, Walter. . .

Total

Toronto .

Ottawa.
Toronto .

Hamilton
Cataraqui
Weston
Sorel
Toronto
H:tniilton

Toronto
Sarawak
Sarawak
S.arawak
Hesjteler
Hespeler
HoUin
Montreal
Ottawa
Call.an

Manotick
Beamsville
Montreal
Smith's Falls
Ottawa
Toronto
Hamilton
Fitz-Willi.am Road
Eden ilills

Deans
RednerviUe
Peterboro'
BurgessviUe ....
Ottawa
Bloomfield
Ottawa
Bennington
Summerville
Hastings
Monck
'

• •orth...

Palermo .

.

N(^rwich
Stratford
Guelph
Shirlev
0.akville

Mount Albert

.

Ottawa

.

Guelph
Jei-seyville ....

Oakv'ille

Brantford
Whitby
Bosworth
Ottawa
Yarmouth
Montreal
Montreal
Stanho|ie
Lanark
Lanark
Tavistock
Culloden ....

Quebec
Roach's Point
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York.
Carleton.
York.
Wcntworth.

! Frontenac.
York.
Richelieu.
York.

I Wcntworth.

I

York.
1
Grey.

;
Grey.
Grey.
Waterloo.
Waterloo.
Wellington.
Montreal.
Carleton.
Ireland.
Carleton.
Lincoln.
Montreal.
Lanark.
Carleton.
York.
Wcntworth.
London, Eng.
Wellington.
Haldimand.
Prince Edward.
Peterboro'.
Oxford.
Carleton.
Prince Edward.
Carleton.
Oxford.
Peel.
Northumberland.
Wellington.
Wellington.
Montreal.
Halton.
Oxford.
Pertli.

Wellington.
Ontario.
Halton.
York.
Carleton.
Wellington.
Wcntworth.
Halton.
Brant.
Ontario.
Wellington.
Carleton.
Nova Scotia.

Montreal.
Montreal.
Prov. of Quebec.
Lanark.
Lanark.
Perth.
Oxford.
Quebec.
York.
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2.—COLLEGE ROLL FOR THE SE.S.SluN 1880-81 (1st Oct. to 31st March).

Name. P. O. Address.

Anderson, Henry K. ...

Anilerscm, .John P . . .

.

Armstrong, Christian.
Armstrong, Francis
Ballantvne, William W.
I'M.gg, Kolrnlt -A.

I'.igm-ll, Edward
lilanchard, Monson. ...

Barclay, Ei.lmnud H
Blake.'Oliver C
Batty, .Jonathan
liiiwman, Byron
Bethuue, Kenneth
Beaudet, George
Bell, .James
Jirown, William
Cu|>p:ige, .Vlexander . .

.

C'ro.ss, Alfred E . .

.

'.

Glutton, John G
Corwin, .Vrthur J
Chase, Oscar
Carpenter, Charles
Chipman, Percy H . . .

.

Charlton, GeorEfe A
Dickinson, Charles S. . .

.

Dickinson, Samuel
I K-nnis, .James F
I >ouglas, Joseph
Dewar, John D
Dunlop, John
D.T,\vson, .John

Klworlhy, Robert
JOgleston, George
Fotheringham, James .

.

Fotheringham, William.
File, John .J

Ferguson, George A
Ffolkes, Edward
Gilpin, William
Green, Harry .

Gibson, Robert
Grindley, .\rthur W....
Glass, William
(iibson, William .J

(iibb, .1. (iordon
Gaw, W. W
George, Alexander
Grant, William II.. ..

(Joold, George E
Home, William H
Hill. .James L
Howitt, William
Holterman, Richard F .

I lallesy, Frederick
Henderson, Daniel
Job, John
•Tones, George B
Kippen, Horace B . . . .

.

Law, K.E
Landsborough, .John . . .

.

T.eask, John
Lindsay, Willi.am D. . .

.

I.inds.ay, Samuel .J

Ijewis, William
McXaughton, .James M.
.Motherwell, William R.
McIIcjuham, .Irthn

Mclhiuh.am, William . .

.

Mylne, Robert C
Macaulay, Herbert R . .

.

London
Guelph
Knowlton
Kiiowlton
Stratford
ISracebridge . .

.

Claude
Windsor
St. Andrews .

Waterford
ileaford
West Montrose .

Ottawa
Quebec
Montreal
Guelph
Orillia

Montreal
Millburn
I.)rummondviUe

.

Cornwallis

COfSTT, &c.

- imcoe
' ontreal - .

St. George
Se.iforth

Zion
We.s' (.u

Blake
Tiverti n
Woodsti ck
South Z rra . .

.

Norwich
Ancaster
St. M.ary's
St. Mary's
l^^rautford . . .

.

Kingston
Hillington T..yMn

Ottawa
Waterford
(ileu Allan
Wolfe's Island . . .

East Zorra
Ottaw^a
Ottawa
Leadville
Keith
Woodville
Kingston
North Keppel .

.

Ottawa
Guelph
Toronto
Merthyr Tidfil ..

Locli \Vinn<ich .

.

Waterdown
Guelph
Lennoxville
Stratford
Clinton
Pinkerton
Woodstock
Woodstock
Montreal
Laggan
Perth
Lanark
Latiark
Smith's Falls
Hamilton

364.

Miildle.sex.

Wellington.
Quebec.
Quebec.
Perth.
Victoria.

Peel.
Nova Scotia.

Scotland.
Norfolk.
Grey.
Waterloo.
Carleton.
Quebec.
Montreal.
Wellington.
Simcoe.
Montreal.
Huron.
Welland.
Nova .Scotia.

Norfolk.
Jloutreal.
Brant.
Huron.
Durham.
York.
Huron.
Bruce.
Oxford.
O.xford.

Oxford.
Wentworth.
Perth.
Perth.
Brant.
Frontenac.
Englaiul.
Carleton.
Norfolk.
Wellington.
Frontenac.

"

Oxford.
Carleton.
Carleton.
Colorado.
Scotland.
Victoria.

I'^rontenac.

Grey.
Carleton.
Wellington.
York.
Wales.
Renfrew.
Wentworth.
Wellington.
Quebec.
Perth.
Huron.
liruce.

Oxford.
Oxford.
Montreal.
Gleng.arry.

Lanark.
Lanark.
Lanark.
Lanark.
Wentworth.
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•2.—COLLEGE ROLL FOR THE SESSION \880-8l.—Co7iiinued.

ilcFarlane, David . .

.

McArthur, Jcihn
Macleod, .Martin D
.M Vims, William
.Moi>re, Charles J
.Matthewman, Ernest
Mi-I'hail, Ernest
-MiLaven, Peter
Mahony, E. C
IS'io>l. George
Xe\\'ti>n, Joan
Xolile, Frederick ,

Ord, William
Pope, Edward
Pope. Herbert E
Phin, Richard J
Phin, William E
Patton, \\illiani ....

rhil))in, Thomas
Poe, James P
PetapieC'>, William . .

Robins, \Villiam I

Ross, William J.

Koss, .James G
Rae, William L . ....

Kamsay, Robert .\

Rogers, Frederick ....

Koblin, Adelbert G . .

.

Redmond, Samuel
Surtees, William S. . .

.

Small, Ale.'iander T. .

.Silverthorn, Newman
Scott, Archie
Segsworth, Frederick
Skaife, John
Stover, John W,
Shaver, Charles B. . .

.

SchuU, Charles ......
Stonehouse, Marshal . .

,

Smith, Miles H
Shuttleworth, Arthur .

Sherer, Edward
Torrance, W. Percy . .

,

Templer, William
Tronson, Harold
Terhune, Frederick . .

.

Willis, Thomas
Woodley, Francis E. . .

,

M'ilson. William A. ...

Watt, James M
Watt, D. A
Ward, Thomas M
White, William G
White. Charles
Wyndham, Walter. .

.

Wettlaufer, Frederick
Williams, Albert

Montreal . .

.

Ailsa Craig
O.ak Ridges
Guelph
Toronto . .

.

Ottawa
,

Toronto . .

.

Perth
Hamilton .

.

Catarai)ui

Weston ....

Toronto
Toronto . .

.

Saraw.ak . .

.

Sarawak .

.

Hespoler . .

.

Hesi)eler . .

.

Montreal ..

(Ottawa
CaU.au

Total

Manotick
Beamsville
Smith's Falls
Montreal
Fitz-William Road
Eden Mills
Deans
Rednerville
Peterboro'
Ottawa
Ottawa
Summerville ,

Hastings
Monck
Montreal . . .

.

Norwich
Str.atford ...

Guelph
Shirley ...

0.akville ...

Blount .Albert

Ottawa
Guelph
Jerseyville . .

.

Oakv'ille

Brantford ....

Whitby
Quebec
Ottawa
Montreal
Montreal ....

Stanhope ....

Lanark
Lanark
Roach's Point

.

Tavistock ....

Culloden

Montreal.
Middlesex.
York.
Wellington.
York.
Carleton.
York.
Tjanark.
Wentworth.
Frontenac.
York.
York.
York.
Grey.
Grey.
Waterloo.
Waterloo.
Montreal.
Carleton.
Ireland.

Carleton.
Lincoln.
Lanark.
Montreal.
London, Eng.
Wellington.
Haldimand.
Prince Edward.
Peterboro'.

Carleton.
Carleton.
Peel.

Northumberland,.
Wellington.
Montreal.
0-xford.

Perth.
Wellington.
Ontario.
Halton.
York.
Carleton.
Wellington.
Wentworth.
Halton.
Brant.
Ontario.
Quebec.
Carleton.
Montreal.
Montreal.
Quebec.
Lanark.
Lanark.
York.
Perth.
Oxford.

126
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AFFEINDIX JJ.

ONTARIO AGfilCULTUEAL COLLEGE.

EXAMINATION PAPERS.

I. PAPERS SET AT SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS, EASTER, 1880.

IL PAPERS SET AT SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS, JUNE, 1880.

III. PAPERS SET AT MATRICULATION EXAMINATION, OCTOBER, 18S0.

I. PAPERS SET AT THE SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS, EASTER, 1880.

FIRST YEAR. (fIRST PAPER.)

AGRICULTURE.

Examiner : W. Brown.

.1. Give a full description of the accompanying samples of wheat as regards plump-
ness, structure, form, quality and evenness of sampfe.

2. What is considered to be the most approved mode of maldug and preserving

farm-yard manure ; and by what principles and facts should we be guided in its appli-

cation to varous crops ?

3. Sketch the general management of a root crop in a system of mixed farming.

4. In the fattening of cattle, what regulates the kind, quantity and condition of the

food, and by what circmnstances are the results influenced?

5. Tell all you know about the kinds of crops best suited for green fodders, and
briefly explain tlie plan of cattle feeding called "soiling."

6. Enumerate the various points to be attended to in securing and maintaining per-

manent i)astnres.

7. What are our principal special manures, and their most important properties ?

FIRST YEAR.

AGRICULTURE : THE FIELD.

Examiner : Wji. Brown.

1. Explain why rotation in cropping is necessary, how it is generally conducted on

soils of average texture in Ontario, and show the changes in the systems to suit lighter

and heavier lands.
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2. The arrangement of details in farm buildings should embruce, among others,

economy of labouriu management, ventilation, drainage, light, warmth and manure pre-

servation. Show by illustration how these may best be secured.

3. The construction of roads and fences is conducted upon certain principles to

secure certain objects. Explain these fully by illustrations and notes.

4. Laud IS under-drained jirimarily for the removal of superfluous water. What
other advantages iuvariably follow this operation ?

5. Lay off a field and illustrate by a sketch the moaning of the terms main, lateral,

herrimi-bone, and outlet.

FIRST YEAR.

AGEICULTUEE—LIVE STOCK.

Examiner : W. Brown.

1. By what circuipstances should the Ontario farmer be guided in the selection of

certain breeds, and what particular breeds of cattle, sheep, horses and swine, for specific

purposes '?

2. How are Britain and the American continent at present regulated in respect to

pedigree of cattle and the marking of Berkshire swine ?

3. When we wish to obtain the quickest returns for our field produce in the shape

of beef and mutton, what breeds do we choose, aad by what circumstances are individ-

uals of them selected ?

4. Take the Shorthorn, Hereford, Devon, Ayrshu'C, Alderney, Galloway, and Aber-

deen Polled cattle, give 10 marks for each, and make a comparative table of beefing and
milking properties.

5. We want a kind of sheep combining size of frame, with points, hardiness,

medium wool of good quality, good flesh, and with power to improve others ; which of

the breeds on our farm come nearest these essentials, and in what way have they been

brought about V

6. We want a horse to di'ive to market, plough, jiamp a fence under saddle, and
trot 12 miles an hour ; what special form should such an animal possess '?

FIRST YEAR.

PRACTICAL EXAMINATION ON LIVE BTOCK.

Examiner : W. Bkown.
Cattle.

( Shorthorn Bull.

Subjects to be examined :
' Ayrshire Cow.

( Shorthorn Cxrade Cow.
1. Show the weak points of the bull.

2. What are his best points ?

3. What are the indications in this bull of good beefing properties ?

4. .Judge this cow as a milker.

5. Which of the cows would mate best with tlie bull for beefing purposes, and why ?

Sheep.

Subjects to be examined :

Leicester Bam.
Cotswold Kara.

Southdown Ram (1)

Southdown Ram (2)

Oxford Down Ram.
Oxford Down Grade Wether.

1. Distinguish the characteristic points of the Leiccester and Cotswold.
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2. Which is the best long-wooled fleece of the lot as regards density and soundness ?

3. Which is the oldest and the youngest sheep of the lot ?

4. Compare the Wether with the Oxford Down, and say wherein they agree or
diflfer, as regards carcass and wool.

5. Judge the oldest Southdown by the standard used for the breed.

FIRST YEAR.

INORGANIC CHEMISTEY.

Examiner : J. Hoyes Panton, M.A.

1

.

Distinguish between an atom and a molecule, giving" examples of each. Name
the results which occur when chemical affinity takes place,and by what means can it be
assisted.

2. Vessels are placed before you containing elements and compounds represented by
the symbols—H, H CI, N, N, 0, Co,,, H N 0,„ Nii.,C 0.„ CaS 0,. Classify these into

sohds, liquids, gases, and indicate which are bases, acids and salts.

3. Give the preparation and properties of the elements found in the atmosphere.
4. Explain what takes place when potassium is burnt on water. How would you

distinguish the resulting compound from that formed by sodium burnt on water ?

5. Explain the action of the Bunsen burner.

6. Give the sources of phosphorus and the formulas for the different phosphates
of lime, stating which is the superphosphate.

7. Classify the metals of greatest importance in Agricultural Chemistry, and write

notes on those which enter into the composition of clay and marly soils.

8. Name the different kinds of galvanic batteries used in the generation of electricity.

What are the common errors made in the erection of lightning rods ?

9 How do the following occur in nature :—ammonia, silver, potash, phosphoric
acid and iron ?

FIRST YEAR.

OEGANIC CHEmSTRY.

Examiner : J. Hoyes Panton, ]\I.A.

1. What is meant by the carbon compounds ? Conti-ast them with those of Inor-

ganic Chemistry.

2. Explain what is meant by sahimti'il compounds, fractional distillation. How
the latter applied in the manufacture of coal oil ?

3. What comjjoimds do the following symbols represent :

—

C^H.Oa C„H,„05, COH, N,, C, H, N, CcH,,0,„ C^ H, 0.

From what sources are these compounds derived ?

4. Name the organic acids occurring in the vegetable kingdom, and state in what ^
plants they are found.

5. Into what divisions are the hydrocarbons usually arranged ? Name six of tha

most important hydrocarbons and give the compounds derived from them.

6. State the changes which occur in acetmis fermentation. What compound masti

be present before it can take place ?

7. Define a fat, and illustrate by symbols the effect of an alkali upon it. Name|
the compound that results.

8. Name compounds formed by the .substitution of the radical of nitric acid for 1

three atoms hydrogen and give the properties of one.

9. Name the principal organic compounds formed in wheat, barley, potatoes, apples,

lemons, grapes and wood.

10. Give notes on Opium, Urea, Chloroform and Morphine.
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FIKST YEAK.

GEOLOGY AND PHYSICAL GEOGEAPHY.

Examiner : J. Hoyes Panton, M.A.

1

.

Distinguish between aqueous and metamorphic rocks, and state some of tlie in-

ferences wiaich can be drawn from the presence of aqueous rocks m a district.

2. Name the ages into which rocks are divided, and give the periods of at least

two. What periods are known as Age of Mollusks, Age of Reptiles, Age of Mammals,
Age of Cycads, and Age of Cryptogams ?

3. Name formations in Canada from which the following economic materials are
obtained :—building stone, lead, graphite, gypsum, salt, petroleum, lime, apatite and
kou.

4. Describe a cri'f>i<l. trilohitc, helemnite, and an ammonite. Name rocks in which
these occur.

5. Explain how rocks are formed, and state the changes which they undergo after

deposition. Name the different kinds of valleys, and distinguish them from each other.

6. How do you account for the absence of wliole formations in some places ?

7. What is meant by a (/lacier ? How is it formed ? How may it affect the phj'sical

features oi a jjlace '?

8. How does the presence of a lofty range of mountains affect the climate of a
countrj" ? Name the currents of the ocean, and the places where they occur.

9. Classify lakes, and give a diagram illustrating the relative positions of the Cana-
dian lakes with reference to the level of the sea.

10. Identify the fossils before you.

FIRST YEAK.

STRUCTUEAL BOTANY.

Examiner : Ja.mes Mills.

1. Describe the structure of" the cell, and its mode of reproduction.

(a ) Distinguish eascular tissue from the other kinds of vegetable tissue and
explain its formation.

2. Write explanatory notes on axillary buds, aerial roots, root stocks, air-plants, para-
sitic plants, stolons, tubers.

3. What is the ordinary potato—a root or branch ? Give reasons for answer.

4. Distmguish procumbent, decumbent, and creei^iug stems ; exogenous and endo-
genous plants.

5. Desci'ibe the different parts of a flower, aud explain what is meant by staminate,

pistillate and diiecious flowers.

6. Give the common classification of fruits, aud state what is meant by the terms
angiospermous, pluenoijamous, and dehiscent.

7. Explain how plants grow, aud give their most important chemical constituents.

(a) Tell what you know about the functions of chlorophyll.

8. Describe the following processes :

((/) Hybridization.

(b) Layering.

(c) Grafting and budding.

FIRST YEAR.

NATURAL HISTORY.

Examiner: James Mills, M.A.

1. What is the relation of organization to life? Enumerate the chief character-

istics which distinguish animals from plants.

(«) Name the sub-kingdoms, aud describe any one of them.
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2. Give a brief description of the two great sections of the animal kingdom

—

Vertebrata and Ineertehrata.

3. What is taken as the basis of classification in Zoology ? Describe and illus-

trate the meaning of the terms, species, variety and race.

4. Name the sub-kingdoms and classes to which the lollowiug belong :—jelly-

fishes, corals, tape-worms, the lobster, spider, grasshopper, housefly, oyster, trout, ox

and dog.

5. Describe the difi'erent stages in the Ufe of an insect, and compare them with

somewhat similar changes in another class.

6. Write as full notes as you can on the tape-worm, the bee, and the silk-muth.

7. Give the classes of Vertebrates ; and the orders of Birds and Mammals, with at ji

least one example of each. i

8. TeU what you know about the Ungulata and the Carnivora.

FIRST YEAR. I

VETEKINAKY ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY.
j

Examiner : E. A. A. Grange, V.S.

1. Name the difl'erent processes of digestion, and the organs concerned in

performmg each process.

2. Describe the difference between the digestive organs of the horse and ox, taking

the horse as the standard.

3. Name the organs which carry on the circulation of the blood.
|

ji

4. Name the compartments the heart is divided into.
|fl

5. What kind of muscular tissue is the heart composed of?

6. Name the layers and glands entering mto the formation of the skin.

7. Name the organs which compose the nervous system.

8. Name the three classes nerves are divided into.

9. Name the twelve pairs of cranial nerves, their function and distribution.

10. Describe the circulation of the blood through the heart and lungs.
j^

11. What change takes place in the blood in the lungs ? I
12. Describe the mode in which the chyle passes into the blood. ^

13. Describe the organs of respiration.

14. Describe the urinary organs.

15. Describe the difference between the urethra of the ox and horse.

FIRST YEAR.

VETEEINAEY MATERIA MEDICA.

Examiner: E. A. A. Grange, V.S.

I

1. What is Materia Medica ?

2. ileiition the circumstances which modify the actions of medicines. *

3. Mention the four classes medicines are divided into, and give an example of

each class.

4. Give a definition for each of the following terms, viz : Antispasmodic, Tonic,

Diaphoretic, Sedative, Vesicant.

5. Mention three medicines which act as Diuretics.

6. Mention thi-ee medicines which act as Disinfectants.

7. Name the actions and doses for the horse, ox, sheep, and pig, of Aconite.

8. Name the actions and doses for the horse, ox, sheep, and pig, of Arsenic.

9. Name the actions and doses for the horse, ox, sheep, and pig, of Carbolic Acid.

10. Name the actions and doses for the horse, ox, shetp, and pig, of Castor Oil.
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HKST YEAR.

COMPOSITION.

Examiner : James Mills, il.A.

1. Write explanatory notes ou the meauiug of the terms, sentence, clause, aud
liaragraph.

2. " In determinkig the laws of style, we must be guided by usage'' Explain
fully what is meant.

8. Enumerate what you consider the essential properties of a good style.

4. Describe aud distmguish the Simple and the Elegant Style of writing.

5. What do Purity and Perspicuity prescribe ? Name the correspondiug errors

under each head.

6. Write a composition ou one of the following subiects :

—

(a) Farming.
[b) " ^just experience tells, in every soil.

That those who think must govern those that toil."

{c) " Full many a gem, of purest ray serene,

The dark uulathomed caves of ocean bear
;

Full many a dower is born to blush unseen,

And waste its sweetness on the desert air."

FIEST YEAB.

ENGLISH LITERATUEE.

Examiner : James Mills, M.A.

1.—(1) " Some village Hampden, that with dauntless breast

The little tyrant of his fields withstood;

Some mute inglorious Milton here may rest,

Some Cromwell, guiltless of his country's blood.

" The aijplause of listening senates to command,
The threats of pain and ruin to despise,

To scatter plenty o'er a smiling laud,

And read their history in a nation's eyes,

" Their lot forbade."

(2) " Eemote, unfriended, melauchuly, slow.

Or by the lazy Scheldt, or wandering Po
;

Or onward, where the rude Carinthiau boor
Against the houseless stranger shuts the door

;

Or where Campania's plain forsaken lies,

A weary waste expandiug to the skies
;

Whfere'er I roam, whatever realms to see,

My heart uutravelled fondly turns to thee."

(8) " Pride in their port, defiance in their eye,

I see the lords of human kind pass by.

Intent on high designs, a thoughtful baud.

Fierce in their native hardiness of soul.

True to imagined right, above control."

(a) Explain the meaning aud the allusions in the first four lines of the

first extract.

(6) Change the last five lines of the first extract into prose,

(c) Parse the word slow, and write notes ou the geographical allusions

in the second extract.

{d) Paraphrase the last extract, and parse the words pride aud above.
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2. Pride in their port "—What is the meaning of the word port ? Give other

meanings, and account for them etymologicalh'.

8. Derive the words melancholy, boor, molest, wanton, liamlet, debauch, coward and
shrine.

4. Quote from the "Elegy" or "Traveller," two examples of Metaphor, Simile,

Oxymoron, Onomatopceia, and Uypallage.

5. " Her useful sons exchanged for useless ore."
" Laws grind the poor, and rich men rule the law "

" And talent sinks, and merit weeps unknown."
" By forms unfashioned, fresh from Nature's hand."

Comment on each of these lines.

6. Compare Italy and the Itahans with Switzerland and the Swiss, according to

Goldsmith. Point out anything which you think incorrect or unjust in his description.

7. Write a note on the metre of the " Traveller," and scan the last two lines of the

second extract.

(a) Quote examples of assonance and alliteration.

8. Compare the styles of Gray and Goldsmith ; and write a short Ufe of each.

FIRST YEAR.

AKITHMETIC.
Examiiier : A. A. Macta\ish.

1. A farmer had a field of com, consisting of 129 rows, and each row contained 95

hills, and each hill had on an average 5 ears of corn ; if it takes 8 ears of corn to make

a quart, what is the produce of the field worth at 50 cts. per hushel ?

2. A and B lend each $248 for 3 years at 8i per cent.—one at simple and the other

at compound interest. Find the difference of the amount of interest which they respec-

tively receive.

3. Wm. Henry Warden
Bought of Smith, Jones & Co.

1879. Jan. 15, Mdse. on credit at 6 months, S400
June 25, " " 4 months, 8150
Julv 5, " " 3 mouths, S300
Aug. 10, " for cash $100 a

When did the preceding account become due ?
"

4. What wUl be the premium of insurance on buUdings valued at 83,000 @ J per

cent.?

5. A Board of Trustees boiTOwed $8,000, and agreed to pay it in 10 equal annual

instalments. Determine the amount of each instalment, money being worth 10 per cent.-

6. If 14 men can mow 35 acres of grass in 6 days of 10 hoiu-s each, in how many
days of 12 horns each can tlu'ce men mow 24 acres ?

7. A person having 89,790 in the Toronto city 6 per ceu^. bonds, sells out at 98^,

and invests the proceeds in Bank of Montreal stock at 177i, which pays a dividend of 12

per cent, per annum ; find the change in his income, brokerage in each transaction being

i per cent.

8. Barley, at 45c, is mixed with peas, at 55c per bushel, in the ratio of one of the

former to two of the latter. What is a bushel of the mixture worth ?

9. A merchant in Guelph wishes to remit 82,7G7.80 to Manchester, England,

exchange being at 108 ; what will be the face of his bill in pounds, shillings, and pence?

10. Extract the square root of 1550025, also the cube root of 14G41, and determine

the value, true to two places of decimals, of (1.1)-'°.

11. In a constituency in which each elector may vote for two candidates, half of

the constituency vote for .i, but di\ide their votes between Ji, C, D, and E in the pro-

portions of 4, 3, 2, 1 ; of the remainder, half vote for B, and divide their votes among

C, D, E in the proportions of 3, 1, 1, ; 5 of the remainder vote for D and E, and 540 do

not vote at all. Find the order on the poll, and the whole number of electors.
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FIRST YEAR.

MENSURATION.

Exaiitiner : A. A. Mactavish.

1. How many square chaius in the following :

—

(a) An equilateral triangle whose base is 13 chains.

(b) A square whose side is 13 cliains.

(c) A circle whose radius is 13 chaius.

2. What fraction of a sphere must be cut away to reduce it to the largest possible

cube?
3. How many cords of wood in a pile 64 feet long, 8 feet wide, and 6 feet high ?

4. How far must a team of horses travel in cutting an acre of wheat—length of

knife being 5 feet ?

5. Which will carry off the gi'eatest amount of water, one tile G iuches diameter,
or three 3 inches in diameter ?

0. How many bushels (Imperial) will a bin, 12 feet long, 6 feet wide, and 5 deep,
hold ?

7. Neal Thorp's barn is 60 feet long, 48 feet wide, aud 16 feet high, ridge 12 feet,

having one driving finor 12 feet wide. Fiud

(«) The storage capacity,

(i) The length of rafter (1 font over plate).

(c) The number of bunches of shingles necessary to cover roof (carpen-
ter's rule).

8. Find the cost of building a sidewalk from the farm to the city limits, a distance
of one half mile—walk made of two-iuch plank, to be 4 feet wide, and resting on two
sills (4 in. x 4 m.) running lengthwise—cost of lumber, $10 per 11.

9. A farmer's experimental field i.'^ in the form of a rectangle 16 rods long, aud
contains two acres. It is divided into plots, thus :

—

I acres are set apart for wheat (three varieties).

I acre is set apart for oats (two varieties).

I acres are set apart for grasses (three varieties).

The rest of the held is set apart to solve the question, "Can permanent
pastures be had in Ontario ?"

Determine the width of these four plots.

1. Supposing them to lie across the field.

2. " ' " lie along "

FIRST YEAR.

BOOK-KEEPING.

Examiner: A. A. Mactavish.

1. Write an accepted time draft ; a joint note; a receipt.

2. What are the conditions under which a personal account shows an asset ?

3. A father bequeaths to his son 100 acres of good laud—well drained, wellianced,

and provided with the necessary buildmgs; also §1,500 in money. Show what you think

to be the most j uuicious manner of using this money.
4. Bought of Henry Worden, a team of horses for |300. Paid cash $200, and gave

my note at three months for balance. Write such a note, aud show what ledger accounts
are affected, and in what manner, by the above transactions.
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5. What are the two most importantpointstobe keptinview in framing an advertise-

mcDt ? A heiler has strayed from yom- premises. Give the foi'm of advertisement for

her recovery.

6. 1878—May 1st.—One day's labour—ploughing and harrowing potato field at

$2.00 per day.

May 2iid. Bought 12 busliels of potatoes for seed at 37ic. per bushel ; also paid for

two days' labour planting the field at 81-00 per day.

June 20th.—One day's labour ploughing, 81.50 ; also two days' labour, hoeing at

$1.00 per day.

July 7th.—One day's labour, ploughing, 81.50.

September 15th.—Digging and covering potatoes 85.00 ; also, sold 12 bushels of

potatoes for cash at 25c. i)er bushel, and 25 bushels small potatoes at 20c. per bushel.

1879—March 17th.—Paid for 3 days' labaur, marketing, at §2.00 per day; also

received cash for 300 bushels of potatoes at 35c. per bushel.

Determine profits from the above potato field.

SECOND YEAR.

AGRICULTURE—THE FIELD.

(First Paper).

Examiner : W. Brown.

1. Divide a farm of a 100 acres into suitable fields for a seven course rotation in

mixed husbandry, and show the annual produce, in quantity and value, on an average

of seasons, under good management, in Ontario.

2. Criticize the conduct of mineral superphosphate, gypsum, and bono dust, iu

our experience, upon roots and grain during the last two years.

3. State what is the proper position of the growing of green fodders iu connection

with "soiling," and estimate results on a hundred-acre farm lu this country.

4. Give your opinion upon the present and the future of pastures in Ontario.

5. Were you iu possession of what is called an oxhau>ted farm (clay loam), by what

means would you most rapidly and thoroughly restore its fertility ?

SECOND YE.Ul.

AGRICULTURE.

(Secoiid Paper).

Fxaminer : W. Brown.

1. Last season The Oat irio Experimsntal Farm in-oluced 3,593 bushels of grain,

of kinds ; 203 tons straw ; 231 tons hiy. an I 20,084 bushels roots, of sorts. Approxi-

mate the quantity of beef these would make during six months of winter.

2. Make a close estimate of the cost of tlio cr ip of spring wheat, from field IJ,

showing every detail item up to the bagging for market.

3. Draft ground plan of dwelling house for an average farmer, giving sizes of parts.

4. Sketch a section of levelhiig for the proposed drainag ; of field 14, showing un-

dulations of surface, distances, cuttings, iutjrsections, and estimate the cost of complet-

ing the drain wilh-four inch tiles.

5. It is proposed to alt 'r fh-^ cropping of the O. E.Firm to a more exhaustive one.

Say how this should be gradually brought about, and justify it upon scientific and prac-

tical facts.
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SECOND YEAR.

AGEICULTURE: LIVE STOCK.

Examiner : W. Brown.

1. Sketch briefly the manageiiieut of a ewe tlock from 1st September to 1st July.
2. Give details of the duties of a shepherd during the himbiug seasou.

3. Specify' all particulars in regard to the time, management, materials used, and
the objects sought for in the dippiug of sheep.

4. Explain all the reasons by which we were guided iu the selection and purchase of
our Shorthorn Bull, " Prince Ilopeioell."

5. ATake a statement showing the various items that go to make up the actual cost
of a yearling bull, without reference to profit.

G. Give an example of the purchase, feediug, management, progress, and financial
results of a steer during six months of winter and sjJring.

SECOND YEAR.

AGEICULTURE : PliACTICAL EXAMINATION ON LIVE STOCK.

Examiner: W. Brown.
Cattle.

[ Shorthorn Steer
Subjects to be examined : -' Galloway Steer.

( Grade Cow.
1. Describe the Shorthorn with reference to five most imjiortant quahties for fat-

tening purposes.

2. Pomt out the four greatest defects in the same animal.

3. Handle and describe the weakest point and the best point of the frame of the
Galloway for carrjing beef.

4. Judge and decide upon the relative merits of the two steers as regards quality
and evenness of flesh.

5. Show the five best indications in this cow as a milker.

Sheep.

Leicester Ram.
Cotswold Ram.

Subjects to be examined : <[ Southdown Ram (1). '

Southdown Ram (2).

Oxford Down Grade Wether.

1. Show wherein one Southdown is superior to the other.

2. Which is the oldest and the youngest sheep of the lot ?

3. Judge the Oxford Grade Wether, and compare him with the Leicester standard
of points.

4. Explain the principal points of difference between the frame of the Cotswold and
that of the Leicester.

5. Which is the best wooled sheep of ihe lot, as regards uniformity and lustre.

I

I SECOND YEAR.

ARBORICULTURE.

Examiner : W. Brown.

1. What are the four main objects in the maiuteuauce of trees in a country ?

2. Wfjat kind of trees are best adapted for replanting iu Ontario ?

3. How would you attend to the selection, removal, preparation of the ground,
planting, and subsequent management of a clump of trees ?

4. Detail the cost of planting one acre, seven feet apart, by trees from our own bush.

5. Give your opinion on the whole question of replanting in this country.
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SECOND YEAR.

AGEICULTURAL CHEMISTEY.

hxaminer : J. Hoyes Panton, M.A.

1. Name the cpnstitueuts present in the food of auimals. Which of these go to the

formatiou of /((f, /)o«<;, muscle? Contrast the comparative amoiiut of these ingredients

in inagnolds, barley, pease, linseed cake and lucerne.

2. Where and by what reagents are the following changes in the digestion of food

effected? Starcli converted into sugar, albuminous compounds rendered soluble, fats

broken up, and tibnuous substauces dissolved.

3. Name the proximate principles and ultimate elements in plants, and mention
plants in which some of the former predominate.

4. What chemical compounds are characteristic of the grasses, roots, and grains ?

—Contrast sand, ciay and loam as affording food for plants.

5. What changes does carbon undergo m plants after its abstraction from the

atmosphere, atd by what means are these effected?

G. From what sourct s have the alumina, potash, soda, silica, phosphoric acid and
lime of Canadian soils bi'iu derived?

7. Give causes for unproductiveness in soils ; the means by which they can be

detected and overcome.

8. What is tii-calcic phosphate ? Show the reaction which takes place on the

addition of acids, and name the sources from which this mineral can be obtained.

9. Name the double silicates in soils. What compound has a beneficial effect in their

decomposition ? Show how this takes place.

' SECOND YEAR.

ANALYTICAL AND PRACTICAL CHEMISTEY.

Examiner: J. Hoyes Panton, M.A.

L Give an outlme of the different steps followed in ascertaining the base which
enters into the comi^osition of the salt under examination.

2. Gypsum in a ground form sometimes contains crystalline limestone in a finely

divided condition. How would you detect this ? Give the composition of gypsum.
3. Name the adulterations usually found iu white lead, and state how you would

detect them.

4. Outline the method pursued in testing a portion of linseed cake for impurities

likely to be present when the cake is adulterated.

,

5. How would you make a quantitative analysis of soil for lime and organic matter ?

Give an example illustrating the calculations necessary to be made.
6. Give a qualitative analysis of each of the substances before you.

SECOND YEAR.

ECONOMIC BOTANY.

Examiner : J. Hoyes Panton, M.A.

1. Name the different points to be considered in making a natural classification of

plants, and distmguish between Augiospermous and Gymnospermous plants.

2. Give the life-)jistory of the common mushroom (Ai/dricHs campestris), and

contrast its structure with that of a fern.

3. What pecidiarity occur.s in the flowers of the pumpkin and Indian turnip?

Name three others in which the same exists.

t. Give the characteristics of the orders Umbeliferte, Grucifera, Labiatte, Oupuliferm,

Conifera.
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5. To what orders do the following plants belong :—mangold, squash, barley, bean,

kale, carrot, parsley, spinage, sage and tomato ?

6. Write notes on Til/etia caries, Claviceps pupiira and PoJophyUum pcltatum.

7. Name ten plants used for economic purposes, and the orders to which they

belong.

8. "V\1iat peculiarity exists in the following fruits-:—apple, pineapple, strawberry,

I pea, melon, pear, elm seed, currant and corn ?

9. Give the distribution in time of the following plants ;

—

Calamites, Lepidodendron,

Ci/cads and Si'lillaj-in.

10. Identify the specimens before j-ou.

SECOND YEAR.

ENTOMOLOGY.

Examiner: J. HorES Panton, M.A.

1. Describe what is called the xuciorial mouth in insects, and give the orders in

which it occurs.

2. Explain the terms, larva, imago, pupa, chrysalis, cocoon, grub, bug, and cat-

erpillar, as applied to insects.

3. Name the different waj-s ^n which insects are injurious to vegetation, and give

the orders to which the most injurious belong.

4. To what orders do the following insects belong ; canker worm, the borer, aphides,

apple-tree pruner, fall web worm, midge, tomato worm, apple curculio, locust, potato

bug, squash bug, and cuiTant worm.
5. Give notes on Anisopteryx rernatn, and mention the best I'emedies to prevent its

increase.

6. Describe the laiTa of the forest tent caterpillar {Clisiocampa sylvatica). and give

remedies for its destruction.

7. Contrast the apple curculio (Ant/wnomus quadrigihhis) with the plnm curculio

(
Conotrac/t elus nenuphar)

.

8. Describe the imago of the pea-weevil {BrriA-hiix pisi), and give remedies.

9. Give remedies to prevent the increase of the currant worm.
10. Identify the specimens before you, and name the plants affected by them.

SECOND YEAR.

METEOROLOGY.

Examiner: J. Hoyes Panton, M.A,

1. Describe the following meteorological instruments : Maximum thermometer,
"Barometer, and Anemometer.

2. Give notes on the reading of barometers, and the corrections sometimes neces-

sary to be made. Expain how the barometer is of great use in foretellmg the approach
of storms.

3. Distinguish between convection and conduction of heat, and account for the

more rapid increase in temperatm-e of some soils as compared with others.

4. In the graduation of a tliermometer, why is the boiling point made last ? Dis-

tinguish between Fahrenheit and Centigrade thermometers. Eeduce 42° F. to C, 16°

C. to F., 24° C. to E.

5. What is meant by the "specific heat" of a siibstance ? Compare the specific

bent of mercury with that of water. What influence has the specific heat of water on
climate ?

6. Give the causes of radiation forjs, and state how they can be prevented.
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7. Describe Dani'-ll's HyRrometpr. Find the dew-point from the following data :

Dry bulb thermometer, 74° ; Wot bulb thermometer, 65°.

8. What is the effect of moisture in the atmosphere ? How is it ascertained ?

Describe the pluviaraeter.

9. Name the different kinds of clouda, and state the kind of weather likely to fol-

low their appearance.

10. Account for the wonderful rainfall in parts of India, and also for the presence

of deserts iu different parts of the world.

SECOND YEAR.

PATHOLOGY—(HORSE). :;

Examiner: E. A. A. Grange, V.S.

1. Describe the nature, causes, symptoms, and treatment of Spasmodic cohc.

2. " " " " Enteritis.

3. .
" " " " Catarrh.

4. " " " " Bronchitis.

5. " " " " Lymphangitis.
j]

6. " " " " Nephritis. :

'

7. Name the diseases of the skin.
!

I

8. Describe the causes, symptoiis, and terminations of Inflammation.

9. Describe the various modes for the treatment of Hernia.

10. Describe the operation of Lithotomy.
i

SECOND YEAR. i

j

PATHOLOGY (CATTLE). .

'[^

Examiiier : E. A. A. Grange, V.S.

1. Describe the nature, causes, symptoms and treatment of Choking.

2. " " " " Tympanitis.

3. " " " " Siamraitis.

4. " " " " Inpaction of the liuraen. I'

5. Describe the nature, causes, symptoms and treatment of contagious Pleuro-

pneumonia, and the best means of prevention.

6. Describe the nature, causes, symptoms and treatment of Scab in Sheep.

7.
" " " " " Foot-rot.

,

8. " " " " Sturdy. '

9. " " " " Maggots or Fly. I

10. " " " " Ticks iu Sheep.

SECOND YEAR.

VETERINARY MATERIA MEDICA.
I

Examiner: E. A. A. Grange, V.S.
I

1

.

What classes are tonics divided into ? Give an example of each class ; state !

<

when and how thej' are used.

2. Mention the medicine which is most commonly used as a purgative for the horsj,

ox, sheep, pig and dog; and give the dose for each animal.

3. Name diseases in whicii diuretic < sliould not be given.

4. Name diseases iu which purgatives should not be given.

5. Mention the actions and doses for the horse, ox, sheep aud pig, of Tincture of

Opium.
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6. Mention the actions and doses for the horse, ox, sheep and pig, of Sulphate of

Magnesia.

7. Mention the actions and doses for the horse, ox, sheep and pig, of Nitrate of

Potash.

8. Mention the actions and doses for the horse, ox, sheep and pig, of Sulphate of

Zinc.

9. Mention the actions and doses for tlie horse, ox, sheep and pig, of Acetate ot

Lead.
10. Mention the actions and doses for tlie horse, ox, sheep and pig, of Oil of

Turpentine.

SECOND YEAR.

COMPOSITION

Examiner : .Ta.mes Mills, M.A.

1. Enumerafe what you consider the most important characteristics of good
composition.

2. Explain and illustrate the ditference between a " period " and a " loose sentence."

3. What is meant by style ? What are the essential properties of a good style ?

4. Distiugnisii the neat and the elegant style of writing.

5. What is comprised under tlie head of diction ? Name and account for the most
important differences between prose and poetic diction.

6. Write a composition on one of the following subjects

:

(a) " 'tis meet
That noble-minds keep ever with their likes

;

For who so firm that cannot be seduced."

(b) " lowliness is young ambition's ladder,

Whereunto the climber upward turns his face
;

But when he once attains the utmo.st round.

He then unto the ladder turns his back,

Looks in the clouds, scorning the base degrees

By which he did ascend."

(c) Canada.

SECOND YEAR.

SHAKSPEARE'S "JULIUS C^SAR."

Examhier : .James Mills, M.A.

1. When was this tragedy written ? Criticise the name.
2. Give in chronological order the most noted events which occurred during the

period over which the action of the play extends—from February 44 B. C. to autumn,
42 B.C.

3. Which is the best drawn character in the play, and why ?

4. Compare the following:

—

(1) Shakspeare's character of Julius CaBsar with that given in Roman
history.

(2) Brutus and Cassius.

(3) The speeches of Brutus and Antony after the assassination.

5. "The quarrel between Brutus and Cassius is managed in a masterly way"—Show
this by quotations and comments.

G. Skf'tch the character of Portia.

7. Write a short article on the Elizabethan period of English literature.
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8. "I,—as Jilneae, our great ancestor,

Did from the fl imes of Troy upon )iis shoulder

The old Anchisps bear,—so froro the waves of Tiber

Did I the tired Cicsar."

Explain tiip simile
;
point out any irregularity in the syntax ; accent the

word ancestor according to the requirements of the metre ; scan the Alex-

andrine lino and account for its use in this passage.

9. Explain and illustrate Shakspeare's use of the words an, given, envious, facticut

and favour.

10. (a) " The quarrel will bear no colour for the thing he is."

(i) " The genius and the mortal instruments are then in council."

. (c) " The insuppressive metal of our spirits."

((I) " Caesar, I never stood on ceremonies."

(e) " Set a huge mountain between my heart and tongue."

(/) "You yourself are much condemned to have an itching palm."
Explain the connection and meaning of each of these extracts.

11. Derive the words blaze, rfieiinii/ and brooked.

12. " You have ungently stole fi-om my bed"; "that have spoke the word"—Point out

pecuUarities in syntax, and account for Shakspeare's use of such forms.

13. Quote some of the best passages in the play.

SECOND VEAR.

POLITICAL ECONOilY.

£xaminer : James Mills, M.A.

1. Explain what you mean by Political Economy. Give the divisions of the

subject.

2. Define Wealth and Utility, giving suitable illustrations.

3. What are the requisites of Production ? Distinguish and illustrate.

(a) Enumerate the advantages and disadvantages of the Division of Labour.

4. State and defend your views on

—

(1) Free Trade generally.

(2) Free Trade in Canada.

5. Give reasons why every person should save something when possible.

6. Is any Government justified in forcing

—

(a) A farmer to sell a railway company the right of way?
(h) The wealthy landlords of Ireland to sell a portion their land to the tenants ?

Answers must be supported by reasons.

7. Discuss

—

(1) The Distribution of Wealth'.

(2) Paper Currency, including the " Rag Baby" question.

(3) Credit Cycles.

(4) Functions of Government.

SECOND YEAR.

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

Examiner : A. A. Maotavish.

1. Define force, and show how it is measured.

2. What is meant by work ? What is its unit of measurement ? How many units

of work are expended in ploughing an acre of land—draught of plough 414 lbs., width

of furrow 8J inches ?
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3. Enunciate the principle of " Virtual Velocity," and apply it to liud the relation

between the ^jower and weight in a system of pullej's where each movable pulley hangs
by a separate cord.

4. A grocer uses a false pair of balances in which the beams are 9^ and 9J inches

respectively. A customer has bought what seemed 20 lbs. of tea ; how much did he
really get, the tea having been weighed in the pan of the longer beam ?

5. What force must a team exert to draw a load of one ton up an incline (macada-
mized road) rising 1 iu 60, friclion estimated at one-thirty ?

G. Iu railway curves, one side of the track is higher than the other. Which side is

the higher, and why ?

7. A rope-walker is about to fall to the right. Which way will he shift his pole to

regain his-equilibrium, and why?
8. A pebble is dropped into a very deep well ; it strikes against one of the sides.

Which side does it strike, and why ?

9. A beam weighing 200 lbs. is carried by two men, one being at a distance of

three feet from the centre of gravity of the beam, and the other at a distance of two
feet. Find the weight borne by each man.

10. Tell what you know of the action of the suction pump.

SECOND YEAR.

SURVEYING AND LEVELLING.

Examiner: A. A. Mactavish.

1. Plan and find the area of field from the following notes

—

L. Offsets.
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4. Show how to measure the distance across a wide river.

5. Show how to test tLc accuracy of a crossstaif.

Note.—In addition to thn ahove, candidates will be examined as to their abihty in

handling iustruments for levelhng and surveying.

SECOND YE.\R.

BOOK-KEEPING.

Examiner : A. A. Mactavish.

1. Enumerate the ledger accounts requisite in the business of an average farmer

in Ontai'io.

2. Give an example of a completed imaginary ledger account with a wheat field of

twentj' acres.

8. Give an inventory, with values of stock and implements, for a farm of 100 acres.

4. Bought on 1st December, 1878, sixteen head of cattle, mostly Durham Grades,

fourteen of which were two and a half ye.ir old steers, and two three-year old heifers.

Paid S.^c. per jwuud—Total weight being 17,528 pounds. The food consumed and the

cost for five months were as follows :

Swede Turnips 162,-180 lbs. @ 8c. per 60 lbs.

Mangolds 54,480 lbs. @ 10c. per 60 lbs.

Pea Meal 12,960 lbs. @ Ic. per 1 lb.

Corn Meal 10,448 lbs. @ 45c. per 56 lbs.

Fodder 24,000 lbs. @ $4 per 2000 lbs.

The cost of attendance Si52 50

The cost of bedding 15 00

At the end of five months the animals weighed 22,122 pounds, and were disposed

of at 5^c. per pound. The commercial value of the manure was estimated at $269.

Delermine financial results from the above experiment, .by posting into ledger in

proper techmcal form and language.

5. Write (1) a "joint and several note."

(2) a non-negotiablo note.

II. PAPERS SET AT THE SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS—JUNE, 1880.

FIRST YEAR. '

AGRICULTURE.

Examiner : W. Brown.

1. Give a full description of the accompanying sample of wheat.

2. What are the best conditions for the germination of seeds ?

3. Give a concise sljetch of the best method of preserving farm-yard manure.

4. Name our principal special fertilizers, and say to what crops they are particularly

suitable.

5. Give a general idea of the management of cereal crops.

6. Wliat is the usual mode of cultivating root crops ?

7. What are our principal green fodders, and at what time of the year are they

usually available ?

8. Give a full description of the orchard and rye grasses, and of alsike and lucerne

clovers.

9. Classify the various kinds of wheat, barley and mangolds.

10. Indicate briefly the management and importance of permanent pastures.
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FIRST YEAR.

GEOLOGY AND PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.

Examiner : J. HoYES Panton, M.A.

1. Give the characteristics of metamorpliic rocks. Name some of the most impor-
tant minerals fouud in them, and state wlierc these rocks occur.

2. Give reasons for inferring that granite has once been iu a molten condition, and
cooled slowly under great pressure.

3. Name examples of chemically formed rocks, and mention formations iu which
large deposits of them occur.

4. Explain the terms tilting, dip, fault, denudation, stalactite, uiiconformability.

5. What fossils predominate in the following periods :— Silurian, Devonian, Car-
boniferous, Jurassic and Post-pUoccne ?

6. Describe what is knorfu as the Erie and Huron geological district.

{a) Name the different formations which occur in it.

(6) Give its economic deposits and the formations iu which they are found.

(() State the general composition of the soil.

7. In what formations do graptolites and trilobites disappear ?

8. Identify the fossils before you.

9. What causes the trade winds, and where do they occur ? Classify regional winds.

10. Give the characteristics of the North Atlantic Ocean. Iu wliat locality is it

deepest ?

11. Describe fully the equatorial current with reference to cause, locality and
direction.

FIRST YEAR.

STRUCTURAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL BOTANY.

Examiner : J. Huyes Panton, M.A.

1. Name the parts of a plant which appear during the early stages of its growth, and
state by what means you can know the class to which the plant belongs.

2. What peculiarity is observed iu the growth of biennial plants during the first

year ?

3. Draw diagrams illustrating five different forms of inflorescence, and the differ-

ence in structure between an exogenous and endogenous stem.

4. Explain the terms, plumule, tuber, bulb, stolon, axil, key, mona3cious, deciduous,

epiphyte, legume as applied to plants.

6. Contrast the parts of an endogenous plant, with those of an exogenous.

6. Distinguish between a prickle and thoru and illustrate by examples.

7. Classify leaves with reference to position, outline, venation and margin.

8. Name the parts of a flower, and state the function each performs in the repro-

duction of the plant. Give examples of what are termed monoecious and diceoious plants.

9. What peculiarity exists in the fruit of the apple, rose, strawberry, pineapple and
pear ?

FIRST YEAR.

MATERIA MEDICA.

Examiner: E. A. A. Grange, V.S.

:1. Give a definition for Matei'ia Medica.

2. Name the various circumstances which mollify the action of medicines, and de-

scribe how each circumstance modifies the action of the melicine.

3. Give a definition for each of the following terms, viz : Hoematic, Neurotic,

Elimiuative, Astringent.
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4. Describe the actions, uses, and doses, for the domestic animals, of Aloes.

5. " " " " " " " " Tinct. of Aconite.

.

G.
" " " " " " " " Extract of Belladonna.

7. " " ' " " " " " Linseed Oil.

8. " " " " " " " " Cautharides.

9. " " " " " " " " Cinchona.

10. " " " " " " " " Sulphate of Iron.

FIRST YEAR.

ENGLISH LITERATURE,

The Lady of the Lake.

Examiner: .J.wiEs Mills, M.A.

1. Describe the Spencerian stanza.

2. Write a composition giving a synopsis of the first canto.

.3. What historical person does Scott intend to pourtray in Fitz-James ?

4. Give a short history of the Douglas family.

5. " State your views as to the points of ditlerence between the men of the 'Lady

of the Lake' and the actual men of the period which Scott intended to describe."

6. Quote or refer to passages which illustrate Scott's narrative, descriptive, and
lyrical powers.

7. " I little thought -when first thy rein

I slacked upon the banks of Seine,"

etc., etc.

(a) Explain the allusion.

(6) Complete the quotation.

8. Explain the terms, idiom, alliteration, rhythm, onomatopoeia, and paragoge.

9. Derive quarry, huluark, bvgle, canopy, falchion, weird, and stalwart.

10. Write notes on Kniyht-errontiy, Tine-man, and Clan-Alpine.

11. Frontlet—Give as many examples as you can of other diminutive endings used

in English.

12. Explain the meaning of linn, dingle, ken, lohinyard, cupola, snood, brook, and

pibroch.

18. Draw an outline map of Scotland or a portion of it, marking the position of

Katrine, Achray, Vennachar, Lomond, Troxsaclis, Benvenue, Forth, and Teith.

\

14. (a) "Huntsman, rest ! thy chase is done,

While our slumberous spells assail ye,

Dream not with the rising sun.

Bugles here shall sound reveille."

{!)) 4. "Eow, vassals, row, for the pride of the Highlands !

Stretch to your oars for the ever-green pine.

! that the rosebud that graces you islands

Were wreathed in a garland around him to twine."

(1) Scan these passages, giving the names of the metres.

(2) What is peculiar in the use of "ye" ?

(3) Explain the allusions in the "ever-green pine " and "the rose-bud."

16. Name Sir Walter Scott's most noted contemporaries, and write a short article

on the literature of his time.
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FIRST YEAR.

MENSURATION.

Examiner : A. McTavish.

1. Define circle, sphere, trapezoid, heptagon, square.

2. How many square feet iii a rectaii2;le wliose sides are 15 and 20 yards respectively?

3. Find the area of a square field whose diai;onal is 40 chains.

4. Find the area of the equilaterial triangle inscribed in a circle whose diameter is

12 feet.

5. How many bunches of shingles will be required to cover a barn roof ; length of
roof 75 feet, length of rafter 25 feet '?

6. How- far must a team of horses travel in ploughing a field of one acre—width.of
furrow 8 inches ?

7. How many cubic j-ards in a frustum whose dimensions are as follows: length

of the lower edge 40 feet, length of upper edge 30 feet, height of frustum 5 feet ?

8. Find the solid contents of a cone whose base hasa diameter of 10 feet and height

12 feet.

9. How many cubic feet must be excavated in digging a callir 40 feet long, 30 wide
and 8 deep ?

10. How many gallons of water will a cistern whose diameter is 12 feet and depth 16
feet hold ?

SECOND YEAR.

AGRICULTURE.

Examiner : W. Brown.

1. What was the nature and general result of our past winter's cattle-feeding ex-

periment. ?

2. Give in full the reasons by which we selected cows for experiment in grazing

versus soiHug this season.

3. Sketch the arrangement and general management of our farm this season, in

regard to hay and pastures.

4. Take our farm as one to compete for the Medal of the Agriculture and Arts As-
sociation, and report upon its merits according to the accompanying points :

FuU Value.

(1) Nature of farming suitable to circumstances 50

(2) Proper portion of bush and permanent pasture 50

(3) Position and character of buildiugs in relation to farm 100

(4) Attention to preservation of timbtr and tree planting 50

(5) Condition of private roads and fences 50

(6 1 Imi^rovemeuts by removal of obstacles to cultivation, in-

cluding drainage 100

(7) Management, character, fjuitabiiity, condition, and num-
ber of live stock kept 150

(8) Number, condition, and suitability of implements and ma-
chinery .-.

.

50

(9| Management of farm-yard manure 50

(10) Cultivation of crops, embracing manure, cleaning, produce

per acre in relation to management, and character

of soil and climate 100

(11) General order, economy and water supply 100

(12) Cost of production, and relative profits 160

1000
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SECOND YEAR.

PRACTICAL AND ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY.

Examiner : J. Hoyes Panton, M. A.,

1. Describe fully the preparation of hydric sulphide and ammonic sulphide.

2. Give the tests for lime, silver, iron and copper.

3. Fiud the specific gravity, tiie percentage of organic matter, and the moisture in

the soil given you for analysis.

4. How can you distinguish mica, gold, copper pyrites, and iron pyrites from each

other ?

5. Detect the adulterations present in the samples before you.

G. Analyze, and give the composition of the compounds marked 1, 2, 3, 4, 6.

SECOND YEAR.

SYSTEMATIC AND ECONOmC BOTANY.

Examiner: J. Hoyes Panton, M.A.

1. Name the characters usually considered in making a natural classification of

plants. Classify the cryptogams.

2. To what orders do the following belong : lucerne, blue weed, thistle, daisy, beet,

onion, cedar, Indian turnip, rhubarb ?

3. Give examples of cryptogamous plants which are of economic value, and name
the classes to which tliey belong.

4. Name the orders of which the following are the characters:

(a) Irregular corolla (papilionaceous), leaves alternate, five irregular petals,

exogenous stem.

(b) Herbs with square stems and opposite leaves, irregular two-lipped corolla,

4 stamens, 2 long, 2 short, leaves dotted with small glands, which

contain a volatile oil.

5. Contrast Trijolium repens witii T. pratetise.

C. Give the characters ol tlie orders, conifeioi, and graininecB. Name two genera

in each.

7. Describe the flower of the Indian turnip, and of the Begonia.

8. Analyze the flowers i>efore you. Give the name and order to which each belongs,

SECOND YEAR.

MATERIA MEDICA.

Examiner: E. A. A. Grange, V.S.

1. Describe the actions, uses and doses for the domestic animals of

Sulphate of Magnesia.

2. " " " " " " Opium.
8. " " " '• " " Nux Vomica.

4. " " ' " " " Calomel.

(

a. Orotou Oil.

6. ' " " " " " Nitrate of Potash.

7. " " " " " " Water.

8. " " " " " " Nitrate of Silver.

9. <• " " " " " Linseed Oil.

10. " " " " " " Acetate of Lead.
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SECOND YEAK.

ENGLISH LITERATURE: MACBETH.

Examiner : James Mills, M.A.

1. EuumeiMte the influences whieb causeil the outburst of literary activity in Eng-
land during the latter part of Queen Ebzabetb's reign, and write a short composition on

the hterature of the period.

2. Comment on Machelh, and name another play into which Shakespeare introduces

"a supernatural element."

3. " Did Sliakespeare intend to depict Macbeth as naturally prone to be the subject

of illusions with regard to supernatural appearances ; or as having been brought into

buch a state of mind that he was disposed to become the subject of such illusions ; or

did he intend to represent the various appearances as real '? Discuss the question fully."

4. Explain the meaning of the following, point out the peculiarities, and notice

difl'erent readings

:

(1) " There's daggers in men's smiles ; the near in blood

The nearer bloody."

(2) " Ere human statute purged the gentle weal."

(3) " If trembling I inhabit then, protest me
The baby of a girl."

(4) " The apparition of a bloody child arises."

(5) " And some I see

That two-fold balls and treble sceptres carry."

(6) " This push
Will chair me ever or unseat me now."

(7) " Boundless intemperance
In nature is a tyranny."

(8) " Now minutely revolts upbraid his faith- breach."

5. Quote examples of metaplwr, simile, and Injpallayc. from Macbeth.

C. Write geographical notes on Forres, Cawdor, Glamis, tjcone, Dunsinane and
Colmes-kill.

7. Derive caldron, foisons, siircease, chalice, vizards, plague.

8. Sketch the character of Lady Macbeth.

9. " There is ail entire absence of comedy, nay, even of irony and philosophic

contemplation in Macbeth."—Coleridge.

Quote a passage to prove that this statement is incorrect.

10. " If it were done when 'tis done then 'twere well

It were done quickly if the assassination

Could trammel up the consequt-nce and catch

With his surcease success that but this blow

Might be the be-all and the end-all here

But here upon this bank and shoal of time

We'd jump the life to come but in these cases

We still have judgment here that we but teach

Bloody instructious which being taught return

To plague the inventor this even-handed justice.

Commends the ingredients of our poison'd chalice

To our own lips."

(o) Punctuate this passage.
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(b) Write a paraphrase of the passage, showing clearly what you conceive to be
the meaning.

(c) Explain particularly the expressions " bank and shoal of time " and "jump the

life to come."

11. Quote what you consider the finest passages in the play.

SECOND YEAR.

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

Examiner: A. A. Mactavish.

1. Define force. Give three examples.

2. Define acceleration, and tell what is meant by saying that g:=32.

3. A train uniformly accelerated with an acceleration of 10 ft. a second, passes two
stations with velocities of 8.8 and 14 ft. per second. How far is it between the two

stations ?

4. How far will a body fall in 5 seconds, gravity being 32 ?

5. A body is projected upwards with a velocity of 640 ft. a second. How high will

it rise ? Wliat will be its velocity at the end of the 20th second, also at the end of thd

30th second ?

6. Describe Atwood's machine.

7. A weight of 2 lbs. hangs over the edge, of a smooth table and draws a weight of

50 lbs. laid on the table. What velocity will be acquired in 3 seconds ?

SECOND YEAR.

LAND SURVEYING.

Examiner : A. A. Mactavish.

1. Describe Gunter's chain.

2. Describe the cross-staff, and show the method of determining its accuracy.

8. Show how to place a line at right angles to another, using the chain only.

4. Plan the field from the adjoining notes, and determine its area, scale ^ chain to

an inch.

L. Offset.
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ni. PAPEKS SET AT THE MATRICULATION EXAMINATION,

OCTOBER, 1880.

ENGLISH GRAMMAR.

Examiiwr : James Mills, M. A.

1. Analyze the following passage aud parse the words in Italics.

There at the foot of ;/(>nJer nodding beech
That wreathes its old fantastic roots so high,

His listless lemjth at noon -tide icould he stretch,

And pore upon the brook that babbles by.

2. Define the terms gender, case, voice, relative pronoun, and give an example of each.

3. Distinguish i/ende)- from sex, and write the masculine or feminine as the case may
be, of maid, marquis, dame, nephew, widow, boy, actor, earl.

4. What is the use of the adjective '? Write down the comparative and superlative

of good, bud, beautiful, much, near, old.

5. Decline /, she and which.

6. Give the past tense and perfect participle of eat, feed, last, lose, loose, leap, sell,

sit, set.

7. Combine the following statements into compound sentences :

The great Southern Ocean is crowded with coral islands.

It is crowded with submarine rocks of the same natiu'e.

These rocks are rapidly growing up to the surface.

In time these rocks will rise above the ocean.

These rocks will at length form new habitations for men.

8. Correct the mistakes in

—

(n) These sort of arguments ai'e out of date.

(6) I saw a black and white do;,' running together,

(c) As neither James nor George are going, let you and I go.

• (d) Mind who you are talking to.

(e) He didn't ought to have broke the window.

GEOGRAPHY.

Examiner: J. HoYES Panton M.A.

1. Name the principal rivers of Ontario. Give the direction in which they flow,

and state where they empty.

2. Sketch a map showing the positions of the various Provinces of Canada.

8. Where, and what are the following : Mobile, Vienna, Ouse, Tasmania, Clyde,

Emerson, Yarmouth, Pumouski, Godericli, Suez ?

4. Name the different railroads that lead into Toronto.

5. Name some of the economic products of Ontario, and state the places where they

are found.

6. Explain the terms : estuary, cape, delta, watershed, plateau.

7. Name the principal lakes of North America.

26 389
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ARITHMETIC.

Examiner: A. A. Mactavish.

1. The product is 92,465, the multiplier is 5. What is the multiplicand ?

2. If I of a ship he worth $14,000, what is the value of J of it ?

8. Sold two colts at $75 and $85 respectively, and received I in cash, and the rest

in flour at $5 per barrel. How many barrels of flour were received ?

4. Add tof-'ether i, J. J, .05, .123 and 42t.
5. Multiply .00124 by 42.368.

6. Simplify '±±3^ of;|

7. $120 is divided among A, B and C. As often as A gets one dollar, B gets two

and C gets three. How much does each receive ?

8. How many more revolutions will tho front wheel of a carriage make over that

made by the hind wheel in going a distance of one mile, circumference being 10 and 12

feet respectively ?

READING, DICTATION, AND COMPOSITION.

Examiner: J. Hotes P.a.stox, M.A.

Reading.

1. Fourth Book, page 182. Read the last four stanzas. Beginning on page 247,
read twenty lines.

Dictation.

2. Page 208. Write from " /tavi«(/—

—

surrender."

Composition.

8. Contrast a professional Ufe with that of an agriculturist.
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AF»P>E]Nri3IX E.

ONTARIO AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

Class Lists.

Ecuster Examination, 1880.

FIRST YEAR.

Class.
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AFFENIDIX F.

FINANCIAL TABLES.

L—Appropriation Expenditure for 1880.

2.—Statement of Revenue for 1880.

3.—Estimated Expenditure for 1881.

4.—Collese in account witli Farm and Garden.

Ontario Agricultural College.

1.—APPROPRIATION EXPENDITURE FOR 1880.

A.

—

Maintenance Afrount.

I.—Food.
Meat, fish and fowl .

Bread and biscuit

General groceries and butter

II.

—

Household Expenses.

Fuel
Light
Laundry, soap and cleaning
rumitirre and furnishing .

.

Repairs
Servants' wages (women)

III.

—

Business Department.
Advertising, printing, postage, &c.

.

rV.

—

Miscellaneous.

Maintenance of chemicals
Unenumerated

V.

—

Salaries and Wages

VI.

—

Payments not prm-ided for in Estimates.

Lumber for sidewalk (from college to city) .

B.— Capital Account.

I.

—

Furniture and Furnishing

2,388 15
913 50

2,671 42

1,362 80
305 56
199 12
372 43
681 47

1,.322 20

605 42

97 85
649 84

9,994 01

258 38

1,980 99

S c.

21,822 15

1,980 99

23,803 14

2.—STATEMENT OF REVENUE FOR 1880.

Balances on board accounts paid by students (over and above labour

done in outside departments)

Tuition Fees

.

397

s c.

2.401 02
I

1,625 00

3 c.

4,026 02

4,026 02
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3._ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE FOR 1881.

Voted for 1880

(92 Students).

A. Afaintenanre.

1.—Salaries.
President, Professor of Natural History and English, and

Kesident Master
Professor of Ajn'iculture and Farm Superintendent
Professor of Chemistry and Practical Chemist
Professor of Veterinary Science
Matheniatic.ll and Assistant Resident Master. .

Bursar and .Storekeeper

Physician
Field and Live Stock Foreman—
Foreman of Horticultural Department
ForeniJin of Mechanical Department
Matron and Housekeeper
Engineer
Assistant Engineer (for 6 months)
Janitor and Messenger
Instructor in Drill and Gymnastics
Temporary assistance

II. -Expetmcx of College.

Meat, fish and fowl
Breatl and biscuit

General groceries and butter
Laundry, soap, and cleaning
Fuel
Light
Furniture and furnishing
Repairs
Maintenance of chemicals
Advertising, post,age and stationery
Unenunierated .' ..

Women servants' wages (12 in 1880, 16 in 1881)

B.—Capital Account.

I.

—

Furniture and Furnishing

Required for 1881

(l;«) Students).

2,000 00
2,000 00
1,000 00
GOO 00
500 00
500 00
300 00
600 00

600 00
GOO 00
400 00
500 00
150 OO
1.50 00

100 00

10,000 00

2,800 00
1,300 00
2,ynO 00
200 00

1,GOO 00
300 00
500 00
6.50 00
100 00
600 00
GOO 00

1,300 00

22,850 00

2,000 00

24,850 00

2,000 00
2,000 00
1,.500 00

7ttC 00
000 00
600 00
300 00
(iOO 00

600 00

GOO 00
400 00

600 00
180 00
150 00
100 (lO

100 00

11.030 00

4,000 00
1,600 OO
4,200 00
300 00

2,5IK) 00
i.rnio 00
550 00
650 00
150 00
600 00
700 00

1,750 00

29,030 00

2,000 00

31.030 00
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4.—THE nOLLEGE IN ACCOUNT WITH THE FARM AND THE GARDEN

FOR THE YEAR 1880.

Dr.

('aj With Farm.

To Potatoes 300 hags . .

.

" Turnips 28 bushels

.

" Wheat 120 "
*

' Cordwood
'

' Carting for College
•' Keep of College horse
" Carpenter's work

.at

(b) With Garden.

To Asparagiis 376 bunches at

Apples 50 barrels
'*

Beans 74 bushels in pod "

Beets 30 " "
Cabbage 54 dozen heads "

Cauliflower 12 "

Celery ISO heads
"

Carrots .
'. 35 bushels

"

Cucumbers 2 *'

Lettuce 51 dozen "

Onions 22 bushels _. . -. . .

"

Potatoes 43 bags ' "

Parsnips 26 bushels
"

Peas 13 " in pod "

Rhubarb 235 bunches "
Spinage lOh bushels

"

Turnips 12" " "
' Tomatoes 26 " "
Vegetable Marrow 107

"

Milk 3653 gallons '-'

Cr.

By students' labour for year, as reported by foremen, approved by
Farm Superintendent, and credited on board and washing account

50
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AFFENDIX G^.

After entering on my duties as President a little over a 3'ear ago, I endeavoured to

get from Europe and the United States, such information as would enable me to give the

latest statistics on the subject of agi-icultural education in those countries ; but having
received answers from only a portion of the agricultural institutions, I prefer to postpone

the matter till next year, and copy the following from the report of 1878, written by my
predecessor, rather than give only partial information of a later date.

AGRICULTUEAL EDUCATION IN GEEMANY AND THE UNITED

STATES.

" What I desire to do in this very brief Appendix is to give an outline of the manner
in which agricultural education is carried out in Germany and the United States. I take

those two as examples, although only four European countries are now without similar

institutions. I will not rehearse the arguments used by the advocates of this species of

education when claiming support for their colleges from the State ; those have already

been used here, and acted upon in the establishment and annual support of this institu-

tion by our Province.

A.

—

Germany.

This country is, as usual, ahead of all therestof the world in this matter of agricul-

tural education. There are four steps in her system, viz :

—

1. Agricultural Farm Schools.

2. Agricultural Middle School.s.

3. Agricultural Colleges.

4. Agricultural Courses in Universities.

The course of instruction in the first two classes embraces even more than is found

in the cun-iculum of our own Agricultural College, including as it does, a thorough

grounding in a continued literary education, in the elements of the sciences, in veterinary

lessons, in theoretical and practical agriculture, and in all kinds of farm work, learned on

the farms, which are attached to both those classes of schools. Besides those under the

charge of some of the old States, there are l.'iC of the two classes of schools under the

direct control of the Empire ; though 42 of them are devoted to the study of specialities,

such as vine and grape culture, horticulture, bee-keeping, etc. The third step is the Agri-

cultural Colleges, of which there are six in the German Empire, situated at Eldend, Pros-

kau, Popplesdorf, Munich, Thorau and Hohenheim. In these, the elementary .«cientifio

education already obtained is applied directly to agriculture in extensive laboratories

and dissecting rooms, fitted up with all the necessary apparatus and appliances, and on

large farms of from 800 to 1,.tOO acres. Besides this practical application, the theoretical

instruction is greatly widened, including all the departments of agriculture, agricultural

science, veterinary science, agricultural statistics, finance, laws, taxation, etc., etc.,—in

other words, the curriculum of each is wonderfully complete. Having finished his course,
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the student is required to enter the ranks of asfriculturists and prove himself successful,

after which he can attend, thoroui^hly equipped, agricultural departments of nine of the
j,'reat National Universities. Besides these schools and colleges, are 43 experimental sta-

tions ; and the cost of all—schools, colleges and experimental stations—-is borne by the
State. ,

B.

—

United States.

" I have in the accompanying table grouped together the facts regarding 32 out of 39
Agricultural Colleges of the neighbouring Republic. During 1877 I placed myself in

communication with each of those OoUeges, and received the Reports of the numbers men-
tioned, so that the table is absolutely correct for the year 1876. In 1862, Congress passed
what has been usually referred to as the Land Script Act, entitled " An Act donatin"
lands to the several States and Territories which may provide Colleges for the lienelit of

Agricultural and the Mechanic Arts." By this Act, some 9,600,000 acres of the public
domain were set aside for this purpose on the basis of 30,000 acres for every Senator
sent by any State or Congress to the Senate, such State or Territory having, of course, the
right of acceptance or refusal ; but the acceptance bound by the conditions of Sec. 4,

which required that the interest of all moneys derived from the sale of lands donated
" shall be inviolably appropriated by each State which may take and claim the benefit of

this Act to the endowment, support and maintenance of at least one College, where the
leading object shall be, without excluding other scientific and classical studies, to teach
such branches of learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanic arts, in such man-
ner as Legislatures of the States may respectively prescribe, in order to promoto the

liberal and practical education of the industrial classes, in the several pursuits and pro-

fessions in life."

Almost every State has now taken advantage of this liberal offer. The Act evidently

contemplated the erection and maintenance in each State of an Agricultural and Mechani-
cal College ; but as it did not expressly say so, a contest arose in many of the States be-

tween the advocates of existing colleges and those desiring to carry out the spirit of the
Act. It has resulted, in twenty States, in the endowment of some already existing college

or university, which, in order to comply with the conditions, bought a farm, and added to

its departments of instruction a well equipped agricultural department. In some nine-

teen of the States honesty won the day, and separate Agricultural and Mechanical Col-

leges were erected, and received the endowment, of which I have given in the accompanying
table the statistics of sixteen. Only two or throe of the former class have heen successful,

the agricultural department being overshadowed by the other departments of the univer-

sity—any exception being caused by the noted excellence of the professors in the agricul-

tural department. Of the latter cla.ss, the great majority have been succe.s.sful—many
extremely so. Fourteen of the nineteen are as yet quite young, however, having only
been fully in operation during the last decade.

The table needs no comment, but is largely self-explanatory. The number of profes-

sors in each college is usually six or seven, and of assistants about the same. The avei-age

salary of a profe.ssor is §2,000—many being above that figure, and only three below it.

Of course in the agricultural departments of the universities, the salaries are often double

those figures, but these are professors of a regular university, as well. The average salary

of the president is about $3,200, many receiving above that sum and none less than

$3,000. As before, the presidents of the universities in which there are agricultural

departments receive, of course from $4,000 to $6,000 ; but no precedent can be taken

from them. The total number of the professors and assistants in the Agricultural Col-

leges of the United States, during the year mentioned was 473, and the total number of

students 4,211. The former number is a third too large, owing to the universities

counting their regular professors with the agricultural department. Turning from the

equipment and attendance to the maintenance, it has been found almost impossible for the

first class to obtain any assistance from tlie State, for the rival colleges or universities

oppose that on the grounds that their agricultural departments have only been attached

to get the endowment ; but the second class, have, in all classes, been assisted in most in-

stances very liberally, by yearly grants from the State. The interest on the lands sold
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by each State will be seen to be very variable, arising partly from the size of the State

but mainly from the favourable or unfavourable location of the lands. The interest re-

ceived by all the Colleges during 1876 was 8525,745, or an average of about §13,500 to

each. Many of them have been additionally endowed by individuals, by subscriptions, or

by jounties, and the annual maintenance expenditure of those of them from which I could

get a financial statement was for the year given somewhere between $25,000 and §38,000.

And that is outside of any expenditure on capital account. And lastly, turning from

equipment, attendance and maintenance, to a consideration of the several courses of ^udy,

it may simply be said that neither our space nor our time would allow even a synopsis of

them. The great faults of the majority of them are the attempt to teach too many sub-

jects superficially, to give too many optional courses, to leave out a course of farm ap-

prenticeship, and to make their curriculum too literary, and not sufJiciently technical."

The following table requires no further explanation.

JAMES MILLS,

President

I
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REPORT

PROFESSOR OF AGRICULTURE
AND

•

far:\i superintendent.

Ontario Agricultural College and Experimental Farm,

31st October, 1880.

To (he Honourable S. C. Wood,
Commissioner of Agriculture :

Sir,—I have again the honour of reporting upon the Field, the Live Stock, Horti-

cultural, Mechanical, Experimental, Practical Instruction, and allied subjects under my
charge here, and on this occasion I shall preface with some remarks on what is at once a

matter of great national . value as well as one that has largely brought our School to its

present status.

It is now four years since we imported the animals that still principally compose the

various herds and flocks of the farm. Their conduct and standing during these years are

well known to all who take an interest in the progress of education and the main source

of the future wealth of the Dominion. Nationally, and in the eye of the world, we are

now articled to a business in beef and mutton that may reach, even in our time, as far as

the wealth of any other country, and certainly much farther than any other, proportion-

ately to age. It has been the duty of this institution to take a prominent part in the

maintenance of good specimens of the leading breeds of catth; and sheep, and with

reference to success in most essentials it has no reason to be dissatisfied. Having in view

the increasing importance of this subject and the continuous annual drain by the public

upon our herds and flocks, as well as the very largely extended educational demands upon
the same thing, I am again called upon to advise why certain animals of certain breeds

should be obtained for our Farm.
In the first place, I must point out that whatever is done by the Government in the

matter of importations to this Farm, can be but a small thing compared with what is done

by other breeders in the Province, who do so, almost regularly, annually. All the surplus

cattle and sheep that can be produced from this Farm annually is not one-hundredth part

of what is done by others, and not one-thousandth of what is required throughout the

Province.

Secondly, in place of our being in opposition to other breeders, as some may contend,

we are actually doing the advertising for them. It is a fact in my own personal know-

ledge, and also given me from many farmers, and some breeders themselves, tliat the

prominence given the question of Live Stock in our annual reports, and the distribution

of our surplus animals during the last five years, have very largely increased the demand
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for such stock, so that many of the sales by breeders can be directly traced to our connee
tion. It is also a fact that the hundreds from long distances who call and do not obtain

from us, at once proceed to other herds and flocks, and purchase what they would not
otherwise have done had the Experimental Farm not been in existence.

Thirdly, the many young men who have been educated here and who took keen
interest in the Live Stock department, are not only returning or writing for certain

animals for themselves, but have sent many others for the same purpose, who otherwise

were indifferent to improved stock ; the most of those had to call upon other breeders, by
reason of our own want of supply.

Fourthly, the score of direct breeders who may be jealous of our limited efforts are

an unit to the thousands now demanding the continuance and extentiou of our Live Stock

department ; the latter say, you have opened up to the average farmer what exactly suits

liim ; he knows that on the second week of September every year he has the opportunity

of obtaining a choice from several breeds of cattle, sheep and swine, at prices entirely at

his own making, for no reservations are maae and few private sales have bfea allowed, even
s,t much higher figures than were oBered in very many instances.

Fifthly, farmers are now satisfied in regard to the judiciousness of our moderate sys-

tem of feeding breeding stock ; the four years' proof has been extensive and severe.

Sixthly, -there is also manifest satisfaction at the greater care bestowed upon the

culling of young animals ; offering only the best the first season and preparing the in-

ferior for next by a gradual plan of careful feeding,—for example, the shearling rams that

brought an average of .§49.35 on the lOtli September last, were the culls of 1879, such

animals that, though sound in constitution, were not of that stamp whicli I considered

should be offered by the Government to their own people, and which certainly would not

have fetched SIO each.

Seventhly, the situation of the Farm does not make it one of local interest in regard

to the service of new animals to other herds and flocks ; ewes have been sent from over 200

miles, and sows from 100 n\iles distant, besides the fact that we have had to refuse several

by reason of crowding. As to this see details in chapter on "public patronage to our

various rams."

In short it may be asked, is it possible in these times to have too much stock in the

country, whether by the agency of private or of public means ! In saying no, I must

point out that we cannot compare ourselves witli such an older and more wealthy condi-

tion of things as obtain in the United States. Our average farmer yet needs help in

respect to placing, for example, the essence for beef and mutton pi-oduction within his easy

reach. It is too risky for liim to import the one or two animals he needs, and he is not

prepared to give the regular breeder a large profit for such a transaction. But the Govern-

ment wants no direct profits as does the special breeder, and here I must confess to regret

that the Government has been obtaining profits from the sale of their Live Stock here.

While this may be gratifying to the management, it need not be so to the Government
that is earnestly striving for the development of all branches of its rural economy.

When, therefore, it is now matter of practical history that a Government can be

a farmer and obtain direct profits from the tran.sactions thereof, there cannot possibly be

any objections to increasing the number and raising the standai'd of several of our breeds

of cattle and sheep here. The thousands want it, whatever the score of special breeders

may say to the contrary. If we cannot offer more in future than we have been doing,

prices are likely to rule high, and tli(; lower and slower will be the character of our

agriculture.

In order to meet the increased demand it has been suggested to us by several leading
'

farmers tliat besides the material of the Ontario E.vperimental Farm, the Government
should appropriate $100,000 for the purpose of importing cattle and siieep next year.

This, they consider, would be acting in the spii-it of the times, and subserve more actual

good than all the agricultural shows, or agricultural inquiries on foot. I am not prepared

to discuss this point at present, but shall proceed to submit some advice regarding the

educational aspect of the proposed new importations for the College and Farm.

All tlie public are not aware that I liave been gradually extending the plan Ity which

students are familiarized with the different breeds of Live Stock ; the actual lecturing now
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takes up but one-third of the whole time allowed for this division of my duties, the rest

lieing devoted to practical examination of points, handling and comparing different ani-

mals of the same breed and of ditferent breeds, and judging generally. When we tliink

we are conversant with the history, characteristics and standard of points appertaining to

any particular breed, we take a bull, or cow, or ram, or ewe to the class-room platform,

where, in the presence of all the students, I first of all name and handle all its parts, point

out wherein it is good, whei'ein poor ; and thereafter ever;/ student is made to do the same
thing, give reasons for what he advances, answer questions put to him by his fellows, and
generally is submitted to a careful examination by myself. I have had .satisfaction in this

kind of w'ork, by the warm interest taken in it by every student, without exception—the

one complaint being that they have not had enough of it. The complaint is sound if the

result of their own tinal examination is evidence of acquirements under allowance of short

time, on which question I beg to refer you to my introductory remarks of last year's

report. But whether for that reason, or for those of but ordinary ability, on the point

both of teacher and scholar, I am convinced that the ordinary lessons in this connection
must be supplemented by regular monthly and weekly drill during winter in the handling
and judging of all breeds of cattle and sheep. Just as my older head had to get years to

acquire the art of systematic teaching, so it need not be surprising that younger ones require

months in place of weeks to carry the grounil-work of this branch of their profession. It

is very desirable that judging of Live Stock at exhibitions should be brought to a profes-

sion, in place of being a complimentary position in the hands of the few, liable thus to

prejudice and unskilled dictum. It is part of our duty to make judges, and with the help

of the Government, I have no fear of placing such a staff in the hands of the Ontario

farmers, ten years hence, as shall be a credit to any country. To do this, our College must
be replete with animals of the leading breeds of cattle, horses and sheep, suitable for

< 'anada at least, and opportunity must be given for repeated lessons as already explained.

(-)ur importations of 1876 have now served their end with us and cannot longer be kept

as a matter of profit or the same value educationally. They ^vill, however, be good to

others who do not possess blood from the same source, and I therefore propose that they

should form part of the public sale in September, 1S81 ; so that, in addition to the ordinary

sale of about §3,000 of surplus Live Stock, we would receive something like $:i,500 for

old bulls, cows, rams and ewes—say $5,000, for certain. I may aLso state that since 1876

we have sold over $10,550 of surplus Live Stock. Finally, I beg to recommend the ap-

propriation of .$15,200 for the importation of tlie following animals—the estimate to

include all expenses delivered here, and the very best to be obtained :

—

Clydesdale horse and two mares $3,000

Shorthorn bull and three cows 3,900

Hereford " " 1,500

Angus or Aberdeen Poll bull and three cows 2,000

Ayrshire bull and three cows 1,200

English Leicester ram and six ewes _....•... 400

Border " " " 450

Lincoln " " " 450

Cotswold " " 500

South Down " " 500

Oxford Down " " 400

Hampshire Down " " 450

Shropshire " " " 450

Total $1.5,200

These should be sent for in February first, so as to be on hand here, through quaran-

tine, by the 1st of August, in time for exhibitions and for notice at our public sale.
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I.—THE WEATHER.
I

leB

As usual, we present a Weather Table from April to September, inclusive, embracing

the season of growth and maturing in connection with farm crops in this country. Th^
should always receive a careful study before reading, or criticism, of results of field crofl

piug or of plot experiments.

During April the lowest mean temperature of any day occurred on the 11th, when
the thermometer ranged in the neighbourhood of 24°, and four days afterwards, or on^ ^
the 1.5th, we had the highest mean for April, 58°. As the barometric pressure is not nout^

or long afterwai-ds, a fact for a farmer's use, except in association with rainfall and teni'i

perature, 1 shall leave its study to the more scientific. Rain fell on ten separate da

and altogether to the depth of 3i inches during April.

May was characterized by a low mean temperature of 34° on the 1st, and of 74°

the highest on the 25th, while rain fell on no fewer than sixteen days, and to the depth

of 3^ inches. As a seeding month, therefore, May was somewhat uupropitious, though

good for germination towards the end of it. 1

June had no higher mean than May (on the 23rd), and the lowest mean reached onl]4

53° on the 1st ; the rainfall was also small, not 3 inches, though spreading over twel^
days. This important month for germination and growth was in most respects a good

one, wth the exception of a drought—warm high winds and no rain—from the 14th to

the 22nd, which was directly responsible for the blight that came over most of our cereal

crops.

During July the highest mean temperature of the season—81°—occurred on the 9th,.

and the lowest kept up to 69 J°. The unusual drizzling of 1880 was upheld by this warm'

month as well as others, rain falling on as many as fifteen days, but only to the depth of

li inch over all, and at no time consecutive was fresh moisture wanting for more than

three days. This association of much heat and much continuous moisture, in June and

now, was responsible for the large extent of rust on cereals.

The heaviest rainfall came in Augu.st, yet distributed over sixteen days, mostly

towards the end of the month, while the mean temperatures were, 77° on the 9th, and 58*

on the 2()th.

September came with a reduction to 73° on the 2nd and 47° on the 23rd, with a

rainfall of 4 1-5 inches during nine days.

So then, altogether, we had rain during no fewer than 78 days out of the 182, though

only to the depth of 191 inches. The periods of drought were from the 14th to the 22nd

June, and fi'om the 4th to the 17th September. The mean range of temperature for the.

season was 59i°; the highest mean record of barometric pressure was 29948 on the 22nd

July, the lowest, 28'190 on the 10th April ; the mean of the barometer for the season waa
28-897 inches.

As another form of weather record, I beg to submit chart showing the agreement, 09

disagreement, of barometer, thermometer and rain-gauge.
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I. —THE WEATHEB.

1880.

Rain. Temperature, and Atmospheric Pi'essure, during Season of Gi'owth anrl Maturing, at the Ontario Expirimental Farm.
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II._THE FIELD.

1.

—

Farm Plan and Cropping.

In the accompanying plan fields A and C are the experimental plots ; B, the pad-

dock ; D, the garden ; and E, the College grounds. Part of E is now laid aside for an

Arboretum, begun this year.

Fields 6, 12, 14, 16 and 17 require underdrainage to a considerable extent, and im-

proved fencing is needed to as much as three miles at different places, over the whole.

Reclamation from stumps and stones is rapidly proceeding in Nos. 6, 12, 14 and 1.5. No.'*.

2, 5, 8, 11, 14 and 16 are still in the po.s.scssion of the original stock of thistles, and even

whore root cultivation has been overtaken their eradication has not been satisfactory.

Looking to an early and more complete riddance of this weed, we have begun a rotation

of bare summer fallowing, which will have to be debited to future crops, and credit, or

help, given as the work proceeds, because the soil does not require such manurial aid, nor

can we recommend such a method of farming except in these circumstances. I would

respectfully beg that all interested in our success would assist in withdrawing the risks of

the re-seeding of this farm with thistles.

Succeeding the usual cropping abstract, I have pleasure this year in giving a full

account of the cost of cultivation, the gross value realized, and the net profit obtained

from each field. The management of the various crops will readily be understood from

the items of expenditure.

Field No. 1.

Spring \Vhe.\t—White Russian, Lost Nation and White Fife varieties ; 8 acres
;

avei-age produce 1.5 bushels grain, and .3,000 lbs. straw. After potatoes and Indian corn

fodder, manured with 15 loads farm-yard manure per acre.

Cost per acre :

Fall ploughing $1 50

Spring ploughing (gang) 75

Harrowing, twice 40

Seed 1 75

Seeding 25

Grass seeds 1 75

Rolling 20

Cutting thistles , 50

Gathering stones 1 !•'

Harvesting 2 25

Threshing and preparing for market 1 10

$11 60

Debit unexhausted manure (see chapter on " cost of producing

crops ") 8 00

Total cost ' $19 60

Credit 15 bushels grain at .'i?1.15 $17 25
" U ton straw at $6 9 00
" 2 months' fall gi-azing 1 50

27 75

Net profit per acre $8 15

Acres 8

$65 20

12,V acres first year's pasture, less cost of cutting thistles .... 39 75

$104 95
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Field No. 2.

Second year's pasture ; 19 acres, two-thirds thistles.

Credit grazing part of season, S2 per acre S38 00
Cost of machine mowing thistles S9 00

" Three plougliings, summer fallow, at §2 per acre

for first and SI. 50 for others 95 00
104 00

Total debit on field §66 00

Field No. 3.

First years Hay, 22 acres ; 2\ ton per acre on an average.

Rolling 80 20
Gypsum, 200 lb.s 50
Cost of mowing, making and hauling 1 50

" Unexhausted manure 6 50

?8 70
"Value of 1\ tons hay at $10 22 50

Hay profit per acre $13 80
Value of after-grass at $1 1 00

$14 80
Acres 22

$325 60

Field No. 4.

' 7| acres; average produce, 170 bushels.

Potatoes—
Fall ploughing $1 50
Spring ploughing (gang) 75

Grubbing, twice 1 00
Harrowing, " 40
Rolling, " 40
Manure, 15 loads farm-yard $19 50

Bone dust 2 70
Salt 85
Gypsum 1 06
Superphosphate 3 30

$26 61

Distributing manure 4 00

$30 61

Credit 4-5ths of farm-yard manure, and i of specials,

applied to following crop 20 50
10 11

Carried forward $14 16
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44 Victoria. Sessional I'apers (No. 3
)

A. 1881

Brov^htforward §14 16

Drilling 75
Horse-hoeing, twice 1 00
Hand-hoeing „ 4 50
Cost of seed and planting i 5 50
Harvesting 5 50

$31 41

Value of 1 70 bushels potatoes at S5c 69 50

$28 09
Acres 7J

S210 67

Carrots—

1

1, acres ; produce, 580 bushels per acre.

Cultivation and manuring, as above $20 30
Seed and seeding 1 15

Harvesting 8 00
$29 45

Value of 580 bushels carrots at 15c 87 00

Per acre $57 55

Acres H

86 32

Oats-

Field No. 5.

7i acres Oats and G acres Barley, after Peas of 1879.

Fall ploughing $1 50

Gang ploughing (spring) 75

Harrowing, twice 40

Seed and seeding 2 00

Rolling 20

Harvesting 2 25

Threshing and preparing for market 1 25

Average of 4 loads farm-yard manure on poor knolls, at

$1.30 $5 20

Proportion for present crop 2 00

$10 35

Value of 18 bushels oats at 3.=ic $6 30

2,200 lbs. straw at $7 per ton 7 70
$14 00

$3 65

Acres 7j

$27 37
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Barley—
Cultivation, manuring and harvesting, as above .... SIO 35

Value of 21 bushels at 60c S12 60
" 2,000 lbs. straw 4 00

S16 fiO

S6 25

Acres 6

$37 50

$64 87

Field No. 6.

Summer-fallow, 12 acres.

Cost of two ploughings, at $2- (rough land) S48 00
". Gathering stones, roots, etc 12 00

Debit $60 00

Bakley—13 acres ; 33 bushels grain and 3.000 lbs. straw, per acre, sown with grasses.

Fall ploughing $1 50

Spring ploughing (gang) 75

Harrowing, twice 40

Seed (barlev) 1 50

Seeding . .

." 25

Grass and clover seeds 1 75

Rolling 20

Harvesting 2 00
Threshing and preparing for market 1 10

S9 45

Del)it unexhausted manures 6 25

$15 70

Credit 33 bushels grain at 60c $19 80

2,000 lbs. straw at 84 per ton .
.' 6 00

" Fall grazing (light) 1 50
26 30

Profit per acre $10 60

Acres 13

$137 80

Field No. 7.

Corn fodder, 8i acres; Turnips, 12 acres.

Corn F'odder—
Fall ploughing $1 50

Spring ploughing (gang) 75

Carried forward $2 25
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Brought forward $2 25
Grubbing, once 1 00
Harrowing, once 20

Seed, 3 bushels 2 00
Seeding (drill) 25
Rolling 20
Harvesting (cutting with mower and shocking) 3 50

$9 40
Manures :

Bone dust $5 40
Salt 85
Gypsum 1 20
Superphosphate 6 60

S14 05
Distributing manure 30

$14 35

Credit i for future crops 7 17— 7 18

$16 58

Credit 22 tons green fodder at $1.50 per ton 33 00

Profit per acre $16 42

Acres 8J

$141 17

Turnips—(Swede) 12 acres.

Fall ploughing $1 50

Spring ploughing (gang) 75

Grubbing 1 00

Harrowing, twice . . • 40

Rolling, twice 40

Manures—Farm-yard, 15 loads $19 50

Bone dust, 300 4 00

Salt, 250 50

Gypsum, 200 , 50

Superphosphate, 300 4 80

$29 30

Distributing manure 4 00

$33 30

Credit 4-5 farm-yard manure, and J of specials 23 00
10 30-

Horse-hoeing, twice 1 00

Hand-hoeing, " 4 50

Drilling 75

Seed and seeding 1 15

Carried forward $21 75
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Brought forward S21 75

Harvesting 8 50

S30 25

Credit for extra cultivation, for future crops 2 50

Actual cost S27 75

Value of 750 bushels turnips at 8c 62 00

S34 25

Credit leaves left on ground, said to be equal to what has been

removed from the soil by bulbs 5 00

f

Profit per acre §39 25

Acres 12

?471 00
Brought forward 135 47

S606 47

Field No. 8.

10 acres Fall ^\^leat (Clawson and Arnold's Victor), and 12 J
acres Spring Wheat

(White Russian)

Fall Wheat^—
15 loads farm yard manure $\9 50

Credit 4-5 for future crops 14 50

§5 00
Fall ploughing 1 50

' Seed and Seeding 2 00
Harvesting . . . . T 2 25

Threshing and preparing for market 1 25

SI 2 00
Value of 27 bushels grain at $1 $27 00

4,000 lbs straw at $5 10 00
37 00

Fall Wheat profit per acre S25 00

Acres > 10

$250 00 'T

Sprino Wheat-

Fall ploughing 81 50

Spring ploughing (gang) 75

Seed and Seeding 2 00

Harrowing 20

Rolling 20

Harvesting 2 25

Threshing and preparing for market 1 25

Carried forward $8 15
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Brought forward S8 15

Credit 17 bushels gi-ain at $1 $17 03
" U tons straw at S5 7 50

24 50

Spring Wheat, profit per acre $16 35

Acres \2\

$200 28

Field No. 9.

11| acres White Russian Spring Wheat, and 10 acres of Experimental Cereals.

Fall ploughing $1 50

Spring ploughing (gang) 75

Harrowing 20

Seed and seeding 2 00

Grass and clover seeds 1 75

Rolling 20

Harvesting 2 25

Threshing and preparing for market 1 25

$9 90

Debit half of unexhausted manure given in previous root crops II 50

Cost per acre $21 40

Value of 22 bushels grain at $1 $22 00
" 2 tons straw at $7 14 00

FaU grazing 1 00
37 00

Profit per acre $15 60

Acres llj

$171 60

Value of 10 acres rented to Experimental Department 35 00

$206 60

Field No. 10.

Second year's Hay, 15^, and Potatoes, 5 acres.

Gathering stones, per acre $0 30

Rolling . 20

Mowing, making and housing 1 50

$2 00

Unexhausted manures given four years ago 3 00

Cost per acre $5 00

Value of 2 tons hay, al $10 $20 00

Fall gi-azing 1 25
21 25

Profit per acre $16 25

Acres 15^^

Carried forward $262 81
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Brought forward $262 81

Potatoes—
See details in No. 4 Field, but adding extra cost of cultivat-

ing in hills, and less produce per acre by reason of place

taken up with new orchard trees, and no manure, being

in sod 205 00

$467 81

Field No. 11.

Second year's pasture ; 21 J acres.

Credit grazing 10 cattle at §1.50 per month, for six months. . §90 00

Cost of cutting thistles S3 00
" Unexhausted manures given five years ago .. 41 50

44 50

$45 50

Field No. 12.

Uncultivated pasture, surface drained ; 18| acres.

Grazing valued at §1 per acre §18 50

Cutting thistles 2 00

§16 50

Field No. IS.

Second year's Hay ; 23 acres, 2J tons per acre.

Gypsum, 200 lbs §0 50

Mowing, making and hauling 1 30

Unexhausted manures 3 00

$4 80

Value of 2^ tons hay at $10 21 20

§16 40

Value of fail pasture 1 30

§17 70

Acres 23

$407 10

Field No. 14.

First years' Hay ; 23 acres ; unreclaimed and wet, 3 acres.

Gyp.sum, 200 lbs. per acre SO 50

Mowing, making and hou.sing 1 30

Unexhausted manures 6 50

Carried forward $8 30
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BrouglU forward . . .: $8 30

Value of -21 tons hay at $10 22 50

$14 20
Value of fall pasture 1 20

Profit per acre $15 40
Acres . . . .- 23

I

$354 20

Field No. 15.

'1\\ acres—3i acres uncultivated; 1 acre Tare and Oat Fodder, 14 acres Oats, and
4 acres Peas.

Tare and Oat Fodder—
Fall ploughing $1 50

Spring ploughing (new land) 1 50

Harrowing 20

Seed and drilling same 3 45

Cutting 2 50

$7 15

Credit 5 tons green fodder 30 00

$22 85

Oats-

Fall ploughing $1 50

Sprnig ploughing (gang) 1 50

Harrowing, twice 40

Seed and seeding 2 00

Rolling 20

Harrowing 2 25

Hauling and preparing for market 1 25

$9 10

Value of 28 bushels grain at 35c $9 80

If tons straw at $6 10 50
/ 20 30

$11 20

Acres 14

$167 50

Peas-

Fall ploughing
'

$1 50

Spring ploughing (gang) 75

Harrowing 20

Seed and seeding 1 45

Harvesting 1 '5

Carried forward $5 65
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Brought forward $5 67

Value of 26 bushels peas at 60c $15 60
" U tons straw at $5 6 50

22 10

$16 45

Acres 4

$65 80

Field No. 16.

3 acres Peas ; 7 acres pasture and bare fallow ; Oats, 7 acres ; 4^ acres uncultivated

;

1 acre wet.

Oats—
Spring ploughing, sod $2 00

Seed and seeding 2 20

Harrowing, twice 40

Rolling 20

Harvesting 2 25

Threshing and preparing for market 1 25

$8 30

Value of 15 bushels grain at 35c $5 25
" 1 ton straw at .$6 6 00

11 25

$2 95

Acres 7

$20 65

Peas—
Spring ploughing, sod $2 00

Seed and seeding 1 50

Harrowing, thrice 60

Harvesting 1 75

$5 85

Value of 30 b^shels grain at 60c $18 00
" U tons straw at $5 7 50

25 50

$19 65

Acres 3

58 95

$79 60

Field No. 17.

10 acres Mangolds ; 10 acres Turnips.

Mangolds—
Debit as detailed in Field No. 7 $27 75

Valut, of 790 bushels at 10 cents 79 00

Carried Jorward $51 25
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Brought forward $51 25

Acres 10

$512 50
Turnips—

Debit as in No. 7 $27 75
Value of 675 bushels at 8 cents 54 00

$26 25
Acres 10

262 50

$775 00
Credit leaves left on ground, 20 acres at $5 100 00

$875 00

Pastdre-

Field No. 18.

12 acres first year pasture ; 7 acres uncultivated pasture.

(1st year) 12 acres; 1 cattle beast for every IJ acres, at

$1.50 per month '. $72 00
Debit unexhausted manures from roots, 3 years ago, at $5.50

per acre 66 00

Oats—

$6 00
Uncultivated pasture, very old and good, 7 acres at $2 1 4 00

$20 00

Field No. 19.

Oats, 1 4 acres ; Peas, 1 6 acres ; after old pasture.

Debit as detailed in No. 16 Field $8 .30

Value of 10 bushels grain at 35c $3 50
" IJ ton straw at $6 9 00

12 .50

$4 20

Acres ^ . . .

.

14

Peas—
$58 80

Debit as detailed in No. 16 Field $5 85

Value of 25 bu.shels grain at 60c $15 00
" U ton straw at $5 7 50

22 50

$16 65

Acres ' 16

266 40

$325 20
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Field No. 20.

1 1 acres very old uncultivated pasture, worth

.

$15 00

Field Xo. 21.

16| acres, third year s Hay.

Mowing, making and stacking 12 tons $30 00
Value of 12 tons Hay 120 00

$90 00
Value of fall grazing 15 00

2.

—

Croppinc; Results, 1880.

$105 00

CROPS.

3
K

00 C

o o

M

2
3
4

5

6

7

8

9
((

10

11
12
13
14
15
It

((

16

17

18
19
(I

20
21

Spring Wheat ,

Pasture, 2ncl year
2nd year Pasture
Ist-year Hay
Potatoes
Carrots
Oats
Barley
Bare Fallow
Barley
Corn Fodder
Turnips
Fall Wheat
Spring Wheat
Spring Wheat
Rented to Kxperimental . .

.

Hay, 2iid year
Potatoes, i)art Orchard
Pasture, 2nd year
Pasture, uncultivated
Hay, 2nd year
Hay, Ist year
Tares ana Oats
Oats
Peas
Oats
Peas
Pasture
Mangolds
Turnips
Pasture, 2nd year, and old .

Oats
Peas
Pasture, uncultivated.

Hay, 3rd year

8

124
19
22

7i
l|

7|
6

12
1:5

84
12
10

fA
10

15i
5

21i
18|
23
23
1

14

4

7
3
8

10
10
19
14

Iti

11

164

120 B.

49i T.
1275 B.
870 "

135 "

12U
"

' '429 B.
22 T.

9300 B.
270 "

208 "

253 "

30i T.
750 B.

48J T.
5lJ "

5 "

392 B.
104 "

105 "

90 "

See details

7900 B.
6750 "

"140 \i

'

'

400 "

12 T.

156 40

104 00
191 40
235 57
244 17

77 62
62 10
60 00

204 10
140 93
3.33 00
120 110

99 84

246 10

76 25
40 1)0

44 50
2 00

110 40
190 90

7 15
127 40
22 60
58 10
17 55

277 .50

277 50
66 00
116 20
93 60

30 00

$ c.

222 00
319 75
38 00

517 00
446 25
130 50
105 00
99 60

341 90
280 50
804 (10

370 00
300 12

425 .50

35 00
324 06
245 00
90 00
18 50

517 50
544 10
30 00
284 20
88 40
78 75
76 50

790 00
540 00
86 00
175 70
360 00
15 00

135 00

$ c.

65 20
39 75

-66 00
326 60
210 68
86 33
27 38

37 50
-60 00
137 80
141 17
471 00
250 00
200 28
206 60
35 00

2(7 81
205 00
45 ,50

16 50
407 10
354 20
2t 85

157 50
65 80
20 65
58 95

512 ,50

262 50
20 00
59 50
266 40

105 00

$ c.

52

6 50
18 17

10
20
29

32
6 65
05
93
96
82

s'lo'
3;{

1

8 40
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Abstract of Average Results of 1880 Cropping.

CROP.

Fall Wheat .

.

Spring Wheat
Hay
Oats
Barley
Peas
Potatoes
Carrots
Turnips
Mangolds .

O

00 45
00 86

;{ k;
00 49
00 48
00 24

00 13
00 27
00 37
00 35

O

12 00
30 00
6 00
9 00

14 00
4 30

•2-> 00
1(! 00
28 00
28 00

37 00
15 00
20 00
15 00
23 00
13 00
55 00
87 00
Gl 00
79 00

0) a

$ c.

00 93
00 77
7 00

00 30
00 30
00 64
00 25
00 10
00 04 i

00 OOi

$ c.

25 00
14 00
l(i 00
5 50
8 42

17 50
34 00
57 00
33 00
51 00

3.

—

Discussion of Results op Farm Cropping.

With reference to this table of cropping results of season 1880 from 400 acres, 1 beg
first of all, to draw attention to the difl'erence between it and that on the like sub
ject under the heading of "The Cost of Producing Crops," herewith. The latter is the
mean of several years from the same farm, and only the principal field crops thereof, which
necessarily gives a higher average ; the other is the showing of but one year, and includes

all kinds of crops, pasture, and such like, along with the losses, and bare fallowing, so that,

if 1880 was an average season as a whole, the general mean will be a better criterion of

what profits can be realized from land under systematic rotation, as in our circumstances.

As I place consideralile value on this mode of exhibiting a farmer's income, some explana-

tion of the details will not be out of place.

On a farm of -100 acres, rotating with pea.s, wheat, oats, roots, hay, pasture, and
bare fallow, and where much farm-yard manure, with special fertilizers, is applied only to

the root division in a seven years' course, the average net profit in such a season as 1880
seems to be $12.50 per acre.

Were we in England, as tenants, the disposal of this would take the shape of:

—

One for

the proprietor, one for farm maintenance, and onn for the farmer, or §1.17 each ; but the

Canadian farmer being in much more independent circumstances, has only to think of his

own household and up-keep of his own property. As explained in the other chapter on
this subject, interest on invested capital is not necessarily an item forming a debit upon
this $12.50, for the reasons stated, and thus we have, as it were, four rents on hand in

place of the Englishman's three. Of course we are to iiandle this .profit without reference

to its further disposal to live stock and household keep, which ought to draw increased

profits, and which will be discussed on another occa.sion. This revenue then of $4,800 ia

the lands of an ordinary farmer may thus lie apportioned :

Paid labour $1,000
General repairs 250

Keep of live stock 1,500

Seed and special manures 250

Household keep 1,000

Taxes 80

Incidentals 200

$4,280

Which balance of $520 iiiay be called a clean bank deposit ready for any purpose.
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But, it is interesting to note how profits vary with different crops, depending (1) upon

the stage in the rotation as affected by value, or proportion, of unexhausted manures, (2)

by the individual market importance of the crops, and (.'5) liy preparing for succeeding

crops. Wlieat, with straw, at 15 bushels per acre, upon land i-ecently manured, gives a

profit of no less than $1.25 per bushel, because it is debited with only one-fourlh of these

manures, while wheat of the same kind producing as much as 22 bushels per acre,

gives only 82 cents per bushel of profit by reason of getting the immediate benefit of all

cultivation and manuring. Under a variety of conditions, you will observe that Wheat
—fall and spring varieties—givi's a profit of 'J9 cents per bushel, which means that in

selling his wheat at $1 per bushel, the transaction is all profit— it has left uo debt behind.

The average profit on oats is 31 cents per bushel, even with the very low produce of 18

bushels per acre. Our oat divisions this season were very exceptional, as evidenced by

the fact, on another page, that our mean for five years has been 41 bushels per acre. Bar-

ley this year was also somewhat under our average of 30 bushels per acre ; but even with

27 bushels, the profit is but the half of its market value, 30 cents as against 60. If this

be correct of barley in all cases, one-half of the selling price should be brought back to

the farm. Peas take the sanic position as wheat and oats in this respect. Including

under the term roots—mangolds, turnips, carrots, and |)Otatoes, we obtain an average

profit of 8.i cents per bushel of sixty pounds ; this agrees very closely with what we have

been charging our cattle and slieep with such keep, and is also in agreement with the rate

of their progre.ss when fed with these roots, as shown in previous reports. When Hay is

]iut on the market iit §10 per ton, $2.50 have to be taken home to square up accounts

—

the mean profit being §7.50. In order of profit per acre, I have to submit the following

list:

Carrots $57 GO

Mangolds 51 00

Potatoes 41 00

Turnips 33 00

Fall Wheat 25 00

Tare and Oat Fodder 23 85

Spring Wheat 17 70

Corn Fodder 1 7 00

Hay 14 15

Pasture (crop only) 2 35

These make a mean of $28 per acre, but of course do not include bare fallowing and

losses, as shown in Fields 2 and 6, along with the uncultivatd portions.

4.

—

The Cost of Puouucing Cuops During the Last Five Years.

We should now be able to say something in regard to the cost of producing certain

crops under a given .system of rotation, upon certain soils, by special management, during

a scries of year.s. To do this reliably, requires careful figuring, and a sound handling of

the facts that now guide the science and practice of our profession, especiallj' with

reference to the conduct of plants and their food as regulated by weather, soil, and

management. There can be no more unsound method of arriving at this than the com-

mon one of debiting—cultivation, seed, manuring, and cost of harvesting and marketing,

and then crediting the realized quantity of crop. The only case in which such a method

can be reasonably applied is that of cropping upon virgin land which is insensibly im-

poverished during a number of years, and which requires no form of manuring ; but even

in this example, the economist must recognise the fact that the soil does diminish in

power. We have, however, to deal with land that has been regularly cultivated for the

pa.st twenty years at least—land therefore now regularly yoked to systeinatic rotation of

crops, and supposed to be representative of the older cultivated lands of Ontario, both as

regards physical condition, natural richness, and modes of cultivation.
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The first thing is to show the rotation anil tabulate the average quantity of crops

from a number of fields during the last five years, as recorded in previous annual reports:

notation of Cropping Adopted on the Ontario Exferimental Farm.

1st year—Peas.

2nd " —Fall Wheat or Oats.

3rd " —Roots—manured.
4th " —Barley or Wheat (seeded with grasses and clovers).

5th " —Hay.
6th " —Pasture or Hay.
7th " —Pasture.

Average Produce per Acke per Annum from 1876 to 1880 inclusive.

1870. 1877. 1S78. 1879.

Peas

Spring Wlieat

FaU Wheat ..

Oats

Mangolds

Turnips

Carrots

Potatoes . . .

Barley

Hay

30

10

34

40

300

521

284

123

30

14

24

18

30

35

705

700

010

150

35

14

31

14

32

48

1030

554

910

250

27

2i

1880.

32

20

21

36

718

030

315

77

30

13-5

35

22

37

45

750

000

580

220

30

n

Average Produce
per Acre.

30 Bushels.

17

31

41

725

014

540

j
105

32

1 4-5 tons.

Let us now explain the plan by which I propose to arrive at the cost of producing
each of these six varieties of crops. By the rotation, all the manure allowed for the
seven years, is given with the root division, and should be such as to supply all that ia

needed for the .arious crops of that period. In chart;ing the turnips, mangolds, carrots

and potatoes with the item of manure, therefore, it is plain that the whole bill is not
theirs, but must be apportioned according to what experiment has .shown to be the average
feeding volume of each, proportionately to time, soil, sea.son, and management thereof.

If there be any residue of manurial value, or what may be , called increased value
of land from such management on the expiry of the seventh year—or when the
wheat and oats are removed—the same should be considered iii the future balance
sheet, either in taking in\entory of capital account (original investment in purchase
of land) or increasing the credit of the coming succession of crops. I am not [ire-

]>ared to allow directly for superior brain work in the management of a farm, because
I am not prepared to leave the management of a farm to brains alone, so if it should be
argued that any of these ci-ops should be debited with such superior management, I beg to

note that the general result will embrace this in the septennial balance sheet by the in-

ventory indicated. Credit must also be allowed the root division for the extra cultiva-

tion and cleaning of the land, the same being so much more tnannre in a different form.

Our task is now therefore very simple, and shall naturally begin with the root divi-

sion, it being understood that in all examples allowance is made for tear and wear of

implements.

A general table of cost of operations will conveniently precede.
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Cost of Work on Various Farm Crops, Per Acre.

Common ploughing of stubble $1 50
" " sod 2 00

Gang ploughing 75

Harrowing, one tine 20
Cultivating, once 1 00

Rolling, once 20

Horse-hoeing, once 50
Hand-hoeing, once (average) 2 25

Drilling, with single plough 75

Root sowing, drill . 35

Grain sowing, drill 25

Hauling and spreading farm-yard manure, 15 loads 3 75

Sowing artificial manures 25

Harvesting Wheat, Oats, or Barley, including mowing, binding,

shocking, and hauling 2 25

Harvesting Peas, pulling and hauling 1 75

Topping, harrowing, and hauling Mangolds and Turnips 8 50

Pulling, topping and hauling Carrots 8 00
Ploughing, gathering and hauling Potatoes 5 50

Cost ofproducing Roots per acre.

Fall ploughing, once SI 50

Spring ploughing, gang, once 75

Grubbing, twice 1 00
Harrowing, twice 40

Rolling, twice 50

%i 05

Manure :— Farm Yard, 15 loads .fl9 50

Bone Dust, 300 lbs 4 00

Salt, 200 lbs 50

Gypsum, 200 lbs 50

M. Superphosphate, 300 lbs 4 80
Distributing Manures 4 00

33 30

Horse-hoeing, twice SI 00
Hand-hoeing 4 50

Drilling 75

Cost of seed and seeding 1 15

Harvesting 8 50
15 90

Total cost $53 25

Credit i, of unexhausted Farm Yard Manure S15 60
" i of Special Manures 6 90
" allowance for extra cultivation, etc 4 50
" half cost of distributing 2 00

29 00

Actual cost of producing one acre of IMaiigolds and Carrots . . S24 25

Value of average crop of these roots, 670 bushels at 9c 60 30

Profit per acre $36 05

Credit tops and leaves left on land—said to be equal to wliat

has been removed from the soil, say 5 00

$41 05
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Cost of producing Grain Crops (Wheat, Oats, Barley) per acre.

Wheat—
Fall ploughing $1 50
Gang ploughing 75
Harrowing 40
Seed, $1.75 ; and Seeding, 25c 2 00
Rolling 20
Harvesting '

.

2 25
Threshing and preparing for market 1 25

$8 35
Debit value of Manures, half of residue 12 50

Total cost $20 85

Value of average crop of 24 bushels Wheat at $1.15 . .$27 60
" U ton straw at $5 7 50

35 10

Wheat profit per acre $14 25

Oats—
Debit work as above for Wheat $8 35

"
J proportion of Manure residue 8 33

Total cost $16 68

Value of average crop of 41 bushels, 40c. per bushel . .$16 40
2 tons straw 12 00

28 40

Barley-

Oat profit per acre $11 72

Debit work as above for Wheat $8 35
"

\ proportion of Manure residue 6 25

Total cost $14 60

Value of average crop of 32 bushels Barley at 60c. . . .$19 20
" 1 ton straw 3 50

22 70

Hay-

Barley profit per acre $8 10

Mo^ving, making and hauling $1 50

Debit unexhausted Manures 6 50

Total cost $8 00

Value of \i ton Hav at $10 18 00

Hay profit per acre f10 00
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POTATOES-
Cost of cultivation as in other root crops

.

" harvesting

Credit unexhausted Manures

.

Total actual cost

Value of average crop of 165 bushels Potatoes at 35c.

Potato profit per acre .?28 39

Carrots—

.

Cost of cultivation as for Mangolds and Turnips
" harvestinji

Credit Manures unexhausted, etc.

Peas—

Actual cost

Value of average crop of 540 bushels

Carrot profit per acre §49 14

Ploughing sod

.

Seed and sowin

Harvesting . . .

Unexhausted Manures

Total cost

Value of 30 bu.shels Peas at GOc §18 00
" H ton straw at S5 7 50

S5 25
3 00

$8 25

-, 25 50

Pea profit S17 25

I

I

Absti'.act of Cost, Prodlce, and Profit, per Acre.
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In the case of growing mangolds and turnips, fully one-half the cost of establishing

them lies in the value of the manure, and one-seventh of the whole cost consists in har-

vesting. The total value of the crop is equal almost exactly to the gross cost of produc-
tion when unexhausted manures are not credited, and when these are credited the actual

cost is reduced one-lialf, so that we have a net profit nearly equal to this bona Jida cost.

With other roots the facts are the same, hut a very high figure in favour of carrots.

With grain proper we have ;
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speculative than the one, ami as cautious as the other. We are in the enviable position

of being able to maintain herds and flocks vastly superior in health to either Britain or

the States, and at less cost than the former, and more certainty of up-keeping the

characteristics of various breeds than the latter. While for many year.s we will have to

bow to tiie Americans in regard to the number of cattle per country, we never will, nor

do we now, have to do so per hundred acres of arable land, or per capita of the population.

So also, just as much as we are in advance of England for cheap production, we are ahead

of our neighbours in quality of material produced. With all these important facts in our

favour, the world is naturally looking for .some more energy, and some more capital in

this big field of our profession.

Believing that a good story will stand more than one telling, and that many of our

farmers are still but indifferently well up in what guides us in the selection of cattle

beasts for beefing purposes, I beg their acceptance of the following as my own likings in

the particular line of steer feeding.

I am of opinion there is too much a seeking after size of frame than is desirable for

rapidity, economy, and quality of growth of flesh. Bone weighs well, of course, particularly

when it is coarse, but it takes longer to cover the field, more money to do it per square

foot—if it ever does it—by reason of the coarsenesss in question. Commend me to the

average sized animal with a tendency to fineness all over, no roughness anywhere, no big

hooks, and certainly no big head. 1 am such a believer in a certain head, that, given the

head I want, I would chance what is behind it in the majority of cases. Have the mouth

and lips rather large proportionately, with a distinct concave to the top of the muzzle that

joins the beginning of the face proper. 1 do not care if there be even a slight dishing from

the line between the nostrils half way up the bridge, and almost a distinct jump of the same

kind on each side immediately above the nostrils ; we must have these parts clean and yet

giving room enough for breathing. The wedgy face from the muzzle to the eyes must be

distinct as such ; that is without being rounded on to the cheek or laid with any promi-

nence of muscle or flesh where it drops to the cheek, and the thin end of the wedge

must be a wedge and not a club. Good depth of cheek or jaw bone is advisable, both for

eating and breathing. Have a clean jaw, little muscle and no flesh to speak of. Avoid

close set, small, sunken eyes in every case ; the prominent large calm eye, but yet with a

spark of liveliness, is the best one for our purpose ; a clean broadish rim round the eye, or

at best with but few hairs, and then a gradual lengthening of thick hair all round, with a

decided looseness of skin, is my fancy for the eye of a good feeder. The lash should be

long, but not thick necessarily. Above the eye line, the head should not only scoop to the

horns, but stand somewhat narrower, have a thick mat of soft hair with a tendency to

curl, and rather long than very short. A concave face is better than a di.shed one, when

we speak of beef as against milk, and at present I am only upon beef. The difTerence is

quite distinct, and without elaboi-ating meantime it will suffice to note that a dish will

hold water, while a. concave won't. There is as much objection to a short as a long dis-

tance between the eye and the honi— the one savours of meanness, want of intelligence,

and a corresponding type everywhere ekse, the other betokens a coarseness, and a little

more dourness when accompanied with a sunken eye. A rather prominent poll (which

li:us no connection with length from eye to horn) is a good point—with or witliout honi.s,

- -as being the cope stone or crown to our beefing head. And then, the horn 1 In a state

of nature, it is a good weapon and a thing of beauty ; to our o.x it is much as you wish it.

Its flatness and strength is lost in the altered male, but it can be made more or less so by

timing the alteration, and altogether bred out if desired. A medium horn, as regards

strength, is a safe criterion of pliability of character so far as it goes. 1 am of opinion

there is more in the ear than the horn. It should be slightly attached, and rather bare

of hair at the attachment to the head, but the hair must be profuse, silky and long all

over the inside and out to the edge, with nothing behind but what is found on the neck.

Flabbyness and a blunt point is not allowable, though a fair breadth is well liked, and in

every case demand thinness without delicacy.

Such then is my beau ideal of the head of a sjilendid beefing steer. It can be con-

tended that every point in such a head represents a characteristic throughout the frame.

The open nostril tells of heart and girth ; the large lips of a long, roomy, deep barrel ; the
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wide forehead and placid eye of good loins and corresponding hindquarters ; and the ear

(assisted by the horn, it may be) of a fine bone throui;diout. I repeat that were such a

head sent to any student of tliis line of judging, he would, to 80 per cent., tell what the

frame was, and getting the tail in addition, he should almost complete the description.

The model neck is full on the sides, tucking in and up sharply below to the throat,

where a moderate amount of loose skin is better than much of it. There is a grand, firm,

silky mellow handling here, difficult to describe—no fiabbyness, but a curly crispne.ss of skin

and hair that fitly underlies and forms the prow of the vessel so nobly headed, as we have just

seen. The neck top is tine, not too flat nor narrow, the back-half level with all the top

line of the body, and the forepart drooping somewhat to the head. A clean, fine joining

of neck and head is always best. Neck and shoulders join easily but not nece.s.sarilv un-

seen in the store animal. I have no particular liking to the very deep forward brisket,

perpendicular from the joining of neck and chest ; no doubt it fills up the rectangular

frame so much loved by the older breeders, but just as it is easy to give a ship or a plough

too much dip, so our feeding steer can have too much forward keel, something in the way
of its easy grazing, and at the same time portending a sluggi.sh disposition. An important
point in the get-up of the forequarters is the space between the tops of the shoulders ; in

many cases there is too much width here—space which the spine does not fully take up,

and therefore making a looseness that afTects other parts—giving no more flesh-carrying

area when the chest is otherwise right. I do not wish to be thought as advocating nar-

row shoulders at any point, or a contracted chest—much the reverse, but bad packing of

parts as between these and the spine and crops is certainly objectionable. The shoulder

itself, from top to point and from point to arm should not he flat nor too perpendicular -

the shoulder blade must be more of the bridge than of the tie type, in fact it should be

both, tying the chest, spine and crops together, and standing as a bridge to resist weight

in the case of draught, and keep the forequarters from overloading or pressing upon those

behind. A fair or medium slope is better than the upright form of shoulder, because of

inducing sluggishness and an awkward grazing animal. The top of the fore arm should

be part and parcel of the shoulder, full and even with it in every respect, the beef coming
well down, but yet not encumbering the knee, and there consisting of muscle. A rather

large, flat but clean knee is the best, with a fine, clean leg and medium hoofs, not flat nor
narrow. As in the case of the shoulder top with the spine, it is not good to have much
space between the elbow and girth, or such a width as horsemen like, but a nice even

agreement of chest, arm and girth—fulness without looseness.

And now what shall we .say of the prominent Shorthorn weakness—the slack crops f

It may be asked why is this the case in all beefing breeds that have been, so to speak,

made by vian? Besides the Shorthorn it is rather characteristic of the Aberdeen Polls

and the improved Longhorn of England, while it is not so much so of any of the com-
paratively original breeds, such as the Herefords, Devon.s, Sussex, Irish and Argyleshire.

Shall we conclude that man's interference has contracted the space between heart and
barrel, or is it but an external defection consequent on a superior shoulder and better sprung

mid-rib ] We all like it full at any i-ate, which implies, I think, a well sprung fore-rib.

The girth should be told by a Ijroad, strong spine, full crops and a deep round fore-flank

and chest. All the ribs should spring, arch and lengthen well down. There is al.so no

doubt of the value of the hinder ribs and hooks keeping close acquaintance for our present,

purpose, and they al.so regulate the flank and plate spaces. It is not only possible but

very common to have too wide loins and very rough hooks ; such a style of hindquarters

often gives a wedgy rump and apparently narrow hams. No doubt, the accompaninient

of such forequarters and barrel, as we have sketched, is a corresponding loin, and it is more
the case that the hocks are much too large—unnecessarily large—than that the loins are

disproportionate to any part of the body. The loins themselves should be slightly arched

to ensure strength, secure the long hind-quarters, the rump proper, therefore, being about

equal to the length of the barrel ; a slightly drooping rump, well filled, is preferable ta

dished ones with a high standing tail. Width at the pin-bones, or tail attachment, is very

important.—carrying out the corresponding style of loin and rump, and enabling beef to-

be carried broad and deep towards the hocks. We must have a deep fall twist, going well

fore-and-aft, and not afraid of encumbering the hocks. Choose the hind lag of a horse
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(or tlie hind leg of a beefing steer—straight, clean and not in-kneed. Never neglect a fine

tail without much hair, and strongly attached to the body. The full prominent purse is

an indicition of strength of constitution, of sappyness, and of a good doer. I am no be-

liever in colour of hair, except as a matter of fancy, but I think that a milk-giving colour

of skin is a beefing one also. A thick crop of tine, soft silky hair is evidence of good soil

and sub soil. I am almo.st a follower of him who, with shut eyes, will hanJle and pro-

nounce judgement on qualitij. Quality is the concentrated essence of all the virtues of

blood and breeding as exhibited in hair, skin, and surface flesh, and is a long big study of

itself.

2.

—

Public Sale of Surplus Live Stock, IOth September, 1880.

Lot.



the

Spine.

Flank.

Plates.

Rumps.
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Bo.som.



A MODEL STEER, with Parts Named (as taught at the Ontario Experimental Farm).

1. Mouth.
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-Public Sale op Surplus Live Stock, IOth September, 1880.

—

Continued.

Lot.
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Public Sale of Surplus Live Stock, 10th September, 1880.

—

Conthuied.

Lot.
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KACH.

Oxford Down, two ram lambs 2 $36
Berkshire Boars 9 18

" Sows 12 11

Suffolk Windsor Boars 6 9

Sow 1 5

Scotch Collie Dogs 6 12

4.

—

Public Patkonage to odr various Rams.

From 20th October to 18th November, we have been honoured with the following

patronage to our ditferent rams, being three times more than any previous season.

Cotswold B^^HI^HHHBB^^Hi^l^^^lHH C3

Leicester ^^^^^H 59

Oxford Down. .. .^HHI^^^^^HH^HB 58 "

South T5own ^g^^gggi^ 26 "

Shropshire DownHHHHH^HD 18 "

Merino ^£ 3 "

227

The Cotswolds are in view for the American market ; the Leicesters partly for that

market, our own, and in preparation for exhibitions ; the Oxford Down cro.ss has been
induced by the very satisfactory results of our own experiments in that line during the

last three years ; the South Downs also in view of the right kind of wool for our own
manufacturers, and mutton for England ; the Shropshire Down is as yet purely experi-

mental for similar purposes with the Oxford and South Down ; and the Merino is but a

faint recognition of grand wool and a questionable mutton maker.

We are not prepared to keep up this increasing demand for such service unless by
new importations, and more of them. The Government has to say if they are willing to

help in the improvement of the grade sheep of the Province, as this is not a local demand,
many of the sheep having come more than one hundred miles.

5.

—

Increase to Live Stock.

From 31st October, 1879, to 1st November, 1880, we have-, by our own breeding,

received the following thoroughbreds.

Cattle.

9th Nov., 1879.—Lady Campbell, Shorthorn, out of Ury 11th, by Duke of Bed-
ford (36,466).

1-ttli Feb., 1880.—Beauty of VVellington, Ayrshire, out of Beauty of Drumlanrig,

by Sir Walter.

16th April, " —Heather Belle 2nd, Hereford, out of HeUther Belle, by Duke of

Connaught
( ).

26th April, " —Flora of Waterloo, Ayrshire, out of Flora 3rd of Drumlanrig, by

Sir Walter.

22nd May, " — Sir Walter 2nd, Ayrshire, out of Juno 2nd of Drumlanrig, by
Sir Walter.

5th June, " —Duke of Bedford 2nd, Shorthorn, out of Louan of Brant 5th, by
Duke of Bedford (36,466).

15th July, " —Lady Bedford, Shorthorn, out of Lady Elizabeth, by Duke of

Bedford (36,466).

23rd July, " —Earl of Fife, Aberdeen Poll, out of Lochiel Lass 4th (1864), by
Gladiolus (1161).

19th Oct., " Shorthorn, out of Camb»idge 10th, by Duke of

Bedford (36,466).
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3.

—

Flowers.

The area of these was not so Large as usual, because of being confined to tlieir proper
domain. Terrace potted geraniums, as well as those in beds, gave a regular succession of
plentiful blossom from June to October. Annuals of all kinds made a line show. Our
English visitors gave praise to our roses—fact enough without comment from us, and thus
I leave them.

4.

—

The Arboketum.

We are now in the satisfactory po.sition of being able to speak of "Our Arboretum."
A very good bi ginning has been made, and it has also been a very successful one as re-

gards a safe summer catch and some growth. The spot selected for this interesting edu-
cational display, lies to the north and east of the main approach to the College, being the
triangular part of the pleasure grounds between this approach and the public road, ex-
tending to about three acres. Here, it is proposed to establisli individual specimens of
pvery tree and shrub from any country, that is found to succeed in our climatic conditions.

This means time, some money, patience, and a thorough interest on tlie part of all con-
cerned.

It gives me much pleasure to acknowledge the interest taken in this branch of our
rural economy by the Fruit Growers' Association of Oulario, as represented by Messrs.
Beadle, Saunders, Arnold, Dempsey, Beall, and Leslie.

It will be enough, meantime, to place on record the names of those trees and shrubs
planted here. All have been properly labelled at considerable e.xpen.se. Tliuse marked *

are in the arboretum.

List of Ornamental Trees.

*Acer Dasycarpum laciniatum, or Cut-leaved

Maple.

Acer P.seudo Platanus, or European Syca-

more.

Acer Saccharinum, or Sugar Maple.

Acer Eubrum, or Scarlet Maple.

*Acer Platanoides, or Nurwa_y Maple.

*./EscuIus Hippocastanum, or Horse Chest-

nut.

*Alnus Glutinosa, or European Alder.

Alnus Glutinosa Laciniata, or Cut-leaved

Alder.

*Betula Alba, or White Birch.

*Betula Pendula Liiciniata, or Cut-leaved

Weeping Birch.

*Betula Lenta, or Sweet Birch.

Cerasus Pumila Pendula, or Dwarf Weeping
Cherry.

*C'leditschia Triacauthos, or Three-thorned

Honey Locust.

Enonymus Europius, or European Spindle

Tree.

Fraxinus Americana, or White A.sh.

Fraxinus Nigi-a, or Black Ash.
Fagus Sylvatica, or Common Beech.

Fagus Purpurea, or Purple-leaved Beech.

*Gymnocladus Canadensis, or Kentucky
Coffee Tree.

*Juglans Nigra, or Black Walnut.
*Juglans Cenerea, or Butternut.

Juglans Regia, or European Walnut.

*Koelrcuteria Paniculata, or Panicled Koel-
reutei-ia.

*Liriodendron Tulipifera, or Tulip Tree.

*Magnolia Acuminata, or Cucumber Tree.

Nyssa Villosa, or Sour Gourd.

*Pyrus Aucuparia, or European Mountain
Ash.

Pyrus Aucuparia Americana, or American
Mountain Ash.

*Salisburia Adiantifolia, or Maiden's Hair
Tree.

*Salix Caprea Pendula, or Kilmarnock
Weeping Willow.

*Tilia Europea, or European Lime Tree.

Tilia Americana, or American Basswood.
Taxodium Destichum, or Deciduous Cypress..

Viburnum Lantiana, or Wayfaring Tree.
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List of Evergreen Trees and Shrubs.

*Abies Excelsa, or Norway Spruce.

*Pica Balsamea, or Balsam Spruce.
*Abies Nigra, or Black Spruce.

*Abics Alba, or White Spruce.

*Abies Canadensis, or Hemlock Spruce.

Pinus Sylvostris, or Scotch Pine.

*Pinus Austi-iaca, or Austrian Pine.

*Pinus Piimilio, or Dwarf Mountain Ash.

*Taxus Canadensis, or Canadian Yew.

*Retinispora Plumeosa, or Plum-like Retin-

ispora.

Retinispora Pisifera, or Pea-fruited Retin-

ispora.

Retinispora Squanosa.

Tliuja Occidentalis, or American Arborvitae.

=^'Thuja Siberica, or Siberian Arborvitie.

*Bioata Orientalis, or Chinese Arborvit*.

*Thuja Orientalis, or Rollissin's Arborvita;.

"^Thuja, or Parson's Dwarf Arborvitse.

Thuja, or Booth's Arborvita.

Spirea Prunifolia, or Plum-leaved Spirea.

*Spirea Opulifolia, or Golden-leaved Spirea.

Spirea Ulnut'olia, or Elm-leaved Spirea.

Spirea Sorbifolia, or Service Spirea.

Spirea Chamaedrifolia, or Germander Spirea.

Spirea Billiardii, or Billiard's Spirea.

Spirea Callosa, or Large-flowered Spirea.

Spirea Fortunii, or Fortune's Spirea.

Spirea Ruvesii, or Lance-leaved Spirea.

*Spirea Thunbergii, or Thunberg's Spirea.

*Spirea Semperflorens ?

Symphoiia Glomerata, or Indian Currant.

Symphoria Racemo.sa, or Snowberry.

Rosa Canina, or Dog Rose.
'

Rosa Micrantha, or Sweet Briar.

Viburnum Opulus, or Guelder Rose.

*Weigelia Rosea^ or Rose-coloured Weigelia.
* Weigelia Varigata, or Variegated Weigelia.

*Weigelia Arborea.

Weigelia V.an Hontii.

*Weia:elia Hortensis.

List of Deciduous Flowering Shrubs.

*Amygdalis Nana Flore-pleno, or Dwarf
Double-flowering Almond.

*Amygdalis Nana Flore-pleno, Pink and

White Varieties.

Berberis Vulgaris, or Common Barberry.

Berberis Purpurea, or Purple-leaved Bar-

berry.

Oornus Florida, or Large-fTowcred Dogwood.

Cornus Sanguinea, or Red-wooded Dogwood.

Corvlus Americana, or American Hazehiut.

Cydonia Japonica, or Japan Quince.

Deutzia Scabra, or Rough Deutzia.

Deutzia Cunata Flore-pleno, or Double-

flowering Deutzia.

Deutzia Gracilis, or Slender Deutzia.

LoniceraTartarica,orTartarian Honeysuckle.

Ligustrum Vulgare, or Common Privot.

Madura Aurantiaca, or Osage Orange.

*Prunus Triloba, or Double-flowering Plum.
*Philadelphus Grandiflorus, or Large-flower-

ing Mock-Orange. '

Philadelphus Coronarius, or Garland Mock-
Orange.

"•'Philadelphus Nevalis, or Mock-Orange.

*Philadelphus Zeyheri, or Mock-Orange.

Rhus Cotinus, or Venetian Sumach.
Ribus Arnuui, or Yellow-flowering Currant
Robinia Hispida, or Rose Acacia.

Syringa Vulgaris, or Common Lilac.

Syringa Pcrsica, or Persian Lilac.

Syringa Josikaia, or Deep-flowered Lilac.

5.—TuE New Orchard.

I had your instructions to Rive the Committee of the Fruit Growers' Association of

.Ontario such part of one of our lields as would bo suitable, by general convenience, aspect,

and .soil, for the purpose of experimenting with, and establishing, those varieties of apples,

pears, and plums found .suitable under the circumstances. The idea is to show to the

country as a whole, and to the students of this institution, what can be accomplished on
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high lying and exposed situations in the growth of sueli fruit; anyhody can do a groat deal

when all nature is propitious, but to attain sticce.ss undia- difficulties means many good
lessons, and such lessons as al\vay.s lead to much greater success in more favoured districts

than ours. The ground chosen is part of Field 10, adjoining the cheese factory and south
barns—holding a north-eastern as well as a southerly a.spect, with a light clay loam,

gravelly loam, and a deeper and somewhat heavier clay loam, on parts. It will be the

duty of the Committee to report to you in regard to kinds already planted and the success

thereof,—it is simply mine to make this acknowledgment, and the assurance that the
subject is in safe hands,—Messrs. Beadle, Saunders, Arnold, Dempsey, Beall, and Leslie,

already command the confidence of the Pro\ince, and what they do shall be unspecula-
tive, practical, scientific, thorough, and reliable.

6.

—

Tree Clumps and Suade Trees.

It is some comfort to be able to tell of increased respect, on the part of our farmers,

for wliat was once one of their hindrances to field culture. That a tree is not now alto-

gether a mass of so much rubbish, even in the more uncleared districts, is due to felt

wants and persistant teaching. I cannot overstate, and I think you \n\\ testify I do so from
no servile motives, how much the Government, and especially yourself, are desirous of

fostering the knowledge and practice of tree culture with a -view to immediate shelter,

climatic influences, and ornament. The subject is simply immeasurable in its effects, and
even now absolutely one of dollars and cents. In our recent evidence before the Agricul-

tural Commission, you will remember that even the plain matter-of-fact farmers, when
pushed to the point of saying what difference they w-ould make in the choice of two farms,

alike in ever)- respect, except tree shelter, and how much they would give for the one
over the other, agreed that such shelter was not limited by at least one-third ; which
simply means that a §10,000 farm with sufficient tree shelter is reduced to $6,700
without it.

Working up to this, we are not only experimenting, as explained in another chapter,

but under the direction of the Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario, we have this year

begun the planting of -tree clumps and shade trees throughout the farm, with a variety of

kinds according to soil and situation. A leading idea in such work is immediate shelter

and shade for live stock in the cultivated fields, and as the line between Fields 17 and 18

is high lying and exposed to the north and west, we have laid off a one-acre Black Walnut
clump in the following form and position :

Fifld..i8.

Field.n.

By this arrangement it will be observed that from whatever direction shelter is re-

quired in either of the fields, the animals can obtain it. We are mulching and cultivating
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around the plants, and, to date, most of them have done well. Plants, six feet apart all

over. A few Austrian pine occupy the north-west boundary.
With the view to screen an old gravel pit in Field 2, as well as to secure a shelter

clump, we planted European larch around and in this gravel pit similarly to the above

—

result, almost an entire failure by reason of three things: (1) heated plants on a long
journey from the States

; (2) a summer of much drought ; and (3) want of sufficient soU
among the gravel and stones. Austrian Pine were also placed here as a wind break upon
the north-west ; some of them have struggled through the severe weather and poor con-

ditions.

As a variety to our road-side and lield-fence-side shade trees, we planted this year
several hundred.s of horse chestnut and European linden, alternating with each other and
with our own maple, at thirty feet apart. They are all doing well, though we expect
some deaths next year.

v.—THE MECHANICAL.

In the application of improved appliances to farm operations, we have made consid-

erable progi'ess during the past year. While it is our duty to teach and show the man-
agement of ho'rse power in all its details, it is also ours to be up to the times, when what
is otherwise available has been thoroughly tested either by ourselves or others. In this

respect I have to acknowledge the introduction of steam power on our farm in the form
of Waterous' (of Brantford) well-known Champion engine, twelve-horse power, vertical

boiler, and spark proof furnace. Two horses can haul it to any position. It is easily

understood, simple in construction, easily managed, requires small amount of fuel, and
can be applied to any sort of work ; this winter we ha^•e already had it in a field thresh-

ing a stack of peas, in the bush cutting cordwood, and, thrice a week, driving the straw-

cutter, root^pulper and grain-crusher in the barn. The separator in connection with this

engine is that of Sawyer, of Hamilton, and so far as experienced it has given much satis-

faction. In all the alterations and improvements consequent on this change of motive

power, our Mechanical Foreman, Mr. Mcintosh, has been thoroughly at home, and many
valuable lessons have been thus atibrdcd the students.

We have also had great pleasure in working the mower of the Toronto Reaper and
Mower Co. We have as yet had nothing equal to it in simplicity, easy motion, small

tear and wear, light draught, facility of management under all circumstances and good

work.

The strongest and at the same time one of the most efficient reapers in our experience

is that of the " Champion." It is the only one that will go through a thick, strong crop

of corn fodder safely.

We have had long exjierience of the Koyce (now the Lion) reaper, of Mr. Watson,
of Ayr, and can testify to its easy management, simplicity of construction, light draught

and good woiking powers.

VI.—FARM INSTRUCTION.

We are doing our best to make this an efficient department, experiencing no difficulty

and finding no wants except the one gre.at one—want of another team of horses to give

more opportunities at ploughing and other field operations. With the doubling of our

students, this want has been multiplied, of course ; and accordingly 1 must impress upon
the Government the absolute necessity of keeping up to the demand upon this Held in-

struction. This can be done with much advantage to the whole farm, in this way :—You
are aware that we have been striving to get rid of the very large legacy of thistles, by

thorough cultivation on our root divisions, and two or three annual cuttings of them on

other divisions. We are progressing, but progressing slowly, and .so in order to secure an

earlier cleanness all over, I beg to propose that you allow me an extra team of horses for

continuous mjmvier faUoivinc/, during two or three yeai-s, which team should be in the

hands of the Instruction Department for practice in ploughing. With this and the present
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instruction team we should be in a position to oiJer every student considerable practice
in most farm operations.

I have much pleasure in reporting a winter instruction arrangement, upon an
extended scale, to meet increasing wants and progress, as laid down in the following card,
which is given to every student.

Winter 1880-81.

Duties of Students in certain Departments, and upon which they will be examined at

Easter, or in June.

I.

—

Farm Clerk.

1. He shall have charge of the Tool House, and remain in the same during hours of
work, unless relieved by the Farm Superintendent, or Farm Foreman, or when otherwise
employed.

2. He shall state in the Tool Record Book, the removal or return of any article,

noting by whom- removed or returned, with its number, name and condition.

3. He shall keep the house in good order, leaving everything in its proper place, re-

ceive no article in a dirty condition, and shall daily take to the Carpenter Shop any article

requiring repairs, recording the same, and also when returned. '

II.

—

Cattle Grooms.

1. To curry and brush all tied up cattle, under the directions of the Head Cattleman.

2. To make tliemselves acquainted with the different breeds of cattle.

3. To assist the Cattleman at extra work, as may be approved by the Farm Foreman.

III.

—

Farm Engineers.

1. To assist Head Engineer in placing, levelling, and working the steam enaine in

all positions for all kinds of work.

2. Preparing fuel and water for engine.

3. Making a thorough acquaintance with the names and duties of every part of the

engine.

4. Noting the quantity, value, and effect of certain kinds of fuel, water an I steam.

5. To tire, clean, oil, and regulate the steam engine.

IV.—Yard-Men.
1. To level and mix the manure in cattle court from all the stables daily,—that from

Nos. 1 and 2 stables to be removed every Wednesday and Saturday by cart or waggon.

2. To scatter two pail-fulls of gypsum over the cattle court manure heap every Wed-
nesday and Saturday.

3. To pump the liquid manure over the cattle court every Monday and Thursday

afternoon.

4. To clean the barn court and road round buildings as may be required.

V.

—

Cattlemen. To be under the Head Cattleman in

—

1. Feeding, watering, and bedding cattle, and seeing to their general care.

2. Cleaning cattle stables, and disinfecting same.

3. Seeing to the special care of breeding and milch cows.

4. The handling and management of bulls.

5. The special treatment of calves and young cattle.

6. Feeding, in amount, kind, form, manner, and times, to be studied.

7. The preparation of straw, hay, corn fodder, turnips, mangolds, carrots, peas, bar

ley and corn meal, oilcake, and the use of condiments for food.

8. The kinds and modes of administering medicine.

9. The management of swine in all respects.
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10. ^Making acquaintance with different breeds of cattle and swine.

11. Assisting in, observing progress, and studying, cattle feeding experiments.

VI.

—

Shepherds. To be under the instructions of the Head Shepherd, in

—

1. Feeding and general care of all the sheep.

2. Attention to ailments and diseases.

3. Making acquaintance with the different breeds.

4. Assisting at lambing time, as may be arranged by Farm Superintendent.

5. Noting the kind, quantities and form of food given, and the manner and times of

feeding.

6. Observing the kind and progress of experimental sheep feeding.

7. Handling iuid judging different kinds of wool.

8. Assisting in the feeding of farm horses.

VII.-^ExPERiMENTAL FiELD Plots. To be under the Assistant Superintendent, in

—

1. All kinds of work connected with the department.

2. IMaking an intimate acquaintance with the various kinds of farm seeds and plants.

3. Examining and judging various fertilizing manures.

4. Cleaning and preparing seeds and plants.

5. Observing the time, manner, quantity, form, effects, progress and results of

various manures and crops, on certain soils, under conditions of weather, {summer princi-

pally).

6. Making acquaintance with the diseases of plants.

VIII.

—

Instruction Department. Students will be under the Instructor, in

—

1. Grooming, harnessing and driving horses.

2. Management of working oxen.

3. Use of the axe.

4. Sowing by hand.

5. Management of wood-sawing powers.

6. Grinding tools.

7. Examination of farm implements and machinery.

8. Cleaning grain.

9. Crushing gniin.

10. Cutting and pulping food for cattle and horses.

11. Making bands and tying sheaves.

VIT.—THE EXPERIMENTAL.

A. — The Animal.

1.

—

Fattening op Yodng Cattle.

Few things puzzle the best of us so much as how to ascertain the actual cost of any-

thing produced from the growth of the soil. It is not only very difficult to do, but when
done, few believe it. The purchase and formation of a piece of iron into a plough, can

be clearly shown in all its details ; its Ijeginning, progress and ending, form one straight

and double line of debit and credit, without leaving any doubtful issue, or unrealized con-

nection. It is otherwise, for example, with corn and beef,—the result on the one hand

of the purchase of land, its taxes, tillage, manuring, and harvesting, and of the breeding,

feeding and general management of a cattle beast, on the other hand. The actual esti-

mate of these in their several relations has often been attempted, but never cle-arly detined;

and probably never will be. But, such diliiculties should not debar the search for more
facts ; as the chemist is not yet able to tell us what climate, soils, manures and plants do,
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and what certain animal-life does under all conditions, we have the honour of becoming
known in some such fashion as this, so that, where we stumble and doubt in our practical

awkwardness he may follow to help and make more clear. Take then, at present, the

interesting and popular question, for the farmer, of how best to make profit in the pro-

duction of beef. The commercial standing of a fattened cattle beast consists of three

things, of almost equal value ; first, that period from birth up to stall feeding ; second,

the six or seven months of stall feeding ; and third, the value of the manure made.
Taking a well-to-do animal, well done to all along, and the actual cost and value of every-

thing, including (1) bull service, (2) value of the milk and extra food for twent_y-four

months, and (3) ordinary feeding, with meal added up to the time when 23 months old,

and, on an avei-age, we have expended $40 ; then the last seven months, while in stall

specially arranged for the highest results, will cost $in—together .$8.5—for, say, 1,500 lbs.

live weight, or just the market value of the fattened animal in these times. The third

thing is the accumulated quantity and value of manure made during these 2.V years, and
by all fair figures in our advanced agriculture it cannot be put at less that $40. Practi-

cally then, to the farmer, the animal destined for the shambles is a manure making
iiKK liine, in which relation it produces one-half of the value of itself, and this value re-

pri_5Liits the only reliable source of profit to him under the better condition of husbandry.
But there are other bearings to this question. As a manure producer, the fattening

animal is maturing itself for direct human food, and by all the sound laws of investment
and return in risky goods, the sooner it is crowned and disposed of the better for profits.

So then the farmer should breed well, feed well, mat\ire early, and sell immediately. This
not being believed by everyone, we undertook the following experiment during winter
1879-80 :

On 1st October, four steers and one heifer of our own breeding, were selected and
tied up in the usual manner with sliding chain. No. 1 was a pure bred Shoi-thorn steer,

29 months old ; No. 2 a pure bred Galloway steer, 25 months old ; Nos. 3 and 4 Short-

horn grade steers, 18 months each ; and No. 5 a well bred, white grade heifer, 20 months
old, at that date. The stamp of No. 1 was somewhat hea\'y boned and light in the crops,

though otherwise good ; the Galloway was very fair of his kind, but wanting depth and
width in the hind quarters ; the two Durham grades were not up in point of merit for

fattening—wanting especially in depth and width behind ; the heifer was particularly

even, being chunky, with fine bone, clean head, and neat all over. As a matter of

interest, and one also of education, the second year students judged these animals on
entry, using a standard of 1,000 marks throughout some thirty detailed points. The mean
of their work stood thus :

No. 1 765
No. 2 697

No. 3 713

No. 4 747

No. 5 696

The object of the experiment was to ascertain how much cou]<l be added to the weight

of these comparatively young cattle, with certain foods and the cost thereof by high feed-

ing so as to mature, or pre-mature, within eight months.

Biff of Fare per head per day.

From 1st October to 1st March, 12 lb.s. pea meal.

From 1st March to 12th April, 12 lbs. corn meal.

From 12th April to 10th May, 12 lbs. pea meal and 2 lbs. oil cake.

From 19th January to 10th May, 2 lbs. extra of pea meal, and 3 lbs. of extra

fodder (hay).

During whole course : 12 lbs cut fodder (consisting of 6 parts oat and wheat straw

4 parts cut corn fodder, and 2 parts cut hay), with 2 lbs. bran ; 75 lbs. turnips and man-
golds pulped, and 2 oz salt, with the offer of water once daily.
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Quantity and Cost of Food per head for whole period of 222 days.

Pea meal 2,330 lbs.

Corn meal 504
Oil cake 56
Hay 333
Bran 444
Mixed fodder 2,664

Roots 16,650

at 1 cent per lb
:

I
a it

S33 per ton

•S8 per ton

81 1 per ton

84.75 per ton

9 cents per bushel of 60 lbs.

823 30
5 04

92

66
44

20
24 97

864 53

There are three ways of presenting this account : (1) The Farmer's, (2) The Com-
mercial, and (3) The Scientific.

1.—The Farmer's,

who sa_vs, " my straw, bran and roots have cost me no actual cash ; they have come as

part and parcel of the material that I do not usually put to market, like my grain, and
therefore in feeding them to my animals I do so simply to feed and make manure ; I

cannot see the sense of charging those against my fattening stock any more than to

the horses, milk cows and calves." So, then, the farmer's reckoning takes the following

shape :

" 1100 lbs. at 4c., when bought, or entered for feeding 844 00
Meal, cake and hay 30 92

874 92
Sold 1477 lbs. live weight at 6c 88 62

Giving a cash profit of 813 70

And I have all the manure into the bargain."

2.—The Commercial,

who argues that we must debit and credit everything as any merchant does, whether the

farmer is in the habit of selling them or no. Their growth must have cost something,

and whatever they would fetch in the market should be debited to the consumer ; so,

then :

1 100 lbs. at 4c 844 00
Meal, cake and hay 30 92

Fodder and roots 33 61

$108 53
Credit 1477 lbs. at 6c 888 62

" 7 loads manure 7 00
95 62

Showing an apparent loss of 812 91

3.—The Scientfic.

But a wider view of this question is taken by iiim who checks his practice by scientific

chemical help, who is disisatisticd not only with the farmer's unregistered method of

manure making, but cannot even recognize the more careful business man who e.stimates

the value of farm-yard manure by the load, and at a price that is solely regulated by the
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farmers themselves. This third party shows that with the facts of soil foods, and that
plants require so much of them to produce certain results under certain conditions, wo must
respond to their teachings and allow value accordingly for any form of materials which
are kno^vn to possess so much of the properties that go to sustain soils and build up
crops, also of known values. Thus we now submit the advanced or modern form of the

subject

:

Value of animal bought in or home bred §44 00
Value of materials consumed 64 53

$108 53
Fattened animal realized §88 62
Chemical value of manure, from

li ton pea meal at §15.50 §18 08

I"
ton of corn meal at 87.50 1 87

Vn ton of oil cake at §22.50 5 65

U ton fodder at §2.50 3 75
S'tons roots at §1.00 8 00
i ton bran at $14.50 2 90

40 25

128 87

Balance, being clear profit §20 34

The practical feeder will notice what the general reader ma\' overlook, that the com
and pea meal cost per bushel what is usually understood to be too high to pay for such a-

purpose. Indeed, this is correct in the view of any of the three valuators named, though
it tells particularly hard on the method of the so-called matter-of-fact farmer. Practi-

cally, we (Ontario farmers) have been looking at 45 cents per bushel for corn, and 50.^

cents for pea meal as the safe figures for cattle-feeding. We could get corn about this

two years ago, now nothing under one cent per pound. This dift'erencc of, say, one-third

represents in the production of flesh and manure by the 100,000 fattening cattle from

Ontario, the handsome sum of §250,000.
The five cattle thus illustrated went in on the l.st October at an average weight of

1100 lbs. and came out on 10th May at 1477 llw., having therefore increased 375 lbs.

each during 222 days.

The pure-bred Shorthorn increased at the rate of 2 05 lbs. per day, or 23 per cent,

upon his original w-eight.

The pure-bred Galloway increased at the rate of 1-66 lb. per day, or 24 per cent,

upon the original weight.

The three Shorthorn grades increased at the rate of 1-74 lb. per day (one as much as

2-12), or 37 per cent, upon their original weight.

It took 17 cents for food to make one pound of fle.sh (and its associations) in animals

that were pressed or pre-matured at 29 months old.

The food and flesh thus handled gave 11 cents value of manure for every pound of

flesh added.

The difi"erence between the cost of additional flesh and the value of manure obtained

is exactly equal to the price got for the live animal, or 6 cents per lb.

The value of the manure was equal to one half the value of the finished .-inimal.

"Were little or no value placed upon manure, the production of beef, under such cir-

cumstances, would lead to serious loss.

But, besides these facts, the food thus used increased the value of the original car-

cass from 4 to 6 cents per lb., making an item of $22 per head.

Thus one pound of new flesh improved every three pounds of the old, and added

one-fourth to the whole carcase value.
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2.

—

Fatteni.vg of Young Sheep.

One of the important questions of these times with us is, how best to produce the

earliest, cheapest, and most choice, mutton for the Britisli market ? As an experimental
station, we have had considerable experience in testing the various breeds and crosses, with
ditTorent kinds of food, in view to this end, for the use of the Province, and now feel some
confidence in submitting the conclusions that have taken solid shape here of late.

Let us preface by saying that most things to attain the greatest success should be
made a specialty of—one thing engaging the whole individual attention. This is the case

in sheeii-fai-ming, and particularly so in the growth of wool and mutton, for good wool
and good mutton are one thing in the same anim.al, in Canadian economy. We shall,

therefore, speak of the fattening of sheep as a particular branch of farming. We know
our markets : England will take our mutton, if we offer it at moderate weight, and well

mixed, and our own manufacturers will take our wool, if of good quality and medium
length. What shall we do to supply these 1

It is not the irregular and patcliy plaTi of the feeding of sheep of any sort, in

connection \\-ith our mixed farming, that will be able to-meet the demand or compete with

other countries ; the work must be brought to a special busines.s on a larger scale, and
with the stamp of animal found to produce the two wants named. Of course everybody
is not expected 'to jump into this new line, but I affirm, that unless it is systematized by a

considerable proportion of our farmers who have conditions Javoiirable to its best, success,

Ontario need not hope to face the world as she is now doing with her cattle. The regular

breeder of pure blood will always take the lead as a breeder, and he must keep what is

most in demand, either for ourselves or for the United States. Because the liea\'y long

wools are not so much looked to for the fine mutton and kind of fleece desirable for the

subject under treatment, it does not follow that their importance is on the wane. Over
the reach of this continent, with its immense variety of physical conditions, the old open-

ings and many new ones will always e.xist for the Leicester, Lincoln, and Cotswold, what-
ever comes across the field of other special mutton and wool for particular purposes.

The fact of Europe being mapped out, very clearly, in altitudes and ecological areas

by thyse breeds of sheep that have, as it wore, of themselves made the survey for their

own special wants, should be lessons to us in choosing locality for Leicester, Lincoln,

Cotswold, or Downs. There is no mistaking the actual value of this point, and it is one
with which too few of our leading farmers are conversant. If a farm consists of some-

what heavy soil from alluvial deposit upon the flats of our Province, and is situated at

less than 200 feet above sea or lake level, it would be at least unnatural to expect the best

results from the introduction of the Southdowns ; but, on the other hand, where a lighter

character of soil prevails, upon any of our limestone formations, at an elevation over

Beven or eight hundred feet, then the Southdown may be expected to maintain his

peculiarities. The very aspect, colour and smell of the soil has to do with animal success.

So then we say to the general Outai-io farmei-, choose the breed suitable to your

farms, and according to the well known physical characteristics of their respective

European habitat, the chances being in favour of larger profits.

We have, let us say, on 1st October, a flock of 100 common grade Canadian owes,

•oomy, well wooled, healthy, and averaging 3 shear, that cost $7 each ; to them we put two

pure bred Southdown .shearling rams that cost 830 each ; they are fed upon pastures alone,

the rams getting meal by special arrangement. They are housed for the winter on 1 5th No-

vember, in two large, airy sheds, with open courts, both open at all times, and are fed upon

hay, pea-straw, turnips, pea meal and bran, as also mangolds previous to lambing, with

plenty of water and .salt. Lambing begins on 1st JIarch, in a separate apartment

adjoining ; and now practical knowledge guides fifty per cent, of the whole undertaking.

Some deaths of ewes and lambs will occur, whatever the nature of the management. It

is presumed you "know the face" of every ewe, that you are well up in the indication of

"time" and lambing, that you have the common sense to let well alone when the ewe is

in lal>our, and yet the skill to know what to do when help is needed. Be regulated by

the weather as regards confinement, and by the strength of the lamb and disposition of

the mother as regards individual crib confinement for a few days. Continue previous
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diets, and add mangolds, with some boiled barley ; shorten tails and castrate when about
twelve days old. Lambs will soon nibble at clover hay leaves, so that wlien three weeks
old, let them have access to places where they can get their own share of everything ; thus

the "calf" flesh is never lost whatever the condition of the mother. Give early freedom

to open air on fine days, but do not put to grass too early, so that the search for a living

runs away with the previous management. Chanffe, and change, and change, when on
pasture, remembering that it is variety of grasses we need in Ontario, more than the

quantity of one thing. Keep your eye on scours and foot sores, and do not grudge some
meal to all lambs. Cull and dispose of .some of your wether lambs as the market tempts
about 1st May. Clip ewes during second week in -May, and wean lambs about 1st July.

Dip all lambs in " McDougall," so as to clean skin and wool, remove or prevent vermin,

remove or prevent itch and scab, soften wool, keep otF rain and cold, increase the natural

yoke, and give a healthy tone all over, though fortunately Canada is very ignorant of

much of the.se. Put ewes to poor pasture for a week, and the lambs upon the best clover

runs, with a touch of meal as before. Should pastures grow scant, treat to a i-un in the

orchard, or to a cut from any of the green fodders ; never stint, never allow to go back.

An early fall of snow will do no harm to sheep if "foggage " be good, but it is certain that

late housing means twenty per cent, less progress during winter. Feeding during the second

winter similar to the first, but in larger quantities proportionate to age, will bring our

lambs to be made shearlings in end of April. Of course the most careful must be prepared

for deaths at any time, but on an average it may be taken as a safe figure to have brought

through 1^ lamb per ewe.

It will now be interesting to make up our Balance Sheet, adopting the common
farmer's method of doing so.

The Farmer's Calculation.

He says he should only charge what it costs him in cas/i, or value for stuff he can

easily put into cash, for extra food for each sheep for twelve months, and for each lamb
until it becomes a shearling.

In addition to this, they get four lbs. pea straw, eight lbs. of roots, and the summer's

pasture each per day.

With so many things to handle, fully half the time of one man is taken up with

them, so wages amounting to SI 00 have to be debited.

Four ewes died, and their loss must be charged, as also the value of 10 shearling

ewes retained to make good three deaths, and others that mav occur ere next winter.

The ewes will give an average of 6 lbs. and the shearlings 9 lbs. of washed wool.

Balance Sheet.

Required for 100 ewes, and 12.5 lambs :

Ewes, 100 : Pea meal, | lb. each per day, from 1st Oct. to 1st May.
210 days = 105 lbs x 100 175 bushels.

Bran, \ lb. each per day, for same time 5 tons

Barley, \ lb. each " " for 40 days end-

ing'lst May 34 bushels.

Roots, 210 days—8 lbs. each per day 2,800 "

Hav, 210 " 4 lbs. each, for half time ..;... 21 tons

Pea-straw, 210 days, 4 " " ' " " 21 "

Lambs, 125 : Pea-meal, .360 days, h lb. from 1st May to 1st

May 375 bu.sheLs.

Bran, \ lb. per day, 360 days 11 tons

Barley'J lb. " 40 days...'. 21 bushels.

Roots, 210 days, 8 lbs. each 3,.500

Hay, 210 " 4 " " for half time 25 tons

Pea-straw, 210 days, 4 lbs. each, for half time .... 25 •'
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Pasture for both 40 acres.

Green fodders 5 " to help pastures.

Total Requirements and value thereof :

Pea-meal 550 bushels, 8 330
Bran 16 tons, 160
Barley 55 bushels, 33
Roots 6,300 "

Hay 46 tons, 368
Pea-straw 46 "

Medicine 10
Dipping 10

Attendance 1 00
Pasture and green fodders

81,011
Keep of two rams IS

81,029
Allowance for deaths 50

81,079
Wool $ 561 00
Sale of 115 fat shearling wethers and

ewes, ISO lbs. at 5c 1,035 00
Value of 1 shearling ewes kept SO 00

81,676 00
Balance to credit 597

$1,676

And the farmer says,—besides this ca.sh balance of .8597, I have all the manure left in

the yarxls, as also that upon the pastures, which, if value! similar to what is done in fat-

tening of cattle, is worth, at least another 8600.

Well managed pastures will maintain three sheep per acre for the season.

These profits are upon an original invested capital of .$760, or, allowing for inciden-

tals, say, 8S50.

And now, the practical question is, how many cultivated acres does it require to pro-

duce enough to maintain this flock t The question is really one of ordinary mixed farm-

ing, and not necessarily one of sheep, because we are not to try the making of permanent
pasture and purchasing all extra food, but to ascertain what any common farmer may do

without any out.side help—the cultivation not to overlook the usual wants of the

household.

Acreage required in Ontario to produce the necessary food in two seasons :

Peas and pea-straw, 20 acres (10 acres of grain too much) but to be exchanged
for bran.

Barley 1 acre.

Roots 5 acres.

Hay 20 "

Pasture 40 "

Green fodder 5 "

91 acres.

Add 1 31

122
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It will be observed that besides the maintenance of the lambs during the second

winter, the ewes (now again in lamb) have also to be provided for ; this means one-third

more, so that we get at an area of 122 acres as necessary to do well to 100 ewes and
125 lambs during what is practically two years, though only 18 months as shown in detail.

We are therefore driven to make another balance sheet to cover the ewes as they stand

at next clipping :

Balance brought down $ 5d7 00
Food of ewes during second winter $296 00
12.5 lambs, two months eld 350 00
Wool from 100 ewes 140 00

Keep of two rams 1 8 00

$314 00 §1087 00
Balance, being cash credit for two seasons 877.3 00

We have then .$386 per annum from an original investment of .$800, which certainly

is a gi-and outcome, if true. Its truth may be questioned by the regular accountant, who
argues that we must debit everything fed and all labour employed, wlietlier by the hands
of the farmer himself, his son, or the hired man. There can be no objtiction to this, if,

on the other hand, the actual present and future value of tlie manure can be ascertained.

I have endeavoured, in the reports of this farm, to show this in regard to cattle, but there

is not only the greater difficulty of estimating quantity from sheep, but to allow for the

greater proportionate chemical value of their droppings. We are not, now-a-days, to be

held to so much per load. He who checks his practice by scientific help .shows that with

the facts of soil food, and that plants require so much of them to produce certain results

under certain conditions, we must respond to their teachings, and allow value accordingly

for any form of materials which are known to possess so much of the properties that go

to sustain soils and build up crops—also of known value.

In submitting a few figures upon this subject I prefer the plain rule arrived at from

recent conclusions here and elsewhere in cattle feeding, that the value of the manure
during the feeding process is equal to half the value of the finished animal :

—

Final B.\l.\nce.

Values brought forward $773 00

Value of 6,300 bushels roots $567 00

Pea straw, 46 tons 184 00

Attendance, half time of one man 100 00

Value of manure from fattened shearlings 517 00

Estimated value of manure from ewes 150 00

$1,440 00 $851 00

Balance to credit 589 00

$1,440 00

In any form, therefore, we obtain a handsome return, even allowing still further for

the value of the pasture. Surely such facts ought to impress themselves and bring about

a speedy change.

3.

—

Cream and Butter from Different Breeds of Cows.

We have all to bow to the fact that it is the machine more than the materials that

regulates the quality of the milk of most animals. This seems to hold good practically

in all parts of the world, whatever the variations in condition of climate, food and

management, with the better known pure breeds of cattle, yet little is known in regard to

what certain crosses of these can do under like circumstances. So, having this in view,

as well as the checking of the work of others and the establishment of data for our.selves,

we undertook an experiment during last winter on this most valuable subject

:
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The cows set aside for the purpose were

—

1.—A pure-bred Ayrshire.

2.—A pure-bred Shorthorn.

3.—A pure-bred Hereford.
4.—A pure-bred Aberdeen Poll.

5.—A Shorthorn grade.

6.—A Hereford grade, Snd cross.

As the experiment was not a question of quantity of milk, the difference in the

condition of the cows or their time since last calving is not so serious an objection as may
appear on first thoughts. The food given consisted of :

—

( Oat and Wheat Straw, 6 lbs.

Cut : -' Corn Stalks 4 "

(Hay 2 "

12 lbs.

Turnipsand Mangolds (pulped) 60 "

Pea Meal 2 "

in equal quantities to each per head per day in three meals. The times of niilkng were
at 6.30 a.m. and 6 p.m., by the same hands during the whole course.

In the management, record was kept of

1. Temperature of stables.

2. Quantity of milk by tneight and measure.

3. Specific gravity of milk previous to setting.

4. Temperature of milk before setting.

5. Temperature of dairy.

6. Time of setting.

7. Testing quality of cream by tubes.

8. Manner of setting—.shallow or deep.

9. Time given for cream to rise.

10. Weight of cream removed.

11. Condition of cows.

The experiment began on 21st January, and ended the 28th April, 1880, ^v^th an interval

of students' holidays at Easter.

Wo shall first tabulate the results from a carefully calculated mean of the various

points affecting cream and butter.

Cream and Butter from different Breeds of Cows at the Ontario Experimental Farm.

BREED.
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In analyzing this table it i.s interesting first to notice the difference in what is called

the specitic gravity of the milk from animals of different breeds, and for that mattter of
it, of different animals in the same breed. If the lactometer is a true indicator of the
weight of milk relatively to distilled water, and if weight indicates thickness or creamy-
ness, then the higher the figures in the first column the richer should be the milk in ques-
tion. In this example we have the following :

—

Order of Richness of Milk by Specific Gravity :

1. A. or A. Poll Ill
2. Hereford grade lOG
3. Shorthorn grade ( , „.,

4. Ayrshire.." }
10.3 equal.

5. Hereford 91

6. Shorthorn 86

Hee Diagram Fig. 1.

But this graduated piece of gla.ss would register the same and higher figures, were cer-

tain foreign matters introduced into the milk, or were the milk adulterated with water and
these matters, so that no reliance can be placed upon such a form of ascertaining either

the purity or richness of milk. Of course, here, all the milk was pure, and consequently
it may be assumed that the instrument did indicate some sort of relative properties in

the milk as com]iared with pure water. Are we to conclude that the famous beefing

Shorthorn used a much larger proportion of the fattening or solid matters of her food in

maintaining her constitution liy as much as 2.5 out of 111, and in these respects is there

no difference between the milking Ayrshire and beefing Shorthorn grade?
Th(! Hereford also ranges low in this indication, but its cross with a grade rises to

the second place among the six. We may see, as we advance in this inquiry, whether
any reliance can be placed on specific gravity.

Another point of much value, especially to those who now send cream in place of

the sweet milk to the creameries, is what is shown in the second column of the table. In
our plan of work, creamometers were used to test the percentage of cream that would rise

during twenty-four hours. The tubes were filled every day for the whole period of three

months, and all conditions, such as temperature, were properly attended to. As regards a
certain column, or body, of cream rising in a given time, I have no doubt of the accuracy

of this test of the different breeds, and to illustrate the result I beg to add the following

diagram, which shows the relative proportions more strikingly

:

See Diagram Fig. 2.

A large volume of cream does not necessarily imply a corresponding quantity of but-

ter, any more than high specific gravity denotes quantity of cream, but when cream is sold

by bulk, as is now the increasing practice in the management of creameries, it is evident

that some regard should be paid to the kind of animal giving the milk, and the

time given the cream to get to the surface. The creamery will not, I presume, object to

the farmer allowing his milk to stand over twenty-four hours, so long as its sweetness is not

destroyed, because the last cream is always the heaviest and best for the butter maker,

but, if there is no coi-responding thickness of buttery materials in, for example, the

Shorhorn, as compared with the Hereford, then he will soon find that in paying as much
for the one as for the other, all the while that the Shorthorn may be, as we sliall see, forty

per cent, less in the property of giving butter from cream than the Hereford, he is paying

sixty-six per cent, more for the Shorthorn milk than he is for the Hereford milk. The
milk of the pure-bred Ayrshire is apparently not half so rich as either that from the Short-

horn, Shorthorn grade, or Hereford grade, and is twenty-five per cent, less than the Here-

ford and Aberdeen Poll, and forty per cent, less than the mean of all. Tlie Ayrshire,

then, may not be the best breed for the creamery, and certainly if there is only an ap-

proximation to the truth in this matter of cream volume in the different breeds of cattle,

the immense difference of 124 per cent, that the Hereford grade shows over the Ayrshire
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is enough to give rise to serious thought on the part of both the farmer and the creamery
man. Meantime pass to another view of the subject.

See Diagram Fig. 3.

The difference of weight of equal bulk of the like materials is evidence of their con-

taining ditl'erent proportions of the same constituents, and in our case of milk from various

breeds of cattle, should guide us in arriving at cream volume, or value. I am sorry to be

uualile to submit the Shorthorn and Ayrsliire in this respect, because of some irregular

conditions at churning times. In the case of the four others we have the Aberdeen Poll

in advance with forty-throe per cent, over the Hereford and Shorhorn grade (which are

equal), with twenty-four per cent, over the mean of all. Observe the exact agreement
between the weight of cream and the specific gravity of their milk, as thus illustrated

See Diagram Fig. 4.

If then, the weight of cream agrees with the produce of butter in each case, we may
be led to place some reliance on specific gravity after all—that is to say, when the milk

is pure.

What butter then, have we received from the several creams, and what has been its

proportion to the original milk.

See Diagram Fig. 5.

There is no agreement, or rather, there is a diverse agreement, between the proportion

of butter from a given quantity of milk to that of butter from a given quantity of cream.

The Poll, with its 3^ lbs. nearly of butter from 100 lbs. of milk, gives the lowest, or 40

lbs. of butter from 100 lbs. of cream ; while the Hereford with only its 2 lbs. fully of butter

from 100 lbs. of milk, gives as much as 50^ lbs. of butter from the like quantity of cream.

See Diagram Fig. 6.

It appears, therefore, that in every case where the weight of butter is low relatively

to the quantity of milk, the weight of butter from the creain of that milk is correspondingly

high. Here then, is valuable guidance for farmers, dairymen, and creairerymen ; for ex-

ample, in sending milk to the creamery the farmer is credited with the average proportion

of cream that rises from all tlie milk, so that if the average be "Jj lbs. of butter from

every 100 lbs, of milk, the while that the creamerymen obtain 41 J lbs. of butter from every

100 lbs. of cream, there is something in getting milk from different breeds of cattle.

On an average of breeds we find that

Every 100 lbs. of milk give 6 j lbs. of cream
;

Every 100 lbs. of cream give 41^ lbs. of butter;

Every 100 lbs. of milk give 2j lbs. of butter
;

I beg to ask the dairy expert if the quantity of dried curd from skimmed milk is

any indication of the cheese value of the milk, and therefore of the particular breed i If

it is, we have in our experience, not much extended however, to record merit as follows

:

Best, Shorthorn grade giving 12.50 per cent, of curd.

2nd, A. or A. Poll " 10.60 " '• " "

3rd, Hereford " 10.50 " " " "

4th, Ayrshire " 10.00 " " " "

5th, Shorthorn " 7.50 " " " "

Comparative Abstract and Result of Butter and Cream from Different Breeds

OF Cattle.

We are dealing with what we know to be pure milk from cows of different breeds,

and in looking over the various tests used in our winter experiment, I have to acknowledge

the great attention given the whole subject by Messrs. Howitt and Holtorman, second

year students, to whom was intrusted the carrying out of the details. Every part of

their work was characterized by punctuality, care, correctness, cleanness, and a thorough in-
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terest. No fewer than -4,000 observatious had to be actually made and recorded by them
in the course of eighty days, and tlius the public will be able to appreciate the value and
reliability of this experiment, so far as it goes.

It is interesting to note the very large range in the specific gravity of these milks ;

two such famous beefing breeds as the Shorthorn and Aberdeen Poll differ by as much as

35 in the 100. British experiments give the average of their breeds as 103—water being
0. Using this as a comparison we have our Ayrshires, and Shorthorn grade exactly at

their standard, the pure Hereford at 91, and the pure Shorthorn down to 86—the whole
five breeds giving a mean of 99J in winter and 99 g in summer. Of course we do not
forget that individual cows vary much, and that the same cows might give different re-

sults under different management in another part of the country. If, however, there be
trust in specific gravity, the Aberdeen Poll is 35 per cent, better than the Shorthorn, and
considerably over all the others ; even the two grades are at and over the British standard,

and much superior to the Hereford and Shorthorn. However, specific gravity is but one
thing. The next natural test, following that of purity, or, in our case density, is the

quantity or volume of cream from a certain weight or measure of milk—measure in this

example. In Britain this is set down at 10.01, that is, every 100 lbs. of milk gives 10

lbs. of cream. At our farm we have the Hereford grade leading, with as much as 13| lbs.

of cream to every 100 lbs. of milk, the Shorthorn grade second, with 12| lbs., the pure
Shorthorn 12^ lbs. ; the Aberdeen Poll only S^ lbs. ; the pure Hereford 7f, and the

Ayrshire lowest with, 6^ lbs—all over an average of 10.20. The Hereford grade and
Shorthorn grade have kept their places well ; the pure Shorthorn has advanced a great

deal, but the Aberdeen Poll is now far behind—not even up to the mean. We have then

clear proof that specific gravity of milk does not necessarily imply hidk of cream.

Our third test was the actual weighing of the cream, as a step nearer the butter that

may be got from each breed. In this we cannot present the Ayrshire and pure Shorthorn

for reasons previously stated. Of the four reliable ones, the Aberdeen Poll again steps

in with a lead of 7j lbs. of cream from every 100 Ibsof milk ; the Hereford grade again

steadily in its place, and giving nearly 6i lbs. ; with the Shorthorn grade and pure Here-

ford in the third place, and equal, with nearly oi lbs of cream to every 100 Ib.s. of milk.

Here we are at last in possession of some agreement. The .specific gravity of the

milk and the actual weight of the cream from the same milk correspond as illustrated in

Fig. 4.

But the housewife says,—come to the best possible test, or what weight of butter do

you get from a certain weight of cream 1

From every 100 lbs. of cream we obtained 50J lbs. of butter in the case of the pure

Hereford ; from the Shorthorn grade 46 lbs. of butter ; from the Hereford grade 40^ •

lbs. of butter, and from the Aberdeen Poll 40 lbs. of butter from every 100 lbs. of cream.

This true test of richness and value of milk has considerably changed the places of the

respective breeds ; the Aberdeen Poll and Hereford grade, that have been so high in pre-

vious records, are now at the bottom of the list in this, while the Hereford and Shorthorn

grade are very much higher, though they stood lowest in most other things.

Therefore, the weight of cream for a certain weight of milk does not imply a corres-

ponding weight of butter. Indeed so exactly are they reversed in our experience that

doubts may he entertained of their correctness ; but this, I need hardly say, is not the

case, as all figures have been carefully checked by the two superintendents, as well as by
myself.

It will interest some to know what per cent, of butter by weight we obtained from

the milk of each breed. This is shown in Fig. 6—placing the Aberdeen Poll first with

3.72 per cent. ; the Hereford grade second, with 2.54 ; the Shorthorn grade third, with

2.31 ; and the pure Hereford last, with 2.01 lbs. of butter from every 100 lbs. of milk,

or exactly in agreement with the weight of cream from milk, as in Fig. 3.

Finally, we are now in possession of every kind of data, except one, by which to

estimate the annual value of a cow of each of these breeds for dairy purposes. We
want the average production of milk under like food in a given time. Looking to the

future for this, we are able meantime to tabulate the value of one cow of each on the

assumption that each will give 4,500 lbs. of milk within the twelve months
;
price of
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butter, say 18 cents per pound. In regard, therefore, to actual value of milk for pro-*

ductioii of butter, without reference to quantity of ruilk, we have to conclude nieaiitirue,

that the Hereford grade is first, the Aberdeen Poll second, the pure Hereford third, and

the Shorthorn grade last.

I

iS'ee Fig. 7.

C'akauian Experience.

\

Value of Butter from equal quantities of Milk, from various Breeds of Cattle. Say

4, .500 lbs. of Milk per annum, and Butter 18 cents per lb.

BREED.

Hereford Grade

Aberdeen Poll .

Hereford

Shorthorn Grade

Weight of

Cream from Milk.

lbs.

290

350

24.5

245

Weight of
Butter from Cream.

lbs.

145

141

123

112i

Value of Butter
per Annum.

S2u 10

25 40

22 10

20 70

Any further evidence in favour or against a particular breed, will depend, therefore, upon quantity of

milk per annum. Taking the extreme, in a herd of 50 cows, the difference would be S300 in favour of the

Hereford grade.

Milk and Ceeam from "Soiling" and Grazing of Cows.

It was considered well to make a beginning in this in order to gain experience for

something more extensive in the future. It being known that the quantity of Ailk de-

pends upon food and breed, and quality upon breed more than food, the conditions aflec-

ting plants and animals, especially in regard to weather, have much ado with such experi-

ments. The lengthy drought we had during June and Augu.st would therefore be in

favour of " soiling," as the pastures \Vere very much withered and short, while we had,

by special an-angoment, always a good cut of some kind of green fodder for the housed cows.

On the 6th June the 2nd year students selected six cows from our herds as nearly

equal in points as possible—such points having reference to breed, frame, markings, and

condition. None were in high milking condition, and hence we had no rush in either

in-door or out-door management. The soiling food consisted principally of lucerne, rye

(green), clovers and tare and oat fodder, of which they got 110 lbs. per head per day, at

three meals, stall-tied, and getting to water and a few minutes' exercise once a day. The

dissatisfaction of the three housed cows was very apparent, which could not of coui-se be

by reason of want of company, and may then be assigned to tiie unusual conditions at such

a season. Milking was done morning and evening. The three grazed cows hud the usual

run of cultivated and uncultivated pastures, were driven home for milking, and therefore

received no special attentions whati^-er. Jlilk was tested with thermometer, lactometer,

creamometer, and specific gravity bottle

—

i.e., weighing in place of floating. The first stage of

the experiment extended to forty days,—the second stage to twenty days,—the cows being

changed after allowing one week's interval with the view to counteracting previous

conditions.
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RESULT FROM Gth JUNE TO 10th JULY.

MANAGEMENT. Milk in Quarts
per Day.

Grazin;

Soiling

71 s
* TB

Specific Gravity
by Lactometer.

98.30

101.20

Per cent, of

Cream by Volume
in 24 hours.

10.20

10.03

RESULT FROM 26th JULY TO 13th AUGUST.

aiANAGEMENT. Milk in Quarts
per day.

Specific Gravity
by Lactometer.

Per cent, of
Cream by Volume

in 24 hours.

Soiling (the cows grazed above)

Grazing (the cows soiled above) Si'i,

911.53

99.75

9.03

10. 2G

lu this simple statement \vp have such evidence of great uniformity in the niiilv of

various cross breeds of cattle that tlu first natural conclusions are in favour of tiie plan of

selection, and that the seleetiun itself was well done; further, tiiat the quantity and (juality

of the milk are so even, with two exceptions, as to make the question of food influence being
little in these examples yet more de-'isive. The quantity kept so regularly apart in

both stages, even by the reversion of the cows, that no doubt need be entertained in this

instance of the power of the constitution to digest and regulate on the one hand, as

against the kind and quantity of food doing so on tlie other hand. The same cows that

gave the largest q\iantity by grazing in the first stage, gave also the large.st by soilin" in

the second stage, and those that gave the smallest by soiling in the first, gave the smallest

quantity by grazing in the second stage. I do not say thtt conditions were not favourable

to such a result, for the latter part of the second stage (in August) was against the graz-

ing, but then the same cows irave also least under soiling previous to that, and so we are

entitled to look at least as much to the machine as the food for this uniformity.

We have elsewhere (see "Cream and Butter from Ditlerent Breeds of Cows") in this

report, given .satisfactory evidence of the value of the lactometer in indicating quality

of milk, and so, building upon this, we have to note quite a dilficrence in the specific

gravity of the milk during the first stage of this experiment, and practically now for the

second, with a slight figure in favour of one set of cows giving richer milk than the other

(example, 101.20 and 99.7.5, as against 98.30 and 99.53 respectively). The cows changed
from grazing to soiling, very slightly increased the quality of their milk, and those from
soiling to grazing decidedly reduced the quality. But this indication of quality does

not necessarily show what volume of cream may be roduced, for both specific gravities

give about the same percentage of cream during twenty-four hours (10.20 and 10.03),

which, however, difiers by 1.23 per cent, in the case of the cows taken from grazing to

soiling (9.03 and 10.2(3).

Grazing then, was slightly superior to soiling in amount as well as richness of

produce.
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THE EXPERIMENTAL.

B.—The Field.

5.—The effects of Bone Dust, G;ipsnm, Nitrate of Soda and Mineral SuperpftospluUe

applied in 1S78. (Plot 29, Field C.J

Our 187S and 1879 reports should be read before this, although the subjoined cropping

list will give an idea of what is beinj; aimed at :

—

in

;

; BONE DUST.
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Tliree years' cropping after Special Fertilizers—all weights in pounds. (Plot 29, Field C.)
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The cropping and manuring has been :

—

1876. Turnips, with Farm-yard Manure.

1877. Wheat, no Manure.

1878. Manure as above, with Mangolds, Turnips and Carrots.

1879. Wheat, Barley and Oats.

1880. Wheat and Oats.

4.56
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i

The examination here shows the financial result, with the highest as SI 00 for easy

comparison, to be :

—

Farm-yard Manure SlOO
Mineral Superphosphate 91

Nitrate of Soda 88
Bone Dust 71

Farm-yard manure, during a three years' trial, is therefore seventeen per cent, over

the average of mineral superphosphate, nitrate of soda and bone dust, or, nearly six per

cent, per annum.

The Ejffect of Manures upon Wheat—Second Year. (Field C, Plots 10, 11 and 12.)

Were the production of crops experimentally a matter of profit, we would hear little

about experiments, or were the continuance of experiments to hinge upon large produce

per acre, the special profession would be equally barren. When, from a season such as

we have passed through, the ordinary farm management has given 19 and 22 bushels of

spring wheat per acre, and that from experimental work by the like kind of grain, only

an average of- 6;V bushels, as in the e.xample now to be considered, the ordinary reader, un-

taught to value the line of our work, must necessarih' doubt the use of its existence.

In order to follow best through this account, it is necessary to gather up from pre-

vious reports, where it is shown that these plots were subdivided into eighteen parts, and

treated with various manures as follows :

—

X XI. XII.

i

4
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Bone Dust 400 lbs. per acre.

Salt 400 " "

Gypsum 400 " "

Compost, 26 loads (of 2,000 lbs.) "

We have these separately, as also, with the exception of compost, all in duplicate

association with fa,rm-yard manure, making seventeen distinct applications— that without

any manure completing the list. The fanu-yard manure was got from covered hammels
where young cattle were being suckled by their dams visiting twice daily, and fed on cut

fodder of corn, straw, and hay, with a mixture of bran, corn meal, and a little oilcake
;

the superphosphate was the ordinary kind from Belleville

manufacture, well ground and not new ; salt from Goderich
;

Paris, and the compost of our own making from two years'

vegetable refuse mixed with one of lime to seven of itself.

The duplicating of farm-yard manure with the five purchased fertilizers was primarily

for the purpose of testing to what extent they would be affected—for good or bad—by
admixture 07ie month previous to application, that is on the 1st April, 1879, while the

others were left to the 28th, or immediately before ploughing and seeding.

As in 1879, the crop in 1880 was spring wheat, White Russian variety, and we
shall first tabulate its conduct during season of growth.

bone dust from Toronto
gypsum (land plaster) from
gathering of experimental

Plot.
Sub-

division.

X.

XI.

XII.

MANURE.

F.-Y. Manure and Superphosphate (a).

r.-Y. Manure
No Manure
r.-Y. Manure and Superphosphate
Superphosphate
Nitrate of Soda
Bone Dust
r.-Y. Manure and Bone Dust (a) ....

r.-Y. Manure and Nitrate of Soda (a)

Salt
F. -Y, Manure and Bone Dust
F.-Y. JIanure and Nitrate of Soda ...

F.-Y. ilanure and Salt (a)

F.-Y. Manure and Gypsum (a)

Compost
F.-Y. M.anure and Salt
F.-Y. Manure and Gypsum
Gypsum

Perfection being 10.

IjgcS

3
OJ O oj

I

I

The condition of the crop during the early part of July varied very much, as will

be ob.servfd. That upon superphcsphate and nitrate of soda was particularly poor

;

very many of the sub-divisions did not show over five marks out of the ten, and only

three reached eight. These three were farm-yard manure alone, and farm-yard manure
associated with salt and gypsum respectively.

So again, when at maturity, these extremes of condition maintained their own in the

case of the best, but fell off in that of the poorest, and when we take the unmanured plot

as our guide with its fair mark of 6, there is surely ground for questioning the good from

the u-se of superphosphate and nitrate of soda, as well as others, singly or in combina-

tion, upon wheat.

But rust was worst on these poorer crops, as also where no manure was given, and
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in the case of the poor result from combinations of farm-yard manure with bone dust
and nitrate of soda, this disease seemed to be as bad.

The vigour of a plant is evidenced in one way by .sending up numerous shoots from
the one .seed, or what is called tillering ; the best example of this was from farm-yard
manure and gypsum combined, and one of the poorest from superphosphate.

Strength and length of straw were most prominent from farm-yard manure, compost,
and the association of bone dust and nitrate of .soda with farm-yard manure.

Yield of Grain and Straw per acre, with quantii;/ oj Small Grain.

Plot. SuB-nrvisioN.

X.

XI.

XII.

MANURE.

Farm-yard Manure and .Superphosphates (a)

Farm-yard Manure 1.'?.^

No Manure ]3.^

Farm-yard Manure and Superphosphate . . .lli
Siiperphosph.'vte 14
Nitrate of Soda l(j

Bone Uust 16
Farm-yard Manure and Bone Dust (a) 19A
Farm-vard Manure and Nitr.ate of Soda [a). 23
Salt 17i
Farm-yard Manure and Bone Dust 22$
Farm-yard Manure and Nitrate of Soda (a) 25!

Fann-yard Manure and Salt (a) 201

Farm-yard Manure and Gypsum (o) 21i|
Lime Compost 20li

Farm-yard Manure and S.alt 20
Farm-yard Manure and Gypsum 20i
Gypsum ITj

Means 18 J

Grain. Straw.

Bushels.

7

8i
81
5

5|

%
4

7*

8|

7

H

lbs.

1,740
1,8C0
1,440

1,470
8-0

960
1,260
1,800

1,920
1,200
1,200
l,r)60

1,935
2,190
2,100
2,lt)0

2,040

1,680

SmaU
grain.

Bushels.

24

?l
21
iX

2

2:

1

2

2i
4

3

3i

6i 1,616

The I'esult, to the average practical farmer, may be called a failure, but to such as

ourselves, and therefore to the more careful weigher of causes and effects, the conduct of

this second years' crop of wheat upon Land manured in 1879, cannot fail to be interest-

ing. If the blight formerly referred to was the main reason for such a small average

yield as Gh bushels per acre, it must be borne in mind that on such a small area as one-

tenth of an acre, having one aspect and one physical condition of soil all over, any at-

mospheric affection would be uniform unless injliiencd hy conditions hronyht about by tlie

manures applied. We start, therefore, with the clear understanding that variations in

amount of grain and straw have been caused directly or indirectly by character of man-

ure. There is such a large falling off in produce from 18i in 1879 to 6J l)ushels in

1880, as at once to raise the question whether it is not owing more to climatic causes than

to condition of soil, and thus we must look to corapar-itive facts for confirmation of the

position I take, that while it is so unquestionably, yet the manurial influences were the

strongest.

For example, the lowest produce last year was from farm-yard manure, and that

without manure—this year both are second highest among the eighteen e.vamples, the

only one a shade better being from compost. Why then does farm-yard manure, and

particularly the plot unmanured, give 90 per cent, more grain and straw this year than

that (superphosphate ."? J) which produced as much as 14 bushels last year 1. I take the

two extremes for the stronger argument.

I must confess, however, to much surprise at the continued equal position of the

grain and straw from farm-yard manure, and from that which got no manure, thus :
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Last year gypsum alone stood equal to salt, but this year it is 26 per cent, better,

Viotli in grain and straw ; and again I must impress the fact that here is further proof of

the weather not having had all to do with these results. Were the salt and gypsum of

equal fertilizing poweis, in their continuance, the record now would not be so wide as it

is with these minerals.

What now of the behaviour of these pure minerals, in combination with farm-yard

manure !

—

1879.

Straw.

F.-Y. Manure and Superphosphate

F.-Y. Manure ancLN. of Soda
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Plot.

19
1
7*

6
10
9

1G»
14
20
18
12
8

17
4
3
15
13

I

11*

MANURES.

Farm-yard Manure
Gvpsum
Siilt . .

Gypsum and Mineral Superphosphate
Bone Dust
Bone Superphosphate and Bone Dust
Bone Dust and Salt
Bone Superjihosphate and Salt
Bone Superphosphate and Mineral Superphosphate

.

Mineral Superphosphate and Salt
Nitrate of Soda
Lime
Bone Superphosphate
Mi.Kture of all 2, 7, 12, 17 and 19
Mineral Superphospliate
Bone Dust and Gypsum
Bone .Superphosphate and Gypsum
(Jypsum and Salt
No ilanure
Mineral Superphosphate and Bone Dust.

Grain
per Acre.

Straw
per Acre.

Means

Bushels.

6
6

54

5j
5i
4i

4i
4

3S

3h

3j
2S

2J
2S
2*
2j

4S

lt)3.

1280
9(i0

720
700
880
720
820
720
640
C60
4m
540
640
500
520
4,S0

460
640
400
400

657

Small Grain
per hushel.

lbs.

4
5

H
7
(«,

14

6
16
5
5
4
4

2i
44

Ere criticising this table, I beg our readers will perii.se the introductory remarks to

the chapter herewith on plots 10, 11 and 12 of field C, and be assured that we are look-

ing for something besides weight of produce per acre in this experimental search of finding

what certain manures or plant fertilizers do under equal conditions during a series of

years.

Here, the story last year, was a crop of turnips, as a start with these nineteen forms,

with a result as regards produce in the following order.

ORDER OF MERIT BY AMOUNT OF PRODUCE IN 1879.

Largest—Farm-yard manure.

Mineral superphosphate and gypsum.
Bone dust and salt.

Bone superphosphate and mineral superphosphate.

Mineral superphosphate.

Bone dust and gypsum.
Bone superphosphate and gypsum.

Bone superphosphate and salt.

Bone superphosphate and bone dust.

Mineral superphosphate and salt.

Bone superphosphate.

Mixture of 2, 7, 12, 17, and 19.

Mineral superphosphate and bone dust.

Bone dust.

Gypsum.
Salt.

Lime.

No manure.

Gypsum and salt.

Least—Kitrate of soda.

The first striking fact in the cropping of 1880 is that Farm-yard Manure is again far

in advance of all others, fully four times the lowest from mineral superphosphate and

bone dust, and double the mean of all.

4G3
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Gypsum is second this year, as against its fifteenth place last year, a result very
gratifying, and evidence of more permanency than many of us are inclined to grant to this

mineral.

Salt was in the very low position of sixteenth last year— it is now third, and equal to

a combination of gypsum and mineral superphosphate. Salt, irumediately to roots, has had
a much superior effect on a succeeding crop of wlieat than upon the roots themselves.

The Gi/jisum and Mineral Siq^erphosphate hold nearly an even position each year

—

second last }"ear and fourth this year, among nineteen competitors.

Bone Dust alone is now working its way up the permanent scale—from fourteenth

last year to fifth this year.

Associated with Bone Superphosphate, Bone Dusl is also advancing steadily, being
now sixth as against ninth last year.

Bone Bust and Salt, in the third place last year, has now gone down to the seventh,

a combination not equal to the separate results of these fertilizers.

We have Bone Superphosphate and Salt in exactly the same place both years—eighth.

This year Bone Superphosphate and Mineral Superphosphate have descended from
the fourth to the ninth place in this matter of quantity of produce.

Bone Superphosp/iate and Salt make very little ditTerence in their story this year as

against that of 1879.

Nitrate of Soda came out lowest of all last year, and it will surprise some to

note how it has risen nine steps in the making of wheat during 1880. There was no
rush of straw, but a comparatively low yield of it.

Liine has followed nitrate of soda as regards advance in relative position—from seven-

teenth to twelfth.

So again, Bone Superphosphate alone gives an even account of itself—on the whole
low, but keeping its place.

The Mixture (of gypsum, bone dust, bone superphosphate, mineral superphosphate,

and salt) is also in agreement with its previous conduct.

Mineral Superphosphate made a good record last year, having stood fifth, as we would
expect with roots, but to wheat it is comparatively indifferent, standing as low as fifteenth

among nineteen.

Our somewhat prominent fertilizers. Bone Dust and Gypsum, in their single effects,

do not maintain their record when associated, nor are they nearly up to their first year's

place as a combination.

Bone Superphosphate and Gypsum are this year seventeenth, or ten places below that

of 1879.

Gypsum and Salt seem to be a poor combination in any case-^so much so that the

chemist will have to .say why.
Last year the plot that received no manure was better than gypsum and salt com-

bined, as well as nitrate of soda alone ; this year it is not yet at the bottom, being

superior to a mixture of mineral superphosphate and bone dust.

Therefore, Mineral Superphosphate and Bone Dust have fallen from the thirteenth

place to th"; twentieth, or lo'~est of all.

9.^

—

Five Years' Experience of Thirty Three Foims of Fertilizers.

Five years' experience should be of some value in this matter. Facts should now be

accumulating in our farm practice, and special experiments, from which indications, at

least, if not reliable conclusions, ought to be gathered in regard to the fertilizing proper-

ties of what are called manures—singly, and in combination with each other. Appended,

therefore, find a complete table of what we have realized during the last five years

throughout some 2,000 trials from ten of our most common farm crops.

The natural question is, what can be gathered from these for the use of the average

farmer? I think several important facts :

—

1.—-That many varieties of fall wheat with twenty tons per acre of good farm-yard

manure have given an average of 41 bu.shels per acre.

2.—That our ordinary farm practice of sending all manures through the root division

4G4
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of the rotation has resulted in 18 bushels of spring wheat; 47 of oats; 34 of barley;
1* ton of hay; 83G bushels of mangolds; 705 of turnips; 614 of carrots, and 1G2 of

potatoes.

3.—That farm-yard manure, without any other help, has given us 19 bushels of

spring wheat; 4S of oats ; 34 of barley; 895 of mangolds; 450 of turnips; GGG of car-

rots, and 255 bushels of potatoes per acre.

4.—In association with lime, .salt, bone dust, nitrate of soda, gypsum, and mineral

superphospliate, fai-m-yard manure produces 20 bushels of spring wheat on an average,

but tlie elTects for the second and third years were comparatively little.

5.—Five kinds of mineral fertilizers, in their single effects, made an average of IG

bushels of spring wheat per acre, with a rapidly reducing result after the first year.

6.—Mineral fertilizers gave 22 bushels of barley, and 2G of oats.

7.—In fifteen different forms, singly, and in association, these mineral fertilizers gave

290 bushels of turnips per acre on an average.

And thus, all over, any one may continue this kind of analysis from the table.
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10.

—

Apatite upon Fall Wheat,

This was undertaken by desire of tho Dominion Government, who sent the material
with instructions as to mode of application, per J. Gcmmell, Esq., of Ottawa.

Tliree plots, contiguous, and as nearly equal as possible in all essentials, were laid oir

in tield 8, on the 20th October, 1879.

On plot 1, about 20 tons of farm-yarJ manure wen; applied per acre ; on plot 2, on
the 29th October, 500 lbs. of apatite per acre, and the like quantity on the 27th May
was applied to the crop ; and plot 3 got no manure of any kind ; result as follows :

—
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I

Distance

I

apart
on the Drill.

Average
Weight of

Bulbs.

Bushels
per Acre.

Improved Mammoth Long Red .

Carter's Warden Prize

Red Intermediate .

Long White Sugar Beet .

White French Suger Beeet.

Inches.

6
12
18
24
G

12
18
24
C
12
18
24
8

12

42

tbs.

1-91.">
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per acre is 34 per cent, larger than tlie mean of all the other forms of production ; as much
as 30 per cent, over those of 12 inches ; as much as IS per cent, over the large yiekl of

710 bushels at 18 inches apart; and no less than .56 per cent, more than the 24-inch ones.

We had a fine braird of plants all over, and fairly favourable conditions throughout, as

evidenced by the good average of 684 bushels per acre.

So, then, the question is. Why thin out to any other distance than that of about 6

inches ] All we want is room to cultivate with the horse hoe, and here, permit the re-

mark, that, were it possible to do so safely and thoroughly at S or 12 inches between
drills, in place of 28 inches as in this case, it is almost safe to say that the produce would
be at least oiie-third more, that is to say, the 836 bushels would have been 1,100.

Leaving this latter point for another occasion, it is our duty to note another import-

ant fact in this experiment

:

We have seen that, between the 6 and 18 incli spaces, there is a large falling off in

produce per acre, (not per bulb remember), and that there is a large increase from the

12 to the 18. It is plain from the figures that this increase arose from the weight of

individual bulbs, nearly 3;^ lbs. each. Had we had this size of bulb at 6 inches apart the

yield would have been 1,666 bushels per acre. But very large bulbs, or bull's that in-

crease gradually in size, as space is allowed between the plants, does not imply a corres-

ponding increase per acre ; as to this, note that while at 24 inches the bulbs rise to fully

3J lbs. each, the produce is reduced to 538 bushels. There is then a limit to wide

distances between plants ; eighteen inches are too much, because at 6 we have 18 per

cent, more ; if the bulb would increase proportionately at 9 inches apart, as we obtain it

from Ij to 2|, the produce would be 817 bushels ; twelve inches are either too much or

too little, and thus the question lies between small bulbs and large bulbs. When we are

able to tell if there be any difference, and what, if any, in the nutritive value of large as

against small bulbs, we will be in a position to choose the growing of either ; but until it

is shown that the large is superior to the small, to such an extent as to give more feeding

value per acre than those from 6-inch distances, it is plain that, if we want the bulk per

acre, we should secure plants at or about 6 inches in the row. It may be that smallness

gives more toughness or woodiness than the medium and larger roots, and that_^6re is not

.so nutritive as flesh in this case.

The sugar beet cultivation in the first table is not included in the foregoing results.

With reference to them it will be noticed that there is practically little difference in

weight per acre between 8 and 12 inches plant to plant, the while that the 12 inches give

bulbs 80 per cent, larger than the other. Here again numbers give weight. A very

extravagant extreme is shown in the case of the White French sugar beet. These,

thinned out to 42 inches between plant and plant, on drills 28 inches wide, give the very

large average of 5| lbs. per bulb, and the very small produce of 531 bushels per acre.

12.

—

An early catch of Mangolds and Carrots.

On 29th October, 1879, land was manured with twenty tons of farm-yard manure, and

ploughed under. On loth April seeding was well done in drills twenty-eight inches

apart. Brairding was irregular on 24th May, by reason of unfavourable weather, and by
22nd June, I\Iangold leaves from opposite drills were meeting. No late frosts interfered.

On 12th July bulbs of Mangolds were three inches in diameter, and Carrots one inch.

Result.

Long Red Mangolds, 1070 bushels per acre.

White Belgian Carrots, 901 " " "

13.

—

Grasses and Clovers.

Italian and Perennial Rye grasses sown in 1878 are now disappearing—white cloves

taking their place. There has been a self re-seeding to some extent. On the borders of

the sewage ditch these grasses are strong and rank, and holding better than anywhere else.
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In 1879 we seeded with " Carter's mixture of grasses and clovers for clay soD."

The appearance on 1st April, 1880, was very doubtful ; on 24th May there was a good
show of common trefoil and white clover, l)ut little else. June gave the heaviest sward
of alsike, red, white and trefoil clovers in all our experience, with a few plants of the

rye grasses, which latter improved very much by November.
Sweet Vernal grass laid down in 1878, is now all ofl' its old site, but some plants

from self-seeding have done fairly well in shelter among other grasses. ,

What we got as Bent, variety not named, and seeded in 1878, is doing well, gave a cut

of short hay, with little after math.

Tlie Crested Dog's Tail (1878) is practically a failure.

Red Top is equal to timothy—thick and tine, but offers little pasture after cutting.

Meadow Fescue (1878) is also very good, comparable with timothy, gives good
pasture, less bunchy and finer than timothy and orchard.

Kentucky Blue grass (1878) is a close sward all over.

Fan-oat grass, (1878). A very fine crop, gives good hay and very good pasture.

14

—

Potatoes in Field 17.

The land was prepared as for sowing mangolds, except that the salt, bone dust, and
superphosphate was applied after the drills were made.

Potato sets were planted eight inches apart, in drills twenty-eight inches apart, on
May 28. Covered by splitting the drills with a plough.

June 14th.—Harrowed with a light harrow to kill weeds and break down drills,

June .SOth.—Hoed with hor.se and hand hoe.

July 9th.—Earthed up \vitli a horse hoe.

October loth.—Potatoes taken in and weighed.

VARIETY. Bushels per Acre. I Eemarks.

Brownell's Vermont Beauty

.

Eureka

Brownell's Superior

Compton's Surprise , .

Perfection

Late Kose

Snowfl.ake

Peerless

Early Ohio

Alpha

Extra Early Vermont

St. Lawrence

Success

Average of 13 varieties.

Bus.

112

198

14.5

122

112

IBl

160

173

l.-.l

.)1

179

193

191

lbs.

56

44

44

16

28

32

36

12

20

12

12

20

150 11

Large tubers.

Very good, uniform, medium size.

Small, unsound.

Small, poor.

Small.

Very fair tubers.

Small.

Largest and best tubers, fewest small one

Fair size.

Very small.

Eough, fair size.

Medium size.

Rough, mediimi size.
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\o.—Green Fodders.

LucERN'E, Field A.

Laid down in 1877, one-half broad cast and the other half in drills.

May 11th, 1880.—The broadcast starts more rapidly in the spring than the drills;

at this date it stands six inches high and we cut three tons per acre. It has been severely
upheaved by the frost, about half being killed. It does not grow so strong as last year.

June 12th.—Top-dressed with well rotted farm-yard manure eighteen loads per aero
and harrowed in.

July 12th.—Horse-hoed and harrow(Hl the drills and re-seeded broadcast, so as to save
labour in keeping the drills clean.

Nov. 11th.—The drills are now much stronger than the broadcast, or the re-seeded

part.

July 12th.—^Has produced plants four inches high.

Date of Cutting.
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Spring Rye.

This plot was manured, twenty loads per acre, with farm-yard manure, and fall

ploughed in 1879.

April 26th, 1880.—Gang-ploughed, harrowed, and drilled with spring rye, two
bushels per acre, and seeded with red clover, forty pounds per acre. On ^lay 24th, it

looked very tine, better than tares and oats, and growing very thick.

June 1-tth.

—

Cut ten tons per acre, green. It could have been used on June 1st.

Oct. 1st.—The clover on this plot looks as well'a-s that on the plot next to it, which
was sown without any other crop.

Tares and Oats.

The land for these was prepared the same as for spring rye.

April "iCth.^Sowed first batch, equal parts of tares and oats by measure, two bushels

l)er acre in all. '

i

June 14th.—Made second sowing, two bushels per acre.

July 6th.—Cut first sowing as plants were begining to head out, they would have
given a fair cut .three weeks ago.

Aug. 20th.—Cut second sowing. The oats were poor and rusty.

July 6th.—First cutting 8\ tons per acre.

Aug. 2nd.—Second cutting 2^ tons per acre.

Sainfoin.

The land was prepared the same as for spring rye.

April 28.—Sowed sainfoin thirty pounds per acre.

June 1.5.—Seed has not germinated well.

July Ist.^-The weeds are getting so much ahead of the sainfoin as to threaten the

destruction of the sainfoin entirely ; we mowed weeds to keep them from seeding.

Oct. 1st.—The sainfoin is now beginning to push and spread.

Nov. 11th.—It is growing much better now and spreading, and is not yet in the least

injured by frost.

Indian Corn.

The land was prepared the same as for spring rye, ploughed and harrowed on
.Tune l4tli.

June 15th.— Sowed Indian corn with drill, two bushels per acre.

Aug. 11th.—Cut green corn nine tons per acre, plants being short.

Rape.

This plot was manured from the farm-yard, and ploughed in the fall of 1879.

June 14th, 1880.—Ploughed and harrowed.

June 18th.—Sowed rape on drills, four pounds per acre.

August .5th.—The rape was long enough to pasture with sheep, and on August 11 was
long enouj^li to give a good cutting.

August 19th.—Cut first cutting of rape, 6] tons per acre.

October 22nd.—Cut second crop of rape, 4 tons per acre, making a total of lOJ tonsper
acre.

Thousand-Headed Kale, or Tree Cabbage.

Tlie land was prepared at the same time and in the same way as for rape.

June ISth.—Sowed kale the same as rape seed; as soon as tlie plants were large enough
they were singled and cultivated like turnips.
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September 25th.—We cut a part of the plot,which gave 4i tons of green feed per acre.

October 22.—Cut the balance of the plot, which gave Hi tons per acre.

Lucerne, Field C, Plot 18.

This plot was sown in drills in the spring of 1876 (see former reports).

May 2-lth 1880.—Two thirds of this crop is gone,either from the severe winter or from
natural exhaustion. The plants are heaved four inches and rotten in the centre of the
stalk. What plants are left are growing vigorously.

June 2.5th.—Loosened the soil well with horse hoe, harrowed, and sowed lucerne, forty

pounds per acre, broadcast and rolled.

July 10th.—The young plants have made a good start and look well.

October 30th.—This crop has grown wonderfully long, thick ;ind tciidoi-, and yielded a
cutting of six t07ts per acre, which was fed to sheep ; they like it and thrive well on it.

When sown broadcast it grows more tender, and stock prefer it better than that cut from
the drills. The leaves are more easily injured by frost than red clover.

16.

—

Permanent Pasture, Field C, Plot 33.

The rotation of crops on this plot has been as follows :

Li 1876, oats, no manure.
In 1877, wheat, farm-yard manure, 30 loads per acre; and gypsum 200 lbs. per acre.

In 1 878, April 23rd, seeded with a mixture of grasses and clovers, that are sown
separately on plot 34, forty pounds per acre, and manured with a mixture of all our

artificial manures (see 1878-9 reports).

1880, April .5th.—This plot looks well and would make better pasture than any of our

other pasture or meadow fields. The clovers, and especially the great strong wedgy roots of

lucerne have beeh badly heaved by the frost.

May 22nd.—Put four rams to graze on one-half of the plot for seven days. They were
also fed one quart of grain per day, so that at this date the pasture was able to support

eighty sheep per acre, for seven days, along with half a pint of grain per head per day.

May 25th.—From the other half of the plot we took grass equal to one hundred

pounds of hay, and tliis would have kept two sheep for a week.

May 29th.—Removed two sheep and put the other two where the grass was cut

Lucerne gi-ows rapidly and sheep eat it first.

June 5th.—Let two rams have the run of the whole plot.

June 12th.—Took sheep otl'.

June 22nd.—Put four rams on for four days.

The lucerne shoots ahead of the other clovers and grasses, and grows finf^and tender,

sheep are very fond of it and eat it down first.

July 10th.—Put four rams on for three days.

Lucerne, white, and trefoil clovers are doing well, also orchard, fan-oat, meadow
fescue, English rye, and rib grasses. No doubt there are other kinds that cannot be dis-

tinguished among so many.
October 4th.—Put four rams on for two day.s.

November 12th.—Orchard gi-ass is thriving, and at present is thickest and strongest;

lucerne is also doing well, white and trefoil clovers, rib grass and meadow fescue are plen-

tiful, the whole plot is covered with four inches of thick pasturage. Put six sheep on

for one day.

The pasturage for the season, then, is equal to 1 1 2 days for one sheep, and would have

kept four sheep for a week more, making 140 days for one sheep, or over seven sheep per

acre, from May \5th to November \bth.
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17.

—

Barley in Field A.

Tliese plots were manured and ploughed in the fall of 1879, after a crop of oats had
been taken off; gang-ploughed this spring, and seeded with barley on May 14th, two
bushels per acre; and on May 15th seeded with grasses and clovers, thirty pounds per

. acre.

Carter's Chevalier, Potter's Prize, and Hallett's Pedigree, are two-rowed varieties,

obtained from Carter and Co., London, England, in 1878 : they are all very much alike.

Russian Hulless is a two-rowed variety with fine, weak straw, got from Centennial

Exhibition. Russian and Spring are six rowed varieties from the Centennial E.vhibition,

both good kinds. Thanct and Probestier are old varieties, the six-rowed is from the

Centennial Exhibition, the grain is small and bright ; the straw is very good, long and
strong.
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IS.—Oats.

Any grain kept for four continuous years on the same farm, under the same manage-
ment, similarly treated in every respect, and carefully judged and weighed every year,

should give evidence of reliability or not. I now, therefore, beg to draw the attention of

the Ontario farmers to the accompanying table of thirty varieties, and sul>-varieties, of
white and black oats, both liranched and side, in which are submitted the condition of the
crops when well up in growth in July, also at harvesting ; the dates of heading out and
of harvesting, \vith the average length and strength of straw, their conduct under rust
and " smut," the quantity of small grain, weight per bushel, and the produce per acre in
grain and straw. I repeat, that all these have been thoroughly tested by us, by using
our own seed yearly for four years in succession, and accordingly some practical value
should be gathered at this stage. One of the best evidences of good oats is thinness of
skin, and is a quality particularly desirable in a warm climate ; and as thinness of skin
and little " point," are equivalent to greater weight per bushel, the column with this

latter result deserves particular notice. The standard with us being 34 lbs. per bushel, it

will be observed that out of the thirty kinds, but three are under weight, namely, the
Swiss, French No. 2, and Poland, all black or brown. We can make nothing of this

new " Swiss " oat that has of late made so much noise in Britain ; it is always late, gives
very poor grain, but is an immense stooler, and has been convenient as a green fodder
during drought, by reason of its lateness and leatiness. Observe the prominent place
held by the Australian and New Zealand white side oats : in 40 lbs. per bushel, the least

of all others by a great deal in ha\aug least " smalls," and an average produce of over 34
bushels per acre, and 2,220 pounds of straw. The highest produce of any-—over 52
bushels—is from the kind called Fort William, a black-branched oat, of fine quality,

weighing 37 lbs. per bushel. Thus, those interested, should go over each in the table, and
arn what he may not have in his own practice, and compare with what he does have.
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The average produce of all is 33 bushels of grain and 2,683 lbs. of straw per a«re,

with a mean weight of 36 lbs. per bushel.

The value of each per acre is given in the following list, grain being reckoned at 34
cen^ per bushel of 34 lbs. and straw 86 per ton.

Value Per Acre of Grain and Straw from Thirty Varieties oj Oats.

KINDS.

1,

2
Z.

4.

5,

6,

7,

8.

9.

10.

11.

12,

13,

14,

15,

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

2.5.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

,—Fort William
—White Blade

,—Hopeto«Ti, No. 1

—Colorado (Iowa)
,—Surprise -

,—Bullman's Black . .

, —BuUman's (Oharlottetown) .

-PoUand
—Spanish
—Birlie (Iowa)
—Australian

.—Charlottetown
—Colorado
—Rus.sia

—Black Tartarian (Imported).
—Somerset
—Side
—White Straw
-Short
—New Zealand
—Black Tartarian
—Hopetown, No. 2
—Norway
—Birlie (Ontario)

Halifax
-Sparable
-Pale
-French, No. 1.

-French, No. 2.

-Swiss

Grain in
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Hopetoinn, No. 1, is more awny than the two described, prolongiiijj tlie skin too

much towards the blade end, and having quite a few doubles ; it is the thick and medium
lengthened head of this oat -that gives the large produce per acre ; branches are not long,

and twigs not far apart. It is apt to shed its grain.

C'okrrado {Iowa), has a well balanced head, a little lengthy, with grain rather

irregular in size.

Surprise is a well-kno-wni Canadian oat, short, of average plumpness, very regular in

size, with a good length of head, and thick below ; the weight per bushel (40 lbs.), is

evidence of its fineness.

The two Bullmans may be classed together as regards grain, but with a preference

to the Charlotteto-mi variety for head ; the berries are on the small side.

The oat called Poland gives grain very irregular in ."ize, some large for a black kind,

and some very small, and as wUl be seen, has the poorest record in quantity of smalls per

acre ; the head is of medium length, branches short and not well loaded.

The Spanish variety is a beautiful oat in head and grain, the grain is particularly

nice, no undue skin, awn, or slack bosom, and but for a few small berries, would top

the list.

Birlie {Iowa), is small, clean, bright, plump; a strong plant with a well filled head,

and is not materially different in any respect from Birlie {Ontario).

The Australian side white variety of oats is a grand cropper, having medium straw

and a compact head, not too long ; the grain has not the appearance of weighing forty

I'ounds per bushel, nor of being the best of all in giving least smalls, as the bosom is open
mid the blade end somewhat lenghty.

The Charloltetoicn side black has a bunchy head and a fair sample of grain.

Colorado, has a more delicate head than the Iowa variety of the same name, though

the grain is rather better sampled.

Russia gives a thin branchy head with delicate branches, and a fair sample of gi-ain

somewhat small in size.

The Black Tartarian from Scotland, has kept up its size of berries well, but gather-

ing more skin and a more open bosom, as the result of a warmer climate ;
hence it

is only one pound over the standard weight ; colour is maintained. The head is peculiarly

bunchy and very neat. The Ontario variety of the same name (simply of a longer

importation I presume) is much lighter in colour, and a very different head, being open

and delicate in stalk and branches.

Somerset is one of our finest samples of white branched oats, both in plant and grain
;

grain even, plumj), and bright, weighing well, and giving few smalls, the head strong,

roomy, and well balanced.

Tlie Side, is a side white, having a longish delicate berry, but a strong medium-sized

head'

White Straw gives a plump oat of average length, therefore weighing well ; the head

is strong and airy with clean bright straw of medium strength and length.

Short, with us, means short plump grain, and a very even sample of good weight,

with an average head, and rather delicate straw.

The iVe?« Zealand grain is better than the head indicates, which, for a side variety i?

rather delicate in appearance. Berries on the large sample, open bosom but with a fine

plump kernel.

Xorivay is a bro-wn coloured oat well up in sample and plant, and is deserving of

more attention.

For beauty in colour, evenness of sample, weight per bushel, and few smalls, the

Halifax white branched oat has few rivals.

Sparable is short and plump in the grain for a black ; the dark is very decided, with

white blade tips ; head and straw somewhat delicate.

Pale has a lengthy narrow berry, and a long head, grain under the standard weight.

Freiich.—Nos. 1 and 2 are poor varieties of the branched black.

The Swiss, as already stated, is as yet a failure, except in straw, the grain is changing

in colour from gray to a dull wliite, and the head is open and badly filled.
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19.

—

Tlie Groivth of Nine Spriiig Wheats During 1880.

KIND.

Lost Nation Bald

White Russian "

Rio-Grande Bearded

Amautka "

Champion "

WhiteFife Bald

Rice or Goose Bearded

Farrow Bald

Gordon "

Straw
per acre.

lbs.

3,260

2,920

2,.';50

2,340

1,840

1,530

1,630

1,510

1,.360

Grain
per acre.

bushs.

221-5

20

191-5

m
16J

13i

124

121-5

101-5

61

61

60

62

60

60 I

I

59

58

59i

Value
per acre.

$32 30

28 96

26 85

24 90

21 08

18 09

17 27

16 50

14 23

These are from the experimental plots, and have all been under trial since 1877,
except Champion, White Fife and Gordon. We have now agreed to place Lost Xatiou and
White Russian together as one wheat in straw, head and grain. Their conduct lias been
higlily satisfactory ; true to kind, good croppers under a variety of conditions, no more
liable to diseases than others, maturing in good time, tillering well, giving a fair amount of

straw, and not bad to feed. Hundreds of fanners throughout tlie Dominion have bought
several thousand bushels from us, and in no case liave we heard of disappointment ; on
the contrary we cannot supply the demand.

The Rio Grande is a medium bearded wlicat, of good length of head, somewhat open,

has been hardy, reliable to kind, with grain of average colour, and sample otherwise.

The ArtuiHtka is already well known in some districts of the Province, being admired
for its grand bold square head and beard, and grain perfect in colour as regards transparent

brightness : berries are large, oblong, with a flat bosom and highly flinty in structure.

We have no experience of its milling qualities, but hear of appreciation as a strong one
for mixing with others. The plant stools very poorly—not Uiore than two or three per

seed—and gives a third-class straw in quality, being pithy and weak at the neck. Its

remarkable compact chaffy head is crowned with a thick beard six .and seven inches in

length.

The Champion is Rio Grande in appearance in head and straw, but having a shorter,

lighter coloured berry. We .still wait its magnificence.

The White Fife has a head superior to the size of berry it produces, but the berry is

compact, though small, good coloured, and has produced considerably well ; the bosom of

the berry is too open and deep ; it has the appearance of a good miller.

The Rice or Goose seems to me to be another name for Arnautka, or tlie Amautka
may have its origin from the Goose or Rice. The story is, that grain got from the crop of

a wild goose, which had fed upon wild rice, was systematically cultivated until it attained

its present form. We have had grain direct from the crop of a wild goose, which was
long, flinty, bright in colour, and much like overgrown rye that has since by cultivation

taken substantially the character of Arnautka, Rice and Goose wheat. The head of this

Rice or Goose wheat is a smaller type than the Arnautka we liavo had from the States,

and parts of Ontario.
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Farroxo or Red Chaff, has been a good cropper in Ontario for many years, but not a
favourite witli the millers. Tt is a reliable plant, requiring frequent change when off the
limestone formations. Grain of a darkish hue, medium in size, and regular.

Gwdon may be a renewed Fife—the good old Fife—or a larger form of the White
Fife, or indeed but a )iew name to some such type of plant, .sot agoing by a pushing
speculative party.

Altogether then, we have had much more success in the growth, establishment, and
spread of spring wheats than we have had with winter varieties. All our physical condi-

tions are in favour of these, and it is possible our bent has been more in this direction. I

may mention that our field result of White Ku.ssian spring wlieat for 1880 was over
twenty-two bushels per acre, and none under sixty-two pounds per bushel.

VIII.—AKBORICDLTURAL.

1.

—

The Ontario Farmers' Te.xt Book.

We took up a text last year on this important subject, the substance of which stood

thus :

1. Be your own nurseryman, by setting aside part of the garden to be laid with
young trees from your own bush or that of your neighbour.

2. There are as many suitable plants in the uncultivated clearances of the country as

would replant every cultivated acre of the old Provinces.

3. Do not grudge a piece of cultivated land for tree planting—the gain will be more
than a grain crop, and in any case you can seed down to hay and permanent pasture.

4. The objects of planting, or replanting, are :

1. Immediate shelter.

2. Ornament.
3. To assist in regulating rainfall and general temperature.

4. As a profitable crop.

.5. The best shelter is from fully developed trees standing at proper distances apart

—not from a close body of branchless stems.

6. Ornament is secured only by allowing every tree room to grow in accordance with

its individual character—never by crowding.

7. To assist in regulating rain-fall and temperature suitable to the wants of the

country, we must have a national policy based upon scientitii.; and practical facts in past

arboriciiltural history.

8. Never plant trees upon naturally wet ground (our heaviest swamp sorts—so called

—are upon comparatively dry spots).

9. Our native trees require no manuring, trenching, or breaking up of the surface, in

preparation for replanting.

10. Spring planting is generally more successful than in the fall.

11. Choose mild, calm weather, between 1st April and 1st June.

12. Select plants from the clearings or unshaded openings in the bush, never from

under older ones, and as much as possible from soil and exposure of a similar character to

that to which they are to be removed.

13. Hardwood trees are safer to transplant than the pine and spruce.

14. The best sorts are maple, birch, beech, ironwood, ash, elm, butternut, oak, and
hickory, witli pine, spruce, and hemlock to intermix.

15. To save time and insure better success, remove the plants from the bush, or the

public nursery, in October, and trench them close together, but separately, in dry soil, cov-

ering firmly with earth.

16. Before trenching, cut off any over-lengthy rough root, and branch, but take care of

the small fibres and the top leader.

17. Avoid tall branchless trees that have been growing close together—a two or

three feet one will do better than one ten or twelve feet it length.

18. In removing from the bush, dig all round before lifting; do not pull much nor

shake off all the earth.
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19. Never forget that drought is more dangerous than a little frost.

20. Two men in one day vnll dig up, waggon home, and trench in the garden nursery,

as many as 300 plants from your own bush.

21. Choose calm cloudy weather, when the soil is moist, but not wet, for planting

from the nursery.

22. Make the pits one-half wider and deeper than the roots require, and never plant

deeper than one inch over the old mark on the stem.

23. Do not plant while water is in the pit.

24. If for a belt, or cluinp to shelter, plant not farther apart than seven feet in any
direction.

2.5. The object of planting so close as seven feet (900 per acre) is to atibrd indi-

vidual shelter, mutual support in several physiological relations, give plenty allowance for

failures, and to thin out as required for purposes of profit and individual necessities of trees.

26. Two men should pit and plant 1.50 trees per day.

27. Spread out all fibrous roots in the pit, till in the top or best loamy soil tii-st, shak-

ing the plant and gently pulling it up a little ; when fully half the earth is in, tramp
firmly with the foot, and finish up with the remainder of earth.

28. Use a variety of trees, not one or two species only, as the success will be more
certain.

29. During the first season examine after high winds, and toe any openings round

the plants.

30. Run no risks from animals or breaking by snowdrifts, and allow no sappUngs or

growths from the old stumps to interfere with those planted.

31. Sheep may be admitted to graze after ten years,—no cattle for twenty.

32. The second year is the trying one : you may have buds and leaves the first year,

and a dead plant the second, if good the third year, congratulate.

33. Make good any deaths for the first three years, not afterwards.

34. Always have a few hundred plants ready in your garden nursery.

35. ever burn the grass among your trees, but use the scythe when too rank.

36. Never allow the drying of clothes on the young plants.

37. Do not prune the pine, spruce, or any of the resinous sorts.

38. Thin out the least valuable sorts, or those you do not wish to retain permanently,

whenever they begin to interfere six inches into the branches of each other.

39. It is no over-calculation to say that where the influence of trees is needed, the

gain, after fifteen years, will amount annually to $200 over a hundred-acre farm.

40. If you plant at 12 or 15 feet apart you will be ten years behind those at seven

feet, when each are 25 years old.

41. We do not deserve well of our country if we cannot establish trees at a cost not
to exceed 5 cents each.

42. The cost of planting one acre, irrespective of fencing, which will depend upon
form and any advantages from local causes, will be about:

—

Lifting and trenching 900 plants in October SIO 00
Openiii;; 900 pits 17 00
Planting 8 00

S35 00
Keeping for three years 10 00

$45 00

43. If you purchase from public nurseries, the cost wUl be about $100 more.

44. Get your Township Council to petition Government to institute a regular system
of re-planting by statutory enactments.
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2.

—

Re-planting Uncultivated Land with Bush Trees.

Precept witliout exuinplc not being uiudi, you honoured me with instructions to set

the example, building upon the recommendations thus paragraphed :

On the soutli-west of the bush land that lies north-east of the College buildings, one
acre was laid off for this experiment. It is simply bush land with its stumps and
uncultivated grassy surface, never having been touched by the plough ; three sliade trees

were left from the clearing up ; the soil consists of a light clay loam with a south-western

aspect, is naturally dry, and sheltered from north and east by old trees. Two of the sides

were fenced, and the other two had to lie erected ^vith the best of old cedar rails, pro tern.

Pits at 7 feet apart were dug all over, thus making 900 to the acre; size of pits. 18 inches

diameter, and one-tbird deeper than any individual tree required. Planting was over-

taken from the loth April to the 0th May.
With the exception of some European Larch, and a present of several varieties of

native trees from D. Nichol, Esq., of Kingston, the trees were got from our own bush seed-

lings, and those of some of our neighbours within a radius of ten miles ; average height of

plants about four feet. Pruning of irregular branches was done on 18th May, and on .Tth

June rough grass was cut to mulch trees. Twice during the season we attended to the

advice in number 29.

The trees were principally maple, beech, birch, black ash, black walnut, butter-

nut, oak, elm, balsam, cedar, pine, basswood. Pine and bal.sam were a failure, owing
'

to over-size and a dry season ; the greater number of the hardwoods have done well, but

keeping number 32 advice in view, it will suffice meantime to record the living and dead,

with the wliole cost of operations.

Trees alive ou 31st October 715
" dead " " 185

900

Cost

:

—
Clearing and preparing ground §9 44

Digging pits 8 88

Fencing, labour only 4 75

Planting 11 50

Pruning 75

Mulching 2 25

Taking home trees 18 50

Heeling 50

§56 57

It is plain that were the farmer not to put any value upon his own labour or that

of his horses, the actual cost would not exceed S30 per acre.

3._Tree Seeds. (Plot 30, Field C.)

This spring, we received a number of tree seeds through the Fruit Growers' Associa-

tion, to be tried here.

The soil is a clay loam, and dry.

May 18. Sowed the seeds in rows, sixteen inches apart.

The following failed, or have yet failed, to germinate:

—

Indian Cedar (Cedrus deodara).

Norway Maple (Acer platanoides).

Scarlet Maple (Acer rubrum).
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Sugar Maple (Acer saccharinum).

Common Berberry (Berberis vulgaris).

Sasafras Laurel (Lauras sassafras).

Florida Dogwood (Cornus florida).

Virginian Snow-flower (Chionanthus virginicus).

Cockspur Thorn (Cratagus crus-gaUi).

American Service Tree (Pyrus americana).

American Elm (Ulmus americana).

Westiern Plane (Platanus occidentalis).

English Elm (Ulmus campestre).

Narrow-leaved Kalmia (Kalmia angustifolia).

Poplar-leaved Birch (Betulapopulifolia).

Pliant Birch (Betula buta).

The following have made a good start:

—

Tulip Tree ^Liriodendron tulipifera), about one-eighth of the seed has grown.

Deciduous Cypress (Taxodium distichum), one-quarter has grown.

American Beech (Fagus ferruginea), one-half has grown.

Panicled-flowering Kolreuteria (Kolreuteria paniculata), very few plants have grown.

Canada Judas Tree (Cercis canaden.sis), very few have come.

Honey Locust (Gleditschia triacanthos), nearly all are growing well, and at present

stand two feet high.

THE SOILING OF CATTLE IN CANADA.

We are accustomed to hear of the different systems of farming called grazing, grain

growing, root farming, dairy farming, and mixed farming, in each and all of which the

live stock go and come from field to field in summer, according to conditions of cultivation

and the various modes of management.

In tliise examples the animal.s search for food, and must be satisfied with what they

find within a limited area, thus differing from those in the wild state, only in having a

more choice bite for a certain time, but with less variety and fewer successions of crops, for

nature, after all our combination of science and practice, gives a more regular rotation of

grasses and other herbage than the best of our model farming now-a-days.

Were we, therefore, to think of the summer management of cattle on the patriarchal

plan of moving from place to place, or having the range of a common bush, we po.ssibly

could not improve upon them in the desire for more palatable milk and good beef, in

moderate quantity, at tlie least possilile cost. But, comparatively new country though

we be, our bounds are becoming keenly outlined, and every foot of land clearly defined.

The day is not far off—in Ontario at least—when every fence will have its own place

economically, when every open ditch will be grudged, every wide, private lane tightened

up, everv cairn of stones and swamp corner be greedily reclaimed, and every tree have

its proper place on our farms.

As an agent towards such an end, the comparatively new and little tmderstood system

of cattle management called " Soiling " will have much to say ere long.

To show this in the most practical shape is my present duty. I desire distinctly to

confine myself to the produce of certain crops used for this purpose, as against the pre-

vailing summer management of cattle we call " Grazing." It would be easy to bring in
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the important story of the use of auxiliaries in both cases, but to do so would complicate

and take from the value of the comparison. Soiling, then, is the housing of cattle at all

seasons, and distinctively, in our circumsUmcos, from the middle of April to the middle of

October, when all their food is taken to them from the fields, in place of their being al-

lowed to search for themselves.

First, what is our position in Ontario as cattle graziers ? We cannot secure the rich

old pastures of England, rich as our soils are, because we cannot secure variety enough
of grasses (which means 15 to 20 kinds) to give a close bottom and offer that succession

' of herbage best for the health and growth of animal life. Our droughts, and especially

our winters, are against this; we have rain enough per annum, but it is not distributed

sufficiently to give the regular top-dressing so essential to continuous greenness. Here
permit the remark that as we have ourselves been the cau.se of this irregularity of rainfall,

and temperature, to a certain extent, so it is left to us to make good the balancing of

the things in nature that have been displaced—how and where, the meteorologist and hor-

ticulturist will explain by-and-by, for, so sure as we are opening ourselves to the world's

public markets, so sure are we bound to leave no stone unturned in view of national emi-

nence among them.

On an average of seasons, on putting a cattle beast to the field, without any grain or

cut fodder helps, there is no going back, neither is there much progress in flesh making;
there is growth of bone and muscle, but comparatively little finishing on the outside or

inside. So, then, we can make the franje in the field, but not complete it for the home or

foreign market. In this respect, therefore, we cannot possibly compete, at present, with

some other parts of the world. What applies to beef making applies to the making
of milk.

With unreliable pastures for continuous progress in milk or beef production, the

question before us is, how can we better ourselves 1 We have the soil, or soils; we have
the indispensable sunshine, as also the irregular showers, and all the essentials towards

the up-keep of fertility. Have we the enterprise, or, shall I call it, the necessary common
sense ? Indeed, history, past and present, shows that, with such a sunshine as ours, some
nations would be in possession of an enormous agricultural wealth, by the simple economy
of that sunshine in the production of repeated crops of fodder plants in one season, even

from a bed of sand.

We want then to secure such a succession, or association, of green fodders during six

months of the year, as shall secure the following objects:

—

1. An early cut.

2. Repeated cuttings of the same plant.

3. A suflficient number to offer an unbroken supply of succulent herbage.

4. Kinds to differ considerably in their constituent elements.

5. The largest possible produce per acre, consistent with good husbandry, (and this

implies much).

6. High fattening and milking properties.

I have no desire to lengthen introductory remarks, and shall now submit for your

consideration, first, a diagram, showing what crops, in our present knowledge of things,

can be cultivated in view of these objects. In this, we have the experience of different

parts of Canada, and particularly that of the Ontario Experimental Farm.
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Description of Diaukam.

In this we have an exliibilion of twelve varieties of plants from the iiiiddlo of April
to the end of October, in the order of earliness. Each horizontal bar represents one acre,

and the time during which each plant can be cut and used on an average of seasons. The
date of sowing is shown by across, and the number of times the same plant can be cut ia
one season is given in the first column after October. Following the latter information is

the quantity of green fodder obtained per acre from any of the kinds all over the season,
and adjoining, the weight of these in the dry or hay condition. The last column contains
the value per acre of each kind, that value being regulated by the following circumstances:

Good hay from rich pasture is valued at an average ol §10 ])er ton, and the feeding
ratio or nourishing properties thereof .stands at forty per cent.; taking these as standards
—and they are now recognized as such—we would have this calculation, as regards, for

example, lucerne:

If hay equals $10 per ton and a feeding value of .40, what is four tons of lucerne,

the feeding value of which is .38 ! The answer is S3S per acn^, and thus all over the dif-

ferent kinils we obtain their comparative values—the figures on the horizontal bars being
the percentage of nourishing properties in each case.

The management of each crop and the characteristics of the several ])lauts should
form subjects for discussion another year.

To recapitulate, by the points sought for, we have, as regards an early cut, lucerne

coming about the middle of April, followed by sainfoin a week later, and red clover at the

end of that month, thus obtaining three tons per acre from three varieties during a time
when moisture is plentiful and the temperature rarely below freezing point, the average being

about 50' and the maximum 70\ This is the welcome start of the season, after the five

months of dry fodilers, roots, and grain.

Repeated, or rather, continuous cuttings of the same spot or plants, four from lucerne,

twice from sanfoin, twice from red clover, twice from fall rye; and at least thrice from
prickly comfrey ; two sowings at difterent dates of tares and oats give other two cuttings

;

two also by two sowings of rape, two from two sowings of millet, and oi.e each from corn

and cabbage, so that in all we have no fewer than twenty-one cuttings from ten varieties

of fodder plants.

As many kinds, therefore, as should offer an unbroken supply of succulent herbage

during the whole suuiraer months, for without tenderness, freshness and regular supply we
are not in a position to impress the value of this system upon the average farmer or

dairyman.

Ou examining the diagram, there is no time of the six months during which there

are loss than three sorts on hand, and in some months as many as eight ; and indeed, in

place of any want, the difficulty during July and August is to keep up with the succession

of oB'erings before they become woody or matured.

It would not be difficult to add a few other fodders of less importance to this list, and
especially to note a fact that on well arranged farms, where root cultivation is a promin-

ent feature, mangolds are generally in such quantity, and have come through the winter

so fresh and good, that they are not finished until June—thus, then, a very valuable help

to, it may be, the scant earlij green fodders.

I cannot recoommend the practice—a very old one—now less necessary, of thinning

and feeding the leaves of turnips and mangolds, during their growth, but the systematic

and careful use of both bulb and leaves of tliose removed to make room for the permanent

crop, is another thing, and a very important auxiliary to what we are treating upon.

As is well known, all animal life must have a change of food in order to secure

health and the best production of tiesh and milk, and so we are called upon to examine

the nouri.shing values of these various plants as got month by month.

Rich old pasture, with its many varieties of grasses, is not only one of the most

valuable fodders, green or dry, as is well known for milk making, but it also takes a high

place as an actual fattener of animals ; for these rea.sons it is u.sed as a standard for

comparing other green fooders with, and accordingly we shall adopt it on this occasion.

If then good pasture, with its 40 per cent, of nourishing properties, is a standard of

nature's making as improved by man fur all the essentials of animal life, it must be im-
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portant to see how far our ten kinds of special green fodders come up to this standard

from month to month.

Lucerne leads with .38; millet, second, with .36; red clover having .31 ; and sainfoin,

fourth, with .28 per cent.

Three of these in April make a large start, therefore, with an average of 32 per

cent., and it will be observed that all the early croppers are very much superior in their

feediii" values to those that come after June— millet excepted. There is then a range

of no itss then .18—from .20 in the case of corn, up to .38 in that of lucerne—and the

fact of this difl'erence in feeding value implies corresponding differences in the actual

elements of the plants, so that we certainly have variety enough. I shall not labour this

chapter with any detailed chemical analysis, as I trust it is clear that along with the variety

of plants, we have also a variety of elements for all healthy and rapid production of fU-sh

and milk—the man of science says so, and practical experience says so. Of course the

mean of 29 per cent, over the season is much below the standard of 40, and this again

points to the help wanted by some form of grain, should higher excellence be desirable,

althou"h many good managements consider it really unnecessary to give grain for milk

where green fodders are plentiful and various.

We have now therefore established two important things :

1 st. That .Canada can grow the necessary variety and quantity of green fodders.

2nd. That they are well adapted to the sustenance of animal life for the purposes

in view.

The next question is, what is the proper position of " sailing " in association with

grain, root and hay cultivation, and what can be done on a farm, say of 100 acres?

There can be no idea of recommending soiling alone as a separate system of farming

in this or any other country ; the essentials of life cannot be neglected, nor can the aver-

age farmer run the risk of reducing his income by placing all his faith in one or two

articles of production only.

There must be provision for horses in hay and grain; pasture for sheep and yearling

cattle ; and roots, straw, and grain for cattle, sheep and pigs in winter ; and grain and

potatoes for family use. By grain I mean wheat, oats, barley, and peas ; and roots in-

clude mangolds, turnips, and carrots. We have to deal with the following classes of crops

in our rotation.

1.—Roots.

2.—Grain.

3.—Hay.
4.—Pasture.

5.—Green Fodders.

The green fodders are divisible into

—

1.—Cereals, one-half.

2.— Clovers, onefouith.

3.—Foliage proper, one-fourth.

On soil of an average texture, the best rotation in my opinion is:

—

1.—Peas and f/raiii fodders.

2.— Wheat and oats.

3.—Roots and foliage fodders.

4.—Barley or wheat (seeded) and clover fodders.

5.—Hay.
6.—Hay.
7.—Pasture.

The area of each class on 100 acres would be :

—

1.—Peas, 5 ;
grain fodders, 9 14 acres.

2._Wheat, 5; oats, 10 15 "

3.—Mangolds, 3; turnips, G; carrots, 1 ; foliage fodders, 5.

.

15 "

4.—Barley, 5; wheat, 3; clover fodder, G 14 "
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5.—Hay 14 acres.
6.—Hay and pasture 14 "

7.—Pasture 14 "

100 acres.

Of the various green fodder crops there would be:

—

Lucerne 3 acres producing yearly 48 tons.
Sainfoin 1

" " " 6 "

Red clover 3 " " " 21 "

Rye 2 " " " 12 "

Tares and oats 2 " " " 12 "

Prickley comfrey 1
" " " 10 "

Millet.' 1
" " " 3 "

Rape 2 " " " 30 "

Corn 4 " " " 80 "

Cabbage and kale . .
." 1

" " " 12 "

20 acres giving 234 tons per ann.

The systepi altogether then is practically one of five divisions, having equal parts o'

20 acres under roots, grain, hay, pasture and green fodders.

Taking a clay loam as the average texture of Canadian soils, it is obvious that a
rotation of cropping agreeable to all sound theory and practice, .and by which no e.vhaus-

tion could possibly take place even under careless management, would be what is called
the seven course, as laid down in these notes. By this our green fodders would ac-

company the 1st, 2nd and 4th divisions after sod-breaking, so as to agree, and not inter-

fere with systematic rotation and management over the whole farm.

The sod from one or two years' pasture is broken up and cropped with peas and grain
fodders, these grain fodders being corn, tares and oats, millet and rye ; the second year is

wheat and oats in proportion of 5 and 10 respectively; the third in roots with, foliage

fodders in the shape of rape, cabbage and kale and prickly comfrey—all the latter, as
with roots proper, admitting of thorough cultivation, manuring and cleaning, upon which
rests the backbone of this system. During the fourth year grass seeds (of timothy and
clover) are laid down with barley or wheat, and part, if deemed necessary, with red clover

alone as the green fodder section of this division, and of course the 5th and 6th years are
hay, vith the exception of, say, one-half of the 6th as pasture; 7th year pasture.

In all this there is an easij and luxurious cropping, suitable to the best of mixed
farming and according with the "soiling" system under consideration. There is no ex-

cess of _^rain and hay, but thorough cleaning and strengthening of soils by root manage-
ment, with sufficient rest (so called) by depasturing with sheep and young cattle.

The 20 acres devoted to green fodders, will on an average, give, under the best

management, 234 tons per annum.

What c.a.n be done with this .amount of Green Fodders.

Allowing for waste, one cattle beast of average size, age antl circumstances as regards
fattening, breeding, or milking, will consume daily 100 lbs. of these green materials,

along with such dry fodders and grain as may be considered desirable—more or less, of

course according to objects. For the six months named, this means the maintenance of 26
head, or nearly one and one-third (1^) animal per acre. Now, it is well-known in Cana-
dian experience that it takes fully three acres of ordinary pasture—-not poor p.asture

remember, but well laid down timothy and clover, to keep one of such cattle in a full

progressive condition—either laying on fat decently well, or milking well over the aver-

age, no stinting or having the animals walking two miles a day over and over a twenty
acre field in se.arch of a bellyful!.

We have, then, the striking difference of four (4) to one (1) meantime, in favour of
" soiling," as against grazing, without allowing for any other facts, for or against. Were
one-tenth of dry fodders—such as hay or straw—added to the green ones, six more ani-
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mals can be maintained, but our present purpose is to follow the exact value of the soil-

ing crops alone.

It is rare in these times to find more than 1 5 head of cattle beasts in all on a hundred-
acre farm, summer and winter. So supposinjr that one-half of the soiled animals, in our

example case, were for the butcher, and the other half supporters of the dairy, there

would be an additional live head of yearlings and five calves, with one bull, and one

score of sheep. The sheep and yearlings would be grazed, but the calves and bull housed

and receiving part green fodders ; these would be equal to four (4) additional average

sized cattle, and so reducing the 26 to 22 head that can be maintained from 20 acres of

soiling materials. Still .additional to this would be what would, or should, be used for

horses and pigs, so that altogether we arrive at the safe standard of 20 cattle, or one to

each acre.

Soiling in Canada then is as .3 to l,and by the system which I have thus .sketched it is

plain that by simply setting aside 20 acres from the 100, so as not to interfere with the

reliable and proKtable farming called mixed, or alternate, we can fatten, or dair)', 20

cattle in place of 7 during the six months of spring, summer and autumn.
What now is the financial position in the system 1

To this, sketch first the general management that would be adopted : Upon a hun-

dred-acre farm such as I have introduced, one man with horse and cart can easily under-

take the attendance in every respect of these 10 fattening cattle, 10 cows, 5» yearlings, 5

calves, 1 bull and 20 sheep. Any of the yearlings intended for breeding would be grazed

during their second summer, but those for fattening should be systematically housed

—

getting one hour's exercise daily ; the calves would also be under cover, the sheep on pas-

ture of course. At the most then, the cattle man would have 30 head to be soiled. After

feeding and cleaning up in the morning he has to cut and cart home 2,.500 lbs. of green

fodder, in two loads, for the evening use, and as all green fodders are better to be slightly

" wilted," not heated, ere offered, he would thus have to secure another cut in the evening

to be used for next morning's meal.

Financial Result of Six Months " Soili.vg " from Twe.vtv Acres.

10 Fattening cattle: 108 tons green fodders at S2.1.5. (See

diagram) S232
Proportion of attendance 50

$282

10 milk cows : 86 tons 8184
Proportion of attendance 40
Milking 20 $244

Total debit $526

Increase on 10 fattening cattle $5 per head per month ..$300

Manure (bedding inclusive) 60 tons 50

$350

Milk from 15 cows ; 180 days, 10 quarts at IJcts. .$225

Manure 50 tons 40
$265

40 tons green fodder supplied to other cattle 86

Tot.al credit $701

Balance to credit $175
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Twenty acres under ordinary good pasture and seasons, will graze seven head of
cattle :

Rent or value of 20 acres at $3 $60
Proportion of management 7

$67
3i fattening cattle for five months $50
3i milk cows, 150 days, at 8 quarts 60
Estimate value of manure left 10

$120

Credit balance $53

In the ease of "soiling," a clear ])rotit of SI"")—and in that of grazing $53—the one
equal to nearly three rents per acre, the other hardly one rent.

I am handling a strict debit and credit account, and not speaking of so much flesh

or milk revenue per acre, without charging, what very few farmers do charge, in estimating
profits. All this, remember, witliout any help from bush or stubble pasture, and any
roadside pickings—no meal, bran, or slops of any sort, but the plain produce of the soil

in each case.

Again, then, let us note that " soiling " in Canada means fully three times the profits

of grazing, in addition to other considerations now to be examined.

Some of the Advantages and Disadvantages of Soiling.

1. Where land is a consideration, tliere is a great saving of it by being enabled to

maintain at least one cattle beast per acre, in place of having to calculate on allowing

three acres to graze one.

2. Were we to reckon by the amount of fodder produce (soiling, or pasturing), there

a large saving of food in avoiding destruction by cattle traffic.

Where we have apparently useless quantities of any kind of straw, chafi", and hay

—

good or poor in quality—they can be safely used in association with the moist green

fodders.

4. We obtain fully double the quantity, and proportionately much more value, of

manure by soiling than by allowing it to have its own way in the field, the roadside, and
the court. I am of opinion, that were we able correctly to estimate the value of farm-

yard manure in connection with this matter of soiling of cattle, there would be no concern

on the part of the farmer as to any other form of profit. He would simply be so inde-

pendent as to be able to throw all beef and milk into the bargain, or allow them to stand

as the mere overflowings of a system that puts him in possession of all the past and future

wealth of his fields. Would tlie day were here when we all knew how to make, how to

preserve, and how to ajiyiJij our cattle droppings.

5. The larger produce of flesh and milk on an average.

6. Gives greater variety of materials, allows uniformity in management, which gives

greater comfort and health, and less liability to accidents.

7. But it requires greater care and intelligence to establish and maintain such a

variety of crops; so, if this is to be put up as an objection to the system, we had better

say beat at once. Whiwi any farmer begins to speak about " troubles," and first expense,

and too much looking after of things, then the sooner he falls into the ditch the better.

Let him continue his successive crops of wheat, and give his cattle the range of all the

farm, so as the earlier to convince him of the high life he is leading—an extravagant, sel-

fish life, as well as a dangerous one.

8. It is well known in soiling experience that cows give a greater llu.sh of milk from

good early pasture than from having the food taken home to them The change from

winter confinement to the rich and plentiful crop of grass, along with the easy conditions

under which they obtain it, does this. Were this grass rush to continue, there would cer-

tainly be much less in favour of housing; but it docs rarely keep up, and, while there is

not so much milk in April, May, and part of June, there is a continuous flow, with no

falling off, through July, August and September.
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1

Requisites in Cropping of Green Fodders.

1

—

Soils: Depth, dry, rich sub-soil.

2—Seed: Lucerne, 20 lbs.; Sainfoin, 3 bushels; Red Clover, 20 lbs.; Rye, 2 bushels;

Tares and Oats, 2 bushels and 1 bushel; Millet, 1 bushel; Corn, 3 bushels; Rape, 8 lbs.

3

—

Ctdtivaiion: Broadcast, drilling, hor.se-hoeing.

4

—

Manuriiiff: Liquid, Special, Farm yard Manure.
Essentials: A rich soil, moisture, and heat.

THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE TO THE
FEEDING AND FATTENING OF LIVE STOCK.

We tried to throw some light upon this subject in last year's report. It is surely

time the ordinary farmer were shown a few steps in such a valuable ladder. I mean thr

actual use in practice of what the chemist says, and what experience says, is the feeding

property of each of our animal foods. He has hay, straw, grain, and some special pre-

parations, which he is told are good for certain purposes, but is not given any reasons for

their particular use. In place of being only the agent in their transfer, he should also

be the regulator according to tlie requirements of each class of animals, whether for

(1) ordinary growth in youth, (2) rapid growth in youth, (3) production of milk,

(4) production of beef or mutton under various conditions, (5) working animals, and
(6) breeding animals.

In applying what we know of this subject to our own case at The Ontario Experi-
mental Farm, I beg to submit tirst of all, the list of classesof animals in the order in which,

in my opinion—opinions differ no doubt—they should be fattened or fed, beginning with
those requiring Tnost tiesh and fat forming materials, and gradually ranging into those

that .should receive the least.

Order of Requirement of Fattening Properties in Foodfor Various Classes of Live Stock, at

the Ontario Experimental Farm, during Winter, 1880-81.

1.—Fattening old oxen, most fat required.

2.—Three-year-old fattening steers.

3._Two-yearold " "

4.—Fattening wethers.

5.—Driving horses.

6.—Farm horses (winter).

7.—Bulls.

8.—Rams.
9.—Breeding cows.

10.—Yearling steers.

11.— Heifer.s.

12.—Ewes.
13.—Dairy Cows.
14.—Lambs.
15.—Calves, least fat required.

Second.—We must be in possession of the

Order of Fattening Properties in Food to be used this Winter.

1.—Oil-cake
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9.—Oat straw contains 41 per cent of fat and flesh materials.

10.—Corn fodder

11.—Wheat straw

1 2.—Roots (mean)
Cattle Fodder.

1 of hay —59.
1 of o;its — 41.

1 of corn —37.

1 of wheat—33.

37

33

9

Sheep Fodder.

Half hay —59.
" pease-—41.

Mean 50

Mean 42^

From these we can now make a

Tabular List or Guide to the Feeding and Fattening of our Live Stock during Winter,

1879-80.

No animal to get more than 15 Ib.s. fodder or liay, 12 lbs. of meal, 90 of roots, 3 of

oil-cake, 5 of oats, 2 of pease, or 3 lbs. of bran.

CLASS OF AXIMAL.

Food and Daily Allowance Per Head in lbs.

Horses—

Farm .

.

Buggy

Cattle-

Oxen Fattening.

.

Steers, 3 years "

Steers, 2 years "

Steers, 1 year

Bulls

Breeding Cows

Dairy Cows

Heifers

Calves

a

O

Sheep—
Wethers Fattening .

.

Rams

Ewes

Lambs

15

12

10

1

1

90

60

.50

40

.50

.50

40

40

20
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Large value in small space should be our first idea of a typical wheat plant of any
variety; to secure this the head, or ear, should bo compact, havirii; the most possible num-
ber of berries in the length and breadth, and covered or protected by the minimum quan-

. tity in thickness and length of chaft', or awn. Berries can be too close on the head in

certain climates, and miy be too heavily overlaid with covering so as to hiuder ripening

and confine their individual bulk. The form of head best calculated to carry the largest

number of berries with sufficient air room for proper maturing is that which, in whatever
way it is presented to the eye, will appear of almost otiual breadth, whether by the side or

by the face, the face being somewhat broader than tlie side ; the florets sliould alternate

and overlap each other to about one-third of their height, should stand out from the stalk

at an angle of forty-five degrees, and never have less than two berries in eacli Vmnch
or floret, some having as many as three or four. A thick-set head has live sets of florets

to the inch, a thin one two.

In judging the grain of wheat, the points are so important that it will bo best to

number and describe separately :

1.—The first thing that strikes the eye is colour. Formerly wheat was classified by
white and red, but now when we speak of colour as a point of merit in any variety it

means that sort of transparency or brightness which reflects light, as opposed to dulnes.s,

or having a bleached appeatance. This should be uniform and not parti-coloujed.

2.

—

Size, or evenness of sample, refers to uniformity of berries to each other, not

some large and others small, but nearly all alike— whether large, medium, or small-sized.

3.

—

Structure characterizes the gritty, hard, or flinty kinds from those that are soft

and meally.

4.—The Skin may be thick or thin, rough or fine, and should always be smooth,

unless when curly from its natural fineness.

5.—The Form, or outline, of the berries should be alike, whether long, .short, or round.

6.—The Bosom may be full and close, that is, with a well sprung rib, or an open

and flat one.

7.

—

Plumpness has no reference necessarily to one uniform outline like a bag of flour,

but that the berry is well filled-out, of whatever form, showing no slackness of skin from

want of food—not shrivelled.

8.—6me// should not be musty or sour.

9.—The Taste should be nutty, sweet, and mellow, not sour or bitter.

10.—The Germ.inatiyig points should be distinct; the base, or root end prominent,

and the blade end slightly hairy.

Miscellaneous qualities:

11.—Hardy, productive, and a good miller.

12.—Weighing, after cleaning, not under sixty pounds per bushel.

13.—Comparative freedom from diseases—whether animal or vegetable.

14.—To tiller, or stool, well—that is, to produce five or more perfect plants from one

seed, under good management.
15.—To have suBicient strength of straw to carry the head.

16.—The straw to be of good quality as regards freedom from pith.

f"^mhssj^-r- Bald Winter Vauieties of Whe.^t:

r^i^vinArnold's Hybrid (Philadelphia).—Head strong and thick, with well-set florets; straw

also strong, and of good quality. The grain sample obtained was not first-class, being

small, moderately filled, and of a dark colour; crop of 1878 became inferior—smaller,

darker, and shrivelled; thac of 1879 was much improved, or about equal to the original,

with longer berries, and produced thirty bushels per acre. The crop of 1880 was inferior

to 1879,—grain not being so evenly filled.

AnvMs Hybrid (Washington).—Head .short and moderately thick, with good straw.

The.sample got was large, plump, of a dark red, and parti-coloured. Tlie crop of 1878 was

much inferior, smaller, shrivelled, and darker in colour, while that of 1879 was good, though

not so well filled as the original; 1880 gave somewhat better tli.an 1878.

Arnold's Victor (Paris, Ont.).—This hybrid has head and straw resembling Gold

Medal. The crop of 1877 was good in colour, nice and plump, though a little irregular in size
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and form; 1878 was poor in every respect, but 1879 gave a much improved sample, un-
equal, however, to that of 1877. Produce in 1879—39| bushels per acre, weighing sixty

pounds per bushel. The plants of 1879-80 were entirely winterkilled.

Ball Forward.—A very fine sample from the Centennial Exhibition of 1876. The
produce in 1878 was much inferior, delicate-looking, small berries, well coloured. That
of 1879 was largei-, but irregular, becoming darker in colour, and the crops of 1880 is not
so deficient as many others. The head is too narrow, being, however, long and fairly

set.

Blue Stem.—This is not unknown in Ontario. What we got of it in 1877 was a

good dark colour, irregular in sample, and all of a small size. The cropping of 1878 was
much inferior, but improved in 1879, though not equal to original—producing 40 bushels

that year.

Bush's Prolific is an American variety of medium size, and somewhat dark coloured.

The crop of 1878 was practically a failure—shrunken, nii.serable-looking stuff. 1879
gave a large improvement, and 34 bushels per acre, lighter in sample, not so well filled,

more irregular ; and 1880, though not equal to 1879, kept up well, considering. The
head is poor—tight, narrow and short.

Bush's Satin C}uv)\ also from the States, was originall}' of fair size and plumpness,

but parti-coloured and of a dark red tinge. In 1878 we had a muoli smaller and poorer

sample, with some improvement in 1879—holding its colour, but shrunken, and 1880
brought about its failure for the present. The head is of fair length, but too open

;

straw strong ; chaff slightly velvety.

Bttsh's Large White.—Of good colour, but small and shrivelled in 1878, and up to

date is a failure, being too tender. Straw good ; head too open, but otherwise gootl.

Bush's Mammoth.—The sample from the Centennial looked mixed, was large, plump,

and of average colour. Our produce of 1878 was very inferior—dark and shrunken.

There was a decided improvement in 1879 over 1878, the darker colour increasing, how-
ever ; 1 880 was a failure. The he.ad of this is very long, yet fairly clad, the chafi' being

a white velvet ; straw was much subject to rust.

Cook's White.—Grain of medium size, nicely coloured, regular and plump. 1878 gave

a darker and smaller grain, but altogether not so bad, considering the season. 1879 was
very good, of fair size, well filled, but darker than the original. It was winter-killed

during 1879-80. Head short and thick, with strong red chaff and good straw.

C'lawson Club.—A very good sample of the ordinary Clawson, or Seneca, under a

slightly new name, the berry being slightly smaller. The crop of 1878 wanted a little

better filling to make it a good one. 1879 was not equal to the original, but good in size

of grain; it was shrivelled and unfed in 1880. The ear is a Clawson one in size, colour

and form.

Canada Winter No. 1.—The growth of 1878 and up to 1880 inclusive was practi-

cally nothing—even that of favourable 1879 being medium ; liead narrow and tight.

Canada Winter No. 3.—The original grain of this was a little irregular, but other-

wise good ;
colour dark ; 1879 gave the only fair sample—the head being an average

specimen.

Canada White.— Original sample large, regular, very plump and fine in colour ; 1878

gave a very poor, shrivelled, small, dark-coloured grain ; 1879 was much improved, indeed,

almost up to first sample in size and form, though darker in colour and not quite so plump,

yet well filled, and giving 2.5.^ bushels per acre; 1880 was not so good ; the straw is

strong and clean ; the head a little short, square, however, and thick set.

Clawson (or Senec ,).—I think it may be safely assumed that the millers' account of

this wheat is now over the jealous stage and into the fastenings of their purse. The fact

of non-controversy is evidence of thi.s. Our 1876 experience was not first-class—berries

irregular, somewhat parti-coloured, small sized, and not well-filled. Those of 1877 were

much improved, larger, better coloureil, but not a very bright sample ; 1878 was much
inferior— fairly coloured, however. One-third of the berries very small, badly filled, and

shrunken. The head was much too open and thin, yet with plenty of straw. The crop

of 1879 gave a very fine; head in size, compactness—long, strong and close ; 44| bu.shels

per acre, weighing 6H lbs. per bushel. We cannot speak of any success during 1880.
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Diehl.—It must be remembered that for some of our best Canadian fall wheats, our
position witli its large exposure and high elevation is not the best adapted to their thorough
growth and maturing ; for example, we cannot show a sample of tlie Diehl or Soule eciual

in plumpness and colour to the Gait and Hamilton districts by reason of these climatic
peculiarities, not by reason of unsuitable soil. Here we find the Diehl with a medium-
sized head, close set, dark and strong however, the grain not taking on the right colour
or size all over, many of the berries being small.

Diehl Fife.—Is but the old Diehl under a new name apparently, with which we
have made no progress, except in growing a good balanced head all over.

Excelsior.—The original sample of thi.s had a nice bright colour, flat bosom, and the
berries over the medium size. Tliough wo obtained forty -seven bushels per acn; in 1879, the
grain was not equal to the start, yet fair, and 1880 even gave a good .sample, wanting
tilling ; a long fairly balanced head.

France.—The original of this resembled a medium sample of Soule. While the
produce of 1878 was " nothing," that of 1879 maintained its old points in most respects,

and even better in colour ; the head is chubby.

Fiihz .(Ka7isas).—The grain of this cannot be called plump, the berries are pointed,
parti coloured, and a fair medium sample all over; the head is narrow, pointed, and some-
what open; 1879 sample was superior to that of 1880, yet the colour improved through the
latter year.

Fluke (Illinois).—This has all along been the earliest maturing wlieat in our exten-
sive experience ; the head is small, of medium closeness: the grain has improved in colour

but not in form or size.

Gold Medal.—Our five years experience of this hybrid has been very satisfactory.

In 1876 the gram was comparatively poor, being irregular, badly filled, but good iu

colour, that of 1877 was very good all over e.xcept colour; 1878 though not down to 1876
was little superior ; 1879 gave us a better fed berry, with a darker colour, and a yield of

36 bushels per acre. Winter 1879-80 proved too much for this, as it did for most other

hijbrids; the head is short, thick, and strong.

Kentucky.—A good bright coloured wheat of fair size, which in 1878 kept up in size,

did not mature sufficiently, giving straw at the expense of grain. 1879 improved upon
the original, and even in 1880 with its blight and rust, the size was maintained but not

tilled correspondingly. The head is longish, a little open, but otherwi.se good.

Lennic's White.—Direct from England, and one of the best of its flour makers, does

not withstand our winter, though hardier than the Essex Red under like conditions.

Mexican.—From the American Centennial of 1876, had a dark grain unevenly

coloured, of medium size, but fairly tilled. The colour inproved in 1878, but otherwise

the sample was altogether inferior ; 1879 brought a delicate whiteness, berries being

somewhat narrower and not so even in sample; again, 1880 made a darker shade, not

well tilled, but yet even in its irregularity. It is a good tiller, straw rather weak, close

head, shortish (resembling Gold Medal), and takes a medium place in hardines.s.

Mai/ Bed.—Long berries, pointed, and from 1879 made as good as that from the

Centennial. Head too open, narrow, and having a delicate caste, not characteristic enough.

Mediterranean.—The original was poor, dark and unequal ; 1878 did not improve

the sample, except in colour ; the colour continued to improve in 1879, and the wliole

sample was much superior, even as against the original. Head compact, a fair size, with

a tendency to over closeness.

Nursery.—Characterized by a round, tight head, a form of liead most objectionable

in any case, and otherwise a plant of little importance apparently.

Kust froof.—A good average wheat, not rust-proof however; 1879 gave 25^
bushels per acre ; better colour than Centennial sample, and equal in evenness of grain.

Head about medium in size, and well up in points.

Eeiil's Giant Rid Ch'tff (hybrid).—A pointed berry, not largo and not plump.

While very poor all over in appearance from 1880, it gave 2-1^ bushels per acre. The

head and straw resembles the Clawson.

Red Velvet.—An oval shaped Ijerry of a good dark colour. Head narrow, tight and

hide-bound in appearance.
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Red Winter.—Not unlike the Scott, and in our bust season of 1879, gave a good

sample, hardly plump eaough, which did not deteriorate so much in 1880 as others.

The liead is rather short, but nice and compact, though somewhat pointed.

Iteid's Golden Ker>iel (hybrid).—A medium coloured, open bosomed wheat, having

a sli'dit resemblance to Clawson, tliat gave us 251 busliels in 1S79.

Russia.—A hardy variety of a darkish colour that has not improved with us. The
head is long and open, and inclined to beard.

Rusda ii'os. 2, G and 9.—In some respects resembling the Russia, as above, with thicker

chaff and better at tillering; all hardy, and particularly too long and open in tlie head,

thus reducing their cropping qualitio.s.

^colt (Glasgow ]).—A dark, even sampled grain, with short, compact head, having a

tendency to beard.

Silver Cluiff.—This once famous wlieat has almost refused to do anytliing here. In

187C, the sample was fair, though irregular, not well enough tilled, nor perfect in colour.

In 1877, berries were large, well tilled, of a nice bright colour, and that gave the very largo

yield, for that year, of 57i bushels per acre; 1878, fell otf, poor in colour, shrivelled and

uneven. In 1879, we had 30 bushels per acre (.57 lbs. per bushel), but in moSt essentials

a very poor sample. The straw has been good; heads, loiig, strong and well set.

,Soide.—As elsewhere remarked, we cannot grow a tirst-class sample of this very fine

old Canadian winter wheat. Tlie quantity has averaged 32 bushels per acre, and the

weight Gl lbs. per bushel; but colour has not been .satisfactory, berries are too tight and

irregular, as if unequally matured. Head has been good in form and size, with average

straw.

Tasmania.—The original was a good sample in most respects, but our experience has

proved it to be too tender.

Trendwell (bald).—Grain seems to be mixed; a bald head, not close nor yet open;

somewhat resembling Soule, with a tendency to beard; colour good; berries well tilled.

Tarctina.—Has a long, open head, with a large, plump, dull-coloured berry. Tender,

and has largely deteriorated in sample.

White Velvet.—Has a head with velvety chaflF, of fair length, strong and compact

Good straw; .subject to rust Sample has not improved with us as yet, being also tender.

Washiiu/ton—Nos. 1 to 17.—These, out of many others similarly distinguished, have

done best with us during the last four years. The average produce has been 34,^ bushels

per acre, with a distinct want of feeding over all the berries, which are generally large

and lanky. Heads are also generally of the small open class with a tendency to tineuess

or want of boldness. The largest cropper was No. 13, the smallest. No. 17.

Thus, as yet, we have made no great discovery in any new winter wheat suitable to

Ontario, nor, I presume, can we hope to do so, without more trials, more failures, more
perseverance, more extensive gatherings, more systematic inquiry and collection, and more

attention in every possible respect. This is a great tield in truth, and one deserving the

whole attention of one man, specially authorized and provisioned—an enthusiast of no mean
parts, appointed by Government—keen to catch, safe at handling and experimenting, and re-

lialile in reporting. While the Ontario Experimental Farm has not re-clothed the Province

with .mother spring whe.at equal to the grand old Fife, or the equally valuable winter Soule

and Uiehl, it has already given an interest to the subject, and a prominence to some var-

ieties tjiat, some men tell us, goes a long way to meet the necessarily heavy draft on the

Lcislative purse in its up-keep. We have it from not a few quarters, that what we have

done in the establishment and .'cattering of the While Russian spring wheat throughout the

Province;, marks the fact of a valuable chapter in our history. If we do not know how to

labour and wait, we need expect little success.

OUR 1880-1 CATTLE FEEDING EXPERIMENT.

Many of our breeders and fatteners of live stock, are in the practice of giving old

fodder and roots unprepared, that is the hay and straw are not cut, nor are the roots cut

or pulped. As many others are believers in everything being cut and pulped, and given

separately, or in the shape of a pudding. The advocates of either plan cannot of course
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speak of definite comparative results under exactly similar conditions, ami so wo have
thought it desirable to conduct an experiment tliis winter, having in view the elucidation

of such a very valuable point.

We have been fortunate in securing, four two-year old Shorthorn grade steers, of
precisely similar breeding, almost exact in age, that were bred and have been under the
same management all along.

Along with these, as additional data for evidence, we have set aside four )earling

cross-bred steers of our own, two of which, with two of the others, will be kept upon
whole fodder and roots up to May next, and the four others will be treated to the same
kinds of food, prepared liy cutting and pulping. During the same period all will receive

corn meal and bran. Everything will be weighed as dealt out, animals weighed weekly,
and all attendant circumstances carefully noted. The handling of this experiment will be
conducted by ^Ir. John Leask, one of our leading second year students, and it is my duty
to record here that every second year student is taking a keen interest, and has all along
advised with me in the object, the purchasing, and the regulation of this experiment.

THE PRESENT IMPORTANCE OF DIFFERENT GRADES OF WOOL.

We cannot too often impress our farmers with the difference in value between vari-

ous samples of the like article as produced by themselves, whether it be beef, mutton,
wool, grain or any other crop ; indeed, while the Government looks to the more active of

us to be stirring up such matters, there yet rests the duty upon all Legislators of pointing

forward when any branch of their economy is making true indications.

As one of these, not yet sufficiently clear among us all, and that is, however, making
loud calls upon our enterprise, note some facts with reference to difl'erent grades of wool
in this Province.

The British Colonies pay moi'e attention to the quality of wool than she docs herself,

and up to a recent date, this aim was correct, but now, in addition to quantity, the world
wants quality and a certain grade suitable for certain purposes. The market of three

years ago, and many years previous, was weight of fleece along with weight of mutton, with

out particular regard to sample in either article, but that market has changed ; the world
now wants quality, as represented mainly by fineness and medium length, along with the

quantity. In addition to this change in wool, there is also a very decided preference for

another class of mntton ; hitherto the most of us were asked to grow size of carcass

without regard to quality as indicated by tineess of grain and proper admixture of fat

and lean, but now we are told to produce an average weight having the quality referred to.

W^eight of carcass and weiglit of fleece have been, and are still, obtained from Lin-

colns, Cotswolds and Leicesters, or by their crosses. These give the heaviest mutton, and
the longest and heaviest wool, so that while at present there are many special fields for

these breeds, both for flesh and wool, the great market for the million is bidding them
good-bye, for a time at least.

On the other hand, the average weight of carcass and fleece, with quality as now re-

quired by the great market of the world, are obtained from any of the Down breeds of

sheep—Southdown, Shropshire Down, Hampshire Down, and. Oxford Down, or by their

crosses.

The question is not one only of supplying two classes of goods most in demand : It

is most clearly one of larger returns under any circumstances; take, for example, the case

of two shearling wethers ready for market (and by the way all our mutton should be

finished at tliis age), one the ordinary grade of the country, what may be called a Cana-

dian wether, possessing part Leicester, Lincoln and Cotswold blood, and the other the first

cross of any of the pure-bred Downs named, upon such a Canadian ewe.
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Difference in value between a common Canadian, and a Down-Cross, Sliearling Wether. tP[

Canadian Wool, 4J Ibe. at 30c

Down riross Wool, 7 lbs. at 35c

Canadian Mutton, 145 lbs. at 4c

Down Cross Mutton, 170 lbs. at ujc.

Down Cross

Difiference in favour of Down Cross

This remarkable difference should come home very forcibly to us all ; we take it to

ourselves at this farm, though, of course, being obliged to maintain a variety of breeds for

educacioual purposes, we caauot change as the ordinary farmer may, but, supposing we
could, and taking our 1680 clip for illustration, there is the following striking evidence :

1880 Clip of Wool at Tlie Ontario Experimental Farm.

Long TFooZ—95 fleeces, 8 lbs. each, 760 lbs. at 30c §228 GO
Medium Wool— (Oxford Down, and Oxford and Southdown

cross upon Canadian ewes) 22 fleeces, 7 lbs., 154, at 35c 53 90

Short Wool—21 fleeces, 5 lbs., 105 lbs. at 40c 42 GO

In all, 138 fleeces, weighing 1,019 lbs. (7|- each) §323 90

If the 95 fleeces of long wool had been from common Canadian sheep in place of

heavy pure-bred Cotswolds and Leicesters, the average weight would not have exceeded

4i lbs. each, which would have fetched .§128.10, and had the 95 sheep been improved by

Down-crossing, the wool would have weighed 665 lbs. and brought .§232.75, era difference

in wool alone of $1.10 per head per annum. But, further, had these been a flock of 95

shearling wethers shorn in May and shortly afterwards sold for shipment to England,

the accounts would stand thus :

—

427 lbs. Wool

titio lbs. Wool

13,775 lbs. Mutton, live weight

.

16,150 lbs. Mutton, live weight

.

Difference

.

Canadian.

S cts.

128 10

551 00

Down Cross.

679 10

441 "JO

$ cts.
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If this is not proof enough to convince and convert, then we needs must despair in
all truth. The cost of keep is alike for both classes, and all that would have to be extra
debited to the improved wool and mutton is interest on the extra value of a pure-bred
Down ram.

Nationally, this subject is all important. Canada should easily raise and dispose of

20,000 head of shearling wethers annually ; the difference in favour of the iiiiprov ed animal
would give §22,000 for wool and §75,000 for Mutton, or $97,000 of again to the country.

X.—ESTIMATES AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 1880-81.

First—We require the new live stock as detailed in the introduction herewith.

Second—The extra team of horses for instruction and fallowing, as explained under
the heading " Farm Instruction."

Third— Drainage has been neglected for two years, and must be continued, and
should be completed during next two years.

Fourth—So also in fencing, wo have done nothing for some time, bj' reason of large

expenditure upon the College buildings, and now it mnst be overtaken.

Fifth—As yet we have no cover for our implements and machinery.
Sixth—A small sum is required for new implements.
Seventh—Cottages for the Farm Foreman and Gardener are already on the card

from last year's estimates.

Eighth—We shall be glad to continue the tree-planting experiments so well begun,
in addition to those in the hands of the Fruit Growers' Association.

Ninth—We liave not completed the number of tools for instruction purposes in the

Mechanical Department.

These may be estimated thus:

—

Live Stock ." $15,200

Instruction Horses 300
• Drainage 1,000

Fencing 1,000

Implement Shed 500

Implements and Tools 1,500

Tree Planting 100

Experimental Preparations as usual 900

$20,500

TuE Ontauio Agricultural and Experimental Union.

It affords me much pleasure to draw your attention to the Society under this title,

as recently formed by our own .students. It comes more immediately under my report

than that of the President, because of practical farming being its largest field, and of my
position as President thereof for the current year. The accompanying note of Mr. C. S.

Dickinson, Editor, saves explanation by me, and, in addition, the constitution as copied

herewith will explain fully. We had a very hearty and profitable meeting of officers,

students and ex-students at last Easter, when, of course, much was initiatory ; and now,

being thoroui^hly organized, we trust, ere long, to make our union a felt power through-

out the Dominion.

To the JJojwurnble the Com>nissioner oj Agriculture :
*

Sir,—Since the above-mentioned Union has beer, formed in connection with this Col-

lege, we deem it but due to the position you hold to inform you as to its origin and the

aims of its promoters.

Some three years ago it occurred to a Mr. Toole—one of the most successful of our

students—that it would enhance the value of our education, and tend to our mutual

improvement if, in connection with this College, some sort of a union were established

wherein matters pertaining to agriculture might be discussed and the results of our

experience interchanged.
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In pursuance of this idea a meeting was convened, and some twenty or thirty mem-
bers were enrolled. The matter was then allowed to fall into abeyance until a further

accession of members should justify us in drafting a constitution and electing the neces-

sary officers.

Last Easter the subject was again brought to the fore, ex-students were notified, and
meetings were held on two successive days within the College buildings. Some very

valuable information was given by the old students present, and letters were received from

others who were unable to attend ; officers were elected, and a committee was appointed

to draft the appended constitution.

We have now on our roll some 120 acting members, who form the nucleus of what
may be, we hope, one of the most successful Agricultural Societies in the Dominion.

In conclusion, I would remark that the College authorities are unanimous in their

support of the Union, not only on account of its intrinsic merit, but also because they

view it as a means of keeping sight of the students after they leave the College, and of

proving to the country at large that this institution turns out not nincompoops but suc-

cessful farmers and intelligent men.

Hoping that you wUl see fit to accept the accompanying invitation to join us as an

Honorary Member,

I am, Sir, on behalf of the Union,

Your obedient servant,

C. S. Dickinson, Editor.

(Second Year Student.)

Constitution of the Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union.

Objects of the Union.

The objects of the Association are to form a bond of union among the officers and
students, past and present, of the Ontario Agricultural College and Experimental Farm,

to promote their intercourse with the view to mutual information, to discuss subjects

bearing upon the wide field of agriculture, with its allied sciences and arts, to hear papers

and addresses delivered by competent parties, and to meet at least once annually for these

purposes.

Admission of Members.

All officers and students, of whatever time, shall be entitled to become members of

the Union on paying their subscription.

The Hon. the Commissioner of Agriculture for the Province of Ontario, for the time

being, shall be an honorary member of the Union.

Subscriptions and Privileges.

Members shall pay the sum of 50 cents annually. They are eligible to all tlio offices

of the Union, and shall receive gratuitously any reports of the same which may be pub-

lished after the date of such payment. For any reports previous to their admission, they

shall have to pay the sum of 25 cents.

Every ex-officer and ex-student who is in regular accord with the Union shall be con-

sidered as a Corresponding Member thoroof. Each shall be entitled to the privilege of

receiving, for experimental purpo.ses, at least five samples annually of .such agricultural

seeds a-s may be on hand for distribution at the Ontario Experimental Farm, lie shall

report to the Union the results of such experiments, and also give his experience on such
subjects as come within the scope of the Association. Ex-officers and students, who are

members, shall be entitled to receive, by correspondence, if necessary, such infnrni.ation on
the work of the Union, or tliat of the Ontario Agricultural College and Exptrimental
Farm, as may be deemed resisonable by the Executive Council.
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Meetings.

The Union shall meet annually at the Ontario Agricultural College, for one day or
more, beginning two days previous to the Easter closing exercises of the Institution.

Officers and their Duties.

The officers of the Union shall consist of a President, Vice-President, Recording
Secretary, Corresponding Secretary, Treasurer, and Editor of Transactions, who shall be
appointed annually by the general meeting, and hold office for the ensuing twelve months.

The President, as chief officer of the Union, shall be ex officio a member of all com-
mittees or councils thereof during his term of office.

The Vice-President shall have powers similar to the President, but only in his absence.

The- Recording Secretary shall keep the minutes of the general meetings of the
Union.

The Corresponding Secretary shall conduct all business in connection with the Union
in regard to membership, general meetings, and all the business of the Executive Council,

for which purposes he shall be ex officio a member of that Council.

The Treasurer shall collect all fees, and keep account of all receipts and disburse-

ments of the Union as may be authorized by the general meeting and Executive (Jouncil.

The Editor shall receive, revise, and attend to the publication of such addresses, ar-

ticles, or papers as may be authorized for publication in the transactions of the Union.

Executive (Jouricil.

The Executive Council shall consist of the officers of the Union for the time being.

Its duties shall be to prepare a programme for annual general meetings, invite and arrange

with parties for the reading of papers, to appoint reception and sectional committees, and
such other work as has been indicated for it in this Constitution, or which may be author-

ized by the general meetings.

Accou7its.

The accounts of the Union shall be audited amiually by the Auditors appointed by
the general meeting.

Alteration of Constitution.

No part of the Constitution to be altered except at an annual general meeting of tlie

Union, and then only by giving at least three hours' notice of such intended alteration.

XI.—CONCLUDING REMARKS.

Is the education of the farmer in his own profession still a problem 1 May it be

said that his case has been, and still is, largely one of compulsion—that the bettering of

his condition has been forced upon him by outsiders ; that he has been petted and even

dragged to the doors of his own school "i

This question is of general application—European and American. The Britisher

has long had a dream of more produce and greater profits by chemical knowledge dis-

seminated through schools and experiments, and he is still a deep scientist. The guano

fever of twenty years ago helped to carry him into tlie present insolvent gutter, and it

seems to me to be as clear as noon-day that if he continues to place a similar reliance

upon this chemical footing, his chances of a new lease of tlie virtues of mother earth
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are as wide as ever. His schools of practical agriculture have also been a clean failure,

and ever will be, untU they are actually made practical in every detail. With all his

long experience and natural advantages, the British farmer is no longer able to meet the

foreign farmer in the same market, and it is very unlikely that more schooling wiU make
up the want. The reasons are deeper and more private.

The continental European farmer has been more cautious, more conservative and
more frugal than the Britisher, lie has also called in the aids of science, but, while

searching and trying, he has not built upon anything until long practice in the held has

more than doubled the proofs. Neither has he aimed at much in teaching the tield

practical, because, it may be, of the same caution that accompanies his conservatism, so

that he has not failed where others have, in this respect.

Australia and New Zealand are now trying to obtain more agricultural light, by the

establishment of agricultural schools and experimental stations in association. It will be

gratifying to hear of their success, and having the advantage of the trials, failures and
successes of others, we may look for something very good ere long.

Agricultural education has already a history of a quarter of a century in the United

States, and such has been the varied results among its many establishments, that all we
can do is to sympathize, and advise to try again. There is plenty of push, and were

there more of steadiness and keeping on the proper track, our neighbours would lead

the world in agricultural education, as much as they do in most other professions.

And what of our own progress 1 Have live years helped to solve the problem of

agricultural education in Canada t If expression of public opinion is always reliable,

we are doing well ; if Legislative support is much, we need not be ashamed of the

record ; and if patronage by the young men of the country is everything, then our suc-

cess is very large, but are all these certain evidence of a want fully met and of work
thoroughly done 1 May not a high popularity be one of the most dangerous and false

positions in a state, especially from a previous history of considerable odium t

Evidence, above all these questions, is the cue to our value. Farmers' sons, and the

sons of men not farmers, who are all making for farming, and who have been, or are

now, with us from England, Scotland, Ireland, Switzerland, the United States, and most

of our own Provinces, are telling in various way what we have done for them. It is

because of doing one thing only that success is ours ; we teach agriculture—not the

languages, nor military tactics, nor even the higher mathematics or mechanics ; it is also

because we teach practically. Soil is what we find and handle—not what a book tells
;

manures must be tested, crops thoroughly judged ; cultivation a thing of individual

doing on the part of every student, and an animal is one only when seen, handled, and
compared with others in every detail. It is also because labour is compulsory, and not

optional, on the part of students requiring it ; and part of our success, I think, is due to

the fact that we teach, and do not lecture.

Coming here, a young man sees at once that everybody is in earnest ; saddle horses,

buggy-driving, city-idling, or lookinii-on, are not part of the curriculum, and consequently

he either bids us good-bye, or acts the man. In his progress through the initiatory stages

of out-dorr duties, he is sharp enough to see that the sooner he is out of them the better

for himself in the matter of debit and credit—for instruction means no pay. Once past

this, there is keen competition for excellence, for superintendence of others, for teachers'

confidence, and honour in all things ; and as he gradually masters the science and prac-

tice of his profission, he finds he can obtain a situation as farm manager, and ere long

will ma)tage to find his own faiMn.

As a whole, therefore, I consider the problem of agricultural education is being

gradually and surely unfolded in our case.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

WM. BROWN.
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^fpe]nt:>ix.

INVENTORY AND VALUATION OF OUTSIDE DEPARTMENTS.

Farm,—Live Stock.

Horses.
12 Working Horses $1,450 00

$1,450 00
Cattle.

/Shorthorns :

1 Two-year-old Bull ' 200 00
5 Cows 1,125 GO
2 Two-year-old heifers 200 00
2 One-year-old heifers 100 00
2 Calves—Heifers 75 00

1,700 00
Herefords :

1 Five-year-old bull 400 00
2 Cows 800 00
1 Two-year-old heifer 300 00
1 One-year-old heifer 175 00
1 Heifer calf 100 00

1,775 00
Devons :

1 Five-year-old bull 175 00
1 Cow 150 00
1 One-year-old heifer 175 00
1 Heifer calf 50 00

450 00
Aberdeen Polls :

1 Five-year-old bull 200 00
3 Cows 750 00

2 Two-year-old heifers 250 00
1 Heifer calf 40 00

1,240 00
Galloways :

1 Cow -. 90 00
90 00

Ayrshires :

1 Five-year-old bull • . . . 100 00

4 Cows 400 00 \

1 yearling heifer 50 00

1 Calf 30 00
580 00

Grade Shorthorns:

13 Cows 520 00

3 One-year-old heifers 60 00

4 Steer calves 100 00

1 Short-horn Ayrshire, cross calf 10 00

2 Heifers—Calves 25 00

1 Galloway Shorthorn calf 10 00

1 Aberdeen Poll cross calf 20 00
745 00
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Grades, feeding :

20 Wether lambs 120 00

Pigs.

Berkshires :

1 Imported boar 100 00

1 Boar •''0 00

5 Brood sows 200 00

1 Imported .sow 65 00

2 Seven month boars GO 00

Prince Albert Windsor:

2 Brood sows 100 00

.506

$30 00

310 00

1,655 00

400 00

Grade Herefords:

1 Steer $20 00

1 Calf 10 00

Fattening Stock

:

5 One-year-old steers 1 60 00

2 Aged oxen 150 00

Sheep.

Coiswolds

:

I Three-shear ram 1 20 00

40 Breeding ewes 1,200 00

8 Ewe lambs 160 00

7 Kam lambs 175 00

Shropshire Downs:
5 Ewes 250 00
1 Three-shear ram 150 00

Leicester :

1 Five-shear ram 75 00

18 Breeding ewes 540 00

3 Ewe lambs 60 00

2 Earn lambs 50 00

SoiUhdotmis

:

1 Three-shear ram 1 50 00

19 Breeding ewes 480 00

3 Ram lambs 90 00

5 Ewe lambs 100 00

Oxford Downs ;

1 Two-shear ram 150 00

6 Breeding ewes 300 00

1 Ewe lamb 20 00

1 Ram lamb 35 00
505 00

Merino :

1 Two-shear ram 150 00

Grades :

13 Breeding ewes 100 00

3 Ewe lambs 15 00

725 00

820 00

115 00

120 00

475 00

100 00
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$85 00

13,530 00

Dogs.
3 Dogs—Scotch collies $85 00

Total

Implements.

4 Waggons $180 00
1 Deinocrat 45 00
2 Carts 49 00
8 Sets of double-trees 15 00
4 Neck-yokes 4 00
3 Pair of bob-sleigh.s 67 50
1 Long sleigh 18 00
1 Pleasure sleigh 36 00
2 Seed drills 99 00
1 Broadcast seeder 15 00
2 Reapers 115 00
4 Mowers 160 00
1 Pea-harvester 18 00
3 Horse rakes 40 00
2 Cultivators 34 00
1 Horse-power 35 00
1 Jack 15 00
1 Separator 80 00
4 Shafts 12 00
1 Drag sawing machine 60 00
3 Fanning mills 50 50

1 Circular Saw 30 00
Wheelbarrows, curry combs, brushes, oil cans, wrenches,

saws, hammers, axes, mallets 40 00

4 Iron ploughs 72 00

4 Iron beam ploughs 50 00

1 Metal beam plough 10 00

I Wooden plough 10 00

1 Double mould-board plough 28 00

2 Gang ploughs 35 00

1 Sub-soil plough 20 00

3 Ploughs, with wheel and skimmer 35 00

1 Turnip drill 10 00

4 Sets iron harrows 60 00

2 Sets wooden harrows 10 00

1 Wooden roller . 25 00

Shovels, spades, forks, and stone-boat '

. . 60 00

5 Sets of team harness 135 00

6 Sets of plough harness 55 00

2 Sets of cart harness 20 00

1 Bam truck 4 00

1 Set of weigh scales 20 00

1 Platform scales 90 00

Half-bushel measures, horse-blankets, bags, chains, picks,

baskets, scythes, grain cradles, hoes, hooks, etc 110 00

5 Hav racks. .". 35 00

1 Wa'ter cart 68 00

1 Straw-cutter and belts 53 00

2 Grain crushers 75 00

507
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1 Cake crusher

3 Root slioers and pulpers

70 Cattle chains

4 Bull leaders

2 Feed boilers

Sheep racks, troughs

2 Cross-cut saws
] Vertical 6 horse-power boiler

1 Portable steam engine
1 Thresher

Garden.

1,500 Flower pots

4 Rakes
1 6 Spades

7 Shovels
• 10 Draw hoes

5 Dutch hoes

1 Scythe and snaith

2 Garden ploughs
1 Cultivator

2 Wheel-barrows
5 Screens

2 Trowels

5 Pruning saws
4 Slanure forks

5 Potato forks

2 Garden reels and lines

2 Tree scrapers

5 Hammers
2 Pair of edging shears

2 Pair hedge shears

6 Watering pots

2 Pair of pruning shears

1 Syringe

8 Pruning knives

16 Hot-bed lights

3 Picks

Knife, bill, hook, dibble

1 Set cart harness

1 Garden cart

1 Gravel screen

1 Set garden harrows
1 Garden roller

2 Garden sickles

2 Edging knives

4 Spuds
1,000 Greenhouse plants

1 Stove

3 Potato dusters

1 Seed drill

1 Steel square

Compass, plyers

6 Baskets

3 Tliemiometers

10 Marking irons

2 Axes

508
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16 Hyacinth glasses

1 Office desk

6 Pick handles

4 Hay rakes ,

3 Markers
1 Crow-bar

4 Hand glasses

2 Brooms
1 Working horse

2 Hand la\vn mowers. . .

1 Single set of harness

.

Mechanical Depaetmknt.
9 Hand cross-cut saws
4 Rip saws
3 Fine cross-cut saws
1 Compass
3 Draw-knives
3 Braces

1 Set of Bits

1 Boring machine
20 Gimlet bits

3 Oil-stones

6 Smoothing-planes

1 Jointer

6 Half-jointers

7 Jack-planes

1 Iron circular plane

1 Set hollow and round No. 16

1 " match i inch

1 " " I "

1 Centre bead | inch

1 Side bead 1 "

1 " I "
1 " I •'

1 Rabbit plane IJ inch

1 "
I "

1 1 Hammers
3 Bench axes

1 Broad axe

1 Screw wTench
2 Cold chisels

3 Spoke-shaves

5 Try squares

1 Framing square

1 Panel square

4 ISIallets

1 Level

2 Framing saws

2 Trowels

6 Screw drivers

1 Chalk line

1 Common line

2 Tool bags

1 Wire-tightener and apparatus

1 Bench-brush

509
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5 Carpenter's benches $35 00
6 Ladders 6 00
2 Scratchawls 10
4 Paint brushes 3 00
4 Five gallon oil-cans, and glue pot 4 50
3 Gimlets 45
1 Grindstone 5 00
1 Stove 6 50
Fencing tools, spade, spar, pick, mauls 10 00
Block and tackle 1 2 00
1 Ratchet drill and set of bits 6 00

Abstract op Inventory and Valuation :

Farm—Live Stock $13,530 00
" Implements 3,931 00

Garden 1,307 35
Mechanical 219 30

4

$219 30

$18,987 65

510
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I^ E F O R T
OF THE

ONTARIO POULTRY ASSOCIATION,

FOR THE YEAR 1879-80.

To the Honourable the Commissioner of Agricultv/re :

Sir,—I beg to submit the Report of the Ontario Poultry Association for the year

1879 and 1880, which, though brief, coutains satisfactory evidence that the -Society has

already accomplished much for the promotion of the objects for which it was established,

with a prospect of increasing usefulness for the future.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Geo. Murton,

Guelph, December, 1880. Secretary.

REPORT.
The Directors of the Ontario Poultry Association, in making their Annual Report,

beg to congratulate the members on the continued success attending their efforts to ad-

vance the poultry interests of the country, an evidence of which is mq,nifest by the grand
display of fowls at the late Exhibitiou held in the city of Guelph in the first week of

February, which was acknowledged by all to be the best exhibit ever held in the Dominion.

A great impetus has been given to the Association and to the breeding of poultry

by the Ontario Government's liberal appropriation of $600 towards its funds, and also by

granting an Act of Incorporation, whereby it is now classed with the agricultural and
other associations of the Province, and becomes a Provincial institution.

Your Directors feel that the interest would be further advanced if they were repre-

sented at the Council of the Agricultural and Arts Association, the same as the Dairy
and Fruit Growers' Associations, and as we often see grave mistakes made in the prize

list of the Provincial Exhibition from a want of knowledge, on the part of those direc-

tors, of the poultry interest.

It is too often the case that farmers take very little interest in the breeding and
raising of poultry, thinking it is too small a matter for them to think about, but when
we look at the returns from the Custom House of the exports from this country, we find

that the value of eggs shipped from any given port for the season amounts to a very

large sum. From the port of Guelph alone, the number of eggs exported to the United States

in the seven months from April 1st to December 1st, 1879, was 797,134i dozen, valued

at $93,513.61, besides the large quantity of fat poultry shipped during the winter months.

512
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From this it -will be seen that the poultry business is not so small as some imagine, and
only requires a little fostering; care to make it a mucli more lucrative business.

At the late Exhibition there were nearly 1,100 entries, and these comprising speci-

mens of some 34 varieties of fowls, besides a large selection of pigeons.

The Brahmas seem to be the general favourite, especially the light variety, and for

symmetry and appearance certainly deserve all the encomiums passed upon them, altho\igh

they, as well as the other varieties, have their special patrons, each claiming some pecu-

liar quality for his favourites.

The Hamburgs are a class of fowls that claim great attention. They are a very
handsome class, and are reported to be good layers, and the distinctive varieties of them
make a grand display in any exhibition.

The Dorkings are an old established English breed, and perhaps make the best table

fowl of any, and are considered fair layers, but seem to be rather tender, and therefore

difficult to raise.

Plymouth RockS are comparatively a new variety, originating, we believe, in the

United States, some say a cross between the old Dominick and some Asiatic breed.

However, they have now become a distinct class, and are considered hardy and pretty

good layers.

Games, of which there are a great number of classes, have their patrons. They are

also good table fowls, and pretty good layers, but owing to their disposition to wander
about, and their natural inclination to fight, are not generally raised.

Houdans, a French fowl, are considered very hardy, and good layers, and are evidently

coming into favour. When well attended they attain to a very respectable size.

Turkeys are alwaj's a very interesting portion of a poultry show, as nearly every-

body feels interested in them, especially about Christmas and New Year's, when they make
a very inviting appendage to the dinner-table. Of late years there has been a great im-

provement in them, from judicious crosses with the wild species. There are several

varieties of this noble and useful fowl, but none exceed the Bronze for beauty, with their

red legs and the rich metallic hue of their feathers. They are indeed a truly noble fowl,

and often weigh from 40 to 50 lbs. per pair.

Geese and ducks likewise have their admirers, and many fine specimens were on ex-

hibition. In geese the Toulouse seem to be the most sought after, and are, in fact, the

finest variety, especially when we take size into account. There are many other varieties,

such as the Bremen, China, African, Buff, and what are called Common Gee.se, which
are all good in their classes, but with the exception of the But!', do not come up to the

Toulouse in size.

In ducks, the Aylesbury and Rouen take the lead, although several other varieties

are much thought of. Under ordinary circumstances we would prefer the Rouen, as we
consider them the hardiest, although the Aylesbury will attain tlae largest size in favour-

able quarters, such as plenty of running water, etc.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

Geo. Murton,

Sec. 0. P. Ass.

POULTRY ASSOCIATION OF ONTARIO.

Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for 1879.

To Cash Receipts.

Entry fees f'iSG 45

Specials 32 00

Door receipts 118 99

Carriedforward S587 44

513
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Brought forward $587 44

Members' subscriptions 42 00

Government grant 700 00

Commission on sales, <fec 17 03
81,346 47

Balance due Treasurer 36 73

81,383 20

By Cash DisJm/rsements.

By paid Prize account 8880 00
" Brantford portion of Government grant 100 00
" Salary of Secretary-Treasurer 100 00
" Transfer of coops from Southern Poultry

Society 80 00
" Expenses account 206 46
" Petty cash " 16 74

81,.S83 20

514 V
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APPENDIX TO REPORT
OP THE

CDUuniojioncv of ^^QvicuUuvc and g^vtci,

A^PPE^NTDIX (Gr)

AMOUNT EXPENDED FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF AGRICULTURE
IN ONTARIO IN 1880.

No. 1.—Amounts paid to Agricultural Societies in 1880.

Name op Society.

Addington
Algoma
Brant, North
Brant, South
Bnice, North . . .

Bruce, South ... .

BrockviUe, E. D.
Carleton
Cardwell
Cornwall, E. D. .

.

Duflferin

Dundas
Durham, East . .

Durham, West. .

.

Elgin, East
Elgin, West
Essex, North . . .

.

Essex, South
Frontenac
Grenville, South .

.

Grey, North
Grey, South
Grey, East
Glengarry
Halton
Haldimand
Hamilton, E. D..
Hastings, North .

.

Hastings, East. .

.

Carried forward.

.? c.

700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
850 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
7C0 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
350 00
648 00
700 00

19,548 GO

Name op Society.

Brought forward
Hastings, West
Hxiron, East
Huron, West
Huron, South
Kent, East
Kent, West
Kingston, E. D
Lambton, East.
Lambton, West
Lanark, North
Lanark, South
Lennox

_.

Leeds, South. . .
.'.

Leeds, North, and Grenville, North

.

Lincoln
London, E. D
Middlesex, North
Middlesex, East
Middlesex, West
Monck
Muskoka
Niagara, E. D
Norfolk, North
Norfolk, South
Northumberland, East
Northumberland, West
Ontario, North
Ontario, South
Ottawa, E. D

Carried foncard.

Grant.

19,.548 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
350 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
350 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
350 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 (10

350 00

38,448 00
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No. 1.—Amounts paid to Agricultural Societies in 1880

—

Continued.

Name of Soceitt. Grant.

Brought forward.
Oxford, North
Oxford, South
Peel
Perth, North
Perth, South
Peterboro', East
Peterboro', West
Prince Edward
Preacott
Renfrew, North
Renfrew, South
Russell
Simcoe, East
Simcoe, West
Simcoe, South

Carried forward .

S c.
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